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7. INSTRIU!2ITATION ANfD COMTROL

Cc=plete supervision of both the nuclear and turbine-senerator sections

of the plant Is accomplished by the instrumentatiou and control systems

from the control room. The inzutrusentation and control systems are

designed to permit periodic on-line test to deonstrate the operability

of the reactor protection system.

7.1 CENUAL DESIGN CRTTERIA

Criteria applying in cmon. tr all Instruzomtatiou and Control Systems

are given in the following listing. Thereafter, criteria which are specific

to one of the inzitrumentatiou a"d control systems are discussed in the

appropriate portion of the description of that system.

7.1.1 IMSTRIM AION AID CONTROL .3YSTEHS CRITERIA

Inatrumentation and Control Syltems

Criterion: Instrumentation and controls shall be provided as required
to monitor and naintainn within prescribed operating ranges
essential reactor facility operating variables. (CDC 12)

Instrumentation and controls essential to avoid undue risk to the health

and safety of the public ar-e provided to monitor and maintain neutron

flux, primar, coolant pressure, flow rate, temperature, and control rod

positions within prescribed operating ranges.

The non-nuclear regulating i oceas and contaizenL. instruentatiou measures

:Amperatures, pressure, flov, aVA !evels in the Reactor Coolant System,

Steen Systmu, Containsen. and ot" Auiliary Systems. Process variablus

7.1-1



rsqjui.%d on a contuimu basia for the startup, pover operation, and

shutd.mv of the plant are coutro1-U- =A indicated or recorded fr:om the
comtrol rom access - to wdfch is suparvised. The quantity and types of

proces Instrmenta don provided ensures safe and orderly o*eratlon of

all systms and processes over the full operating range of the plant.

4

7.1.2 RIEA TD CRITEA

The folloring are criteria which are related to all Instrumentation and

control systms but are more specific to other plant features or systems,

therefore are discussed in other sections, as listed.

Nsa. Discussion

Suppression of Power Oscillations

Reactor Core Design

Quality Stacdards

Performance Standards

lire X'4rotection

kissile Protection

Emergency Power

(CDC
(CDC

(GDC

(GDC

(CDC

(GDC

(CCc

17)
#6)

#1)

15)

#3)

140)
139)

Section 3

Section 3

Section 4

Secrtion 4

Sections 5 and 9

Sections 4, 5 and 6

S"ction 8

4

4
7,1-2



7, • PIOTRCTIVE •ST1t'•S

The protective systs consaist of both the reactor protection sys tem

am the eanieered safety features. Equipaut supplying signals to any

of these protective syates Is considered a part of that protective

7.2.1 DESICG WVVAS

Co~trol Roca

Criterion: The faciUty shall be provided with a control rom froa
which actions to xaatntaia safe operational statuis of the pleat
can be controlleC. AMequate radiation protection shall be pro-
vided to permit contisu occupancy of thi control k %cm under
any credible poot-accident condition or as an alter~mtive,
*ccess to other areas of the facility as necessary to shut down
and uaintain safe control of the facility without excessive
radiation exposures of personnae. (GDC 11)

11m plant Is equipped with a control room which contains those countols asr

instrwentation necesary for operation of the reattor Pnd turbine

generator uuder nornal and accident conditions.

Tht control room is continuously occupied by tha qualifLed operating personnel

under all -operating and WCA accident conditions.

Su~ficieni ahieldivg, distance, mnd conutaireut integrity are prutded to

assure that control room perzonnal exhall not be subjected to doses und'•r

postulated accident conditious during occupancy of, Ingress to and egrest

from the control rooc which3 in the aggregate would exceed suggested ldtn.s

in 10 CRP 100. The cowtrol ram ventilation consists of a system baving a

large percentage of recirculated air. The fresah air intake can be cloased

to stop the intake of airborne activity if monitors indicate that such

actien Is *ppropriate.

Core Pro•ection Sntem,

Citerion: Core protection .ystes. together with associated equsXipmet,
shall be dotsigrn4 to prevent or to srppcesa condttious th•t
could rswult in exceeding acceptable fuel dmage lialts.

(G 14)
T, 2- 1



Th4n _U3ic rAtc toT tritpping p1hibosophy 1# t, define a r..zioa of power
xnit caoole. -tempar_!ra condi~ticAe Alowed by the primary trLipar funlctions,

thea *Y~rpmmwr b4ýh AT trip,, the avpir- ,imper~ture high AT trip sad the

a- nc-lear ov---owe trip Thai r-lval oprgl reii* .. 51. thm

trip satt~ings In providazd to priavent any combination of Wftxe., tempsra~turea

azi pr~asura wbidcI wuld result In MME with all resttor coolant pmps

In operationl. jPdaitional tripping functions such ex a hl&h pressukSLxer

preccmrs trip, lose pttssueizer pressure trip. hWh~ prezteurizer vate=

level tvip, loss of f lmc trip, steam and feedwater flow mismatch trzfp,

* stta generator low-low water level trip, turbine trip. sa~ta7 injection

trip, nuclear source and Inteni'*diate rangeC trips, and tuamal trip are.

* provi~d e4L back up the primary tripping functions fo.: specific a'caidont

Ctraditiou "n Catha'iit .1 fai~lures.

A dr'o'qpwd rod signal blocks antcnatle zod wdrhdraiml, &nd also Pre-vidR&k a
t'urbite load cutbackc if above A &iV6U pr'eet 1Aw.1. The dropjred toA is n-4
cated frc- IWsdivna1 rod &,ouition iiadica tors or by a rapid flux J~erseaa

an 4ty of the, power -nauge nuclear channelsi.

Ovorpowe(. over-temp4sratture and TAYC deviation red stolm prevent aboorteel
power conditf -ns which coulid raoutt frcia excitasive i,--VCo'3. rod vithdraval
initiatied by a vialunction of the re~.ctor contriI systam or by op.-rator

violation of adalunarrativs procedzrea.

XMnae Sz ?t eatures Pratact!,n Systems

Crittricnt PrOtetIOUn By~tems shall L. Prov$idtd Cor JýUM~ &Cci4i1t
uituat.c'ax and initiatiol the operstiku of neizzaAary ear!neered
safety featu3res. (=D 15)

lcatr=*ntatloia and contra;* provided !or tho ~imotactive syct-s are

d~xIn.d to trip tbA reactor# whben nmeesar,, to preveq- or Uait ftaiut%

product releAtzz Iran the care and to limit .-_j~y rallease; to sipna1

S cant~imont Isolation; "n to contrel tha opi-mtloin ef tn~tneerad safety

7.2-2
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-" . e bai]iWa safety features oyateas are actuated by the engineered

lety i1catures act"'don chaftes-. Each coincidence network energizes
ia engiuar*ed safety, f•ta.res actuation dsr$te that operates the Associated

envalere4 se-t features equipment,, otor eLarters and valve operators.
Thd channels arie dt-UW to cv.in redundant senmors, and independent

chsnael circuitry, coincident trip logdc am diZZerent parameter measurements
so that a sufo wsi re-lable syste is provided in uhdch a single failure
will non defeat the ciumni1 twnction. The .ctio. initiating saaaors,

h'i teble and lQgic is ahoom In the figue-, ltnclude6 in the detailed
Zq•uneerd Safety 7Natu-es Tnut- t~tn Description given in the

Systs= XksL wetiona. The Lniincerad Safety Iratuces Xastrumentation
Systm actusez (depending on the severity of this condition) the Safetr
InJtction Syate, the Containmont Isolation Syste=, the Contain=ent Air
Racirculetion System arid tLe Containment Sprk Systm.

The rpeUs!Ve accumulators of tie Safety hj~ect.,u e do not require
sUnal oar povr sources to perform thcir f=uction. The actuation of the
active portion of the 96fety Inujction System is described on page 7.2.16.

X-he contaitnt air recircul.aton coolers are normaaly in use during pla t
opezation and would therefore not normally require an Initiating sl~nal.

These inits are, however, in the autcaatic sequeirce which actuates the
enjineeied safety features upov receivinS tie necessary actuating eign!as

iiidiaxtlM an accident coaditioct

'1ontain 1ft, spray It actuated by coincident asud redundant high contaimunen

pressure s9nals.

The Contaiment Tdolation System provides the neans of Isolating the various

pipes pascang through the cOntairment valls as required to prevent the
release of rriioactivity to the outside entxonment In the event of a loss-
of-coolant accidenL. V.e actuation of the contaiment Uolaatt.on Is by
coincident "rid *undsari contaimment. high pressure si :luals.
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P:' rotecti!on Sys!:,• 'Rellab1ii

Crit6 ,erion: Protect-on ay~teas htl be designed for high functional
re~iability and in-servi~ce testability necessary to avoid undue
risk to the health and asfrty of the pule. (W•C 19)

The reactor uesi a hisher speed vzrslon of the Westitqhouse magnetic-ty-pe

control rod drive uechanisr s used in the San Onofre, and Connectivut

Yankea plants. Upcn a less of power to the coils, the rod cluster

control assembies. with full -Length absorber rods are released and fall

by gravity iuta tn caroe.

* The reactor Internals, fael asuemblies, RCC assemblies and driva syste

eomponqnts are designed as Seismic Clase I equipment. The PC assemblies

V are fully guided through the fuel &sasebly and for the maxmnum travel of

the control rod into the guide tube. Furthermore, tie RCC assemblies are

nevar fully witbdrava Efrci their guide thimblas in the fuel aasembly.

Dui to this and the flexibility designed into the RCC aesemba.les, abnormal

loadims and misallg= 3enta can be sustained without impairing operation of

the RCC asaembliea.

The Rod Cluster Coatrol (RCC) assembly &,ide system is locked together selth

pins throuz'hcut its length to ensure against misallimunts which might

Impair control rod movewent uuda: normal operating :onditionri and crodible

accident conditions. An an .1ouous system has successfully undergone

4132 hours of testing In the Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation CVannel d&,fag

which rboit 27,200 feat oi step-driven travel and 1461 trips were accomplished

with teot aisaligrents in excess of the maxlmum possil-le misalignment tbat

may be experienced when installed in the plant.

All ractor trip protection channels ar- supplied with sufficient redunds".

to provide the cupability for channel calibration ard test at power.

7.2-4



Rumoval of one trip c ircuit is acccpl.shed by placirg that circuit in a

hlf-trippLA inode; I.e., a two-out-of-thrce circuit ecomes a one-out-of-

two circuit. Testing dow. not trip the systm unless a trip condition

exists in a concurrent channel.

Reliability ard independence is obtained by redundancy within each tripping,

function. In a two-out-of-three circuit, faor ex-..-ple, the three channels

are equipped w-ith separate primary srnors. ••hC channel in continuously

fed from its own independent electrical source. Failurt to "-energiz a

channel whihn required would be a mode of nalf.unction that would affect

only that channel. The trip signal furnished by the two remainig channami

would be unimpaired in this event.

Protection Systems Redundancy and Indepedrdence

Crit-r on: Redundancy and independence designed Anto protection systms
shall be sufficient to assurt that no single failure on reaovs!
from aez~rce of any component or channel .9f such a Mets -will
result in lo*s of the protect.on function. The redundancy
provided shall include, am a mAnit• u, two channels of protection
function to be aef-.ed. (•DC 20).

K

Tha reactor protection systeow are designed sn that the moest probable mode&.

of failure in each protection channel result in a signal call1mg for the

protective trip. Eath protection sye t design combines redundant sensors

end channel independence with cuncident trip philosophy so that a safe and

reliable syeten is provided in -hich a sngle failure will not. defeat the

cha.' zozactianx cat•se a spurious plant trip, oZ vidlate reactor protection

Criteria.

•ncel 1mdep&den*e is carried througoAut Eh* aystem exteudtag from the sensor

to the relay acrttating tht protectirc functionu, Tb-t protective and control
fctionsvea 4taI:ined are ccmbiwed ony at the sensor. both of these

functiona are fully 1s"ated In the Xemainuig part of tbv chunenl, control

beiv 3erived frim VtV. primary Protection signal path tbXoOa)- an Isolation

7.2-5



i- plIUier. As such, a failure in the control circuitry does not affect the

" ote'atior. channel. This-6ppe'cach In ueed for pressurizer pressure and

-: ater lev•Tl channels, steam generator .wvter l1.el, T and AWI channels,

aft=4I f low-- edwvatr flow and =.sclear source, power range channels.

The amnbe-:2 zg-etv ksotures equipment Is actua'ed by one or the other

of the ancinterod safety features actuation channel*. Each coincidence

network ulctuatea an angineered safety actuation device that operates the

associated *ng:nemrcd safety features equipment. m~otor starters and valve

operators. As an enople, the control circuit o. a asfety injection pump

Is typical of tht control c€rcutt for c large pump operated from switchgear.

The actuation relay, energixed by the Engiueeced Saf£ty Yeaturcs Instrumentation

Systo_ has nuimally open contacts. These contacts energiza the circuit

breakti closing coil to start the pump when the control relay is energized.

The Rogineared Safety Featuree Instrumentation System actuates (depanding

on the eaverity of tha condition) the Safety Injection System, the Contaiment

lealsat.lan. System, Cntaitnat Air Rectiration Systam and Contsi••nant 4
Spray Systef,

In th* Rat.tor Protection Syst6m, Wo reactor L.£p breakers are provided

to int•rrupt poler to the full length rod drive mechanises. The beeaker

=air contacts are connected in serieu (with power aupply) so that openidng

either brikser interrupts power to all full length rod iachanlsms, peruitting

then to feal by gravity Into tht core. In the event of a loxs o?. rod control

powe- reactor trip breaker Is de-energized and trips to an open ;oda.

Furtihe detuit on redundancy In provided through tha detaJ.l de~criptlonx of

tho respsct4v& systemsa coverad by the various sactton* in this chapter.

In _unmry,, reactor protection AL* designe4 to mect all prexently defined

teactor ptit~ction criteria and In In accordtance r;h the IEMM "Standard

for NuclaAr Plant Protection Systems 279". RadunOancy and ind-pea•d•ca Ar:

nor* tbAn achieved by protectioni channel de4igne ohich oombine pore than

one agnscr and par-ameter meaausremenc with coincident trip c5.rcuitry (a. g.

pressure zoi•icdtat with level and interlocked with flow or nuclear flux). 4



Req•Ixed continuous electrical supply Is discussed in Section 8.

Protection Against Hultipie DisabiliVy for Protection Systems

K Cdterion: The effects of adverse conditions to which redundant channels

or protection systems sight be exposed In common, either underV normal conditions or those of an accident, shall not r. sulr
in loss of the protection function or shall be tolerable on

- asome other basis. (CDC 23)

-The components of the protection system are designed and laid out so that

the mechanical and thermal environent accompanying any emergency situation

in which the components are required to function does not interfere with

that function.

-Separ-ation of redundant analog protection channels originates at the

process sensors and continues back through the field wiring and containment[ ponetrations to the analog protection racks. Physical separation is used

to the maximum practical extent to achieve separstion of redundant

transmitters. Separation of field wiring is achieved using separate wireways,

cable trays, conduit runs and containment penetrations for each redundant

channel. Redundant analog equipment is separated by locating redundant

c,mponents in different protection racks. Each channel is energized

from a separate a-c instrument bus.

Dwonstration of Func:ional Operabiliqy of Protection Systems

Criterion: Means shall be included for suitable testing of the active
components of protection systems while the reactor is in opera-
tion to determine if failure or lose of redundancy has
occurred. (CDC 25)

The signal conditioning equipment of each protection channel in service at

power Is capable of being tested and tripped independently by simulated

analog input signals to varify its operation. This Includes checking

through to the trip breakers which necessarily involves the trip logic.

Thus the operability of each trip channel can be determined convenientlyV= •anA v±thout abtiguity7,7
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Tast!rng of the dies-lsgenerator starting may be performed from the

diuvol-gererator control board. 'the generator breaker is not closed

automstically after starting during this testing. The generator

may be manually sychronized to the 480 volt bus for loading. Complete testing

of the starting of diesel generators can be accomplishad by tripping the associated

480 volt undarvoltago relays. The ab4lity of the units to start within the

prescribed time and to carry load can be periodically checked. (The electrical

system is discussed in more detail in Section 8.2.3).

Protection Systems Failure Analysis Design

Criterions The protection systems uhsall be designed to fail into a safe
state or into a state established as tolerable on a defined basis
if conditions such as disconnection of the system, lose of
energy (e.g., electrical power, instrument air), or adverse
environments (o.g., extreme heat or cold, fire, steam, or water)
are experienced. (GDC 26).

Each reactor trip .ircuit is dasigsed so that trip occurs when the circui£t

is do-inergized; therefore, loss of channel power causes the system to go

into its trip mode. In a two-out-of-three circuit, the three channels are
equipped with separate primary sencors and aach channel is energized from an

Independent elactrical bus. Failure to de-energize when required is a

moda of malfunction that affects only one channel. 'the trip signal furnished
by the two remaining channels is unImpaired in this event.

Reactor trip is implementos by interrupting power to the magnetic latch
mchaniams on all drive allowing the full length rod clusters to insert by

gravity. Thu protection system is thus inherently safe in the event of a

loas of power,

The engineered safety features actuation circuits are designed on the same

"do-anorgize to operate" principle as the reactor trip circuits with ths

exception of the containment spray actuation circuit which in energized to

operate in order to avoid spray operation on inadvertent power failure.

Supplement 12
7/70
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Automatic starting of all emergency delsel-generatov- is initiated

bJ undervoltage relays on any 480 volt bus or by the 9afety injection signal.

Engine cranking is accomplished by a stored energy system supplied solely for
th* associated diesel-generator. The undervoltage relay schema is designea

so that loss of 480 volt power does noc prevent the relay scheme from functioninR

properly.

Redundancy of Reactivity Control

Criterion: Two independent control systems, preferably of different principles,
shall be provided. (GDC 27)

One of the two reactivity control systems employs rol cluster control
.assemblies to regulate the position of As-Xn-Cd neutron absorbers within

the reactor coro. The other r%,:-tivity control system employs the Chemical

and Volume Control System to regulate the concentration of boric acid

solution neutron absorber in the Reactor Cooant System.

Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction

Criterion: The reactor protection system shall be capable of Tirotecting
against any single malfunction nf the reactivity control system,
such as unplanned continuous withdrawal (not ejection or dropout)
of a control rod, by limiting reactivity transients to avoid
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. (GDC 31)

Reactor shutdown with rods is completely independent of the normal control

functions since the trip breakers completely interrupt the Tover to
the full length rod mechanisms regardless of existing control signals.

Effects of continuous withdrawal of a rod control assembly and of deboration

are described in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, and Sections 9 and 14.

Princigles of Design

Redundancy and Independence

The Protective systems are redundant and independent for all vital inputs and

functions. Each channel is functionally independent of every other channel and

Supplement 12
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13 receives power from an independent source. leolat!Lon of redundant

propection channels is described in further detail in Section 7.2.1,

Iulaetion of Redundant Protection Channels.

Manual Actuation

Heans are provided for nmanual initiation of protective system action.

Failures ;n the automatic system do not prevent the manual actuation

of protective functions. Manual actuation requires the operation of

a minimum of equipment.

Chonne! Bypass or Removal from Operation

The system ia designed to permit any one channel to be maintained, and

when required, tested or calibrated during power operation without system

trip. During such operation the active parts of the system continve

to meet the single failure criterion. Since the channel under test L3 either

tripped or superimposed test signals are used whi%.h do not negate the

process signal.

EXCEPTION: "one-out-of-two' systems are permitted to violate the single

failure criterion during channel bypass provided that acceptable reliability

of operation can be othorwise demonstrated and bypass time interval is sho:t.

Capability for T,.st and Calibration

The bistable portions of the protective system (e.g., relays, bistablea,

etc.) provide trip signals only after signals from analog portions of

the system reach preset values. Capability is provided for calibrating

and testing the performance of the bistable portion of protective channels

and various combinations of the logic networks during reactor operation.

The analog portion of a protective channel provides analog signals of

reactor or plcnt parameters, The following means are provided to permit

checking the analog portion of a protective channel during reactor operation:

Supplement 13 7.2-10
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a. Varying the monitored variable

b. Introducing and v'arying a sub.•tItute transmitter signal.

a. Cross checking between identical channels or between channels

which beer a known relationsh~p to each other and which have readouts

available.

The design permits the administrative control of the means for manually

bypassing channels or protective functions.

The design pernsits the administrative control of access to all trip

aettings, module calibration adjustments, test points, and signal injection

points.

Information Readout and Indication of By-Pass

The protective systems are depi-ned to pz-ovide the operator with accurate,

complete, and timely information pertinent to their own staUs and to

plant safety.

Indication is provided in the control room if some part of the system

has been administratively bypassed or taken out of service.

Trips are indicated and identified down to the channel level.

Vital Protective Functions and Functional Requirements

The Reactor Protective System monitors parameters related to safe operation

and trips the reactor to protect the reactor core against fuel rod cladding

damage caused by departure from nucleate boiling (DNB), and to protect

against reactor coolant system damage caused by high system pressure.

The engineered safety feattres instrumentation system monitors parameters

to detict failure of the Reactor Coolant System, and initiates containment

isolation and engineered safety features operation to contain radioactive

finsion products.



This section covers those protective system p-ovided to:

a. Trip the reactor to prevent or limit fission product release from

the core and to limit energy release.

b. Isolate containment and activate the Isolation Valve Seal Water

System when necessary.

c. Control the operation of engineered safety features provided to

mitigata the effects of accidents.

The core protective systems in conjunction with inherent plant characteristics

are designed to prevent anticipated abnormal conditions from causing

fuel damage exceeding limits established in Section 3, or reactor coolant

system damage exceeding effects established in Section 4.

Completion of Protective Action

Where operAting requirements necessitate automatic or manual bypass

of a protective function, the design is such that the bypass is removed

automatically whenever permissive conditicno are not met. Devices used

to achieve automatic removal of the bypAss of a protective function

are part of the protective system and are designed in accordance with

the criteria of this section.

Thr protective systems are so designed that, once initiated, a protective

action goes to complet~on. Return to normal operation requires administrative

action by the operator.

Multiple Trip Sattinge

Whera it is nacessary to change to a more restrictive trip setting to

provide adequate protection for a particular mode of operation or set

of operating conditions, the. design provide., positive means of assuring

that the more restrictive trip setting is used. The devices used to

prevent Imprrper use of less restrictive trip settings are c videred 4
a part of the protective aystem and are designed in accordance with

the oroher provisions of those criteria.

7.2-12



Interlocks and Administrative Procedures

Interlocks and administrative procedures requited t.o limit the consequences

of fault conditions other than those specified as limits for the protective

function comply with the protective systen. criteria.

Protective Actions

The Reactor Protective System automatically trips ý.he reactor to protect

the reactor core under the following conditions:

a) The reactor power, as mieasured by neutron flux, reaches a preset

limit,

b) The temperature rise across the core as determined from loop AT

reaches a limit; botih from a variable AT set point (analog adjusted

by neutron flux distribution) or a variable AT set point (function

of T and prcssu'Ilzer j ressure, also adjusted by neutron flur

distriu tLion).

c) The pressurizer pressure reaches an established minimum limit.

d) Loss of reactor coolant flow as sensed by low flow, loss of pump

power or pump breakers opening.

The Reactor Protective System automatically trips the reactor when the

pressurizer pressure or level reachc* an established maxbuum limit.

Interlocking functions of the Reactor Protective System inhibit contrAl

rod withdrawal on the occurrence of a specified porametcr reachin& a

value lower than the value at which reactor trip is ititiated.

For anticipated abnormal conditions, pro.ective syst. in conjunction

with inherent plant charact, ristics and engineered safety features are

designed to ensure that lfiits for energy release to the containment

and for radiation exposure (as in 10 CFR 100) arc not e~xccded,

7.2-13
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SYSTEM DES IN

Reactor Protective System Description

Figure 7.2-2 is a block diagram of the Reactor Protective System.

Figure 7.2-3 illustrates the core limits and shows the maximum trip points

which are used for the protection system. The solid lines indicate a typical

locus of DNBR - 1.30 at four pressures, and the dashed linea indicate maximum

permissible trip points for the overtemperature high AT reac.tor trip. Actual

set points are lower to allow for measurement and instrumentation errors.

The cross-hatched region represents the region of permissible operation (in

which the DNBR exceeds 1.30) for a system pressure of 2200 psiu.

The maximum qr~d minimum pressures shown '2400 psia and 1700 psia) represent

the set points for the high pressure and low pressure reactor trips.

Adequate marginE exist between the worst steady state operating point (including

all temperature, calorimetric, and pressure errors) and required ttip points

to preclude a spurious plant trip during design transients.

Engineered Safety Features Instrumentation Description

I

Figures 7.2-4, -5 and -6 show the action initiating sensors, bistables and

iogic for the engineered safety features instrumentation.

4
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Indication

All transmitted signals (flow, pressure, temperature, etc.) which can

cause a reactor trip are either indicated or recorded for every channel.

The same channel isolation and separation criteria as describe- for

the reactor protection circuirs are applied to the engineered safety
features actuation circuits.

Protective Actions

The engineered safety features actuation system automatically performs
the following vital functions:

a) Start operation of the Safety Injection System upon coincidence

of low pressurizer pressure and low pressurizer level signals,

or high containmenc pressure signals (Hi level; approximately
10% of containment design pressure), or on coincidence of high

differential pressure between mny two steam generators, or on

coincidence of high steam flow in any two steam lines (automatically

blocked when Tavg and steam pressure are above certain limits).

b) Operate the containment isolation valves in non-essential process

lines upon detection of high containment pressure signals (Phase A

containmennt isolation - Hi level). The Isolation Valve Seal
Water System is actuated upon automatic actuation of the Safety

Injection System.

c) Start the Containment Spray System and operate the remaining contain-

ment isolation valves upon detection of a containment pressure

signal higher than required in item (b) above (Phase B containment

isolation; Hi-Hi level, approximately 25 psig).

d) Start operation of the Containment Air Recirculation and Filtration

System is not operating after operation of the required Safety
Injection System is completed.

Supplement 1
10/69
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Steam Line Isolation

Any of the following signals will close all steam line isolation valves:

1. Coincidence of high oteam flow in any two steam lines (automatically

blocked when T &V and steam pressure are above certain limits).

2 High containment preseure signals (2/3 + 2/3 high-high pressure).

3. Steam line isolation valves can also be closed one at a time by

manual action.

Feedwater Line Isolation

Any safety injection signal will isolate the main feedwater lines by
closing all control valves (main L.A bypass valves), tripping the main

feedwater pumps and closing the rump discharge valves.

System Safety Features

Sep..ration of Redundant Protection Channels

The reactor Frotection system is designed on a channelized basis to

achieve separation between redundant protection channels. The channelized

design, as applied to the analog as well as the logic portions of the

protection system, is illustrated by Figure 7.2-1 and is discussed below.

Although snown for four channel redundancy, the design is applicable
to two and three channel redundancy.

Separation of redundant analog channels originates at the process sensors

and continues through the field wiring and containment penetrations

to the analog protection racks. Physical separation is used to the

maximum practical extent to achieve separation of redundant transmitters.

Separation of field wiring is achievea using separate wireways, cabla

trays, conduit runs and containment ponetrations for each redundant

channel. Analog equipment is separated by locating redundant components

in different protection racks. Each channel is energized from a separate

a-c power feed.
7.2-15
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The roc~or trip bistables are mounted in the protection racks and are

the fnal operational component in an analog protection channel. Each

bistable drives two logic relays ("C" & "D"). The contacts from the

'C" relays are interconnected to form the required actuation logic for

TzIp Breaker No. 1 through d-c power feed Nu. 1. The transition from

channel identity to logic identity is made at the logic relay coll/relay

contact interface. As such, there is both electrical and physical separation

between the analog and the logic portions of the protection system.

The above logic network is duplicated for Trip Breaker No, 2 using d-

c p(Ayer feed No, 2 and the contacts from the "D" relays. Therefore,

the two redundant reactnr trip logic channels will be physically separated

and electrically isolated from one another. Overall, the Protection

Syatem is comprLsed of identifiable channels which are physically, electrically

find functionally separated and isolated from one another.

Physical Separation

4
The physical arrangement of all elements associated with the protective

system reduces the probability of a single physical event impairing

the vital functions of the system.

System equipment is distributed between instrument cabinete so as to reduce

the probability of dnmage to the total systems by some single event.

Wiring between vital elements of the system outside of equipment housing

Ia routed and protected so as to maintain the true redundancy of the

ayatems with respect to physical hazards.

Loom of Povir

A loss of power in the Reactor Protective System cat.es the affected channel

to trip. All bietables operate in a normally Lnergized state and go to a

do-energized state to initiate action. Loss of power thu6 automatically

for•ies the biatablos into the tripped state.

7.2-16
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Availability of power to the engineered safety features instrumentation is

continuously indicated. The loss of instrument power to the sensors,

Instruments, logic or actuating devices in the engineered safety features

iinstrumentation, starts the engineered safety features equipment asso'iated

with the affected channels. except for containment spray which requires

instrument povsr for actuation.

Reactor Trip Signal Testing

Provisions on non-nuclear Instrumentation are made to manually piace

the output of the bistable in a tripped condition for "at power" testing

of all portions of each trip circuit including the reactor trip breakers.

Administrative procedure requires that the final element in a trip channel

(required during power operation) is placed in the trip mode before

that channel is taken out of service for repair or testing so that the

single failure criterion is mie ty the remaining channels. ID the source

and intermediate ranges where the trip logic in one-out-of-two for each

range, bypasses are provJidd for this testing procedure.

Nuclear power range channels are tested by superimposing a test signal on

the normal sensor dignal so that the reactor -trip protection is not bypassed.

Based upon coincident log (214) this will not trip the reactor; however,

a trip will occur if a reactor trip is required.

Provision is made for the insertion of test signals In each analog loop.

Verification of the test signal. is made by station instuments at test

points specifically provided for this purpose. This enables testing

and calibration of mr.cers and bistables. Transmitters and sensors are

checked against each other and against precision read-out equipment

during normal power operation.
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The basic elements ccprTisnW an analog protection chatmel are shown in

Figure 7.2-7, and consitt of a transmitter, power supply, bistable,
bistable trip witch and proving Imep, test signal injection switch,

test zignal Int,3ction Jack, test point, logic test switch, and test operate

switch.

Each protection rack will include a test panel containing those switches,

test jacks and related equipment needed to t2st the channels contained 'A

the rack. A hinged cover encloses the test panel. Opening the cover or

placing the test-operate switch in the "TEST" position will1 initiate an

alarm. These alarms are arranged on a rack basis to preclude entry to

more than one redundant protection rack (or channel) at auy time. The
test panel cover is designed such thdt it ck.nnot be closed (and the alarm
cleared) unless the test signal plug-, (described below) are removed.

Closing the test panel cover w1ll mechanically return the test switches

to the "OPERATE" position.

Admnistrative jirocedures will require that the bistable In the channel
under test bA placed in the triEpped node prior to test. This places

a proving lamp across the bistable output ao that the bistable trip

point nan be checked during channel callbration. The bistable trip

switches must be manually reset after completion of a test. Closing

the test panel cover will not restore these switches to the untripped

mode.

Adminut.at.4ve controls prevent the nuclear instrumentation source range

and intermediate range protect•on channels from being disabled during

periodic testing. Power range overpower protection cannot be disabled

since this function is not affected by the testing of circuits. Administrative

controls also prevent the power range dropped-rod protection from being

disabled by testing. In additlon0 the rod position system would provide

indication and associated corrective actions for a dropped rod 4
condition.
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WA_-tual channel calibration will consist of injecting a test signal from

an external calibration signal source into signal injection Jack. Where

applicable, the channel power supply vi--1 serve as a power source for

the calLbration source and permit verify2ng the output load capacity

of the pover supply. Test points are located In the analog channel

and provide an independent means of measuring the calibration signal

level.

Loftie Channel Testins

The general design features of the logic system are described below.

Thb trip logic channels for a typical two-out-of-three and a two-out-

of-four trip function are shove in Figure 7.2-8. The analog portions

of these channels are shown in Figure 7.2-9. Each bistable drives two

relays ("A" & "B" for level and "C" & "D" for pressure). :ontacts from

the "A" and "C" relays are arranged in a 2/3 and 2/4 trip matrix for

Trip Breaker 1. The above configuration is duplicated for Trip Breaker

02 using contacts from the "B" and "D" relays. A series configuration

is used for the trip breakers since they are actua.tid (opened) by undervoltag

coils. This approach is consistent with a de-enargize-to-trip preferred

failure mode. The planned logic system testing includes exercising

the reactor trip breakers to demonstrate system integrity. By-pass

breakers are provided for this purpose. During normal operation, these

by-pass treakers are open. Administrative control will be used to ainimize

the P.=mount of time these breakers are closed. Closure of -he breaker is

controlled from its respective logic test panel in the control room. An

interlock is provided that trips both by-pass breakers open if a second

by-pass breaker in closed. The status of the breaker is indicated in

the control room by indicating lights.

As shown in Figure 7.2-8, the trip signal from the logic network is

simultaneously applied to the main trip breaker associated with the

specific logic chain as well as the by-pass breaker associated with

the alternate trip breaker. Should a valid trip signal occur while

0AB-1 is by-passing TB-1, Th-2 will be opened through its associated
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iofU train. Th tVip sign appl-ed to TB-2 Is simultaneously appi ad

to AI tehr•by opaving the by-pass around TB-1. TB-1 would either have

b*n opend *uxawdy se part of the test or would be opened through

Its assoCxxtsd logic train which x.uld be operational or tripped during

a t*Lst-

An auxiliary relay it located in parallel with the undervoltage coils

of the trip breakers. This relay Is tied to an event recorder which

is used to Indicate transmission of a trip signal through the logic

e~twork during testing. Lights are Olso provided to indicate the status

of the Individual logic relays.

The followvta procedure illustrates the method used for testing Trip

Breaker No. I and its associated 1031' network.

a. With the by-pass breaker (AB-i) racked-out, manually set and trip

Al-1 to verify operation.

b. Rack-in and sat AB-I. Trip TB-I.

c. Sequentially de-enorgize the trip relays (Al, A2, A3) for each

logic combination (1-2, 1-3, 2-3). Verify that the logic network

do-energizes the UV coil on TB-. for each logic combination. Since

the event recorder monitors the signal applied to the UV coil,

operation of the UV coil can be determined from the event recorder.

d. Repeat "C" for every logic combination in each matrix.

e. Reset TD-I.

f Trip TB-I. to validate prior test results as evidenced by the enant recorder.

, •Reset T1-i. Trip and rack-out AB-i.

I
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In order to ainimiza the possIbility of operati.oua errors from either

the stludy-int of tripping the reactor inadvertently or mly partially

chvecking all logic cabinatioms, each logic network includes a logilc

channel test panel. This mnel Includes those switches, indicators and

recorders ateded to ptrform the logic systea test. The front panel

*=angesWt Is shove in Figure 7.2-10. The test witae-s used to do-

energize the trip bistable relay4 operate through Inter-posing relays

as s*oNTm in Figure 7.2-7 and 7.2-9. This approach avoids violating

the separation philosopby used in the annlog channel design. Thus,

althouSh test svitc8es for reduwdant chunrels are conveniently grouped

on a single panel to facilitate testing, physical und electrical isolation

of redundant protection channels are maintained by the inclusion of

the interposing relay which is actuated by the logic test switches.

KyiMary Pow=~ Source

The jVrInry source of control pover for the Reactor Protective System

14 the vital itst•.t-ernt buses described in Section 8, The source of

#j: ir tor th& mtesuring ele=nts and the actuatlon circuits in the engineered

•af,.y featwiw Instrumentation is also from those buses.

Prottitiive A~i

Reactor Trip Description

Rapid reactivity shutdovn is provided by the insertion of RCC assemblies

by gravity fall to conpensate for fast reactivity effects, e.g., Doppler

and moderator temperature effects. Duplicate series-connected circuit

breakers supply an paver to the control rod drive .echninre. The full

length control rods must be energized to resain withdrawn frou the core.

The full leith RCC assemblies ara dropped upon the loss of power to the

control rods. The trip breakers are opened by the under-voltage coils on

both breakers (nornally energized) which become de-enenized by any of

several trip signals.
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The sctrical state of the drevitc provlng signals to the circuit t

b.tv ar unmedvoltage trip coils Is such m to cause thse coils to trip the

brteAr in the event of reactor trip or pmer loss.

[ Cert ai ctor trip cbannels are autcaatically bypassed at low power where

they are not required for safety. Nuc2Ar source range and Intermediate

range tripe which are specifically provlded for protection at low power

or subcritical operation are bypassed by operator manual action after

rarJvxIng a permissive signal fro. the next higher range of instrunntation
to estsablsh oparational status for parmit low power operation.

During power operation, a sufficiently rapid si.utdovu capability in the

form of RCC assemblies is administratively maintained through the control

rod insartion 1ibiit zonitors. Administrative control requires that all

shutdowa rods be in the fully withdrawn position during p.ver operation.

A resums of reactor trips, means of actuation and the coincident circuit 4
requirtments Is given in Table 7.2-1. The permissive circuita, referred

to (e.g. P-7) *ra listed in Table 7.2-2.

Hanual Trip

The %anual actuating daeviea are independent of the automatic trip circuitry,

and are not subject to failures which make the autmatic circuitry inoperable.

Zither of two manual trip devices located in the control room wi1l. initiate

a reactor trip.

Hfth Nuclear Flux (-Power Rnge) Trip

This circuit trips the reactor when tuo of the four power range channels

Vead above the trip met-polut. There are two Independent trip settings, a hih

and a low s8ttszg. The high trip setting providea protection during noraal

4
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pover operation. Th* low setting, which provides protection during startup,

-in be manually bypassed when two ou' of the four power range channels read

above aprvxixately IZ pover (P-10). Three out of the four channels

oelov 10% automatically reinstates the trip protection. The high setting is

always active.

H.ih •uclear Flux (Intermediate Range) Trig

This circuit trips the reactor when one out of the two Intermediate range

channels reads above the trip set-point. This trip, which provides protection

during reactor startup, can be manually bypassed if tvo out of four power

range channels are above approximately IOZ (P-10). Three out of four

ebannels below this value automatically reinstates the trip protection. The

Intermediate channels (including detectors) are separate from the power range

channie is.

Htih Nuclear Flux (Source Range) Trip

This circuit trips -the reactor when one of the two source range channel

count levels (neutraflux) reads above the level trip set-point. The trip,

which providen protection during reactc itartup, can be manually bypassed

when one of two Intermediate range chArnels reads above the P-6 set-point

value and is atuomatically reinstated when both Intermediate range channels

decrease below this value (P-6). This trip is also bypassed by two out

of four high power range sigr.ala (P-10). It can also be reinstated below

P-10 by an administrative action requiring coin.ident manual actuation.

The trip poiut is set between the source range cutoff power level and the

aaxiaum source range power level.

Ovartga.prature AT Trip

Tha purpose of thin trip Is to protect the core against DNB. This circuit

trips the reactor on coincidence of tvc out of the four signals, with two

channels (two sets of temperature measurements) per loop. The set point
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or this reactor trip is continuuMly calculated for each channel by

sa lvltg equations of this form:

AT seat point" TOf - x 2 (Ta - TI+ K 3 (P - P) - f(I)

W~here:

Tan a averAge coolant temperature (two measurements in each

loop), ('F)

P W pressurizer pressure, four independent measuremnrts (psae)

K, - set point !hiss ('F)

S073 * constants '...d on the effect of temperature and pressure

on the D4.B l•mits
f (6i) - same reset function described above in conjunction the

overpower AT trip
P' - nominal preasure at rated power

2Overpcwr AT TrI'p

The purpoge of this trip in to protect against excessive powar (fuel rod

rating protection). This circuit trips the reactor on coincidence of two

out of the four signals, vith two channels (two sets of tempereture

m~easurements) per loop.

The met point for this reactor trip is continuously calculated for each

channal by solving equations of the form:

dT
avgAT et point a &'ro [1 S- d5  - K6 (Tav, - T') - f (61)]

Where: Tt - Indicated T.vX &t nominal conditions at rated power, *F
X4 - Set point bias
K5 ft Constant

K6  - Constant

•(AX) even function of the indicated difference between top and 4
bottom detectors of the power-range nuclear Ion chasbers; with

gao.is to be selected based on measured instrumnt response during

plant startup test.
7,2-24
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V
Lo• •ressurixar ?rtssure Trip

The purpose of this circuit iU to protect against excessive core steau

voids vhich could lead to MMK. The circuit trips the reactor on coincidence

of two out of the four low pressurizer pressure siguaLc. This trip is

blocked when any three of the four power range channels and two of cvo
turbine first stake pressure channels reads below approximately IOZ

power (F-7).

Nish Pressurizer Pressure Trip

The purpose of this cii :uit is to linit the ranse of required protection

from the overtemperature AT trip and to protect against Reactor •oxlaut

System over-pressure. This circuit trips the reactor on .oinucideuce

of two out of the three high presatrizer pressure sisals.

High Pressurizer Water Level Trip

This trip is provided as a backup to the high pressurizer pressure trip.

The coincident of two out of the three high pressurizer water level

signals trips the revm-tor. This trip is bypassed when any three of

the four power runge channels and Lvo of the t~o ttrbine first stage

pressure channels read below approximately 10% power (P-7).

Low Reactor Coolant Flow Trip

This trip protect*s the core from DUE following a los- of coolant flow

accident. The mans of sensing a loss of coolant flow accident are

as follows:

Suz~plsmnt: 7
3170
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A4 X.4soued low f iov ft the reactor coolant loop

Tne 1w flov trip s9Inal is actuated by the coincidenct. of 2/3

ainalus for ay reactor coolant ioo. The lose of f2ov In any

two loops causs a roactor trip in the power ranse 2bove approealuat*ly

1O0 (P-7). Above 70% poar, the loss of flow In a4ny loop causes
a reactor tclp (P-8). The Iastrument used for ýlov seaureaent is

&n elbow tap and is discuusd In Section 4.

b. Reactor Coolant Pump circuit breaker open

1. UndervoltaCe on any two of the four reactor coolant pump

buses will cause a reactor trip above approximately 10% power

(P-7). Undervoltage on auy single bus will cazse a reactor trip

above approximAtely 707.. power (P-8) 4
2. Undetrfrequency on any two of our four reactor coolant kp

buses will trip 22l1 four reactor coolant ptrcps and cause a

reactor trip above approxLaately 1O0 power (P-7).

c Undervoltsge on any two of the four reactor coolant pusp buses

causes a direct r&3ctor trip above approximately lO power (P-7).

Below the pera•mitvm power set point P-8 ind above the permissive sot point

P-7, a loss of flow in two loops would cauxe a reactor trip. This permits

an orderly plant shutdown under administrative control following a single

loop loss o0 flow during Iow power operation. Since the plant will not be

,alntaftwltoI operation above permissive powre setting F-7 without three

loops VA, service, independent "cidents sinultaneous with a single loop loss of

flo avt lov poter are not considered In the Protection System design.
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Saitty IMetIon fttf (AIS) Actuation WEi~

A mactoar trip occir %ben tbe xa~ety injoction SYstew i actuated. 11e
Pna of *aetting the S13 tripe are:

a. Lov pressurizer pr•sure U coincidence vith low pr~ssuriS.er vmt*t

1vmel (1/3 pairs - a pair ix deaiued as a pressure signal and Jts

assignad rl3. signal).

be Ligh c.tainrwmt pressure (2/3, HI level) set at upproxtcataly IOX
of conte-Inmnt deuigp pxesaure.

c, HiSh differential prt isure between any two stes= enerators (213).

d. High stat flow (2/4).

Turtine Cenerator Trip

A turbine trip is sensed by two out of three signals frow auto stop oil
pressur. A t irbins trip is &cz1*Uetwd by a direct reactor trip and
a controlled short term release of steam to the c xidenser uh.4h rcves

sensible heat fry. the reactor coolant sySLeM whi.e avoiding steam
generator safetj valve actuation.

In addition " speed and load control, the turbine coatrol mystena auto-

matircally trips the turbire generator =der any of the following conditions:

I

a.*
be
C .

d.

Turbine overspied

Ecessive .ihaf vibration

Generator electrical faults

Low condenuser vacuum

0@
SiUPPU.tsnt 1.
20169
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L. "Lw ariAg oil pres

$, Low totrol oi1 press=*

h. LOW C*Oiat f .u

1ý Reaotr trip

j. iwal trip

rurther Jetai1s are d4icusat'd In Ssctim 10.

Th r trp protects the reactor from a sudden loss of heat sink The trip Is

actuate by i C-eam/feeiv-ster flow ztzmcch (1/2) in coincIdence with low water

Uoval (112) in a&-Y ae'.p aenerator.

FZv-LoW Stc. G.enerator Water Level Trip

The pvrpost of this trip is to protect the stea V.eneratc-: for the case

of a su*taird ateamIftedwiater flow zmatch. The trip .s actuar_•d on

two out of tht thres low-2w vseZ level nLgnalx in any stean gcners-or.

A diagreia of t&- steim generatot." level contro- and protecticn syste:4

ls hvwn in ft1-ure 7.2-13.

Rod Stoas

A Ust c:1 rod stops is listed In Tabli. 7.2-3. Some of these have been

prsviously noted utner pernissive circuits, but are listed agtin for completeneass.

Rod Drae Protection

Two independeAt systems a provided to jense a dropiped rod, (1) & rod

botto posiclon detection eystm and (2) a eystem which snasea sudden reduction

in out-of-core neutron flux. Both protection systea Initiate protective

€cti- in the "orm of blocikrg au.tz atic rod withdrawal and also . turbine

load cutback if abave a giveu power level. Th-'s action ccmpensates for

?sibM adverse core pover distributions and permits an orderly retrieval

oa tbh droppad RCC.
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Tht prbxary protction for the dropped RX accident is the rod bottom
sigmil l. Lva4 for each rod frow its in&Ividual position Indication

wsytan. With the position irdication &ystme, attUftion of protection

ls T1ndapandtnr of rod location or reacti•tty worth.

Backup p.otection iU provided by use of the out-of-core power range

nuclear detectors and is particularly effective for large nuclear

flux reductions occurring in the region of the core adjacent to the

detectors..

The r1d drop datesution circuit from nuclear flux consists basically

of a comparison of exch wo c~hmber signal wirt. the same -sinal takcn

through a first order lag network. S~ice sa eropped RCC acse=bly will
rapidly depress the local neutron flux, the decrease .-- flux will be

detected by oue or =ore of these four sensors.

Such % sudden decrease in ion chamber curreut will be seen as a difference

signal. A negetive signal output greater than P preset value (approxi 1
L0 per cent) from any one of the four power range channels will actuate

the rod drop protection.

Figure 7.4-2 indicates schewtital.ay the dropped rod detection circuit and

the N~uclear Protection System in general. The potential consequences

of any dropped RCC wdthout protective action are linited to localized

fuel failure, and the intebrity of the Reactor Coolant System is maintaine

Alarms

Any of tha following conditions actuate an alarm:

4. Reactor trip (first,-out annunciator)

b, T rip of avy reactor trip channel

c. Actuation of any permissive circuit or ovcrride

d. Significant deviati-i of any major contrul variable (pressure,

pressurizer water level. and steam generator water level)
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coto dr_______________e__s sto insrflo Tdamitrats

The 1c18r Insertion limlt system Is used *n an administrative control

pcocadurt with the objecti r a to maintain sn RCCA shutdown margin.

The control Sroup rod insertion limits, Z# , are c€2culated as a linear

function -f reactor power and reactor coolant averago teaspe'aturo. The

equation lot

ZUa A (AT) Avg+ S + C

whore A, B are preset maurtally adjustable gains and C il a preast v=nually

adJust•le bias, The (AT)Avg aad ( are the average of the individual

temperature differencei and the eoolant average temperatures respectively

reasured from the reoaotor coolant hot log and the cold leg.

One Insertion limit monitor with two alarm set points is provided for

inch control bank. A description of control and shutdown rod groups is

provided in section 7.3 undur Syatem Design.- The "Low" saarm alerts the

operator of an approach to a rodu-ed shutdown reactivity situation requiring

boron addition by followir normal procedbras with the Chemical and
Volume Control 'yat.m (S~etion 9). Actuation of "Low-Low" alarm requires

the operator to take i=ndiate action to add boron to the hystea by

any one of several alternate methods.

7.2.3 SYSTBE( EVALUATION

Meactor Protaction Svates and DNH

The following :a a deacription of how the reactor protectic. system prevents

DNSI.
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41 Mu plant variables affec/tIng the M, ratio are:

Theranl Povar

CoolAnt fl10

Coolant tmperature

Coolant pressure

Cor. power distribution (hot channel factors)

Figure 7.2-11 illustrates the crre limits for which DNBR for the hottest

rod Is 1.30 and shows the ovwrpower and overtemperature AT reactor trips

locus as a function of T Avnd prexssure.
avg

Variations in both flow and pever are monitored by the overpower and

overtexperature AT txipr since a d2crease in flow would have the same

effect on the measured loop &T signal as an increase in power. It in

the nature of the DNB lindts that a reduction in flow of 10% would require

a reduction in power of only about 52 to maintain the same DNBI, all

other variables renmining constant. Thus, the permissible A7 increases

somewhat at a reduceJi flow. The trip setpoints are therefore set for

a maxim=• flow. A reduction in flow increases the margin between the

trip point and the actual core limit. Periodic measurements using the

in-core instr=entation systeM are used to verify that the actual core

power distributions are %ithin design limits.

Reactor trips for a fixed high pressurizer presaure and for a fixed

low pressurizer pressure are provided to limit the pressure range over

which core protection depends c the variable overpower and overtemperature

high AT tripa.

Reactor trips on nuclear overpower and lou reactor coolant flow aTe provided

for direct, ivediate protection against rapid changes in these variables.

Hcwever, for all casea in which the calculated DNBR approaches 1.30, a

reactor trip on overpower aud/or overtemperature AT would be actuated.
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.7i •Rescttr ftecton .ystdw aetuates raCtor trip for a get of

condit•-om for wh~ch the calculated MR for the vwast fuel rod apprcaches

1.30. fcaues of the sat itical nettue of the -- 3 correlation and the

it jlistal e of a portin of the hot channel factors there xists a

finira probability of a f•w rads being In DP for a calculated ratio of

1.30 for the worst fuel rod, (Rafet-nc ins susd to Section 3).

Two point* are xada in this regard hwevar:

I. For the anticipated abnormal conditions It Is highly unlklely

thot the sxact combinatAon of conditions (reactor coolant pressure.
temperature aad core powers inatrumentation Inaccuracies etc.)

exists to even approack a DhBR of 1.30 before a reactor trip. The

accident condition east likely to approach a DfR of 1.30 for the
calculated worst fuel rod La the simultaneous lons WE pwoer to the

reactor coolant pump., In any event the DIBR at the worst fuel

rod is near 1.30 for only a few seconds.

2. The hottest rols are not adjacent to one another but are located
near the spare RCC thimbles and neighboring rode have higher DNB
ratios.

The AT trip functions ate based on the differences between measurements of

the hot leg and cold leg temperatures, which are proportional to core

pow•r.

The AT trip functions are provided with a nuclear flux Zeedback to reflect

a measure of axial power distribution. This will assist in prey 4tting

an adverse distribution which could lead to exceeding allowable core
conditions.

The reactor is equipped with part length control rods which are manually

controlled from the control room and which provide flexibility in the

shapirn of core axial power distribution, thus improving the capability of

maintaining desired core conditions while providing the means to

dsap out potential axial xenon owcillations.

0

0
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*-Oepomzfr Protection

In [Mdiit• toQ the high po,ýer range nuclear flux trips, a overpower AT

[ -trip to provided (2 out'of 4 tooi) t ia•-.' t the ma-zim overpmer, This

tri# Lae modified by an axial power distribution function aof the fol.owino

orm:dT

AT ot .- TO XKU5  dv -K 6 (Tar"- T') - f (AI)

uL a're

ATo - Indicated AT at rated power T

_T7v - Average temperature, OF

T' - Indicated Tav8 at nominal cLuditions at rated power, OF

K4  - Set point bias

K- - Constant

K6  - Constant

M(aI) - even function of the indicated difference between top and

bottom detectors of the power range nuclear ion chambers; with

gains to be selected based on measured instrument kesponse during

plant startup test.

Four long Ion chamber pairs are provided and each one independently feeds

a separate overpower AT trip channel. Thus, a single failure neither defeats

the function nor causes a spurious trip. The reset function is only in

the direction of decre-aittz the trip setpo.'nt; it cannot increase the setpoint.

As shown above, if the difference between the top and bottom detectors

exceeds a preset limit indicative of excess power generation in zith•,er

half of the core, a proportional signal is transmitted to the overpower

AT trip to reduce its setpoint.

In addition, a rod btop function and turbine runback function is provided

in the form:

Supplement 8
4/70 7.2-33



ATAT -B
rod stop trip p 4

ap - set point bias (OF) with a programed turbine runback until

ATtrip "ATrod atop

_This function serves to maintain essentially a constant nargin to trip

and gLve the operator the opportunity to adjust the part length rods to

reshape the flux before a rea'ntor trip occurs.

Overtemperatur. Protection

A second AT trip (2 out of 4 logic) provides an overtemperature trip which

Is a function of coolant average temperature and pressurizer pressure

derived as follows:

atrip -ATo (Tavg- + ÷(3 (p- ) - f (3I)

where

Tav? - reactor coolant average temperature, two measurements in

each loop

TO indicated Tar at nominal condition at rated power

P W pressurizer pressure, four independent measurements

S nominal pressure st rated power

K Iset point, bias

K2 , K3  constants based on the effect of temperature and pressure

on the DNB limits

f (0 saw reset function described 6' ova in -.onjunction with the

overpower AT trip

A similar rod stop and turbine runback function is provided in the fanr:

ATrod stop -ATLrip -BT

BT - sat point bias (*F)

Supplement 8
4/70
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In sumary, the operator manually adjucts part length rods on dn infrequent

basis using long ion chamber information displayed on the control board to

maintain the difference between top and bottom detectors within a dc. .red

range. In he event the difference exceeds the desired range, automatic

feedback signals are provided to reduce the overpower-overtemperature

trip setpoints, block rod withdrawal and reduce load to maintain appropriate

operating margLns to the trip setpoint.

Interaction of Control and Protection

The design basis for the control and protect-ion system permits the use of

a detector for both protection and control functions. Where this is

done, all equipment common to both the protection and control circuits are

classified as part of the protection yatem. Isolation amplifiers prevent

a control syatem failure from affecting the protection system. In

addition, where failure of a protection system component can cause a

process excursion which requires protective action, the protection

system can withstand another, independent failure without loss of function.

Generally, this is accomplished with tNo-out-of-four trip logic. Also,

wherever practical, provisions are included in the protection system to

prevent a plant outage because of single failure of a sensor.

Specific Control and Protection Interactions

Nuclear Flux

Four power-range nuclear flux channels are provided for overpower

protection. Isolated outputs from all four channel.s are averaged fot

automatic control rod regulation of power. If any channel fails in such

a way as to produce a low output, that channel is incapable of proper

overpower protection. In principle, the same failure would cause rod

withdrawal and overpower. Two-out-of-iour overpower trip logic will

ensure an overpower trip if needed even with an independent failure in

another channel.
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9I
In addition, the control system will respond only to rzpid changes in

Ind1c.3tcd nuclear flux; slow changes or drifts are overriden by the
timparataro control signals. Also, a rapid decrease of any nuclear flux

signal will block automatic rod withdrawal as part of the rod drop

p~otaction circuitry. Finally, an overpower signal from any nuclear

channel will block automatic rod withdrawal. The set point for this

rod atop is below tho reactor trip set point.

Coolant Temperature

your TavS channels are used for overtomperature-overpower protection.
(So* Figure 7.2-12 for single channel). Isolated output signals from

all four channels are also averaged for automatic control rod regulation

of power and temperature. In principle, a spuriously low temperature

signal from one sensor would partially defeat this protection function and

also cause rod withdrawal and over temperature. I

In addition, channel deviation alarms In the control system will block

automatic rod motion (iasertion or withdrawal) if any temperature channel
eeviates significantly from the others. Automatic rod withdrawal blocks

will also occur if any one of four nuclear channels indicates an overpower

condition or if any one of four temperature channels indicates an over-

tempirature condition. Two-out-of-four trip logic, is used to ensure that

anl o*ertemperature trip will occur if needed even with an independent

failure in another channel. Finally, as shown in Section 14.1, the

combination of triph ,n nuclear overpower, high pressurizer water level,

and high p.-ksourizer pressure also serve to limit an excursion for any

rate of reactivity insertion.

Pressurixzer Pressure

four pressure channels are used for hIgh and low pressure protection

and for overpower-overtmperature protection. Isolated output signals
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from these channels also are used for pressure control and compensation

signals for rod control. These are discussed separately below:

(1) Control of rod motion: one of the pressure channelo is used for

rod control with a low pressure signal acting to withdraw rods.

The discussion for coolant temperature is applicable, i.e.,

two-out-of-four logic for overpower-overtemperature protection

as the primary protection, with backup from multiple rod stops and

"backup" trip circuits. In addition, the pressure compensation

signal is limited in the control system such that failure of

the pressure signal cannot cause more than about a 10F change in

Tavg . This change can be accommodated at full power without a DNBR

less than 1.30. Finally, the pressurizer safety valves are

adequately sized to prevent system overpressure.

(2) Pressure Control: Spray, power-operated relief valves, and heaters

are controlled by isolated output signals from the pressure

protecticn channels.

a) Low Preasure

A spurious high pressure signal from one channel ca. cause

low pressure by spurious actuation of spray and/or a rolief

valve. Additional redundancy is provided in the protection

system to ensure underpressure protection, i.e., two-out-of-four

low pressure reactor trip logic and one-out-of-three logic for

safety injection. (Safety injection is actuated on one-out-of-

three coincident low pressure and low level.)

In addition, interlocks are provided in the pressure control

system such that a relief valve will close if either of two

independent pressure channels indicat~s low pressure. Spray

reduces pressure at a lover rate, and some time is available

for operator action (about three mi.utes at; aximum spray

rate before a low pressure trip is reached.)
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) UIh Pressure

The prceaurizer heaters are Incapable of overpressurizing the

reactor coolant system. Maximum steam generation rate with

heaters is about 15,000 lbs/hr., compared with a total capacity
of l,2k4,000 lbs/hr. for the two safety valves and a total

capacity of 358,000 lTs/hr. for the two power-operated relief

valves. Therefore, overpressure protection is not required for
a pressure control failure. Two-out-of-three high pressure

trip logic is therefore used.

In addition, either of the two relief valves can easily maintain
pressure below the high pressure trip point. The two relief

valves are controlled by independent pressure channels, one of
which is independent of the pressure channel used for heater
control. Finally, the rate of pressure rise achievable

with heaters is slow, and ample time and pressure alarms are 4
available for operator action.

Pressurizer Level

Three pressurizer level channels are used for high level reactor trip (2/3)

an%' low level safety injactio. (1/3 logic level coincident with pressure).
Isolated output signals from these channels are used for volume control,
increasing or decreasing water level. A level control failure could
fill or empty the pressurizer at - slow rate (on the order of half an hour or

more).

4
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(a) High Level

A reactor trip on pressurizer high level is providea to prevent

rapid thermal expansions of reactor coolant fluid from filling

the pressurizer: the rapid change from high rates of stem relief

to water relief can be damaging to the safety valves and the relief

piping and pressure relief tank. Ho,,ever, a level control failure

cannot: actuate the safety valves because the nigh pressure reactor

trip is seat below the safety valve set pressures. Therefore, a

control failure doea not require protection system action.

In addition, ample time and alarms are available for operator

action.

(b) Low Level

For control failures which tend to empty the pressurizer, one-

out-of-three logic for safety injection actuation on low level

coincident with low pressure ensures that the protection system

can withstand an independent failure in another channel.

In addition, a signal of low level from either of two ir-'4pendent

level control channels will isolate letdown, thus preventing the

loss of coolant. Also, ample time and alarms exist for operator

action.

Steam Ga&erator Water Level; Feedwater Flow

Before describing control and protection interaction for these channels,

it is beneficial to review the protection system basis for this

instrumentation.

The basic Zunction of the reactor protection circuits associated with low

steam generator water level and low feedwater flow is to preserve the
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*tees generator heat vink for removal of long term residual heal:. Should

complate loss of feadwater occur with no protective action, the steam

generators - ould boll dry and c"use on overteiperature-overpreai;ure

excursion in the reactor coolant. Reactor trips on temperature, pressure,

and pra•autrizir water level will trip the plant before there is any damage

to thc coae or reactor coolant system. However, residual heat after trip

would causa thermal expansion and discharge of the reactor coolant to

containment threugh the preasurizer r.:Aef valves. Redundant emergency

feedwater ptops are provided to prevent this. Reactor trips act before

the steem Senarators are dry to reduce the required capacity and starting

time requirements of these pumps and to minimize the thermal tra=aient on

the reactor coolant system and steam generators. Independent trip

circuits are provided for each steam ganerator for the following reasins:

1. Should severe mechanical damage occur to the feedwater line to one

steam generator, it is difficult to enure the functional integrity

of level and flow instrumentation for that unit. For inotance,

a major pipe break between the feedwater flov element and theVteam generator would cause high flow through the flow element.

The rapid depressurization of the steam generator would drastically

affect the relation between downccmer water level and steam

generator water Inventory.

2. It Is desirable to minimize thermal trarsient on a stem generator

for crcdible loss of feedwater accidents.

Xt should be noted that controller malfunctions caused by a

protection system failure affect only one steam generator. Also,

they do not impair the capability of the main feedwater system under

either manual control or automaz.ic T a control. Hence, these

failures are far from being the wo .'at case with respect to decay

heat removal vith the steam generators.
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*- (1) Fee4water Flow

A spurious high signal from the feedwater flow channel being

used for control would cause a reduction in feedwater flow

and prevent that channel from tripping. A reactor trip on

low-low water level, independent of indicated feedwater flow. will

ensure a reactor trip if needed.

In addition, the three-element feedwater controller incorporates

reset on level, such that with expected gains, a rapid increase

in the flow signal would cause only a 12 inch decrease in level before

the controller re-opened the feedwater valve. A slow increase in

the feedwater signal would have no effect at all.

(2) -Steam Flow

A spurious low steam flow signal would have the same effect as a
high feedwater signal, discussed above.

(3) Level

A spurious high water level signal from the protection channel used

for control will tend to close the feedwater valve. This lcvel

channel is independent of the level and flow channels used for

reactor trip on low flow coincident with law level.

a) A rapid increase in the level signal will completely stop

feedwater flow and actuate a reactor trip on low feedwater

flow coincident with low level.

b) A slow drift in the level signal may not actuate a low feedwater
signal. Since the level decrease is slow, the operator has

time to respond to low level alarms. Since only one steam
generator is affected, automatic protection is not mandatory

and reactor trip on two-out-of-three low-low level is acceptable.
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TABLE 7.2-1

LIST OF REACTOR TRIPS & CAUSES OF ACTUATION OF: ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURS. CONTAflOC4W
AND STEAM LIKE ISOLATION & AUXIIJf FEIEiATUt

REA.MOR TRIP

1. Manual

COINCIDENCE C'CUITRY AND INERLMS

1/2, no interlocks

2. Overpower nuclear flux

3. Overteperature 4T

4. C ower AT

5. Low pressurizer pressure

6. High pressurizer pressure
(fixed set point)

7. HIgh pressurizer water level

Sa Low reactor coolanu flow

Ob Reactor coolant pump breaker

8c Undervoltage on reactor coolant
pump bus

9. Snfety injection signal (Actuation)

2/4 High and low settings; manual
block and automatic rent of
low setting by P-1O Peraissive
10, Table 7.2-2

21,1, no interlocks

2/4, no interlocks

214, blocked by P-7

2/3, no interlocks

2/3, blocked by P-7

2/3, per loop blocked by
P-7, P-8
1/1, per loop, blocked by

P-7, P-8

2/4 blocked by P-7 Reactor coolant pump breaker is
tripped on unaerfrequency

1/3, (pairs of 1ow pressurizer pressure
and low pressurizer rater levels manual
block permitted by 2/3 low pressurizer
pressure): or 2f3 high containment pressure
(Hi level): or 2/3 high differential
pressure between any two steaj generators:
or u.nual 1/2: or 2/4 high steam flow
(Blocked by 3/4 high T aid 3/4 h-!h
steam pressure).
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TAKES 7.2-1 (Conciriued)

COL'ICIDENCE CIRCUITRY AMD INTRLOCKS coWcIns

I
10. Tub ine-geaerator

(Low auto stop oil .•r.ssure sinal)

31. Low feedwater flow

12. Low-low steam generacor water
level

213, blocked by P-7

112 coincidence low sree2 generator water level and

low feedwater flow, any loop

2/3, per loop

13, High intermediate range
nuclear flux

1/2, a-nual block permitted by P-10

1/2, manual block permitted by P-6,
also blocked by P-10

Manual block and automatic reset

14. High source range nuclear flix

CONTAIMNET ISOLATION A AU•TION

. 19 0•

15. Safety Enjection Signal (Phase A)

lo. Conetainment pressure (Phase B)

17. High containment activity

See Item 9

Coincidence of two 2/3 containment
pressure (Ri-Hi pressure, sawe signal
which actuates containmant spray),
or manual 2/2

High activity signal, from air
particulate detector or radiogas
detector. (1/2)

Actuates all non-essential service
containment isolation trip valves
and actuates Isolat0 on Valve Seal
Water System

Actuatet all essential service
contaunient Isolation trip
valves

This additional signal closes
containment purge suptply,
exhaust ducts and pressure
relief duct onl7.

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATUMES ACTUATION

18. Safety injection signal (S)

19. Containment spray sigaal (P)

See Item 9

Coincidence of two 2/3 containomnt
pressure (Hi-1U pressare); or manual 2/2

A M



TABLE 7.2-1 (COntinued)

REACTOR TRIP

20. Spray additive valves

COINCIDENCE CIRCUITRY AND INTERLOCKS

Coincidence of two 2/3 containment pressure
(Hi-Hi pressure, same signal which actuates
containment spray)

C0ýMITS

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION

21. Containment air recirculation
cooling and filtration signal

22. Isolation valve seal water signal

STEAM LINE ISOWLTION. ACTUATION
STEAM LINE ISOLATZON ACTUATION

Safety injection signal initiates starting of
all fans in accordance with the Safety Injection
Starting Sequence, 2/3 high containment pressure
or manual 1/2

Safety injection signal

High steam flow in 2/4 lines plus (a) low
T in 2/4 lines or (b) low steam line
pre§sure in 2/4 lines.

Coincidence of two 2/3 containment pressure
(Hi-Hi pressure) (Note: Jistables are energized-
to-operate)

23. Steam flow

24. Containmeut pressure

25. Manual 1/1 per steam line

AUXILIARY FEEDWATERACTUATION

I
26. Turbine driven pump

27. Motor driven pumps

Coincidence of 2/3 low level in two steam
generators; or loss of voltagt. on 2/2 480
volt buses 5A and 6A and unit
trip; or manual 1/2

2/3 low level in any steam generator; or
trip of 1/2 main feedwater pump turbines;
or safety injection signal; or manual 1/2;
or loss of 2/2 480 volt buses 5A and 6A
and unit trip



I

TABLE 7.2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP

MaN FEEDWATER ISOLATION

COINCIDENCE CIRCUITRY AMD INTERLOCKS

Any Safety Injection Signal (see Item 9)

CGOm~S

28. Close main feedvater control valves
trip main feedwater pumps

't

Supplevent 12
7/70 •
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TABLE 7.2-2

MNTERLOCK AND
PEBqISSIVz CIRCUITS

Number

1

2

3

4*

5

6

7

8

Function

Prevent rod withdrawal
on overpower

Auto-rod withdrawal
stop at low powers

Aueo-rod withdrawal
stop on rod drop

Steam dump intewlock

Manual block of source
range level trip

Permissive power (block
various trips required
only at power)

Block single primary
loop loss of flow trip

Manual block of low
trip (power range) and
intermediate range trips

Input for Blocking

1/4 high nuclear flux (power rang_)
or 1/2 high auclear flux (inter-
mediate range or 1/4 overtemperatire
AT or 1/4 overpower AT.

Low Mie load s$vnal

1/4 rapid decrease of nuclear flu.
(power range) or 1/1 rod bottom
indicatlon

Rapid decrease of XWe load signal

1/2 high intermediate range flux
allows manual block, 2/2 low inter-
mediate range defeats block

3/4 low nuclear flux signals (power

range) and 2/2 low turbine first
stage pressure signals

3/4 liw nuclear flux (power range)

2/4 high nuclear flux allows manual
block, 3/4 low nuclear flux (power
range) defeats manual block

9*

10

* not applicable to this plant

Supplement 95/70O



TABLE 7.2-3

ROD STOPS

Rod Motion to
Actuation Signal be bloced

I. Rod Drop 1/4 rapid power range nuclear Automatic Withdrawal
flux decrease or any rod
bottom signal

2. Suclear 1/4 high pover range nuclear Automatic and
Overpower flux or 1/2 high Intermediate Hanual Withdrawal

range nuclear flux

3. High AT 1/4 overpower AT or 1/4 over- AutoimtIc and Hanual
temperature aT Wiehdrawal

Actuation of rod stop (item 1) initiates a turbine lo.ad reduction above
a given power level.

Actuation of rod stop (iten 3) initiates a load cutback at any power level.

LAw Power Low first stage pressure turbine Automatic Withdrawal
load signals

. Ta 1/4T deviation from Automitic WithdrawalTavg and Insertion
Deviation average Tavg
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ANALOG SYSTEM SYMBOLS

Al - Alarm

buf - Bufffer

f - Special Function (such as a pressure compensation
unit or lead/log compensation)

FC - Flow controller (off-on unless output signal is shown)

Fl - Flow Indicator

FT Flow Transmitter

Hi LRT - High Level Reactor Trip

Hi PRT - High Pressure Reactor Trip

I/I - Isolation Current Repeater

ISOL - Isolo!ion (other than I/I)

LC - Level controller (off-on unless output signal is shown)

LI - Level Indicator

L-Low - Low Level

Lo L - Low Level

LO LRT - Low Level Reactor Trip

Lo PRT - Low Pressure Reactor Trip

Lref - Prigramed Reference Level

LT - Level Transmitter

NC - Nuclear Flux Controller

NE - Nuclear Detector

N1 - Nuclear Flux Indicator

NQ - Nuclear Power Supply

PC - Pressure controller (off-on unless output signal is shown)

P1 - Pressure Indicator

Pref - Programed Reference Pressure

PS - Power Supply

PI - Pressure Transmitter

R/I - Resistance to Current Connector

S - Control channel transfer switch (used to maintain auto
channel during test of the protection channel)

SI - Safety Injection

T - Built-in Test Point

TE - Temperature Element

T- Test Signal Insertion Jack

TP - Test Point

*UL Out of core upper or lower ion chamber flux signals

FIG. 7.2-14

... . . . . . i ill I .. .. . .



7.3 MpkTINC SYSTEM

7.3.1 DESIGH BASIS

The reactor control system is designed to limit nuclear plant transients

for prescribed design load perturbations, under automatic control, within

prescribed limits to preclude the possibility of a reactor trip in the

course of these transients.

Overall reactivity control is achieved by the combination of chemical shim

and 53 control rod clusters of which 37 are in control group and 16 are in

shutdown group. Long-term regulation of core reactivity is accomplished

by adjusting the concentration of boric acid In the reactor coolant. Short-

term reactivity control for power changes or reactor trip Ie accomplished

by movement of control rod clusters.

The primary function of the Re.actor Control System ie to provide automatic

contrcl of the rod clusters during power operation of the reactor. The

system uses input signals including neutron flux; coolant temperature and

pressure; and plant turbine load. The Chemical and Volume Control System

(Section 9) serves as a secondary reactor control system by the addition

and removal of varying amounts of boric acid solutioL.

There is no provision for a direct continuous visual display of primary

coolant boron concentration. When the reactor is critical, the beat Indi-

cation of reactivity status in thu core is the position of the control

group in relation to plant power and average coolant temperature. There

is a direct, predictable, and reproducible relationship between control

rod position and pouer and it is this relationship which establishes the

lower insertion limit calctlated by the rod insertion limit monitor. There

are two alarm sotpoints to alert the operator to take corroctive action

in the event a control bank approaches or reaches its lower limit.

7.3-1



Any unexpected change in the position of the cont.rol. group when under 4
automatic control or a change in coolant tempera,.ure when under manual

control provides a direct and immediate indication of a change in the

reactivity status of the reactor. In add 4 0_ion, jeriodic samIes of coolant

boron concentration are taken. The vari&"ion in concentration during

core life provides a further check on the reactivty status of the reactor

including core depletion.

The Reactor Control System is designed to enable the reactor to follow

load changes automatically when the plant output is above 152 of nominal

power. Control rod positioning miy be performed automatic...ly when plant

output is above this value, and manually at any time.

The system enables the nuclear plant to accept a Generation step load increase

of 10% and a ramp increase of 5Z per minute within the load vange of 15%

to 100% without reactor trip subject to possible xenon limitations. Similar

step and ramp load reductions are possible within the range of 100% to 415% of nominal power.

The operator is able to select any single bank of rods (shutdown or control)

for manual operation. Using a single switch, he may not select more than

one bank from these two groups. He may also selrcL automatic reactor control,

in which case, the control banks can be moved only in their normal sequence

with some overlap as one bank reaches its full withdrawal position and the

15 next bank begins to withdraw. Power supplied to the rod banks is controlled

such that no more than tv, banks can be withdrawn simultaneously.

The conttol system is capable of restorin3 coolant average temperature to

within the prograrimed temperature deadband, following a scheduled or

transient change in load.

Supplement 15

11/70
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The reactor plant can be placed under automatic control in the power range

between (15) per cent of load and full load for the following design transient

a. t +1 0% step change in load without turbina by-pass

b) ± 5% per minute loading and unloading.

c) -50% step change in load from approximately 100% load with steam dump.

A programmed pressurizer water level as a function of load is provided

in conjunction with the programmed coolant average temperature to minimize

the requirements of the Chemical and Volume Control and Waste Disposal

System resulting from coolant density changes during loading and unload-

ing from full power to zero power.

Following a reactor and turbine trip, sensible heat stored in the reactor

coolant is removed without actuation of steam generator safety valves by

means of controlled steam bypass to the condealser and by injection of feed-

water to the steam gen rators. Reactor coolant sysLem temperature is reduced

to the no load condition. This no load coolant tinperature is maintained

by steam bypass to the condensers to remove residual heat.

The control system is designed to operate as a stable system over the full

range of automatic control throughout core life without requiring operator

adjustment of set points other than normal calibration procedures.

7.3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN

A block diagram of the Reactor Control System is shown in Figure 7.3-1.

Ro' Control

There are 61 total RCC assemblies of which 53 are full length and 8 are

part length rods. The full length rods are divided into (1) a shutdown

group comprising two shutdown banks of 8 rod clusters each and two

shutdown banks of 4 rod clusters each, and (2) a control group

comprising 4 control banks containing 8. 4, 8 and 9 rod clusters.

Supplement 6
7.3-3 2/70



t
Figure 3.2-1 shows the location, of the full and part length rods in the

core. The four banks of the control group are the only rods that can

be manipulated unaer automatic control. The banks are divivd into subgroups

to obtain smaller incremental reactivity changes. All R!^ assemblies

in a subgroup are electrically paralleled to step simultaneously. Position

indication for each RCC assembly type is the same. There are two types

I of drive mechanism for the RCC assemblies, those for the control and

shutdown groups and those for the part length rod group (Section 3.2.3).

Control Group Rod Control

The automatic rod control system maintains a group programmed reactor coolant

average temperature with adjustments of control group rod position for

equilibrium plant conditions. The reactor control system is capable of

restoring programmed average temperature following a scheduled or transient

ct.ange in load. The coolant average temperature increases linearly from

zero power to the full power conditions.

The control system will also compensate initially for reactivity changes

caused by fuel depletion and/or xenon transients. Final compensation for

these two effects is periodically made with adjustments of boron concentration.

The control system then readjusts the control group rod in response to

changes in coolant average temperature resulting from changes in boron

concentration.

The coolant average temperatures are measured from the hot leg and the

cold leg in each reactor coolant loop. The average of the four measured

average temperatures is the main control signal. This signal is sent to

the control group rod programmer through a proportional plus rate compensation

unit.. The control group rod programmer commands the direction and speed

of control group rod aotion. A compensated pressurizer pressure signal,

Z.7.Q 7,344
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and a pover-load mismatch signal are also employed as control signals to

improve the plant performance. The power-load mismatch channel takes the

difference between nuclear power (average of all four power range channels)

and a signal of turbine load (first stage turbine pressure), and passes

it through a high-pass filter such that only a rapid change in flux or

power causes rod motion. The pressure compensation and the power-load

mismatch compensation serve to speed up system response and to reduce transient

peaks.

The rod control group is divided into four barkcs comprising 8, 4, 8 and 9

RCCs respectively, to follow load changes over the full range of power

operation. Each rod control bank is driven by a sequencing, variable speed

-od drive control unit. The rods in each control bank are divided into

two subgroups; the subgroups are moved sequentially one step at a time.

The sequence of motion is reversible; that Ls, a withdrawal sequence is

the reverse of the insertion sequence. The variable speed sequential rod

control affords the ability to Insert a smLll amount of reactivity at low

speed to accomplish fine control of reactor coolant average temperature

about a small temperature deadband. Any reactor trip signal causes the

rods to insert by gravity into the core.

Manual control is provided to manually move a control bank in or out at

a preselected fixed speed.

Proper sequencing of the RCCA Is assured first, by fixed programming equip-

ment in the Rod Control System, and second, through administrative control

of the reactor plant operator. Startup of the plant is accomplished by

first manually withdrawing the shutdown rods to the full out position.

This action requires that the operator select the SHUTDOWN BANK position

on a control board mounted selector switch and then position the IN-HOLD-

OUT level (which is spring return to the HOLD position) to the OUT position.

7.3-5
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I
RCCA are' then withdrawn tnder manual control of the operator by first

selectIng the HAWAL poeition on tho control board mounted selector switch

and then positioning the IN-11OL1D-OUT lover to the OUT position. Ir the

MANUAL selector switch position, the rods are withdrawn (or inserted) in

a predetermined programmed sequence by the automatic prograimming equipment.

When the reactor power reachou approximatzly 15% off, the operator may

select the AUTOMATIC position, where the IN-HOLD-OUT lever is out of

service, and rod motion is controlled by the Reactor Control and Protection

Systems. A permissive interlock limits automatic control to reactor power

levels above 15X. In the AUTOMATIC position, the rods are again withdrawn

(or inserted) in a predetermined programmed sequence by the automatic

programming equipment.

Programming is set so that as the first bank out (control bank C-2) reaches

a preset position near the top of the core, the second bank out (control

bank C-3) begins to move out simultaneously with the first bank. When

control bank C-2 reaches the top of the core, it stops, and control bank

C-3 continues until it reaches a preset position near the top of the core

where control bank C-4 motion begins. This withdrawal sequence continues

until the plant reaches the desired power level. The programmed insertion

sequence is the opposite of the withdrawal sequence, i.e., the last control

bank out is the first control bank in.

With the simplicity of the rod program, the minimal amount of operator

selection, and two separate direct position indications available to the

operator, there is very little possibility that rearrangement of the

control rod sequencing could be made.

Shutdovn- Rod Group Control

The shutdown group of control

of shutting the reactor down.

mens. of chemical shim and the

rods together with the control group 4re capable

They are used in conjunction with the adjust-

control group to provide shutdown margin I

7.3-6



of at least one per cent following reactor trip with the most reactive

control rod in the fully ulthbAarr position for all normal operating con-

ditions. The shutdown banks are manually controlled during normal operation

and are moved at a constant speed with staggered stepping of the subgroups

within the banks. Any reactor trip signal causes them to insert by gravity

into the core. They are fully withdrawn during power operation and are

withdrawn first during startup. Criticality is always approached with

the control group after withdrawal of tfie shutdown banks. Four shu.tdown

banks with a total of 24 clusters are provided.

Part Length Rod Control

Eight part length rods are provided in the reactor in addition to the normal

control rode. The function of these rods, which have neutron absorber

material in only the bottom one quarter of the length (three feet), is

to shape the axial power distribution and thus stabilize axial x%...on

oscillations. In addition, they are beneficial in flattening the axial

power dietributicn and thus in reducing hot channel factors.

7.3-7
Supplement 6
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f at least one per cent following reactor trip with the moat reactiv

con ol rod in the fully withdrawn position for all normal operati con-

ditions. The shutdown bankd are manually controlled during no operation

and are mov at a constant speed with staggered stepping of e subgroups

within the b Any reactor trip signal :.auses them to sert by gravity

into the core. are fully withdrawn during power op ation and are

withdrawn f:Lrst duri startup. Criticality is always approached with

the control group after ithdrawal of the shutdown b ks. Two shutdown

banks of two subgroups eac are provided.

X-Y Grou12 Control

The X-Y RCC assemblies are divided i o tw banks of four (4) assemblies

each. X-Y rod motion is manually contr ed by the operator. These

assemblies may be moved during motion e her shutdown or control

banks. Eight (8) selector switches e prov ed on the control b.iard

for the X-Y rods. During startup, ne bank of ur (4) assemblies is

withdrawn to the top of the core nd then the scc d bank of four (4)

assemblies is with4rawn to the op of the core. For orrection of flux

oscillations or tilts, one ( or a maximum of two (2) ssemblies are

manually inserted. An ala is provided to indicate tha more than two

(2) assemblies have left he top position.

.It
Part LenRth Rod ontrol

Eight part lengt rods are provided in the reactor in addition to th normal

control rods. t e iunction of these rods, which have neutron absorber

material in oy the bottom one quarter of the length (three feet), is

to shape th axial power distribution and thus stabilize axial xenon

oscillatio 9. In addition, they are beneficial in flattening .he axial

power di ribution and thus in reducing hot channel factors.
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The part length rods are operated only by manual control by che operator

from the control console. They are moved together as a bank to make the

upper and lower ion chamber readings ipproach a prescribed relationship

within a prescribed allowable region of travel.

The part length rods do not trip since power is required to change their

position.

Interlocks

The rod control group is used for automatic control and is i.,terlocked

with measuremints of turbine-generator load and reactor power t 3 prevent

automatic control rod withdrawal below 15% of nominal power. The manual

and automatic controls are further interlocked with measurements of nuclear

flux, AT and rod drop indication to prevent approach to an overpower condition.

Rod Drive Performance

The control banks nre driven by a sequencing, variable speed rod drive

programmer. In the control bank of RCC assemblies, control subgroups (each

cox.;aLning a small ?1umber of RCC assemblies) are moved sequentially in

a cycle such that all subgroups are maintal ed within one step of each

other.

The sequence of motion is reversible, that is, withdrawal sequence is the

reverse of the insertion sequence. The ,jequencing speed is proportional

to the control signal from the Reactor Control System. Tis provides control

group speed control proportional to the demand signal from the control

system.

A solid state control system provides power to the rod drive mechanism

coils from the output of two paralleled motor generator sets. Two reactor

trip breakers are placed in series with the output of the X-G sets. To
permit on-line testing, a bypass breaker is provided across each of the

two breakers.
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RCCA Position Indication

Two separate systems are provided to sense and display control rod position

as described below:

a) Analog System - An analog signal is produced for ea-h individual

rod by a linear position transmitter.

An electrial coil stack is located above the steppiing mechanisms

of the control rod magnetic jacks, external to the pressure housing,

but concentric with the rod travel. When the associated control

rod is at the bottom of the core, the magnetic coupling between

the primary and secondary coil winding of the detector is small and

there is a small voltage induced in the secondary. As the control

rod is raised by the magnetic jacks, the relatively high permeability

of the lift rod causes an increase in magnetic coupling. Thus, an

analog signal proportional to rod position is obtained.

DireL4,, continuous readout of every control rod is presented to the

operator on individual indicators.

A deviation monitor alarm is actuated if an individual rod position

deviates from ita group position by a preselected distance.

Lights are provided for rod bottom positions for each rod. The lights

are operated by bistable devices in the analog system.

b) Digital System - The digir-o' system counts pulses generated in the

rod drive control system. One counter is associated with each sub-

group of control and Atdown rods, eight are provided for the X-Y

rods and one is provided for the part le-nth rods. Readout of the

digital system is in the form of elect. omechanica" add-subtract counters

reading the number of sters or rod withdrawal with one display for

each subgroup. These Teadouts are mounted on the control panel.
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The digital and analo2 systems are separate systems, each serves as oackup

for the other. Operating procedures require the reactor operator to compare

the digital and analog readings upon recognition of any apparent malfunction.

Therefore, a single failure in rod position indication does not in itself

lead th operator to take erroneous action in the operation of the reactor.

Full Length Rod Drive Power Sgy2pl

The full length control rod drive power supply .-oncept using a single scram

bus system has been successfully employed on all Westinghouse PYR plants.

Potential fault conditions with l 3ingle scram bu-- system are discussed

in this section. The unique characteristics o% tae latch type mcchanisms

with it- zelatively large power requirements makes this system with the

redundant series trip breakers particularly desirable.

The solid state rod control system is operated from two parallel connected

400 KVA generators which provide 260 volt line to line, three phase, four

eire puwer to the rod control citcuits through two series connected reactor

trip breakers. This AC power is distributed from the trip breakers to

a line-up of identical solid state power cabinets using a single overhead

run of enclosed bus duct which is bolted to and therefore comprises part

of the power cabinet arrangement. Alternating current from the motor-

generator sets is converted to a profiLed direct current by the power cabinet

and Is then distributed to the mechanism coils. Each complete rod control

system includes a single 70 volt DC power supply which is used for holding

the mechanisms in position during maintenance of normal power supply.

This 70 volt supply, which receives its input from the AC power source

downstream of the reactor trip breakers, Is distributed to each power cabinet

and permits holding mechanisms in groups of foAr by manually positioning

switches located in the power cabinets. The 30 ampere output capacity

is'-4ts the holding capability to eight rods.
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Current to the mechanisms is Interrupted by opening either of the reactor

trip breakers. The 70 volt DC maintenance supply will also be interrupted

since this supply -eceives its input power through the reactor trip breakers.

Trip Bzotskr' - -krr~au ment

The trip breakeru .,ca arranged in the reactor trip switchgear in individual

metal 'uclosed compartue Ps. 71Te 1000 ampere bus work, making up the con-

ne~tions between stram breakers will be separated by metal barriera to prevent

the possibility that any conducting object could short circuit, or bypass,

scram breaker contacts.

Maintenance Holding Supply

The 70 VDC holding supply and associated switches have been provided to avoid

the need for bringing a separate DC power source to the rod control system

during maintenance on the power cabinet circuits. This source is adequate

for holding a maximum of eight mechanis=s and satisfies -. ll muintenance

holdirg requirements.

Control System Construction

The rcA cortrol system equipment is assembled in enclosed steel cabinets.

Thr:-. phase power is distributed to the equipment through a steel enclosed

ous duct, bolted to the cabinets. DC power connections to the individual

mechanisas are routed to the reactor head area from the solid state cabinets

through insulated cables, emclosed junction boxes, enclosed reac.tor contain-

ment penetrations, and sealed connectors. In view of this type of construc-

tion, any accidental connection of either an AC or DC power souxze, either

iuternaJ. or external to the cabinets, is not considered credible.
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MC 10'wer Comectlor-C

The three pha3e four wire supply voltage required to eneziize the equipment

in 260 volts line to line, 58.3 Hz, 438 EVA capacity, zig-zag connected.

It is unlikely that any power supply, and in particular one as unusual

as this four wire power source could be accidently connected, in phase,

in the required c.'1-figurat.on. Also it should be noted that zhis requires

IgtIgle conflAtions, not sinzle connactions. The closest outside sources

avalibla In the plants are 580 volt auxliary power sources and 208 volt

lighting sources.

Connections of either a 480 or 206 volt, 60 Hz source to the single AC

but supplying the rod control system causes currents to flow between the

sources due to an out of phase condition. These currents flow until the

generator accelerates to a speed synchronous with the 60 Hz outside source,

a time sufficient to trip the generator breakers. The out-of-phase currents

for an unlimited capacity outside source, an outside source with a capacity

equivalent to the normal generator KVA, and for either one or two H-C sets

in service are tabulated below:

Out of Phase Current*. (AMperes)

I One M-G Set Two H-C; Sets j
in Service In Service

Unlimited 25,000 50xO00

80V Capacit_
438 KVA 12,000 25,000

- ~Cansclty__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Unlimited 16,000 32,CW~
os1

438 KVA 8,000 16,000

-::] Capacity 1 _ _ _

I
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ALU of the foregoing currents are wufficiently high to trip out the generator

breakers an either overcurrent. or reverse current. This trip-out Is detectable

by amnnunciation in thn control roo.x. If the outside power source trips,

the connection is of no concern.

Each solid state power cabinet is tied to the =in AC bus through three

fused disconnect switches; one for the stationary gripper coil circuits,

one for the movable gripper coil circults, and one for the lift coil circuits.
Reference voltages to operate the control circuits for all three coil circuits

=st be in phase with the supply to all coil -Ircuits for proper operation

of the system. if the outside power source were brought into si individual
cabinet, nine (9) norrAl source connections would have to be disconnected

and the outside source would have to be tied in phase to the proper nine

(9) points plus one (1) neutral point to allov movement of the reds . This

is not considered credible.

Connection of a aingle phase AC source (i.e. one line to neutral) is also

considered feprobable. This would again require a high capacity source
which wculd have to be connected in-phase with the non-synchronous H-C

set supply. Again core than one connaction is needed to achieve this con-

dition. Each power cabinet contains three alarm circuits (stationary,

vovable, and lift) that would annunciate the condition to the operator.

In addition, calculations show that a single phase source of 208 volts,

260 rolts, or 480 volts will not supply enough current to hold the rods.

Therefore, a jumper across two tris circuit breaker contacts in series

vhich results in a ningle phase remaining closed stould not provide sufficient

current to hold-up the rods.

The normal lourcr. Senerators are connected in a zig-:ag winding configu-

ration to eliminate the effects of direct current saturation of the =achines

resulting from the direct currents that flow in the half wave brxlge rectifier

circuits. If this conncction were not .sed, the generator core would saturate

aud legs of generating action would occur. This condition would also occur

In a transformer. An outside source not having the zi&-zag configuration

vould have tc have a large capacity ('400 KVA) to avoid the loss of transformei

action from saturation.
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Most of the components in the equipment axe applied with a lOOZ rprar--y

£actor. Therefore, the possibility eýdsts that the system wMLl operate

at 450 volts with a source of sufficient capacity. The system viii definitely

operate at 208 volts with a .. zrce of suffic~ent capacity.

The connection of an outside source of AC power to one rod control system

would firut require a need for this source. No such need exists since

two power sources (14-G sets) are already provided to supply the system.

If the source were connected in spite of the need, extreme measures would

have to be taken by the intruder to complete the connection. The outside

source would have to be a large capacity (490 KVA) one. The currents that

floa would require the routing of large conductors or bum bars, not the

usual clip leads. Then, the disassembly of switchgear or enclosed bus

duc. would be required to expose the single AC bus. Large bolted cable

or bus bar. terminations would have to be co=pleted. A total of four conductors

would have to be connected in phase with a non-synchronous source. To

expect th3t a connection could be completed with the equipment either energized

or dc-energized in view of the obstacles which would prevent such a connection

is incredible. However, even if the connection were completed, the outside

source connection would be detectable by the ope:ator through the tripping

of the generator breakers.

DC Power Ccnnections

An external DC source could, if connected inside the power cabinet, hold

the rods in position. This would require a minimun supply voltage of 50

volts. Since the holding current for each uachanism coil is 4 amper2s,

the DC current capacity would have to be approximately 180 amperes to hold

all rods. Achieving this situation would require sevwral acts - bringing

in a power source which is not required for any type of operation in the

rod control system, prefarentially connecting it into the system at the

correct points, and actuating specific holding switches so as to inter-

connect all rods. Closure of twelve switches in four separate cabinets

would be required to hold all rods. One witch could hold as many as four

Zode..
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The spplicatinn of a DC voltage to an individual rod external to the power

cabinet would affect only a single rod - connection with other rods in

the group being prevented by the block-ing diodes in the paiwer clrcuits.

Should an external DC source be: connected to the system tha system is

provided with features to pernit Jkts detection.

Each solid state power cabinet contaLna circuitry which co=pares the actunl

currents In thb% stationax-y a-d "ovable gripper coils with the refereare

signals from tb* step sequencing unit (slave cycler). :_& taking a single

step, the current to thr stationtry gripper coil will be profiled from

the holdiug valun to the ;uxitm, to zero and return to holding level.

Correspondingly, the movable gripper coil =t change from zero to maxi•m

ane- zetur= to zero. The presence o.. an external DC source or, either the

stationary or movable coils would prevent the related currents from returning

to Zero.

This Aituation would bc lnstantancouslv annunclated by way of the corparison

circuir.. Thernfor-2, any rod motion wotld actuate an alarm indicating thi

prmsenca of an external DC . urce. In addition, an external DC source

would prevent rods from ste~pping. Thus, ms external source =ould be detected

by the rod position indication system inlicating failure of the rod(s)

to Mo I

Con•e-tion oZ an external DC power source to the output i.u- of the 70

volt DC power supply ce-a be detected by opening the thre.- phase primary

input of the supply atd chec-king the autput with a built-in voltmeter.

EvAluation SS.rý,

1P view of the p-oceding discussion, the postulated connection of an external

power source (eltbar AC or r-.) or occurrence of short circuits that -ould

prevent dropping of th.: rods Is not considered credible. Specifically:
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The need for an outside power source has beer elizdiated by Sncor-

P_-4-t- buli4•-in holding sources as part of the rod control system

and by providing tuo N-G &ets.

521 equipment in contained w£thin encloeed steel cabinets preclujilng

the possibility of an accidental connection of either AC or DC power

in th@• abiuets.

C. AC power distribution is ae~-omplished using steel enclosed bus duct.

The M6g capac•.St (400 YVA) AC power source is unique and not readily

zVO-VA-.l•, iple connections are requir'd.

d. DC power is distributed to the individual mechanisms through Insulated

cables and enclosed elqctrical connections precluding the accidental

connection of an cutside DC source external to tUe cabinets. The

high capacity DC source rsiquired tc hold rods is not rezdily available

in the rod control system, would require multiple connections, and

would -requIrq deliberate positioning of switches within the cncloso4

cabinet.:.

a. 7raoviions are made 1= the system to pit.rmit detection of an external

DC source which coald preclude. a rod release.

The total capacity of the aystem including tOe overload capability of each

notor generator set is such that a single set out of service dves not cause

limitations iv rod m~tion during nor=nl plant operation. In order to iLnimize

reactor tri, as a result of a unit malfunction, the power system is normally

operated with both units in service.

Tub Pans

A turbine by-pikes system 1s provided to accoeeodate a reactor trip with

turbine trip, 50% ieaa of load withouo reactur and turbine trip. The turbine

by-pbs system -meoves steam to reduce the transient imposed ul.on the

4

I
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.eactor coolant syt.-.A so that the control rods can reduce the reactor

power to a new equilibrium value without allowing overtemp6rature, over-

rnessure conditions in the reactor coolant system.

. A turbine by-pass Is actuated by the coincidence of compensated coolant

average temperature higher t.han the progra=n•ed value by a preset value

and electrical load decrease greater than a preset value. All the turbine

by-pass valves stroke to full open limediately upon receiving the by-pass

signal. The by-pass valves are modulated by the compensated coolant average

temperature signal after they are full open. The turbine by-pass reduces

proportionally as the control rods act to reduce the coolant average tem-

perature. The artifical load is therefore removed as the coolant average

tenperature is restored to its programed equilibritm value.

The turbine by-pass steam capacity LP 4O percent of full load steam flow

at full load stea pressure. The bypass flows to the main condenser.

Part Length Power Supply

As shown in Figure 7.3-2, the prime mover in each part length mechanism is

a six phase reluctance type motor. By proper sequencing of the motor

windings, the armature can be rotated incrementally and the rotational

motion converted to linear rod travel through the roller nut assembly.

The mvement of the rods is derived through the part length rod power

supply which utilizes a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) solid state

switch. As shown in Figure 3.1-2, the three phase AC power is first

stepped down and transformer into six phase power which is then fed through

the SCR power switches to the drive motors. The direction and speed of

the drive motors are determined Ly the pulse sequencing pattern and

repetition rate generated by the programmer. The IN-HOLD-OUT rod motior.

switch, counted on the control console, selects the direction of rotation
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of the prograu~er motor and the stepping rate (rod speed) Is fxed by the 4
line frequency applUd to ths hysteresis type progra=er motor. The

sequencing pattern 1* generated by a coded disc/photocell cir-ui" gear-d

to the progrtaer. The prograter output '. sensed and azplIfied by the

gating circuits which tcigge_ the proper SCR*s to achieve the required

stepping vequence of the drive motor coils.

The control system includes a set of disconnect switches wh.ch de-energize

the individual rod drive motors and permit rl-z ±-n-ent of the rod if this

becomes necessary.

Control of the part length rods Is a manual operation. Znzar are no inputs

to the part length control eyatea froza the zeactor protection syvam or

other rod control system.

The power supply contpt10 varlous alarma, IMhbt. and L.itei'lock functions.

Specifically, the momentary er-i-St=ZO of any of tVie folJl£ng conditions

shall prevent 1nitiation of part length rovd ope-at~ion or, if th.% rods

are in motion, shall interrup' the sequancina operation and stop ro1

motion:

a. Loss of AC power to th, control system and/or the mechanisvs

b. Faulty pralsrwze. operaAon to include incorrect rod motiqu

rotation signals from the pragzamer caused by failure of

the direction rel&-,z or * sainle sorz. in the rc.3 notion

control cwuitch

Ce Faulty SCR Ssat".U

Restoration of system operation follcw•ing an inri&Wt aignal requires zor-

rectio of the fault a= operation of a local reset.

4
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The i"splwentation of the detailed design of the system reflects the

"oilowvin functional requirements:

4 the control system shall be capable of continuously operating the

part lergth rods at a speed of 15 inches/minute + 1G0.

b. Thu system shall be designed to operate all part l•ngth roI3

simultaneously.

c. On loss of Pover during rod notion, all rods shall stop and the

relative position of rods in tne bank shall change by less than

3/8 inch.

Control or electrical failure shall not cause reversal of the

direction of any rod or the co=plete bank during ntion.

V. Control or electrical failure shall not cause withdrawal or
Insertion of any roN. or the complete bank when in the hold

condition.

f. Control or electrical failure shall not cause the rod speed to

exceed the maximum controlled speed specified when driving in

either the IN or OUT direction.

No control or electrical failure shall not cause a rod to drcp.

ParE LenRth Position indication

Thy rod position indication system is essentielly identical to that used for

the full length rods. i.e., the actual position of each rod as well as the

bank demand signal is continuously displayed on the operating console.
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Agl~llftitIM IL341cation

!this syst em derives the position signal directly from measurements of the

drive red position utilixing a linear variable differential transformer

(LVDT) an a detector. The drive shaft varies the amount of coupling

betueen this primary and secondary windings of the coils which generates

ao analog signal proportional to rod position. "be LYD? signal is con-

ditioned ani displayed on individual meters mounted on the operating

console.

D.mand PosltAon Indication

The bank demand position signal is derived from the programer and is

displ-yed on an add-subtract pulse counter mounted in the control console.

Rod Deviation

As stated above, both the demand and actual rod position signals are moni-

tored by a rod deviation monitoring system which provides an alarm when-

ever the individual rod position signal deviates froe the bank demand

signal by a preset limit.

Ocerational Information

The part length rods are used to correct for changes in axi4l power distri-

bution in the core. Control information is derived through measurements

of the out-of-core neutron flux distributions using the power range instru-

nent,&L.Lva In the nuclear instrumentation system.

reedwater Control

Each steam generator is equipped w1th a three-elemont feedwater controller

which maintains a prograaed water level as a function of load on the

secondary side of steam generator. The three-element feedwater controller
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continously compares actual feedwater flow with steam flow compensated

by tesm pressure with a water level set point to regulate the feeduater

valve opening. The Undividual steam generators are operated in parallel,

both on the feedwater and on the ateam side.

Continued delivery of feedwater to the steam generators in required as

a sink fer the beat stored and generated in the coolant follo•ing a reactor

trip and turbine trip. A reactor trip signal provides an override signal

to the feedwater control system. Upon receiving the override signal, all

faeedwater valves open iully to Insure the full supply of feedwater following

a reactor trip and turbine trip. Another override signal closes the feed-

water valves when thze coolant average temperature As below a preset temperature

value or when the respective steam generator level rises to a preset value.

Hanual override of the feedwater control systema is also provided.

S

Pressure Control

The reactor coolant system pressure is maintained at constant value by
using heat2rs in the water region and spray In the steam region of the

pressurizer. Electrical Immersion heaters are located near tha bottom
cf the pressurizer. A portion of th3 heater groups are proportional heaters

and are used for small pressure variation control and to compensate for

heat losses and the smaller continuous spray. Thi rematning (backup) heaters

are turned on either when the pressurizer pressure controller signal i'

below a preset value or wheu the precsurizer level ezceeds the programmed

level setpoinr, by a preset amount.

Spray valves are located at the top of the pressurizer. Spray is initiated

when the pressure controller signal is above a preset set point. Spray

rate increases proportionally with increasing pressure until i.t reaches

the maximum spray capacity. Steam condensed by spray reduces the pressurizer

pressure. A small continuous spray is norrally maintained to redu:e thermal

stresses and thermal shock when the spray valves open B; help maintain0uniform water chomisty and temperature in the pressurizer.
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Two power relief valves limit system pressure to 2350 psla for large load

reduction transients.

One ujlief valve is operated on the pressurizk, pressure contraoller signal,

the-owhez one is operated on the actual pressure signal. A separate inter-

lock is provided for each so that if a secon4 pressure channel indicates

abnormally low, at the time the relief valve operation is called for by

the control channel, the valve acxi'-ation is blocked. The logic for each

is thus basically two out of two. U1wever, during normal operation at

normal pressure, the interlock is not a,&tuated and only the operating z,,nls

are required to actuate the valves. ActuaLtion of the Interlock also sounds

the low pressure alarm.

Three spring-loaded safety valves limit system pressire to 2750 psia following

a complete loss of load without direct reactor trip or turbine by-pass,

7.3.3 SYSTEi DESIGN EVALUATION 4

Plant Stabi lty

The Control System in designed to lirAt the amplitude and the f£equency

of continuous oscillation of coolant average teperature about the control

system set point within acceptable values. Continuous oscillation can

be induced by the introduction of a feedback control loop with an effective

loop gain which is either too large or too small with respect to the process

transient response, i.e., instability i.Nduced by the control eysten itself.

Because stabl2.ity in more difficult to 3aintain, at low power under automatic

control, no provision is code tc provide amtoatic control belo• 15 per

cent of full power.

The control system is designed to operat, as a stable system over tk'e full

range of automatic control throuahout core life.

4
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SteD Load Changes Without-Turbine LBevi~

A typical reactor power control requirement is to restore equilibrIu4 •on-

"d5tioons, without a plant trip, following a plus or minus 10 per cent change

Sin *tep load demand, over the 15 to 100 per cent power range for a-itomatic

control. The design must necessarily be baaed on conservative conditions

and a greater transient capability is expected for actual operating con-

ditlon*. A load demand greater than full power ib prohibited by the turbinex

control load limit devices.

The finction of the control system is to mininize the reactor coolant average

temperature deviation during the transient within an acceptable value and

co restore average temperature to the progra=ibd set point within an acceptable

time. Exceassiv pressurizer pressure variations are prevented by using

spray and heaters in the pressurizer.

The margin to over-temperature AT reactor trip Is of primary concern for

the step load chanSes. This margin is influenced by nuclear flux, pres-

surizer pressure, and reactor coolant average temperature and temperature

rise across the core.

Loadine and Unloading

Ramp loading and unloading is provided over the 15 to 100 per cent power

range under automatic control. The function of the control system is to

"iantain the coolant average temperature and the secondary steas pressure

as functions of turbine-generator load within acceptable deviation from

the progr•=ed values. The minimum control rod speed provides a sufficient

reactivity rate to compensate the reactivity changes resultina from the

loderator temperature coefficient and the power coefficient.

The coolant average temperature is increasing during loading and there

in a contiuuous Insurge to the pressurizer resulting from coolant expansion.

T he sprays lniit the resulting pressure increase. Conversely as the
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coolant avarage temperature is decreasing during unloading, there is a

continuous outaurge from the pressurizer resulting from coolant contraction.

The heaters limit the resulting system pressure decrease. The pressurizer

level is prograrmed such that the water level has an acceptable margin

above the low level heater cutout set point during the loading and unloading

transientt.

The primary concern for the loading is to limit the overshoot in coolant

average temperature to provide sufficient margin to the over-temperat-.re

AT trip.,

The automatic load controls are designed to safely adjust the unit generation

to match load requirements within the limits of the unit capability and

licensed rating.

Loss of Load With Turbine By-Pass

The reactor control system is designed to accept 50Z loss of load. No

reactor trip or turbine trip will be actuated. The automatic turbir• by-

pass system is able to accommodate this abnormal load rejection and to

reduce the transient imposed upon the reactor coolant system. The r"ctor

power is reduced at a rate consistent with the capability of the rod control

systest, The reducing of the reactor power is automatic down to 15 per

cent of full power. Hanual control is used when the power is below this

value. Tno by-pass is removed as fast as the control rod* are capable

of Inserting negative reactivity.

The pressurizer relief valves miSht be actuated for the most adverse con-

ditions, e.g., the most negative Doppler coefficient, and the minimum incre-

mental rod worth. The relief capacity of the powex operated relief valves

is sixed larga enough to limit the system pressure to prevent actuation

of high pressure reactor trip for -he most adverse conditions.

4
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rrbine - Generator Trip With Reactor Trip

Turbina-senera-tor unit trip is accompanied by reactor trip. With a secondary

system design pressure of 1100 pais, the plant Is operated with a programamed

average tesperaturc as a function of load, with the full load ,verage tem-

perature significantly greater than the saturation temperature corresponding

to tbt steam generator safet,ý valve set point. This, together with the

fact thct the thermal capacity in the reactor coolant system is greater

than that of the secondary system, requires a heat sink to remove heat

stored in the reactor coolant to prevent actuation of steam generator safety

valves for turbine afid reactor trip from full .pcrer.

This heat sinM ib providee by the combination of controlled release of

steam to the condenrser and by makeup of cold feeduater to the steam generators.

The turbine by-pass system Is controlled from the reactor coolant average

temperature a; Inal whose refererce set point is reset upon trip to the

no load value. Turbine by-pass actuation must Le rapid to prevent steam

ganerator safety valve actuatior. With the by-pass valves open the coolant

average temperature starts to t-aduce quickly to the no load set point.

A direct feedback of reactor coolant average temperature acts to propor-

tionally close the valves to minimize the total amount of steam by-passed.

Following turbine trip, the steam voids in the ste-am generators will collapse

and the fully opened feedwater valves will provide sufficient feedwater

flow to restore water level in the downcomer. The feedwater ficlst is cut

off when the reattor coolant average temperature decreases below a preset

temperature value or when the steam generator water level reaches a preset

high set point.

Additional feedwater makeup is then controlleA manually to restore and

maintain steam generator level while maintaininS the reActor coolant at

the no load temperature. Residual heat removal (manually selected) is

maintained by the steam generate: pressure controller which controls the

amount of turbine by-pass to the c"ndensers. This controller operates

the same bypass valves to the condensers which are cont: oled by coolant

average temperature during the initial transient following turbiue and

reactor trip.
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The presurizer presaure and level fall very faat during the transient

resulting from the coolant contraction. The pressurizer water level is

programued so that the level has an acceptable margin above the low level

safety injection set point following turbine and reactor trip to prevent

accidental safety injection actuation. If heaters become uncovered following

the trip, the Chemical and Volume Control System will provide full charging

flow to restore water level in the pressurizer. Heaters are then turned

on to heat up pressurizer water and restore pressurizer pressure to normal.

The turbine b,-pass and feedwater cont'rol systems are designed to pravent

the coolant average temperature falling below the programmed no load temperature

following the trip to ensure adequate reactivity shutdown margin.

4

4
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J(OTE2:
1, Temperature* art Peasurod at steaa generator'3 Inlet and outlet.
2, Pressure iA measured at the pressurizer.
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S7.4 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION

7.4.1 DESIGN BASES

Fission- Process Monitors and Controls

Criterion: Means shall be provided for monitoring or otherwise measuring
and maintaining control over the fission process throughout
core life under all conditions that can reasonably be anticipated
to cause variations In reactivity of the core. (CDC 13)

The Nuclear Instrumentation System is p.ovided to monitor the reactor power

from source range through the intermediate range and power range up to

120 percent full power. The system provides indication, control, and alarm

signals for reactor operation and protection.

The operational status of the reactor is monitored from the control room.

When the reactor is subcritical (i.e., during cold or hot shutdown, refueling

and approach to criticality) the relative reactivity status (neutron source

multiplication) is continuou.ly monitored and indicated by proportional

counters located in instrument wells in the primary shield adjaceat to

the reactor vessel. Two sourca-detector channels are provided for supplying

information on multiplication while the reactor is subcritical. A reactor

trip is actuated from either channel if the neutron flux level becomes

excessive. This system is checked prior to operations in which criticality

-ay be approached. This is accomplished by the use of an in-core source

to provide a meaningful count rate even at the refueling shutdown condition.

Any appreciable increase in the neutron source multiplication, Including

that caused by the maximum physical boron dilution rate, is slow enough

to give ample time to start corrective action (boron dilution stop and/or

emergency boron injection) to prevent the core from becoming critical.

When the react-or is critical, means for showing the relative reactivity

status of the reactor is provided by control bank posit•ons displayed in

the control room. The position of the control banks is directly related
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to the reactivity status of the reactor when at power ausd any unexpected

change in the position of the control banks under automatic control or

change in the coolant temperature under manual control provides a direct

and imediate indicatirn of a change in the reactivity status of the reactor.

Periodic samples of the coolant boron concentration are taken. The variation

in concentration during core life provides a further check on the reactivity

status of the reactor including core depletion.

High nuclear flux protection is provided both in the powcr and intermediate

ranges by reactor trips actuated from either range if the neutron fl.x

level exceeds trip set-points. When the reactor is critical, the best

indications of the reactivity status in tht. core (in relation to the power

level and average coolant temperature) is the control room display of the

rod control group position.

7.4.2 SYSTEM DESIGN

T1.e three instrumentation rangea are provided with overlap between adjacent

ranges so that continuous readings will be available during transition

from one range to another. The sensitivity of the neutron detector ia

illustrated on Figure 7.4-1.

Detectors

Thie system consists of a total of six detector assemblies loLated in instrument

wells around the reactor as shown in the (plan view) lower right hand corner

of Figure 7.4-2. The six assemblies provide the following instrumentation:

a) Power Range

This range consists of four independent long uncomnpensated ionization

chamber assemblies. Each assembly is made up of two sensitive lengths.

One sensitive length covers the upper half of the core, and the other

length covers the lower half of the core.
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Thc. arrangement provides in effect a total of eight separate ionization

chambers approximately one-half thz tore height. The eight uncompensated

(guard-ring) ionization chambers sense thermal neutrons in the range

from 2.5 x 103 to 2.5 x 1010 neutrons per sq cm per see.

Each has a nominal sensitivity of 1.7 x 10-13 amperes per neutron

per sq cm per sec. The four long ionization chamber assemblies are

located in vertiqal instrument wells adjacent to the four "corners"

of the core. The assembly is manually positioned in the assembly

holders and is electrically isolated from the holder by means of

insulated stand-off rings.

b) Start-Up Range (Intermediate and Source)

There are two separate assemblies. Each assembly covers two ranges.

Each assembly contains one compensated ionization detector (inter-
mediate range) and one proportior. ,i counter (source range).

The source range neutron detectors are boron -10 lined proportional

counters with a nominal sensitivity of 10 counts per neutron per

sq cm. The detectors sense thermal neutronis in the range from 10-

to 5 x 104 neutrons per sq em per sec, to produce a pulse rate between

100 and 5 x 105 counts per second. The range of the source range

channel is 100 to 106 counts per second.

The neutron detectors are positioned in detector assembly containers

by means of a linear, high density moderator insulator. The detector

and insulator units are packaged in a hous'ing which is inserted into

the guide thimbles,

The detector assembly is electrically isolated from the guide thimble

by means cf insulated stand-off rings.
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The intermediate range neutron detectors are compensated ionization

chambers that sense thermal neutrons in the range from 2.5 x 102
to 2, 5 x 10 10 neutro:ns per aq cm per see and have a nominal sensi-
tivity of 4 x 10-14 amperes per neutron per sq cm per second. They

produce a correspond: ng direct current of 1O-11 to 10-3 amp. These

detectors are located in the same detector assembliem as the proportional

counters for the sour-.e range chaAnnels.

Thto electronic equipmtnt for each of the source, intermediate and

power range channels is contained in a draw-out panel mounted adjacent

to the main control bosrd,

Pover Range Channels

There are three sets of power range measurements. Each set utilizes four

individual currents aF follows:

a) Fou•r v-rrents directl,' hom the 1-. 3ectiorns of the long ionization

chambers.

b) Four currents directly from the upper sections.

C) Four total currents of (a) and of (b), equivalent to the average

of each section.

For each of the four currents in (a) and (b), the current measurement. in

indicated directly by a microanneter and isolated signals are available

for control console indication dand recording. An analog signal propor-

tional to individual currents ar'e transmitted through buffer amplifiers

to the overtemperature and overpower AT channels and provide automatic

reset of the trip point for thesie protection functions. The total current,

equivalent to the average, is then applied through a linear amplifier to

the bistable trip circuits. The amplifiers are equipped with gain and

bias ccntrols for adjustment to the actual output corresponding to 100

per cent rated reactor power.
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Each of the four amplifiers also provides amplified isolated signals to

the main control board for indication and for use in the Reactor Control

System. Each set of bistable trip ontputs is operated as a 2-out-of-4

coincidence to initiate a reactor trip. Bistable trip outputs are provided

at low and high power set points depending on the operating power. To
previde more protection during start-up operation the low range power

bistable is used. This trip is manually blocked after a permissive condi-

tion is obtained 1 ,y 2 of 4 power range channels. The high power trip bistable

is always active.

The four amplifier signals corresponding to (c) are supplied to circuits

which compare a referenced channel output with the corresponding signal

from the other channels. Alarms are provided to present deviations which

might be indicative of quadrant flux asymmetries.

The overpower trip will be set so that, for operatiig limit reactor conditions

concurrent with the maximum instrumentation and btstable set point error,

the maximum reactor overpower condition will be limited to 112 per cent.

This limit is accomplished by the use of solid state instrumentation and

long ionization chambers %hich permit an integration of the flux external

to the core over the total length of the core, thereby reducing the Lifluence

of axial flux distribution changes due tn control rod motion.

The ion chamber current of each detector is measured by sf.nsitive meters

with an accuracy of 0.5 per cent. A shunt aboz:y'v -n.; switch in parallel

with each meter allows selection of one of four meter ranges. The available

ranges are. 0-100, 0-500, 0-1,000 and 0-5,000 microamperes. The shunt

assemblies are depogned in such a manner that they will not disconnect

the detector current to the summing assembly upon meter failure or during

switching. An islation amplifier provides an analog signal proportional

to ion chamber current for recording, data logging and delta flux indication.

A test calibration unit provides necessary switches and signals for checking

and calibrating the power range channels.
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The linear amplifier accepts the output currents from each of the two chamber

sections and derives a nuclear power signal proportional to the summed

direct currents. This unit amplifies the currents and converts the normal

current signal to a voltage signal suitable for operation of associated

components such as bistables and isolation amplifiers.

Multiple power supplies furnish necessary positive and negative voltages

for the individual channals and detector power.

Mounted on the front uanel of each power range channel drawer are the ion

chamber current meters, shunt selector switches with appropriate positions

and the nuclear power indicator (0 to 120 per cent full power).

The isolated nuclear power signals are available for recording by the nuclear

instrumentation system recorder. An isolated nuclear power signal'is available

for recording overpower conditions up to 200% full power.

Alarm signals for dropped-rod - rod stop, overpower - rod stop, overpower

reactor trip, and channel test are annunciated on the main control board.

Control signals sent to the reactor control and protection system include

dropped-rod - rod stop, overpower - rod stop, overpower - reactor trip,

and permissive circuit signals. These are described in Section 7.2.

Intermediate Range Channels

There are two intermediate range channels, which utilize two compensated

ionization chambers. Direct current from the ion chambers is transmitted

through triAxial cables to transistor logarithmic current amwlifiOes in

the nuclear instrumentation equipment.

Toe logarithmic amplifier derives a signal proportional to the logarithm

of the current as received from the output of the compensated ion chamber.

The output of the logarithmic amplifier provides an input to the level
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~bistabies fox reactor protection purposes and source range cutoff. The

" bistable trip units are similar to those in the other ranges. The trip

outputs can be manually blocked after receiving a permissive signal from

the power range channels. 6n decreasing pow:!r the intermediate range trips

for reactor protection are automatically inserted when the power range

permissive signal is not present.

' ~Low voltage power supplies contained in eacb• drawer furnish the necessary

*r positive and negative voltages for the channel electronic equipment. Two
•. medium voltage power supplies, one in eazh channel, furnish compensating

voltage to the two compensated ion chambers. The high voltage for the

compensated ion chambers is supplied by separate power supplies also located

in the intermediate range drawers.

On the front panel of the intermediate range channel cabinet and on the

control board are mounted a neutron (log N) flux level indicator calibrated
O in terms of ion chamber current (10-I t.o 10- amp).

Isolated neutron flux level signals are available for recording and start-up

rate computation. The start-up rate for each channel is indicated at the

main control board in terms of decades per minute over the range of -. 5

to 5.0 DPM.

Channel teat, intermediate chanrel above source range cutoff point, inter-

mediate range trips not armed, block rod withdrawai, -nd reactor trip signals

are alarmed on the main control board annunciator. The latter signal is

sent to the ra~ctor protection system.

Source Range Chann,ils

There are two source range channels utilizing BI lined proportional counters.
ri Neutron flux, as measured in the primary shield area, vroduces current

A. .ak pulses in the detectors. These preamplified pulses are applied to transistor
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amplifiers and discriminators located in the control room. Triaxiai cable

is used for all interconnections fr-m the deteutor assemblies to the instru-

mentation in the control room. The preamplifiers are !,,rated outside the

reactor containment.

These channels indicate the source range neutron flux and stsrt-up rate

and provi4e high flux level reactor trip and alarm signals to the Reactor

Control and Protection System. The reactor trip signal is manually blocked

when a permissive signal from tht intermediate range is available. They

are aloo used at shutdown to provide audible alarms in the reactor con-

tainment and conLrol room of any Inadvertent i crease in reactivity. An

audible count rate signal is used during initial phases of startup and

is audible in both the reactor containment and control room.

Amplifiers are used to obtain a high level signal prior to elimination
of noise and gamma pulses by the discrimina'oor. The discriminator output

is shaped for use by the log integrator.

The log integrator derives an analog signal, proportional to the logarithm

of the number of pulses per unit time, as received from the output of the

previous unit. This unit performs log integration of the pulse rate to

determine the %ount rate, a linear amplifier amplifies the log integrator

output for indication, recording, control, and rate computation through

isolation amplifiers.

Each source range contains two bistable trip units. Both units trip on

high flux level but one is used during shutdown to alarm reactivity changes

and the other provides overpower protection during shutdown and startup.

The shutdown alarm unit is blocked manually prior to startup or can serve

as a start-up alarm. When the input to either unit is below its set point,

the bistable is in itj normal position and assumes a "fully-on" status.

When an input from the log amplifier reaches or exceeds the set point,

the unit reverses its condition and goes "fully-off". The output of the

reactor trip unit controls relays in the reactor protection system,
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YPower supplies furish the positive and negative voltages lor the transistor
• ~circuits and alarm lights and the adJt itabie high voltage for the neutron

detector.

A test calibration unit can insert selected test or calibration signaLs

InCo the preamplifier channel input, or the log amplifier input. A set

of precalibrated level signals are provided to perform channel tests and

calibrations. An alarm is registered on the main control board annuclator

whanever ,a channel is being tested or calibrated. A trip bypass switch

is also pr.vided to prevent a z iactor trip during .hannel test under certain

reactor conditions.

The neutron detec~or high-voltage cutoff assembly receives a trip signal

when a one-of-two mnuL-ix contralled by intermediate range channel flux

level bisrablpp and manual block condiion are present and disconnects

#he voltage the source _anga channel high voltage power supply t^

pi, int .peration r," the boron -10 lined counter outside its design range.
High voltage an_" reactor trip circuits are reactivated automatically when

two of the intermediate range signals are beloa the perwissive trip setting.

Mounted on the front panel of the source range channel is a neutron flux

level indicator calibrated in terms of count rate level (1 to 10 6 cps).

Mounted on the control board is a neutron count rate level indicator (U

to 106 cps). I-lated neutron flux signals are available for recording

by the nuclear instrumentation system recorder and startup rate computation.
Thu startup rate for each channel is indicated at the main control board

in, ,erms of decades per minute over the range of -0.5 to +5.0 DPM. The

isolation network for these signals prevents any electrical malfunction
in the external circuitry from affecting the signal being supplied to the
flux level bistables. The signals for channel test, high neutron flux
at shutdown, and source reactor trip are alarmed on the main control board
annunciator. In addition, there are annunciators for the following source

range conditions: "manual block of hi-flux level at shutdown", "source

range level trip not armed," and "loss of high voltage", and individual
"source trip bypass".
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Auxlisry IYoi•€n

CoMparator Channel

The cogeprator channel compares the four nuclear power signals of the power

range channels with one another. A local alarm on the channel is actuated

when any two channels deviate from one another b; a preset, adjustable azount.

lOU'ing full power operation, the cowparator serves to sense and annunciate

channel failures and/or deviations.

DRMo-ed Rod Protection

As backup to the primary protection for the dropped RCC accident, the rod

bottom signal, theze is provided an independent detection mans using the

out-of-core power range nuclear channels. The dropped-rod sensing unit

contains a differencx. a=pllfier, which compares the instantanoous nuclear

power signal with an adjustable power lag gpinla and responds with a trip

signal to the blstable amplifier when the difference exceeds a preset

ad,4ustable amount. Above a given power level the signal blocks automatic

rod wrthdrav&l and A .Giates protective action in the 'orn of a turbine

load cutback.

Audlo Count Rate ,,hnnel

The audio count rate channel F-ovides audibl-e source cange information

during refuellng operations in both the control room and the reactor

co Inent. In addition, this channel signal is fed to a scaler-timer

rIisezbly which produces a visual display of tl~e count rate for an adjustable

S=1PliUn period.

Recorders

One large, two-pen strip chart recorder is counted -, nhe main control

board for recording the co-plete rang of the source ar.,% Intermediate
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channels. It is also pos-o.Le to record any two power range channels as

linear signalA. Variable chart speeds wili be provided. It also includes

controls fo• chsnging the span and -e.o during i.terzediate range operation.

Switching of inputs to the recorders does not cause any s;urious signals,

that would initiate false alarms or reactor trips.

Four two-pen recorders are provi-ded, ciie for each power range, to record

the flux level from each of the eight sections comprising the four long

ion chambers.

Power Suvplw

The nuclear inst-umentation system is powered by four independent vital

bus circuits (see Section -).

7.4.3 SYSTEM EVALUATION

Loss of Power

Thb nuclear instrumentat'ion dr-.is its

buses and is discussed L. Section 8.

Loes of nuclear instrumentation po-'-

all reactor trips associated with the

all trips which were blocked prior to

pricary power from vital instrument

vaould result in the initiation of

channel power failure. In addition,

loss would be unblocked and initiated.

Reliability and Redundsanc

The requirc=cnts establiehed for the reactor protective systen aplp, to

the nuclear instrumentation. All channel functiors are independent of

every other channel.
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Safety Factors

The relation of the power range channels to the Reactor Protective System

has been described 1n Section 7.2. To maintain the deaired accuracy in trip

action, the total error from drift in the power range channels will be held

to +1 per cent at full power. Routine tests and recalibration will ensure

that this degree of deviation is not exceeded. Bistable trip set points

of the power range channels will also be held to an accuracy of +1 per

cent of full pouer. The accuracy and stability of the equipcent will be

verified by vendor tests.

Overo2wer Trip 3..t Point

The overpeer trip set point for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 Reactor is

106.5%. This trip point wos selected to provide adequate assurance that

spurious reactor trips will not occur in normal operation. Table 7.4-1

gives a comparison of the factors which d-tereine the trip set point for

the Ineian Point Unit No. 2 reactor and those -sed in other designs.

As shown by the information in Table 7.4-1, the difference in set point

is due to reduction in errors due to RCC notion from +42 to +1.5% and

a reduction in draft and set point errors fron +4% to +2%.

The reduction in ers.,rs due to RCC notion is nade possible by the use of

long ion chambers inz.ead of short ion chambers at the top and bottom of

the core. These long ion chambers. which extend over almost the entire

core length, give a core accurate indication of flux changes than the com-

bination of detectors at the top and bottom of the core.

The reduction of drift and set point errors is due to the use of more

accurate, solid state electronic devices. Application of the reduced

trip set point and improved performance of these tontrol devices results

in a zaximum calculated overpom .• of 112% a& compared with 118% obtained

with previous desiSt. Table 7.4-2 gives a comparison of facLors to which

this difference is attr$,uted.



--

-It is seen that the reduction in overpower is due to (1) a reduction from
3.0 to 2.0 in the alloved calorimetric error, based on _-xperience with con--

Vcetioa.l starl.UU5 anO CO ne effctGs of reduced errcrs oue to rod mot2.onU

drift, and set point reprod-cibility aj described earlier. The net xsult

is an improvement in plant .apability with the same assurance againat
both spurlouts trips and excessive power as was afforded by previous designs.

0
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TABLE 7.4-1
OVERPOWER TRIP SET POINT

Indian Point Previous
Unit No. 2 Designs

Set Point 'Factor (per cent) (per cent)

Wormal Power 100.0 100.0

Overshoot 3.0 3.0

Errors in Ion Chamber Output
Due to RCC Motion for Design
Transients 1.5 4.0
Exrors Due to Drift and Set
Point Reproducibility 2.0 4.0

.Set Point 106.5 111.0



-r r~. - .. ... . _. - - --- r~

"- - TABLE 7.4-2

"1MAXIMUX OVEWOW•ER LEVEL

Indian Point Previous
.1• -unit: No. 2 Desig~ns

- .Oerpower ?a tor (per cent) (per zenQt

" -. . l Power 100.0 100.0

CAE, rmetric Error . 0 3.0
Overshoit; 3.0 3.0

Errcs in Ion Chwqhler Output

Due•:o RCC Hotioa for Design
Transient 3.0 4.0

Errors Due to Drift and Set
Poiac Reproducibility 4.0 S.-O

Maximum Overpowcr 112.0 118.0
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PROCES•

7,5.1 DES

.- .- :

S INSTRUMENTATION b

GN BASES

Ký- 7 The non-nuclear process instrumentation measures temperatures, pressures,
flows, and levels in the reactor coolant system, steam& system, reactor
contairaent and auxiliary systems. Process variables required on a con-

tinuous basis fbr the startup, operation, and shutdown of the unit are
indicated, .-ecorded and controlled from the control rooii. The quantity

and types of proctsa instrumentation provided ensures sz.fe and orderly
operation of all syitems and processes over the full operating range of

the plant.

Certain controls which require a minimum of operator attention3 or are

only in use intermittently, are located on local control panels near the
equiprent to be controlled. Monitoring of the alar=s of such control systems
are yrovided in the control room.

7.5.2 SYSTEM DESIGN

Much of the process inatrumentation provided in the plant has been described

in the Reactor Control and Protection and Nuclear Instrumentation System.

The most important instrumentation used to monitor and control the plant
have been described in the above systems descriptions. The remaining portion

of the process instrumentation Is generally shown on the respective systems

process flow diagrams.

Condensate pots aad wet legs are used tL prevent process temperatures from
actually reaching the transmitters.

.n~ineered Safety Features

The following iwtrumentation ensures coverage of the effective operation

of the engineered safety features:

7.5-1
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Cgnntrinment Pressure

The containment preccure is transmitted to the main control board fo• post

accident monitoring. Six transmitters are installed outside the containment

to prevent potential missile damage. The ;ressure is indicated (all six

channels) on the main control 6oard.

The six channels, monitoring containment pressure, reflect the effectiveness

of engineered safety features.

Containment Sump Level

Redundant (two) containment sump level indicators in each sump show that

water has been delivered to the containment following a loss of coolant

accident and, subsequently show that sufficient water has been collected

by the pump to permit recirculation to the "actor and/or to the spray

headers. These transmitters are mounted inside the containment and are

designed to withstand accident conditions. Each board indication is a series

of 5 lights each energized from the associated instrument as a pre-set

level is exceeded. Reference is nade to Section 6 for further description

of the two sumps serving the internal and external recirculation loops.

Refueling Wnter Storage Tank Level

Two redundant channels indicate that safety injection and containment spray

systens have removed water from the storage tank. One is located at the

tank and the other Is transmitted from the tank to a control board indicator.

Safety Iphection Pumps Discharge Pressure

These channels show that the safety injection pumps are operating. The

transmitters are outside the containment.
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PwM• Energtzation

An pump motor power feed breakers indicate that they have closed by energizing

Indicating lights on the control board.

Valve Position

All engineered safety features valves have position indication on the control

board to show proper positioning of the valves. Air-operated and solenoid-

operated vaoves are selected so as to mov•. in a preferred direction on

the loss -f air or power. Hctor-operated valves remain in the position

at time of loss of power to the motor. Spray flow is also indicated on

the ontrol board.

Residual Heat Exchangers

Combined exit flow is indicated and combined inlet and combined exit tem-

peratures are recorded on the control board to monitor operation of the

residual heat exchangers.

Air Coolers

The service water discharge flow and temperature of each of the five air

recirculation coolers are indicated locally. A control room alarm is

actuated if the flow is low. The transmitters are outside the reactor

containment. In addition, the exit flow is monitored for radiation and

alarmed in th- control room if high radiation should occur. This i. a

common monitor and the faulty cooler can be located by manually blocking

the flow to each unit iu turn with locally operated valves.

Alarms

Visual and audible alarms are provided to call attention to abnormal con-

ditiorns. The alarms are of the individual acknowledgement type; that is,
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L. the operator must mcognize tx•d silence the audible alarm for each 21arm

point. For most control systems, the sensring device and circuits for the

alarms are Indeperident, or ,solated fro, the control devices.

In addition to the above, the following local I.-mcrumentation is available.

a. Containment spray test lius total flow

b. SO, e t inje-ion test line pressure and flow

7.5.3 SYSTE1 EVALUATION

Redundant instrumentatiox. has beez provided for all inp-. s to the protective'

systems and vital control c.xcuits.

Where wide process variable ranges and precise control are required, bcth

wide rauge and narrow range instrumentation is provided.

Instru.eifation components are selected from standard commercially availaLle

products.

All elect- eel and electronic instrumentation required for safe and reliable

operation is satpplied from four redundant instrumentation busses.
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7 . 6 IN-CORE INSTRM -TAnOI

7.6.1 DESIGN BASIS

The in-core Instrumentation is designed to yield information on the neutron

flux distribution and fuel assembly outlet temperatures at selected core

locations. Using the informatio obtained from the in-core Instrumentation

system, it is poss.,ble to confirm the reactor core design parameters and

calculated hot channel factors. The system provides neass for cquirIng

data and performs no operational plant control.

7.6.2 SYSTEM DESIGN

The in-core instrumentation system consists of thermocouples, positioned

to measure fuel assembly coolAnt outlet temperature at preselected locations;

,and flux thimbles, wbich run the length of selected fuel assemblies to

measure the neutron flux distribution within the reactor cor•.

The experimental data obtained from the in-core temperature and flux distribution

instrumentation system, in conjunction with previously determined analytical

information, can be used to determine the fission power distribution in the

core at any time throughout core life. This method is more accurate than

using calculatic-... techniques alone. Once the fission power distribution

has been entablihsed, the maximiua power output in primarily determined by

thermal power distribution and the thermal and hydraulic limitations

determine the maximum core capability.

The in-core Instrumentation provides information which may be used to calculate

the coolant enthalpy distribution, the fuel burnup distribution, and an

estiate of the coolant flow distribution.

Both radial and azimuthal symmetry of power may be evaluated by combining

tha detector and thermocouple information from the one quadrant with similar

data obtvAned from the other three quadrants.
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Thersocouple.

Chromel-aluasl thermocouples ace threaded into guide tubes that penetrate

the reactor vessel head through seal assemblies, and terminate at the

exit flow end of tha fuel assemblies. The thermocouples are provided

with two primary seals, a conseal and swage type seal from conduit to

head. The thermocouples are enclosed in stainless steel saeaths within

the above tubes to allow replacement if necessary. Thermocouple readings

are recorded in the control room. The support of the thermocouple guide

tubes in the upper core support assembly is described in Section 3.

Movable Miniature Neutron Flux Detectors

Mechanical Configuration

Six fission chamber detectors (employing U308 which is 90 percent enriched

in U2 3 5) can be remotely positionei in retractable guide thimbles to provide

flux mapping of the core. Maximum chamber dimensions are 0.188-inch i-

diameter and 2.10 inches in length. The stainless steel detector shell is

wclded to the leading end of the helical wrap drive cable and the

stainless steel sheathed coaxial cable. Each detector is designed to have

a mvinimum thermal neutron sensitivity of 1.5 x 10-17 amps/nv and a

maximum gamma sensitivity of 3 x 10-14 amps/R/hr. Operating thermal

n2utron flux range for these probes is 1 x 10. to 8 x 1013 nv. Other

miniature detectors, such as gamma ionization chambers and boron-lined

neutron detectors, can also be used in the s]tstem. The basic system for

the insertion of these detectors will be shoun in Figure 7.6-1 and 7.6-2.

Retractable thimbles into which the miniature detectors are driven are

pushed into the reactor core through conduits which extend from the

bottom of the reactor core through conduits which extend from the bottom

of the reactor vessel down through the concrete shield area and then up to

a thimble seal zone.

7.6-2 Supplement 12
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The thimbles will be closed at the leading ends, are dry inside, and

serve as the pressure barrier between the reactor water pressure and the

atmosphere. Mechanical seals betueen the retractable thimbles and the

conduits are provided at the seal line.

During reactor operation, the retractable thimbles are stationary. They

are extracted downiard from the core during refueling to avoid interference

within the core. A space above the seel line is provided for the

retraction operation.

The drive system for the insertion of the miniature detec:ors consi3ts

basically of six drive assemblies, six path grc p selector assemblies and

six rotary selector assemblies, as shown in Figures 7.6-lA and 7.6-1B. The

drive system pushes hollow helt.cal-wrap drive cables into th2 core with

the miniature detectors attached to the leading ends of the cables and

small diameter sheathed coaxial cables threaded through the hollow centers

back to the ends of the drive cables. Each drive assembly generally consists

of a gear mutor which pushes a helical-wrap drive cable and detector through

a selective thimble path by means of a special drive box and includes a

storage device that accommodates the total drive cable length. Further

information on mechanical design and support is described in Section 3.

Control and Readout Description

The control and readout system provides means for inserting the miniature

neutrons detectors into the reactor core and withdrawing the detectorr at

a selected speed while plotting a level of in,'uced radioactivity versus

detector position. The control system consists of two sections, one

physically mounted with the drive units, and th- other contained in the

control room. Limit switches in each drive conduit provide means for pre-

recording detector and cable positioning in preparation for a flux mapping

operdtion. Each gear box drives an encoder data positional data plotting.

One group path selector is provided for each drive unit to route the detector

into one of the flu;x thimble groups. A rotary transfer assembly is a
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transfer device that is used to route a detector into any one of up to

ten selectable paths. Ten manually operated isolation valves allow free

passage of the detector and drive wire when open, ad prevents steam

leakage from the core in cpse of a thimble rupture, when closed. A

path cormon to each group of flux thimbles is provided to permit cross

calibration of the detectors.

The control room contains the necessazy equipment for cntrol, position

Indication. and flux recording. Paneals nre provided to indicate the

core position of the detectors, and for plotting the flux level versus

the detector positiorn. Additional panels are provided foL such features

as drive motor conrtiai-, core path aelector switches, plotting and gain

controls. A "flux-mapping" consists, briefly, of selecting (by panel

switches) flux thimbles t.n given fuel assemblies at varicus core quadrant

locations. The detectora are driven or 'nserted to the top of the core

and stopped automatically. An x-y plot (position vs. flux level) is

Initiated with. the slow withdrawal of the detectors through the core from

top to a point helow the bottom. In a similar manner other core locations are

selected and plotted.

uz..h detector provides axial flux distribution data along the center of a

fuel assembly. Various radial positions of detectors are then compared

to obtain a flux map for a region of tne core.

7.6.3 SYSTEM EVALUATION

The thimbles are distriouted nearly uniformly over the cure with about the

rame number of thimbles, in each quadrant. The number and locat" M of thimbles

have been chosen to pormit measurement of local to avezage peaking factors

to an accuracy of + 10% (95% confidence). Measured nuclear peaking factors

will be increased by 10% to allow for possible instrument error. The DNB
ratio calculated with the measured hot channel factor will be compared to

the DNB ratio calculated from the design nuclear hot channel factors. If

the measured power peaking Is larger than expected, reduced power capability

vi-- be indicated.
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Typical Arrangement of M4ovable Mliniature Neutron Flux Detector System
(Elevation View) Figure 7.6-lA
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7.7 OPERATING CONTROL STATIONS

7.7.1 STATIONS LAYOUT

The principal criteria of control station design and layout is that all
controls, instruzantation displays and alarms requi'ed for the safe
operation and shutdown of the plant are readily available to the operators

in the control room.

During other than normal operating conditions, other operators will be
available to assist the control operator. Figure 7.7-1 shows the control
room layout for the unit. The control board is divided into relative
areas to show the location of control components and information display
pertaining to various sub-systems.

7.7.2 INFORMATION DISPLAY AND RECORDING

Alarms and annunciators in the control room provide the operators warning
of abnormal plant conditions which might lead to damage of components, fuel

or other uasafe conditions. Other displays and recorders are prov.ded for
indication of r-utine plant operating conditions and for the maintenance
of records.

Consideration is given to the fact that certain systems normally require
more attention from the operator. The control system therefore is centrally

located on the three section board.

On the left section of the control board, individual iadicators present a

direct, continuous readout of every control rod position. Fault detectors

in the rod drive control system are used to alert the operator should
an abnormal condition exist for any individual or group of control rods.
Displayed in this same area are limit lights for each control rod group and

all nuclear Instrumentation information required to start up and operate

the reactor. Control rod. are manipulated from the left section.
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Variables associated with operation of the secondary side of the station

are displayed and controlled from the control board. These variables

include steam pressure and temperature, feedvater flow and temperature,

electrical load, and other signals involved in the plant control system.

The control board also contains provisions for indication and contro4 of the

reactor coolant system. Redundant indication is incorporated in the

system design since pressure and temperature variables of the Reactor

Coolant System are used to initiate safety features. Control and display

equipment for station auxiliary systems are also locateA here.

I

The Engineered Safety Features Systems are controlled and monitored from a

vertical panel to the left of the control board. Valve position indicating

lights are provided as a means of verifying the proper operation of the

control and isolation valves following initiation of the engineered safety

features. Control switches located on this panr.o allow manual operation

or test of individual units. Also located on this section are the control

switches, indicating lights, and meters for fans and pumps required for

emergency conditions. Also mounted 2n this section are auxiliary

electrical system controls required for manual s%. .xhing between the various

power sources described in Section 8.2.2.

Controls and indications for all ventilation systems, the containment isolation

valves, and the Isolation Valve Seal Water System are located on a vertical

panel. Radiation monitoring information is indicated immediately behind and

to the loft of the main control board.

Audible Reactor Building alarms are initiated from the radiation monitoring

v-.stem and from the source range nuclear instrumentation. Audible alarms

will be sounded in appropriate areas throughout the station if high

radiation conditions are present.

6. 7.7.3 EMMRENCY SHUTDOWN CONTROL

The Control Room, its equiraent and furLishings have been designed so that

the likelihood of fire or other conditions which could render the control room

inaccessible even for a short time is extreme.ly small.
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A criterion of the station design and layout is that all controls,
W Instrumentation displays and alarms required for the safe operation and

shutdown of the plant are readily available to the operators in the
control room.

It is design policy that the functional capacity of the control room s|.a]1
be maintained at all times inclusive of accident conditions, such as an
MCA or a fire; the following features are incorporated in the design to

*ensure thut this criterion is met.

Structural and .:Iaish materials for the control rnom and the cable
spreading room below were selected on the basis of fire resistant char-
acteristics. Structural floors are concrete r- inf'vced. Interior partiti,
are metal paneling joints. The contrul room ce13 .ng covering is ~Are
retardant egg crate diffusers. Door frames and loors are metallic. Wood

trim is not used.

The control room is equipped with port~.%le fire extinguishers sized and
located in accordance with National Fire Code and National Fire Protection
Association specifications. Extinguishers carry the Underwrlt-ir's
Laboratory label of apprc--- and are elect.rical shock resistant.

The cable spreading room has a fire and amoke detection system and flame
sensing devices which can actuate alarms.

The control room ventilation consists of a system having a large percentagc
of recirculated air. The fresh air intake can be closed to control the
intake of airborne activity if monitcLb indicate that such action is

appropriate.

Control cables used throughout ailation have been selected on the
basis of flame testing iescribed i .. ction 8 and have superior flame
ret&rdant capability. Each conductor has a flame retardant glass braid
over the insulation. In addition electrical circuits are limited in
the control room to those associated with lighting, instrumentation and
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control. Lighting circuits operate on 120 volts; instrumentation and

control circuits operated at either 120 volt ac, 125 volt dc or at

millivolt I-vel. All 120 and 125 volt circuits are protected against both

overload and short circuits by either fuses or circuit breakers. The

powar levels on the millivolt circuits are so low that it is inconceivable

that short circuits in these could become a fire hazard.

All control and indication is transmitted into the control i Tom assuring

that no combustible process fluids are carried into t.e 1

Cables that penet:ate the control xiom floor pass through sealing devices
to minimize fume and flame transmission from possible fire sources external

- to tte control room.

All internal wiring in switchboards and instrum.nat racks is type SIS cross

linked polyethylene which has excellent r.asistance to propagation of

flame. As a result of the design criterion discussed above the amount
of combustible material in the control room is of such small quantity
that a fire of the magnitude that would require evacuation of tLe control

room is not credible.

As a further measure to assure safety, provisions have been made so that
plant operators can shutdown and maintain the plant in a safe condition
by means of controls located outside the control room. During such a

period of control room inaccessibiiity the reactor will be tripped and

tht plant main~ained ir a hot shutdown condition. If the period extends
for a long time the Reactor Coolant System can be b(rated r'o rwaintain

shutdown as Xeno- decays.

Local controls are located so that the stations to be manned and ch.?
times when attention is needed are with.- the capability of the plaLt

operating staff. The plant intercom system will provide communication

among the personnel so that the operation can be coordinated.
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The functions for which local control provisions have been made are liste I

below along with the type of control and its location in the plant,

Transfer to these local ccntrols is annunciated in the control room.

Reactor Trip

If the control room should be evacuated suddenly wtthout any action 1- the

operators, the reactor can be tripped by either of the followinS.

1. Open rod control breakers in the control building.

2. Actuate the manual turbine trip at the control standard in the

turbine building.

Following e" acuation of the control room the following systems and equipment

are prvic.-d to r-aintain the plait in a sate shutdown conditio. from outside

the control roon:

(a) Resi.-2al heat removal

(b) Reactivity control. i.e., boron injection to compensare for fission

product ,Iacay

(c) Pressurizer pressure and level control

(d) Electrical system as required to supply the above systems

(e) Other equipment, as described
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Residual Heat Eemova L
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I'.
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Follo•ing a normal plant shutdown an automatic steam dump control

sysZ. oypasses steart to the condenser and maintains the reactor

coolant temperatux. -. its- no load value. This implies the continued

operation of the steam dump system, condensate circuit, condenser

cooling water, feed pumps and steam generator instrumentation.

Failure to maintain water supply to the steam generatGrs would resAlt

in steam generator dry out after some 400 seconds and loss of the.

secondary siy tern for decay heat removal. Redundancy and full

p.rotection gher- necessary is built Lito the system to ensure the
contir.ued opLrati-n of the steam generator units. If the automatic
steam dump control system is not available independently controlled
relief valves on each aream generator ma.kntain the ateam pressure.
These relief valves are further backed up by coded safety valves on
each steam generator. Numerous calculations, verified by start-up
'ests on the Connecticut-Yankee and San Onofre Power Plants have shown
.sat with the steam generator safety valves operating alra.e the reactor

coolant -ystem maintains itself close to the nominal no load
condition. The steam relief facility is adequately protected by

redumdancy and local protection. lor decay heat remo,,al it is only
necessrry to maintain the cont.-o1 on one steam generator.

For the nntinued use of th- L am generators for decay heat removal,

it is necess, ry to provide ,. source of water, a means of delivering
that water and, finally, instrumentation for pressure and level
indication.

The noruel source of water supply is the secondary feed circuit;

this implies satisfactory operation of the condenser, air ejector,
condenner cooling circuit etc. In addition to the normal feed
circuit the plant may fall back on:

(1)
(2)

(3)

The condensate storage tanks
The city water storage tank

The city water supply.
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Feed water may be supplied to the steam generators by the electr!.cal

feed pumps or by the steam driven feed pump, these pumps and

associated valves have local cot .. oJs.

(b) Reactivity Control

Following a normal plant shutdown to hot shutdown condition soluble
poison is added to the primary system to maintain subcriticality.

For boron addition the chemical and volume control system is

used. Routine boration, i'quires the use of:

Charging pumps and voluLie control tank with associated piping.

Boric Acid transfer pumps with tanks and associated piping. !.et

down station, non-regenerative heat exchanger and associatel

equipment Component cooling and service systeua. Periodic

operation of one M. C. pump for pressurizer homogenization; the

auxiliary spray/heaters Lould be used if necessary. Compressed

air for valve operation - manual could be adopted if necessary.

It Is worthy of note that with the reactor held at hot shutdown
conditions boration of the plant is not required immediately after

shutdown. The Xenon transient does not decay to the equilibrium
'.evel until some 10 to 15 hours after shutdown and a further period

would elapse before the 1% reactivity shu'down margin provided by the

full length conerol rods had been cancelled. This delay would pro,'-•.

useful time for emergency measures.

(c) Pressuciz~r Pressure and Level Control

Following a reactor trip the primary temperature will automatically

reduce to the no load temperature condition as dictated by the

steam generator temperature conditions. This reduction in the primary
water temperature reduces the primary water volume and if continaued

pressure control is to be maintained primary water makeup is reqt'ired.
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The ~a~ssriter lvel is coiut. tne1. in nocrmal c~ircuseance~i by
the chmical and voli~e waotmioyste This, requirmenet I1,lits[ ~~the cbarginc p~~p du;ty re~orred to for boraticvs pizz a &t'arn~tftd
bo'tated ratear a ply. roe f~acility for boraticz Is previded as

disc~ribed above; It Is. caly o..stAsry to swupply water for v.a Uup. Uater

may readily be cbta~itmd frat norml sources; i.e., the voltne coo trol

Alhochntdctl re~ated to plant safet.heair tsevpeaturffns14m

&Ir reCi *C1&tt=~ f"i~ Cooirs- 8U-,4C2 b4 C1 itl=U ted In~ Cfera tic. Xf

tbay hao atepped, at least =~c shoiaM be restarted within five izdau.es
with the otliera started later a3 iretzare~d. Similarly the ==lear service

vat*, pw-ps wiii be cbec-t-d and at least ~oof t~c restarted If zm-ne are

already t.*4atlng. The fan coolers, and the service vzt4,X p~p cont~rols are

kacsted in the switchaS*r rocn.

Of faite or c-.-Ite cmargency pcveer should be av~s13able to supply the above
xystmx and equ1pcnat for the bat *!7.tdcim ccadir.ico.

I rd3Icatlon and P.-t~l r;.wded Out~side tbe Contri Re=

The spez~ic indicaticum " comtrols provided cutside the cocatral ro=

for the abc~v.- capability are ==-ximed as foncws:

1) Level Z dicatio= F~: rbho TViVda32~z Steam2 GreeranarS.

OrA*tet 'disable ftoa the auIi~ary fmed pu-,t

Czout visabic frx tho ruil fc44 cmtoz~l va~vto
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2) Pressure Indicatiot Far t..-e 'rmdividu3 Stean Genurators.

Vls~ble from thý auxiliar,/ feed pLJps.

3) Pressurizer Level and Presura Indicators.

Ons set visable from the auxliary feed pups

One set visable from the charging pu=. local control point

All i nxtrucnts at the auxiliary feed pu=ps are grouped on a

L-.cal gur board.

Controls

Local stoplstart push button motor cootrols with a ealectot swkch are provided

at eac~h of the fo.Uoing motors. The selector switch viii transfer control

of the switch star rica the control zvon to local at t-ýa motor. PlarLng

the local selector svitch in the local operating pos,&tion will give an

amu=mclator alarm in the control ro*o and will tuu• out the motor con.trol

position lighbt on the cmrrol roo* pan-.l.

1) A•uxliary Motor Driven Feed-.mter Pu=,.
2) Charging: Pumps.

3) Soric Acid Transfer Pu"•.

R-z-te stopistart -ush button motor controls with a selector switch are

provided for each -f the following motars. These cntrol~s are grouped

at a€c point in tba swiritch ear roan convanient for operation. The e.Lector

switch will tr=sf;.r control of the svwtch rear fro= the control room to

the remote point. Plating the selector sitch to local operat~on will

Oc •n a=nraLator alar• In the eomtrol roo= and will turn out the sotor

coraxvl poaition Light = th* control room pa±usl.

1) Service 1Uter Pump.

2) Cantaitent Air Xecfrevlati= Fans.

3) Control Rom Mtr Rmdlig Unit Including Cobtrol for the Air Inlet Dampe
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AlterrtO Hotor control points are ndu required for the following:

1) (=potent Coollnt Waler Pumps. (Automatically restarted on a

blackout once the diesel generatorr are operating.)

2) Instrument Air Compressors and Cooling Pumps. (These will start

aut:omatically on low pressures in the air and water services, once

tne diesel automatically energizes the bus and the motor control centers

are manually energized. The control point is local to the

compressors.)

Speed Control

Speed control is provided locally for:

1) The Auxiliary Turbine Driven Feed Pirp

2) The Charging Pump

Valve Control

Local Valve Control is Provided At The:

L) Main Feed Regulators.

Awxuliary Feed Control Valves. (These valves are locatee local to

the anxiliery feed pups.)

3) Atnoapheric Dump. (Auto control normally at hot shutdown.)

4) All other valves requiring operation during hot standby can be

locally operated at the valve.

5) Letdown orifices l£olation valves locally to the charging pumps.

Local stop " start button-s_ with selector swItch and position
lamp.
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Pressurizer Heater Control

Stop and start buttons V.th selector switch and position . amp locally to

the chsaging pumps for one 4S5KW backup heater group.

Lighting

Emergency lighting is provided L6 all operating areas as defined by the

foregoina.

Co=u•ications

The co•nvnication network provides coumunications beiween the area

of the auxiliary feed pumps ard the chsrging pumps, boric acid transfer

pumps, diesel generators, and the outside exchange without requiring the

control room.
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Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 7.7-1, Titled "Control Room Arrangement"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.
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7.8 HAXI.h1 SAFE-I" SYSTEM SETIICS AIW MINIMtM. COflDITI1ONS FO- OPERATIOI

Table 7,2-i lists the reactor protection and engineered safety features

actuation systems and Table 7.2-2 llets the associated interlocks. Maximum

permissible settings for safe operation for these functions are given

in Technical Specifications. Section 15.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREM.,STS

Ihe purpose of this section Is to identify t --se items which are e~xpect. -

to be the subject of the Technical Specifications. Table 7.9-1 enumerates

the instrumentation list of channels designated for such periodic testing.

The type of rest action (channel calibration or test fun.tIod) to be

taken during operation of the plant and the minimum frequency for .estir.%

(each refuel'.no shift, or month) for the indicated channels wil. be

s~pplied ax , of the Technical Specifications.

As indicated, the instrumentation channels which are covered include far

example, nxuclear, reactor coolant te-.perature and flow, pressurizer

pressu&e and level and a"ldlary process channels or components necessary

to assure that facility operation is maintained withii. the safe limits.

4
T&ble 7.9-2 enumerates furtter. for system and/or system component. The

frequency for the checks is supplied In the Technical Specifications.



TABLE 7,9-.

PERT.ODIC ThSTS, CALIBRATIONS AND CHECKS *OF INQSTRUEHE"T CHANNELS

Channel
Deacri2tion

Hininum
Action L-reguoelcy

Channel
Desc•iption

Minimum
Acio Frequene¶7

; ', ,4'!

'I

eI,

'I

:I

1. Nuclear Power ft *

2. Iutermediate Rarne

3. Snurca Razge

4. Reactor Coolant Temperature

5. R.actor Coolnr.t Plow

6. Pressurlzer Level

7. Prcasurizer Pressure

8, Low Pressure Trip Sec-Point

9. Rod Position Indicator

10. Rod position Caunters

11. S!.eqm Generator Level

12. StGea' Genifrator Flow Mismatch

13. Charging Flov

14. Raeidual Hint Pump Flow

15. Boric Acid Tank Lovel

16. Refueling 'Yater Storage Tank
Level

17. Volume Control Tank Level

18. Reactor Contaimeut Pressure

19. Radiation Monitoriug *

System

20. Boric Acid Control

21. Containment Sump Leve7

22. Valve Temperetuxe lnteriock,

23, Pmp-Valve Interlock

24. Boron Injection Tanks

25. Engineering Safety Cha•neas

*

Code

Minimum Frequency

D - Daily

W - Weekly

B/W - Biweekly

" - Monthly

S - Each Shirt

R.. - Each Refuelir6

Action

Cal - Calibrate

T - test

Ch. - Check
iii,

*This information to be su 7? ed as part of Technical Specifications
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2.

TABLE 7.9-2

PERIODIC TESTS AIM CHECKS OF EQUIPHEh-T AND SYSTEMS

Check Freauencv

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

9..

10.

Re-actor Coolanta Samples

Reactor Coolant Boron

Refueling Water Storage
Tank Water Sample

Control Pods

Control Rod

Pressurizer Safety
Valves

Main Steam Safe~y
Valves

Main Steam Icolation
Valves

Reactor Containment
Isolation Trip Valves

Isolation Val,3e Seal
Water System

Refueling System
Interlocks

Radio-chemical
Analysis

Boron concentration

Boron concentration

Check rod drop times
of all rods

Partir.l movement of
all rods

Check set point

Check set point

Check functioning

Check functieni-g

Check functioning

Check functioninS

*This informbLion will be supplied as part of Technical Specifications
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"- ADDITIONAL INFORHMA•ION SUPWLIED

VVOLUMES 5 AND 6

0 Section Title Quetion

....- 8.1, 8.2 Single failure criterion -

138 kv line, -the ability of th*
grid to provide off-site power while
3.6sing Unit No. 2 or next largest
unit 8.1a

. - SFC - backup supplied by 13 kv
line, capacity of 13 kv line and
13/6.9 kv transformear, starting of
the gas turbine, on-site fuel
storage, siting and protection
for 13 kv line and gas turbine,
under what conditions are power
from this source required for
Unit Not 1? 8vlb (1-4)

Diesel generators - tornado a.d
missile protectibn, common
enclosure, two diesel 54 hour
fuel supply ,2

Independence of on-site power -
autDmatic breakers between
essential buses (design change
for units 2 and 3)

Single failure in the d-c power
to the station switchyard 8.4

Restraints for instrument air line
near 480-volt switchgear, m-issile
barrier for switchgaar on cables. 8.5

Cable protection in the electrical
protection area 8.6

Concrete missile wall to -hield the
diesel generator control panel -.7

Equipment to senpe under voltvcle- on
essential buses A start diesel
generators 8,8

8 -iv
Supplement 15
11/70
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8 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

8.1 DESIGN BASES

The main generator will feed electrical yower at 22 kv ti~hou~h an isolated

phase bus to two half-sized main poaer trgnsfor%*rs. The bulk of the power

required for staton auxil-tatless during normal ope..ation will be supplied

by an auxf 1ary transformer ,--,-.ected to toe isolated phase bus. This

practece ha been proven highly satisfactory for fossil-fueled units. Deviat'

fro-. past practices are reflected ip the provisions for stand-by or emergency

power which have been included Eo firther ensure the continulty of electrical

power for critical loadn.

The function of the Auxiliary Electrical Syste-a is to previde reliable

owe: to those auxiliaries required during any normal or emergency mode

of plant operation. .

The desig* of the systea is s,-_--h that _ufficient indepenc.nce or isolation

between the various sources of elec :ricsl power is provided in order to

guard against concurrent loss of all auxiliary power.

8.1,! FRiN4CIPhL DgtiGiN CRITEURIA

Performance Standardi

Cr1 terion: Thoess systew.3 and components of reactor f-acilittes hi are
assential to the prevention. or to the mitlgation if the conse-
quences of nuclear a±noidents which could cause undue risk t'j
the. health and safety of the public shall. be dsgefabricated
and erected to per-for.=ance standardaf that wjii enabl1e s'%en

ay@=and c*=pcnnt o .=- ~ d undue r-'sk to
the health -nd saf~ety oise tuah public the force: thlat SeAigt reasooai
be I1pcrac4 by tho oc-cirrence of = extrc 4.L~rar narurall pkeno-
ýer~oa suck as earthquake, tornado, flooding ci~nd.~ttIvzi. high
wiAnd or heavy -!ca. The desirm, basea*ý so establishze- :32aI, "fifpc!
(Q) appropriate considieration of the wast semtra cf theoe natural
phenoa~na that have been official.ly reear'1ed foz the site amid
Vhe curxr-undlzz area und Wb .zn zuppropriate srsrg'xn for wisthstaed1
focrces greater tlzan thos,% reaordjd to raflect, uncerrainties
about the historical data and their suitability e.' a besl-"
for de'aign. (CDC 2)

8.1-1



KU eledticAl syat-ema and compoaenta vital to plant safez-v inclUding
- - t-e mazgmecy 41assal :-*&e.atorz are designed a5 Class- I and designed go

that theft Integrity In not impaired b7 the maximium 1potent-iftl earthquake.
wtiid ýPtormasf flcoad ar disturbances an the exte-mal electrical system.r ovft, caut-rol and Instrument cabling, notors and other eltctrical equipleant
iesquired for operarion of the enginaered safety featurces a-.- suitably protect--
UAginst the effects of either a nuclear system accident or of sev-re externalI- eavionmst nhenaseana _n order to assure a_ high degree of confidence in
the oparabil-Ity of such couponents In the event that their uase is requitred.

Criterion: t.n ~rec r source ahall be provided and designed with
adequate independency, redundancy, capacity, and testab~ility
to pc. -%t the functioning of the engineered safety features
and protection systeme requiredi to avold undua risk to the
health and safety of the public. This nover sou-ree shiall providethis caprauaty_ astda'~ii a failure of a ai gle -omponent.(MIC 3=" and M~C 24)

F ~ ~ , ~ d a~t~ls pcwzar *-'stema d"e provided with .-dequate capacity
and est.W~~.e tosuply the- rs-q--.rd engineserad sa-fety feettures and

r~Z~ ~1"a pl. laV.- supiat normal. standby =zd _&srency power so ' e
as !f o 141

1. Thv trntsl~ source of auxillary pwotir durirs- pl.art operation is the
geulere-9or. P~ower lot supplic-d vir, the unit auxiliary transformer

F ~d~hIs connected to the main leads of tha generator.

2. Stanby jpm r equired dur~tIn p'iaut itaritup shtdow -and aftcr

X-anctor trip is F.p~liad ftco ai Couaeolid-ated Edisaa Co. 133 kv

SPMe ty vut toa line fm s ubtr~tio app7 renu-ozwcr. 314 ;dtvn

a 21 Mt p* turbine ?. vaizabla as an sk'erxency bU*=7&~t startup
~r ~ ~ c~i~y ~f the gas LWbrin~ 'a t rqi

eltt t-~'e zzativa load tbv raduced to a tanimms E4cr z tartv.

L1-2
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Three diesel generators are each connectec to tleir respective

engineered safety features buses to supply emergency shutdown

power 4- the event of loss of all other a.c. auxiliary power.

There are u- automatic ties between these bures. i
4. Emergency power supply for vital instruments and control and supplies

for emergency lighting is from the two 125 volt dc station batterie.

The die.el-genernotrs are located adjacent to th. primary auxiliary

building and each are connocted to three (3) separate 480 volt auxiliar-.

system buses, Each diesel will be started automatically on a safety

injection signal or upon the occurrence of undervoltage on any 480 volt

bus. Any two diesels have adequate capacity to supply thV engineered
0

safety features for the hypothetical accident concurrent with loss of

outside power. This capacity is adequate to provide a safe and orderly

plant shutdoi.n in the event of loss of outside electrical power.

0

a
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-:8,2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DF-P-GH

8.2.1 NETWORK INTERCONNECTIONS

The external transmission system provides two basic functions for the nuclea;

generating station; namely, it provides auxiliary pcwer as required for

-startup and normal shutdown and transmits the output of the station.

-Electrical energy generated at 22 kv is raised to 345 kv by the two main
f generator transformers and delivered to Buchanan Switching Station via a

345 kv, 2,000 amp, 25,000 WVA synchronizing circuit breaker. The system

side of this --n.orator circuit breaker is connected to Millwood Substation
by an overhead transmission circuit. The overhead line is connected through

circuit breakers to th. Hillwood bus. Millwood Substation has circuits

to Pleasnnt Valley Sub-taeion, which is the intercoLnection point between

Consolidated Edison Company and ths Niagara Mohawk, and Connecticut Light

Sand Power systems. Hillwood 345 kv F"0bstat-on also has connections to

Sprain Brook Substation. which in turn has connections to southern high-

voltage switching stations.

The standby power supply is furnished from the Buchanan 138 kv Substation,

which has connections to Miliwood Substation, Indian Point Unit #1 GeneLatior

and to Lovett Station of the Orange & Rockland system (see Figure 8.2-1).

In addition, a 21 MW gas turbine generator located on Indian Point Plant

property is connected to the 13 kv buses and to the 6,9kv bises via an

auto transformer.

Siungle-Line Dia~ram

A single-line diagram, showing the connections of the main generator to

the power system grid, and standby power source is shown in Figure 8.2-1.

8.2-I
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VAeliabilitY Assurance

In the inAtial arrangement three external s .Arces of stand-by power are

available to Indian Point #2. They are the 13 kv tie from Buchanan, the

138 kv tie from Buchanan, and the gas turbt.ne generator. Loss of Any two
I.

of these sources wiLl not affect the third.

The 138 kv supply from the Buchanan bus with its connections to the

Corsolidated Edison Company system and Orange 6 Rockland Company, provides
a dependable source of station auxiliary power. Future 138 kv ties are

designed to provid3 additional auxiliary power sources for Indian Point 12

from Indian Point 01. and from a second 138 kv feeder to Buchanan Substation.

A further guarantee of reliable auxiliary power supply independent of system

connections is provided by the gas turbine generator installed at the

plant site.

8.2.2 STATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The Auxiliary Electrical System is designea to provide a sim..le arrangement

of buses requiring the minimum of switching to restore power to a bus in

the event that the normal supply to that bus is lost.

Single Line Diagrams

h.. basic components of the station electrical system are shown on the

,uin Electrical One Line Diagrams, Figures 8.2-2 through 8.2-6, which includ.3

the 6900 volt, the 480 volt, the 120 -'olt a.c. instrument, and the 125 volt

dc. bus systems.

Unit Auxiliary. Station A. -iliary and Station Service Transformers

The plant's generator serves as the main source of auxiliary electricel

power during "on-the-line" opnration of the plant. Power to the auxiliaries

is supplied via a 22-6.9 kv two winding Unit Auxiliary Transformer that

is connecteu to the main leads from the generator. lower to the 480 volt

S8.2-2



buses is fed throug, four 6900/480 volt station service trw.cfuoers of

non-explosive, fire-resistant, air-insulated, dry type. Solid insulation

" in the transformero consists of inorganic materials such as porcelain,

mica, glass or asbestos in combination witb a sufficient quantity of a

high temperature binder, to Impart the necessary mechanical strength to

the insulation structure. This insulation is defined by ASA standards

as Group III material.

These transformers are designed and constructed in accordance uilth the

applicable standards of ASA, IEEE and NEMA. During engineered safeguards

loading and operation, these transformers will not be loaded beyond their

rating. Manufacturer shop tests of the trannformers are conducted in accor

with the latest revision of American Standard Test Code C 57.12.90. This

series of tests consists of the following:

1. Resistance measurements of all windings
2. Ratio tests

3. Polarity and phase relation tests

4. No-load losses

5. Exciting current

6. Impedence and load loss

7. Temperuture test
8. Applied potential tests

9. Induced potential tests.

Auxiliary power required during plant start-up, shutdown and after reactor

trip is supplied from the 138 kv switchyard. After veactor or turbine

generator trip, the auxiliaries on the four 6900 volt buses supplied by

the Unit Auxiliary Transformer are transferred by a dead fast transfer

scheme using stored energy breakers to the Station Auxiliary Transformer.

The 138 kv system is the normal supply for the auxiliary load associated

with plant engineered safeguards.

Supplement 12a_ 9_% W O7
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6900 Volt System

The 6900 volt system is divided into six buses. Two buses, numbers 5

* and 6, are connected to the 138 kv system via bus main breakers and the

Station Auxiliary Transformer. Buses 1, 2, 3, and 4 are connected te

the generator leads via bus main breakers and the Unit Auxiliary Transformer.

Buses1 and 2 can be tied to bus 5 and buses 3 and 4 can be tied to bus

6 via bus tis breakers. Buses 2, 3, 5 and 6 each serve one 6900-480 volt

st9tion service transformer.

480 Volt System

The 480 volt system is divided into four buses. The 480 volt buses are

supplied from the 6900 volt buses as follows: 2A fiom 2; 3A from 3; 5A

from 5; and 6A from 6.

The required safeginards equipment circuits are dispersed amon.* the 480

volt buses. The normal source of power for buses SA and 6A is the 138

kv systera (via station auxiliary transformer, and 6900 vnlt buses 5A and

6A), and no transfer is required in the event of an incl ant.

One nergency diesel-generator set is conaected to bus 5A, one to 6A and

the other to bus 2A. Each set will be automatically started upon under-

voltage on any one of the 480 volt buses. 12

The power for the safeguards valve reutors will be supplied from two motor

contro. centers which in turn will be supplied from the 480 volt system.

Each m .tor control certer bus will be fed through a circuit breaker on

the 480 volt system. These circuit breakers will be on different 4&0

,'olt buses and the bus that supplies each breaker will be supplied by

an emergency diesel generator.

8.2-4 Supplement 12
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Each of the four 480 volt switchgear buses which supply power to the safe-

guards equipment receives DC - vtrol power from both battery sources. An

L automatic transfer device on ea,; bus seeks whichever DC source is energized

with battery saurce 21 being the preferred source for buses 5A and 3A and

battery source 22 being the preferreI source for buses 6A and 2A.

125 Volt D.C. System

The 125 volt d-c system is divided into two buses with one batter, and

battery charger (supplied from the 480 volt system) serving each. The

battery chargers supply the normal d-c loads as well as maintaining proper

charges on the batteries. A bus tie between the main distribution panels

allows either battery or battery charger to be removed for maintenance.

120 Volt A.C. Sstem

The 120 volt a-c instrument supply is split into four buses. Two of the

buses are fed by inverters which arc in turn supplied from separate 125

volt d-c buses. The other two buses are supplied by constant voltage trans-

formers connected co separate 480 volt buses. In the event an inverter

or a constant voltage transformer is taken out of service, a backup supply

from the lighting panel is available to feed the associated bus.

Evaluation of Layout and Load Distribution

The physical locations of electrical distribution system equipment is such

as to minimize vulnerability of vital circuits to phy3ical damage as a

result of accidents. J

Station and unit auxiliary transformers, and the main transformer are locatei

outdoors physically separated from each othez.

8.2-5



Lightning arresters are used where applicable for lightning protectitn.

All oil fillO transformers are covered by automatic spray systans to e) -

tinguish oil fires quickly and prevent the spread of fire. Transformers

are spaced to minimize their exposure to fire, water and mecha-nical damage.

The 6900 volt switchgear and 480 volt load centers are located in areas

'Ihich minimize their exposure to mechanical, fire and water damage. This

equipment will be properly coordinated electrically to permit safe operation

if the eq,,ipment under normal and short circuit condi.tions.

The 480 volt motor control centers are located in the areas of electrical

load -.)ncentration. Those associated with tVe turbine-generator auxiliary

1-_ system in general are located below the turbine-generator operating floor

[ level. Those associated with the nuclear steam supply system are located

in the Primary Auxiliary Building.

Nonsegregated. -- tal-enclioad W900 volt buses are ed for all major bus

runus where large blocks of current are to be carried. The routing of this

metal-enclosed bus is such as Ito minimize its exposure to mechanical, fire

and water damage.

The application and rov'.ing of %.ontLol, instrumentation and power cables

are such as to minimize their vulnerability to damage from any source.

All cables are desIn-d usin- conservative margins with respect to their

current carrying capacities, insulation propertie* and mechanical cons,.ructi-it.

Power cable insulation in the Reactc= Building has fire resistant sheathing,

selacted to minimize the harmful effects of radiation, heat and humidity.

Appropriate instrumentatior cables are shielded to minimize induced voltage

and magnetic interference. WiLre and cables related to engineered safeguard

and reactor protective systems are routed and installed to maintain the

integrity -i their respective redundant channels and protect them from

physical damage.

8.2-6
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Cable loading oi trays and consequently heat dissipation of cable through-

out the plant has been carefully studied and controlled to ensurt.. no over-

loading. The criteria for electrical loading has been" developed using IPCEI

standard P-46-426, manufacturer recommendations and good engineering practic

Derating factors for cables in trays uithout maintained spacing are taken

from Table VIII of the IPCEA pul-lication. Derating factors for the maximum

ambient temperature existing in any area of the plant are also taken from tl

IPCEA publircation. These factors are applied against ampacities selected

from appropriate tables in other portions of the standard.

Por physical loading of trays, tha following criteria was followed: 6 kv

power, one horizontal row of cables was allowed in a tray; 480 volt power,

two horizontal rows of cables were allowed in a tray; for control and

instrementation 70 per cent of the cross-sectio . a tray was the maximum
fill. A computer program monitored the loa(ing and prexeut.4 routing

anything greater than this amount to the trays.

In general, for instrumentation cables, four basic channels are routed
through the plant. These channels include cables for systems 65 volts

and less. Cables assigned to these four channels will remain in their

respective channels throughout the run.

Certain other cables are run in with the four instrument 'Lannels such as

thermocouple cable, public address system cabling and instrument power

supplies.

Control cables are separated into two basic channels as required fur
redundant circuits. These groups of cables are set up for systems t

above 65 volts and less than 500 volts and include multiconductor control

cable or other cable as required. Cables assigned to these two cI.annels

for separation will be in their respective channels, and so desigv'¶edj

from the beginning of the cable to the final termination. These cables

include the following:

8.2-7



I
a) Wtor Operated Valves - Two (2) channels for the redundant valves.

b) Solenoid Valves - Two (2) channels where required for reduncant valves

and safeguards. Otherwise not separated.

c) Detector Drives are run in any channel as.convenient-

d) Motor Controls except safeguards are run in any channel as -onvenient.

e) Small power cables are run in any channel as convenient.

f) Safeguard Control cables are run in two (2) channels as required.

g) Safeguard Power Cables are separated into sufficient channelb to

provide for minimum functions. For example, three channels are

providei for containment fan cooler motors.

The physical channeling is accomplished by either sepucatc trays or trays

with metal barriers and in some cases by separate conduit.

In general, redundant circuits are separated horizontally rather than

vertically. Where physical conditions pkevente, this, horizontal fire

barriers separate power Zrays from instrument trays.

To assure that only fir'c retardant cables are used -_hroughout the plant

a careful study of cable insulation systems was undertaken early in plant

design.

Insulation systems that alroared to have superior flame retardant capa-

bility were selected and manufacturers were invited to submit cable samples

fc: testing. An extensive flame testing program took place which included

ASTM vertical flame testing and Consolidated Edison Company vertical flame

8.2-8



and bonfire tists. A report sumuariaing the testing vas prepared by

Consolidated Editon Compay. These flams teats wtere used as one of the

means of qumlifying cables and the specifications vere written on the

basis of teamlts fros the tests.

TL* follovtni tests aLta made to determine the flame resistant qualities

of the coveriog and insulations of various types of cables for Indian

loint 12,

1) Standard Vertical ?lame Test - made in accordance with .A=-D-

470-59T. '"esta For Rubber and Thermallastic Insula't.o Wire and

Cable".

2) Five-tinute Vertical Flame Test - mad*e with cable held in vertical

povLtSon and 1750OF f ame applied for 5 minutes.

3) Son-Fire Test - cornsisting of exposirgo fot ý ntautess bundles

of three or six cables to flxae produced by Igniting transformer

oil in 12 iselt pail. The cable vas supported horizontally over

the center of the I Ix the lowest cable 3 inchas above the top of
t~e pail* The time to igrste the cable and the time the cable

continued to flowt after the fLire was extinguished vera roted.

On the basis of these tests, the cables were selected for the reactor
containaent, vessel penetration.

8.2-9



To prevent the propagation of flame, firestops have been provided where
cable trsys or openings for cables past through walls and flours, and

13 •nter avitchgoar and other equipment, The firestop consist of transite
shear barriers or packed fiberglass barriers coated on either side with
flac Kasic 71A.

Smoke detectors of the Ionization typo are provided in the cable tunnel
and other unattended areas where large covcentratrons of cables are installed,
for fire detection and alarm.

In areas whert misuile protection could not be provided (such an near
the reactor coolant system) redundant instrument i~pulne lines and cables
were rc= by separate routus. These lines were kept as far apart as physically
possible, or were protected by heavy (114") metal plates interposed where
Inherent uLtaile protection could not be provided by spacing.

8.2.3 ERGENCY POWER

Sources Description

The three sources of off-a1.e emergency power are 1) the 138 - 6.9 kv
Station Auxiliary Transformer, 2) 13.8 kv tie, and 3) gas turbine. If
these sources should fall, the cn-stte sources of emergoncv power are
three emergency dlesel-generator sats. The eergency power facilities
consist of three diesel englne-goeerator sets, each consisting of an Alto
model 16-251-E engine coupled to a Westinpiouse 2183 kva, 0.8 power factor,
900 RPM, 3 phase, 60 cycle 480 volt generator. The units have a capability
--f 2000 kw for 2000 hours and 1750 kw continuous.

SS 8.2-10
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Any tNo mits, as* a backup to the normal standby AC power supply are capable

of sequentbally starting and supplying the power requiroeent of one "cmplete
set of sataguards equipment. The units are located in a Class I structure

located near the Pruaary Auxiliary Building.

Each emergency dlesel is automatically started by Evo redundant air otorts,

each unit having a complete 53 cu. ft. air storage tank and comressor

systea powired from a 480 volt motor. The piping and the electrical

services are arranged so that manual transfer between units is possible.
Each air receiver has sufficient stnrare for 4 starts. The diesel will consuze,

hovever, only enough air for one automatic start during any particular pover

failure. This is due to the engine control system which is designed to
shutdown and lock-out any engine which did not start during the initial try.
Te emergancy units are capable of being started and sequence load begun

within 10 sQconds after the inicial signal. The starting system is completely
reduwdant for each diesel generator. The units have the capability of

being fully leaded within 30 seconds after the Initial starting signal.

The starting system is coaplately redundant for each diesel generator.

To ensure rapid start the units are equipped with water J.cxet and lube

coil heating and pre-lubl pump for circulation of lube oil when the unit Is

not running. The units are locate& in heated rooms.

An audible and visual alarm system will be located in the main control roc

and will alarm off-normal conditions of jacket water temperature, lube oil

tasperature, fuel oil level, and starting air pressure.

The abnormal conditions that can shut down the diesel generator Auring an

accident are:

a) ovwrerai.ki.g

b) los oil pressure

c) overapaud

zupplement 5
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A mhutdM of th diesel •& Mertor is Ini•Lcated in thLr control room Ly

V& aOWble allrs on the control board aw• by the generacor bus volte tr.

7he dessel jenerator is designed to start an4 coo up to speed wLthin ton

Seedm after initiation of the starting aignal. "a&tlurw of the engine to

stat wiihiu the tin•ng period of the ovarcrank time (20 seconds) indicates

a aulfxmctioa. Shutdown coansrves the starting air supply se that the engine

can be subsequantly started after tha malfunction is cozrected.

Lw oil prassure indicated by two out of' three oil pressure switchae shuts

down th* diesel geneator, since the en"ine cannot rnu without proper

lubrication. Shutdiwn petuita rcorrectlve act.on to be taken before the

engine is dAajcd, and the diesel generator can then ba returned to normal

operation

An mverspead coadQtion causes improper generator output and therefore, the

A-isal generamor ebould be shut down for corrective acto•n to be taken to

reatorm the generator output to normal.

The vuLi3 wrill use diesel oil spec Ho. 2. A tv hour storage twk is located

at each of the units. Three fuel oil storage %.-ka W Her CM site having
£ cApacJ.ty of 7, 70O gallons each The transf•r pumpa stop automatically at

a laevl of 12" in the tanks. Thus approximati•ly 7,200 gSeainum of fuel oil

per tank is avalisble. The vtnimua allowable avallablR fuel oil is 19,p0O

S.U~n. rhis qmutnity will be sufficient to run two di•sela vith a recirculatta=

lo&4 fLt ýO hours. Transfer oe oil from the underground storage tank to auto-

=etkcallv .•ntaln level In e#ch unit tank is accotpLished by a mtor driven

.p-p foz eacdh unit tank. Any oil ttansfer pump is capable of serving any one

or mor mmerg.euncy generetor unit tankm through maual valving.

AdittlnA& -j,_ Vtra of diesel oil are availabli locally. Under uormal con-

ditioý-. 25,030 gallons can be delivered oc a ona or two day notice. Addi-

ti,- -e are also eaiutained in the Nav Rochelle - Hount Venrn

area r . '.t-es from the plant) and are available for use during

Rootgenc11  .bJect to extrewa cold voather ccnudLtions jicreased doqstic

heatIng w'ge' and available transportatio4.

8.2-12



Diesel-Geanerator Separation

The 2350 HP dies*_ angine-,jenerators are located in a sheet metal, steel

framed building imediately South of the primary auxiliary building.

The angine generators are arranged on 13'-0" centers, 'araflel to each

other with approximately 10'-0" of clean space between engine components.

The engine foundations are surrounded with a 6" high concrete curb con-

taining sufficient volume to hold all oF the lbe oil or fuel released £ron

a single engine in th2 event of an inadvertent spill or line break.

Individual fire detection and automatic protection spray systems ara

provided over each engine and fuel oil day tank. The detection system

wt-icb annunclates in the =sin control room is designed to sense beat in

order to quickly actuate tae detection and spray devices. In addition,

manual fire fighting equipment is located in each personnel access door.

A control panel is located on the West end of the building which conta. .-3

relays and metering equ:pweut for all three diesel-engine generators. The

panels are compartmentalizad with controls for each engine separated from

each other. With the compartmentalized panel design, spread of fire to

other electrical componentis in mininized. A reinforced concrete wall riii

be placed between the diesel generators and the control panel.

Each diesel generator has itr owu small fuel storage (day) tank that feeds

the fuel oil pump on the engine. All day tanks are automatically filled

during engine operation from three separate underground storage tanks

outside the diesel &e=erator building. Each storage tank has its own

supply pump mounted in a manhole opening in the top of the tank above

oil level. It is therefore unlikely that a fire associated with any one

of the s•u.U fuel oil storage (day) tanks would prevent oil from being

supplied to the remaining tvo diescls.

8.2-13 Supplement 9
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LoadiAL DtcriAtIo,"

hAch onit is to be started on the occuzren&* of eith4r of the following

incidents I

I. Initiation of safety ijection operation.

2. Undervoltage on sy of the 480 volt buses. I
On accu: re*co of undervoltage the engines run at idle and can be connected

to deenergized buses by the operator from the control room if desired.

If there is colucident or subsequent requirewent for engineered safeguards,

automatic sequencing is initiated as follovs:

1. Al 480 volt breakers, except those feeding the valve motor control

centers nuibers 26A and 26B, are tripped and all automatically

operated non-Safeguards' feeders are locked out. All engineered

safeguards motors are operated from the 4&:, volt buses.

2. Connect the diesel generators to their respective buses.

3. Magnitude of loads for the diesel generators is given in Table 8.2-1.

t.

t

8.2-14 supple"ent 12
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I..
The loads on the thret diesel generators will be sequenced as

follow:

uus 5A Bus 2A-3A Bus 6A

do

b.

C.

d.

h.
1.

8-
h.

Auxiliary Compcnent Cooling Pumps

Safety Injection Pumps

Residual Heat Removal Pumps

Spray Pumps (if start signal preseutt)

Nuclear Service Water Pumps

Containment Air Re-circulation
Cnoling Fans

Auxiliary Feedwater Purps

Spray Pumps (action taken in case
high-h~gh containment pressure did
not exist at step (d).)

I
I

I

1

2

1

I

i
1

1

1

I

1

I

1

2

1

I I

The recirculation phase is manually initiated by control syitches on

the supervisory panel in the main control roem. As the sequence suitches are

operated the bus loads are modified to give those shown in Table 8.2-1.

The loads are given for a post-blovdcwn containnent pressure transient.

To verify that the overgency poer system will ruapond within the

required t1 w lItart and when required, the following teats shall be

perforned poi rodically.

8.2-15 supplesmnt 3
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a• Kw•,zlly initiated dmaonatratioft of th~j ab 0ility of thk dtesel

gtnmrutors to start* and deliver power up to nase plato rating*
tihea operati•g ia pa•jll with other power sources. Norsal

plant operation wi1l not be dffactp4 The duration of the teat

shall be at least 2 hours.

b. Demonstration of thi readiness of the system and the

systems of vital equiyment to automatically start or

operation particular vital equipment by simulating a

normal AC starlon service power supplied. This test
ducted during each refueling interval.

control

restore to

loss of all

can be coa-

The startir8 of the diesel-.eneratar sets can be tested from the Diesel
Building. The ability of the units to etart within the prescribed time

and to chrry intended loa•a are checked periodically.

Batteries and Battery Chargers

Each of the two 60 .ell, lead acid station batteries has been aifed to

carry its expected shutdown loads following a plant trip and a loss of

all AC power for a period of 2 hours without battery terminal voltage falling

below 105 volts. Hajor loads with their approximate operatinS times on

each battery are :.Iited in Table 8.2-2.

Each of the two ba.tery chargers has been sized to re-charge either of

the above partially discharged batteries within 13 hours while carrying

its noral load.

•eisbility ANsurece

The electriWl system tqupmefnt is arranged so thAt no ainule contingency

can inactivate enough safeguards equipment to jeopardize the plant safety.

The 480-vtait uquipment In nrranged on 4 buties. The 6Q00-vwlt equipment

Itn RtupP110 trt'm 6 btt"rex.

p*15



Tha plant auxiliary equipm~ent Is arrauged eloctrically so that Wuulte

Ite ?OctLve their power from the two dctiffent soi.~rces The charging

pu~o axe supplied ftro, the 480-vult btiase Kos. 34. 5A and 6A. 'T~h sit

aerdies vater pumps anid the five cc teiatt cs *tan r divided smugs the

four AmO-volt lbiase. Va3*s are supplied frou motor cmral3 centers, &Ms,

26A lmd 263, whitch ame supplied fton buses 5A uand fA.

7b& owustda source of pcver is Adectusa to rtM nall a 1171Opexatint equipment.

The 139 - 6.9 kv statioa transforner =a supply a.U the awcfliary lofex,

'The bus arrange&mats specified fot operation ensure that pover Is L )aiable

to an adequto numer of safeguards auxiliaries.

TNo diesel generators have capAcity eanou& to attart and rwm a fully lo&4de

sat of engineered safepgerds iquIpunt. These safar~stds cAn adequittely

tool the core for any. loss-of-coolant Incident, and they also maintain

the containmuset pressure vithin the deaf~n value.

Oae battery char,-,r shall be in service so that the battkries 'd1). aluays

be at full charge In anticipation. or losa-3f-ae power inc-ldeut. This ensures

that adequate de pover will be av&Wlble for startiog the emergency generators

and other emergency uses.

K .......
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TAUS't 8.2-1

LOAD SCOWL= rft DIJESILI,,
V ORA

A a p.~Riu.e~# ~aCet'~ ~

Th1.ctt5 ,' zhusS 0 LLSn Rt- 1cla1.q!tfvQ, Thwfe

&Carty So, u L 1w*
VAiA¶~X1set XMOVsJ. ?uq

Coimv~t~lom gervice Vat~r

coAL•tar owtpt CIoolas*
aselvu~t z- pump

ftdpary CoOPMO COp ).

'tU•t, tSi4Ypay mtoa,

YTOW ZV 1c4"#,

3
2
3

3

2

2

2

2,2

*taed hp,

400
400

350

350

350
350

3
400

250

400

25
30

Quamtlty

2

1
2

0

3
0

2***
1

0

2
0

0

kv

665
332
530

0

070

0

6
332

0

332
42

0
0

Qi,*itlty

I,
L *

2

1
3
1*

0

0

1

332

580

290

870"

290

0
332
207

23
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TASLM 8.2-1 (Cont'd)

3- - - deAd$__A*f*tX.F*RtjM6

10iectimoo Mh~emo 1151n lt~etrculation zhg.e

Seal Oi1 ftmp

Turbine ]Ailding M(CC

Tu•'•in Gear

Turaing Geoar OU PLwp
Total Non-rSF Loads:

1

Uied hp,

30

quAint:ty

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

Qua32;±tT

25

42

12

173.

1,
1

3.55
•J

C. _tood-O Ceptt of ec islGgerna1gaoX
hwi±ttu kS, Lenaih of rion Moseel van -SWgvgv_ t~his- Ksa~vitudai

2000 2000 hours

1750 Continuous

Systom load capacity can be. carr-ed with a minim= of 2 diesel generators.

Footnotes

* The effect of zecircua•aton through a residual heat wevoval. pump Inatesd of through &
rocirculatloa pump is to Increaa the 1*" by 42 kv.

1* Load for conoati•m des•gn jprsure oIs givnm; aCzasl pressure 41 be loss.

*fi* Both auxiiary compeait cooalng pusps operate, but ovly one •s roquived.
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939-2

TO MILLWOOD SWITCHING STATION WITH CONNECTIONS TO NIAGARA MOHAWK, CONN.
L & P SYSTENS AND OTHER HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHING STATIONS.

TO I41LLWOOD SWITCHING STATION

* TO BE REMOVED FOR FINAL ARRANGEM4ENT
-..-----..- FUTURE CONNECTIONS

ORANGE & ROCKLAND
TIE

Suppl•,m't 7

3/70

Transmission ConnectionsFigure 8.2-1.
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8.3 MINIMUM OPERATING CON1DITIONS

The reactor shall not be critical for other than "just critical" testing

Vithout:

START

1)

2)

The 138 kv - 6.9 kv station auxiliary transformer in service.

2 diesel generators available. If one diesel generator is out of

service, the remaining two will be atarted by manual actuation end

rtm on a standby btsi,.

3 of 4 480-volt buses energized by manual actuation,

6.9 kv buses I thru 4 are energized via station auxiliary.

1 of 2 battery chargers in service.

3)

4)

5)

RUN

1) 22 kv 6.9 kv unit auxiliary transformer in service.

B * 3-1



84 ETESTS AND INSPECTIONS

The tests specified are designed to demonstrate that the dies jenerators

will provide power for operation of equipment, They also assure that the

emergency generator system controls and the control systems for safeguards

equipment will function automaticAlly in the event of a loss of all normal

480 volt AC station service power.

The testing frequency specified will be often enough to identify and correct

jeficiencies in systems uxder test before they can result in a Rystem failaire.

The fuel supply and startinR circuits and controls are continuoubly monitored

attd any faults are alasr indicated. An ainormul condition in these systems

would be signaled vithout baving to place the diesel generators thern lves

on test.

To verify that the emergency power system will respond within the required

time limit and properly when required, the following tests shall be pt rformed

periodically:

a. Manually initiated demonstration of the ability of the diesel generaturq

to start, and deliver power up to name plate rating, when operating

in parallel with other power sources. Normal r.lant operation will

not be affected. The duration of the test shall be at least 2 hours.

b. Demonstration of the readiness of the system and the control bjstems

ot vital equipment to automatically start or restore to operation

*articular vital equipment by initiating Pn actual loss of all normal

AC station service power supplies. 'this test will be conducted during

each refueling interval.

The starting of the diesel-generator sets can be tested from Lhe Diesel

Building. The ability of the units to start within the prescribed time

and to carry intended loads are checked peric-dically.
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9. 9 •4AtLt • rAND MRGENC SYST•MS

0TM 4Aliary and Emergency Systeas are supporting systems required to insure
the safe operation or servcing of the Reactor Coolant System (detailed Iu

Section 4).

Ix mea cases, the dependeable operation of several systems is required to

protect the Reactor Coolant System by coctrolling system conditions within

specified opeattig liits. Certain systems are required to operate under

eergonty coaditionsb

This section. considers system in which component malfunctions, inadvertent

interruptions of system operation, or a partial systam failu:re may lead to a

haur0ous or unsafe condition. The extent of infornati-nn provided for each

system is proportional to the relative contribution nf, or reliance placed

upon, each system with respect to the overall plant opnrational safety.

The systms considered tmd&r this category are:

.. Chemical and Voluee Control Systen This system provides for nuclear poison fluid

injection, chemical additims for corrosion control, reactor coolant cleaa-up

sad degasification, reactor coolant make-up, reprocessing of water letdown £rom

the Reactor Coolant System, and reactor coolant pump seal water injection.

Au3iliary Coolant System This system provides for transferring beat ftom

reactor plant waters - the service water system and consists of the following

three loops:

The residual heat re=oval loop removes residual and sensible hea& from the

core and reduces the temperature of the Reactor Coolant System during the

second phase of pl.nt cooldown.

The spent fuel pit loop removes from the spent fuel pit the heat generated by

stored spent fuel elezents,

9-1
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The comwpment cooling loop removes revldual auid sensible heat froa the

Reactor Coolant System, via the residual heat removal loor, during plant

shutdown, coolb the spent fuel pit water aed the letdown tzl3 to the Chesical

w-d Volum Control System during power operation and provides cooling to

dissipate waste heat from various p3rimary plant componQnts.

Sa Ini System This aystem provides the equipment neczssary to obtain

liquid and taseous samples from the reactor plant systems.

Facility Service System These systems include fire protection, service
water aystess and auxiliary building ventilation systems.

Reactor Components Handling System This system provides for handling f.Ael

asueeblies, ctA.trol rod assemblies, core strunturai components and material
irradiation specimens.

Equipment and Decontamination Processes These procedures provide for the

rvimoval of radioactive deposits from primary system surfaces.

Primary Auxiliary Building Veutilation System This system maintains safe

ambiezt opera- on temperatures and provides purging of the auxiliary building

to the plant vent.

Control Room Ventilation System This systen maintains a comfortable environment

in the control room.
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9.1~ r it EMa DESI ply•NAITtRsA

The criteria which apply prinarily to other systlems discussed in other

Sectiono are listed and cross-reterenced because details of directly related

systems and equipment "ire given ic this Section. Those criteria wWLhi

are specific to one of the Auxiliary end Emergency Systems re listed

and discussed in the appropriate system design basis section.

9.1.1 RELATEbi CRITERIA

Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction

Criterion: The reactor protection syntems shall be capable of protecting
against any single =alfunction of the reactivity control Jystem,
such as unplanned continuous withdrawal (not ejection or dropout)
of a control rod, by limiting reactivity transients to avoid
exceeding ac,--ptable fuel danage limits. (GDC 31)

As described in Section 7,and justified in Section 14, the Reactor Protection

Systeas are designed to .mlt, reactivity transients to DNBR > 1.3 !ue

to any single malfunction in thL debaration coutrols.

Engineered Safet:r Features Performance Capability

Criterion: Engineered Safety Features such as the emergency core cooling
system and the containment heat removal system shall provide
sufficient performance capability to accommodate the failure
of any single active component without resulting in undue
risk to the health and safety of the public. (GDC 41)

Each of the auxiliary cooling systems- which serves an emergency function

provides sufficient capability in the emezgency operational mode to accommodato

any single failure of an active component and still function in a manner

to avoid undue risk ro the health and safety oE the public.

0
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l. •Coytainuut..East- Reo=val Systema

-= CrItnrion- Where an active heat removal sys
conditions to prevent exceeding
this system shall perform its re
of any single active component.

Each o£f the suzl1iary cooling systems which

to pravent exceeding containment design pres
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I.

tem is needed under accident
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(CDC 52)
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9.2 CiIHIRMAL AND1 -3ruUME CO3NMOL SYSITH

The CheaLcal and Volume Controi ystemt a) adjusts the concentration of

chem.cal neutron absorber for che-ical r•a-tivity control, b) maintains

the proper water inventorvr In th: Reactor Coolant System, 0) provides

the required seal watea flow for the reactor coolant pump ahbft seals,

d) processes reactor coolant effluent for reuse of boric acid and reactor

makeup water, e) maintains the proper concentration of corrouion inhibiting

chemicals in the reactor coolant and Y) mainttins -he reactor coolant and

corrosion activities to within design levels. The system is also %--s4 to fi]

and hydrostatically test the Reactor Coolant System.

During normal operatiov, this system has also provisions for supplying

the following chemicals:

1) Regene-ant ch.encaUls to the deborating and evaporator condensate

demineralizers

i.i) Hydrogen to the volume control tank

iii) Nitr-gen as Tequired for purging the volume control tank

iv) Hydrazine and lithium hydr. -ide, as required, via the chemical mixing

tank to the charging pumps suction.

9.2.1 DESIQI BASES

RedundancY of ReactiviUt Control

Criterion: Two independent reactivity control systems, preferably of
different principles, shall be provided. (GDC 27)

9.2-1
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iAd Witiou to the reactivit7 control achieved by the rod cluster control

O(C) as detailed in. Section 7, reeactivity control is provided by the

CMenical and Volume Control System which regulates the concentration of

boric acid solution neutron absorber in the Reactor Coolant System. The

esyt*j Iss designed to prevent, under anticipated systq= malfunction, uncontrolled

or iadvertent reactivity changes which zdght cause system parameters L.,

*Xcevid design li•its.

PReetlviL% *Jlld-Thon -Capability

Criterion; The reactivity control systems provided s.sall be capable ^f
akinn the eore subcritical. under credible accident conditions
with nppropriate margins for contingenciet. and limiting any
subsequent return to power such that there will be no undue
risk to the health and safety of the public. (CDC 30)

Nonrl reaativiry shutdown capability os provided by control rods, with

boric acid injection used to coopensa'e for the long term xenon decay
- traw-Sent and for piant cooldown. Any time that the plant is at power,

the quantity of boric acid retained in the boric acid tanks and ready
for injection will alwaLys exceed that quantity required for the normal

cold shutdcwn. This quantity will always exceed the quantity of boric

acid required to bring the reactor to hot shutdown and to compensate for

subsequent xenon decay.

bhe boric acid solution is tranzferred froa the boric acid tanks by boric

acid pumps to the auction of the charging pumps which inject boric acid

into the reactor ..oolant. Any charging pmp =nd boric acid transfer pump

cin be operated from diesel generator power on loss of off-site AC power.

Boric acid can be intjected by one charging pump and onc boric acid transfer

pump at a rate which abuts the reactor dowa with no rods inserted in less

than sixteen ninute3. In sixteen additional minutes, enoush boric acid

can be injected 6o compensate for xenon decay although xenon decay below

the equilibriut opetating level will not begin until approximately 12-15

hourm after sh,--.down. If tuo boric acid pumps and Lvo charging pumps are

available, these time periods are halved. Additionsa boric acid is

employed if it is desired to bring the reactor to cold alhutdown con~itionus.

0
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On the Iseis of the above, the injection of boric acid is shown to afford

backup reactivity shutdown capability, Independent of control rod clusters

which normally serve this function in the short term situation. Shutdown

for long term and reduced tesperature conditions can be accomplished with

boric acid injection using redundant components.

Rosactivity Hot Shutdown.Caability

Criterion: The reactivity control system provided shall L-. capable of making
and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby or hot
operating condition, (GDC 23)

The reactivity control systems provided are capable of making and ho-ding

the core subcritical from any hot standby or hot operating condition,

including those resulting irom power changes. The maximum excess reac-

tivity expected for the core occurs for the cold, clean condition at the

beginning of life of the initial core. The full length Rod Cluster Control

(RCC) assemblies are divided into two categories comprising a control group

and shutdomn groups.

The control group, used in combination with chemical shim provides control

of the reactivity changes of the core throughout the life of the core at

power conditions. This group of RCC assemblies is used to compensate for

short term reactivity changes ct power thaL might be produced due to

variations in reactor power requirements or in coolant tn.rperature. The

chemical him control is used to compensate for the more slowly occurring

changes in reictivity throughout core life such as those due to fuel

depletion and fission product buildup and decay.

9.2-3
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7' bactiyitv ShutdcMn Csoabilitv

Criterion: One of the reactivity control systems pro'-ded shall be capable
of iing the core subcritical under any anticipated operating
condition (including anticipated operitional transients) sufficiently
fast to prevent exceeding acceptable fuel damage litaits. Shutdoun
margin should assure subcriticality with the most reactive
control rod fully withdrawn. (GDC 29)

The reactor core, together with the reactor control protection system

is designed so that the mininum allowable IBR is at least 1.30 and there

is no fuel melting during normal operation including anticipated transients.

The shutdown groupi of RCC assemblies exe provided to supplement the control

group of RCC assemblies to make the reactor at least one per cent subcritical

(k -eff 0.P9) following trip from any credible operating condition to

the hot, zero power condition assuming the most reactive RCC assembly

remains in the fully withdrawn position.

Sufficient shutdown capability is also provided to maintain the core subcritical

for the most severe anticipated cooldown transient associated with a single

active failure, e.g., accidental opening of a steam bypass or relief valve.

This is achieved with a combination of control rods and automatic boron

addition via the Safety Injection System witt the most reactive rod assumed

to be fully withdrawn. Manually controlled boric acid addition is used

to maintain the shut4.swn margin for the long term conditions of xenon

decay and planL cjoldown

Codes and Classifications

All pressure retaining components (or compartments of components) which

are exposed to reactor coolant, comply with the following codes:

9.2-4
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The tube side on both the regenerative and exce.is letdown hea: .xchangers are

designed as ASME III, Class C. This designation is based on the following

considerations: (a) each exchanger is connected to the primary cos'ant system

by a 2" line, and (b) each is located inside the reactor containment. Analyses

show that the accident associated with a 2" line break does not result in clad

damage or fallure. Additionally, a previously contaminated primary coolant,

escaping from the primary coolant system during such accident is 'onfined to

the reactor containment building and no public hazard results.

9.2.2 SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION

The Chemical and Volume Control System, shown in Figure 9.2-1 through 9.2-3,

provides a means for injection of control poison in the form of boric acid

solution, chemical additions for corrosion control, and reactor coolant

cleanup and degasificacion. This system also adds makeup water to the Reactor

Coolant System, reprocesses water letdown from the Reactor Coolant System, and

provides seal water injection to the reactor coolant pump seals.

Overpressure protective devices are provided for system components whoseR design

pressure and temperature are less than the Reactor Coolant System design limits.

System discharges from overpressure protective devices (safety valves) and

system leakages are directed to closed systems. Effluents removed from such

closed systems are monitored and discharged unde- controlled conditions.

System design enables post-operational hydrostAtic testing to applicable code

test pressures. The relief valves will be gaged during hydrostatic testing.

The relief valves in systems that are hydrostatically tested after refuelinr

operations will be set at the system design pressure.

During plant operation, reactor coolant flow through the letdown line from

the reactor coolant loop cold leg cn the suction side of the pump and is

returned to the same cold leg on the discharge side of the pump via a charging

line. An alternate charging connection is provided to the hot leg of another

loop. An excess letdown line is also provided.

9.2-5
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Each of the connections to the Reactor Coolant System has an isolation

valve l.ocated close to the loop piping. In addition, a check valve is

located dawnstream of each charging line isolation valve. Reactor coolant

entering the Chemical and Volume Control System flows through the shell

side of the regenerative heat exchanger where its temperature is reduced.

The coolant then flows through a letdown orifice which reduces the coolant

pressure, The cooled, low pressure water leaves the reactor containment and

enters the auxillary building where it undergoes a second temperature reduction

in the tube side of the non-regenerative heat exchanger followed by a

second pressure reduction by the low pressure letdown valve. After passin.

through one of the mixed bed demineralizers, where ionic impurities are

removed, coolant flows through the reactor coolant filters and enters the

volume control tank through a spray nozzle.

Hydrogen is automatically supplied, as determined by pressure control, to

the vapor space in the volume control tank, which is predominantly hydrogen

and water vapnr. The hydrogen within this tank is, in turn, the supply

source to the reactor coolant. Fission gases are periodically removed from

the system by venting the volume control tank to the Waste Disposal System

prior to a cold or refueling shutdown.

Next, the coolant flow. to the charging purps which raice the pressure above

that in the Reactor Coolant System. The coolant then enters the containment,

passes through the tube side of the regenerative heat exchanger, and is

returned to the Reactor Coolant SysLem.

The cation bed demineralizer, located downstream of the mixed bed demineralizers,

is used intermittently to control cesium activitj in the coolant and also

to remove excess lithium which is formed froir. 810 (n, a) Li 7 reaction.
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Boric acid is dissolved in hot water in the batching tank to a concentration

of approximately 12 per cent by weight. The lower portion of the batching

tank is jacketed to permit heating of the batching tank solution with low

pressure steam. A transfer pump is used to transfer the batch to the boric

acid tanks. Small quantities of boric acid solution are metered from the

discharge of an operating transfer pump for blending with makeup water

as makeup for normal leakage or for increasing the reactor coolant boron

concentration during normal operation. Electric immersion heaters maintain

the temperature of the boric acid tank's solution high enough to prevent

precipitation.

During plant startup, normal operation, load reductions and shutdow*ns liquid

effluents containing boric acid flow from the Reactor Coolant System through

the letlown line and are collected in the holdup tanks. As liquid enters

the holdup tanks, the nitrogen cover gas is displaced to the gas decay

tanks in the Waste Disposal System through the waste vent header. The

concentration of boric acid in the holdup tanks varies throughout cc:e

life from the refueling concentration to essentially zero at the end of

the core cycle. A recirculation pump is provided to transfer liquid from

one holdup tank to another.

Liquid effluent in the holdup tanks is processed as a batch operation. This

liquid is pumped thr, h the evaporator feed ion 2Xchangers which primarily

remove lithium hydroxide and fission-products such as cesium. It then flows

through the ion exchanger filter and into the gas stripper where dissolved

gases are removed from the liquid. The gases are vented to the Waste Disposal

-ystem. The liquid effluent from the gas stripper enters the boric acid

evaporator.

The vapor produced in the boric acid evaporator leaves the evaporator con-

denser and is pumped through a condensate cooler where the distillate is

cooled to the operating temperature of the evaporator condensate deminera-

lizers. After non-volatile evaporator carry over is removed by one of

the two evaporator condensete demineralizers it then flows through the

condensate filter and accumulates in one of two monitor r- The dilute

boric acid solutt.on originally in the boric acid evaporator remains as

the bottoms of the distillation process and is concentrated to approximately

twelve per Lent boric acid. 0 -_-
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Subsequent handling of the condensate is dependent on the results of sample

analysis. Discharge from the monitor tanks may be pumped to the primary

water storage tank, recycled through the evaporator condensate demineral-

i1zers, returned to the holdup tanks for reprocessing in the evaporator

train or discharged to the environment with the condenser circolating wa-er
within the allowable activity concentration as discussed in Section 11.
If the sample analysis 3f the monitor tank contents indicates that it may

be discharged safely to the environment, two valves must be opened to provide

a discharge path. As the effluent leaves, it is continuously monitored

by the waste disposal system liquid effluent monitor. If an unexpected

increase in radioactivity is sensed, one of the valves in the discharge
line to the condenser circulating water closes automatically and an alarm

sounds in the control room.

Boric acid evaporator bottows are discharged through a concentrates filter
to the concentrates holding tank. Solution collected in the concentrates

holding tank is sampled and then transferred to the boric acid tanks if
analysis indicates ti at it meets specifications for use as boric acid.

Otherwise the Polut..ot is pumped to the holdup tanks for reprocessing by
the evaporator train.

The concentrated solution can also be pumped :rom the evaporator to the

Waste Disposal System and finally placed in containers and mixed with cement.

These containers can then be stored at the plant site for ultimate shipment

off-site for disposal.

The daborating demineralizers can be used intermittently to re•ove boron

from the reactor coolant ne&r the end of the core life. Water the deborating

demineralizers are in operation, the letdown stream passes from the mixed

bed demineralizers and then through the deborating demineralizers and into

the volume control tank after passing through the reactor coolant filter.

During plant cooldown when the residual heat removal loop is )perating
and the letdown orifices are not in service, a flow path is provided to

remove corrosion impurities and iission products. A portion of the flow
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leaving the residual heat exchangers passes through the non-regenerative

heat exchanger, miked bed demineraL.tzers, reactor coolant filter and volume

control tank. The, fluid is then pumped, via the charging pump, through

the tube side of the regenerative heat exchanger into the Reactor Coolant

System.

V Expected Operating Conditions

Tables 9.2-2, 9.2-3, and 9.2-5 list the system performance requirements,

data for individual system components and reactor coolant equilibrium activity

concentration. Table 9.2-4 supplements Table 9.2-5,

Reactor Coolant Activity Concentration

The parameters used in the calculation of the reactor coolant fission product

invevtory, including pertinent information concerning the expected' coolant

cleanup flow rate and demineralizer effectiveuess, are presented in Table 9.2-4.

The results of the calculations are presented in Table 9.2-5. In these

calculations the defective fuel rods are assumed to be present at initial core

loading and are uniformly distributed throughout the core and the fission

product escape rate coefficients are therefore based upon an average fuel

temperature.

The .r'ssion product activity in the reactor coolant during operation with

small cladding defects* in 1 of the fuel rods is computed using the following

differential equations:

For parent nuclides in the coolant,

dNwi B'
dt iNC - (i C+ Ri + B tBl' wi

* fuel rods containing pinholes or fine cracks
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for dsughtet nuclides in the coolant

Dv NC ( +dt Nc (A

population of nuclide
D - fraction of fuel rods ha,

R - purification flow, coolsa

Bo initial boron concentrat;

B' - boron concentration redu

n removal efficiency of pu,

- radioactive decay constal

v escape rate coefficient

Subscript C refers to core

Subscript w refers to coolant

Subscript i refers to parent n
Subscript j refers to daughter

I

Rnj + B'_
BO - tit I

Nj + wi

ving defective cladding

nt system volumes per sec.

ion, ppm

ction rate by feed and bleed, ppm per sec

rification cy.'e for nurlide

nt

for diffusion into coolant

uclidA

nuclide

0

Tritium is produced in the reactor from ternary fission in the fuel, irradiation

of boron in the burnable poison rods (during initial fuel cycle only)

and irradiation of boron, lithium and douterium ;n the coolant. The deuterium

contribution is less titan 0.1 Ci per year and may be neglected. The parameters

used in the calculation of tritium production rate are presented in Table 9.2-6.

Reactor Makeup Control

Tha reactor makev- control consists of a group of instruments arranged to

privide a manually pre-selected makeup composition to the charging pump

suction header or the volume control tank. The makeup control functions

are to maintain desired operating fluid inventory in the volume control

tank and to adjust reactor coolant boron concentration for reactivity and

Shira control.
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Makeup for normal plant leakage is regulated by the reactor makeup control

which is set by tlhe operator to blend water from the priir-ry water storage

tank with concentxated boric acid to match the reactor coolant boron concentration.

The makeup system also provides concentrated boric acid or primary water or

decrease the boric acid concentration in the Reactor Coolant System. To

maintain the reactor coolant volume constart, an equal amount of reactor

coolant at existing reactor coolant boric acid concentration is letdown to the

holdup tanks. Should the letdown line be out of service during operation,

sufficient volume exists in the preesurizer to accept the amount of boric

acid necessary for cold shutdowv.

Makeup water to the Reactor Coolant System is provided by the Ch.emical and

Volume Control System from the following sources:

a) The primary water storage tank, which provides water for dilution when

the reactor coolant boron concentration is to be reduced.

b) The boric acid tanks, which supply concentrated boric acid solution

when reactor coolant boron concentration is to be inCreased.

c) The refueling water storage tank, whi.h - pplies bor.ted wster for

emergency makeup.

d) The chemical mixing tank, which is used to inject small quantities of

solution when additions of hydrazine or pH control chemical are

ne-'.essary.

The reactor makeup control is operated from the control room by manually pre-

selecting makeup compositon to the charging pump suction header or the volume

control tank in order to adjust the reactor coolant boron concentration for

reactivity control. Makeup is provided to msintain the desired operating

fluid inventory in the Reactor Coolant System. The operator can stop the

makeup operation at any time in any operating mode by remotely closing the

makeup stop valves.
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One primary water makeup pump and one boric acid transfer pump are normally

13 aligned for operation on demand from the reactor makeup control system. .

A portion of the high pressure charging flow is injected into the reactor

coolant pumps between the pump impeller and the shaft seal so that the seals

are not exposed to high temperature reactor coolant. Part of the flow is
th.e shaft seal leakage flow and the remainder enters the Reactor Coolant

System through a labyrinth seal on the pump shaft. The shaft seal leako.ge

flow cools the lower radial bearing, passes through the seals, is cooled

ir. the seal water heat exchanger, filtered, and returned to the volume
control tank.

Seal water inleakage to the Reactor Coolant System requires a continuous
letdown of reactor coolant to maintain the desired inventory. In addition,

bleed and feed c9 reactor coclant are required for removal of Impurities
and adjustment of boric acid in the reactor coolant.

Automatic Makeup

The "automatic makeup" mode of operation of the reactor makeup control

provides boric acid solution preset to watch the boron concentration in
the Reactor Coolant System. The automatic makeup compensates for minor
leakage of reactor coolant without causing significant changes in the co .ant
boron concentration.

Unoor normal plant operating conditions, the mode selector switch and makeup
stop valves are set in the "Automatic Makeup" position. A preset low level

sianal from the volume control t-n- level controller causes the automatic
makeup control action to open the makeup stop valve to the charging pump
suction, open the concentrated boric acid control valve and the primary

water makeup control valve. The flow controllers then blend the makeup
stream according to the preset concentration. Makeup addicion to the

Supplement 13
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charging pump auction header causes the rater level in the volume control

tank to rise. At a preset high level point, the makeup is stopped; the

pr!mary uater makeup control valve closes, the concentrated boric acid control

valve closes and the makeup stop valve to charging pump suction closes.

Dilution

The "dilute" mode of operation permits the addition of a pre-selected quantity

of primary water makeup at a pre-selected flow rate to the Reactor Coolant

System. The operator sets the makeup stop valves to the vo.lume control

tank and to the charging pump suction in the closed position, the mode

selector switch to "dilute", the primary water makeup flow controller set
point to the desired flow rate, and the primary water makeup batch integratez

to the desire quantity. If the dilution flow devi.ates + 5 gpm from the preset

flow rate, an alarm indicates the deviation. Opening the makeup stop valve

to the volume control tank starts a primary water makeup pump. Makeup water

is added to the volume control tank and ther goes to the charging pump suction

header. Excessive rise of the volume control tank water level is prevented

by automatic actuation (by the tank level controller) oZ a three-way diversion

valve, which routes the reactor coolant letdown flow to the holdup tanks.

When the preset quantity of primary water makeup has been added, the 1-atch

integrater causes the reactor makeup water pump to stop and the primary water

makeup control valve to close.

Boration

The "borate" mode of operation permits the addition of a pre-selected quantity

of concentrated boric acid solution at a pre-selected flow rate to the

Rea,-_tr Coolant System. The operator sets the makeup stop valves to the

volume ...nrrol tank and to the charging pump suction in the closed position,

the mode selector switch to "bocate", the concentrated boric acid flow controller

set point to the desired flow rate, and the concentrated boric acid batch

integrater to the desired quantity. Opening the makeup stop valve to the
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charging pumps auction starts the selected boric acid transfer pump, and

the concentrated boric ael 'a added to the charging pump suctiop ht der.

The total quantity added ii.t .out cases is so small that it has only a minor

effect on the volume control tank level. When the preset quantity of

* concentrated boric acid solution has been added, the batch integrater causes

the boric acid transfer pump to stop and the concentrated boric acid control

valve to ciose.

The capability to add bor - to the reactor coolant is sufficient so that

no limitation is Imposed on the rate of cooldown of the reactor upon shut-

down, The maximum rates of boration and the equivalent coolant eooldWn

rates are given in Table 9.2-2. One set of values is given for the addition

of boric acid from a boric acid tank with one transfer and one charging

pump operating. The other set assumes the use of refueling water but with

two of the three charging pimps operating. The rates are based on full

operating temperature and on the end of the core life when the moderator

temperature coefficient is most negative.

Alarm Functions

The reactor makeup control is provided with alarm functions to call the

operator's attention to the followitn conditions:

a) Deviation of primary water makeup flow rate from the control set

poiat

b) Deviation of conceptrated boric acid flow rate from the cont:ol set

point

C) Low level (makeup initiation point) in the volume control tank when

the reacLor makeup control selector is not set for the automatic

makeup control mode.

Charging Pump Control

Three positivo displacement variable speed drive chargin. pumps are used

to supply charging flow to the Reactor Coolant System.
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The speed of each pump can be controlled- manutily or at-cftatically. During

uonoal operation, only or,* of the three pimps Is autcmatically controlled.

During norma, operation, only one charging pump is arersting and the speed

is odiZated In accordauce #Ith pressurizer levoil. Durirg 4oad chrnmes

the pressu..zer level set Voint I i varied autcoati-ally to cc-pensate partially

for the expansion or contraztiou of the reactor coolant associated with

t .TAr changes. Iavs compenates for pcwer chaoses by varying the pre*suri.er

leve-l eet poins I conjunction with pressurizer level for charging pip

control, The level set pointa are varied betveen 20 and 60 percept of Lne

adjustable range dependinS on the poer level. Chargiag pip speed does

not change rapidly with pressurizer level variations due to the reset action

os. the pressurizer level controller.

If the pressurizer level increases, the speed of tl'e pump decreases, likewise

if .-he level decreases, the speed increases. If the charging pu=, on automatic

control ieaches the high speed Unit,, an almri is actuated and a second

charging pump is anually started. Vhe speed of the second pvcp is manually

regulatcd. If the speod of the rhargin• pump on automatic control does

not decrease and the second chargirn pump is operatirig at naximun speed,

the thibrn charging pup ran be started and its speed Manuany regulated.

If the speed of the charging puop on automatic control decrease& to its

minimtu value, an slam i& actustL-d and the speed of the pt=ps on manual

contrc' is reduced.

gma -knts

A summry of principal cooponent dta is given in Table P.2-3.

PReenerative He, xt Exchanger

The regenerative heat exchatiger is designed tc recovef the heat from the

letdown stream by reheating the char~ing stream during nornal operatior.

This exchanger also lius the temperature at the letIomn orifices during

periods when letdon M•. exceeds charging flcw by a greater margin than

joh at normal letdocn conditious.
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The lotdowa stresa flows through the shell of the regenerative heat exchanSer

And Lhe charging strezam flows through the tubes. The unit to nade of au, tenitr.i

stainless steel, and is of all-welded construction. The exchanger is designed

to Vithstand 12000 step changes in shell side fluid temperature from 130"F

to 552.2*F during the design life of the unit.

TUtdown Orifice

One of the three letdown orifices controls flow of the letdown streau during

norial operatLvn and reduces the press- re to a value co=patlble with the

non-regencrative heat exchanger design. Tvo of the letdw.-n orifices are

designed to pass ~rnorl letr•own flow. The othez orifice is designed to

le used in conjunceion vitA one nor-mal letdown flev orifice for raxiz=

purification flow at ý, ,al Reactor Coolant Systen operating pressure.

The orifices are place. in and taken out cf service renote !-anual operation

of their rxepective isLolation valves. One or both of the standby orifices

=ny be used In parallel with the nornally operating orifice in order to

1Pczwzog% l.town flow when the Reactor Coolant System precsure is below

normal. This arrangement provides a full standby capacity for control

of letdown flow. Each orifice is an austentitic pipe containing a bored

corrosion and erosion resistant intert.

Nn-Reeenecrative (etdomn) Heat Exchanger

The non-regencrative heat exchanger cools the letdown stream to the operating

tenperature if the nixed bed deaineralizers. Reactor coolant flows through

the tube side of the exchanger while component cooling water flows through

the ihell. The letdowrn strean outlet te.perature is autc.mtically controlled

by a temperature rontrtl, valve in Lhe co•tponent .ooling water outl2t strcam.

The unit is a multiple-tub --"3ass heat .xchanger. All surfaces in contact

with tho reactor coolant are austenitic stainL-3s steel, and the shell

Is carbon steel.
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Mixed Eed Demineralixers

Tuo flushable tixed bed demineralizers maintain reactor coolant purity.

A lithium-? cation resin and a hydroxyl form 4don resin are initially

charged into the demintralizers. Both fomas of resin remove fission and

corrosion products, and In additiono the reactor coolant caUsc- the anion

resin to be converted to the borate form. The resin bed is des;LLee to

reduce the co€centr.tion of ionic isotopes in the purification stre,

except for ceslum, yttrlu, =4 molybdenut, by a zniulm factor of 10.

Each desin-ral(tzer is sized to accomaodate the maxixum letdc flow. One

deuner.Uzer serves as a standby unit for use if &he operating d•eineralizer

)*comes exhauated during operatian.

The demineralizer vessels are made of austenitic stainless steel, and are

provided with suitable connections to facilitate reLin replacemcnt when

required. The vessels are equipped with a resin retention screen. Each

demineralizcr has sufficient capacity to enable refueling after operation

for one core cycle with one per cent defective fuel rods.

Caticn Bed Deolneralizer

A flushasble cation resin bed In the hydrogen fen is located doansetrea=

of the mixed bed dezineralizers and is used it. .ittently to control the

Cmacentratita of lithimm-7 which build- ap in the coolant from the B10

(a, r) L7 reaction. The denineralizer also his sufficient capacity to

maintain the cesiic-137 toncentraticn in the coolant below 1.0 Pefcc with

mne percent defective fuel. Th-, dezineralizer would be used inter•ittently

to control ceai=.

The dezAineralizar is nde of austenitic stainless steel -nd is provided

with auitable cc ec.;-.zs to facilitate resin replacement whet. requ'red.

The Nrmsel is equiryed with a resin retention screen.

0
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Itealn Pill Tanik

Th resits fil tank is used to chsrge fresb resin to the deuineralizers.

The line f.rm the c.aical bottom of the tank is fitted with a dump valve

=4 ray be connected to any one of the demineralizer fill lines. The deminer-

alazer water and resin slurry can be sluiced into the demineralizer by opening

the duap valve. The tank, designed to hold approximately one-third the resin

Volume of one nixed bed dem.neralizer, is =de of austenitic stainless

steel.

kefctor Coolent Filter

The filter collects resin fines and particulates larget than 25 nicrons

fro the Ieticwn streta. The vessel is zzade of austenitic staLnless steel,

and Is provided with connections for draining and venting. Design floa

capacity of the filter is equal to the ta.xinun purification flow rate. Dis-

posable synthetic filter elements are used. Bases being considered to determine

vhen the reactor coolant filter wiLL be replaced are: (1) a high pressure

diffoetntial across the filter, (2) a set tinz Umit after which the

filter will be replaLed, and (3) when a portable radiation =onitor shos

radiation in excess of cstablished Units.

Volt•e Control Tank

The volio control tank collects the excess water released frem zero pewer

to full power, that is =-t accc~odated by the presswezer. It also re-

ceives the excess coolant release caused by the deadband in the reactor

amtrol tc=perature instr=-entaticn. Ovrpressure of h)%rogcn gas Is maintained

in the ývlume control tank to control the hydrogen concentrution In the

reactor coolant at 25 to 35 cc per kS of water (st&tdard conditions).

A spray nozzle is located inside the tank on the inlet lIrA fro the reactor

coolant filter. This spray nozzle provides inItMAte cOntact to equillbriate

the gas and liquid phases. A rewtely operated vent valve discharging to
0
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the waste diopoial systea permits rezoval of gaseous- fission products which

are =tripped frvc the reactor coolant and coliec'id in this tank. The

volume control taw also acts as -- head tank for the charging pu=ps and

a reservoir for the leaknd from the reactor coolant pump controlled leakage

seal. The tank is constructed of austenitic stainless steel.

ChargiMn Pumps

Three charging purps inject coolant into R. •eactor Coolant System. The

pumps are the variable speed positive displacement type, and all parts

in contact vith the reactor coolant are fabricated of aus"enitic stainles-

steel or other material of adequate corrosion resistance. These pu=ps

have techanical packing followed by a leakoff to collect reactor coolant

before it can leak to the outside atuosphere. Pump leakage is piped to

the drain header for disposal. The pump design prevents lubricating oil

from contaminating the charging flov, and the integral discharge valves

act as check valves.

Each pump Is designed to provide the nore l charging flow and the reactor

coolant pup seal water supply during normal seal leakage. Each pump is

designed to provide rated flow against a pressure equal to the sum of the

Knactor Coolant System normal raiCUM pCssure (e3±sting when the pressurizer

power operated relief valve is operati•g) and the piping, valve and %quipment

pressure losses at the design eiarging flows. The capacity of the three

charging pumps permits ope-ion at normal charging line flow with one

reactor coolant pump shaft seal operating normally while other reactor

coolant pucps are operatirg with floating ring seal flow.

Any one of the three charging pumps can ba used to hydrotest the Resctox

Coolant System.
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Chartin Pumv Accumlators

A harging p=p accumulator is attached to each charging pump outlet line

to substantially reduce the outlet pressure pulses and reduce piping vibration.

Cheical Mixing Tank

The primary use of the chemical aixng tank Is in the preparation of

caust•c solutions for pH control and hydrazine for ozzygen scavenging.

The capacity of the chcmical mnxing Lank is determined by the quantity

of 35 per cent hydrazine solution necessary to incrc-ase the concentration

in the reactor roolant by 10 ppm. This capacity is more than sufficient

to prepare solu.tion of pH1 control chemical ior the Reactor Coolant System.

The chemical mixLng tank is made of austenitic stainless steel.

Excess Letdcrrn Beat Exchanger

The excess letdown heaot exchanger cools -eactor coolant letdown flow

until the flow rate is equal to the nominal injection rate through the reactor

coolant pip labyrinth seal, If letdown through the normal letdown path

is blocked. The unit is designed to reduce the letdown stream temperature

from the cold leg temperature to 195"F. The letdown stream flows through

the tube side and compcent cooling water is circulated through the shell

side. All surfaces in contact with reactor coolant are austenitic stainless

steel and the shell is carbon steel. ALI cub.t joints are welded. The

unit I's designed to withstand 2,000 step changes in the tube fluid temperature

from 80'F to the cold leg temperature.
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Seal water Ueat Exaneer

0 The seal water heat exchanger removes heat from two sources; reactor coolant
pump seal water returning to the volume control tank and reactor coolant

discharge from the excess letdovn heat exchanger. Reactor coolant flows

throeh the tubes and component cooling water is circulated through the

shell side. The tubes are welded to the tube sheet because leakage could

occur In eit•ter direction, resulting In undesirable contauination of the
reactor coolant or comporant cooling water. All surfaces In contact vith
reactor coolant are austenitic sLainless steel and the shell is carbon
steel.

The unit In designed to cool the excess letdown flow and the seal water
flow to the temperature normally vaintained in the volume comtrol tank
if all the reactor coolant pump seals are leaking at the maxizma design j13
leakage rate.

Seal Water Filter

0The filter c -hlects particulates larger than 25 nicrons from the reactor
coolant pusp seal warer retu•rn and from the excess letdown heat exchanger
flow. The filter is designed to pass the sum of toe excess letdon flow
and the maxinum design leakage fom the reactor coolant pump floating ring

seals. The vessel is zonstructed of austenitic stainless steel and in pro-
vided with connections for draining and venting. Disposable synthetic
filter elements are used.

Seal Water Iniection FPlters

Two filters are provided in parallel, each sized for the injection flow.

They collect particulates lorger than 5 microns from the water supplied
to the reactor coolant pump seal.

Supplement 13
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Iolig- tc 4 11leer

The boric acid filter collects particulates larger than 25 microns Iron

the borie acid solution being pmped to the charging pump suction line.
The filter is desiaied to pass the design flow of two boric acid pumpa
operating simutineously. The vessel Is comstructed of austenitic stainless
stool and the filter elaxents are disposable synthetic cartridges. Provisions
art available for venting and draining the filter.

jortS -acid. Tx-lks

The boric acid tank capacities are sized to satore sufficient boric acid
solution for refueling enough boric arid solution for a cold ahutdown shortly
after full power operation Is achieved. In addition, sufficient boric acid
solution is available for cold shutdown if the cost reactive RCC is not
Inverted. One tank supplie3 boric acid for reactor coolant makeup while
recycled solutions from the concentrates holding tank is accmiulated in the
owther tank,

The concentration of boric acid solution In storage is maintained between
11.5 and 13Z Vy vaight. Periodtc manual saxplins and corrective action
is provided, If necessary, to ensure that thth• lUnits are saintainted.
The-efore, measured quantities of boric acid solution can be d4livered
to the reactor coolant to concrol the che-Lcal poison concentration. The
ec€bInation overflow and breatner vent connection has a vater loop seal
to Wintiz* vapor discharge durint atocsge of the solution. The tank La
constructed of austenitic stainless steel.

Boric Aci1d Tank Llegateta

Two 3' capacity electric itmersioc heaters located near the bottom of each
boric acid tank are designed to naintaiv the tewperatur-a of the boric acid
solution at 163'F with an anblent Nir cem•4rature of 4CrF thus ensuring 2

temparature In excess of the solubility limit (for 20,000 ppm boron this is
130"31, The heaters are sheathed in austenitic stainless ateel.

Supplmant 14
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Batchins Tank

The batchzI tank I* sited to hold one week's makeup Wueply of boric acid

solution for the boric acid tank. The basis for nakeup Is reactor coolant

leakage of 112 go at beginning of core life. The tank way also be used

for solution storage, A local ?ampl:xa point is provided for verifying

the. solution concentration prior to transferriup it to the boric acid tank

or for draining the tank. The tank Qmiay is provi-ed with a re=-,able

screen to prevent entry of foreiga particles. In addition, the tank is

provided with an s.e-tator to improve mzixing during batching operacions.

The tank is constructed oi austenitic stainless atsel, and is not used to

hoadle radioactive subst&ides, The tank is provided with a steam jacket

for beating the boric acid solution to 165*F.

Boric Acid Transfer P.gps

Two 100% capacity canned --. ntrifugal piers are used to circulAte or transfer

chemical solutions. Redundancy Ls thus provided for the pumps to percit

rvintenance during operation of the plant, The pu=ps circulata boric acid

solution through the boric acid tanks and inject boric acid into the charging

pump suction header.

Although one pi=p is normally uteu for boric acid batr.bing and transfer

and the other for boric acid injectica, either ptp =ay function as standby

for the other. The design capacity of each pup is equal to the normal

letdown flow rate. The design head in sufficient, considering line and

valve, losses, to deliver rated flow to the char&Ing pump auction header

h.en voluf control _dnk press,•re is at 06r zaizun operating value (relief

valve settInZ). ALl parts in contact -j.th the solutions are austenitic stainless

steel or other adequately corrosic';-resistanc =aterial.

S
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The tranfer pmps are 'perated either autonatically or manually froc the

man control room or frca a local control center. Th-a reactor makeup control

uoperates cie of the ptrup& autooatically when boric acid solution Is required

S- for uakeup or boratio,

Boric Acid -lendor

The b r:k acid blender promotes thorough mixing of boric acid solution and

reactor unkoup water from the reactor coolant takeup circuit. The blender

cooslzts of a conventional pip* fitted with a perforated tube insert. All

sk:erlal is austenitic stainless steel. The blender decreasee the pipe

length required to hceogenize the mixture for taking a representative local

asmaple.

* scycle Procenis

Holdup Tanks

Three holdup tanks contain radioactive liquid which entert. the tank from

the letdow line. Th liquid is released from the Reactor Coolant System

during startup, shutdowns, load chang"s and from boron dilution to coppensate

for burnup. The contents of one tank are normally being processed by the

gas stripper and evaporator train while another tank is being filled. The

third tank is normally kept empty tv. provide additional storage capacity

when needed.

The total l.quid storage sizing basis for the holdup tankv is given in

Tabla 9.2-3. The tanks are constructed of austenitic stainless steel.

1Moldup Tank .circulation P=P

The recirculation ptup is used to nix the contents of a holdup tank or transfer

the contents of a holdup tank to another holdup tank. The wetted surface

of this pump is constructed of austenitic stainless steel.
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Cas Stripper Feed Ptu s

L"he three gas stripper feed pumps supply feed to the gas stripper boric

acid evaporator trains from A holdup tank. The capacity of each pump is

equal to the gas stripper-evaporator capacity. These canned centrifugal

puws are constructed of austenitic stainless steel.

Cation Ion Exchangers

Four cation flushable demineralizers remove cations (primarily cesium and

lithium) from the holdup tank effluent. The resin is initially in the

hydrog.-n form. The design flow rat. is equal to the gas stripper boric

acid evaporator processing rate. Experiments performed by Westinghouse indicate

that the decontamination factor for cesium (See Table 9.2-4) is conservative.

The denineralizer vessels are constructed of austenitic stainless steel and

contain a resin retention screen.

Ion Excbanger Filters

These filters collect resin fines and particulates larger than 25 microns

from the zetion ion exchanger. Ts.e vessel is made of austenitic stainless

steel and is provided with connections for draining and venting. Disposable

synthetic filter elements are used. The design flow capacity is equal to

the boric acid evaporator flow rate.

GCs Stripper Equipment

Two gas strippers are provided. Each removes nitrogen, hydrogen, and fission

gases from the evaporator feed. The gas stripper equipment consists of

a preheater, stripjIng coltns and associated pumps, piping and instrumentation.

The gas stripper preheater located upstream of the gas stripper heats the

Uqtquid effluent from the holdup tanks from ambient temperature, at the evaporator

train processing rate, using the gas stripper bottoms which are cooled in

the prebeater. The preheater is a regenerative type shell and tube unit

constructed of austenitic stainless steel.
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The gas stripper consists of a hot well with heating coil to store stripped

water, a stripping section packed with pall rings, a spray type liquid

inlet header and an overhead auxiliary spray. Liquid flowing to the gas

strippers is cuatrolled to constant rate by a flow controller. The gas

strippers are designed for the same flow rate as the evaporator and are

designed to reduce the Influent gas ccncentratlon by a factor of 10g.

Two gas stripper bottom pumps per gas stripper, operated from level control,

transfer effluent from the gas stripper hot wells to the boric acid evaporator

via the gas stripper preheaters. Each centrifugal pump is rated at the

evaporator processing rate. The pumps are austenitic stainless steel and

one Is an installed standby for the operating pump.

Boric Acid Evaporator Equipment

Ile boric acid evaporators are provideO. The boric acid evaporators concentrate

boric acid for reuse in the Reactor Coolant System. Borated water enterJ

the evaporator and the liquid is concentrated to approximately 12 weight per

cent boric acid, Vapors leave the evaporator and are condensed. The

solids decontamination factor between the condensate and the bottoms is

approximately 10 . All evaporator equipment is construct&i of austenitic

stainless steel and is supplied as d unit. The boric aci2.. evaporator equipment

consists of the boric acid evaporator feed tank, two boric acid evaporator

concentrates pumps, boric acid evaporator, bor.c acid evaporator condenser,

tuo bortc acid evaporator .ondensate pumps, boric acid evaporator condensate

cooler, two vacuum pups and associated piping and instrumentation.

The evaporatar and condenser heat transfer area is sufficient to maintain

the required feed rate. The evaporator is steam heated. Component coolinS

water flows through the tubes of the condenser.

The boric acid distillate coolers reduce the temperature of the condensate

to approximately 100*F. The condensate flows through the shell and component

L coolng water through ti'e tubes.
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Evaporator Condensate Demineralizera

Two anion demineralizers remove any boric acid contained in the evaporator

condensate. Hydroxyl based ion-exchange resin is used to produce evaporator

mondensate of high purity. Facilities are provided for regeneration of

the resin. When regenerat.on is no longer feasible, the resin is flushed

to tOe spent resin storage tank. The resin volte in each demineralizer

is selecteck to keep resin regenerations to an average of once per month

during a core cycle.

Condensate Filters

The fiý.ters collect resin fines and particulates larger than 25 microns

from the boric acid evaporator condensate streans. The vessel is made

of austenitic stainless steel, and Is provided with a connection for draining

and venting. Disposable synthetic filter elements are used. The design

flow capacity of the filter is equal to the boric acid evaporator flow

rate.

Monitor Tanka

Three monitor tanKs permit continuous optration of the evaporator train.

When one tank is filled, the contents are analyzed and either, reprocessed,

discharged to the Waste Disposal System, or pumped to the primary water

storage tank. These taot 's contain a d£aphragu membrane and are stainless

steel.

Monitor Tank Ptups

Three monitor tank pumps discharge water fromw the monitor tanks. The pum,,s

are sized to empty a woaitor tank in approximately 2.0 hours. The pumps

are constructed of austenitic stainless zteel.
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P~iiMary WVer -Storag* Ilas

The primary water storage tank Is used to atore iukeup water which is supplied

fho the monitor tanks and the water treatment plant. Hakeup water from

the tank discharges to the auction of the p.inary water makeup pumps. The

tank contains a diaphragm membrane and is stainleas steel.

Pri•. Water ),akeuP Puw .

Tvo primary water makeup pumps discharge from either the monitor tank$

or the primary water storage tank. These pumps are used to feed dilution

water to the boric acid blender and are also used to supply makeup water

for intermittent flushing of equipment and piping.

Each pump is ai'ed to maech the maximum letdown flow. One pump serves

*s a standby for the other. These centrifugal pumps are constructed of

austetitic stainlews steel.

Concentrates Filter

A disposable synthetic cartridge type filter removes particulates larger

th&a 25 microns from the evaporator concentrates. Design flow capacity

of the filter is equal to the boric acid evaporator concentrates transfer

p•mp capacity. The vessel is = 's of austenitic staiuless steel.

Concentrates Holding Tank

The concentrates holding tank is sized to hold approximately the production

of concentrates from one batch of evaporator operation. The tank is supplied

with an electrical heater which prevents boric acid precipitation and is

constructed of austenitic stainless steel.
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AConrentrates -oldinr Tank Transfer Pump,

Two holding tank transfer pumps dise,-_rge boric acid solution from the

concentrates holding tank to the boric acid tanks. The canued centrifugal

pumps are sizid to empty the concentrates holdinh tank in 20 minutes. The

wetted surfaces are constructed of austenitic stainless steel.

Debor~tinp Umineralizers

When required, two anion deminerellwtrs remove boric acid from the Reactor

Coolant System fluid. The demineralizers are provided fur use near the

end of a core cycle, but can be used at any tOe. Hydroxyl based icx-

exchange resin is used to reduce Reactor Coolant System boron concentration

by releasing a hydroxyl ion when a borate ion is absorbed. Facilities

are provided for regeneration. When regeneration is no longer feasible,

the resin is flushed to the spent resin storage tank.

Each demineralizer is sized to remove the quantity of t oric acid that must

be removed from the Reactor Coolant System to maintain full power operation

near the end of core life should the holdup tanks be full.

Electrical Heat Tracing

Electrical heat tracing is installed under the insulation on all piping,

,l~cs, line-mounted instrumentation, and components normally containin3

concentrated boric acid solution. The heat tracing is designed to prevent

boric acid precipitation due to cooling, by compensating for heat loss.

Exceptions are:

a) Lines which may transport concentrated boric acid but are subsequently

flushed with reactor coolant or other liquid of low boric acid concentration

ýhixrng normal operation

b) The boric acid tanks, which are provided -ith merstion heaters
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The batching tank,, wb•ch is provided with a stem jacket

4) The coari"trates holding tank, which is provided with an immr-Tsion

heater.

DUplUC*te tra-ing on # tions of the Chemical and Volume Contx.l System

norvally cogtaisinzg boric acid solution provide.- backup capacity if the

operating traci.- s.alfunctions,

Taxperature detectors, alm and control fmctions and electrical power

rMquirements for the heat tracing which are p-.vided are not. shoun on the

process flow diagram.

Valves

Valves that perform a aciulatinp function are equipped with two sete of

pfckin and an iutezuediats ladkoff connectioa that discharges to the Vast-

M~speal System. All other valves bave sten lealage control. Globe valves

are iytalled wih flow over the seats uhen such an arrangement reduces

the pobuhiblity of leakage. Basic raterial of contruction is staiule3s

steel for all valves except the batching tank atea jacket valves which

are cexbca steel.

Isolation valves are provided at all connections to thze Reactor Coolant

System. Lines entering the reactor containment also ha.re check valves

inide the contaiment to prevent reverse flow from the containment.

Relief valves are provided for lines and components that might be pres-

eurnied above design pressure by Laproper optration or component Ptalfunction.

Pressure relief for the tube aide of the regenerative heat exchanger Is provided

by the adcliary spray line isolatioa valve which i. designed to open when

pressure under the seat exceeds reactor coolant pressure by 250 psi.

Pipina

All Chemical an4 Volume Control System piping handling radioactive liq•.d

is auste•iitic itainless steel. All piping joitas and connections are welded,

except where flanged connections are requL:cd tc facilitate equ.pment removal
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for maintenanee and hydrostatic testing. Piping, valves, equipment and 11 •-

0oulted muitrtuentation, which normally contain concentrated boric solution,

are heated by electrical trazing to ensure solubility of the boric acid.

9.2.3 SYSTEM DESIGN EVALUATION

Availabilit and Reliabilitv

A high degree of functional reliability is assured in this system by providing

standby components where performance is vital to safety and by assuring fail-

safe response to the most probable mode of failure. Special provisions include

duplicate heat tracing wJ-th alarm protection of lines, valves, and components

normally containing goncentrated boric acid.

The systerA has three high pressure charging pups , each capable of surplying

the normal reactor coolant pump seal and makeup flow:

The electrical equipment of the Chemical and Volume Control System Is arranged

so that multiple items receive their power from various 4WO volt buses (See

Figure 8.2-4). Each of the three charging pumps are powered from separate

480 volt buses. The two boric acid transfer pumps are also powered from

separa.te 480 volt buses. One charging pump and one boric acid transfer pump

are capable of meeting cold shutdov- requirements shortly after full-power

oreration. ln cases of loss of a-c power, a charging pump and a boric acid

transfer pump can be placed on the emergency diesels if necessary.

Control -0• Tr-£itim

The Chenical. and Volume Control System is used to control the concentration of

tritium In thE Reactor Coolant System. Essentially all of the tritium

In in chemical combintation with oxygen as a form of -ater. Therefore, any

leakage of coolant to Lhe containment atmosphere cazzies tritium in the

s~e propcrtion, as it axists in the coolant. Thus, the level of tritium
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0
in the containment atmosphere, when it Is L.aled from outside air venti-lation,

1i it function of tritium level in the reactor coolant, the cooling w!ter

temperature at the tooling coils, which determines the dew point

temperature of the air, and the presence of leakage other than reactor coolant

a a sour-e of moisture in the contaiwnent air.

"lre, are two sajor considerations with regard to the presence of tritium:

a) Possible plant personnel hazard during access to the containment.

Leakage of reactor coolant during operation with a closed containment

causes an accumulation of tritiuma in the containment atmosphere. It

is desirable to limit the accumulation to allow containent access for

two hours per week for in-core instrumentation maintenmnce.

b) Possible public hazard due to release of tritium to the plant environment.

Neither of these considerations is limiting in this plant.

The concentration of tritium in the reactor coolant is maintained at a level

which preludes personnel hazard during access to the contoitdent. This is

achieved by discharging part of the condensate from the btric acid recovery

process to the river via the plant circulating cooling vwter.

In Section 11 it is shown that the tritium reiiaced to the environment
-2 -4In this manner is between 10 and 10 of 10 r.QR 20 limits, and thus

no public hazard would result.

Leakas" Prevention

"ality control of the material and the installation of the Chemical and

Volume Control valves and pipings which are designated for radioactive

service, is provided in order to usentially eliminate leakage to che atmosphere.

The components designated for radioactive service are provided with welded

connections to prevent leakage to the atmosphere. However, flanged connections

are pw¢ided in each charging pup auctior and discharge, on each boric

acid pump auction and discharge, on the relief valves inlet and outlet,

on three-way valves and on the flow meters to permit removal for maintenance. 0
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The positive displacement charging pumps st,.ffing boxes are provided with

leekoffs to collect reactor coolant before it can leak to the atmosphere.

All valves which are larger than 2 inches and which are designated for

radioactive service at an operating fluid temperature above ?12*F are provided

with a stuffing box and lantern leakoff connections. Leakage to the atmosphere

is essentially zero for these valves. All control valves are either provided

with stuffing box and leakoxf connections or are totally enclosed. Leakage

to the atmosphere is essentially zero for these valves.

Diaphragm valves are provided where the operating pressure and the operating

temperature permit the use of these valves. Leakage to the atmosphere

is essentially zero for these valves.

Incident Control

The letdown line and the reactor coolant pumps seal water return line penetrate

the reactor containment. The letdown line contains air-operated valves

inside the reactor containment and two air-operated valves outside the

reactor containment which are automatically closed by the containment isolation

signal.

The reactor coolant pumps seal water return line contains one motor-operated

isolation valve outside the reactor containment which is automatically

closed by the containment isolation signal.

The four seal water injection lines to tt e reactor coolant pumps and the

normal charging line are inflow lines pL .rating the reactor containment.

Each line contains a check valve inside the reactor containment to provide

isolation of the reactor containment when a break occurs in these lines

outside the reactor containment.

0-
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Malfunction Analysis-

To evaluate system safety, failures or malfunctions were assumed concurrent

with a lose-of-cuolant accident and the consequences analyzed and presented

in Table 9.2-7. As a result of this evaluation, it is concluded that proper

consideration has been given to station safety in the design of the system.

If a rupture were to take place between the reactor coolant loop and

the first isolation valve or check valve, this incident would lead to

au uncontrolled loss of reactor coolant. The analysis of loss of coolant

accidents is discussed in Section 14.

Should a rupture occur in the Chemical and Volume Control System outside

the containment, or at any point beyond the first check valve or remotely

operated isolation valve, actuation of the valve would limit the release

of coolant and assure continued functioning of the normal means of heat

dissipation from the core. For the general case of rupture outside the

containment, the larpest source of radioactive fluid subject to release

ta the contents of the volume control tank. The consequences of such

a release are considered in Section 14

When the reactor is subcritical; i.e., during cold or hot shutdown, refueling

and approach to criticality, the relative reactivity status (neutron

source multiplication) is continuously monitored and indicated by BF3

counters and count rate indicators. Any appreciable increase in the

neutron source multiplication, including that caused by the maximum physical

boron ditution rate (aqproximntely 480 ppm/hr), is slow enough to give

ample time to start a corrective action (boron dilution stop and/or emergency

boron injection) to prevent the core from beccming crit'cal. The maximum

dilution rate is based on the abnormal condition of two charbing pumps

operating at full speed delivering unborated makeup water to the Reactor

Coolant System at a particular time during -efueling when the boron concentration

is at the maximum value and the water vclume in the system is at a minimum.

0
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At least two separate and independent flow paths are available for reactor

coolant boration; i.e., either the charging line, or the reactor coolant

pumps labyrinths. The malfunctior. or failure of one component will not

result in the inability to borete the Reactor Coolant System. An alternate

suply path is always available for emergency boration of the reactor

coolant. An backup to the boration system, the operator can align the

refueling water storage tank outlet to the suction of the charging pumps.

On loss of seal injection water to the reactor coolsnt pump seals, ueal

water flow may be reestablished by manually starting a staodby charging

pump. Even if the seal water injection flow is not reestablished, the

plant can be operated indefinitely since the Lhermal barrier cooler has

sufficient capacity to cool the reactor coolant flow which would pass

through the thermal barriet cooler and seal leakoff from the pump volute.

Galvanic Corrosion

The only types of materials which are in contact with each other in borated

witer are stainless steels, Inconel, Stellite valve materials and Zircaloy

fuel element cladding. These materials have bee.a shown(1) to exhibit

only an insignificant degree of galvanic corrosion when coupled to each

other.

For estample, the galvanic corrosion of Inconel versus 304 stainless steel

resulting from high temperature tests (575 0 F) in lithiated, boric acid

solution was found to be less than -20.9 mg/ m2 for the test period of

9 days. Further galvanic corrosion would be trivial since the cell currents

at the conclusion of the Lests were approaching polarization. Zircaloy

versus 304 stainless steel was shown to polarize at 1800F lithiated,

boric acid solution in less than 8 days with a total galvanic attack

of -3.0 mg/di 2'. Stellite versus 304 stainless steel was polariTed in

7 days at 575°F in lithiated boric acid solution. The total galvanic corrosion

for this couple was -0.97 mg/din2.

1)WCEP 1844 "The Galvanic Behavior of Materials in Reactor Coolants"

D. G. Sammarone, Avgust, 1961.
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As can be seen from the tests, the effects of galvanic corrosion are

insignificant to systems containing borated water.

Boration during normal operation to compensate for power changes will be

ir.dicated to the operator from two sources; (a) the control rod movement

and (b) the flow indicators in the boric acid transfex pump discharge line.

When the emergency boration path is used, two indications to the operator

are available. The charging line fGw i£dicator will indicate boric acid

flow since the charging pump suction is aligned to the boric acid transfer

pump suction for this mode of operation. The change .a boric acid tank

level is another indication of boric acid injection.

9.2.4 MINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS

Minimum operating conditions will be specified in the Technical Specifications.

9.2.5 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

The minimum frequencies for testing, calibrating and/or checking instrument

channels for the Chemical and Volume Control Syatem are presented in Table 9.2-8.
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TABLE 9.2-1

CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CCNTROL SYSTEM CODE REQUIREMENTS

Regenerative heat exchanger ASME III*, Class C

Non-Regenerative heat exchanger ASME III, Class C, tube side,
ASME VIII, shell side

Mixed bed demineralizers ASME III, Class C

Reactor coolant filter ASME III, Class C

Volume control tank AS? III, Class C

Seal water heat exchanger ASME III, Class C, tube side,
ASME VIII, shell side

Excess letdown heat exchanger ASMI "III, Class C, tube side,
ASME VIII, shell side

Chemical mixing tank ASME VIII

Deborating demineralizers ASME III, Class C

Cation bed demineralizer ASME III, Class C

Seal water injection filters ASME III, Class C

Holdup tanks ASME III, Class C

Boric acid filter ASME III, Class C

Gas stripper package ASME III, Class C

Boric acid evaporator package ASME III, Class C

Evaporator condensate d-mineralizers ASME III, Class C

Concentrates filter ASME III, Class C

Cation ion exchanger ASME III, Class C

Ion exchanger filter ASME III, Class C

Condensate filter ASME III, Class C

Piping and valves USAS B31.1**,

* ASME III - American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III, Nuclear Vessels.

*AUSAS B31.1 - Code for Pressure Piping, and special nuclear cases where
applicable.
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TABLE 9.2-2*

CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Plant design life, years 40

Seal water supply flow rate, gpm 32

ieal water return flow rate, gpm 12

Normal letdown flow rate, _V 75

Maximum letdown flow rate, gpm 120

Normal charging pump flow (one pump), gpm 87

Normal flow to reactor coolant pumps, gpm 32

Normal charging line flow, gpm 55

Maximum rate of boration with one transfer and
one charging pump, ppm/min 24

Equivalent cooldown rate to above rate of
boration, *F/min 7.0

Maximum rate of boron dilution (maximum design
letdown rate), ppm/hour 300

Two-pump rate of boration, using refueling
water, ppm/min 7.4

Equivalent cooldown rate to above rate of
boration, *F/min 2.1

Temperature of reactor coolant entering system
at full power, *F 555.0

Temperature of coolant return to Reactor
Coolant System at full power, OF 505.0

Normal coolant discharge temperature to
holdup tanks, *F 127.0

Amount of 12% boric acid solution required to
meet cold shutdown requirements shortly
after full power operation, gallons 4000

Volumetric flow rates in gpm are based on 127*F and 15 psig.

* Reactor coolant water quality is given in Table 4.2-4.
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TABLE 9.2-3

CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEK
PRINCIPLE COMPONENT DATA SMMARY

7--

Quantity

Heat Exchangers
Regenerative
Letdown
Seal Water
Excess Letdown

Heat
Transfer
Btu/hr

10.5 x 10 6

14.8 x 10
2.4 x 106
4.7 x 106

1
*1
1a
1

Design
Letdown
Flow
lb/hr

37050
59300
1581,000
12,400

Capacity
zpa.-

Letdown
AT
F0

Design
Pressure

psig. shell/tube

249
253
14
355

2485/2735
150/500
150/150
150/2485

Design
Pressure
psig

650/650
200/400
200/250
2001650

Design
Temperature
OF, shell/tube

Quantity

Pimps
Charging
Boric acid transfer
Hold up tank recirculation
Primary water makeup
Monitor tank
Concentrates holding

tank transfer
Gas stripper feed
Gas stripper bottom

3
2
1
2
3

2
3
4

Pos. Displ.
Canned
Centrifugal
Centrifugal
Centrifugal

98
75
500
150
60

Head ft

2500 psi
235 ft
100 ft
235 ft
235 ft

Canned
Canned
Canned

40
12.5
12.5

150 ft
200 ft
93 ft

3000
150
/5
150
50

150
150
75

Design
Pressure
psig

Design
Temperature
201

250250
200
250
250

250
200
300

Design
Temperature
a F

gmtity
Tanks

Volume control
Charging pump

accumulator
Boric acid
Chemical mixing
Batching
Holdup
Primary water storage
Concentrates holding
Monitor
Resin Fill

1

3
2
1
1
3
1
1
3
1

Vertical

Vertical
Vertical
Vertical
Jacket LL6m.
Vertical
Diaphragm
Vertical
Diaphragm
Open

Volume

400 ft 3

100 in 3

8000 gal
5.0 gal
400 gal 3
8,500 ft
165,000e
800 gal
7,500 gal.
8 cu. ft.

75/15

3000
atmos.
150
atmos.
15
atmos.
atmos.
atmos.

250

250
250
250
250
200
150
250
150
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tied)TABLE 9.2-3 (Contirn

Resin
Volume
ftjquantity Type

Deminerali.;ers
Mixed Bed
Cation Bed
Evaporator Feed
Evaporator Condensate
Deborating

2
1
4
2
2

Flush~ble
Flushable
Flushable
Yi'xed
Fixed

30
12.0
120
12.0
30

Flow

120
40
12.5
12.5
120

Design
Pressure
psig

Design.
TemperatureOF

200
200
200
200
200

250
250
250
250
250
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TABLE 9.2-4

PA.EATERS USED IN THE CALCULATION OF REACTOR COOLANT

1ISSION PRODUCT ACTIVITIES

1. Core thermal power, MWt

2. Fraction of fuel containing clad defects

3. Reactor coolant liquid volume, cu %,

4. Reactor coolant average temperature, OF

5. Purification flow rate (normal), gpm

6. Effective cation demineralizer flow, gpm

7. Volume control tank volumes

a. Vapor, cu ft

b. Liquid, cu ft

8. Fission product escape rate coefficients:
-l

a. Noble gas isotopes, sec
-1

b. Br, I anA Cs isotopes, sec
-1

c. Te isotopes, sec
-1

d. Mo isotopes, see

e. Sr and Ba isotopes, see-1

f. Y, La, Ce and Pr isotopes, sec

9. Mixed bed demineralizer decontamination factors.

a. Noble gases and CQ-134, 136, 137, Y-90

and Mo-99

b. All other isotopes

3216

0.01

12,600

573

75

7

270

130

6.5 x 10-8

1.3 x 10-8

1.0 x 10-9

2.0 x 10-9

1.0 X I0"I1

1.6 x 10"12

1.0

10.0

S

10. Catiot bi

factor f

11. Volume cc

fraction

Isotope

Kr-85

Kr-85m

Kr-87

Kr-88

Xe-233

Xe-133m

Xe-135

Xe-135m

ed demineralizer decontamination

or Cs-134, 136, 137, Y-90 and Ho-99

rntrol tank noble gas stripping

(closed system):

Stripping Fraction

2.j x 10-5

2.7 x 10-1

6.0 x 10-1

4.3 x 10-1

1.6 x 10-2

3.7 x 10-2

1.8 x 10-1

1.0

10.0
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TABLE 9,2-5

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM EQUILIBRIUM ACTIVITIES

Activiation Products Uclcc (573*F)

Mn-54
Hh-56

Co-58

Fe-59

Co-60

2.60 v

5.60 x

7.80 x

1.80 x

9.20 x

10-4

10-3

10-4

10-4

Non-Volatile Fission Products (Continuous Full Power Operation)

Br-84

Rb-86

Rb-89

Sr-89

Sr-90

Y-90

Sr-91

Y-91

Mo-99

1-131

Te-132

1-132

Pc/cc (573oF)

2.71 x 10-2

2.59

5.99 x 10-2

2.80 x 10-3

1.37 x 10-4

2.79 x 10-4

1.32 x 1C-3

5.60 x 10-2

3.3

1.75

1.85 x 10-1

5.99 x 10-1

1-133

T-134

1-134

Cs-' 34

1-135

Cs-136

Cs-137

Cs-138

Ba-140

La-140

Ce-144

Pr-144

mc/cc (5731F)

1.36

1.95 x 10-2

3.56 x 10-1

2.29 x 10-1

1.36

2.22 x 10-2

9.76 x 10-1

4.41 x 10-2

5.98 x 10-4

6.22 x 16-4

2.10 x 16-4

2.31 x 10-4

0

Gaseous Fission Products

Kr-85

Kr-85m

Kr-87

Kr-88

Xe-133

Xe-135

Xe-138

"c/cc (5730F)

4.42 (p' -.

1.66

0.83

2.59

2.09 x 102

8.84

1.14 x 10-1 0



TA"L$F 9.2-6

TRITI( PRODUCTION IN THE REACTOR COOLANT

Basic Asstptions;

Plant Parameters:

1. Core thermal powe-r 3216

2. Coolant water volume 12,600 ft 3

3. Core volume 1152.5 ft 3

4. Core volume fraction

a. UO2  .3023

b. Zr + SS .1035

c. H2 0 .5942

5. Plant fAll power operating times

a. Initial cycle 78 weeks (18 months)

b. Equilibrium 49 weeZ•s (11.3 months)

6. aorcn Concentrations (Peak hot full power

equilibdita '.e)

a. Initial cycle 890 ppm

b. Equilibrium cycle 825 ppm

7. Burnable poison boron content (total-aUl

rods) 18.1 kg

8. Fraction of tritium in core (ternary
fission + burnable boron) diffusing
thru clad 0.30*

9. Ternary fission yield 8 x 10-5 atoms, fission

*The assumption that 30% of the ternary produced tritium oifuses Into tke

coolant is based on the analysis made of ft ;1 retention in the Saxton i-.d

the Yankee stainless clad fuel. This an.ilysis indicated that the fuel re-

tained 68% of the tritium produced in the fuel. Although data is not currently

available on zircaloy clad fuel operating at the specific power anticipated

for thes. reacto.s, it is reasonably certain that a significant portion of

the trtium released by th. fuel will not diffuse through the zircaloy poasibly



TABIX 9.2-6 (Cont'd) 0
because of the formation of zirconlumi tritide. Shippingport

that less than 31 of teraary tirtiu• produced is released to

Although this data cannot be used directly, it does indicate

vill reduce tritit= difiution.

10. Nuclear cross-sections and neutron fluxes

3 1 (n ,2ca) T o ; mb

I Maevy E < 5 Fev - 31.59 (Spectrtw weighted)

E > 5 Hv - 75

Li (n7 no) T (99.9Z purity)

3 Hev < E < 6 )kv - 39.1 (Spectrum weighted)

E > 6 ew -0.4

data indicates

the coolant.

that zircaloy

(nv; ,Ica2-soc)

5.04 x 1013

7.4 x i0 12

2.14 x 1013

2.76 x 1012

LI.6 (n, a) T (99.9Z purity L.7 )

a - 675 barns; iv - 2.14 x 103 nlc 2 -Sec

11. Cooling water Slav: 7.5 x 105 gpo - 15 x 1014 cc/yr

II CALCULATIONS (per year)

A. Tritct. frco Core (Curies) Initial Cycle

1. Ternary Fission 11,450

2. B10 (a, 2a) T ( Lu poison rods) 800

3. B10 (n, a) Li7 (n, na) T 1500
(in poison rots)

Equilibrium Cycle

11,450

N.A.

N.A.

5.

Release fraction (0.30)

Teltal release to Coolant 4125 3440

B. Trtiu•a

1. B10

2. Li 7

from Coolant (Curivs)

(n, 2a) T
(n, nas r (1unit 2.2 ppm

LU)

1130 780

8.88.8

..... i



?ArI.Z 9.2-6 (Cout'd)

:1. (im ) )T (purity ofl *A

99.9%)
4,. weease Tractioni (1.0)
5. Total Release to Coolant

C. Total Tritl=im n Coal~xt (Curies)

8.8

1147.6

5273

8.8

797.6

423S



TABLE 9.2-7

HA Kt~3 ?IL IS O 0I~rC~&ID VOt.LM M$TTROn7 4 ~r

TeL lure Coents--d-Consouen

1) Lacdovwn Una

2) Normal and
alternae
th argii lines

3) Seal rarer
return line

Rupture in the
line Inoldo the
reactor contiln-

See Above.

See Abw•,ve.

The remote air-operated valva located near the
ainu coolant loop to closed on low pI*.surizar

level to prevent supplexontary loss of coolant
through the lotdown line rupture. The contain-
*n*t Isolation vAlves in the letdown Ulnx out-
side the reactor contalrnwnt and also the orifice
block valves are sucowtically closed by the
contament isolation signal Initiated by the
concurrent loss-oa-coolant accident. The closure
of that valve proveucs any leakage of the roxetor
conta1nreent atmosphere outsida the reactor con-
carmanec.

The check valves located near the*mxin coobmnt
loops prevent supplemantary loss of coolant
through the line rupture. The chack valves located
at the boundary of the reactor con eAInent prvernt
any loakage of the reactor concaLnment atsomphera
outclde tha reactor containment.

The mocor-oporatod Isolnk£on valve located out-
side the c6!ainwant it =nually closed or In
automatically cosed by the contain'ent Isola-
clon signal Initiated by tho concurrent lose-
of-coolant accident. The closure £f tata valve
prevents ony leakage of tho reactor containmwat
atuoishoro outilda the reactor contai oot.

0 0



TAME 9.2-8

HT1MThtM( I-IhS TOR TESTOG. CLERATfIG ANWOR
CHO MItX NGTSTRIUMKN CHAMIES

cbeaneue

Charging flew

Boric &Cad tanRk level

\olme cmtrol tan lavel

sorie acId ccmtrol

Valve te-eratura intexlock*

Pusp-valv* iuterlock

Acticn

Calibrate

Calibratte
Check

Calibrate

Test

Check

Test

Check

Minimu mFrequency

Each refueling

Each refueling
Each week

Each refueling

90 days

Each V-.ek

Each refueling

Each refuelin&
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9.3 AUXILIARY COOLANT SYSTJ*

9.3.. DESIGN BASIS

The Auxiliary Coolant System consists of three loops as shown in Figure 9.3-1;

the component cooling loopD the residual heat removal loop, 'nd the spent

fuel pit cooling loop.

Performance Objectives

Component Cooling Loog

The component cooling Loop Is lesigned to remove residual and sensible

heat from the Reactor Coolant System, via the residual heat removal loop,

during plant shutdown; cool the letdown flow to the Chemical Volume and

Control System during power operation; and to provide cooling to dissipate

waste heat from various primary plant components.

Active loop components which are reliLd Jpon to perform the cooling function

are redundant. Redundancy of components in the process cooling loop does

not degrade the reliability of any system which the process loop serves.

The loop design provides for doetection of radioactivity entering the loop

from reactor cooldnt source and also provides for isolation means.

Residual Heut Removal Loop

The residual heat remc.-al loop is designed to remo%e residual and sensible

heat from the core and reduce the temperature of tle Reactor Coolant System

during the second phase of plant cooldown. During the first phase of cool-

down, the temperature of the Reactor Coolant System Is reduced by transferring

heat from the Reactor Coolant SystLm to the Steam and Power Conversion System.

9.3-1



All active loop components which are relied upon to perform zheir function

're redundant.

The loop design provides means to detect radioactivity migration to the ultimate

S heat sink environment and includes provisions which permit adequate action

for continued core cooling when required, in the event radio-activity limits

are exceeded.

The loop design precludes any signific= .eduction in the overall design

reactor shutdown margin when the loop is brought into operation for decay

heat removal or for emergency core cooling by recirculation.

The Loop design includes provisions to enable periodic hydrostatic testing

to applicable code test pressures.

Loop components, whose design pressure and temperature are less than the

Reactor Coolant System design limits, are provided with overpressure protective

devices and redundant isolation means.

Spent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop

The spent fuel pit cooling loop is designed to remove from the spent fuel

pit the heat generated by stored spent fuel elements.

Loop design does not incorporate redundant active components. Alternate

cooling capability can be made available under anticipated malfunctions

or failures (expected fault conditions).

Loop pt.ping is so arranged that failure of any pipeline does not diain

the spent fuel pit below the top of the stored fuel elements.

The design basis for the loop provides the capability to totally unload

the reactor vessel for maintenance or inspection at the time that 1/3 core

already occupies the spent fuel storage pool.

Supptlmert 13 93-
8/70



Desiga Characteristics

Component Cooling LooB

Two pumps and one component heat exchanger are normally operated to provide

cooling water for the components located in the auxiliary building and

the reactor coolant pumps. The water is normally supplied to all components

being cooled even though one of the components may be out of service.

Makeup water is taken frno the primary water treatment plant, as required and

delivered to the surge tank. A backup source of water is provided from

the primary water make-up transfer pumps.

The operation of the loop is monitored with the following instrumentation:

a) A pressure detector on the line between the component cooling pumps

and the component cooling heat exchangers

b) A temperature and flaw indicator in the outlet line from the heat

exchangers

c) A radiation monitor and temperature indicator on the main inlet line

to the component cooling pumps.

Residual Heat Removal Loop

Two pumps and two residual heat exchangers perform the decay heat cooling

functions for the rtactor unit. After the Reactor Coolant System temperature

and pressure have been reduced to 350Ov and 350 psit, respectivelys decay

heat cooling is Lnitiated by aligning pumps to take suction from the reactor

outlet line and discharge through the heat exchangers into the reactor

inlet line. If only one pump and one heat exchanger are available, reduction

of reactor coolant temperature is accomplished ut a lower rate.

9.3-3



The equip-mnt ,stilized for decay heat cooling Is also used for emergency core

coolin& dur;.ng loss-of-coolant accident conditions, This is described in

Sctaon 6.

S$peot ruel Pit Coolins Loop

Darintg normal conditions 1/3 of a core is stored in the pool. When 1/3

of a core is present, the pump and spent fuel heat exchanger will handle

the load and maintain a pit water temperature less than 120*F. Vhen 1-

113 ctr- are stored, the pit is mainuained belov 1500F. The pool is initially

filled vith water from the refueling water storage tank.

Code_ and Class ifications

All piping and components of the A=xiliary Coolant Systen are designed

to the applicable codes and standards listed in Table 9.3-4. The cocponent

cooling loop water contains a torrosion inhibitor to protect the carbon

steel piping. Austenitic stain-ess steel piping is used in the spent fuel

pit cooling loop, which contains borated water without corrosion inhibitor.

4.3,.2 SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERAIION

Co•ponent Coolin- Loop

Component cooling is provided for the tollowing heat sources:

a) Residual heat exchangtra (Auxiliary Coolant System, ACS)

b) Reactor coolant pumps (Reactor Coolant System)

c) Ron regenerative heat =xchanger (Chemical and Volume Control System, CVCS)

d) Excess letdown heat exchanger (CVCS)

e) Seat water heat exchanger (CVCS)

0) Boric acid recycle evaporators and condensate coolers (SVCS)

s) Sample heat exchangers (Sampling System)

h) Waste evaporator condenser (Waste Disposal System)

1) Vaste gas cmapressors (Waste Disposal Systca

9,3-4



j ) P.eactor vessel support pads

•) Residual heat revoval pumsp (ACS)

1) Safety injection pumps (Safety Injection System, SIS)

a ) aRecirculation pumps

n) Spent fuel pit heat exchanger (ACS)

o) Charging pumps (CVCS)

At the reactor coolant pump, coponent cooling water removes heat from

the bearUng oil and the theruaL barrier. Since the heat is transferred

from the component cooling water to the aervice water, the component cooling

loop serves as an intermediate system betwee the reactor coolant and service

water cooling system. This double barrier arrangement reduczes the probability
of leakaSe of high pressure, potentially radioactive coolant to the service

water system.

During normal full power operation, two c=ponert cooling punps and one

component cooling heat exchanger accunodate the heat removal loads. One

standby pump provides 50 backup aud a heat exchange. provides 100 per

cent backup during normal operation. Three pumps and two heat exchangers

are utilized to remove the residual mid sensible heat during plant shutdown.

If one of the pumps or one of the heat exch,ugers is not operative, safe

shutdown of the plant is not affected, however, the time for cooldown is

extended.

The surge tank accomodates expansion, ccntraction and in-leakage of water,

and ensures a continuous component cooling water supply until a leaking

cooling line can be isolated, Because the tank is normally vented to the

atmosphere, a radiation monitor in the component cooling pump inlet header

annumciates Lb the control :oom, and closes a iislve in the surge tank vent

line in the unlikely event that the radiation level reaches a preset level

above the normal background.

9.3-5



Ragidual Hleat Removal I1.on~

The residual heat reoval loop consists of heat exchangers, pumps, piping

4nd thz- necessary valves and instrumentation. During plant shutdown, coolant

flws l ro- the Reactor Coolant System to the residual heat removal pumps,

through the tube side of the .-esidual heat exchangers and back to the Reactor

Coolant System. The inlet line to the residual heat reumval loop starts

at the hot leg of one reactor coolant loop and the return line connects

to the Safety Injection System Riping. The residual heat exchangers are

used to coal the water during the latter phase of Safety Injection System

operaticn. These duties are defined in Section 6 . The heat loads are

transferrd by tha residual beat exchangers to the component cooling water.

During plant sbutdown, the cooldown rate of the reactor coolant is conr-

trolled by regulating the flow through the tube side of the residual heat

exchangers. Two remotely operated control valves downstream of the residual

heat exchangers are used to control flow.

Double, remotely operated valving is provided to isolate the residual heat

removal loop from the Reactor Coolant System. When Reactor Ccolant System

pressure exceeds the design pressure of the residual heat removal loop,

an interlock between the Reactor Coolant System wide range pressure channel

and the first inlet valve prevents the valve from opening. A remotely

operated valve and two check valves isolate each line to the Reactor Coolant

System cold legs from the residual beat removal loop.

Sgent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop

The apeut fuel pit cooling loop remo%s residual heat from fuel stored

in the spent fuel pit. The loop is normally required to handle the heat

load from 1/3 of the core freshly discharged from the reactor but it can

safely accomodate the heat load from 1-1/3 cores, for which there in storage

apace available. The spent fuel ins placed in the pit during refueling

and is stored until it is shipped to a reprocessing facility.

9.3-6
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"Fe The spent fuel pit is located outside the reactor containment and is not

affected by any loss-of-coolant accident in the containment. The water

in the pit is connected during refueling to that in the refueling canal

by a valve. Only a very small amount of interchange of water occurs as

fuwl assemblies are transferred.

The spent fuel pit cooling loop consists of a pump, heat exchanger, filter.

demineralizer, piping and associated valves and instrumentation. The pump

draws water from the pit, circulates it through the heat exchanger and

returns it to the pit. A second pump is used to circulate refueling water

throtgh the demineralizer and filter for purification. Component cooling

water cools the heat exchanger. Redundancy of this equipment is not required

because ot the large heat capacity of the pit and the slow heat up rate

as shown in Table 9.3-3. However, in the event of failure of the spent .

fuel pump, alternate connections are provided for connecting a temporary

pump to the spent fuel pit loop. This consists of blind flange connections

in the suction and discharge piping.

The clarity and purity of the spent fuel pit water is maintained by passing

approximately 5 per cent of the lop flow through a filter and demineralizer.

The spent fuel pit pump suction line, which is used to drain the pit, pene-

trates the spent fuel pit waUl above the fuel assemblies. The penetration

location prevents loss of water as a result of a possible suction line

rupture.

Component Coolina Loop Components

C3mooneut Cooling Heat Exchangers

The two comp-!-nt cm~ling heat exchangers are of the shell and straight

tube type. Service water circulates through the tubes while component

cooLing water circulates through the shell siWe. Parameters are presented

in Table 9.3-1.

9.3-7



Component Coolina Pusps

The three compouent cooling pumps which circulate component cooling water

through the component cooling loop are horizontal, centrifugal units. The

pump casings are made from cast iron (ASTH 48) based on the corrosion-

erosion resistance and the ability to obtain sound castings. The materi il

thickness is dictated by high qualit.y casting practicv, and ability to

withstand mechanical damage and as such are substantially overdesigneL from

a stress level standpoint. Parawtters are presented in Table 9.3-1.

Awciliary Com.ortent Coolin:g Pumps

Two auxiliary component cooling pumps are started during the injection phase

to protect the recirculation pump motors from the containment atmosphere.

An auxiliary component cooling pump is connected to the motor shaft of each

safety injection pump to cool the safety injection pump bearings. The

auxiliary component cooling pLups are discussed in further detail in

Section 6.2.

Component Cooling SurRe Tank

The component cooling surge tank which accommodates changes in component

cooling water volume is constructed o. carbon steel. Parameters are pre-

cnted in Table 9.3-1. In addition to piping connections, the tank has

a flanged opening at the top for the addition of the chemical corrosion

inhibitor to the component cooling loop.

Component Cooling Valves

The valves tsed in the component cooling loop are standard commercial valves

constructed of carbon steel wit•i bronze or stainless steel trim. Since

the component cooling water is not normally radioactive, special features

to prevent leakage to the atmosphere are not provided.

Self-actuated spring loaded relief valves are provided for lines and components

that could be pressurized to their design pressure by improper operaLion

or malfunction.
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Component Cooling Piping

All component cooling loop piping is carbon steel with welded joints and

connections except at components which might need to be removed for maintenance.

Residual Heat Removal Loop Components

Residual Heat Exchangers

The two residual heat exchangers located within the containment are of

the shell and U-tube type with the tubes welded to the tube sheet. Reactor

coolant circulates through the tubes, while cmponent cooling water circulates

through the shell side. The tubes and other surfaces in contact with reactor

coolant are austenitic stainless steel and the shell is carbon steel.

Residual Heat Removal Pumps

The two residual heat removal pumps are vertical, centrifugal units with

special s.als to prevent reactor coolant leakage to the atmosphere. All

pump part4 in contact with reactor coolant are austenitic stainless steel

or equivalent corrosion resistant material.

Residual Heat Removal Valves

The valves used in the residual heat removal loop are constructed of bastenitic

stainless steel or equivalent corrosion resistant material.

Stop valves are provided to isolate equipment for maintenance. Throttle

valves are provided for remote and manual control of the residual heat

exchanger tube side flow. Check valves prevent reverse flow through the

residual heat removal pumps.

Two remotely operated series stop valves at. the inlet with a pressure interlock

isolate the residual heat removal loop from the Reactor Coolant System.

The residual heat removal loop is isolated from the Reactor Coolant System
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by two series check valves and a remotely operated stop valve on the outlet

line. Overpressure in the residual heat removal loop is relieved through

a check valve to the low pressure letdown atreadf in the Chemical and Volume

Control System.

Valves that perform a modulating function are equipped with two sets of

packing and an inttrmediate leakoff connection that discharges to the Waste

Disposal System.

Manually operated valves have backseats to facilitate repacking and to

limit the stem leakage when the valves are open.

Residual Heat Removal Piging

All residual heat removal loop piping is austenitic stainless steel. The

piping is welded with flanged connections at the pumps.

Seent kuel Pit Loop Components

Spent Fuel Pit ~p=. ExchanRer

The spent fuel pit heat exchanger is of the shell and U-tube type with

the tubes welded to the tube sheet. Component cooling water circulates

through the shell, and spent fuel -it water circulates through the tubes.

The tubes are austenitic stainles- -reel and the shell is ca"bon steel,

Spent Fuel Pit ,Pump

The spent fuel pit pump circulates water in the spent fuel pit cooling

loop. All wetted surfaces of the pump are austenitic stainless steel,

or equivalent corrosion resistant material. The pump is operated manually

from a local station.
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W.
The refueling water purification punp circulates water in a loop between

the refueling water storage tank and the spent fuel pit demineralizer and

filter. All wetted surfaces of the pump are austenitic stainless steel.

The pump is operated manually from a local station.

Spent Fuel Pit Filter

The spent fuel pit filter removes particulate matter larger than 5 microns

from the spent fuel pit water. The filter cartridge is synthetic fiber

and tha vessel shell is austenitic stainless steel.

Spent Fuel Pit 3trainer

A stainless steel strainer is located at the inlet of the spent fuel pit

loop suction line for removal of relatively large particles which might

otherwise clog the spent fuel pit demineralizer.

Spent Fuel Pit Demineralizer

The demineralizer is sized to pass 5% of the loop circulation flow, to

provide adequate purification of the fuel pit water for unrestricted access

to the working area, and to maintain optical clarity.

Spent Fuel Pit Skimmer

A skimmer pump, strainer and filter are provided for surface skimming of

the spent ftu:l pit water.

Spent Fuel Pit Valves

Manual stop v&lves are used to isolate equipment and lines, and manual

throttle valves provide flow control. Valves in contact with spent fuel

pit water are austenitic stainless steel or equivalent corrosion resistant

material.

9.3-11
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All pipinl in contact with spent fuel p).h water to austenitic atainless

steel. The piping to welded except w|hkre flanged connections are used

at thi pump, heat exchanger and filter to facilitate maintenance.

9.3, 3 Y•T EVALUATION

v inilit -And -Re lisbilit

co~meone~nt Cooltnit L•,ooJ

For component cooling of the reactor coolant pumps, the excesn. letdown

heat exchanger and the residual heat exchangers inside the containment,
most of the piping, valves, and Instrumentation arc located outside the

primary mystem concrete shield at an elevation above the water level in

tho bottom 6f the containmant at pont-accident conditions. (The exceptions

are the cooling lines for the reactor coolant pumps nnd reactor support.,

which can be secured following the accident.) In this location the Pysteam

in the containment are protected against credible missiles and from boing

flooded during post-accidont operation.. Alo, this location peovidas

shielding which allows for maintenance and inspectiono to be performed

during powor operation.

Outsida the containment, the residual heat removal pumps. the spent fuel

hut• oxchanger, tihe component cooling pumps and heat exchangers and associated

valves, piping and instrumontation are maintainablo And in~poctable during

power operation. Replacement of one pump or one beat exchanger is practicable

white the other units are in service.

Sevaral of the componanta in the component cooling loop atre fabricated from
carbon stool. The component cooling water contains a corrosion Inhibitor to

protect the carbon stual. Welded joints and connactions arc used oxcept where

flanged closures are employed to facilitAto maintenance. At leQnt 10% of the Com-
ponent coolinj line welds inside the containment are 100% radiographed. The entire

Supplemuent 14
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system is seismic Class I and is housed in structures of the same classification.

The components are designed to the codes given in Table 9.3-4. In addition

the components are not subjected to any high pressures (See Table 9.3-1) or

stresses. Hence a rupture or failure of the system is very unlikely.

During the recirculation phase following a loss-of-coolant accident, one

of the three component cooling water pumps is required to deliver flow

to the shell side of one of the residual heat exchangers.

Residual Heat Removal Loop

T,-o pumps and two heat exchangers are utilized to remove residual and sensible

heat during plant cooldown. If one of the pumps and/or one of the heat

exchangers is not operative, safe operation or safe cooldown of the plant

is not affected, however, the time for cooldown is extended. The function

of this equipment following a loss-of-coolant accident is discussed in

Section 6.

Spent Fuel P-.-t Cooling Loop

This manually controlled loop may be shutdown safely for reasonable time

periods, as shown in Table 9.3-3, for maintenance or replacement of malfunctioning

components.

Leakage Provisions

Component Coolinx Loop

Water leakage from piping, valves, and equipment in the system inside the

containment is not consltered to be generally detrimental unless the leakage

exceeds the makeup capability. With respect to water leakage from piping,

valves, and equipmert outside the containment, welded construction is used
where possible to minimize the possibility of leakage. The component cooling

water could become contaminated with radioactive water due to a leak in

any heat exchanger tube in the Lhemical and Volume Control, the Sampling,

or the Auxiliary Coolant System,., or a leak in the cocling coil for the

mechanical seal on a reactor coolant pump.
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Tube or coil leaks in components being cooled would be detected during

normal plaut operation by the leak detection system described in Sections

4.2.7 and 6.7. Such leaks are also detected anytime by a radiation monitor

located on the main return cooling line.

Leakage from the component cooling loop can be detected by a falling level

in the component cooling surge tank. The rate of water level fall and

the area of the water surface in the tank permit determination of the leakage

rate. To assure accurate determinations, the operator would check that

temperatures are stable.

The component which is leaking can be located by sequential isolation or

inspection of equipment in the loop. If the leak is in the on-line component

cooling water heat exchanger, the standby exchanger would bc put in line

and the leaking exchanger isolated and repaired. Overall leakage within

the containment is limited to the value given in the Technical Specifications.

Should a large tube side to shell side leak develop in a residual heat

exchanger, the water level in the component cooling surge tank would rise,

and the operator would be alerted by . high water alarm. The atmospheric

vent on the tank is automatically closed in the event of high radiation

level at the component cooling water pump suction header. If the leaking

residual heat exchanger is not isolated from the component cooling loop

before the inflow completely fills the surge tank, the relief valve on

the surge tank lifts. The discharge of this relief valve is routed to

the auxiliary building waste holdup tank.

The severence of a cooling line serving aa individual reactor coolant pump

cooler would result in substantial leakage of component cooling water.

However, the piping is small as compared to piping located in the missile

protected area of the containment. Therefore, the water stored in the

surge tank after a low level alarm together with makeup flow provides ample

time for the closure of the valves external to the containment to isolate

the leak before cooling is lost to the essential components in the component

cooling loop.
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The relief valves on the component cooling water lines dowz.stream from

each reactor coolant pump are designed with a capacity equal to the maximum

rate at which reactor coolant can er,-,er the component cooling loop from

a severence type break of the reactor coolant pump thermal barrier cooling

coil. The valve set pressure equals the design pressure of the component

cooling piping.

The relief valves on the cooliug water lines downstream from the sample,

excess letdown, seal water, non-regenerative, spent fuel pit and residual

heat exchangers are sized to relieve the volumetric expansion occurring

if the exchanger shell side is isolated when cool, and high temperature

coolant flo. 4 through the tube side. The set pressure equals the design

pressure of the shell side of the heat exchangers.

The relief vaA..ve on the component cooling surge tank is sized to relieve

the maximum flow rate of water which enters the surge tank following a

rupture of a reactor coolant pump thermal barrier cooling coil. The set

pressure equals the design pressure of the component cool-ng surge tank.

Residual Heat Removal Loop

During reactor operation all equipment of che residual heat removal loop

is idle, and the associated isolation va] .es are closed. During the loss-

of-coolant accident conditi,2n, water from the recirculation sump is recirculated

through a loop inside the containment using the recirculation sumps and

the residual heat exchangers. The residual heat removal pumps (which are

located outside of the containment) serve as backup to the intexual recirculation

pumps.

Each of the two residual heat removal pumps is located in a shielded cimpartmen,

with a floor drain. Piping conveys the drain water to an external -

which is capable of handling the flow which would result from the . a

of a residual heat removal pump seal. A 50 gpm sump pump discharges

the waste hold-up tank.
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Spgnt F6el, Pit Coging Loo

Whenever a leaking fuel assembly is transferred from the fuel transfer 0
canel to the spent fuel storage pool, a small quantity of fission products

may enter the spent fuel cooling water. A small purification loop is provided

for removing these fission products and other contaminants frtm the water.

The probability of inadvertently draining the water from the cooling loop

of the spent fuel pit is exceedingly low. The only means 1.hrough such

actions cis opening a valve on the cooling line and leaving it open when

the pump is operating, In the unlikely event of the cooling loop of the

spent fuel pit being drained, the spent fuel storage pit itself cannot

be drained and no spent fuel is uncovered since the spent fuel pit cooling

connections enter near the top of the pit. With no heat removal the time

tot the spent fuel pit water to rise from 120*F to 180*F with 1/3 core stored

in the pit is approximately 13.8 hours. The temperature and level indicators

in the spent fuel pit would warn the operator of the loss of cooling. This

slaw heatup rate of the spent fuel pit would allow sufficient time to take

any necessary action to provide adequate cooling while the cooling capability

of the spent fuel pit cooling loop is being restored.

Assuming that Lhe r-qrtor had recently been refueled and one core region

was placed in iel pit, a fisson product decay period of approximately

47.5 days woul ed after the spent f .u. was placed in the pit before

the natural hea- nA the pit would be equivalent to the decay heat.

Incident Control

Component Cooling Loop

In the unlikely event of a pipe severance in the component cooliný. loop,

backup is prceided for post accident heat removal by the fan coolers.

Should the break occur outside the containment the leak could either be

isolated by valving or the broken line could be repaired, depending on the

location in the loop at which the break occured.
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Once the leak is isolated or the break has been repaired, makeap water is

supplied from the reactor makeup water tank by one of the primary makeup
water pumps. If the loop drains completely before the leakage is stopped,

itt can be refilled by a primary makeup water pump in less than two hours.

If the break occurs inside the containment on a cooling water line to a

reactor Loolant pump, the leak can be isolated. Each of the c oling water

supply lines to the reactor coolant pumps contains a cheek valve inside and

remotely operated valves outs.de the containment wall. Each return line

has remote operat Wd valves outside the containment wall. The cooling water

supply line to the %'xce.d letdown heat exchanger contains a check valve

inside the containment wall and both supply and return lines have automatically

isolated valves outside the containment wall which are closed during normal

operation.

Should the break occur inside the containment and the leak can not be isolated

the residual heat removal pumps and safeLy injection pumps, if required, are

employed to recirculate uncooled spilled water to the core. Heat is

removed from the core by boil off of the water to the containment with the

fan coolers being used to condense the resulting steam. Connections are

provided on the residual heat removal and safety injection pump cooling water

lines so that an alternate source of cooling waier can be provided.

Flow indication is provided on the component cooling return lines from the

safety injection and residual heat removal pumps. Each of the component cooling

supply lines to the residual heat exchangers has a noramlly closed remotely

operated valve. If one of the valves fails to open at initiation of long-term

•ecirculation, the valve whi :h does oren supplies a heat exchanger with

sufficient cooling to remove the heat load.

That portion of the loop located outside the containment is considered to be

a part of the reactor building isolation barrier.

Except for the normall1. closed makeup line and equipment vent and drain lines,

there are no direct connections between the cooling wate- and other systems.

The equipment vent and drain lines outside the containment have manual valves

which are normally closed unloss the equipment is being vented or drained for

maintenance or repair operations.
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Uesidual Heat Removal loop

The residual heat removal loop is connected to the reactor outlet line on

the suction side and to the reactor Inlet line on the discharge side. On

the suction side the connection is through two electric motor-opera..d gate

valves in series with the first valve interlocked with reactor coolant system

pressure. On the ditcharge side the connection is through two check valves

in series with an electric motor operated gate valve. All of these are closed

whenever the reactor Is in the operating condition.

Soent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop

The uost serious failure of this loop is compl-tte loss-of-vater in the storage

pool. To protect against this posslb .lity, the spent fuel storage pool cooling

connections nter near the water level so that the pool cannot be either gravity-

draiaed or inadvertently drained. For this same reason care is also exercised

in the design and installation of the fuel transfer tube. The water in the

opnet fuel pit below the cooling loop connections could be removed by using a

portable pump.

Malfunction Analysis

A failure analysis of pumps, heat exchangers and valves is presented in

Table 9.3-5.

9.3.4 MHIBHnU OPERATIG CON1DITIONS

Minimum operating conditions for the Auxiliary Coolant System will be

specified In the Technical Specifications.

9.3.5 TESTS AND INSPECTION4S

The residual heat removal pumps flow instrument channels are calibrated during

each refuelJng operation.
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The active coapaaeaLs of the Auwiliary Coolant System are In either continuous

or intezilttent use duriar normzl plantr operatioa and no adLtional periodic

tests are required. Pcriodic visual inspections and preTentative maintenace

am conducted following no•al Industrial p-actice&.

S•!ples are analyzed to deteruine the a=ou=t of radioactivity in the reactor

coolant. If the radioactivity level- •s high a reactor coolant sample is

analyzed and at. Iodine extraction made and countcd as an ivdication of defects

in fuel claddin&. The frequency of Pa=pling for gross activity Md for radio-

ehezical analysis of the reactor coolant, as specAtied In Section 15,

Technical Specifications, uill be adequate to detect fuel clad defects to

support plant ,peratioc as based on past experience.

0
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TABLE 9.D-A

IMF". Cr"FQ"T- DATA

Component Coolin Pumps

Q7antity

Rated capscity (each), Mus
R-ted head, ft H20

Haotor horeepowr, hp

Naterial

Dazsit pressure, psig

Dcsliu tAeerature,, 'F

Cccponeit CoolUng Heat Excbgers

qLamtlty

Type
Dcstin heat transfer, Btuthr

Shell Sade (compment cooling vater) -

Operating inlet temp., 'F

Operating cutlet te p., *F

Design flow rate, lb/hr

Design tezparature, IF

lksign pressure, psig

Naterial

TUbe *Ldt. (service vater) -

0perating cutlet toperature, IF

operz-'n outlet teeperature, IF
Destj. flAe rate, lb/hr

DestSgn pressure, pafs

Design tn-arature, *F

%aterild

3
Horizontal Crifugal

360
220

Cast liro

200

2

Shell and straight tube

31.4 x 106

100.1

88.2
2.66 x 206

200

1SO

Carbon steel

75

81.9

4.55 x 106

200

admiralty



Caspccr~ counssure MLE 9i.3-1 (Cmtlnutd)

fqusmtity

voll= * gal-

Wormal vatEpr volume, gal.

Design pressure, paig

Design stemperaturep, OF

Constructica material

I

2000
1000

100

200
Carbon~ steel

Auxiliary Compooent Cooling P=PS

QA=Miatiy

Type

Rated capacity* spa
Rated head, ft 1120
Motor boanepovier, hp

Cim ing Material

r.wsign p~mssura, psig
Design texperaturre, OF

2

Vertical centrifugal

100

s Cast iron

200

Cocponent Cooling Loop Piping 4md Valves

Design pressurej, paig

Destgn tezpervturep OF

150

200

0
D-2
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Lt~SDULU
TABe 9,3-2

A? TF2VAL LOOP COPTV DATA 0
Reactor coolanL teaperatL.e at st&%tup of residual

heat remyosl oF

TI=u to cool reactor coolant system fron 350*F

to 140*F, hr (all equipment operational)

Refueling vater storage temperature, OP

Decay heat generation at 20 bra after shutdown

conditon Btu/hi

Reactor cavity fill time, hr

Reactor cavity drain time, hr

H?03 c*ncentratlan in tefueling water storage

tAnks, ppm boron

Residual Heat Removal Pups

quantity

Type

Rated capacity (each), Mp

Rated head, ft 2 0

Motor horsepower, hp

Material

Design pressure, psag

Design temperature, OF

Residual Heat Exchangers

Quantity

Type

Design Heat Transfer (each), Btu/hr

350

16

Ambient

61.6 x 106

1

4

2000-5000

2

Vertical Centrifugal

3000

350

SS

600

400

2

Shefl and U-tube

30.8 x 106

Shell side (component cooling water)

Operating inlet temp., OF

Operating outlet .emp., 9F

Design flow rate, lb/hr

Design temperature, OF

Design pressure, psig

Material

83.12

100.8

2.46 x 106

200

50o

Carbon steel
0



F

I.
TABLE 9.3-2 (Continued)

Tube side (Rkcetor coolant)

Operating inlet temp.,, OF

Operating outlet temp.

Dezign flow rate, lb/hr

Desiga temperature, *F

Design pressure, psig

Material

135

113.5

1.44 x 106

400

600

Stainless steel

Fosidual Heat Removal Loop

A, Isolated loop

Desi•n pressure, psig

Design temperature, *F

B. Loop isolation

Design pressure, psig

Design temperature, OF

Piping and Valves

600

600

2485

650
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TABLE 9.3-3

SPENTr PIL COOLING •OP CODeMsEr" RATA 6
System Cooling Capacity, Btulhr

Nomal (1/3 core)

Mim= (1-1/3 cores)

Pit Water Heat Inertia, No Heat Removal

Tiue to heat from 120 to 180*?, 1/3 core, hr

Time to heut from 1421 to 180OF, 1-1/3 core, hr

Spent Fuel Pit Heat Exchanger

Quantity

Type

Design heat transfer, Btu/hr(2)

9.99 x 106

22.94x 10 6

13.*8

2.9

1

Shell and U-tube

11.15 x 106

Shell side (Component cooling water)

Operating inlet temp., 'OF

Operating outlet, temp. OF

Design flow rate, lb/hr

Design temperature, OF

Design pressure, psia

material

Tube side (spent fuel pit water)

Operating inlet temp., PF

"perating outlet temp., *F

Desilo flow rate, lb/hr

Desire, temperature, OF

Desigz pressure, paig

Hathrial

91.3

101.5

1.1 x 106

200
150

Carbon steel

120

109.9

1.1 x 10 6

200

150

Stainless steel

0

Vote 1: The temperature of equilibrium with cooling system operating

:Note 2: Aasuaed pool rater to heat exchanger at 120*P and cooling water

to heat ezehanger at 91.3&F. 4

D-5



9.TABLE 93-3 (Concinued)

Kul=m= differential p•eaure across filter
at ratea flow (clean), pmi

Kwdomu differential pressure across filter
prior to ueplacement, psi

Filtration requirement

Spent Fuel Pit Skimer Pusp

quantity
Type

Rated capacity, gpu

Rated head$ ft )320

Design pressure, psrt

Design temperaturep IF

laterial

5

20

98 retoention of
part-cles above
5 nicrons

1

Borlizontal Centrifugal

100

50

50

200

Stalrless steel

Refueling Water Purification Pup

Quantity

Type

Rated capacity, Spn

Rated head, ft H 20

Design pressure, psig

Design teuperature, IF

Material

1

Hlorizontal Centrifugal

100
150

150

200

Stainless steel

Spent Fuel Pit Cooling Loop

Design pressure, paig

Design temperature, IF

Spent Fwel Pit Skiwser Loop

Design pressure, psig

Design cewperature, IF

Piping and Valves

150

200

Piping and Valves

100

200

Refueliug Water Purification Loop Piping and Valves

Design pressure, paig

Design temperatures, *r 200



TABL 9.3-3 (Continued)

spent ruia Pit P=p

Quanitity

Type

: Rated capacLty, gpe

Rated head, ftH 0

Motor horsepwer

Design prutsuta. psig

Dg•Ign temperature, *'

Spent Fuel Storage Pool

voluma, ft3

Boron concentation, ppa boron

-Spent Fuel Pit Yi1ter
Qna~itity

Internal design pmssure of housing, psig

Design teaperature, *F

Ulted flow,, an

Maximum differential pressure across filter
element at rated flov (clean cartridge), psi
Ma1smum differential pressure across the
filter element prior to removinS, psi

FiLtration r-.quiretment

I
Horizontal Centrifugal

Staitnl•as steel

2300

125

100

150
2OO

37,300

2000 to 2500

1
200

250

100

5

20

982 retention of patticles
down to 5 icronc

I

II

Spent Fuel Pit Strainer

quantity

Rated flo, spa

Hazl= differential pressure across the
strainer element at rated flov (clean), psi

Porforation

1

2300

1

Approx. 0.2X

-e
Su pl.ne't 84/30D3-7
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TABLE 9.3-3 (Continued)

Spent Fftl Pit Dendneralizer

Type
Design pressures psig

Design -tanparatura, *P

F1ow ratas spa

Raisn av a, cu. ft.

2
Flushable

200

250

100

30

Speast Fue Pit Skiners

Quantity

Flovg per unit, Wa

Vertical fluctuation range:

Floating, inch

v.Anual adjustment, feet

Spent Fuel Pit Skimwer Strainer

Quantity

Type

Rated flow, Spa

Design pressure, psi&

Design tespeTature, mF

Maxivom differential pressure across strmitner
at rated flw, psi

Per~oratLon, inch

Spent Fuel Pit Skitmwr Filter

Quantity

Type

Internal design pressure, psig

Design temperAture, *F

Rated fIlov, Sp

2

50

4

2

1

Basket

100

50

200

1

1/8

1

Replaceable

200

250

100

D-8
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TABLE 9.3-4

AUXILIMA COOLANT SYSTEM

CODE REqUIREM,,TS

Component cooling htat exchangers

Component cooling surge tank

Coaponent cooling loop piping and valves

Residu*l heat exchangera

Rasidual beat removal piping and valves

ASM VIll

ASHE VIll

USAS B31.1

Spent fuel pit filter

Spent fe6 heat exchanger

ASME
side

ASME

USAS

AShE

ASME
aide

ASHE

USAS

III, Class C, tube

VIII, shell side

B13.1

III, Clare C

III, Class C, tube

V1110 shell side

B31.1Spent fuel Pit loop piping and valves

6
D-9



TABLE 9.3-5

lArLlFt' ANAT.VLTS OF PUMPS. HEAT EXCHANGERS. AND VALVESJmWV• mMWeW•WO• V8

CoMnonents

1. Component cooling water

PUMPS

2. Compooent coolin1
water pumps

3. Cfoponent cooling
water pumps

4. Copmnent cooling
wAter

Halfunction

Rupture of a pump
casing

Pump fails to start

Mznual valve on
a pump suction
line closed

N1ormally open valve

Comnents and Consequenceas

The castina and shell are designed for 150 psi and 200"7
which exceeds maximum operating conditions. Pump is in-
spectable and protected against credible missiles. Rupture
is not considered credible. However, each unit is iaolable.
Two of the three pumpx are needed to carry total pumping load.

One operating pump supplies sufficient water for emergency
cooling.

This is prevented by prestartup and operationCL checks.
Further, during normal operation, each rr.mp in checked on
a periodic basis which would show if a valve is closed.

The valve is checked opeit during periodic operation of the
pumps during normal. operation.0

5. Component cooling
heat exchanger

b. Demineralized water
makeup line check
valve

7. Component cooling
heat exchanger vent
or drain valve

8. Componenr cooling water
inlet valve to residual
heat eschanger

Tube or shell
ruptuxe

Sticks open

Left open

Fails to open

Rupture is
pressures.
total heat

The Pheck valve is backed up by the manually operated valve,
Manual valve in normally closed

This is prevented by prestartup and operational checks. On
the opezating unit such a situation is readily assessed br
makeup requirements to system. On the second unit such a
situation Is ascertained during periodic testing.

There is one valve on each outlet line from ench heat exchangev.
One heat exchanger remains in service and provides adequate
heat removal during long term recirculation. During no%mal
operation the cooldowa time is extended.

considered improbable because of the low operating
Each unit is isolable. Second unit can carry

load for normal operation.
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9.4 SAIWLING SYSTEM

9.4.1 DESILNq BASIS

Perforoaace Require-ents

This system provides samples for laboratory analysis to evaluate reactor

coolant, steam systems, and other reactor auxiliary systems chemistry during

normal operation. It has no active emergency function. This system is

normally isolated at the containment boundary.

Smpling system discharge flows are limited under noxmal and anticipated

fault conditions (malfunctions or failure) to preclude any fission product

releases beyond the limits of 10 CER 20.

Design Characteris tics

The system is capable of obtaining reactor coolant samples durtag reactor

operation and during cooldown when the system pressure is lrt and the residual

heat removal loop is in operation. Access is not required to the containment.

Samp '-g of other process coolants, such as tanks in the Waste Disposal

System, is iccompUbhed locally. Equipment for sampling secou _., 3nd

non-radio,.otive fluids is separated from the equipment provided for reactor

coolant samples. Leakage and drainage resulting from the sampling operations

are cllected and drained to tanks located in the Waste Disposal System.

Two types of samples are obtained by the system: high temperature -high

pressure Reactor Coolant System and steam generators blowdown samples which

originate inside the reactor containment, and low temperature -low pressure

samples from the Chemical 3nd Volume Control and Auxiliary Coolant Systems.

9.4-1\,



High Prssure.. Hiph Teserature Saaple.

A sample connection is provided from each of the following:

a) The pressurizer steam space

b) The pressurizer liquid space

c) Hot legs of loops I and 3

di Blowdown from each stear generator

Low Pressure - Low Temperature SampTes

A eanple connection is provided from each of the follon=ng:

a) The mixed bed demineralizer inlet header

b) The uLed bed demineralizer outlet header

0) The -asidual heat removal loop, just downstream of the

heat exchangers

d) The volume control tank gas space

e) The accumulator.

Etzpected Operatinai Temperatures

The high pressure, high temperature samples and the residual heat removal

loop sezlcs leaving the sample heat exchungers are held to a temperature

of 130P to minimize the gencratio4 of radioactive arrosols.

Codes and Standards

System component code requirements are 8gven in Table 9.4-1.

UI



O 9*4.2 SYSTEH DESIGN AND OPERATION

The Sampling System, shown in Figure 9.4-1, provides the representative

samples for laboratory analysis. Analysis results provide guidance in

the operation of the Reactor Coolant, Auxiliary Coolant, Steam and Chemical

and Volume Control Systems. Analyses show both chemical and radiochemical

conditions. Typical information obtained includes reactor coolant boron

and chloride concentrations, fission product radioactivity level, hydrogen,

oxygen, and fission gas content, corrosion product concentration, and cheMLcal

additive concentration.

The information -s used in regulating boron concentrations adjustments,

evaluating fuel element integrity and mixed bed demineralizer performance,

and regulating additions of corrosion controlling chemicals to the systems.

The Sampling System is designed to be operated manually, un an intermittent

basis. Samples can be withdrawn under conditions ranging from full power

to cold shutdown.

0 Reactor coolant liquid and steam sample lines, which are normally inaccessible

or which require frequent sampling, are sampled by means of permanently

installed tubing :?ading to the sampling room.

Sampling System equipment is located inside the auxillary building with

most of it in the sampling room. The delay coil and sample lines with

remotely opei ted valves are located inside the reactor containment.

Reactor coolant hot leg liquid, pressurizer liquid and pressurizer steam

samples originating inside the reactor containment flow through separate

sample lines to the sampling room. Eech of these connections to the Reactor

Coolant System has a remote operated isolation valve located close to the

sample source. The samples pass through the reactor containment to the

auxiliary building, and into the sampling room,, %.here they are cooled

(pressurizer steam samples are condensed and cooled)) in the sacqle

heat exchangers. The sample stream pressure is reduced by a manual throttling

As valve located downstream of each sample pressure vessel. The sample stream
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* is purged to the volume control tank in the Chemical and Volume Control

System until sufficient purge volume has passed to permit collection of

a representative sample. After sufficient purging, the sample pressure

vessel is isolated and then disconnected for laboratory analysis of the

contents.

F° Alternately, liquid samples may be collected by bypassing the sample pressure

vessels. After sufficient purge volume haa passed to permit collection

of a representative sample, a portion of the sample flow is diverted to

the sample sink where the sample is collected.

The reactor coolant sample originating from the residual heat removal

loop of the Auxiliary Coolant System has a remote operated, normal~y closed
isolation valve located close to the sample source outside the containment.
The sample line from this source is connected into the sample line coming
from the hot leg at a point ahead of the sample heat exchanger. Samples
from this source can be collected either in the sample vessels or at the

sample sink as with hot leg samples.

Liquid samples originating at the Chemical and Volume Control System letdown
line at demineralizer inlelt and outlet pass direztly through the purge
line to the volume control tank. Samples are obtained by divertitig a
portion of the flow to the sample sink. If the pressure is low in the
letdown line, the purge flow is directed to the chemical drain tank. The
sample line from the gas space of the volume control tank delivers gas
samples to the volume control tank sample pressure vessel in the sampling
room. Purge flow for these samples is discharged to the vent header in
the Waste Dispoial System.

Samples of the steam generator liquid are obtained from the blowdow0 lines.

These sample lines arL routed by separate lines from each steam generator

into the sample room. These lines are vissile protected within the containment

and are equipped with a remote operated isolation valve and manual isolation

valve in each line imdiately outside the containment. The remote operated

valve Is automatically closed upon receipt of a signal from the blowdown

sample r.1diation monitor or the containment isolation system.

9.4-4
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These blowdown lines are then routed on to the plant blowdown flash tank.

The sample lines are taken of 5 at an intermediate point inside the containment

and routed to the sample room where the liquid is cooled and the pressure

reduced. The sample lines are equipped with remote operated isolation

valves. Each individual sample Ls then split into two routes: one goes

to the sample sink to provide pek odic samples for chemical analysis, the

second goes to a conductivity cell, a radiation monitor and then to blowdown

flash tank. This second line handles a continuous flow for a constant

reading of conductivity and a constant monitoring for radiation.

The sample sink, which is coiDtained in the laboratory bench as a part of

the sampling hood, contains a' drain line to the Waste Disposal System.

Local instrumentation is provided to permit manual control of sampling

operations and to ensure that the samples are at suitable temperatures

and pressures before diverting flow to the sample sink.

Components

A summary of principal component data is given in Table 9.4-2.

Sample Heat Exchangers

Seven sample heat exchangers reduce the temperature of samples froA the

pressurizer steam space, the pressurizer l'quid space, each steam generator

and the reactor coolant system liquid to 130*F before samples reach the

sample vessels and sample sink. The tube side of the heat exchangers is

austenitic stainless steel, the shell side is carbon steel.

The inlet and outlet tube sides have socket-weld joints for connections

to the high pressure sample lines. Connections to the component cooling

water lines are socket-weld joints. The samples flow at 0.42 gpm through

the tube side and component cooling water from the Auxiliary Coolant System

circulates through the shell side.
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DelaX-CoilF -°

I"te high pressure reactor coolant sample line contains a delay coil, consisting

of coiled tubing, which has sufficient length to provide at least a 40

seconds cmr.le transient time within the containment and an additional

20 seconds transit time from the reactor containment to the sampling hood.

'his allows for decay of short lived isotopes to a level that permits normal

access to the sampling Toom.

Sample Pressure Vessels

The high pressure sample trains, the residual heat removal loop sample

train and the volume control tank gas space sample train each contain sample

pressure vessels which are used to obtain liquid or gas samples. The hot

leg and the residual heat removal loop sample lines have a single sample

pressure vessel in common. Integral isolation valves are furnished with
the vessel and quick--disconnect coupling valves containing poppet-type

check valves, are connected to nipples extending from the valves on each

eel. The vessels valves and couplings are austenitic stainless steel.

Sample Sink

The sample sink is located In a hooded enclosure which is equippeC with

an exhaust ventilator. The work area around the sink and the enclosure

is large enough for sample collection and storage fcr radiation monitoring

equipment. The sink perimeter has a raised edge to contain any spilled

liquid,

The enclosure is penetrated by sample lines from the reactor plant, a

demineralized water line, and steam system lines, all of which discharge

into the sink. The sink and work area are stainless steel.
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Pipking and Fittings

All liquid and &s sample lines are austenitic stainless steel tubing and

are designed for high pressure service. With the exception of the sample

vessel quick-disccnnect couplings and compression fittings at the sample

sink, socket welded joints are used throughout the Sampling System. Lines

are so located as to protect them from accidental damage during routine

operation and maintenance.

Valves

Remotely operated stop valves are used to isolate all sample points and

to route sample fluid flow inside the reactor containment. Manual stop

valves are provided for component isolation and flow path control at all
normally accessible Sampling System locations. Manual throttle valves
are provided to adjust the sample flow rate as indicated on Figure 9.4-1.

Check valves prevent gross reverse flow of gas from the volume control
tank i ., the sample sink-

All valves in the system are constructed of austenitic. stainless steel
or equivalent corrosion resistant material.

Isolation valves provided outside the reactor containment which trip closed

upon saturation of the containment isolation signal.
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9.4.3 SYSTEM EVALUATION

Availability gad Reliability

Neither automatic nor operator action is required of the Sampling System
"4 ring an emergency or to prevent an emergency condition. The system is

therefore designed fn accordance with standard practices of the chemical

processing industry.

Leakago Provisions

Leakage of radioactive reactor coolant from this system within the containment

is evaporated to the containment atmosphere and removed by the cooling

coils of the Recirculation Air Heating and Cooling System. Leakage of

radioactive material from the most likely places outside the containment

is collected by placing the entire sampling station under a hood provided
with an off gas vent to the building exhaust. Liquid leakage from the valves

in the hood is droared to the chemIcal drain tank.

Incident Control

The system operates on an intermittent basis, and under administrative

manual control.

Malfunction Analysis

To evaluate system safety, the failures or malfunctions are assumed concurrent

with a loss-of-coolant accident, and the consequences analyzed. The results

are presented in Table 9.4-3. From this evaluation it is concluded that

proper consideration has been given to station safety in the design of

the system.
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0 9.4.4 MINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS

Minimum operating conditions will be specified in the Technical Spec!fications.

9.4.5 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

Typical examples for frequency of sample analyses is as follows:

a) Reactor coolant - radiochemical analysis - 5 days per week

b) Reactor coolant - boron concentration - 5 days per week

c) Refueling water - storage tank water - boron concentration - once a week.

0
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Sample heat exchangE

TABLE 9.4-1

SAMPLING SYSTEM CODE REQUIREMENTS

er ASME 111*, Class C, tube side
ASME VIII, shell side

rels ASME II1, Clasuw C

USAS B31.1**

Saumle pressure vesB

Piping and valves

AS- III - American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure
Veasel Code, Section III, Nuclear Vessels.

** USAS B31.1 - Code for Pressure Piping and special nuclear cases where
applicable.
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TABLE 9.4-2

SAMPLING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Sample iHeat ExchanRer

General

Numbp':

rype

Design heat transfer rate (duty for 652.7*F
sat,. steam to 1270F liquid), Btu/hr

7

Counter-flow

2.12 x 105

Shell

Design pressure, psig

Design temperature, OF

Component cooling water flow, gpm

Pressure loss at 14 gpm, psi

Operating cooling water
temperature, in, a?
temperature, out (maximum) OF

Material

150

350

14

25

95
125

Carbon steel

Tubes

Tube diameter in., O.D.

Design pressure, psig

Design temperature, OF

Sample flow, normal each lb/hr.

Maximum allowable pressure loss, each 209 lb/hr. psi

Operating sample temperature, in (maximum) 2F

Operating sample temperature, out (maximum) 0F

Material

3/8

2485

680

209

10

652,7

127

Austenitic stainless
steel



TABLE 9.4-2 (Continued)

Sawle Pressure I/easels

u total 8

Volume, pressurizer steam sample, 2 supplied ml 75

Voluimes pressurizer liquid sample, 2 supplied ml 75
Voltue, reactor coolant hot leg sample, 2 supplied ml 75
Volume, control tank sample, 2 supplied ml 75
Design pressure, psig 2485

Design temperature, °F 680

S
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TABLE 9.4-3

MALMITCU AMIAYSIS OF SAMLPkNG SYSTEH

- SfMple Mbaims 1Malftmctiocx Couum.nts and Consequences

Pr-sisuriz~r ate= space
sanplc pressurizer
liquid space sample, or
hot leg xample

Any awple chain

REtote operated camzl-
ing valve inside reac-
tor containment fails
to close

Sample line break in-
side cuntainmex t

Diaphragm - operated vaLve
outside the reactor contain-
=ant closes on containwnt
isolation signal

Same as above

0
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F - 'S 9.5~ M PUMLHWLflG STSTM~

The Fuel HandUnS System provides a safe effective means of transporting
and handling fool f ro the LI it reaches the plant in an unirradiated

condItiou tmtl it leaves the plant after post-irradiation cooling.

Tht Ostem is designed to niniazte the possibility of ulahandling or cal-

op•erations that cause fuel da&age and potential fission product release.

The Fuel Rwndling System consists basically of;

a) The reactor casw.y, which is flooded only ds-ing plant shutdown for

refueling

b) The spent fuel pit, which is kept full of vater and is alway3 accessible

to operating personnel

c) The Fuel Transfer Systen, consisting of an undewater conveyor that

carries the fuel through an opening betveen the areas listed in the

discussion of plant Containmet.

9.5.1 lDESIG BASIS

Prevention of fuel Staor&% Criticallty

Criterion: Criticality in the new and spent fuel storage pits shall be
prevented by physical systems or processes. Such means as
Seoetrically safe- configurations shall be enph=szed over
procedural controls. (GDC 66)

During =eactor veasel head removal and while loading and umloading fuel

from the reactor, boron concentration is muintalned at not less than

that required to shutdown the core to a kdef - 0.90, This shutdown marnin

Mantsins the core at k e0.996 even if all comtrol rods axe withdrawn

from the core. Vackly checks of refueling water boron concentration ensure

the proper shutdown =argin.

9.5-1
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The nev sad spent fuel storage racks are designed so that it is impossible

to insert asuwbIles in fther than the prescribed locatiot s. The new and

spent fuel storage pits have accomodations as defined in Table 9.5-1.

In addition, the spent fuel pit has the required spent .uel shipping area.

Borated water is used to fil. the spent fuel storage pit at a concentration

to match that used in the reactor arity and refueling canal during refueling

op rations. The fuel is stored vertically in an array with sufficient

aeuter-to-center distance between assenblies to ass'zre Xea£ <-0.90 even

if unboruted water was used to fill the pit.

Detailed instructions are available for use by refueling personnel. These

instructions, the minim=m operating conditions, and the design of the fuel

handling equipznt incorporating built-in interlocks and safety features,

provide assurance that no incident could occur during the refueling oper .- ions

that would result in a hazard to public health and safety.

Fuel and Waste Storage Decay Heat

Criterion: Reliable decay heat removal systems shall be designed to prevent
damage to the fuel in storage facilities and to waste storage
tanks that could result in radioactivity release v-.ch would
result in undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
(GDC 57)

The refueling water provides a reliable and adequate cooling medium for

spent fuel transfer and heat removal from the spent fuel pit is provided

by an auxiliary cooling system. Natural radiation and convection is adequate

for cooling the holdup tanks.

Fuel and Waste Storage Radiation Shielding

Criterion: Adequate shielding for radiation protection shall be provided
In the design of spent fuel and waste storage ý!aciJ4lies. (GDC
68)

0

a

Adequate shielding for radiation protection is provided during reactor

refueling by conducting all spent fuel transfer and storage operations

9.5-2
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under vater. This perAitt visual control of the operation at all times

while maintaining low radiation levels, less than 2.0 ar/hr, for periodic

occupancy of the drea by operating personnel. Pit vater level :E Indicated,

aid water removed fron the pit must be pumped out since there are no gravity

drainst Shielding is pa-ovided for waste handling and storage facilities

to pertit operation within require ents of 10 CYP 20.

Cama radiation is continuously monitored in the auxliary building. A

high level signal is alarmed locally and is annunciated in the control

rooa.

Protection Apainst Radioactivity Release Pro Spent Fuel and Waste Storage

Criterion Provisions shall be made in the design of fuel and waste storage
facilities such that no ;tdue risk to the health cand safety
of the public could result froa an accidental release of radio-
activity. (CDC 69)

All fuel and waste storage facUilties are contained end equipment designed

so that accidental releases of radioactivity directly to the atmosphere

are monitored and do not exceed the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

The reactor cavity, refueling canal and spent fuel storage pit are reinforced

concrete structures with a seam-welded stainless steel plate liner. These

structures are designed to withstand the anticipated earthquake loadings

as Class I structures so tnat the lintr prevents leakage even in the event

the reinforced concrete develops cracks.

All vessels in the Waste Disposal System which are used for wastft storage

are designed as Class I equipment.

9.1,43



9.592 SYSTEM DRSIGN AND OPEPATION

The reactor is refueled with equipment designed to handle the spent

fuel under water from the time it leaves the reactor Nssel until it

Is placed in a cask for ihipment from the site. Boi-c acid is added

to the vater to ensure subcritical conditions during refueling.

The Fuel Handling System may be generally divided into two areast the

reacLor cavity which is flooded only during plant sbutdo•n for refueling

avd the spent fuel pit which is kept full of water and is always accessible

to opezating personnel. These two areas are connected by the Fuel Transfer

Systen lonsisting of an underwater conveyor that carries the fuel through

an opening in the plant contaiment.

The reactor cavity is fcoded with borated water froma the refueling

water storage tank. In the reactor cavity, fuel Is removed from the

reactor vessel, transferred through the water and placed in the fuel

transfer system by a manipulatur crane. In the spent fuel pit the fuel

is reamoved from the transfer syeten and placed in storage racks with

a long manual tool suspended frcm an overhead hoist. After a sufficient

decay period, the fuel is removed from sto~age .xnd loaded into a shipping

cask for removal from the site.

New fuel assemblies are received and stored in racks in the new fuel

atorage area. New fuel is delivsred to the reactor by lowering it into

the spent fuel pit and taking it through the transfer system. The new

fuel storage area is sized for storage of the fuel assemblies and control

rods normally associated with the replacement of one-third of a core.

The fuel for the Initial core loading may be stored temporarily in the spent

fuel storage pit or in both the spent fuel pit and the new fuel vault.

Th. pit Is kept dry during this period.

Supplement 7
3/70
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0or Stqutures Reguired for Fuel Handlizn

Reactor Cavity

The reactor cavity is a reinforced concrete structure that forms a pool

.above the reactor when it is fill.ed with borated water for refueling. The

cavity is filled to a depth that li-.ts the raiat ion at the surface of

the water -o 2.0 milliroentgens per hour during fuel assezbly transfer.

The reactor %,ess3 flange Is sealed to the bottom of the reactor cavity

by a cl~iped, Sasketed seal ring Ohich preventz leakage cf refueling water

from the cavity. This seal is fastened and closed after reactor cooldovu

but prior to flooding the cavity for refueling operations.

The cavity is large enough to provide sLorage space for the reator upper

and lower internals, the control cluster drive shafts, and miscellaneous

refueling tools.

The floor and side" of the reactor cavity are lined with stainleas steel.

Refuelns Canal

The r-ifuelug canal is a passageway extending from the reactor cavity to

the Inside surface of the reactor coutainwent. The canal is forteJ by

two concrete shielding walls, which extend upward to the same elevation

as the reactor cavity. The floor of the canal in at a lower alevatzon

than the reactor cavity to provide the greater depth required for the fuel

transfer system tippinp device and the control clusatr cnanging fixture

located in. the canal. The transfer tube *ntebs the reaccor cx.ntainment

and protrudes C.rough the end of the ca' Ctaal wall and f1oor linings

are similar rO Vhosa for the reactor cvity.
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- efuialing Water Storag 4Tack

TM saozal duty of the refueling water storap tank Is to supply borated

v*.er to the refualinS canal for refueling operations. In addition, the

tank provIdea borated vater for delivery to the core following either a

lost-of-coolant or a steam line rupture accident. This Is descrlbed In

ChbZ~tor 6.

The capacity of the tank is based upon the requiremnt for filling the

=~actor cavity and refualing canal.

The water in the tank is barited to a concentration which assures reactor

shutdova by at least 10% 6k/k when all RCC assemblies are Inserted and

wen the reactor is cooled down for rfueling. Heating In provided to

maiutain the temperature above freezing.

The tank design paraitert are given In Chapter 6,

Spent FUGl Storaget Pit

The spent fuel storage pit Is designed !or the underwater storage of spent

fuel a~sezblies, failed fuel cans if required, and centro. rode after their

removal fro••the h oactor.

The pit accoriodAtions are listed in Table 9.5-1.

Spent fuel aseamblies are handled by a long-handled tool suspended ErLm

an overhead hoist and nainipulated by an operator stauding on the movablo

bridp over the pit.

The speut fuel storap pit Is constructed of reinforced concrete having

thick yalls and is Class I seismic design. The entire interior basin face

id transfer canal is lined with stainless steel plate. Mence, the probabllity

of rupture of the pit is exceadin$ly low.

95-k6f



A storoae rack is provided to hold spent ftue. assemblies and Is erected

on the pit floor. Fuel anseu-blies are held in a square array* and placed

In vertLcal calls. The racks are designed so that it is epossiblo to

insert fuel assemblies in other than the prescribed locations, thereby

ensuring thm necessary spacing between assemblies. Control rod clusters

are stored In place inside the spent fuel assemblies.

new Fuel Storage

Nev fuel assemblies and control rods are stored in a separate area whose

location facilitates the unloading of new fue•l assemblies or control

rods from trucks. This storage vault is designed to hold new fuel assemblies

in specially constructed racks and is utilized primarrily for the storage

of the replacement fuel assemblies required for cycled loading. The

assemblies which make up the remaining part of the first core are stored

in the spent fuel pit which otherwise reisains unused until the tine of

first refueling. The new fuel asse=blies are stored in racks arranged

to space the fuel assemblies the same amount as for spent fuel. For the

initial fuel core, all of the new fuel assemblies may be stored in the spent

fuel pit or may be, or in both storage areas as described above.

Decontamination facilities , consisting of an equipment and cas pit,

are located adjacent to ; he spent fuel storage pit; cask handlirg and

other tools can be clo,.n&d and decontaminated in the cask decontamination

pit. The outside surfaces of the casks are decontnamnated, if required,

by usin ateam, water, detergent solutions, and manual scrubbiug to the

extent required.

Major EquiMaet Required for Fuel Handling

Reactor Vessel Stud Tensioner

Stud tensioners are used to make up the head closure joint and dureng

this process all studs are stretch tested to move than nominal working

14ads at evary refueling.

The atud tensioner is a hydraulically operated (oil as the working fluid)

device provided to permit preloading and unloading of the reactor vessel

closure studs at cold shutdcwn conditions. Stud tensioners were chosen

in order to rdnlaire the tize required for the tensioning or unloading

Supplement 7
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operations. Three Lensioners are provided and they are applied simultaneously

to three studs 120" apart. Oue hydraulic pumping unit operates the tensioiy

which are hydraulically cent _ted in parallel. The studs are tensioned

to their operational load in two steps to prevent high stresses in the

flange region and unequal loadings in the studs. Relief valves are provided

on each tensioner to prevent overtcnuioning of the studs dve to excessive

pressure. Charts `.ndicating the stud elongation and load for a given oil

pessure are included in the tensioner operating instructions. In addition,
micromters are provided to measure the elongation of the studs after tensioning.

faactor vesvel Head Lifting Device

The reactor vessel head lifting device consists of a welded and bolted

structural steel fram with suitable rigging to enable the crane operator

to lift the head and store it during refueling operations. The lifting

device.,is permanently attached to the reactor vessel head.

Rmactor Internals Lifting Device

The reactor internals lifting device is a fixture providing the means to

grip the top of the reactor internals package and to transfer the liftiSn

load to the crane. Utilizing a long sling, the device is lowered onto

the guide tube support plate of the internals and is manually bolted to

the support plato by three bolts. The bolts are controlled by long torque

tubes extending up to an operating platform on the lifting device. Bushings

on the fixture engage guide studs counted on the vassal flange to provide

close uidance during removal and replacement of the internals package.

Hanipulator Crane

The uanipulator crane is a rectilinear bridge end trolley crane with a

vegtical uast extending down into the refueling water. The bridge spans

the reactor cavity and runs on rails set into the floor along the edge

I!
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of the reactor cavity. The bridge and trolley motions are used to position

.0 the vertical =at over a fuel ansembly in the core. A long tube with a

pneumatic V.pper on the end is lowered down out of the mast to grip the

fueL aaseubly. The gripper tuba is long enough so the upper end is aill

contained in the mast when the gripper end contacts the fuel. A winch

mounted on the trolley raises the gripper tube and fuel assembly up into

the 4ast tube. The fuel Is transported while inside the mast tube to its

new position.

All controls for the manipulator crane are mounted on a console on the

trolley. The bridge is positioned on a coordinate system laid out on one

rail. The electrical readout system on the console indicates the position

of the bridge. The trolley is positioned with the aid of a scale on the

bridge structure. The scale is read directly by the operator at tne console.

The drives for the bridge, trolley, and winch are variable speed and include

a separate Inching control on the winch. Electrical interlocks and limit

switches on the bridge and trolley drives protect the equipment. In an

emergency, the bridge, trolley, and winch can be operated manually using

a handwheel on the motor shaft.

The suspended weight on the gripper tool is monitored by an electric lad

cell Indicator mounted on the control console. A load in excess of 110

per cent of P fuel assembly weight stops the winch drive from moving in

the up direction. The gripper is interlocked through a weight sensing

device and also a mechanical spring lock so that It cannot be opened when

supporting a fuel assembly.

Safety features are incorporated in the system as follows:

a) Travel limit switc -t on the bridge and trolley drives
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b) brldge, trolley, and winch drives

to prevent simaultaneous operation

c) A position safety switch, the CR11

prevents bridge and trolley main z

it is actuated

4) An Interlock which prevents the oF

air line to the gripper except whe

by a force gage. As back-up protec

veight actuated lock in the grippe

under load even if air pressure is

e) The EXCESSIVE SUSPENDED WEIGHT awl

circuitt in the up direction when t

f) An interlock on the hoist drive ci

per•rita the hoist to be operated c

Indicating switch on the gripper i

g)• An interlock of the bridge and tro

which are outuwXly interlocked

of any two drives

?PER TUBE UP position switch, which

motor drive operation except when

ening of a solenoid valve In the

a zero suspended weight 13 indicated

:tion for this interlock, the mechanical

.r prevents operation of the gripper

applied to the operating cylinder.

tch, which opens the hoist drive

•he loading is excessive

xcuit in the up direction, which

rly when either the OPEN -or CLOSED

.s actuated

lley drives, which prevents the

4

4
bridge drive from traveling beyond the east edge of the core unless

the trolley is aligned with the refueling canal centerline. The

trolley drive is locked out when the bridge is beyond the east

edge of the core.

Suitable restraints are provided between the bridge and trolley structures

and their respective ralts to prevent derailing and the manipulator crane

is designed to prevent disengagement of a fuel assembly from the gripper

In the avent of a maximum potential earthquake.

I
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0SpenZ Fuel Pit Bridge

The spent fuel pit bridge is a wheel-mounted walkway, spanning the spenL

fuel pit which carries an electric monorail hoist on an overhead structure.

The fuel assemblies are moved within the spent fuel pit by means of a long-

handled tool suspended from the hoist. The hoist travel and tool,

length are designed to limit the maximum lift t f a fuel assembly to a safe

shielding depth.

Fuel Transfer System

The fuel transfer system, shown in Figure 9.5-1 is an underwater air-motor

driven conveyor car that runs on tracks extending from the refueling canal

through the transfer tube and into the spect. fuel pit. The conveyor car

receives a fuel assembly in the vertical position from the manipulator
crane. The fuel asseobly is lowered to a horizontal position for passage

through the tube, and then is raised to a vertical position in the spent

fuel pit.

During plant operation, the conveyor car is stored in the refueling canal.

A blind flange is bolted on the transfer tube to seal the reactor containment.

Rod Cluster Conttol Changing Fixture

A fixture is mounted on the reactor cavity wall for removing rod cluster

control (RCC) elements from spent fuel assemblies and inserting tzaem into

new fuel assemblies. The fixture consists of two main components; a guide

tube mounted to the wall for containing and guiding the RCC element, and

a wheel-mounte( carriage for holding the fuel assemblies and positioning

fuel assemblies under the guide tube. ThL guide tube contains a pneumatic

gripper on a winch that grips the RCC elemnt and lifts it out of the fuel

assembly. By repositioning the carriage, a new fuel assembly is
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brought under the guide tube and the gripper lowers the RCC elemmnt and

rileases it. The manipulator crane loads and removes the fuel assemblies

knto and out of the carriage.

1IPfue4inj Procedure

The folloving is Seneral outline of the refueling procedure:

Preparation

a) The reactor is shut down and cooled to ambient conditions.

b) A radiation survey is made and the containment vesuol is entered.

e) The control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) missile shield is removed

to storae,6

d) CRDH cables and cooling air ducts ace dsconnect A from CRDK

and removed to storage.

o) Reactor vessel head insulation and instrument leads are removed.

0) The reactor vessel head nuts are loosened wi*h the hydraulic 4
tonsioners.

g) The reactor vessel head studs are removed to storage,

h) The canal draan holes are plugges and the fuel transfer tube flange

is removed,

i) Checkout of the fuel transfer device and manipulator crane is started.

J) Guide studs are installed in three holes and the remainder of the

stud holes arc plugged.

k) Tha reactor vessel to cavity seal ring is clamped in place.

1) Final preparation of underwater lights and tools is made. Checkout

of manipulator crane and fuel transfea system is completed.

m) Tihe tractor vessel head is unseated and raised one foot wiith the

plant crane.

I
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a) The reactor cavity is filled with water to the %Gsel flange. The

water is pumped into the reactor cavity by the residual heat removal

pumps frou the refueling water storage tank through the reactor vessel.

The norml Residual Heat Removal System inlet valves from the Reactor

Coolant System are closed.

o) The reactor vessel head is slowly lifted while vater is pumped into

the reactor cavity. The water level and vessel head are raised

simultaneously keeping the water level just below the head.

p) Wihen the reactor is filled, restore Residual Heat Removal System

to notiml operation.

q) ThE reactor vessel head is taken to the sterage pedestal.

r) The control rod drive shafts are unlatched.

s) The reactor vessel interuals lifting rig is lowered into position

by the plant crane and latczhed to the support plate.

t) The reactor vessel internals are lifted out of the vessel and placed

in the underwater storage rack.

u) The core is now ready for refueling.

Refueling

The refueling sequence is now started with the manipulator crane. The

sequence for fuel assembies in non-control positions is as follows:

a) Spent fuel is removed from the center region of the core and placed

into the fuel transfer system for removal to the spent fuel pit.

b) Partially spent fuel is transferred from the intermediate region

of the core to the vacated positions in the center rei ln.
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c) Partially spent fuel is transferred from the outer region of the

core to vacated positions in the intermediate region.

d) Nev fuel assemblies are brought ir from the spent fuel pit through

the trsansfer system and loaded into the outer region.

e) Whenever new fuel is added to the reactor core, a reciprocal curve

of source neutron multiplication is recorded to verify the suberiticality

of the core.

The refueling sequence is modified for fuel assemblies containing rod clust 4r

control-(RCC) elements, as required. If a transfer of the RCC elements

between fuel assemblies is required, the asseublies are taken to the RCC

change fixture to exchange the RCC elezents from one assembly to another.

Such an exchange is required whenever a spent fuel assembly containing

RCC elements is removed from the core and whenever a fuel assembly is placed

in or taken out of a control position during refueling rearrangement.

Reactor Reassembly

a) The fuel transfer car is parked and the fuel Lransfer tube isolation

valve closed.

b) The reactor vessel internals package is picked up by the plant crane

and replaced in the vessel. The reactor vessel internalsI lifting

rig is removed to storage.

c) The control rod drive shafts are relatched to the RCC elements.

d) The manipulator crane is parked.
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e) The old seal rings are removed from the reactor vessel head, the

grooves cleaned and new rings installed.

f) The reactor vessel head is picked up by the plant crane and positioned

over the reactor vessel.

g) Thr reactor vessel head is slowly lowered as the water level is lowered.

1 - water level is lowered by opening a valve at the residual heat

removal pump discharge and water is pumped from the reactor cavity

into the refueling water storage tank until it reaches the vessel

flange level. The normal residual heat removal line is cl3sed.

h) Phen the reactor vessel head is about one foot above the flange,

the reactor cavity is completely drained. When the water in the

reactor cavity reaches the vessel flange level, the valve at the

residual heat removal pump is closed. The normal residual heat removal

operation is restored and the remaining water in the reactor cavity

is drained into the reactor coolant drain tank via the lIw point

in the canal drain. The water is then pumped back into the refueling

water storage tank by the rf 3ctor coolant drain tank pumps. The

flange surface is manually cleaned.

i) The reactor vessel head is seated.

J) The guide studs are removed to their storage rack. The stud hold

plugs are removed.

k) The heid studs are x.placed and retorquad.

1) The canal drain holes are unpluggged and the fuel transfer tube flange

is replaced.
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x) ElectrIcal leads and cooling air ducts are reconnected to the. CRDH's.

n) Vessel head insulation and instrumentation leads are replaced.

o) The reactor vessel to cavity seal ring is unclampe•.

p) A hydrostati± test is performed on the reactor vessel.

q) Control rod drives are checked.

r) The CRIX, missile shield is picked up with the plant crane and replaced.

8) Equipment access door is closed and sealed.

t) Pra-operational tests are performed.

9.5.3 SYSTEH EVALUATYO,

Underwater transfer ef spent fuel provides essential ease and corresponding

safety in handling operations. Water is an effective, economic and trans-

parent radiation shield and a reliable cooling medium for removal of decay

heat.

Basic provisions to ensure the safety of refueling operations are:

a) Ganma radiation levels in the containment and fuel storage areas

are continuously monitored. These monitors provide an audible alarm

at the Initiating detector indicating an unsafe condition. Continuous

monitoring of reactor neutron flux provides immediate indication

and alarm of an abnormal core flux level in the control room.

0
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b) Violation of containment integrity is =ot permitted when the reactor

vessel head is removed unless the shutdown margin is maintained

greater than 10% Ak/k.

c) Whenever new fuel is added to the reactor core, a reciprocal curve

of source neutroi, multiplication is recorded to verify the subcriticality

of the core.

Incident Protection

Direct communication between the control room and the refueling cavity

manipulator crane is available whenever changes in core geometry are taking

place.

This provision allows the control room operator to inform the manipulator

crane operator of any impending unsafe condition detected from the main

control board indicators during fuel movement.

Malfunctiot. Analysis

An analysis is presented in Section 14 concerning damage to one complete

outer row of fuel elements in an assembly, assumed as a conservative limit

for evaluating environmental consequences of a fuel handling incident.

Any suspected defective fuel assembly is placed in a failed fuel can and
sealed to provide an isolated chamber for testing for the presence of fission

products.

The failed fuel cans are stainless steel cylinders with lids that can be

bolted in place remotely. An internal gas space it. the lid provides for
water expansion and for collection and sampling of fission product gases.

Various remotely op.-rable quick-uisconnect fittings permit connection of

the can to sampling loops for continuous circulation through the c.n

If samplin-g shows the presence of fission products indicative of a cladding

failure, the sampling l.nes are closed off by valves on the can and the
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eanapsulated fuel assembly is removed to the spent fuel storage racks to

await shipment. Design of the cans complies with fedaral regulation 10

CF' 72 so that the defective fuel can be stored and saiipped while sealed

in the failed fuel can.

68

9.5.4 MINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS

Minimum operating conditions will be specified in the Technical Specifications.

9.5.5 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

Upon completion of core loading and installation of the reactor vessel

head, certain mechanical and electrical tests are performed prior to initial

criticality. The electrical wiring for the rod drive circuits, the rod

position indicators, the reactor trip circuits, the in-core thermocouples,

and the reactor vessel head water temperature thermocouple are tested at

the time of installation. The tests are repeated on these electrical items

before initial plant operation. N
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"vessel hea
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of source neutron multiplication is recordrA to verify the subcriticality

of the core.

Incident Protection

Direct communication between the

manipulator crane is available whet.
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.anges in core geometry are taking
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This provision allows the control room operator to inform the manipulator

crane operator of any impending unsafe condition detected from the main

control board indicators during fuel movement.

Malfunction Analysis

An analysis is presented in Saction 14 concerning damage to one complete

outer row of fuel elements in an assembly, assuLad as a conservative limit
-sr evaluating environmental consequences of a fuel handling incident.

Any sus?ected defective fuel assembly is placed in a failed fuel can and

sealed to provide an isolated chamber fo: testing for the presence of fissLon

products.

The failed fuel cans are stainless steel cylinders with lids that can be

bolted in place remotely. An internal gas space in the lid provides for

water expansion and for collection and sampling of fission product gases.

Various remotely operable quick-disconnect fittings permit connection of

the can to sampliog loops for continuous circulation t-..ough the can.

If sampling shows the prc ,nce of fission products indicative of a cladding

failure, the se&pling lines are closed off by valves on the can and the
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encapsulated fu,, assemly is removed to the spent fuel storage racks to

*wait shipment. Design of the cans complies with federal regulation 10

CFR 72 so that the defective fuel can be stored and shipped while sealed

in the failed fuel can.

9.5.4 MINIMUH OPERATING CONDITIONS

Minimmu operating conditions will be specified in the Technical 'pecifications.

9.5.5 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

Upon completion of core loading and installation of the reactor vessel

head, certain mechanical and electrical tests are performed prior to initial

criticality. The electrical wiring for the rod drive circuits, the rod

position indicators, the reactor trip circuits, the in-core thermocouples,

and the reactor vessel head water temperature thermocouple are tested at

the time o& installation. The tests are repeated on these electrical items

before initial plant operation. I
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TABLE 9.5-1

RLEL HANDLING DATA

Fuel Storage Pit

Core storage capacity

Equivalent fuel -ssemblies

Center-to-center spacing of assemblies, in.

Maximum keff with unborated water

Maximum keff with unborated water for any degree

of Interspersed moderation

0 I
I

Spent Fuel Storage Pit

Core storage capacity

Equivalent fuel assemblies

Number of space accoamodatt.ons for failed

fuel cans

Number of space accommc.2tions for spent

fuel shipping casks

Center-to-center spacing of assemblies, in.

Maximum keff with unborated water

Maximum keff with unborated water for any degree

of interspersed moderation

Miscellaneous Details

Width of refueling canal, ft.

Wall thickness for spent fuel storage pit, ft.

Weight of fuel aszsembly ,zith.RCC (dry), lb.
Capacity of refueling water storage tank, gal.

Minimum contents of refueling water storage

tank for Safety Injection or Spray System

Operability, gal.

Quantity of water required for refueling, gal.

1/3

72

20.5

0.90

0.93

1 - 1/3

264

2

1

20.5

0.90

0.93

3
3 to 6

14.580

355,000

350,000

350,000

Supplement 9
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9.6 FACILITY SERVICE SYSTEM

9.6.1 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

Design Basis

The setvice water system is designed to supply cooling water from the Hudson

River to various heat :,oads in both the primary and secondary portions of

the plant. Provision .- made to ensure a continuous flow of cooling water

to those systems and components necessary for plant safety either during

normal operation or under abnormal and accident conlitl.ona. Sufficient re-

dturdancy of active and passive components is provided to insure that cooliLg
is maintaived to vital loads for short and long periods. The system also

provides water requirfd for cleaning the traveling scZrens and raw water to

the condensate make up flash evaporator.

Systeu. Design and Operation

The service water system flow diagram is shown in Zigure 9.6..1-1. Six identical

vertical, centrifugal sump-type pumps, each having a capacity of 5000 gpm at

220 ft TDA, supply sc.rvice water to two independent dizncharge headers, each

header being supplied by three of the pumps. An autotnatic, continuous, rotary-

type strainer in in che discharge of each pump, and is capable of removing

solids down to 1/8 inch diameter. Each header is connected to an independent

supply line. Either of the two supply lines can be used to supply the essential

loads., with the other line feeding the non-essentlal loads. The essential

loads are the containment ventilatio'i cooling c.4.ls; the containment ventilation
fan motor toolers; instrument air compressors; turbine 311., boiler feed pump

turbine oil and the seal oil coolers; and the diesel geaenrator coolers.
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6
Water. is drawn from the river and passes under a debris wall, through a

cosmr0 screen and finally a fine traveling band screen. To keep the intake

free of ice, warm water is circulated from the condenser discharge canal

to a point ahead of the coarse screens. Electric heaters are provided

in the driving head of the traveling screens to prevent icing of the screen

Pa$nels. Each main circulating water - A is installed in an individual

diamber while the service water pumps are in a common chamber with one

-Intake normally operating. A second full flow service water intrke is

constructed and provided with a temperary screen. This intake is brought

into operation when required. Openings are also provided between the main

circulating water pump chambero either side and the service water pump

chamber. These two openings can be closed by gates, but are normally open.

The service water pump can therefore obtain water through four separate

intakes each equipped with means to prevent debris from entering the pumps,

and each capable of supplying all the water required for the service water

pumps* Even if the main circulating pump intake were 90% blocked, that

Intake alone would be capable of supplying all water required for the service

water pumps at design conditions.

The intake structure is designed as Seismic Class 1, and is therefore not

subject to collapse under earthquake loading.

4

The non-essential loads are the comp. -ent

remaining steam-generator ptant services.

essential loads can be transferred to the

essential loads and vice versa.

cooling heat exchangers and the

By man.tal :alve operation, the

supply line carrying the non-
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9The essential loads are those which must be supplied with cooling water
imaediately in the event of a blackout and/or loss-of-coolant accident.

The cooling water for these loads is eupplied by the nuclear service water.

header. The non-essential loads are those which are supplied with cooling

wtur fton the conventional service water header hy manually starting a

service water pump when reqrtred following a loss-of-coolanu accident.

turing noradl operstion, the essential loads are supplied by one of the

three pumps available. The non-essential loads are supplied by two of

the three pumps provided.

t;5•iting a simultaneous incident and blackout, Ehe cooling water require-
=nt or all five fan cooling units and the other essent'al loads can

be supplied Ny any two of the three service water pumps on the header designated

to supply the nuclear and essential secondary load supply lines. Any two

of these three pumps can be powered by the emergency diesels as described

iu Section 8. These emergency powered pumps are those necessary and sufficient

to meet blackout and emergency conditions. Either one of the two sets

of three pumps can be pl&aed on the diesel starting logic.

The cantaincient ventilation cooling units are supplied by individual lines

from the containrent service water header. Each inlet line is provided

with a mnual sh~.tof valve and drain valve. Similarly, each discharge

line from the cooler is provided with A manual shutoff valve. This allows

each cooler to be isolated individually for leak testing of the system

or to be drained and maintained open to the atmosphere during the integrated

leak tests of the cuntainment. The ventilation cooler discharge lines

will be monitored for radioactivity by routing a small bypass flow from

each through redundant radiation monitors. Upon indication of radioactivity

in the effluent, each cooler discharge line would be monitored individually

to locate the defective cooling coil. However, since the cooling coils

and service water lines are completely closed inside the containmont, no

contaminated leakage is expected Into these units. The service water system

pressure at locations insf le the contalnant is below the containment design

prvssure of 47 psig.
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During no. Aal plant operation, flow throue. tha cowl.nS units wil. be throttled

for cntainsent tevVeratura contmo purposes by a valve on the coron

dacharge header f tom the r.7oling units. Tvv indepeudec:., full flow isolatim

valve open autozatically in the event of a high conta'a.nt pressure signal

to by-pass the control valve. Both valves fail in the open position upon

loss of iti pressure and ei£her valve is caprble of passing the full flou;

required for all five fan cc*.ing units.

Should there be a failure in the piping or valves at. the header supplying

water to the containz~ent cooling coils, one of the two series isolation

valves in the center of the header can be manually closed Mnd service

will contnie on the side of the headec opposite the failure. The supply

line attached to this side of the header nov supplies the essential loads,

whether or not it did so before the f-4lure.

Likewise, operation of at least one coponent cooling hbea exchanger is

assured despite the failure of any single active or passive component

in the systen ftoa the service water pu=ps to the heat exchangers thezselves.

Following a simultaneous incident and blackout, the cocpoca'nt cooling

heat exchangers are not needed during the injection phase. thus they are

normally fed from th -essential supply line. Az the beginning of

the recirculation phase at least one - --ponent cooling heat exchanger

is placed In service by the start-up of one Af the service water pusps

on the non-essential header.

The emergency diesel-driven generator units are supplied with cooling rater

from the essential supply line on a continuous basis. One of the two parallel

*dulating control valves in the cocoon discharge l ine from the diesel

coolers Is flow controlled during normal operation, and on a high cnta._n*ent

bulting pressure signal, both valves open fully to ihasure a sffilcient supply of

I
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4

tooling water to the diesel*. The Inlet valving In rs -rngd so that each

of the thma diesels c be serv-- by eithar of the supply lines and, furthermore,

the failure of sinaul passi•e or active componenat will not result in the

los of all diesel pcier.

Deaign Evaluation

The nou-s-sential service water system is not required for the u-iutenrnce

of plant safety immediately following an accident. The essential portion

of the service water systeti is designed to prevent Ithe 3uLgle failure of

any c.tive component used during this Injection p)- 0 the Safety Injection

System (Section 6.2) or the single failure of an e or inactive component

of the rwaining engineered tafety features from Jug the ability of the

engineered safety features to perform their function in the event of an accident.

Sufficient purp capacity is included to provide dezign service water flmv

under all conditions and the headers are arvrsaged in such a way that even

Ics of a complete heeler does not jeopardize plant safety.

Tests and Inspections

Each service water pup will undergo a hydrostatic test in the shop In which

all vatted parts will be subjected to a hydrostatic pressure cf one and

one-half tives the abut-off head of the pump. to ad&dlton, the normal capacity

vs. Mead tests vill be made oe each pump.

All valves in the service water zstm wiL. uadettro a shop hydrostatic test

of 250 psi on the body and 175 psi on the seat. Service yr 'er system design

pressure is 150 psig.

All service water pipiFS will be hydrostatically tested in the field at 225

peig or one and one-half timse design. The welds in 3hop fabricated service

water piping will be liquid penetrant or uagsnetic particle inspected in

accordance with the AS)•t oiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII.

Zleztrical componants of the usrvice water syntem are tested periodically.

Supplement 14
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TAIL= 9.6-1

ESSENTIAL SWIVMCK UATE RWUIREWNTS @ 75*F

6

Service (ýKuber)

I Containment coolUng coils (5)

Component coole*. (2) *

Olesel Weerato-e (3)

T"rbine oil coolers (2)

Se*l oil coolers and Steam
generator feed pump oil coolers

diation sample cooler

AMr comp.-ssor beat exchanger
Service water pusp xtrainer
blovdown

Esh GCP)

2,000 ICA

7,000*

400

1,100

Normal
Flow Total

1,160
7,000*

1,200

1,100

10,000(1)

1,200

1,100

VIA ?lau .. A Flowr
lat H-r. After lat. Hr.

6,000(1)

200

80

65

100

220

80

65

100

220

80
65

100

200

80

65

100

I Tiotal Flovs 10,965 10,925 12,745

Is
Item marked * is supplied from other header of service water systen.

Total flows for essential
service header

No. of pumps requ.l,- d

Required pump capacity

Normal
.F:lour

3,925

1

3,925

NCA Flow HCA Flow
lst Hr. After lst Hr.

12,745

2

6,373

7,445

2

3,723

The pump vll run out on their curve to eet the flows.

(I)Oly 6,000 Spa required after isolation of 2 coils and fans: only
3 fans are required.

Suppleent 13
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11.2-13 (Continued)
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Staff
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TIRE PROTECTION SYSTEH

Demilan Basis

Fire ?=tetctlm~

Criterion: The facility is designed so that the probability of fires and
explosions and the potential consequences of such events does
not result in undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Noncoubustible and fire resistant materials shall be used throtghout
the facility wherever necessary to preclude such risk, particularly
iu areas containing critical portions of the facility such as
containment, control room, and components of engineered safety
features. (GDC 3)

C0

Fire prevention in all, areas of the turlear-electric plant is provided by

structure and component design which optimizes the containment of combustible

materials and maintains exposed comustible materials beloa their ignition

temperatura in the design atmosphere. Fire control requires the capability

to isolate or remove fuel from ao igniting scurc P, or to reduce the combustibles

temperature below the ignition point, or to exclude the oxidant, and preferably,

to provide a combination of the three basic control means. The latter two

means are fulfilled by providing fixed or portable fire fighting equipment

of capacities proportional to the energy that might credibly be released

by fire.

This station is designed on the basis of limiting the

materials in construction and of using fire-resistant

extent possible.

use of combustible

materials to the greatest

The fime protection system is designed to achieve the following objectives:

a. Provida automatic fire detection in those areas

is greatest.

where the fire danger

9.6,2-1



t. Provide five, eztinguiahment by fixed systesm of water and foan,, actuated

auto~atkally or manually in those areas Mhere the fire danger is
greatest.

c. rovlide mmually operatedI fire extinguishing equipuent, including

fire bose reels and portable equipment, including C02 , dry chemical

and prssurized water of the wheeled and hand caxried type for use

by personnel.

d. The fire protection system is designed to equal or exceed the standards

of the National Fita Protection Association.

Description of Fire Protection System

The fire pr3tection system for -ndian Point Generating Station, Unit No.

2, represenLs an extension of the fire protection system for Unit No. 1

of the same station, a* shown in Figure 9.6.2-1, Unit No. 1 Piping Diagram

Pi"r Protection System, Figure 9.6.2-2, Yard Fire Protection Piping.

The source for all fire protection is city water, which Is taken either

directly from the 1,500,000 ga:lon vater storage tank or from the 16 in.

mains connected to the Catskill Water Supply. The minium volume in the

city water storage tank is maintained at 1,435,000 gallons by an autcMatic

level control.

Theme is a high-pressure hydrant system which is sustained by two 1500 gps

fire sain booster pumps and is maintained by two 100 gpm Li -in pressure

maintenance pumps. One 1500 gpm pump starts automatically wnen the pressure

drops to 125 psi and the other starts automatic-.y when the pressure drops

to 120 psi. Both are activated Toy pressure owitches and continue to run

until abut off uanually. Starting of each pump will be annuciated by an

alar •on the supervisory panel board alarm section. If the pressure dropb

to 106 psip an energency alarm sounds.

9.6.2-2



One 100 Va pump starts automatically when the pressure drops to 135 psi and

should the pressure continue to drop the other 100 Spra pump starts automatically

at 130 psi. When the pressure returns to 146 psi the standby puV will stop

automatically. When Lhe pressure goes up to 151 psi the normal running pump

shuts off automatically.

Both the two-125HP motors for the 1500 gpm pucs and the two-20liP motors for

the 100 Spa pumps are fed from separate electrical light and power bus sections

of Unit No. 1; bus sections No. 3 and No. 4.

The standpipe system is supplied ftom the high pressure main and is backed

by gravity feed from t ie 20,000 gallon roof tank. 15,000 gallons of the roof

tank capacity is reserved for fire system use. The tank is supplied with

city water by two fiUl pumps.

As shown in Figura 9.6.2-2 Yard Fire Protection Piping, the existiug fire

protection system for Unit N/o. I is extended to protect Unit No. 2 in the

.following ways:

1. Addition, of 15 hose reels in strategic spots in the turbine building,

using 75 ft lengths of 1-1/2 in. hose.

2. Addition of deluge valves for following equipment:

a) Hydrogen seal oil unit

b) Boiler feed pump oil console

c) ~Lube oil storage tank

K d) Lube oil reservoir

a) Unit awxiliary triformer

f) Main transformers, No. 21 and No. 22

1) Statica awdlia-y transforser

6.:
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3, Addition of eight yard hydrants.

•Viz protection is provided to the eaterior plant areas by yard fire hydrants

s previously enumerated. The yard plying, as shown in Figu-.e 9.6.2-2, Yard

Tire Protection Piping, consists of an underground extension to the existing

fire protection system. Valved branches ftin thic umderground system supply

Interior fire protection systems in the enclosed sections of the! plant,

including the turbine buildivg. Sectionaliziug valves in the yard piping

system are provided to permit partial pipe line isolation without interruption

of yervice to the entire sy3tem during maintenance or future extension of

facilities.

The station service and main transformers are protected by separate water

spray systen.t_ automatically ope--ated by heat actuated devices. The water

supply for these systems is provided from the main fire protection header

iEn the turbine building. Each system includes a delage valve, heat actuated

fire protection devices, supervisory air system, spray nozzles and a fixed

piping system.

Since the reactor containment has little coubustible equipment, no special

fire protection systems are required within the structure. The bearing

oil systes for the reactor coolant pumps are self-contained. In view of

the small amount of combustible materials in the cnntainment, the maximum

surface temperature of equipment, and appropriate techniques for crntrolling

fires* no remotely operated or special systems are deemed necessary. Portable

dry chemical extinguishers are provided for use during maintenance periods.

The primary auxiliary building is also provided with dry chemical, portable

fire extinguishers in order to minimize the spread of radioactive contamination

In the event of fime

EJLxe protection for the fuel storage building consists of dry chemical

extinguishers.

9.6.2-4
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A =ain fire protection header in the turbine building supplies the turbine

bu.ilding piping loop and the deluge system previously enumerated. This

header is supplied with water through an extension of the fire prorection

system of Unit No. 1.

Portable fire extinguishers of various types are distributed within the

plant, including turbine hall.

0
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9.6.3 COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS

Instrument Air System

The instrument air system is designed such that the instrument air shall
be available under all operating conditions, all essential systems requiring

air during or after an accident shall be self supporting, all controls

shall fail to a safe position on loss of power, and after an accident,

the air system shall be re-established.

To meet the design criteria the following design features have been incorporated.

Duplicate compressors are installed with duplicate dryers and filters throughoat.

In addition, a backup supply is taKen from the station air system. Those
items essential for safe operation and safe cooldown core provided with

air reserves or gas bottles. These supplies will enable the equipment
to fuction in a safe manner until the air supply is re-established. The

controls are specified to fail to a safe position on loss if air or electrical
power. The compressors and essential sect.Lons of the air supply system

have 5een designed to operate afte: seismic shock. The compressors are

located in a seismic Class I builCetng. The non-essential header has a

flow restrictor in it to limit flow in a break to the capacity of one compressor.

The system is served by two 225 scfm Worthington teflon-ring compressors.
The compressors, filters and air dryers are located on the ground floor

of tho control building, a Class 1, seismic structure.

Each compressor discharges into a common air receiver. The instrument air

system is backed-up from the Unit No. 2 service air system.

Tihe service air backup is filtered through an oil vapor and droplet type

of equipment before entering the instrument air system. The instrument air

receiver outlet enters one of two full capacity 225 scfm refrigeration type

0
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dryera which reduces the dewpoint. from saturation tc plus 35F. This system

is used for all indoor services where it is anticipated that tVe ambient

temperature will not go below 50Oe. Those services which are sed for outdoor

instrumentation and for lines which leave the control house and/or turbine

rtom and enter the yard area to serve the primary auxiliary building and

containment building are served tnrough a dessicant type dryer which further

reduces the dewpoint to minus 40?, in order to be compatible with the lowest

expected outdoor temperature. This dessicant dryer is rated at 150 scfm and is

a dual tower type dryer. However, in the event that the transfer mechanism

would fail dutIng cycling of the dryer, : non-regenerative dessicant dryer

is provided to automatically bypass this dryer so as to provide a fout-hour

continued air supply to pertinent Class I services at minus 40F dewpoint. An

air filter set is provided on the discharge of this dryer in order to filter

out any dessicant which may be carried over by possible flotation of the bed.

A moisture detector is provided on the common discharge of the refrigerant

dryers to notify the control room operator in the event of malfunction of

the refrigerant dryer.

The instrument air compressors may be operated in two modes. One mode provides

for the standby compressor to come on automatically in the event of low pressure

in the common air receiver. The other mode o., operation provides for

simultaneous running of both compressors in order to provide continuity of

service to Class I areas in the event of outage of the conventional plant

inatrument air header. A restriction orifice is provide so as to limit the

flow to the capacity of one instrument air compressor into a possible line

break in the secondary plant air header. Upon notification of this break, a

valve is provided to isolate the secondary plant and prevent pressure decay

in the primary plant header.

6
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9 Valve position lugh

status of all emergi

reset solenoid valv

the attention of an

are dual type to pr

Service Air System

ts in the control room advise the operator as to the

ency bypass or make-up control valves. A manual local

is provided at each emergency valve so as to require

operator at the equipment. All air and oil filters

ovide maintenance during operation.

I The service air system is supplied by a Worthington Corporation two-stage

625 SCFKI compressor located in the turbine room. The air is discharged

through an aftercooler and moisture separator at 100 psig and 1lOF. The

maximum discharge pressure will be 125 psig. The cooling water J.v the

aftercooler pressure will be 125 psig. The cooling water for the

aftercooler and, compressor jacket is supplied from a closed cooling water

system which contains treated city water.

The compressor is controlled by the solenoid underloaded valves which are

energized through a pressure switch arrcangement in automatic or hand (manual)

modes. In the automatic mode, the compressor will run in single or two-stage

operation and unload at a predetermined prebsure setting with motor and compressor

stopped. In majiual mode, the conpressor will start and stop at predetermined

pressure settings; but the motor continues to run. High water and high air

temperature switches are connected to the control annunciator.

The service air system furnishes compressed air for pneumatic tools and

miscellaneous cleaning and maintenance purposes throughout the secondary

and primary plante Alcohol pots are provided in the air lines passing

outside the turbine bx.!tding.

This system is backed-up by the Unit No. 1 service air system through a

manually operated valve interconnection to the Unit No. 2 air receiver.

The size of the connection is equal to the Unit No. 2 supply pipe.

9.6.3-3



The system also provides for an automatic emersency supply ";o the Unit No.

I Instrument air system through an oil vapor filtering arrangement. In
addition, an automatic emergency supply is supplied to the containment building

Veld channel rmd penetration pressurization system. The air is first filtered
and then dried to -40F dew point.

6
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9.6.4 HBEATING SYSTEM

The heating system for Unit No. 2 represents an extention of the heating

* ,system for Unit No. 1 of the Indian Point Generating Station. three shop

ss~eubled package boilers, each rated at 40,000 lb of steam per hour at

265 paig, are presently installed. wo of these boilers are capable of

3upplying steam for misellaneous services when the reactor system of

Unit No. 1 is not in operation..
'p

Two additional package boilers, each rated at 50,000 lb of steam per hour,

are being installed to sunply steam for Unit No. 2 and to be interconnected
with ehe -Ustzibution header of. the three boilers for Unit No. 1. The 10-inch

mpin ateoa header from these new boilers links the exiating steam header to

Unit'No., 2 -ind also to Unit No. 3, so that output from auy of the five package

boilars imy be made available for the heating reqvirements of Unit No. 1,
Unit No. 2, or Unit No. 3.

With reupect to Unit No. 2 there are separate piping circuits for the unit

heater steam supply to the east side and the west side of the turbine hall,
including Lhe heater bay. An extension from the circuit to the east side

of the turbine hall serves the turbine oil storage tanks for both clean

and lirty oil storage. Other heating services extene to the fan room,

the fuel storage building, the containnent building, the rrimary auxiliary

building, the tank pit., the primary water storage tank and the r•fueling

w~ter storage tank.

Provision is made for the following heating services:

1) Containment Building

a) Four steam unit heaters
b) Valves with hose bibs for maintenance purposes

9.6.4-1



2) Primary Auxf 1"' .ry Building

a) Electric strip heaters

b) Steam unit heaters

c) Air makeup steam tt;.<aring units

3) Purge System Containment Building

a) Air makeup steam tempering units

4) Fuel Storage Building

a) Steam unit heaters for standby heating

b) Air makeup steam temperinS units

5) Waste Tank Storage Pit

a) Air makeup steam tempering units

6) Fan Room

a) One steam unit beater

L 9.6.4-2



PLANT r•I •lI1CATZONS SYSTEMS

A Gai-tronic Comnmication System provides separate and independent page

and party-line communLcationa channels. The page channel is regulated froe

th.ý control room and is used to -a.aU personnel as well as to issue plant-wide

instructions over the plant area loudspeakers. The party-line system is

common to all bandset stations and consists of two channels. One channel

is common t- both the nuclear and conventional areas of the plant, while

the retaining channel serves t'ie nuclear area only. Up to five parties

can comanicate vith each other at. one time over a common party-line

channel.

A call from one plant area to another is initiated by a page call uaing

a plant area handset. The handset has a receiver and speaker and providus

a. open cnaumnications line to the control room. A page call using a

handset is traumitted via one of the party-line channels to the control

room and Is heard over the c%,ntrol room loudspeaker. An operator in the

control room uses the paSe channel to alert personnel in the desired plant

area to contact the persoa who initiated the call. Handsets are used to

coeunicate from one plant area to another over the party-line system.
All communicatLxor.s must %o through the control room and are monitored over

a control ro" loudspeaker.

Both the page thannel and the party-line channel common to both the

nuclear and conventional areas of the plant can br verged with a page

channel and a party-line channel of unit namber 1, respectively, from

the unit number 2 ctatrol desk for inter-plant comunication.

A Bell dial phone is located nwar various handsets and is used to

r ,'"•aent the Cai-tronic Commzunication System.

9,6.5-1



6for a per-lod of inaccesiibility to the control room during a hot shutdown,

th,.re am' Gai-tronic handseots Ioatcd at each of the vital areas, exturnal

to the control. room, th1at aro required to bring tha plant to a hot shut-

dovn. Bc.h p~cty-line channels are available for comnwlmatLont.

9.6,5-2
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9.7 9.7 6UMM2 MND SUTM( DECOSTAHINATION

907.1 DESIGNI 3SIS

Activity outside the core could reault from fission products frtm defective

fuel eamments, fission products from tramp uranium left on the cladding in

*=4ll quantities during fabrication, products of n - V or n - p reactions on

the water or ImpuritLe" in trhe water, and activated corrosion products.

Flasioan products in the reactor coolant associated with normal plant operation

and tramp uratium are a generally removed with th* coolant or in subsequent

flushing of the system to be decontaminated. The products of water activiation

axe not long 117ed and may be removed by natural decay during reactor cooldown

and subsequent flushing procedures. Activated corrosion products are the

priuary source of the rem&ining activity.

The corrosion products contain radioisotopes from the reactor coolant which

have been absorbed on or have diffused into the oxide film. The oxide film,

essentially mapnetite (Fe 304 ) with oxider of other metals including Cr and Ni,

can be removed by chezical means presently used in industry.

Water from the primary coolant system and the spent fuel pit is the primary

potential source of conta-inacion outside of the corrosion fuLm of the

primary coolant system. The contamination could be spread by various meana

when access is required. Contact while working on primary system components

could result in contarLa.ation of the equipment, tools and clothing of the

persounel involved in the =aintenance, Also, leakage from the system during

operation "r spillage during muintenance could contamdnate the imadiate

areas and could contribute to the contamination of the equipment, tools,

and clothing.

9.7-1



I947.2 "M'•ODS OF DECONTAHWTILON

Surface contamitnates which are found )n equipment ii the primary system

and the spent fuel pit: that are in contact with the water are removed by

covontional. techniquas of flushing and scrubbing as required. Tools are
d4contaminaced by flushing and scrubbing since the cxntminates ae generally
on the surface only of non-porous materials. Personnel and their clothing

ame decontmainated according to the standard health physics requirements.

Those areas of the plant which are susceptable to spillage of racloactive

fluids are painted with a sealant to fa-ilitate decontamination that may
ta required. Generally washing and flushing of the surfaces are sufficient

to remove '-y radioactivity present.

The corrosion films generally are tightly adhering surface contaminates,
and must be rezoved by che=ical processes. The removal of these files
is gmnerally done with the aid of con=rcial vendors who provide both services

and formualations. Since decontamination e-<parience with reactors is continually
being gained* specific p-.ocedures may change for bach decontanination case.
For corrosion flmn, the APAC (alkaline parmanganate-diammonium citrate)

treatwent, or an organic acid variation of the APAC treatment is considered
to be the coat affective for ren2val.

Portable components may be cleaned with a combina ion of chemical and ultrasonic

methods if n-quired.
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9,7,3 DECONTAMATION FACILITIES

DecontzmLnatidm facilities on site consist of an equipmuet pit and a cask

pit located adjacent zo the w ant fuel storage pit. In the stainless steel

lined equipment pit, fuel handling tools and other tools can be cleaned

and decontaminated.

In the cask decontamination pit, the outside surfaces of the shipping casks

are decontaminated, If required, by using steam, water detergent aolutions,

and manual scrubbing to the extent required. When the outside of the casks

are decontaminated, the casks are removed by the auxiliary building crane

and hauled away.

For the personnel, a decontamination shower and washroom is located adjacent

to th. Radiation Control Area (RCA) Iocker room. Personnel decontamination

kits with instructions for their use are in the RCA locker room.

I.
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9.8

9.8.1

PRIMARY AUXILIARY BUILDING VENTILATI(W SYSTE(

DESIG BASIS

The Primary Auxiliary Building Ventilation Jystem Is designed to accomlish

the following:

a) Provide sufficient circulation of filtered air through the various

room and compartments of the building to remove equipment heat and

maintatI safe ambient operating temperatures.

b) Control flow direction of airborne radioactivity from low activity

areas toward higher activity areas.

c) Providb purging of the building to the plant vent for dispersion to

the environment.

The air exhausted by the system is filtered, monitored and diluted so that

off-site dose during normal operation dill not exceed one-tenth of that

permitted by 10 CFR 20.

0
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9#8.2 SYSTE0I DESICN AND OPERAWI(

The Priemary Azxdliary Building Ventilation System (See Figure 5.3-1) is

composed of the following systems:

a) Hake-up air handling system complete with fan, bypass lampecs, filters,

heating coils and supply ductwork.

b) Exhaust system coplete with fans, ductwork, roughing filters and

IEPA filters.

c) Make-up air terperiug unit for the waste storage tank pit.

Design parae ters for the system components are given in Table 9.8-1.

Branch supply ducts direct make-up air to the various floors at the east end

of the building, from where it flows to the rcoms and compartments. Air

is exhausted from each of the building compartments through ductwork designed

to rake the supply air sweep across the room as it travels to the room

exhaust ragister. The air thegi flows to the exhaust fan inlet plenum, and

is drawn by the operating exhaust fan through rouging filters and HEPA

filters befi.re discharge to the plant vent. The exhaust system has been

designed to insure that air flows from the "clean" end of the building through

the "not" areas.

Ventilating air exhausted from the waste storage tank pit is arranged to

by-pass the primary auxiliary building system and flow directly into the

exhaust fan inlet plenum. Makeup air to this area is tempered with a steam

heating coil,

9.8.2-1
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Thfo are four fans in the Containment Building Purge Systea and Primary

Auxiliary Building Ventilation System. The t~o exhaust fans (contaiment

building purge andlor primary auxiliary building exhaust fans 21 & 22)

are cowun to both the Containment Building Purge System and Primary

Auxiliary Building Ventilation System. Th snupply fan Lu each of the

ventilation systems operates only in its individual venti.lation. system.

The four fans operate in pairs., with the primary auxiliary building supply

fan running with either of the exhaust fans, with the other exhaust fan

serving an back-up, or the contedn•nt building purge supply fan running

with either of the exhaust fans with the other as back-up, or with

all four fans running simultaneously. The interlocking for the fans is

such that in the event of a trip of any of the fans, the corresponding fan

in that Pair will stop.

The selection of the desired pair or pairt of fans is manual, using a 4
selector switch located on the fan room control panel. All four fans can be

started and stopped by the single control switch loccated c. the fan room

control panel. Each fan has indicating lights on the fan room control panel

and in the main control roon. An auto-trip alarm is also provided. In

addition, wach of the fans have a "Jog" pushbuttom locate~d on the fan room

control panel for testing.

A 50,000 cfm dilution fan is provided for reducing the concentration of

radioactivity in the exhaust air discharge through the plant vent. This

fan will stan automatically upon a high activity signal from the stack

Vas vonitor, =d continue to run until manually stopped from a control

svitch on the fan rtoom control panel. Indicating lights are provided on

both the fan room control panel and in the nain control room. An auto

trip alarn is also provided to indicate that 'ie fan is operating.

I
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PPIMARY AMILIMARY BUtLWI VE•ITLATION SYSTEH CO.POMIT DATA

Units
Slot" Installed

Units
Caacity

Units Required
for

Normal 2perat So

*EXHAST

Fans, Standard Conditions

Fan 'ressure

Fan Motors

pleaum

aoughing Filters

HEPA Filters

SUPPLY _EWERINGU Wir (PAB)

2

2

2

22

53,000 cfa

8.5 in. 1120

100 UP

53,000 cfu

53,000 cfu

53,000 cfn

1

1

I

1

1

Tans, Standard -Conditions

Fan Pressure

Fan Motor

Filters

Coils

1

1

1

1

1

48,100 ofm

I.5 in. H20

25 HP

48,100 cfn

48,100 e.t,

1

1

1

1

1

TEMMNUG UNIT (IJASTE STORAGE TAWK, 1kT)

Coil complete with
notor-operated dampers 1 5,100 elu I

*These two exhaust fans are used interchangeably and/or as backup for:

f1) Vertilation of Pruimary Auxiliary Building.

(2) Contain~ent Building Purge System.
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9.9 CONTROL ROOM V-LATTOS, SYSW(

9.g.1 DESIGN BASIS

The Control Roon Ventilation Syatea 15 designed to acco=plish the following:

a) MIaintain 75 F D.B, and approximately 50% L.H. in the contr:ol room.

b) Permit cleanup of airborne perticulate radioactivity entering the

control roon with normal uakeup air flow and by infiltration.

9.9.1-1



9SYSrn DESIGN MID OP-AUTI

Th- Co;scro Rooz Ventilazion System Is composed of the following equipment:

a) A dL~rct eTansionu, water-cooled air conditioning uwit compi-zte

with fan$ steam heating cotl and roughitng filter.

b) A filtI uWit consisting of case, roughing filter, HEPA filters,

chircoal filters and a booster fan with a capacity of appro~ximately

1840 cfa.

c) Duct system complete with dampers and controls to git.e four (4)

*Ystem booster fan operating cnditioas.

The Control Room Ventilation System will operat-e as follo'a-

a) Normal Conditions

1) With outside air makeup

WIll supply cooling or heating for tt-, control rooz ataphcre

as required, using freah outside 4ir makeup and with the

charcoal filter unit bypassed.

2) Nith building air makeup

Same as 1), except that pneumat-c dawfers will be positioned

to provide makeuj; air from the oontrol biditIng interior insteed

of from outside.

9.9.2-1
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b) Ia

1)

Ilout~ or A.-ciddit PmcdtIons 4
ULMt autoid* air aiaksup filtered

The bvoter Lenu ll, start and pnuamtSc daupers will be

positioned t,- permt outside air and a portion of recirculated
room air to fl~m throush the $.rrcoal filter unit,.

2) Wt4h no a~naup -air

The pneum.tic dripers will be positioned to close both the outside

air mak•up and building air sakeu-p ducts. Approximately 1840

aft will be directed through tha charcoal filter unit to remove

airburne particulate radloactivity that may have entered the

control room through infiltration.

All these oparation' cen be perform.-d manually from the control room. In

addition. in the avant of safety injection signal the control room dampens

will automat.cally rog--sti-0on and start the booster fuis to place thw char-

coal filt-1r umit in service, for system operating mode b)2).

I

I

9.9.2-2 Supplement 4
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10. STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

10. DESIMN BASIS

K 10.1.1 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The turbine-generator systems consist of components of conventional design,

acceptable for use in large power stations. The equipment is arranged

to provide high thermal efficiency with no sacrifice to safety. The component

design parameters are given in Table 10.1-1.

The Steam and Feedwater System is designed to remove heat from the reactor

coolant in the four steam generators, producing steam for use In the 1,021,793

KW turbine generator. The Steam and Feedwater System can receive and dispose

of, in its cooling systems and through atmospheric relief valves, the total

heat existent or produced in the Reactor Coolant System following an emergency

shutdown of the turbine generator from a full load condition.0
All of the equipment in the turbine-generator systems is designed tc produce

a maximum calculated &roes output of 1,068,701 KW, should the Nuclear Steam

Supply System prove to have capacity in the future for such operation.

The system design provides means to monitor and restrict radioactivity

discharge to normal heat sinks or the environment such that the limits

of 10 CFR 20 are not exceeded under normal operating conditions nor in

the event of anticipated system malfunctions.

One turbine and two electric driven auxiliary feed pumps are provided to

ensure that adequate feedwater is supplied to the steam generators for

reactor decay heat removal under all circumstances, including loss of power

and normal heat sink. Feedwater flow can be maintained until either, power

iz restored, or reactor decay heat removal can be accomplished by other

systems. Auxiliary feedwater pumps and piping are designed as Class I

seismic components.

10.1-1



10,12 LOAD CHANGE CA.PAILI•

The transmission system directs the power coaversion system to provide

load changes up to generation step load increases of 10% and ramp increases
of 5% per minute within the load range of 15-100Z without reactor trip

subject to possible xenon limitations late in core life. Similar step

and ramp load reductions are possible within the range of 100-15% of full

load. The Reactor Coolant System will accept a complete loss of load from

full power with reactor trip. in addition, the turbine bypass and steam

dump system makas it possible to accept a step load decrease of 50% of

full power without reactor trip.

10.1.3 FUNCTIONAL LIMITS

The system design incorporates backup means (power relief and code safety

valves) of heat removal under any loss of normal heat sink (e.g., Condenser

isolation, circulating water loss of flow) to accommodate reactor shutdown

heat rejection requirements. System atmospheric discharges under normal 4
operations are made only if the releases are acceptable within tho limits

of 10 CFR 20. All sach discharges to the atmosphere will be monitored

for acceptable radiation levels.

10.1.4 SECONDARY FUNCTIONS

The Steamr and Power Conversion System provides steam for the auxiliary

steam driven feedwater pump and for the operation of the air ejector. The

turbine bypass system is designed to dissipate the heat in the reactor

coolant following a full lord trip. This heat is removed by means of the

steam bypass thr, .gh the turbine generator to the condenser circulating

water and by steam dump through the atmospheric power relief and safety

valves in the event of loss of vacuum in the condenser.

10.1-2



0 TABLE 10. 1-1

STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM COMPONENT
DESIGN PARAMETERS

Turbine-Generator

Turbine Type

Turbine Capacity (KW)
Maximum guaranteed
Maximum calculated

Generator Rating (KVA)

Turbine Speed (rpm)

Condensers

Type

Number

Condensing Capacity
(lbs of steam/hr)

Condensate Pumps

Type

Four element, tandem-compound
six - flow exhaust

1,021,793

1,068,701

1,125,600

1800

Radial flow, single pass,

divided water box, deaerating

3

7,230,000

8 stage, vertical pit type,

centrifugal

3

7860

Vertical Induction

3000

High Speed, barrel coring,

single stage, centrifugal

2

15,600

Horizontal steam turbine

83ju

Number

Design Capacity (each-gpm)

Motor Type

Motor Rating (hp)

Feedwater Pumps

Type

Number

Design Capacity (each-gpm)

Pump Drive

Drive Rating (bp)
0
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TABLE 10.1-; (Cont'd)
6

Emergency Feedwater Source

Emerge, "y Feedwater Pumps

Design Capacity (gpm)

360,000 gallons assured reserve
in 600,000 gallon condensate
tank. Alternate supply from
1^500,000 gallon city water
trnk.

3 (one steam turbine driven,
two electric motor driven)

800 (turbine driven)
400 (motor driven)

t'
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10.2 SYSTEH DESIGN 'AND OPERATION

The Steam and Power Conversion System Process Plow Diagram is shown on

Figure 10-1.

Heat Balance diagrams at loads of 1,068,701 KW(e) 1,021,793 KXW(e); 766,350

KW(e); 510,897 KW(e); and 255,448 KW(e) are shown on Figures 10-2 through

10-6.

10.2.1 MAIN STEAM SYSTEM

The main steam system conducts steam in a 28 in. pipe from each of the foLr
steam generators within the reactor contaJ-ment through a swing disc type

isolation valve and a swing disc type non-return valve to the turbine stop

and control valves. The isolation and non-return valves are located outside

of the containment. The four lines are interconnected local to the turbine.

The design pressure of this system is 1085 psig at 600*F. A steam flow-

meter (flow venturi) is provided in the line from each steam generator,

upstream of the isolation and non-return valves, to meter steam flow from

each steam generator. Steam flow signals are used by the automatic feed-

water flow control system 'See Section 7). The flow venturi also serves

Lo limit steam flow rate in the event of a steam line break downstream

ol the venturi. Steam pressure is measured upstream of the isolation and

non-return valves.

The isolation valves contain fxee swinging discs which are normally held

up out of the main steam flow path by an air piston. These valves are

automatically closed upon receipt of a signal from the steam line break

protection system as described in Section 7. The isolation valves are

designed to close in less than five seconds.

The non-return valves are activated upon reverse flow of steam in case

of accidental pressure reduction in any steam generator or its piping.

10.2-1
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The system is claosiflid 'as Class I for seismic design up to the Isolation

Valvo*,

The sateam break, Incident is analyzed In Section 14.

Turbine Steam Bypass

ExCess steam generated by the reactor coolant system Is bypassed, during

conditions described below, from the four 28 in. main ateam lines ahead

of the turbine stop valves directly to the condensers by means of two 20

in. toin steam bypass lines. One bypass line runs on either side of the

turbine. From each 20 in. line six 8 in. lines are taken, each witt an

8 in. bypass control valve installed. Each bypass valve discharges into

a 10 in, pipe which is connected by a manifold with one other 8 in. bypasB

valve and discharges into a 12 in. manifolu. Each 12 in. manifold is taken

to a sapaTate section of the condenser where it discharges into the condenser

through a perforated diffuser. Each bypass valve has a capacity of 500,000

lb/hr when the steam generator is operating at full load (1022 MW(e) pressure

770 pate). The total capacity of all 12 bypass valves when operated with

770 psia in the steam generators is 6,000,000 lb/hr (40% of the steam generator

steam flow at full load). The large number of small sine valves is installed

to limit the maximum steam flow should one valve stick open. A potent.4 al

hniard in the form of an uncontrolled plant cooldown is thus el-minated,

Local manually operated isolation valves are provided at each control valve.

On a turbine trip with reactor trip, the pressure in the steam genarators

riase. To prevent overpressure without main steam safety valve operation,

the twelve turbine steam bypass valves open, discharging to the condenser

for eavwral minutes. The operation of the valves iv initiated by the error

signal from the reactor coolant average temperature. In the event of a

turbine ".ip, all valves open fully In three seconds. After initial opening,

the valves are modulated by the T rs si8nal to reduce the average temperature

end to maintain it at the no-load value. This is further described in

Section 7.

10.2-2
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After a normal orderly shutdown of the turbine generator leading to plant

cooldowr, the operattor may select pressure control for .ore accurate main-

tenancs of no-load conditions using the bypass valves to release steam

genarated by the residual heat. Plant cooldown, programmed to minimize

thermal transients and based on residual heat release is affected by a

gradual manual adjustment of this pressure setpoint until the cooldown

process is transferred to the residual heat removal system.

During start-up, hot standby service or physics testing, the bypass valves

may be controlled manually from the pressure controllers located on the

main control board.

The twelve temperature controlled valves open on turbine trip or large

load rejection. All twelve valves are prevented from opening on loss of

condenser vacuum; they are also blocked on trip of the associated cooling

water eircu!,ating pump.

Steam Dump to Atmosphere

If the condenser heat sink is not available during a turbine trip, excess

steam, generated as a result of reactor coolant system sensible heat and

core decay heat, is discharged to the atmosphere.

There are four 6 in. by 10 in. and one 6 in. by 8 in. code safety valves

located on each of the four 28 in. main stean. lines outside the reactor

containmeat and upstream of the non-return valves. Discharge from each

of the 20 safety valves is carried to atmosphere through individual vent

stacks. The five safety valves in each main steam line are set to relieve

at 1065, 1080, 1095, 1110, and 1120 psig, ,.ernectively. The totsl relieving

capacity of all 20 valves is 14,619,000 lb. per hour.

In addition, four 6 In. power oporated relief valves are provided which

are capable of releasing the sensible and core decay heat to the atmosphere.

Thece valves are automatically controlled by preasure or tiy be manually

operatad from the main control board and are capable of releasing ten per

cant of the equivalent nominal rated steam flow (1,390,000 lb. per hour

10.2-3
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of sis, at at 1020 psi pressure). One power operated relief valv2 Is located

on each main steam line, upstream of the ,wing disc trip valve. Discharge

from each of the four power relief valve, is carried to atmosph.re through

" itidividual vent stacks. In addition, t'.ie power operated relie. valves may

*. be used to release the steam generatee during reactor physics testing,
I.

operator license training und plant Lot standby operation, If the main

* condtuser is not available.

6

Steam For Auxiliaries

The stean. Lor the auxiliary tv:bine driven feedwater pump is obtained

ftom two of the 28 in. steam generator outlet mains, upstream of the swing

disc trip valves. The stear. is reduced to 600 psig for the turbine by

a pressure reducing contro'. valve.

Auxiliary steam for the turbine gland steam sup9uly control valve, the

three steam-jet air ej,,ctors, the rehester secrion of the six moisture

separator-reheaters, .he three priming ejectcrs and supplementary steam

for the main feed pr.Ap turbines is obtained from branches on the steam

lines ahead of the turbine stop valves. P-:essure reducing stations are

used for the p im .ng and main air ejectors. The temperature control valves

are located in t',e auxiliary steam line to the reheaters. The design

pressure and te aperature for this systf m are l105 psig and 600°F, respectively.

Steam from sIx extraction openings ia the turbine casings is piped tc

the shells i.f the three parallel strings of feed-water heaters. The first

point extr ctioa originates at the. high pressure turbine casing anA supplies

steam to Jhe shell of the No. 6 (high pressure) feed-water heater. The

secot4d Foint extraction origina.es in the high pressure turbine exhaust

piping ahead of the moisture separators, and supplies steam to the No.

5 (lwi pressure) feed-'water beater. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth

polo,. extractions all originate at the low pressure turbine '.asings and

surply steam to the No. 4. No. 3, No. 2, and No. 1 (all low pressure)

fr.ed-vater heaters, re.9pectively.

10.2-4
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To prevent turbine overspeed from backflow of flashed condensate from

the heaters after a turbine trip, non-retutzi valves are provided in all

but the two lowest pressure extraction steam lines. The non-return valves

in the two high pressure first and second point extraction lines are air

cylinder operated valves which are closed automatically upon a signal

from the turbine trip circuit. The non-return valves in the third and

fourth poi.nt intermediate pressure extraction lines are swing check type

valvcs with balancing counterweights and are also air cylinder operated.

The lar pressure fifth and sixth point extraction lines are located entirely

in the condenser shells and do not contain non-return valves.

Steam Generator Blowdown

Each steam generator is provided with two 2 in. bottom blowdown connections

for shell solids concentration control. The two connections are at the

same level, but on opposite sides of the shell. Piping from the two con-

nections join to form a 2 in. blowdown header for each steam generator.

The bottom of each steam generator is also provided with a drain connection

which discharges into the blowdown line.

Each blowdown line is provided with a hand shutoff valve and two diaphragm

operated trip valves. Each blowdown line includes, in addition to these

shutoff valves, a manually operated needle-type flow control valve for

blowdown flow adjustment. A steam generator sample line is taken from

the blowdown line inside containment. A small flow from each sample line is

combined and is monitored for radiation. In the event of a high radiation

signal, both diaphragm valves in the sample and blowdown lines will close

automatically.

Blowdown from all four steam generators passes to the blowdown flash tank.

Tie flashed vapor is discharged to atmosphere while the condensate drains

Lby gravity through a service water discharge line into the circulating 1

water discharge canal.

10.2-5



If drains from the blow.lown tank become contaminated, the blowdown tank

drains may be diverted to the waste disposal system for processing.

The normal fcll load blowdown rate from four steam generators Is approximately

29,000 lb. per hour or 0.2 per cent of feedwater flao. The design basis

is 50,000 lb. per hour for four steam generators to provide for occasionally

higher blowdown rk.es should they be required to reduce solids concentration.

A flash steam evaporator provides distillate for makeup water to the reactor

coolant system and the condensate system. With the main turbine operatir'-

at 1022 MW(e), this evaporator will produce 56,000 lb/hr or 87,000 lb/hr

at extended rating.

10.2 .2 TURBINE-GENERATOR

The turbine has a guaranteed capability of 1,0l21,793 kw at 1.5 in. Hg

absolute exhaust pressure with zero per cent makeup and six stages of

feedwater heating. The unit operates at 1800 rpm witi. steam supplied

ahead of the main stop valves at 730 psia, 508*F and 0.25 per cent moisture.

Steam is admitted to the turbine through four stop valves and fou ý.ontrol

valves. The expected throttle flow at 1,021,793 'w is 12,529,696 lb.

of steam per hour.

The turbine (TC6F44) is a four casing, tandem compound, six flow exhaust

unit with 44 inch last row blades as shown in Figure 10-7. The turbine

consists of one double flow 11P element in tandem with three double flow

LP elements. Steam after passing through V'e stop and control valves,

passes through the high presnure turbine, and then through the moistu-i

separator reheaters.

There are six, horizontal-;.xis, cylindrical shell, combined moisture separator,

steam reheater assemblies. Steam from the exhaust of the HP turbine element

enters each assembly at one end. Internal manifolds in the lower section

distribute the wet steam. The steam then rises through a wire mesh moisture

10.2-6



separator where the moisture is removed and drained to a drain tank. The

steam leaving the wire mesh separator flows over % tube bundle where it

is reheated. This reheated steam leaves .h:ough nozzles in the top of

the assemblies and flows to the LP turbines. The tube bundle is supplied

with =ain steam from ahead of the turbine throttle valves whLch condenses

In tubes end 1haves as condensate. Condensate from the rebeater assemblies

flows to the high pressure heater.

The turbine oil system consists of a high pressure hydraulic control syszem

and a low pressuri lubrication system. Oil is also used to seal the generator

shaft seals to prevent hydrogen leakage from the generator into the turbine

room. The oil pump mounted on the main trubine shaft normally supplies

all oil requirements. A motor driv.-n auxiliary oil pump supplies the oil

requ.Lred during turbine startup and whenever there is low pressure in the

bearing oil header. The auxiliary unit is a centrifugal pump driven by

a 150 UP rwotor. Oil is supplied at 300 psig to the hydraulic control meLhanisms.

A motor driven bearing oil pump is also provided which su;r,!es oil whenever

there is a low pressure in the bearing oil header. This pump is a cen-

trifugal ty-e with a 75 HP motor. During startup, these. auxiliary oil

pumps supply all the oil while the main pump acts against a closed check

valve. An AC motor Jriven oil pump is provided for turning gear and emergency

%.,,ration. A DC motor driven oil pump operated from the station battery

is included for additional backup to assure lubricating oil to the machine.

An AC motor drmven generator seal oil pump is furnished for normal operation

with a DC motor driven backup pump to assure confinement of the hydrogen

within the generator.

A continuous bypass turbine oil purification system is provided to remove

contaminents frou the oil.

To maintain shaft alignment while the unit is down, a cotor driven turning

&ear Is provided.

The turbine is coupled to a single, hydrogen inner cooled generator and

rotating rectifier exciter. The generator is rated at 1,125,600 kva, 3

10.2-7



phasep 60 cycles, 22 kv and 90 per cent. power factor, and 75 psig hydrogen E
prseAures It has sufficient copabi.Uy to accept gross kilowatt output

of th. steam turbine with its control vasves wide open at 730 psia saturated

1. ~ moisture rated steam conditions.

10.213 TURBRl CONTROLS

High pressure ateas enters the turbine through four stop valves and four

governing ccntrol valves. The four main stop valves are desigaed for the

specific operating conditions. I'ach atop valve is a single seated, oil

operated, spring closing valve controlled primarily by the turbine over

speed trip device. The turbiua overspeed trip pilot is actuated by one

of the following to close t.te stop valves:

Turbine thrust bearing trip

Low bearing oil pressure trip

Low condenser vacuugm

Solenoid trip I
Overspend trip

Hand trip

Each stop valve has limit switches which operate position lights on the

main control board. There are also similar limit switches in the electrical

interlock system to operate the turbine trip auxiliary relay and the reactor

tVip breakers.

Teat switches on the main control board permit test closure of each valve.

The valve operation can be observed from within the turbine front end en-

closure. Periodic tcsts exercise the stop valves and ensure their ab'lity

to close during an emergency.

Before a stop valve can be opened, the pressure across the valve must be

equalized* This is done by opening a small bypass valve around each of

the stop valves.
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oro hydraulically operated valves of the single seated plug type open

and close in sequence to control steam adaission to the turbine. They

are actuated by the turbine speed governor wahich is responsive to turbine

speed, and which includes:

A speed changer or synchronizing device

A load limit device which must be reset after operation of the
overspeed trip before the control valves can be opened

A second load linit device without reset is jfurnished to give
redundancy of load cutback following a rod drop

The g•karning emergency trip valve, actuated when the stop valves
are tripped, to cloce the control valves

An auxilary governor, responsive to the rate of turbine speed
increase, to close the control valves

A motor controlled hydraulic pilot valve is provided for each control valve

to test the operation of the valve. Test switches with undicatiag lights

are provided on the nain control N.rd turbine section. Removable strainers

are located in ea-h control valve body to protect the valves and turbine

from foreign =aterial in the stean. Temporary fine mesh strainerl ara

installed during initial operation.

The normal governing devices, which operate through hydrzulic relaya to

operate the --ontrol valves are as follows:

The governor handwheel at the unit

The governor synchronizing motor, which is controlled by a switch
on the electrical section of the main control board and is used
for raising or lowering turbine speed or Ibad

The load limit handwheel at the un.-

The load limit motor, which is controlled by a switch on the
turbine section of the nain L oncrol board and by a reactor
control rod drop run back signal_ (This is further d:s-ribed In
Section 7)

The pre-emergency device functions similar to the normal governing devices

by operating the control valves in case of abnormal operating conditions0
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In ti auxiliary $overnor. This pre-emergency device closes the control 4
valves on repid increa•s in turbine speed. The control valves will be

actuated by either the speed governor or load limit, and the device delivering

the loMest oil pressure will be in control. Pressure gages on the main

cmitrol board Indicate the oil pressure from these devices.

The evmrgency devices which will trip the stop valves, the control valves,

and the air relsy dump valve are as follovs:

Overspeed emergency governor

Solenoid trip (also actuated froA reactor trip, electrical
faults and a manual push button)

Low condenser vacuum trip

Low bearing oil trip

Thrust bearing trip

Hand trip at unit

The mechancdl .-m-'speed trip mechanisms consists of an eccentric weight 4
inow:r a in ch- end of the turbine shaft, which is balanced in position by a

spring until t•w vipeed recbes approximately 108 of rated sp'ied (the

tripping sp*ad). IUS. .,RLr.ai force then overcomes the restraining

spring ant Lthe ece niric weight Mve out striking a trigger which trips

the overspeed trip valve and rs.leaezs the autostaop fluid to drain. The

reaulting decrease in autostop pressure causes the governing emergency trip

valve to release the control oil pressure, and this closes the main stop

and governing valves. An air pilot valve used to control the extraction

non-return valves is also actuated from the autostop pressure.

The autostop valve is also tripped when any one of the protective devices

is actuated. The protective devices include a low bearing oil pressure

"rip, a solenoid trip, a thrust bearing trip and a low vacuum trip. These

devices ure all included in a separate assembly, but connected hydraulically

to the ovarspeed trip valve. An additional protective feature Includes

a turbine trip following a reactor trip. 4
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Trip of the turbine-generator, when unit load is greater than 50% of full

load, inItiates a reactor trip to prevent excessive reactor coolp2.t temperature

andlur pressure.

A dropped rod control cluster asioembly signal as indicated by either a

rapid decrease in nuclear flux or by the rod bottom on-off controllers,

initiates automatic turbine load cutback. This is further described in

Section 7.

10.2.4 CIRC=ULAING WATER SYSTEM

Hudson River water in used for the condenser circulating water. River

water flows under the floating debris skimmer wall into six separate screen

wells through heavy steel trash bar racks. The trash bar racks protect

the travelliLg screens again.-t damage from heavier debris. The water flows

through travelling screens where the smaller debris is removed. When the

screens become sufficiently dirty to require cleaning, a pressure differential

signal is dispatched to the control room and cleaning is automatically

inaugurated. Each screen well is provided with stop logs to allow dewat-tring
of any individual screen well for maintenance purposes.

The water from ei:h Individual screen well flows to a motor driven, vertical,

mixed flow condenser circulating pump. Each of the six condenser circulating

pumps provides 140,000 gpe and 21 ft. TDH when operating at -M2 rpm and

is located in an individual pump well, thus, tying a section of the condenser

to an individual pump. The circulating water Is piped to the condensers

and is discharged back into the river at a distance far enough away from

the intake to minimize recirculation. To protect the travelling screens

against ice during freezing water conditions, warm discharge water from

the condenser may be recirculated ahead of the screens to raise the inlet

water temperature. Radient heaters are also supplied for the f.creens.

Sodium hypochlorite is intermittently injected into the circulating water

to prevent the buildup of bacterial slime on the travelling water screens,

condenser tubes, and piping.
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Sodium hypochlarite containing approximately 13-1/2 per cent by weight

of avail-able chlorine in stored in two 4000 galloni tanks In the hypochlorite

room of Unit 1(o. I screen well house.

.0.2.5~ CONIDENSR AND AUXILIARIES

Three surface type, single pass, radial flow condensers are provided with

bolted divided water boxes at both ends. Fabricated steel water boxes

*nd shell conatruction is used. Notwell design is for four minute storage

while operating at maximum turbine throttle flow with free volume for condensate

surge protection. The hotmells are longitudinally divided to facilitate

condenser tube leakage detection. Each half is provided with separate

conductivity messurexent devices. In the event of high conductivity (high

salinity) in a hotwell it will be manually isolated and the condensate

dumped overboard instead of normally providing suction for the condensate

pumps described belmw. The dea-rating hotwells are provided to reduce

the residual oxygen in the condensate to less than 0.01 cc per liter. The

Admiralty metal tubes. are welded into silicon-bronze tube sheets Water

box wanholes are provided for access. Provision is =ade for condensing

the main feedpump drive turbine exhaust. The condensers have steam turbine

b~pass condensing arrangements to condense turbine bypass steam for controlled

startups and to condense residual and decay heat steam following a shutdown.

Three motor driven, eight-stage, one-third capacity, varti.-al, pit type,

centrifugal condensate pumps are provided, each taking suction from the

coodsnser hotwells. The condensate pumps discharge into three separate

parallel streasm of feedwater heaters and provide the suction supply to

the feedwater pumps.

One four elenent, two-stage air ejector -with separate inter- and common

after-condenuers is provided for each condenser. For normal air removal,

one air ejector unit in required per condenser. The ejectors function

by using main steam. The air ejector exhaust is mobdtored for radiation.

In the event of a steam generator leak and subsequent presence of radioactive E
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* ~ontaminsted steam in the secondary system, the radioactive non-condensable

gaase which concentrate in the air ejector effluent will be detected by

this ramdation monitor. A high activity level signal automatically diverts

the exhaust gases from the vent stack to the containment.

For initial condenser shall side air removal, three non-condensing priming

ejectors are provided, each having a capacity of 9D0 cfa. During periods

of plant shutdown where decay heat is involved, this apparatus say be used.

The main ejectors will also be opezrted at the same time to ensure that

the effluent is waitored for radiation.

10,236 CONDENSATE = FEEDWATER SYSTEM

The condensate and feedwatex system Is designed to supply a total of approximately

13,283v282 lb. of feadvater per hour to the four steam gene~ators at a turbine

load of 1022 HW(e). This system, is shown on Figure 10 -1, is comprised

of:

& condensate system which collects and transfers condensed steam

and the drains frem five feedwater beaters through five stages of

feedwater heating to the suction of the steam generator feed pumps.

A condensate makeup and surge system which raintain4 a normal water

level in the condenser hot wells.

A beater drain system -hich collects and transfers to the suction

of the steaim generator feed pumps the drains from No. five and six

feedwater heaters and six moisture separator-reheaters

A feedvater system which delivers the condensate and heater drains

through one stage of feedvater heating to the steam generators

An auxiliary feedvater system which provides a flow of water from

the condensate tank to the stear- generators when the main steam Z'narator

feed pumps are unavailable. The flow is equivalent to that reiesired

for makeup due to reactor core decay heat removal requiresmats.
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Thb cowdtn#ata systoM transfers condensate and low pressure heater drains

fro* the cooadnser hot wall through five stages of feedwater heating to

tht MuctionM of the ate*a generator feed pumps.

Three 113 six* condensate pumps take auction through individual 24 in.

lines from the bottom of the condenser hot veil. The pumps discharge Intt

a COmon header which carries the condensate through three steam jet air

ejector condensers, arranged in parallel, and through one gland ste&A condet-ser.

nhe condensate pumps are eight stage, vertical, pit-type pumps. Each pump

Is rated at 7860 gp. and 1150 ft TDH vhen operating at 1170 rpm. Shaft

sealing is accomplished with a standard packed stuffing box. The

pump b aerln&g are lubricated by the pumped liquid. Each pump Ua driv2na

through a solid Coupling, by a 3000 HP, vertical, solid sbift, induction

motor having an open dripproof enclosure.

The condensate pumps are operated by manuti controls on the main control 4
board.

To maintain condenser vactw, and turbine steam seals during at.irt-up, shutdown,

and at very low loacL-, an 8 In. condensate recirculation line, containing

a diaphragm operated valve, is provided to maintain minimum flow through

the air s)lctor condensers and gland steam condenser. The recirculation

line tciginates at the condensate header downstream of the gland steam

-ondse*r and terMInates at the condenser hot weUl. The diaphragm operated

recirculation valve L4 automatica11y controlled by the minimu floW required

by the air ejector condensers.

The 24 In, condenser header divides into three 14 in. lines dounctream

of the gland steam condensers. These linas carry the condensate through

the tube sides of threa parallal strings of two LP feedwater heaters. The

flov to the remaining thret strings of three LP heaters is through a common

24 in. pipe. An 18 in. bypass Is taken to the flash evaporator for cooling
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the product. The condensate is r-turned to the cosmon stresa before the

rezm ing LP heaters. A *onualiy controlled valve In the 24 in. main reul.ates

flow to the flash 4vaporator condenser. After the No. 3 feedvater hoater,

the threa condensate lines join into a common header. 1he heater drain

pusq discharge enters this header and then continues .n to the suction

of the stesa generator feed pumps.

Each parallel string of feedvatar heaters may be taken out of service

by closing a manual gate valve at the Inlet tc the string of heaters.

and at the outlet to the string of heaters.

The condensate makeup and surge systems operate to maintain normal water

level in the condenser hot well.

The makeup system connects the 600,000 gal. capacity water storage tank

to a diffusing pipe in the condenser shell. This line contains a diaphragm

operated valve which autowtically opens on lou level in the condenser

hot well to pass makeup vater frou the tank to the condenser. An isolating

valve will close the crsdenser makeup when the storage tank lavel reaches

360,000 gal. This will ensure a reserve of condensate for the auxiliary

feedwater pumps to hold the plant at hot shatdown for 24 hours following

a trip at full power.

The surge or condensate drav-off system connects the condensate pump

discharge 'header to the condensate storage tank. This line contains

a diaphrA•M operated valve which automatically opens on high level in

the coAdenser hot •,ell to pass excess condensate from the condensate

pump discharge header to the condensate storage tank.

Vot wall levels are indicated on the main control board. Should the

automatic make-up valve or the surge valve become inoperative, it may

be isolated frou its respective system and the hot well level controlled

from the control room by renote canual positioning. The condenser hotwells

contain 114,000 gallons which is equal to approximately 5.5 miin. condensate

S •flow at 1022 WITe load.
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s.t drains frox thh No. 6, favdater heater flow to the beater drain tank.

X=4 condezalte level es maantainad in the No. 6 heater b1 diapbrags

operated leiwl control valicaI

The draina f ro the go. 5 fvA-vater heaters flov by gravity directly

to the heater drain tank. There are no level control valves in the draius

from these heaters.
I.

Th heater drain : -A. also receives drains from the shells of moisture

separators through i-tparatr gravity flow drain lines. Air cylinder operated

siring check type non-;.turn valves in thdse drain lines close on turbine

trtp.

Two half size heater drain pumps pump the drains from the drain tank

into the condensate header ahead of the steam generator feed pumps. Both

pump& diathaxge through diaphragm operated level control valves.

The heater drain pumps are fourteen-ta•&e, verutical, enclosed auction-

type pumps. Each pump is rated at 4150 gpm and 720 ft TDH when operating

at 1170 rpm. Each pump is driven through a solid coupling by a 1000

hp, vertical, solid shaft, induction motor, having an open drip proof

The heater drain pumps are ,peratiC by manual controls on the matn control

board. A heater drain pump is automatically stopped if the water level

drops to extreme low in the drain tank, or if the flow falls beloir a

set mintmm. After the pump has stopped, the water level in the heater

drain tank will increase. An alarck sounds in the control rvon on both

tank low level and pump low flow.

When an extremely high level occurs in the beater drain tauk, a diaphr3ga

operated vslve opcnw to discharge the exceas conaddrste from the heater

drain tank directly to the shell of a condnastr. An alarm sounds in
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tha control roo. The heater drain tank has a 5660 gal. storage capacity

01 8at normal water level or approximately 3r4 minute storage of drains at the

normal full load of 1022 iW(e).

Drains from the Kos. 4, 3 and 2 feed-water heatsrs normally flow through

diaphragm operated level control valves to the shells of the next lowest

praw-ui* feed-vater heater. On b4gh level In any heater, a separate high

laval drain from the heater dischar.es directly to the condenser.

Drains from the No. 1 feed-water heaters normally f' w through diaphragm

operate* level control valves to the condenser. WL*. a high level occurs

in the heaters, a separate high level drain for each heater discharges to

the c*adewaer.

Feedvater System

Main Feednater Systea

Two half aLza steam driven main feed water pumps L'-rease the pressure of the

condensate for delivery through one stage of feed-water hea-Ing and the

feed-water regulating valves to the steam generators.

The main feed-water pumps are single-stage, horizontal, centrifugal pumps

with barrel casings. Each pump is rated at 15,600 &pm and 1700 ft. TDH

when operating at 4950 rpm. Shaft sealing is accomplished by seal water

injection. Bearing lubrication for both the pump and its turbine drive

is accomplished by an integral l0ricating oil system mounted on the pump

base. Normal circulation of the lubricating oil is by a motor driven pump.

The lubricating oil system includes a reservoir, a cooler, and two Motaz

driven oil pumps. Each main feedwater pump is driven through a flexible

gear type coupling by an 8350 HP horizontal steam turbine using steam from

the discharge of the three rebater moisture separators on one side of the

turbine hall. The main feedvater pumps are operated automatically by the

S
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16m. =Mtrol system. YAnual controls are also provided on the main control

board for raowte operation and testing during normal operation. During

=nWh Us:.tup Of tM plant, the steam generator feed pumps are started

locally. A iniuum flow control system Is provided to enje.re that at least

4 3000 Ipg f1t Is beuno handld by each pmp at all tines.

Low suction pressura reduces the turbine speed to maIntain suction pressure.

Normal spied is regained when the suction pressure and flow is re-establiahed.

"-ih discharge pressure reduces turbL-.w speed to prevent excessive pressure

in the fead pipiu:.

An automatic bypass is provided around the low pressure heaters to ensure

sufficient suction pressure at the feed pumps during a transler.t when flashir.6

*. aucy occur in the heater drain tanks and effect the drain pumps performance.

High feed water pump bearing cemperatures are alarmed in the main control

room but do not automatically atop the pump.

The two main feed-water pumps operate in series with the condensate pumps,

discharging through check valves and motor operated gate valves into a comon

header. The feed water then flows through the three parallel, high pressure

feed-water beaters and flow into a co~an header. Four parallel 18 in.

lines containing the feed-water metatieg and regulating stations, feed the

fsur steam generators.

Shutoff valves at. the inleta and outlets of the feed-water heaters are provided

to permit a beater to be taken out nf service. Bypass lines are provided

&-round the heaters to allow operation when a heater is out of service for
uaintenei -

The steam generator feed-vater metering and regulating stations measure,

indicate, record and control the water level in each of the four steam generators.

A conventional three element system receives flow and load signals from

the reactor protection system throagh isolation amplifiers and tompares

4
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the difference between steam and feed-water fluvs to &*.Just. the level set

point. The deviation of level measurement frou this get poir.t positions

the feed-water control valve accordingly. Totalized sttan flow controlg

the apeed of the feed pump turbines.

tsactor trip is actuated on a colncidence of steam flow - feedwater flow

mismatch, coupled with low level, in the corresponding steam generator. A

reactor trip is also initiated on a coincidence of two out of three very

low watar level signals from any one steam generator.

Whenever this reactor trip occurs, the feed-water valves move to the fully

opened position to provide an additional heat sink for the reduction of reactor

coolant temperature to the no-load average temperature value. The valves

remain fully open until either one of the following conditions occurs, at

uhich time the respective valve, or valves, fully close:

Abnormally high steam generator level

Average temperature error signal (between measured T and the noavg

load T ref ) reduces to a preset level which is equal to the value at

which the turbine steam bypass valves begin to close.

The feed-water control system is an electronic analog instrue -ntation system.

Rsdout and control, equipment is as follows:

A wide range level recorder (one two-pen for each of two pairs of steam

generators), calibrated for cold conditions in the steam generator, permits

observation of level over essentially the full height of each steam generator

shell.

A direct reading, two-pen recorder in the control room records steam and

feedvater flows in pounds per hour for each steam generator.

0
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I- Zed flov ch~nel and each narrow rauge level channel is indicated on

the •ain control board.
4

(m Oif ul control station Im provided for each feadvater controller.

Thin unit consists of an auto/manual transfer switch and an analog output

control which servwa at the valve position signal when in '"anual." The

"Automatia" set point Is pre-set but adjustable in the Instrument rack.

Other manual control stations are used to position euxiliary feed valves.

Auxiliary Feeduater System

The Auxiliary I z-edwater System supplies high pressure feedwater to the

steam generators in order to maintain a water inventory for removal of

heat energy from the reactor coolant system by secondary side stesm release

in the event of inoperability of the main feedwater system. The head generated

by the pumps is sufficient to deliver feedwater into the steam generators

at safety valve pressurA. Redundant supplies are provided by using two

pumping systems, using different sources of power for the pumps.
4

The capacity of each system Is set so that the four steam generators will

not boil dry nor will the primary side relieve fluid through the pressure

relief valves, following a loss of main feedwater flow.

One system utilizes a steam turbir." 'riven pump, with the steam capable

of being supplied from two of the steam generators. This system supplies

8C0) gpa of fetdwater (200 gpm to eacd steam genurator). The estimated

performance characteriatic of the pump is given in Figure 10-8.

Steam to drive the turbine is supplied from two of the main stesa lines

upstream of the isolation valves at steam generator outlet pressure and

is reduced to the 600 psi turbine design pressure by a pressure reducing

control valve.

4
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Th* puap is startac• iod feedwater Is supplied to all tour steam gentrators

tb•r•ugh tdivnd~vIs ;!*ad regulating valves, controlled from the rein control

boaj:.ot loa1 to tho valve. The drive is a single stage turbine, capable

of quick stmem from cnld standby and is directly connected to thi. p um.

The turbine Is started by openin the pressure reducing valve beWeen the

tutbine supply steam hbeader aid tha main steam lines. The turbine sleeve

.4ournal bearings ars ring oal lubricated water cooled. The pump uses oil

flinnger lubricated ball beasinge.

-Tha other systax utLlites two motor-driven Dumps with ring lubricated ball

beArins. Each pump has a capacity of 400 Spa an4 th ., discharge piping

Is arranged so that each pump supplies two steam generators. The estimated

perforaanca characteristic for the pumps is given In Figure 10-9.

Th% motors are of open drip-proof design wIL.}. t--. .- o-Ines. "Lectrical

pomer is automatically obtained from the diesel generators in the event

of complete loss of power.

The auxiliary feed pumps are located in the area of the main st am and feed-

water penetration immediately outside the reactor contaipment.

Flow measurement devices are installed in the discharge lines to each steam

genorator with indicators on the conttol board. These provide the operator

with the Information necessary to properly route the discharge flow through

the two remote manual discharge valves.

The distribution piping is eeis..tic Class I throughout &..d is designed to

ensure that a single fault will not restrict the system function.

The water supply source for this system is redundant. The main source is by

gravity feed from the condensate storage tank. This tank is sized to neet

the normal operating and maintenance needs of the turbine cycle systems: how-

ever,, a minimum water level will be maintained, equivalent to the steam gen-

meration due to 24 hours of residual heat generation at hot shutdown conditions.
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ji- t, for log-ter cool.,, . spp.y s fr-.o the 1.5 mllion gallon
tank -for plant- storage of 9city watre~.

Th.h auxiliary feadwatae pumps are automatically started on receipt of any

Steam de'.- -faae pump.

i) LoW-lO water level in any two of th.- four steam generators.

2) Loss of outside power concurrent with a -ait trip

motor driven feedwater pumps.

1) Low-low water level in any sttam generator

2) Automatic trip of either main feed punp as indicated by loss of auto E
stop oil pressure in the turbine control system.

3) Stfety Injection Signal

4) Loss of outside power concurrent witi, a unit trip.

In the event of a complete loss of offsite power, the power is supplied by

the diesel generator as described in Section 8.

In addition, both the steam driven pump and the motor driver• pumps can be

manually started from the control room and locally at the pump.

System Chemistry

Steam generator water chemistry is maintained within the limits given in

Table 4.2-3. Hydiaxine Is added to the condensate for oxygen coetrol and
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I. morPhallne to maintain the pa at the optimum value for the materials of
construction for the system. Trisodium phosphate is injected into the steam

gacierator through the main feedline in the event of residual hardness build-

up in the steaM generator. No other additives are contemplated.

Wo radiation shielding i, required for the components of the steam and power

conversion system. Continuous access to the components of this system is

possible during normal operation.

Under normal operating conditions, there In no radioactive contaminants

present in the steam and power conversion system. It is possible for this

system to become contaminated through steam generator tube leaks. In this

event any contaminant is detected by monitoring of the steam generator shell

side sample points and the air ejector off-gas. Operation with a steam

generator tube leak is discussed in Section 14.

10.2.7 CODES AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The pressure retaining comp-nents or compartments of components comply,

at least, with the codes detailed in Table 10.2-1.

1%
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TABLE 10.2-1

CODES AND CLASSIFICATIONS

4

System Pressure Vassals and
Pump Casing

Steam Generator Ver.,el

System Valveso Fittings,
and Piping

ASM1 Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section VI1

ASHE Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section III,
Class C*

USAS Section B31.1 Pressure
Piping Code

4

I)

* The shell side of the steam generator conforms to the requirements for
Class A vessels and is so stamped as permitted under the rules of Section
MII.

4
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S10.3 SYSTEM% EVALUATrOWI

10
10.3.1 SAFETY FEATURES

iz.lps, automtic control actions and alarms wll be initiated by deviations

of sys5em variables within the Steam and Power Conversion System. Appropriate

corrective action is taken as required to protect the Reactor Coolant System.

The more significant malfunctions or faults which cause trips, automatic

actions or alarms in the steam and power conversion system are:

a) Turbine Trip

1. Generator/electrical faults.

2. Low condenser vacuum.

3. Thrust bearing failure.

4. Low lubricating oil pressure.

5. Turbine overspeed.

6. Reactor trip.

7. Hanual trip.

b) Automatic Control Actions

1. High level in steam generator stops feedwater flow.

2. Normal and low level in steam generator modifies feedwatur

flow by continuous proportional control.

c) Principal Alarms

1. Low pressure at feedwater pump suction.

2. Low vaccum in condenser.

3. Thrust bearing failure.

4. Low lubricating oil pressure.

5. Turbine overspeed.

6. Low level In steam generator.

7. High level in steam generator.
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A , *ctor trip from power requires subsequent removal of core decay heat. E
Iemdiate decay heat removal requirements are satisfied by the steam bypass

-to the condensers. Thereafter, core decay beat can be continuously dissipated

via the steam bypass to the condenser as feedwater In the steam generator

i s converted to steam by heat absorption.

Normally, the capability to return feedwater flow to the steam generators is

provided by operation of the t.rbine cycle feedwater system. In ths

unlikely event of a complete loss of offaite electrical power to the station,

and concurrent reactor trips decay heat removal would continue to be assured

by the steam-driven, and two motor-driven (via emergency generator) auxiliary

steam generator feed-water pumps, and steam dumped to atmosphere via the

main steam safety and power relic& valves. In this case feedwater is available

from the condensate storage tank by gravity feed to the auxiliary feedwater

pumps. The minimum 360,000 gallons of water in the condensate storage tank

is adequate for decay heat removal for a period of at least 24 hours. A

back-up source of feedwater is available from the city water storage tat*,. .

The analysis of the effects of loss of full load on the Reactor Coolant

System is discussed in Section 14.

10.3.2 SECONDARY -PRIMARY INTERACTIONS

Following a turbine trip, the control system reduces reactor power output

immediately by a reactor trip. Steam L; byptssed to the condenser and there

is no lifting of the main safety valves. In the event of failure of a maLn

fee, water pump, the auxiliary feedwater pumps are automatically started and

thd aecond main feedwater pump remaining in service will carry aiproximately

65 per cent of full load feedwater flow. If both main feedwater pumps fail,

the reactor will be tripped, as a result of steam generator low-low level

or steam-feedwater flow mismatch and the auxiliary feedwater pumps started.

If Reactor Coolant System conditions reach trip limits, the reactor will

trip.

4
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Pressure relief is required at the system design pressure of 1085 psig.

Th6 first safety valve in set to relieve at 1065 psig. Additional safety

valves are set at pressures up to 1120 psig, ps allowed by the ASME Code.

The pressure relief capacity is equal to the steam generation rate at maximum

calculatLd conditions.

The evaluation of the capability to isolate n steam generator to limit the

release of radioactivity in the event of a steam generator t'1.be leak is

presenttd in Section 14. The steam break accident analysis is also presented

in Section 14.

10.3.3 SINGLE FAILURE ANALYSIS

A single failure analysis has been made for all active components of the

system which have an emirgency function. The analysis, which is presented

in Table 10.3-1 shows that the failure or malfunction of any single active

component will not reduce the capability of the system to perform its emergency

function.
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Component or system

Auxiliary Peeduat, r
Syutis

Stoam Line Isolation
System

Turbine Bypass
System

TAZLE 10.3-1

SINGLE YAILURE ANALYSIS

Malfunction

Auxiliary Feedwater
pump fails to start
(following l0s5 of
maiu feedwater)

Failure of Stnam
line isolation valve
to close (following
a main steam line
rupture)

Bypass valve sticks
open (following operation
of the bypass system
resulting from a turbine
trip)

i
Comments and Consequences

The Auxiliary Feedwater Sys-
tem comprises one turbine
driven and two motor driven
pumps. The turbine pump Is
twice the capacity of a
motor driven pump and one
motor driven pump has
sufficient capacity to
prevent ralitif of fluid
through the primavy side re-
lief valves. Thus adequate
redundancy of auxiliary
feodwater pumps is provided.

Each steam line contains
an isolation valve and
a non-return valve in series.
Hance a failure of an
isolation (or non-return'
valve will not permit th.
blowdown of tiore than one
steam generator irrespective
of the steamline rupture
location.

Tho turbine bypass system
comprises 12 bypass valves.
aence one valve can only
pass < 4Z of the steam gen-
erator steam flow and there
is no hazard in the form of
an uncontrolled plant cool-
down if a bypass valve
sticks open.

E
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10.4 TESTS AD INSPECTIONS

The main stem isolation valves will, be tested at regular intervals as

specified In the Technical Specifications. Closure time of 5 seconds will

be verified.

The mwin steam isolation valves serve to limit an excessive reactor coolant

system cooldown rate and resultant reactivity insertion following a main

steam break incident. Their ability to close upon signal should be verified

at periodic intervals. A closure time of 5 seconds from receipt of closing

signal was selected as being consistent with expected response time for

instrumentation as detailed in the steam line break incident analysis.

The auxiliary feedwater pumps can be tested at any time. Each pump will

deliver water from the condensate storage tank thrqugh its feedwater control

valves to the feedwater line to the steam generato--S. Verification of correct

operation will be made both from instrumentation witilin the main control

room and by direct visual observation of the pump. The frequency of testing

is specified in the Technical Specifications,
0
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Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated:.October 15, 1968

4W
Figure 10-7, Titled "Turbine Generator Building General Arrangement - Cross Section"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 10-7a, Titled "Turbine GeneratorBuilding General Arrangement - Operating
Floor"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.
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11. IJA~Th Dr~'flSAT. AND RADTATI0~ PflOTECTION S~fSTD~
11. WASTE DISPOSAL AND RADIATION PROTECTION ISTEK

11~1

11.11

WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

DESIGN BASES

Control or Releases of Radioactivity to the Environment

Criterion: The facility design shall include those means necessary to
maintain conLrol over the plant radioactive effluents, whether
gaseous, liquid, or solid. Appropriate holdup capacity shall
be provided for retention of gaseous, liquid, or solid effluents,
particularly where unfavorable environmental conditions can
be expected to reqnire operational limitations upon the release
of radioactive effluents to the environment. In ali cases,
the design for radioactivity control must be justified (a)
on the basis of 10 CFR 20 requirements, for normal operations
and for any transient situation that might reasonably be
anticipated to occur and (b) on the basis of 10 •FR 100 dosage
level guidelines for potential reactor accid" :s of exceedingly
low probability of occurence (CDC 70).

S
Liquid, gaseous, and solid waste disposal facilities are designed so

that discharge of ef'.1•ents and off-site shipments are in accordance

with applicable goverresental regulations.

Radioactive fluids entering the Waste :isposal System are collected in sumps

and tanks until determination of subsequent treatmient can be made. They

are sampled and apalyzed to determine the quantity of radioactivity, with

an isotopic breakdown if necessary. Before any attempt is made to discharge

radioactive waste, they are procussed as required and then released under

controlled conditions. The system design and operation are characteristically

directed toward minimizing releases to unrestricted areas. Discharge streams

are appropriately monitored and safety features are incorporatee to preclude

releases in excess of the limits of 10 CFR 20.

11.1-1



The bulk of the radioactive liquids discharged from the Reactor Coolant

System are processed and retained inside the plant by the Chemical and

Volume Control System recycle train. This minimizes li%uid input to the

Waste Disposal System which procesec. relatively small quantities of generally

low-activity level wastes. The F _eCsed water from waste disposal, from

which most of the radicactive material has been removed, is discharged

through a monitored line into the circulating water discharge.

Radioactive gases are pumped by compressors t.rough a manifold to one of

the gas decay tanks where they are held a suitable period of time for decay.

Cover gases in the nitrogen blanketing system are re-used to minimize gaseous

wastes. During normal operation, gases are discharged intermittently at

a controlled rate from these tanks through the monitored plant vent. The

system is provided with discharge con .rols so that the release of radioactive

effluents to the atmosphere is controlled within the limits set in the

Technical Specifications.

The spent resins from the demineralizers, the filter cartridges and the

concentrates from the evaporators are packaged and stored on-site until

shipment off-site for disposal. Suitable containers are used to package

these solids at the highest practical concentrations to miiaimize the number

of containers shipped for burial.

All solid waste is placed in suitable containers and stored on-site until

shipment off-site is rmade for disposal.

11.1.2 SYSTEH DESIGN AND OPERATION

The Waste Disposal System Process Flow Diagrams are shown in Figures

11.1-1 and 11.1-2, and Performance Data are given in Table 11.1-1.

4
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The Waste Disposal System collects and processes all potentially radioactive

primary plant wastes for removal from the plant site within limitations

established by applicable governmental regulations. Fluid wastes are

sampled and analyzed to determine the quantity of radioactivity, with

an isotopic breakdown if necessary, before any attempt is made to discharge

them and they are then released under controlled conditions. A radiation

monitor is provided to maintain surveillanr over the release operation,

but the permanent record of activity releases is providea by radiochem/cal

analyvis of known quantities of waste. The system is capable of processing

all wastes generated during continuous operation of the primary system

assuming that fission products corresponding to dc.ects in one per cent

of the fuel cladding, escape into the reactor coolant.

As secondary functions, system components supply hydrogen and nitrogen

to primary system components as required during normal operation, and provide

facilities to t_-_-fer fluids from inside the containment to other systems

outside the contaivment.

System Description

Liquid Processing

During normal plant operation the Waste Disposal System processes liquids

from the following sources:

a) Equipment drains and leeks

b) Radioactive chemical laboratory drains

C) Decontamination drains

d) Demineralizer regeneration

e) Floor drains

11.1-3
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#Th1e sysXtm 41so collects and transfers liquid drained from the following

sources directly to the Chemical and Volume Control System for processing:

a) Reactor coolant loops

b) Pressurizer relief tank

c) Reactor coolant joump secondary seals

d) Excess letdown during startup

i e) Accumulators

E ) Valve and reactor vessel flange leakoffs

The valve and reactor flange leakoff liquids flow to the reactor coolant

drain tank and arn discharged directly to the CVCS holdup tanks by the

reactor coolant drain pumps which are operated automatically by a level

controller in the tank. These pumps also return water from the refueling

canal and cavity to the refueling water storage tank.

Where plant layjut permits, waste liquids drain to the waste holdup

tank by gravity flow. Other waste liquids including floor drains drain

to the asp tank and are discharged to the waste holdup tank by pumps

operated automatically by a level controller in the tank.

If preliminary analysis by sampling indicates that the liquid is suitable

for dischtrge, it is pumped from the waste holdup tank to the waste

condensate tanks where its activity can be determined for record by

isolating, sampling and analyzing before it is discharged through the

radiation monitor to the condenser circulating water,

Liquids requiring cleanup before release are processed in batches by

the waste evaporator. The concentrated bottoms are discharged to the

drwuini room where they are packaged and stored until removal to a

burial facility. The condensate is routed to one of two waste condensate

tanks. When one tank is filled, it is isolated and sampled for anal.rsis

while the second tank is in service, If andlysis confirms the activity

lavdl is suitable for discharge, the condunsaie is pumped through a

11.1-4



flow meter and a radiatiun monitor to thie condenser cJrculating water

discharge. Otherwise it Is returned tj the waste holdup tanIf for reprocessing.

Although the radiochemical analysis forts the basis for recording activity

releases, the radiation monitor provides surveillance over the operation

by preventing the discharge valvo from opening if týe liquid activity

SleVel exceeds that which can be nafely discharged.

Gas Processing

During plant operations, gaseous wastes will originate from:

a) Dagassing reactor -oolant and purgirg the voiue control tank

b) Displacement of cover gases as liquid accumulates in various

tanks

c) Equipment purging

d) Sampling operations and automatic gas analysis for hydrogen and

oxygen in cover gases.

During normal operation the Waste Disposal System supplies nitrogen

and hydrogen from standard cylinders to primary plant components. Two

headers are provided, one for operation and one for backup. The pressure

regulator in the operating header is set for 100 psig discharge and

that in the backup header at 90 psig. When the operating header is

exhausted, its %iischarge pressure will fall below 100 psig and an alarm

will alert the operator. The second tank will come into service automatically

at 90 psig to ensure a continuous supply of gas. After the exhausted

header has been replaced, the operator manually sets the operating pressure

back to 100 psig and the backup pressure at 90 psig. This operation

is identical for both the nitrogen supply and the hydrogen supply.
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Host of the gas received by the Waste Disposal System during normal

operation is cover gas displaced from the Chemical and Volume Control

System holdup tanks as they fill with liquid. Since this gas must be

replaced when the tanks are emptied during processing, facilities are

provided to return gas from the decay tanks to the holdup tanks. A

backup supply from the nitrogen header is provided for makeup if return

flow from the gas decay tanks is not available. Since the hydrogen

concentration may exceed the combustible limit during this type of oper

components discharging to the vent header system are restricted to thos

containing no air or aerated liquids and the vent header itself is desi

to operate at a slight positive pressure (0.5 psig minimum to 2.0 psig

ation,

e

gned

maximum) to prevent in-leakage. On the other hand, out-leakage from

the system is minimized by using Saunders patent diaphragm valves, bellows

seals, self contained pressure regulators and soft-seated packless valves

throughout the radioactive portions of the system.

Gases vented to the vent header flow to the waste gas compressor suction

header. One of the two compressors is in continuous operation with

the second unit instrumented to act as backup for peak load conditi'ns.

From the compressors, gas flows to one of the four large gas decay tanks.

The control arrangement on the gas decay tank inlet header allows the

operator to place one large tank in service and to select a second large

tank for backup. When the tank in service becomes pressurized to 110

psig, a pressure transmitter automatically opens the inlet valVw to

the backup tank, closes the inlet valve to the filled tank, and sounds

an alarm to saert the operator of this event so that he may select a

new backup tank. Pressure indifators are supplied to aid the operator

in selecting the backup tank.

Gas held in the decay tanks can either be returned to the Chemical and

Volume Control System holdup tanks, or discharged to the atmosphere

if tho activity concentration is suitable for release. Generally, the

last tank to receive gas will be the first tank emptied ba,'\ to the

I
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holdup tanks in order to permit the maximum decay time before releasing

gas to the environment. However, the header arrangement at the tank inlet

. gives the operator fre-edom to fill, reuse or discharge gas to the envi-onment

simultaneously without restriction by operation of the other tanks.

Six additional small gas decay tanks are suppli.d for use during degassing

of the reactor coolant prior to a cold shutdown. The reactor coolant fission

gas activity inventory is distributed equally among the six tanks through

a common inlet header. With this arrangement assuming 1% defective fuel

rods the activity inventory in any one tank will be less than 2.0 x l04

curies of e- ,"jalent Xe-133 with this arrangement.

A radiation monitor in the sample line to the gas analyzer checks the gas

decay tank activity inventory each time a sample is taken for hydrogen-

oxygen analysis. An alarm warns the operator when the inventory limit is

approached so that he may place another tank in service,

Before a tank can be emptied to the environment, its contents must be sampled
and analyzed to verify sufficient decay and to provide a record of the activity

to be released, and only then discharged to the plant vent at a controlled

rate through a radiation monitor in the vent. Samples are taken manually

by opening the isolation valve to the gas analyzer sample line and permitting

gas to flow to the gas analyzer where -.t can be collected in one of the

Sampling System gas sample vessels. After sampling, the isolation valve

is closed. During release a trip valve in the discharge line is closed

automatically by a nigh activity level indication in the plant vent.

During operation, gas samples are drawn periodically from tanks discharging

to the waste gas vent header as well as from the particular large gas decay

tank being filled at the time, and automatically analyzed to determine their

hydrogen and oxygen content. The hydrogen analysis is for surveillance

since the concentration range will vary considerably from tank to tank.

There should be no significant oxygen content in any of the tanks, and an

alarm will warn the operator if any sample shows 2% by volume 'f oxygen.

This allows him time to isolate the tank before the combustible

11.1-7
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limit Is reached, Another cank is placei. 'n service whize the operator

locates and eaininates the source of oxygen, Discharged gase& are relens, C

from the plant vent and diluted in the atmosphere due to the turbulence

in the wake of the containment building in addition to the effects of

normal dispersion. Using the model developed in Section 14 and evaluating

the yearly mateorological data fro* Section 2, a sector average dispersion

factor of 1.38 x 10-5 sec/m 3 has been calculated at the site boundary. Using

the MPC values of 10CFR20, the corresponding allowable yearly release Le:

xe-133 and Kr-85 68. 3 curies

1-131 229 Ci

Based on 1% fuel defects, the maximum expected annual release is 5310 curies

K4-85, 4520 curiea Xe-133. It is expected that the release of iodine in the

waste gas will be negligible.

Solids Proceasing 4
The Waste Disposal System is designed to package all solid wastes in standard

55 gallon drums for removal to burial facilities. Concentrates from the waste

evaporator will be pumped into a battery of 6 drums previously filled with a

mixture of vermiculite and cement. This type of operation is similar to that

successfully used over the past few years at Brookhaven National Labor. t)ries.

After filling, the druzL are moved to a shielded storage area by a brtdge and

trolley crane until a sufficient number have accumulated for shipment. The

same crane is then used to place the drums or. the carrier for removal to a

burial site. Maximum dose rate for unshielded drums is 1 R/hr at one meter.

Lead shieiding is provided for each drum to reduce the dose rate in work are e

to lmR/hr at a one meter range.

Spent resins will be packaged in a similar manner. Normally resin will

be stored in the spent resin storage tank for a period of I to 6 months

for decay. Resin is removed from in the storage tanks first by bubbling

11.1-8 Supp..z-nt 15
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nitrogen through the tank to agitate the resin and then pumping water through

the tank at a controlled rate to sluice the slurry to the drumming room.

There it is received in a battery of 30 gallon containers enclosed in lead

shlelding approximately a 55 gallon drum in size. The slurry will enter

the 30 gallon drum and be de-watered by an internal screen designed to retain

the resin. Sluice water returns to the waste holdup tank via the atmp tank.

These dr~us are handled in a fashion identical to the concentrates drume.

Maximum do.. rate from a 55 gallon size resin container is 1R/hr at one

meter. The same lead shielding used around the concentrates drums also reduces

dose rates to lmR/hr at aone meter range for this container. The basis

for all dose rate calculations is one cycle of operation with one percent

defective fuel.

Miscellaneous solid wastes, such as paper, rags, and glassware, are compressed

into 55 gallon drums by a hydraulically operated baler located in the drumming

room. Filled drums are stored in a shielded area in the drumming room.

9 Components

Codes applying to components of the Waste Disposal System are shown in

Table 11.1-2. Components summary data are shown in Table 11.1-3. Waste

Disposal System components are located in the auxiliary building except

for the reactor coolant drain tank which is in the containment and the waste

holdup tank which is in the liquid holdup tank vault.

The seismic classification of the Waste Disposal System Components are included

in Appendix A.

ReBenerant Tank

The regenerant tank is austenitic stainless steel and provides facility

to batch caustic used to regenerate anion exchange resins.
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S.Chemical Drain Tank

The chemical drain tank is a vertic

and vollects drainage from the hot

After analysis, the tank contents

to the waste condensate tanks.

..... . .. . . /, - . . ";

4
:al. cylinder of austenitic stainless steel

aection of the chemistry laboratory.

ire pumped to the waste holdup tanks or

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank

The reactor coolant drain tank is a horizontal cylinder with spherically

dished heads. The tank is all welded austenitic stainless steel. Th-tis
LU11I~~~~~~ ~~~ .3~± IU~ UT U II ~ILU .U.UL.)L4&~I.~ $JLAU 0%U.-&I~

//
tak serves as a drain- u-rge ..r t ----------t- ------ lat t-. at, UL. =A.J------ /

located inside the reactor containment.
/

Waste Holdup Tank II

/

The waste holdup tank is the central collection point for r._Jioactive liqu.Ad

waste. The tank is stainless steel of welded construcLion.
/

Sump Tank and Pumps

The sump tank serves as a collecting point for waste discharged to '-he basement

level drain header. It is located at the lowest point in the auxiliary

building. All floor drains enter this tank through a loop seal to prevent

back flow of gas from the tank. Two horizontal centrifugal pumps transfer

liquid waste to the waste holdup tank. All wetted parts of the pumps are

stainless steel. The tank is all welded austenitic stainless steel.

Spent Resin Storage Tank

The spent resin storage tank retains resin dischargea irom the primary plant

demineralizers. Normally, resins are stored in the t.ank from 1 to 6 months

for decay of short-lived isotopes and then the tanh. is emptied. However,

the contents ckn be removed at any time, if sufficient shielding is provided

4
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for the spent resin shipping vessel. A layer of water is maintained over

the resin surface as a precaution against resin degradation due to heat

generation by decaying fission. Resin is removed from the tank by first

backflushing with nitrogen to loosen the resin bed end then flushing the

resin out with water entering the bottom of the tank. The tank is all welded

austenitic stainless steel.

Gas Decay Tanks

Four large and six small welded carbon steel tanks are provided to contain

compressed oaste gases (hydrogen, nitrogen, and fission gases). After a

period for radioactive decay, these gases may be released at a controlled

fate to the atmosphere through the plant vent. All dischargeL to the atmosphiiere

will be monitored.

Compressors

Two compressors are provided for continuous removal of gases from equipment

discharging to the plant vent header. These compressors .re of the water-

sealed centrifugal displacement type. Operation of the compressors is

automatically controlled by radioactive waste gas vent header pressure.

Construction is carbon steel. A mechanical seal is provided to maintain

outleakage of compressor seal water at a negligible level.

Was te Evaporator Package

The evaporator concentrates dissolved and suspended solids in the liquid

wastes. It consists of a batch tank, concentrator, distillate tank, a reagent

tank, circulating pumps and control panel.

Surfaces exposed to radioactive liquids are austenitic stainless steel except

for the heat transfer surfaces which are admiralty metal.
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sste Condensate Tanks U
I.., Two tanks collect waste evaporator condensate. The contents are sampled

and analyzed for redioactivity and for chemical waste before discharge.

The condensate is transferred by one of two waste condensate pumps to the

waste holdup tank if the activity is high or to the condenser circulating

water if the activity is suff.-iently low. These tanks are constructed

of all-welded stainless steel.

Baler

A hydraulicaIly operated baler is used to pack compressible solid wastes

into 55 gallon drums. The baler is operated manually from a locil station

and is supplied with a dust shroud to prevent escape of radioactiv%Ž particulat

matter. The shroud vents to the building exhaust system.

Nitrogen Manifold

Nitrogen, ,used as cover gas in the vapor space of various components is supplied

from a dual manifold. A pressure controller, which automatically switches

from one manifold to the other, assures a continuous supply of gas.

Hlydrogen Manifold

Hydrogen is supplied to the volume control tank to maintain the hydrogen

concentration in the reactor coolant. The hydrogen is supplied from a dual

manifold. A pressure controller, which automatically switches from one

manifold to the other, assures a continuous supply of gas.

Gas Analyzer

An automatic gas analyzer with a nominal one hour recycle time is provided

to monitor the concentrations of oxygen and hydrogen in the cover gas of

tanks discharging to the radiogas vent header. Upon indication of a high

oxygen level, an alarm sounds to alert the operator.
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Pumzps

Pumps used throughout the system for draining tanks and transferring liquids

are shown in Figures 11.1-1 and 11.1-2.

The wpl.ted 3urfaces of all pumps are stainless steel.

Piping

Piping carrying liquid wastes is stairZess steel uJ le all gas piping is

carbon steel. Piping connections Are delded except h: -re flanged connec.-.1'

are necessary to facilitate equipment maintenance.

Valves

All valves exposed to gases are carbon steel. All other valves are stainless

steel. All valves have stem leakage control. Globe valves a-. installed

wich flow over the seats when such an arrangement reduces the possibility

of leakage.

Stop valves are provided to isolate each piece of equipment for maintenance,

to direct the flow of waste through the system, and tu isolate storage tanks

for -.adionctive decay.

Relief val':es are provided for tanks containing radioactive waste if the

tanks might be overpressurized by improper operation or component malfunction.

Tanks containit.g wastes vhich contain oxygen and are normally of low activity

concentrations are vented into the auxiliary building exhaust system.

11.1.3 DESIGN EVALUATION

Liquid 'Pas tes

Liquid Wastes are b rated primarily by plant maintenance and scrvice operations

and consequently, the quantities and activity concentrations of influents

to the system, Tables 11.1-4 and 11.1-5, are estimated values. Therefore,
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considerable operational margin has been assigned between the estimated

system load and the design capah.tliy as indicated in Table 11,1-4, Estimated

Discharges to Waste Disposal. A conservative estimate of system ability

to limit dissolved and suspended activity released in the liquid phase is

sammarized in Table n1.1-5, Estimated Liq•Ad Release by isotope. This tabulatior

in baseA- on the following assumptions.

1. All lquid waste tu inLtialLy at peak reactor coolant activity concen-

trations based on cont$nuous full power operation with 1% defective

fuel clad.

2. Allow 500 minutes for decay, the time required to process a 1000 ganlon

batch at 2 gallons per minute.

3. Concentrate the waste to a bottoms activity concentration of 40 Pc/cc,

the drumming facility design lmit.

4. Divide by the waste evaporator DF of 106 which yields 4 x 10- 5 Pc/cc

In the waste condens-ate.

S. Multiply by the quantity released, 169,050 gal. per year (Table 11.1-4),

to obtain the total estimated annual release of 25.2 ne/yr excluding

tritium.

6. Add to this the activity released through waste disposal by the CVCS

monitor tanks. This is estimated to be less than 1 mc/yr.

7. The trititm estimates in Table 1l.' 5 assume that one third of all

tritium formed in the fuel (the predominant source) diffuses through

the zirc clad and eventually becomes available for dispersal to the

cnvironnt. This is believed to be an overestimate for zirc clad

fuel.

4
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To maintain the concentration of triti'n in the reactor coolant at a level

which precludes hazard to personnel during access to the contair-ent, part

of thi cndenszat from the boric acid recovery process is discharged to

the river vii the plant Circulating Water System.

If the toti ...- t of tritiua released to the reacter coolant over a year

is released t.:.. -. he Circulating Water System, the annual average concentrat'on

of tritium released to the environment is between 10-2 and 10- 4 of 10 CFR

20 limits (See Table 11.1-6).

qaseous Wastes

Gaseous wastes consist primarily of hydrogen stripped from coolant discharged

to the CVCS holdup tanks during boron dilutiou, nitrogen and hydrogen gases

purged frox the CV.CS vole control !when degassing the reactor coolant,

and nitrogen from the closed gas blanketing system. The gas decay tank

capacity will permit 45 days decay of waste gas before dcscharge. Table 11.1-7

contains an estimate of annual noble gas activity r,'rease based on the followinj

assuwptions:

For Xe-133:

1. The quantity of Xe-133 removed from the plant over a core cycle is

deternined assuming all gaseous waste is initially at peak reactor

coolant activity concentration based on I% defective fuel clad, and

3216 Wt power with a 60 hour load reduction to 50% power each weekend.

2. Using the same reactor coolant activity concentrations as in (1), the

total Xe-133 removed to the Waste Disposal System by degassing the

Reactor Coolant System for the cold shutdosnsr are combined. The cold

shutdowns occur at the following times: (a) during the second week of
operation, (b) at the peak xenon level and (c) during refueling.
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41 Sm ite-s 1, 2 and 3 to obtain the total Xe-133 renoved to the Waste

Dposal System za• =1• for 45 days decay to o'tain the total

estimated annual release of Xe-133.

Tor Kr-85:

1. Since there is not significant decay of Yr-85 during the operating

periods involved, the total '.r-85 that enters the reactor coolant

during the core cycle thr-e cold shutdowns and four hot shutdoirns is

determined and it is assuied that it eventually is released through the

Waste Disposal System.

In comparison to Kr-85 and Xe-133, there will be no significant activity

release after 45 days of decay from the remaining gaseous wastes since the

isotopes half lives are short and/or the quantities present in the reactor

coolant are snall.

In the event of a pipe or tank rupture, the m=ximum anticipated quantity

of waste gas, that could be released froin any one tank in the system is

less than 2.0 x 104 curies of equivalent Xe-133 which would result in a

dose of less than 0.5 rem beyond the site exclusion boundary.

Solid Wastes

Solid wastes cunsist of waste liquid concentrates, sl nt resins anI Miscellaneous

materials such as paper, and glass wate. All solid wastes are packaged

In 55 gallon drums for removal to a burial facility. It !s estimated that

30 to 50 drums of each type waste will be produced per year for a total

of 90 to 150 drums.

11.1.4 MHINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIOM3

Knimum operating conditions for the Waste Disposal System are enumerated

in the Technical Specifications (Section 15).
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TABLE 11.1-1

WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEH

PERFOPR&NCE DATA

Plant Design Life

Normal process capacity, liquids

Load factor(1 )

Annual liquid discharge(2)

Volume

Activity

Arniual gaseous discharge

Activity

Annual solids shipped for burial

Voltme (55 gallon units)

40 years

2 gpm

17Z

169,050 gal.

25.2 mc

9,850 C

90-150

0
(1)Latch operation

( 2)estinate based on Table 11.1-4

a



TABLE 1. 1-2

VASTE DISPOSAL CMCONMSTS CODE REQUEIRMTS 4

.S;Mgcaen t

Chemdcal brain Tank

Reactor Coolant Drain Tani

Sump Tank

Spent Msan Storage Tanks

C4 Decay Tanks

Waste Holdup Tank

Watar Condensate Tank

Begeneranz Tank

t!aste Evaporator

Wasto Filter

Piping and Valves

Code

No code

ASIME IIIM,•) Class C

No code

ASHE III,(1) Class C

ASHE III(1) Cla.s C

No code

No code

No code

No code

No code

USAS-B3l.1 (2) Section 1

ASH IllI American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section IV, Nuclear Vessels

(2)USAS-B31.1-Codt for pLessure piping US American Standards Association and
special nuclear cases aliere applicable.

I
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TABLE 11.1-3

COM.POMENT SU W'MAiY DATA

Tanks Quantity

Renactor Coolant Drain

Ragenereat Tank

ChemIcz~l Drain

Sump Tank

Waste Holdup

Spent Resisn Storags

Waste Gandersate

CUB Decasy (large)

(-- Decay (small)

1

1
1

1

1

1

2

6

Type

Horiz

Vert

Vert

Horin

Ver t

Vert

V r t

Ve rt

VoL='

350 gal 25 psig

400 gal
375 gal

375 gal

3300 ft 3 .

300 f t 3

1000 gal

525 ft 3

Au ft

Designi Design Haterial
Pressure Temaperature

Atm

AtM

Am

Atm

100 paig

Atm

150 psig

150 psig.

267OF

180.F

1800F

150OF

150"F
15001

180*?

1500F

1509F

as

S8S

ss

se

so

as

CS

Cs

- Pllps quantiry Type Flow~ Read Design
RPM it Pressure

R~eactor Coo1ont

Drain (A)

PRP-ctor Coolant

Privin (M

Chezidcal Drain

Regear'vsnt

Su~p Tank

Waste EvaUpotatoL.

2

1

Ptqriz cent 150

canined

Horiz cent

canned

1iori1r

cent42

Horiz

cent( 2 )

Horiz

cent(
2 )

175

17550

20 100-

20 ±00

20 100

.20 100

100 psig

100 psig

100 pFig

100 psig

100 psig

100 psig

Desiga
Temp

267*F

2670F

180°O

180°F

86

as

Materi

8B

100F as

- -I-
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TABLE 11.1-3 (Continued)

Wim-te Ccondensate 2
cant (2 )

20 100 100 psOi 180"F Ie

Quantity Capacity Type

Vast&- 8vaporator

vJast* G"s Voipreallona

1
2

2 apm

20 CFH horiz (
2 )

cal't

M~atedLurfaces only

Ir~~;~ SM41 wrouidedl

4

v
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TABLE 11.1-4

ESTIMATED LIQUID DISCHARGE TO WASTE DISPOSAL

Source

Laboratories

Equipment drains, leaks

De contamination

Demiueralizer regeneration

Totals

Load factor(1)

Peak Weekly Discharge, gal.
At Power Refueling

300 300

2100 2100

800* 700

1380 --

5130 3100

26Z 16%

Total Annual
Discharge, gal.

15,600

109,200

16,100

28,750

169,050

17Z

( 1)Based on 2 8pm process ccpability.

* Includea decontamination of spent fuel shipping cask.



TABLE 11.1-5

ESTIATED LIQUID RELEASE BY ISOTOPE

Annual Annual
Rileame ftlease

IsotopeIsotope

U 3 4.238 x 101o 1-131 5.r. x 10

Mn 54 9.08 x W1,9 To 132 5.6 x 102

Mn 56 1.94 x 101  . 132 1.76 x 102

Co 58 2.34 x 101  1 133 3.35 x 10

C4 60 2.99 t 134 7.62 x 100

Sr 89 9.09 t 135 1.88 x 10"

Sr q 0  4*46 x 10-1 Ca 134 7.44 x 10 2

Y 90 8.3Z 2 - 16 7.10 x 101

Sr 91 7.37 Cs 137 3.19 x 103

y 91 .. S8 x 101 Ba 140 1.88

Y 92 3,52 x 10"! La 140 1.75
pb99 9.92• 10 3 Ce 144• 6.65

Total (Tritium exclueed) 25.2 x 1003 Uc

3÷-
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TABLE 11.1-6
TIRTIUM RELEASE INTO CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEH

Total tritium f coolant

Annual average concentration
- 1- Circulati-4 Water Sysste
(totas tritium/1S x 1014 cc/yr flow)

Traction of MPC (10 CYR ZO
Table 11) (uc/cc/3 x 10l3 vc/cc)

Initial Cycle

5.273 x 109 uc/yr

3.52 x 10-6 Cf/cc

3.17 x 10-3

Squgilibirum cycle

4.238 x 10 9 Uc/y2

2.82 x 16-6 PC/cc

9.04 x 10-4

e
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TABLE 11.1-7

ESTIMATED AhIdUAL GASEOUS RELEASE BY ISOTOPE TO ATMOSPIIERE

Activity Roleaae
to Environment

j•otoae Curles/Yr

11 Kt-glibible

Kr 85 5310

Kr •5t•, 87, 88 Negligible

Xe .i33 4540

Xe 133m, 135, 135m, 138 Negligible

Total 9850

4



11.2 RIATION PROTECTIO4.

11.2,1 DESIGN BASES

Monitoring Radloattlvirv Releases

Criterion: Henas shall be provided for monitoring the containment atmosphere
and the facility effluent discbarge paths for radioactivity
released from normal operations, from anticipated transients,
and from accident conditions. An environmental monitoring program
shall be maintained to confirm that radioactivity releases to
the environs of the pl.ant. have not been excessive. (GDC 17)

The containme-ut atmosphere, the plaut vent, the containment fan-cooler's

service water discharge, the Waste Disposal System liquid effluent, the

condenser air ejectors, and steam generators blowdown are monitored for

radioactivity during normal 9perations, from anticipated transients, and

from accident conditions.

All gaseous effluent from possible sources of accidental releases of radio-

activity external to the reactor containment (e.g., the spent fuel pit and

waste handling equipment) will be exhausted from the plant vent which is

monitored. All accidental spills of liquids axe maintained within the

auxiliary building and collected in a drain tank. Any contaminated liquid

.ffluc.nt discharged to the condenser circulating water caaal is monitored.

For the case of leakage from the reactor containment under accident conditions

the plant area radiation tonitoring system supplemented by portable survey

equipment to be kept in the Health Ph aics office area should provide adequate

monitoring of accident releases. The details of the procedures and equipment

to be used in Lhe event of an accident are specifiec in Sections 11.2.2

and 12.3. The formulation of these details will consider the requirements

for notification of plant personnel, the utility load dispatcher and local

authorities.
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U
Hoattotinz Fuel and Wast.e Storage

Criterion: Monitorln& and alarm instruzontation shall be provided for
fuel and waste storage and associated handling areas for con-
ditfons that might result in loss of capability to remove decay
heat and to detect excessive radiation levels (GDC 18).

Monitoring and alarm instrumentation are provided for fuel and waste storage

and handling areas to detect inadequate cooling and to detect excessive

radiation levels. Radiation monitors are provided to maintain surveillance

over the release operation, but the permanent record of activity releases

is provided by radiochemical analysis of known quantities of waste.

The spent fuel pit cooling loop flow is monitord to assure proper operaticn,

as shown in Section 9.

A controlled ventilation system removes gaseous radioactivity fro• the 4
atmosphere and fuel storage and uwste treating areas of the auxiliary building

and discharges it to the atmosphere via the plant vent. Radiation monitors

are in continuous aervLce in these areac to actuate high-activity alarms

on the control board annunciator, as described in Section 11.2.3.

Plul and Waite Storage Rnadiation Shielding

Criterion: Adequate shielding for radiation protection shall be provided
In the design of spent fuel and waste storage facilities. (CDC
68)

Auxiliary shielding for the Waste Disposal System and its storage components

is designed to limit the dose rate to levels not exceeding .75 mr/hr in

normally occupied areas, to levels not exceeding 2.0 mr/hr in intermittently

occupied areas and to levels not exceeding 15 mr/hr in limited occupancy

areas.
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Ge=w radiation Is continuously monitored ia the auxiliary building. A

high level signal Is alarmed locally and annunciated in the control room.

Protection ASainst Radioactivity Release from Spent Fuel and Waste Storage

Criterion- Provisions shall be made in the design of fuel and waste istorage
facilities such that no undue risk to the health and safety
of the public could result from an accidental release of radio-
activity. (CDC 69)

All waste handling and storage facilities are contained and equipment designed

to that accidental releases directly to the atmosphere are monitored and

will not exceed the limits of 10 CFR 100; refer also to Sections 11.1.2,

14.2.2, and 14.2.3. The components of the Waste Disposal System are not sub-

jected to any high pressures (see Table 11.1-3) or stresses and are Class I

seismic design. In addition, the tanks whLcl, have a design pressure greater

than atmospheric pressure, piping and valves of the system are designed to the

codes given in Table 11.1-2. Hance the probability of a rupture or failure

of the system in exceedingly low.

11.2.2 SHIELDING

Design Basis

Radiation shielding is designed for operation at maximum calculated thermal

power and to limit the normal operation radiation levels at the site boundary

below those levels allowed for continuous non-occupational exposure. T'he

plant is capable of continued safe operation with 1% fuel element defects.

In addition, the shielding provided ensures that in the event of a hypothe-

tical accident, the Integrated off-site exposure due to the contained activity

does not result in any harmful off-site radiation exposures.

Operating personnel at the plant are protected by adequate shielding, monitorin

and operating procedures. Each area In the plant Is classed according to

inthe dose rate allowable In the area. The allowable dose rate is based on
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the expected frequency and duration

of personnel occupancy are classifi

level listed in Table 11.2-1. The

11.2-1 through 11.2.3.

of occupancy. All plant areas capable

ed as one of the six zones of radiation

shielding arrangement is shown on Figures 4

Typical Zone 0 areas are the turbine building and turbine plant service

areas and the control room. Typical Zone I areas are the offices, auxiliary

building work stations and corridors, and the outer surfaces of the contain-

went and auxiliary building. Zone II areas would include the surface of

the refueling water at refueling and the operating deck of the containment

during reactor shutdown. Areas designated Zone III include the sampling

room, reactor cavity area after shutdown, and reactor containment penetration

areas, including ventilation, steam line and electrical penetrations. Typical

Zone IV areas include areas within the auxiliary building such as chargir.,

pump areas, evaporation area, heat exchanger areas, and valve operator areas.

Typical Zone V areas are within the regions adjacent to the lPactor Coolant

System at power operation and the demineralizer and volum- control tank

spaces.

All high radiation areas are appropriately marked .md isolated in accordance

with 10 CFR 20 and other applicable regulations.

The shielding is divided into five categories according to function. These

functions include the primary shielding, the secondary shieldiug, the accident

shielding, the fuel transfer shielding, and the auxiliary shielding.

Primary Shield

The primary shield is designed to:

1. Reduce the neutron fluxes incident on the reactor vessel to limit

the radiation induced increase in transition temperature.

2. Attentumte the neutron flux sufficiently to prevent excessive acti-

vation of plant components.

4
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3. Limit the Samma fluxes in the reactor vessel and the primary con-

crete shield to avoid excesoive temperature gradients or dehydration

ok the primary shield.

4. Reduce the residual radiation from the core, reactor internals and

reactor vessel to levels which will permit access --o the region between

Vie primary and secondary shields after plant shutdown.

S. ~Reduce the contribution of radiation leaking to obtain optimium divinion

of the shielding between the primary and secondary shields,

Secondary Shield

The main function of the secondary shielding is to attentuate the radiation

originating in the reactor and the reactor coolant. The major source in

the reactor coolant is the Nitrogen -16 sctiLvity (83 pc/cc maximm•), which

is produced by neutron activation of otygen during passage of the coolant

through the core. The secondary shield will linit the full power dose rate

outside the containment building to less than 0.75 mr/hr.

Accident Shield

The main purpose of the accident shield is to ensure safe radiation levels

outside the containment building following a maximum credible accident.

Fuel Handling Shield

The fuel handling shield is designed to facilitate the removal and transfer

of spent fuel assemblies and control rod clusters from the reactor vessel

to the spent fuel pit. It is designed to attentuate radiation from spent

fuel, control clusters, and reactor vesiel internals to less than 2.0 mr/hr

at the nefueling cavity water surface and less than 0.75 mr/hr in areas

adjacent to the spent fuel pit.
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Auxiliary Shielding

The function of the shielding is to protect personnel working near various

system components in the Chemical and Volume Control System, the Recidual

Heat Removal System, the Waste Disposal System and thý Sampling System.

The shielding provided for the auxiliary building is designed to limit the

dome rate to less than 0.75 mr/hr in normally occupiec areas, and at or

below 0.2 mr/hr in intermittently occupied areas.

Shielding Design

Primary Shield

The primary shield consists of the core baff.e, water annuli, barrel-thermal

shield (all of which are within the reactor vessel), the reactor vessel wall,

and a concrete structure surrounding the reactor vessel.

The primary shield immediately surrounding the reactor vessel consists of an

annular reinforced concrete structure extending from the base of the containment

to an elevation of 69 feet. The lower portion of the shleld is a minimum

thickness of 6 feet of regular concrete (p - 2.3 g/cm 3) and is an integral part

of the main structural concrete support for the reactor vessel. It extends

upward to join the concrete cavity over the reactor. The reactor cavity, which

Is approximately rectangular in shape, extends upward to the operating floor

with vertical wells 4 ft. thick, except in the area adjacent to fuel handling,

where the thickness is incrcesed to 6 ft. A shielding collar is provided at

each point where the eight reactor coolant pipes penetrate the primary shieli.

The primary concrete shield Is air cooled to prevent overheating and dehy-

dra..Lon from the heat generated by radiation absorption in the concrete. Eight

"windows" have been provided in the primary shield for Insertion of the out-of-

core nuclear instrumentation. Cooling for the primary shield concrete and

the nuclear instrumentation is provided by 12,000 cfm cocling air.

The primary shield neutron fluxes and design parameters are listed in

Table 11.2-2.

4
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Secondary Shield

The secondary shield surrounds the reactor coolant loops and the primary

shield. It consists of the annular crane support wall, the operating floor, and

the reactor containment structure. The containment structure also serves

aa the accident shield.

.Zhe lover portion of the secondary shield above gLade consists of the 4 ft -6 in

cylindrical portion of the reactor containment and a 3 ft concrete annular

crane support wall surrondinu the reactor #.oclant loops. The secondary shield

will attenuate the radiation levels in the primary loo'. compartment from a

value of 25 rem/hr to a level of less than 0.75 mr/hr outside the reactor

containmen. Luilding. Penetrations in the secondary shielding are protected

by supplemental shields.

The secondary shield design parameters are listed in Table 11.2-3.

Accident Shield

The accident shield consists of the 4 ft. -6 in. reinforced concrete cylinder

capped by a hemispherical reinforced concrete dome of a 3 ft. -6 in. thickness.

This shielding includes supplemental shields in front of the containment

penetLktions.

The equipment access lta-v" is shielded by a 3 ft. -6 in. thick concrete

shadow shield and a 1 At. -6 in. concrete roof to reduce scattered dose levels

in the event of loss of reactor coolant accident accompanied by a complete

core meltdown.

The accident shield design parameters are listed in Table 11.2-4.
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-f- -• indgqn Shield

ghe reftiellng cavity, flooded to elevation 93.7 feet during refueling operations,

pcovideas A temporary water shield above the components being withdrawn from

the reactor vessel. The water height during refueling is approximately

24 1/2 ft. above the reactor vessel flange. This neight ensures that a

minimum of 10 1/2 ft. of water will be above the active fuel of a withdrawn

fuel assembly. Under these conditions, the dose rate is less than 2.0 mr/hr

at the water surface.

The refueling canal is a passageway connected to the reactor cavity and

extendiaz to the inside surface of the reactor containment. The canal is

formed by two concrete walls each 6 ft. thick, which extends upward to the

same height as the reactor cavity. During refueling the canal is flooded

with borated water t^ the same height as the reactor cavity.

The spent fuel assemblies and control rod clusters are remotely removed
from the reactor containment through the horizcntal spent fuel transfer

tube and placed in the spent fuel pit. Concrete, 6 ft. thick, shields the

spent fuel transfer tube. This shielding is designed to protect personnel 4
from radiation during the time a spent fuel assembly is passing through

the main concrete support of the reac.or containment and the transfer tube.

Radial shielding during fuel transfer is provided by the water and concrete

walls of the fuel transfet pit. An equivalent of 6 feet of regular concrete

is provided to insur,. a mazIimum dose value of 0.75 mr/hr. in the areas adjacent

to the spent fiuel pit.

Spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pit which is located adjacent to

the containment building. Shielding for the spent fuel storage pit is provided

by 6 feet thick concrete walls and is flooded to a lIvel such that the water

hoighu is greater than 13 ft. above the spent fuel assemblies.

The refueling shield design parameters are listed in Table 11.2-5.
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AuxiliarX Shielding

The auxiliary shield consists of concrete walls around certain components

and piping which process reactor coolant. In some cases, the concrete

block walls are removable to allow personnel access to equipment during

maintenance periods. Periodic access to the auxiliary building is allowed

during reactor operation. Each equipment compartment is individually

shielded so that compartments may be entered without having to shut down

and, possibly, to decontaminate the adjacent system.

The shield material provided throughout the auxiliary building is regular

concrete (p - 2.3 g/cm3 ). The principal auxiliary shielding provided

is tabulated in Table 11.2-6.

11.2.3 RADIATION MONIT^RING SYSTEM

The Radiation Monitoring System is designed to perform two basic functions:

a*

b.

Warn of any radiation health hazard which might develop.

Give early warning of a plant malfunccion which might lead to a

health hazard or Dlant damage.

Instruments are located at selected points in and around the plant to detect,

compute and record the radiation levels. In the event the radiation

level should rise above a desired setpoint, an alarm is initiated in

the control room. The automatic Radiation Monitoring System operates

in conjunction with regular and special radiation surveys and with chemical

and radiochemical analyses performed by the plant staff. Adequate information

and warning is thereby provided for the continued safe operation of the

plant and assurance that personnel exposure does not exceed 10 CFR 20

limits.

The only components of thos system which are located in the containment are

the detectors for certain area monitoring channels. They would not be

expected to operate following a major loss-of-coolant accident and are not

0
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designed for this purpone. Components of all other area and process monitoring

channels are designed for post-accident operation.

The components of the nadiatLon Monitoring System are designed according

to the following environmental conditions:

a. Temperature - an ambient temperature range of 40 to 120QF*

b. Humidity - 0 to 100% relative humidity*

c. Pressure - Components in the auxiliary building and control room are

designed for normal atmospheric pressure. Area monitoring system

components inside the containment are designed to withstand test pressure.

d. Radiation - Process and area radiation monitors are of a nonsaturating

design so that they "peg" full scale if exposed to radiation levels up

to i00 times full scale indicaton. Process monitors are located in

areas where th. normal and post-accident background radiation L-vels

will not affect their usefulness.

The Radiation Monitoring System is dlvidLd .nto the following subsystems:

a. The Process Radiation Monitoring Sybt.m monitors various fluid streams

for indication of increasing radiation levels.

b. The Area MonitoLing System moniters area radiation in various parts

of the plant.

c. Environmental Radiation Monitoring System monitors radiation in the area

surrounding the plant.

*Equipment located in the control room area may be specified for smaller
temperature and humidity rangec because of the controlled environment
provided by the heating and ventilating system.

4
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PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM

This system consists of ten channels which monitor radiation levels in various

plant operating systems. The output from each channel detector is transmitted

to the Radiation Monitoring Syst..a cabinets located in the control room area

where the radiation level is indicated by a meter and recorded by a multipoint

recorder. High radiation level alarms are annunciated on the main control room

board and indicated on the Radiation Monitoring System cabinets.

Each channel contains a completely integrated modular assembly, which includes

the following:

a) Level Amplifier

Amplifies the energy of the radiation pulse to provide a discriminated

output to the log level amplifier.

b) Log Level Amplifier

Accepts the shaped pulse of the level amplifier output, peforms a log

integration, (converts total pulse rate to a logarithmic analog signal)

and amplifies the resulting output for suitable indication and

recording.

c) Power Supplies

Power supplies are contained In each drawer for furnishing the positive

arid negative voltages for the transistor circuits, relays and alarm

lights and for providing the high voltage for the detectnr.

d) Test-Calibration Circuitry

These circuits provide a precalibrated analog signal to perform channel

test, and a solenoid operated radiation check source to verify the

channel's operations. An annunciator light on the main control board

indicates when the channel is in the test cal.b.:ite mode.
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a) Sandiationo Level Heter

This tetev, mounted on the drawer, has a scale calibrated logarithmically

in counts per minute from 10 to 10, and 10o to 106 . The level signal

is also recorded by the recorder.

f) Indicating Lights

These lights indicate high-radiation alarm levels and circuit faiilure.

An annunciator on the main control board is actuated on high radiation.

g) Bi-stable Circuits

Two bintable circuits are provided, one to alarm on high radiation

(actuation poiInt may be set at any level within the range of the instru-

ments), and one to alarm on 0ose of signal (circuit failure).

h) A remotely operated long half-life radiation check source is furnished

in each channel. The energy emission ranges are similar to the

radiatiot. energy spectra being monitored. The sourt:e strength is suf-

ficient to caise approximately mid-range indication of the deteotor

wit.

The system Process Rliation Monitoring system consists of the following

radistion monitoring channels:

1) Containment and Plant Vent - Air Particulate Monitor (R-11)

The monitor is provided to measure air particulat i gamma radiaoctivity

in the containment and to ensure that the release rite through the

containment vent during purging is maintained below specified limits.

It also providers a backup to the vent gas monitor.

Righ radiation level for the channels initiates closure of the containment

purge supply and exh&ust duct valves and pressure relief line valves.

This monitor has a measuring range of 10-9 to 10-6 microcuries per

cubic centimeter.

11.2-12
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1.

This channel takes a continuous air sample ftom either the contain'Aent

atmosphere, or the plant vent. The sample is drawn outside the contaiune~t

or the plant vent ductwork in a closed, sealed system monitored by

a scintillation counter - filter paper detector assembly. T.e filter

paper collects all particulate matter greater than 1 micron in size,

on its constantly moving surface, and is viewed by a photrnultiplier-

scintillation crystal combination. The sample is returred to the

containment or plant vent, depending on which sample '.s being monitored,

after it passes through the series connected (Ch R-12) gas monitor.

The detector assembly is in a completely enclosed housing. The detector

is a hermetically-sealed photomultiplier tube - scintillation crystal

(Nal) combination. A preamplifier transmits the pulse signal to

the Radiation Monitoring System cabinets in the control room. The

filter paper has a 25-day minimum supply at normal speed. Lead shielding

is provided to reduce the background level to where it does not interfere

with the detector's sensitivity. The filter paper mechanism, an

electromechanical assembly which controls the filter paper movement,

is provided as an integral part of the detector unit.

2. Containment and Plant Vent Rqdioactive Gas Monitor (R-12)

One monitor is provided to measura gaseous gamma radioactivity in the

containment, to ensure that the radioactivity release rate during purging

is maintained below specified limits and to serve as a backup to the

vent gas monitor. High gas radiation level initiates closure of the

containment purge supply and exhaust duct valves and pressure line relief

valves.

Thij monitor has a measuring range of 10-6 to 10-3 microcuries per cAbic

cen'.imeter.
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This channel takes '.he continunus air sample from the containment

atmosphere, or th,. /plant vent after it pasxes through the air particulate

monitor, end drpis the sample through a closed, sealed &jstem to the

gas monitor arsembly. The sample is constantly mnixed in the fixed,

shielded vo)lme, where it is viewed by the Ceiger-Mueller tube. The

sample is .hen returned to the containment or the plant vent depending
/

on which 'sample is being monitored,

The distector assembly is i- a completely enclosed housing containing a

gamrwAa sensitive Geiger-Mueller tube mounted !n a constant gas volume

ccntainer. Lead shielding is provided to reduce the background level

Lo a point where it does not interfere with the detector's scnsitivity.

A preamplifier and impedance matching circuit is mounted at the detector.

Its output is transmnitted to tne Radiation Monitoring System cabinets

in the control room.

The Containment Air Particulate and Rafioact~ve Ges Monitors (Ch-R-ll and R-12)

have assemblies that are common to both channels. They are described as follows:

a) The flow control assembly includes a pump uait and selector valves that

provides a representative sample (or a "clean" sample) to the detector.

b) The pump unit consists of:

1. A pump to obtain the air sample.

2. A flowmeter to indicate the flow rate.

3. A flow control valve to provide flow adjustment.

4. A flow alarm assembly to provide low and high flow alarm signals.

c) Selector valves are used to direct the desired sample to the detector

for monitoring and to block flow when the channel is in maintenance or

"purging" condition..
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d) A pressure sensor is used to protect the system for high pressure. This

unit automatically closes an tnlet and outlet valve upon a high pressure
condition.

e) Purging is accomplished with a valve control arrangement whereby the

normal sample flow is blocked and the detector purged with a "clean"

sample. This facilitates detector calibration by establishing the

background level and aids in verifying sample activity level.

f) The flow control panel in the control room Radiation Monitoring racks

permits remote operation of the flow control assembly. By operating a

sample selector switch on the control panel, either the containment

or plant stack sample may be monitored.

8) A sample flow rate indicator is calibrated linearly (from 0 to 14) cubic

feet per minute.

Alarm lights are actuated by the following:

a. Flow alarm assembly (low or high flow)

b. The pressure sensor assembly (high pressure)

c. The filter paper sensor (paper drive malfunction)

d. The pump power control switch (pump motor on)

3) Plant Vent Gas M~nitor (R-14)

TI.- Plant Vent Gas Monitor detects radiation passing through t-he plant

vi..L to the atmosphere. Zt consists of four, thin-walled, self-quenching

type Geiger-Mueller tubes (high sensitivity beta-gamma detector) operated

in pprallel together with an impedance matching network. A preamplifier
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edance matching circuit is used to match the signal source to the

nd transmit a pulse signal to the control room.

indication and annunciation ate provided on the Waste

I System control board. On high ru.dlztion level alarm the

ease valve in the Waste Disposal Syatem is automatically closed.

nitor has a maximum sensitivity of 5 x 10"7 microcuries

ic centimeter.

4) Condenser Air E.Jector Gas Monitor (R-15)

Thia cJaniel monito:s the discharge from the air ejector exhaust header

of the condextsers for gaseous radiation which is indicative of a primary

to secondary system leak. The gas discharge is routed to the vent stack.

On high radiation level alarm, the condenser exhaust gases are

diverted from the vent stack to the containment tnrough a blower.

A gamma sensitive Geiger-Muellei tube is used to monitor the gaseous

radiation level. The detector is inserted into an in-line fixed volume

container which includes adequate shielding to reduce the background

radiation to where it does not interfere with the detectors maximum

sensitivity. This monitor has a maximum sensitivity of 10-6 imicrocuries

per cubic centimeter.

5) Containment Fan Cooling Water Monitor (R-16 and R-23)

During a loss-of-coolant accident, these channels monitor the

containment fan cooling water for radiation indicative of a leak

from the containment atmosphere into the cooling water. A small

bypass flow from each of the heat exchangers is mixed in a common

4
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header and monitored Dy a single scintillation detector mounted

in a holdup tank assembly. Upor- indication of a high radiatioO

level each heat exchanger is indiv-dually sampled to determine

which unit is leaking. h'his sampling sequence is achieved by

manually selecting the clttsired unit to be monitored and allotting

sufficient time for saml le equilibrium to be established. (Approxi-

mately 1 minute)

The measuring range of this monitor is 10-5 to 10-2 mi.-rocuries per

cubic centimeter.

6) Component Cooling Liquid Monitor (R-17)

This channel concinuously monitors the component cooling loop of the

Auxiliary Cooltnt System for radiation indicative of a leak of reactor

-toolant from the Reactor Coolant System and/or the residual heat re-

mova•l loop in the Auxiliary woolant System. A scintillation counter

is loc•ted in an in-line well. A high-radiation level alarm signal

Initiates closure of the valve located in the component cooling surge

ani' vent line to prevent gaseous radiation release.

1he measuring range of this monitor is 10-5 to 10-2 microcuries per

cubic centimeter.

7) Waste Disposal System Liquid Effluent Monitor (R-18)

This channel continuously monitors all Waste Disposal System liquid

-leases from the plant. Automatic valve closure action is initiated

by this monitor to prevent further release after a high-radiation

level is indicated and alarmed. A scintillation counter and holdup

tank assembly monitors these effluent discharges. Remote indication

and annunciation are provided on the Waste Disposal System control

board.

The measuring range of this monitor is 10-5 to 10-2 microcuries per

cubic centimeter.
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8) Waste Dispsoal System Gas Analyzer Monitor (R-20)

This datector is located In the )ample line from the waste gas decay 4
tanks to the gas analyzer, and monitors the waste gas decay tank

activity inventory each time a sample is taken for hydrogen-oxygen

analysis. A high radiation level alarm warns the operator when the

decay tank inventory limit is approached, so that another tank may

be placed in service.

Because of the extremely high levels of radiation in the ,aste gas

decay anks, an ion chamber mounted in a specially co"nstructed sampler,

is usea as the detector. The ion cnamber shell is in direct contact

with the gas sample being monitored. The measuring range for this

monitor is 1.4 x 101 to 1.4 x 105 curies stored in the gas decay

tank.

9) S Gtoerator Liquid Sample Monitor (R-19)

This channel monitors the liquid phase of the secondary side of the

steam generator for radiation, which would indicate a primary-to-

secondaLy system leak, providing backup it;ormation to that of the

condenser air removal gas monitor. Samples from the bottom of each

of the four stea= generators are mixed in a common header and the

common samjple is continuously monitored by a scinti'lation counter

and holdup tank assembly. Upon indication of a high-radiation level,

each steam generator is individually sampled in order to determine

the source. This sampling sequence is achieved by manually selecting

the desired unit to be monitored and allotting sufficient time for

saple equilibrium to be established. (Approximately 1 minute)

A remote indicator panel, mounted at the deteetor location, indicates

the radiation level and high-radiation alarm.

A high-radiation level signal will close the isolation valves in

the blowdown Jine , ant sample lines.

The measuringi range of this monitoz Ab 10-5 to 10-2 microcuries ner

cubic centimeter,
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In dannels R-16, R-18, R-19, and R-23, a photrmultiplier tube -

sclnt:llation crystal (Mal) combination, moumted in a hermetically

sealed units is used for liquid effluent radiation detection. Lead

sh.1oldinj is provided to reduce the background level 3o it does

not interfere with detector's sensitivity. The in-line, fixed volume

contaiher is an integral part of the detector unit. In channel R-17,

the detector is inserted into a well in the component cooling system

piping.

In addition, grab samples from the monitor tanks are analyzed to

determine the amount of trit-um in the effluent discharged to the

Waste Disposal System.

During normal plant operation che tritium level in the reactor

coolant will be limited to 2.5 uc/cc, this will ensure a tritium

activity in the refueling water of <1 uc/cc. With a containment

purge rate of 40,000 cfm, the maximum concentration of tritiun in

the containment air will be less than 1/5 of HPC.

The basis for this concentration is determined from the assumptiot

that the refueling water evaporation raLe is 100 lb/hr., the containment

Is purged for 2 hours at the rate of 40,000 cfm prior to access, and

that the purge continues -ring the refueling operation at 40,000 cfm.

During normal plant operation, grab samples from the containment and

auxiliary building areas will be analyzed for tritium as required.

CROSS FAILED FUEL DETECTORS

The cross Failed Fuel Detector (GMFD) is based on the principle of measuring

the delayed neutron activity from fission products in the primary coolant after

having allowed the decay of N-17 neutron acti*:-ty. Piping to the detector

Supplement 13
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is connected to the hot leg of the reactor coolant loop (Figure 11.2-6).

The flull passes a delay coil and a sample cooler befroe it reaches the c--l

with the neutron detector mounted inside. Finally the fluid drains int.• the

volume control tank. The proper delay time (about 60 sac) to the detector

can be adjusted by regulating the rate of water flow. The length of tubing

between the coils will be designed to match the required time delay between

the coils.

Filjure 11.2-7 shows the block diagraa of the GFFD. The delayed neutron

alltal is displayed on a recorder In the control room. An alarm signal

is provided, which indicates an excessive signal level.

Some experience has .een obtained on the operational reliability of

GFFD presently in operation on various plants (RCE, Zorita and Sxton).

Based on this limited amount of information, the system is capable of providing

data useful to the designer, once the data has been analyzed and correlated

to plant operating conditions. However, at the present stagi of development.

stMfficent experience has not been accumulated to satisfactorily prove

the performance and reliability of the detector. It is therefore premature

to Impose operating requirements for this detector which could unduely
restrict plant operation. The GFFD to be installed at IPP-2 will be used

during eower iperation to gain further experience with its operational reliabi-ity

and potential in a-sisting the plant operator in assessing fuel behavior.

Supplement 13
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AREA RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM

Th13 system consists of nine channels which monitor radiation levels

in various areas of the plant. The.se areas are listed as follows:

Channel Area Monitor

R-1 Control Room

R-2 Containment

R-3 Criticality Monitor

R-4 Charging Pump Room

R-5 Spent Fuel Building

R-6 Sampling Room

R-7 In-Core Ins trument Area

R-8 Druwinin Station
R-10 Containment (Special)

Each channel (R-1 through R-8) consists of fixed position Suam& sensitive
C-H tube detector. The detector output is amplified and the log count-

rate is determined by the integral amplifier at the detector. The radiatioi

level is indicated locally at the detector, and at the Radiation Monitoring

System cabinets where it is also recorded. High-radiation alaras are

displayed on the main annunciator, the Radiation Monitoring cabinets,

and at the ditector locatiLn. The control room annunciator provides

a single window which ularns for any --hannel detecting high-radiation.

Verification of which channel has alarmed in done at the Radiation Monitorii

Systex cabinets. A remotely operated, long half-life radiation check

source is provided in each ciannel. The source strength is sufficient
to produce approximately mld--range indication.

Supplement 14
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The comsputer-indicator module amplifies the radiation level signal, c imputed

by the log level p-eamplifter, for indication and raecorjing. The module

also provides controls for actuation of the channel check source.

A rwter is mounted on the front of each computer indicatox module and

Is calibrated logarithmically from 0.1 mr/hr to 10 R/hr.

A remote meter, calibrated logarithmically from 0.1 mr. to 10 R/hr is

k•ounted at the detector assembly.

Radiation Monitoring System cxbinet alarms tnalst of a red indicator

light for high radiation and an amber light to 4nn'unciate detector or

circuit failure. The remote meter and alarn assembly at the detecter

contains a red indicator light and a buzzer type alarm annunciator actuated

on htigh radiation.

Channel R-10 area monitor is provided to monitor the containment atmos-

phere following a highly unlikely loss-of-coolant accident. This moaitoz

will be mounted in the steamline penctration area and will assist the

operator to quickly determine tf the accident consequences are either

more or less serious than predicted. The range of channel R-10 tUill be

from 10 mr/hr, to 2.5 x 102 R/hr. The priacipal isotopes to be monitored

13 will be fission products. The drsder for this equipment will be Mted

in the MS area monitor rack.

Radiation Monitoring System Control Room Cabinet

All of the control roop s)stem equipment is centralized in three cabinets.

Hign reliability and ease of maintet.ance are eaphasized in the design

of this system. Sliding cbannel drawers are used for rapid replacemnt

of units, assemblies, and entire channels. It is possitle to completely

remove ths various chassis from the cabinet, after disconnecting the

cables from the rear of these units.

11.2-22 Supplement 13
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-A 24 point strip chart racoeder Is proided in the Radiation Monit-ring

System cabinets in ths control room. Each monitoring channel is sequ:.ntially

recordet.. The print rate Is 20 seconds per point. Chart speed is adjustable.

Monitor SensitZ~vity

The sensitivity of the radiation monitors ts given in Table 11.2-7. The

sensitIvity range is based on the first, isotope listed in zhe last col'un.

Calibratfta curves showing count rate versus radiation activity (%ic/cc)

are provided for all isotopes to be measured.

Operating Condit; ons

Table 11.2-8 indicates the detector operating condition drring norral

.- .xcion. Where fluid temperature is tac bleh for the monitor, a cooling

devica with temperature indication ie included. The different operating

temperature ranges are within the design limits of the sensors.

The re.kat"*n of the radiacl'n monitoring channels to the systems with

which they are associated is given in the sections describing those systems.

Routine test and recalibratious will ensure that the channels operate

properly.

Health Physics Program

Personnel Monitoring

The off¢idal and permanent record of accumulated external eadiation exposure

received by individuals 1-s obtained principally from tha interpretation

of the film badge. The direct reading dosimeter provides day-by-day

indication of external radiation exposure.

11.2-22a Supplement 12
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1 • All parsons subject to occupational radiation exposure are issued

beta-&a&ma film badges and are required to wear such fila badges at

all tisso while within the Controlled Area. A neutron seasitive

M;% packet is issued to personnel whenever a significant neutron

exposure is possible. rarsonnac who are issued film badges pick them

up at the Security Room on entering the Controlled Area and deposit

then ac the Security Room on leavi.S the Controlled Area.

Special or additional fMia badges are issued as may be required under

unusual conditions. These devices are issued at the diecretion of

health physics personnel.

The film badges are processed on a routine basis at =nthly intervals.

The film badV of any individual is processed when an integrated

daso of ! rem is indicated by other measurements and when it appears

that an overexposure may have occurred.

A self-rending dosimeter is issued in addition to a film badge to

certain individuals whose work conditions make a day-to-day indication

of exposure desirable. Dosimeters are read, recorded and re-zeroed

regularly. Dosimeter records furnish the exposure data for the administra-

tive control of radintion exposure.

11.2-22b Supplement 12
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Each individual is required to examine hi

while in radiation areas. Any indivjdual

greater than 150 =rem is required to repi

personnel who will record the reading ani

Personnel Protective Equipment

La dosimeter at frequent intervals

who receives a dosimeter reading

ort his exposure to health physics

I rezero the dosimeter.

All personnel entering the Radiation Control Area are required to wear

protective clothing. The nature of the work to be done is the governing

factor in the selection of prL. active clothing to be worn by individuals.

The )rotective apparel available are shoe covers, head covers, gloves

and coveralls or lab coats. Additional items of specialized apparel

such as plastic suits.. face chields, and respirators are available for

operations involving contamination. In all cases, health physics personnel

shall evaluate the radiological conditions and specify the required items

of protective clothing to be worn.

Respiratory protective devices axe required in any situation arising

from plant operations in which an airborne radioactive area exists or

is expected to exist in excess of applicable limits. In such cases,

the a~rborne concentrations are monitored by health physics personnel

and the necessary protective devices specified ae-cording to concentration

.and type of airborne cotntaminants present.

Respiratory devices available for use include:

Half-face respirator (filter type, negative pressure)

Full-face respirator (filter or gas canister, negative pressure)

Atrsphere supplying respirators (pressure demand, or continuous flow)

Self-contained breathing apparatus

cSelf-contained breathing apparatus will be used in any situation involvir.ng

exposure to gaseous activity or oxygen deficient atmospheres.

11.2-23
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a .ia ype of eespirotory proti e quipment reqared v- Vt be[ deteired. froma l0CP-20, Bec-ion 20.103 and Appendix E.

- -Factities. and Accogs Provisions

The vlnnt ait.- is div-ided into two retegories, the Co'nventijnal Area and

Me t 6 Control].d Area.

The Radiatica Control Area encompasses a&l plant areas in which raaioact-ve

st~erials and rddJLa"tgn a&. presenut in excess of limits specified in IOCFR20,

20202, bZ. Access to the Contrc.ied Area is limited to those ?ersons authorized

* for entry by the Geaer.al Superintendant. Entry to and exit fro.m the Controlled

Area is through the Secur-I.y R6om only.

[ ny area in which radiosctive materials and radiation are present shall

; be surveyed. claesified and conspicuously posted with the appropriate radiation

caution sign.

V * The general arrangement of the service facilities is designed to provide

adequate personnel decontamination and change areas.

Th-a Controlled Are.a locker room is employed as a, protective clothing change

area. A aupply of clean pro-tective clothing la maintained in this area.
Locker space in the Controlled Area i.,cker room is aasigned to planL personnelK for storzae of personal clothing.

.. co.•er-H.•*1ler cowt rate :oers, "Fr~ske~s," idre located in the laundry

l 1obby, the w.shroom are . the Security Room, te fEuel handling building, and

the reactor containment. All personnel vLiU survey theiselves before

' leaving the Controlled Area.

r
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A ahower, drying and washroom is located adjacent to the Controlled Area

locker room. Personnel decontamination equipment is available at the

laundry lobby, and in the Controlled Area Decontamination and First Aid

Roo=s.

The fuel storage building has facilities to handle the decontamination

of large items of equipment. This decontamination area contains a

decontaminatioa tank and service facilities.

Administrative and physical security measures are employed to prevent

unauthorized entry of personnel to any high radiation area. These measures

include the following:

Areas in which radiation levels ore so high that individuals might

receive doses in excess of 100 mrem in 1 hr. are barricaded and

conspicuously posted as "high radiation areas." Administrative

controls require the issuance of a Radiation Work Permit prior

to entry to any high radiation area.

Locations where Lhe above value exceeds 1 rem in I1 hour are conspicuousli:

posted, and in addition, locked doors are provided to prevent unauthorizE

entry. Keys to these doors are kept under special administrative

control. The locks on these doors are arranged so that personxiel

can leave from the high rad ation area side without a key or other

special device.

The

are

limits for removable surface centamination in the Controlled Area

es follows: I

"Removable radioactive surface contaminations:

Beta-Gamma

Alpha (Uranium and Thorium)

Alpha (other)

2:o000 dpm/100 cm

1000 dpm/lO0 cm 2

100 dpm/lO0 cm2
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Vhen the above levels are exceeded, the area is posted as a "':ontaminated

Area." Additionally, all personnel are required to wear appropriat•e

protective clothing for entry. The areas involved will be decontaminated

as soon as possible Zo prevent the spread of contamination. Decontamination

illi be carried out under the direction of health physics personnE.

&Adiation Instrumentation

Laboratory facilities are provided for the health physics and chemistry

groups. These facilities include both laboratory and calibration rooms.

A Health Physics Control Station is equipped to analyze routine air samples

and contami-ition wipe surveys. Two gas flow windowless proportional

counters are used for this purpose. The control st ition also serves

as a central location for portable radiation survey instruments, respiratory

protection equipment and contamination control supplies.

The Health Physics Equipment is supplemented with a 400 channel gamma

spectrometer and an external gas flow proportional counter.

Count rate metors, "Friskers ," with Geiger-Hueller type probes are located

in the following plant areas:

Controlled Area Washroom Area

Fuel Handling Building

Primary Auxiliary Building

Reactor Containment

An eight channel beta-gama portal monitor is located in the Security

Room as a final check on personnel leavipg the Controlled Area.

The types of portable rudiation survey instruments available for routine

monitoring functions are listed in Table 11.2-9.
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Survey ins truments are calibrated quarterly. Calibration and maintenance

records are provided for each Instrument.

The portable radiation survey instrtments listed in Table 11.2-9 are

available for use off-aite during and following any possible accidental

Telease of radioactivity from the facility. In addition to those listed,

tha following .quipment is also available:

1) Fixed particulate coolector 0.8 micron filter - activated charcoal

or plain. Nominal air flaw rate of 1 cfa.

2) Hurricane Air Saupler 4 inch diameter, 0.8 micron filter - plain.
Nominal air flow rate of 10 cfm.

3) Proportitnal Counter - 2-a geometry 50Z yield for alpha and 68Z

yield for beta. Lead shielded to minimize the effect of background

radiation.

4) Gamma Scintillation Spectrometer - can be used to serve one of

three functions; a) G.H. detector counting rate meter b) Scintillar.in

detector counter rate meter with a 2 inch by 1 inch thallium acti'iated

sodium iodine crystal sealed to a photomultiplier tube. c) Spectrometei

when used in this mode the crystal and photomultiplier tube are

utilized. In addition, the window and anti-coincidence circuit

select only the pulses from certain energies from 0.03 to 3.0 Mey.

The ins trunent has six ranges up to a limit of 10+5 cpa.

Supplement 7
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M IxDIC"&, FACILITIES

Medical facilities, consisting of a decontamination room and an examination

room (Figure 11.2-4), are located in the Nuclear Service Building for Unit

No. 1 (Figure 11.2-5) adjacent to the containment sphere, but outside the

external concrete biological shield. This centralized facility, described

below,, will serve Unit No. 2. Each room ccntains an area of about 330

square feet.

Decont~aination Room

The Decontanination Room is @peciaarJy designed for the care of personnel

contaminated by radioactivity. It has been used oc infrequent occasions

when skin contamtnation was not cleared by measures at the work site. It

is designed to allow the admIssion of several mixed ambulatory and non-

ambulatory patients. Patients will be vent to the decontamination room

under the following conditions:

(1) they are uninjured, but their skin contamination is greater than

200 counts per minute, measured at contact with a GEIGER-HUELLER

(G.M.) Portable Survey Meter; or

(2) they are injured and contaminated; or

(3) they require nasal, ear, or oral decontamination; or

(4) they are injured and contaminated and require emergency treatment

before being moved to the hospital.

The floor is of stainless steel and the walls and ceilings are of special

vinyl tile material. In the center of the Decontmination Room there is a

fixed pedestal-type stainless steel table which has been asapted for de-

contsmination and treatmeut of non-ambulatory patients. This fixture offers

the additional advantage of allowing copious irrigation in cleansing wounds

Supplment 1
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vithout the spread of radioactive contaminants to other parts of the room.

Stainless steel fixtures in this room for use by ambulatory patients include

a double-bovl sink at waist level fcr treatment of hands and arms and another

double-bowl sink at knee level for treatment of feet and logs.

A shwer are; is situated at one end of the room for use by patients

before they leave the decontamination area to enter the dispensary area. At

the shower exit, in the vestibule area, radiation monitoring is performed to

determine possible residual activity. A clean clothing cabinet is located

i•mdiaaely at the entrance of the dispensary area from the monitoring

vestibule,

All liquid waste from the fixtures in the Decontamination RL-. ' drain into

a laundry waste collection tank located in the Nuclear Service Building

adacent to the Valve Room. The liquids in the tank are sampled and monitored.

If the activity levels are above the max1mum permissable concentration (MPC)

as defined in 10CFR20, the liquids are pumped to the main waste co?.lection

tank for holdup or treatment. If the liquids in the laundry waste collection

tank are below MPC, they are drained or pumped to the discharge canal. * Solid

wastes from the Decontamination Room are placed in containers, shieload with

lead if necessary and moved to the bailing station for drum disposal or burial

according to "Procedures for Handling Solid Radioactive Wastes". These

procedures conform to IOCFR20 and ICC regulations for handling radioactive

material.

Examininp, W,om

A conventicnal examining room is located in the Dispensary Area and can be

used for first aid after decontamination of ambulatory and litter cases. It

can also be used for general clinic services. Medical and first aid supplies

are kept in the Dispensary and are passed through as they are needed into

the Decontmination Room.

An alternate site for medical supplies and an alternate treatment facility

for possible radiation casualties is located in the regular Mediical Bureau

Su plemen. 1
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in the Indian Point Service Building on the Indian Point property about

0.7 miles from Nuclear Plant Unit No. 2. Access to this facility is
by either Interior or exterior roads.

The medical unit consist of: a surgical pack; burn pack; wound pack; ten

litters; 24 blankets; a portable radioisotope decontamination kit (See

Appendi IMA) which holds protectivr c•lothing; decontamination eqz!pment;

containers and oupplies; and a plastic inflatable tub which can be inflated

by a hand pump similar to a inflatable life raft. The Inflatable tub is
provided for personnel decontmination. A drainage spout at one end of the

plastic tub removes the decontaminated water to a storage container. A

portable kit similar to the radioisotope deccatamination kit if, available for

transfer of an injured radiation casualty to an outside medical facility.

All of the above treatment facilities, medical supplies, and equipment are

available on an around-the-clock basis. The key to these facilities is

under the jurid...ation of the 2-."ensed Senior Reactor Opera' or on shift.

The medical and surgical supplies available for immediate control and

emergency treatment of injured personnel are listed in Table 11.2-11.

The equipment and supplies available for immediate gross decontamination of

personnel, including injured, are shown in Table 11.2-12.

MEDICAL PROCEDURES AND TECENIQUES

The duties of the industrial medical department in a nuclear power station
are defined as follows:

1. Radiation health protection.

2. Decontamination Procedure.

3. Plan for medical aspects of potential radiation accidents.

Supplement 1
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Routie medical serviucs. The latter have constituted thu major

medical activity and w1ill not require further description in this

prsentation.

.1. Radiation Health Protection

To pevent radiation Injury, the Health Physics Section has the basic

responsibility for mgnitoring of radiation and personnel protection.

The Xedttal Department responsibility is confined to preplacement

examination to eliminate cbrtain abnormally radiosensitive individuals,

follow-up examinations and special examinations in case of exposure.

a* Radiation lXonitoring

Radiation monitoring systems include instrume• s to measure exposure

levelb and devices to warn when permissible levels are exceeded.

Radiation monitoring instruments are of two types; personnel and area

monitoring. Personnel monitoring instruments can be subdivided into

those that can be read directly and those that require supplemental

processing and are a measure of exposure levels over a lovg period

of time. The pocket dosamieter and the hand and foot counter are

examples ef direct reading instruments. The film badge provides a

longer record of individual exposure to radiation and is usually

developed on a monthly basis. Area monitoring is the use of instruments

to determine the levels of radiation in an area and to give alarm when

permisaible levels are exceeded.

b. Medical Examination

Preplacement and follow-up examinations are important in preventing

radiation injury. The preplacemen'. examination eliminates certain

abnormally radiosensitive individuals such as those with abnormal

blood counts, splenomegaly and lymphadonopathy. Also those workers

with a systemic disease, organic or functional, that might prove a

hazard In the event of a radiation incident should not be allowed to

work in a nuclear power plant.

Suppleement I
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(1) Preplacement examination

Preplacemant examinations are required for employees when

assigned to the Indian Point Nuclear Plant. This examination

includes the following:

a) Complete occupational history.

b) Complete medical history.

c) A description of any unusual exposure to radiation resulting

from previous occupation, accident, diagnostic study a-d

x-ray or isotope treatment.

d) Complete physical examination.

e) Special examination on vision including color and visual

acuity.

The physician performs careful opthalmoscopic examination of the

lens in a darkened room, using a plus 8 or 12 diopter lens.

Slit-lamp examination is pecformed when indicated.

f) Routine urinalysis, complete blood count, chest x-ray and

electrocardiogram.

(2) Special Examinations

Special examinations when required are made vhen employees are
potentially exposed to radiation, chemical or other partitilar

hazards. Special re-examination of those emplcyees wh9 have

exceeded 3 rema xposure "in any quarter" way be required -before

re-entry to radiation exposure.

Supplement 1
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(3) Re-examiuntion

Routine re-axamdnatlon is scheduled cn an annual basis. Every

effort is dilected to early detection of medical conditions

even though these bear no relation to radiaticn exposure levels,

e.;., the discovery of early cataract, latent coronary heart

disease or a neoplasm of the lung.

(4) Fedical Records

Records of physical examinations and laboratory tests are retained

for an Indefinite period under radiation protection laws.

C. Procedures For Treatment And Decontamination Of Contaminated Personnel

Procedures for treating and decontaminatiug affected personnel depend

on the types of contamination received. Among the types treated are:

a) Skin decontamination of non-injured ambulatory personnel;

b) Personnel with coexistent injury; c) Nasal, ear, and oral cases;

end eye decontamination cases. Each of the procedures for treatumnt

and decontamination are described below.

(1) Skin Decontamination Proceduru in Non-Injured Ambulatory Personnel

In the Hedical Decontamination Root the following instructions

will be posted:

Scrub the hands for a period of eight to ten rdnu,.es using a

hand brush wiLh the special soap powder and tepid water. Light

pressure should be exerted on the brush. One should not press so

hard that the bristles are btat out of shape. There should be

at least three complete changes of soap powder and water. All

surfaces should be covered with a minimum of four brush strokes.

A convenient routine for hand decontamination is to stavt by

Supplement 1
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scrubbing one thumb, being certain to brush all surfaces and 4
then proceed to the webbed spaces between the thumb and the

index finger and similarly ove.- the other fingers. Then scrub

the palm and dorsal surface. The hands should be thoroughly

rinsed and checked by a survey meter. The brush and towels

should be discarded in a radioactive wa,•te can suitably labeled.

Be sure to clean the fingernails, toenails, nostrils, scalp,

ertrs, and body folds. After the entire body is washed, and the

contamination removed to the maximum extent for the method employed,

the body must be re-surveyed with a portablt. radiation monitoring

K. instrument.

(2) Decontamination Procedures in Personnel with Coexistent Injury

Emergency facilities are available in the Decontamination Room

in planning for the care of injured contaminated personnel. When

contaminated individuals with injury are brought to the Medical

Decontamitnation Room, special care should be taken not to spread

further contamination in the medical area. All persons concerned

shall work safely so as not to furthe -zonteminate themselves or

spread contamination from one patient u.o another. Monitoring shall

be made to determine the risk of exposure to external radiation.
Precaution shall be taken by assigned personnel to avoid internal

contamination of the mouth and nose.

In the event of an extremity wound, the absorption of radioactive

contaminants can be diminished by the proper application of a

tourniquet between the wound and the body. This can be accomplished

by the trained First Aid Attendant. The usual precaution in regard

to continuous application of a tourniquet will be observed.

V Decontsm-nation of the involved area surrounding a wound will be
completed In the Medical Decontamination Room.

Suppleent 1
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Definitive care of the wound is the responsibility of the

physician. Monitoring of all materials will be accomplished.

Blood samples, urine and stool speovimens will be collected for

bio-assay.

Seriously injured persons presenting fractures, burns, hemorrhage

or shock shall not be moved without supervision of the First Aid

Attendant. However, urgent requirements for radiation safety

may necessitate the removal of the injurad individual as soon

as possible. Cautious attempts on the premises should be made

to remove contaminated clothing and accomplish decontamination.

There may be cases when the need for im=ediate medical care will

take precedence over decontamination procedures. First Aid

Attendants can apply tourniquets to control hemorrhage, use
temporary splints to prevent moving of fractured limbs and treat

shock to tee best of their ability.

Ia serious situations, immediately place a call fo7 an ambulance

and contact the on-call physJz kan. In general, hoopitalization

can be expedited by contacting the Medlcal Department.

If a patient is not readily movable to an outside hospital, a
surgical team cculd be brought to thE Decontamination Room of the
nuclear medical facility to perform emergency treatment and

removal of impregnated radioactive materials.

A litter would be set on the floor and portable lead bricks would

be build up at the sides to a level of 2 to 3 feet to provide

protective shielding for operating personnel. Portable glass

shielding (lead) bricks would roof over the lead bricks and provide

a visible work field as well as more adequate screening than

from the ordinary lead glass. A lead container is available for

storage of radioactive material which udght be removed from the

injured person.
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(3) Nasal, Ear and Oral Decontamination Procedures

In the event of contamination without injury, flush thoroughly

wfth water and refer to the Medical Decontamination Room. The

First Aid Attendant will check the local situation, monitoring

will be accomplished by a member of the Health Physics Group,

the Medical Department will be notified and a decision will be

made concerning referral to an outside specialist.

When contamination is present with concomitant injury to the

nose, ear or mouth, the individual will be taken to the Medical

Decontamination Room where the First Aid Attendant will check the

local situation, monitoring will be accomplished by a member of
the r-alth Physics Group, the Medical Department will te notified

and a decision will be made concerning referral to an outside

specialist.

(4) Eye Pecontamination

Eye contamination without injury requires immediate simple flush

with water and the individual is referred to the Medical Decontam-

ination Room. The First Aid Attendant will check the local

situation, monitoring will be accomplished by a member of the

Health Physics Group, the Medical Department will be notified and

decision will be made concerning referral to an outsid- specialist.

In the event of eye contamination with injury, the eye itself
should not be disturbed, but dec!ntamination of %..._ burxouLing area

shc ld be performed as much as is practical. Refer to the Medical

Decontamination Room where the First Aid Attendant will check the

local situation, monitoring will be accomplished by a member of
the Health Physics Group, the Medical Department will be notified

and a decision will be made concerning referral to un outside
specialist.
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For inhalation exposures the retention, clearance and translocation of

inhaled particles are determined by physiological processes.( ) The

ICIP standard lung model assmes that with "soluble" particles, 25 per cent

are exhaled, 50 per cent are deposited in the upper respiratory tract and

transported to the gaatro-lnteutinal tract, and 25 per cent are taken up

iu the body via the lower respiratory tract. It in thought that "insoluble"

compounds follow the same pattern, except that only 12.5 per cent is taken

up in body flulde via the lover respirato-y tract. An additional 12.5 per

cent is assumed to be transported up the inspIratory tract and swallowed

within 24 hours. The case study following iihalation of radio-nuclidee

should include whole body counts, and if indicated, urine bioassay &.d

fecal analysis. Follow-up will be contained for a 'ufficient period of

time so that the biological half life can be determined accurately.

QUALIFICATIONS OP MEDICAL PERSONNEL

A description of qualifications of on-site and off-site medical personnel

Is given in Table 11.2-13.

The professional staff at University Hospital, New York University Medical

Center, New York City would be under the supervision of Roy E. Albert, M.D.

Dr. Albert is a recognized expert in nuclear medicine. He has formulated

policy and training procedures for the attend:.ng and resident staff at

University Hospital. The hospital staff has the capability to provide the

numbe'r and types of physicians to handle radiation casualties.

Transport of Injured Personnel

Arrangements !or transporting injured personnel provide for the imnediate

treatment of personnel on a round-the-clock basis. The equipment and

supplies used for in-transit emergency treatment are the following:

(1) VerpLanck Volunteer Ambulance is completely equipped in accordance

with Red Cross recommendations.
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(2) The Portable Radioisotope Decontamination Kit located In the Medical

Bureau facility it the Indian Point Service Building and supplies •

from the nuclear wedical facility at the Indian Point Station will

also accompany a patient to the receiving hospital. The kit holds

protective clothing, decontamination equipment, containers and supplies

as listed in Appendix 11A, Table 1IA-I.

(3) The feaub. .ity of emergency evacuation by helicopter air ambulance

service has been investigated. A heliport has been set up at Indian

Point on the pier on the Hudson River, and the area will be cleared

on notification of an emergency. heliports are available at the

hospital at Brookhaven Lab, and at 60th Street in Manhattan where an

ambulance will meet the helicopter to transport the patient to

University Hospital. It is expected that a private helicopter service

will be utilized if air evacuation is to be used. Conversion of the

helicopter to an ambulance configuration takes approximately 10 minutes,
and a round trip from tha 60th Street heliport to Indian Point takes

approximately 50 miuutes.

Standing orders for emergency 1. ,.dures are a part of the Radiation Health

Procedures for the Indian Point Station nuclear medical facility. Health

Physics personnel and First Aid men of Con Edison will accompany the patient

in the ambulance. Instructions for transporting injured persons who have
become contaminated are the foLlowing:

(1) Transportation of highly contaminated persons is to be done in such

a way that maximal distance will separate the patient and the attendants.

(2) A shielding of lead bricks, as required, is to be placed between

the front seat of the ambulance and the patient to protect the driver

and attendants from radiation.

(3) Special lead shielding of the affected part of the patient's oody

with lead sheeting ig to be appli-2d, if required, to further decrea•se
radiation exposure from a contaminated arm or leg.
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Verplank Volunteer Ambulance Corps, Verplanck, New York, is located

approximately 3 miles from Indirn Poirn Statita. An ambulance is available

Wround-the-clock. The average time to respond to calls is 15 minutes.

HOSPITAL FACILITIES

Non-Lnjured f-...ntamf-nated Personnel

It is plarned chat further decontamination of non-injured personnel would

be complete.i in the Decontamination Room of the Indi.n Point nuclear medical

facility.

Conta-:Laated Injured Personnel

Arrangments were completed with University Hospital, New York Un.versity

Medical Center, New York City, in No, ember 1963, for handling contaminated

injured personnel. University Hosp .tal is approximately 40 miles from

Indian Point. The "Guide for Management of Radioactive Casualties at Universit,

Hospital" is included as Appendix lIB. This guide designates the radiation

casualty team, the method .of admission, evaluation of patient, operating

room procedure, treatment, radiation hazard areas, storage of decontamination

equipment and monitors, and levels of exposure to hospital personnel.

The Medical Department of the Consolidated Edison Company has set forth

the following basic principles in handling radioactive contamination

cases admitted to a hospital.

(1) The hospital should be notified before a contaminated patient is

sent for admission. The location of the accident, number of people

involved, and estimate of the extent of injury of patients should

be furnished to the hospital. The person at the hospital should

instruct the caller exactly where to bring the patients.

(2) The sLngle error of commission to be avoided at all cost in handling

contaminated patients in the hospital is that of bringing them

Into the hospital in such a manner as to spread high levels of

radioactivity along the route.
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(3) Persons exposed only tj extenral radiation rresent no unusual admission

problem since they are not radioactive.

h (4) It is economically unsound to reserve one or more rooms solely for

radiation accidents, since these accidents are extremely eare as

F compared to all other emergencies. A section o- the hospital normally

reserved for isotope treatment and study would provide an experienced

facility to handle such contaminated emergencies.

(5) A hor.pital radiation team should be organized with a radiological

safety officer who has had experience either in the department of

radiology or the radioisotope laboratory. Techn'.cians from the

x-ray department and the radioisotope laboratory would make valuable

auxiliary personnel. One or more physicians, nurses and a trained
ambulance attendant should be part of such a team.

(6) A supyply kit for radiological first aid should be provided. In the

event of a contaminated case from the Indian Point Station, a portable

radioisotope decrntamination kit will accompany tha patient. The
equipment used to conduct survey and monitoring would be part of

equipment normally found in the radioisotope laborate:y of a hospital.

(7) Emerkency decontamination apparatus is recommended for use with
standard hospital stretchers. This equipment is described in
Appvndlx llC.

AVAILABILITY OF OFF-SITE MEDICAL FACILITIES

In d),e arrangements with University Hospital, New York University Medical
Cente:', New York City, no ltmitations are visualized cn admission or treatment

of rasiation accident casualties, length of stay for contaminated patients,

exte.it of contaminaticn and radiation levels associa, ed with injuries, or

thr, types of injuries or illness.

1 4
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HOSPITAL PROCEDURES

The "Guide for Management of Radioactive Casualties at University Hospital"

has been attached (see Appendix lIB) and would b- followed by the staff
at University Hospital.

a. This guide and orders are not posted but the telephone operator
at the University Hospital has a standing l-st of pere,-_s to contact
in the event that radiation casualties are admitted to the hospital.

b The administrative and professional staff have been instructed
about the plan for management of radioactive casualties.

PLAN FOR POTENTIAL RADIATION ACCIDENTS

(1) Radiation Accident Planning

Basically, the immediate accident proiram within the installation
will include the following general iistructions:

a. Evacuate exposed personnel from accident area nnd provid first
aid.

b, Notify P•-oduction Supervision, Medical Departaot and Health
Physics.

I. Close off radiation area.

d. Confine and survey all possibly contaminated persys.
e. 'Evaluate the situation.

1) Contamination expnsure

2) Neutron and gamma exposure.
3) Total level of radiation exposure.

Details of Cuidance for emergency exposure during recue and recovery

activity are outlined in "Standards for Radiation Protection, AEC

Appendix 0524.
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, ('2) Diagnozis and Treatment of injury 4
For the details of this aspect of a medical program, reference is

made'to the handbook entitled "Medical Aspects of Radiation

Accidents"-published by the United States Atomic Energy Commission,

and dose classification into Groups I and V, of clinical radiation•" ] W~l(4)
injury groups by Thomr and W

- Biological monitoring may be use(. to determine the absorbed quantity

of both radioactive and non-radioactive elements. Measurements are

made of radioactivity in the urinep blood or the quantity of radio-

active material excreted or inhaled. If there has been neutron expo-

sure, heparinlzed blood shall be examine4 to determine the presence
-v o radioactive sodium-24. Whole trody counting is an important

technique for the m.asurement v! very low body burdens of gamma

emiting nuclidus.1 (3) Hospital Plcaning

Sea "Contaminated Injured Personnel" on Page 11.2-39.

11.2.4 EVALUATTN

The whole bod' gamma dose in the control room under accident conditions is
calculated a- r 'ag that a complete core meltdown occurs resulting in the
release of t .ollowing sources to the reactor containment: (Per TID-14844).

a) 100Z cf the noble gases

b) 50Z of the halogens

c) 1% of the remaining fission product inventory.

The above sources, tabulated in Table 11.2-10, are assimied to be homogeneously
distributed within the free volume of the reactor containment. The source
intensity in Key per second as a function of time after the accident is
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determined by considering decay only; no c- is taken for filtration
or washdown.

The direct dose rate in the control room due .ne activity dispersed
within the containment is calculated by a dig: al computer program which

is based on a point kernel attenuation model. The source region is divided
into a number of incremental source volumes and the associated attenuation,

gaomma ray buildup, and distance through regions between each source point

and the control room are computed. The s-mmation of all point source
Contributions gives the total direct dose rate at the control room.

In addition to the direct done, the contribution of scattered radiation

was also estimated. These estimates indicate that scattered radiation

levels will contribute less than 1OZ of the direct dose. Scattered radiation

levels include both scattering from air (sky-shine) and scattering from
large surfaces in the vicinity of the container. T he direct and scatt%.rce
•ose in the control room for an exposure time of one month . alowing the
ac•i-ý':O.t is calculated to be less than 500 mr.

In order to determine the possible dose that an operator cck.-d receive
-•,,!e operating a manual backup item (e.g., valve), it is estimated rather
cpnservatively that it will requite 15 minutes tc operate the ralve. Ia

addition, it is assumed that an additional 15 minutes is required to get
to and from the manual equipment. The total integrated whole botj dose
that an operator would receive performing the abcve operation would be
less than 8 rem. ThIii dose is calculated for the first half hour immediately
following the accident and assumes that the equipment being operate; or
serviced is adjacent to the containment surface. Doses in the vi-'..ty

c: -'uipment located vithin the auxiliary building would be mut h less
due to the shielding afforded by the concrete walls of the atmiliary building.

0
11. 2-0 Supplement I

10/69
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LiQuid Miste Release

All liquid wastes releases vill be assayed for radioactivity to ccoply

with the Lhats specified (1/10 of 10 CPR 20 for unrestricted areas).

11.2.5 TES'TS AND INSPECTIONS

COMpS radiation surveys will be made throughout the plant containment and

auxlliar buildIng during initial phases of plant start-up. Survey data
wIUl be taken and compared to desigu levels at power levels of IOZ, 50% and

IOOZ, at rated fulE power. Survey data will be reviewed for conformance to
design levels before increasing to the next power range.

The gas and particulate effluent vionitors shall ba testcd at each refueling

shutdown with calibrated rources and normal response of each monitor shall
be tested dqily using a reaaotely operated test source and to Verify the

instruments response. Liquid effluent conirors shall be tested at each

refueling shutdown wirt1 calibrated source. and normal response of each
nonitor shall be testeJ daily using a remotely operated test source to

verify the instruments response.

Supplement 1 11.2-44
1I?/6.'



TABLE 11.2-1

PLANT ZONE CLASSIFICATIONS

Maximum Dose
Rate (1% failed fuel)

H Rem/hv.Zone Condition of Occupancy

0 Continuous access < 0.1

I Normal Continuous dccess .*75

Iy Periodic access < 2.0

III Limited access < 15

IV Controlled access > 15

V Limited controlled access* > 200

* Access to Zone V areas murt be .leared with the reactor operators in the
control room.
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TABLE 11.2-2

PRIMARY SHIELD NEUTRON FLUXES AND

DESIGN PARAHETERS

Calculated Neutron Fluxes

Energy Group

E < 1 Hey

5.3 Key E < 1 Hey

.62% ev < E < 5.3 Key

E < .625 ev

Incident Fluxes

(n/cm2 - sec)

7.2 x 10 8

1.0 x 1010

5.3 x 109

1.5 x 109

Leakage F'luxes
(n/cm2 - sec)

2.6 X 102

5.9 x 102

1.X 10 3

8.8 x 104

,lDesign Parameters

Core thermal power

Active core height

Effective core diameter

Baffle wall thickness

Barrel wall rhickness

Thermal shield wall thickness

Reactor vessel I.D.

Reactor vessel wall thickness

Reactor coolant cold leg temperature

:eactor coolant hot leg temperature

Maximum thermal neutron flux
exitin8 primary concrete

Reactor shutdown dose exiting
primary concrete

3216 MW(t)

144 In.

132.7 in.

1.125 in.

2.25 in.

2.75 in.

173.0 in.

8.625 i.i.

555'F

613*F

106 /cm, 2 see.

<15 mr/hr

0
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TABLE 11.2-3

SECONDARY SHIELD DESIGN PARMETERS

Core pover densit.y

Reactor coolant liquid volue

Reactor coolant transit times:

Core

Core exit to steam generator inlet

Steam generator inlet channiel

Steaim generator tabes

Steam ger.erator tubes to vessel

inlet

Vessel inlet to core

Total out of core

Full power dose rate outside

secondary shield

98.5 watt/cm3

12,600 ft 3

0.817 sec.

2.001 sec.

0.592 sec.

3.220 sec.

2.758 sec.

2.167 sec.

10.738 sec.

<0.75 mr/hr

I

I - -
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TABLU 11.2-4

ACCIDENT SHIELD DESIGN PARAMETERS

Core thermal power

Minimum full power operating time

Equivalent fraction of core melting

Fission product fractional relk.ases:

Noble gases

Halogens

Remaining fission product inventory

Clean-up rate following accidenr

Maximum integrated direct dose
(one week exposure) in the
control room

Maximum integrated direct dose
(one week exposure) at the site
boundary

3216

1000

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.01
0

MWOt)

days

<1.5 rem

<350 mrem

t
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TABLE 11. 2-5

REFUELING SHIELD JESIGN PARAPMW ERS

Total number of fuel assemblies

P•inimum full power exposure

Hinimum time between shutdown

and fuel handling

Haximum dose rate adjacent to spent

fuel piL

Maximum dose rate at water surface

193

1000 days

56 hourn

0.75 mr/hr

2.0 mr/hr



-- TABLE 11. 2

- P1aIC~IM AUXELLIARV

-. Comlnonent, Cone

-6

SHIMLING

rete Shiel4 Thickneas-. Ft. - In.

Liquid waste holdup tanks

Volume control tank

React-or Coolant filter

Cas stripper

Gas decay tankz

Gas Comptimsor

Waste evaporAtor

4

2

2

3

2

3

2

2

0

6

6

6

6

6

6

0

0

Design parameters for the auxllsary shielding include:

Srf- thermal Power

Frac tion of fuel rods containing small clad defects

Reactor coolsazt liquid volume

b.dr-mn flow (notmal purification)

• ffective cesium purification flow

Cut-in concentration dzorating demineralizer

Dose rate outside auxiliary building

Dose rate in the building outside shield wall,

3216 .•%4(t)

0.01

12,600 ft 3

75 gpm

7 gpm

150 ppm

0.75 mr/hr

0.75 mr/hr
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-ZIATIOMI HOHlTOIRNG SYSTEM am IE

- 'Ch an n el Se• .lrm :tiv it_ R a nge

-. -"- 1.0 10-9 to 1.0 x 10-6*

F.-L2 1.0 x 0"-6 to 1.0 x 10-3*
P-1, q .n v, "n-7 0.. I f 1 A.1 -4*

, SENSITIVIflES

Detected Isotopes

-j

!

I

R-15

R-16

R-17

R-18

R-19

R-20

R-23

R-I

through

R-8

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

x

X

x

ioo6

10-5

10-5

10-5

to

to

to

to

to

1.0 x 10-3*
1.0 X 16-2*

1.0 x 10-2*

10-2"

1.10 x 10

1131,
Kr85

Kr 8Kr85
•85

Co6 0,

Co60

CO60

Kr-85
CO60 .

.1"3 3
Ar 41

Arl

Ar,4-

Mixed

Mixed

M•xed

Mixed

CS134 C,8137

133 ,e135Xe Xe
Xe133 XS135

X133 135
Xe Xe
Fission Products

Pisson Products

Fission Products

Fission Products

1.4 X
1.0 X

101 to 1.4 x 105 ***
10 -5 t=o 1. 0 x 10 -2

Mixed Fission Products

1.0 x 10-1 to 1.0 X 10+4**-

Note: * is givený in pc/cc

is** js given in mr/hr

** is curries in thnk

L . "

I
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TABLE 11.2-8

DE•TEGnlG .- DIUM MnODITIONS

C1mnel Temperature Range ('F)

R-11

R-12

R-14

R-15

R-16
R-17

R-18

R-19

R-20

R-23

R-1

R-2

R-3
R-4

R-5

R-6

R-7
R-8

Air

Air

Air

Air

Water

Water

Water

Water

Air

Water

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

50-1;.2

50-122

40-122

50-122

60-160

40-160

60-160

60-160

50-122

60-160

50-122

50-122

50-122

50-122

50-122

50-122

50-122

50-122

4
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Nun~oer
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TABLE 11.2-9 I
1~

4

1

3

B

5

2

POCA-Ll -ADLATI0ON SURVEY INSTRUW"TS

Ionizatxon Chamber (high range, of
which at least 2 have a range of
250 rent per hr.)

Geiger-Meeller Su" ,ey Meter, 0 - 2 rem

per hr.

Alpha Survey Meter

Neutron Survey Meter

Air Particulate Fixed Filter Geiger-
Husller Monitor, Beta sensitive.

Cr!eger-Hu,,ll-r Survey Mete: 0 -- 20 mrem/hr

Nal gat•a survey mceers 0 - 1,000 rem/hr

S
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TABLE 11.2-10

RADIATION SOURCES RELEASED TO THE ,CONTAIEMNT
FOLLOWING EQUIVALENT CORE MELTDOWN ACCIDENT - HEV/SEC

Time After Release Energy - Hav/y

0

2 hr

I day

1 week

I month

0.4

2.3xl0
1 8

2.5x10
1 8

1. 1xi0
18

4.2x1017

2.6xi10
1 7

0.8

1. 3xi0
1 9

7. x1011i

L. 2xio18

2. lx1017

1. 3x10
1 7

L. 3
3. 1x10

1 8

1. 6x10
1 8

9.5x1016

5.8x1015

2. x101 5

1. 4x1019

9.6x1017

1. 2x10
1 7

7.6x10
16

2.5x1016

2.2

1. 2x10
1 9

4.9x101is

3.5x1017

1.6x105

1.5x1015

>2.5

1.2x1l

2.9x.,

3.0xl

7.Oxll

2.4xli

K L --
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TABLE 11.2-11 MEDICAL SUPYJ

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE CON'TR-

Xedical Supplies

2 Kidney Basins - S/S

2 Tissue Forceps 2 x

6 He1static Forceps
Straight - S/S

6 Hemostatic Forceps
Curved - S/S

6 Hemostatic Forceps

3 Teeth 4-1/2" - S/S

Halstead - Mosquito 5"

- Halstead - Mosquito 5"

- Kelly 5-1/2" Straight - S/S

- Ke 7.y 5-1/2" Curved - S/S
s - 7 " Serrated - Straight

a - 7" Serrated - Curved

6

2

2

1

1

pair

pair

Hemostatic Forceps

Ralks Sponge Forcep

Balks Sponge Forcep

Lufkin - Steel Tape Measure 6' Graduated Meters/Ft

Taylor - Percussion Hamme- Regular

C 2 Bowles - Stethescope Standard - 1-3/4" - Model B-D

I B-P Sterilizing Tray

2 Instrument Tray and Cover - Recessed Handle
Approximately 12-3/16" x 7-11/16" x 2-1/8" - S/S

2 Forcep Jars Tube Diameter - 2-5/16" - Tube Depth
4-7116" - S/S

1 W/A Diag. Set Complete

2 Thermometer Jars - S/S

2 Thc-ias Splint Leg Adult, Hinged Ring

2 Thomas Splint - Lewin

6 Finger Splint - Thumb - Lewin

3 Splints Colles Riht

3 Splintis Colles Left

L
/

-

K'



VJlftq=r,ý SWImZCAL SUPPLIES, AND DRUGS
UWM" EETREZi OF INJURED PERSO11NEL,

/

t. ftuples- (Cont'd)- Eo.uipent (Cont'd)

;..Splints Forearm Right

7raieture - Splints and Padding

•Adjust*ble Crutches - Maple

Baumcmeter - Model 300

--yt-us Ane.oid Blood Pressure Instrument -

i-1and Model Complete with Case

SBard-Parker IL.ndles No. 7

k Bard-Parker Blades Nos. 22, 20, 11 and 15

Lister Bandage Scissors - 5-1/2" - S/S

Sponge Forceps

Utility Surgical Scissors '" Sharp/Sharp -
Straight

Utility Surgical Scissors 6" Sharp/Sharj- -
Curved

Utility Surgical Scissors 6" Sharp/Blunt -
Straight

Scissors - Mayo 6-1/-." - Straight

Scissors - Fayo 6-1/2" - Curved

Splinter Forcep, Thumb, Fine 4" - S/S
Thumb Dressing Forceps - 6" - S/S

out

New Lon=on Casel Lamp

Dejlibiss Irrigator

Natttial Diagnstic. set coemplete

3

1

1-3

Hypo Syvinge 50 cc

Hypo Syringe 20 cc

Hypo Syringe 10 cc

12 Hypo Syringe 5 cc

2 Tuberculin Syringes

2

3

63

1

6

Hypo Syringe 2 cc

4 oz. Ear and Bladder Syringe

Hypo Needles,
guage 22 x I" - g'wae 26 x 1/2"
guage 25 x 1/2"- guage 22 x 3"

Flashlight and Batteries

Catheters - Frencn 14, 16, 18

1 Oxygen Machine

1 Wheel Chair

1 Arbu Breathing Equip.

Army Litter

1

1
1
1

1
16 oz
14

Robins-n Litter, Folding

Magnalite Lamp

Gooseneck Floor Lamp

Medical Scale

Castle Auto Clave

Tincture Green Soap

Vaseline Guaze Dressings 6" x 13"

Supplement 1
10169



TABLE

( Equipment (Cont'd) Surgical Supp:

I Shadow Box Twin I pkg. Cotto-

1 Examining Table 2-8oz. Steri

6 Thermometers Oral - Rectal 5 3" Ac

1 pkg. Emergency Sutures 5 2" Ac

1 Picker Load Apron 3 pkg. Iodin

1 pair Picker X-Ray Gloves 1 pkg. Burn

12 Rubbi

Surgical Supplies

2 vi. Sterile Water 30 cc

1 Isotonic Sodium Chloride

2 5% Dextrose in Saline 500 cc

2 Sterile Administration Sets

800 Steri-Pads 3" x 3"

3 pair Latex Surgeons Gloves

4 oz Tincture Herth.iolate

( 2 oz Thermometer Solution

5 2" Adhesive Tape

7 1" Adhesive Tape

5 1/2" Adhesive Tape

48 1" Bandage

36 2" Bandage

18 3" Bandage

2 pkg. Tongue Depressors

(
A-
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200

50

50

50

25

50

50

6

6

6
100

100

In
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

Tablets Potassium Iodide 325 mg

H.T. Nitroglycerin 1/150 gr

H.T. Nitroglycerin 1/100 gr

Quinidine Sulfate Tablets 3 gr

Seconal Cepsules 1-1/2 gr

Crystodigin 0.1 mg Tablets

Grystodigin 0.2 mg Tablets

Crystodigin Aeps 0.2 eg

Mercuhydrin 10 cc

AmInophyllin 0.25 gm amp

Aromatic Ammonia Vaporoles

H.T. Atropine Sulfate 21/150 gr

Adrenalin Aq. 1/1000 amp%

Solu Cortef I vi

Wyamitne Inj. Amps

Benadryl Inj. 5 cc

ClInitest Complete

Uris tix

AcItest

Hematest

Supplement 1
10/169
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TABLE f1.2-12

EquiEns t and Supplies Available for Imediate Groes Decont -4=t--__•on Of

kziured and Other Peae o-mma¶

Decontasinating equi-pmnt nd eontainers

Plastic bags and cans for clothing
Lan-O-Kleen and pHiooHex
Sk-- Decontamination btushes

FP*a towels

÷-_Ste-ile : ne in liter bottles
gurgical gons end caps

Plastic aprons

DI.posabla plastic gloves
Plastic ovmershoes

Vinyl sloeva protectors

-6

sup lmbgent1
10199
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TABLE 11.2-13 QgALIFIr.e

OF tYt-SITE A

Professional Education

Hame and Function

Moises B. Menache,
Part-time Physician

Health Physicis ts

and
Special Training

Doctor of Medicine
General knowledge of
decontamination pro-
cedure

Instrument and Cc-ntrol
Engineers trained In
Health Physics methods
anti Completing the Ba-eic
Radiological Health Cour,
administered by the US.
Public Health Service

George Blizznrd,
First Aid instructor

First Aid Men
(ftli•m•± of 2 per
shift)

S. Charles FrPca,
Asst. Vica Prcadent,
Medical Dept. and
Safety Services,
Con Edison

Experience in Red Cross
First Aid Training fcr
over 30 yeazs, Super-
visor of Medical Procedu

Operaring and main-
tenance persona-el
speci.lly trained in
first aid procedures by
Med-ical Dept.

-oator of Medicine
Developed nuclear
medical prograft.
Pcllov, American
College of Physicians,
Industrial Hedical
Association, Ame-ric.n
Academy of Occupational
Medicine; Assoc, of
Clincial Professor
(part-tima), Institute o
Environmental Medicine,
N. Y. University Medical
Ce3ter

Doctor of Medicinc
Certifled' by TraLining
Seminar on Itedical Care
and Treatment of
Radiation Acc.dent,
Brookhaven National CXT
Laboratory. Follow of
the Industrial Medis-
Associstion. Vember,
Ax~rfrca -calemy '09
Oec~upati.rsal Hedicir.e.

I
[
I-

I.'
L
F
I

vj~
F -

Th..Mas :. Ooyle,
Executlve Medical
Director Madical
Dept., Con Edison
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SAýVAU.ABLt OFF-SITE PERSONMIE

-~Provisiona

W-L for
ýaio meatins ago,

Hour- of
On-Site

9:00 1%."
to 12 noon
Honday and
Friday

Off-Site Availability
Lacadton and Distance
and Distance from Site

Hospital
Staff
Appointmnt

W _ofor
soarvices hen

Laployees of
Con Edison

Az.4loyee of
Con Edison

Eloyees of
Con Edison

Around-the-e-vck
220 Tate Ave.
Buchanan, N. Y.
I mile

Attending Physician
Peekskill Co-munity
Hospital

Around-the-
clock

8tOO A.M. to
4S30 P.M. (Hon. through
Friday)

Around-the-
clock

Euployee of
[a off%- Con Edibu.r

Around-the-clock,
Con Edison
4 Irving Place
N. Y. C.. N. Y.
(40 miles)

Assoc. Physician
University Hspital-

Employee of
off- Con Edison

Around-the-clock
Con Eelsoa
4 Irving Place
N. Y. C., N. Y.
(40 miles)

Supplemenft 1
10-69
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TABLE 11.2-13 (C

Name and Function

Albert C. Hamilton,
Asst. Medical
Director, Medical
Dept., Con Edison

Roy E. Albert,
Medical ICnsultant

Professional Education
and

-Special Training

Doctor of Medicine
Supervisor of Medical
Services for Indian
Point since 1962.
Fellow. Industrial
Medical Association

Doctor of Medicine
Institute of Environ-
mental Medicine,
Sterling Forest,
N. Y. Pi-ofessor of

Availa! ility
Classificati

Readily aval
able off-sit
personnel
medical

Readily aval
able off-sit
personnel
medical

Environmental Medicine,
full time. N. Y. University
Medical Center

I

I

I
I
4

5.

4

It

II

I,~ -~

3-



ma Hours of
On-Site

Coat Duty

Off-Site Availability
Location and Distance
from Sitc

Hospital

Appointment

se of
Lkon

Around-the-clock
Con Edison
4 Irving Place
N. Y, C., N. Y.
(40 miles)

Around-the-clock,
Institute of
Environmental
Medicine,
Sterling Forest, N.
(15 miles)

Attending Physician,
University Hospital

Y.

12

Supplement 12
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Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 11.2-3, Titled "Primary AuXiliary Building Shield Arrangement Plan"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.
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APPENDIX 11A

PORTABLE WA.1QISOTOPE DEM14-TAZMlTIO-N KIT

DECMMIIIATf OM LRfCTIONS

This kit contains the basic materials (see Table I1A-1) Car decontamination

of one patient who ray be both incapacitated m.d contaminated with

radiolsotopes. This kit is shown In Figure 1L1-1.

1. 0bectives of Decontmination

1 - To reduce the patient's radiation exposure

2 - To prevent spread of isotopes

11. Decontamination Procadures

CAUTION:, Life savIng procedures should not be delayed in order to

decontaminate the patient.

I - Don protective clothing (cap;,, gown, plastic apron, gloves,

and overshoes).

2 - Transfer patient to the inflatable plastic tub (Figure 1IA-2) after

inflating it with the hand pump. The inflatable tub should be on

a table or stretcher having a slight incline to facilitate drainage

of .3ntaminated liquids.

3 - Remove pattenets contaminated clothing and piece in large plastic

bag.

4 - Clean the contaminated skin (if uninjured) first with Lan-O-Kleen

and water. The skin should be brushed gently for several minutes,

and then checked with survey oeter. This may be repeated

several times but discontinued before the skin becomes abraded. If

the skin is injured or near a wound, use the phisohex. If availMbe,

use sterile saline to flush the wound. If the skin around the round

Is to be cleaned, care should be taken zo avoid transferring

contamination into the wound.

Supplement 1

llA-I 10/69
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Decontamination of the eyes, ears and nostrils is done by saline

irrigation. Contaminated hair in noatrs.ls or elsewhere wbould be

clipped if necessary. If the nose is irrigated, the head should

be positioned to avoid backward drainage into the pharynx &ad

swallowing of contaminated saline.

5 - Remove contauinated water through drainage spout at end of plastic

tub to storage container, or mop up the liquid with towele and store

in plastic bags,

Supplement 1
10/69
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W TABLE 1hA-i

€ONTMS OF PORTABLE RADIOISOTOPE DEC ATAKINATION KIT

I. Protective Material for 4 Persons

Surgical gowns ,md. caps - 4 sets (2 large, 2 medium)

Plastic aprons - 4

Disiosable plastic g1aves - 25 pair

Plasttc -vershoes - 4 setz

Vinyl sleeve protectors - 4 pair

TI. Pirotective Materials for Decontamination Area

Lnflatable plastic tub and hand pump - 1

Radiation signs: Radiation Area - 2
RaJicactive Materials - 2

Radiation tape - 1 roll

Radiation tags - 6

III. Decontaminatirq Equiganent and Containers

3' x 2' plastic bags for clothing - 2

Lan-O-Kleen - 1 nottle

PftsoHex - 1 bottle

Skin decontamination brushes (sterile; (surgical scrub-soft
bristle) - 4

Face towels (sterile) - 6

Sterile Saline - 2 liters

IV. Ir~ntruction Sheet

V. Valise Storage for Contents of Decontaminatinn Kit

11A-3
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w APPENDIX 11B

GUIDE FOR MANAGE.ENT OF

RADIOACTIVE CASUALTIES AT UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

.L. Scope of Guide

This guide deals with the health protection problems associated

with the management of radiation casualties. The object of the

guide is to minimize the radiation dose both to the patient and

the hospital staff and to prevent serious contamination of the

hospital and its cquipment with radioisotopes.

2. "adiation Casualty Team

This should consist of 3 physicians and 3 radiological health
physicists. At least one physician and one health physicist

should be at the hospital to receive a radiation casualty.

At their discretion, the AEC's Radiological Emergency Assistince
Team (REAT) could be called upon for help.

The physician would ass=ne over-all supervision of the patient's
care and would mobilize and guide the necessary hospital profes-

sional and non-professional starE.

The health physicist would have the responsibility for establish-

Lag both the area and personnel radiation protection procedures.

The latter includes: the issuing of film badges and pocket
dosirieters and the keeping of radiation records. In addition,

the health physicist would establish, irmmediately upon admission,
the maximum allowable time for proximity of the staff to the

patient.

Supplement 1
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The radiation casualty team will be provided with copies of tha
"Medical Aspects of Radiation Accidents A Handbook for Physicians,

Health Physicists and Industrial Hygienists" edited by Eugene L.

Saenger, M.D., and published by the United States ALotic Energy

Commission, and other pertinent literature for their information,

and guidance.

A training exercise on a simulated radiation casualty would be

carried out at least twice a year.

Suggested Personnel

Physicians: Albert, Friedman, Beranbaum

Health Physicists: Van Dyke, Collica, Cleary

3. Alerting the Rardiation Casualty Team (RCT)

The Univeritty Hospital operator would be provided with the

names of the RCT personnel and would contact them upon noti-

fication of the pending admission of a radiaticn casualty. If

no RCT personnel are located she would call the AEC's REAT.

4. Initial Evaluation of Patient

The patient would be evaluated, upon arrival at t&.e hospital, by

the physician and the health physicist, preferably in the ambulance

to avoid possible contamination of the hospital receiving area

and unnecessary exposure of hospital staff.

They will assess the no' e and severity of the illness and

the radiological problLta and judge the relative urgency of

treatment (surgical or otherwise) and decontamination. For

example, if heavily contaminated (but not badly injured or

severely ill) the patient would be taken first to an emergency

decontsuination facility in the employee health area on a special

constructed decontamination stretcher and then to th6 appropriate

location for treatment. However, if the patient's life were to be

S
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jeopardized by delay in treatment he could be transported directly

to (eg.) the oparati'ig room xhich would then have to serve the

dual function of a decontamination and treatment area.

If the patient has little surface contamination and requires

minor medical or surgical treatment he could be transported on the

same type of stretcher to a specially designated private room

where both procedures would bh carried out.

Whereier possible, the various diagnostic, treatment, and

decontamination procedures should be done in the fewest possible

places in the hospital°

5. Storage of Decontamination EuiRgent, Clothing and Radiation

Monitoru.

This raterial will be kept in readily accessible form in the

Department of Radiology at University Hospital.

6. Radiation Hazard Areas

The sites within the hospital where the contaminated patient is

treated, should be declared a "RADIATION HAZARD AREA". This

involves the establishment of barricades to prevent unauthorized

access, and provision of protective clothing, monitors, floor

covering, warning signs and decontamination equipment. Once the

patient is removed and the contaminated material is packaged in

labeled, sitielded containers, the site can be declassified if

the radiation levels are down to background levels.

7. Hospital Personnel Exposures

The hospital personncl should not be required to receive radiation

exposures in excess of the maximum permissible occupational levels.

These levels should guide the health physicist in establishing the

patient proximity time limits for the staff. The unly exception

might involve the surgeons and operating room nurses ir the avent

of a protracted operative procedure. Here, it should be possible,

by rotation of personnel and improvised shielding to limit the

radiation exposure to the quarter-year maxiu=.

Supplement 1
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HEW YORK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER W
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

RADIATION CASUALTY PLAN 1970

1. TELEPHOHE OPERATOR

In case of any emergency involving radiation, whether the call
originates with the Medical Center or not, the operator should
record the following information:

(a) Name of person calling
(b) Place of accident
(c) Number of persons involved
(d) Telephone number of person calling.

The operator crust tell the person calling to stand by the phone
unitl the Radiation Safety Officer contacts him.

The operator will immediately first contact the Radiation Safety
Officer (or his stand-in) at extension 2628, or at his home, at
any time.

Pursuing instructions from the Radiation Safety Officer the
operator should be ready to call other members of the Radiation
Casualty Team (see attached list).

Should the Radiation Safety Officer be unavailable the operator
should cc-tact the first physician listed and follow his instructions.

2. EMERGENCY ROOK

If a patient involved in a radiation accident is presented at the
emergency room:

(a) Confine the patient to the ambulance if possible
or

(b) Restrict the patient to a separate part of the room and
do not allow him to be examined.

(c) Call the first available physician on the Radia .ion
Casualty Team, and then the first available physicist
on the team.

(d) Follow the instructions of the physician.

0
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3. RADIOLOGY RESIDENTS

If ez incident is reported which involved radiation safety,
determine:

(a) Name of person calling.
(b) Place of incident.
(c) Whether the incident involves potential human

radiation injury.
(d) Telephone number of person calling.

If there is potential human radiation injury - proceed as in
the Instructions for the emergency room.

If there is no potential human injury - contact the first
available physicist on the Radiation Casualty Team i f necessary.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER - UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
RIJIATION CASUALTY TEAM

The membership of the Radiation Casualty Team is revised annually on
January 1. Contact the Radiation Safety Officer, N.Y.U. Medical Center
Ext. 2628 to obtain the "ceviued list if necessary or with reference to
any other radiaticn safety matters.

PHYSICIANS

1) Roy E. Albert (From .'Une 2, 1970)
Dept. Environmental Medicine
OR 9-3200 x 2353, 2881
5-212
MU-5-593C

Rome: 20 Tintern Lane
Scarsdale, New York
914-GR 2-0696

PHYSICISTS

1) C. H. Marshall, Ph.D.
Radiation Safety Officer
OR 9-3200 x 2628, 3321

Home: 3 Washington Sq. Village
New York, New York 10012
212-473-7613

11B-5
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PHYSICIAS PHYSICISTS

2) Manfred Bl=I
Dept. Medicine
OR 9-3200 x 3144, 2629
U.H. Ans. Serv. x 3535

Home: 330 East 33 Street
New York, New York
212-686-3777

3) Marcus Rothschild
Dept. Medicine
VA Hospital
686-7500 Ext 405

Home: 1070 Park Avenue
New York, New York
212-348-1566

10016

2) Colin G. Orton, Ph. .
Senior Physicist
OR 9-3200 x 2628

Home: 20 Lakewood Drive
Lake Arrowhead
Denville, N. J,
201-627-2077

3) Ramesh Chandra, Ph. D.
OR 9-3200 x 2629

Home: 300 East Prospect Avenue
Mt. Vernon, New York
914-699-7518

10028

Should none of the Radiation Casualty Team me,-bers be available radiation
emergency assistance may be obtained from the following sources:

(a) If the radiation incident occurred in the Medical Center or
New York City, call---

1. daytime, New York City Office of Radiation Control
Tele. No. 566-7754

2. night and weekends, New York City Dept. of Health
Tele. No. 566-8020

(b) If the radiation incident occuzred outside New York City,
call---

1. anytime, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Radiological
Emergency Assistance Team - Tele. No. YUkon 9-1000

In any case, the operator should tell the party that she has a radiation
emergency call and to give that party the information in item 1.

Exhaust all possibilities of contacting the Radiation Safety Officer of
the Medical Center or any member of the Casualty Team in order of listing.

11B-6 Suplement 12
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APPENDIX 11C

EMERGENCY DECONTAMINATION APPARATUS

FOR

STANDARD HOSPITAL STRETCHER

Components

1.

2.

3.

Emergency Decontamination Frame for Standard Pospital Stretcher
(Figure 11C-1)

Emergency Decontamination Tray for Standard Hospital Stretcher
(Figure 11C-2)

Flexible Plastic Liner for Frame.

Description

The purpose of this apparatus is to provide a storage rig which

when set an a standard hospital stretcher can be used in the hospital

both to transport and decontaminate patients.

The apparatus consists of a wooden frame (Figure 11C-1), 84" long 26"

wide and 12" deep with struts on the lower face to support the frame

on a hospital stretcher.

The frame is lined with a flexible plasti.. insert containing a

drainage tube on its lower surface.

In operation the patient is first placed on a perforated (or webbed)

steel tray (Figure 11C-2). The tray is then set into the frame and

finally the frame is then lifted onto a standard hospital stretcher.

Supplement 1
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FIGURE 3C-1 EMERGENCY DECONTAMINATMON FRAME FOR STANOARO HOSPITAL STRETCHER



S 0 *

FIGURE 11C-2 EMERGFNCY DECONTAMINATION TRAY FOR STANDARD HOSPITAL STRETCHER
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISS`)N

In the Matter of ))
Consolidated Edison Company of )

New York, Inc. )

Docket No. 50-247

Amendment No. 9

to

tioned proceed±n, hereby files

Amendment No. 9 to its Application for Licenses for the

purpose of transmitting its Final Facility Description and

safety Analysis Report, consisting of four volumes.
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WHEREFORE, Applicant prays as in its original

Application for Licenses.

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.

By_
W. Donham Crawford

Administrative Vice President

Dated: Gc-i.-t' 7*/,/ 1,(

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 1//- day of 6,.4f , 1968.

Notary Publ~c

My Commission Expires 31 j /f C

FRANCES IL FLYNN
Notary Pubuc. Sat#e of New York

24.1253285
Quihlied in A'lSs CountY

Colt. FHaod In how Yc:l ;Q Inty
Commission Expites Marh 30A 1969
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CONTES OF REPORT

A detailed table of contents, list of tables, and list of figures ar.

included at the front of eath major section as "I'sted below. The

tables aad figures are grouped at the end of each subsection.

Section Title
1. Introduction and Summary

2 Site and Environment

3 Reactor

4 Reactor Coolant System

9 Containment System

6 Engineered Safety Features

7 Instrumentation 3nd Control

8 Electrical Systems

9 Auxillar} and Energencv S:,steas

10 Steam and Power Conversion Systen
11 WI.'ste Disposal and Radiation Protection

12 Conduct of Operat ions

13 Initial Terts dand Op.rations

14 Safety Ar. 'vsis

Annend ix

A Design Criteri. for StrucLures and EquIpment

B Quality Control Progxia

C C'octainment Liner Stress knaly-tis Report
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ADDITIO,2A. IUFOD)CA ION SUPPLIED
BY QUESTION RESPONSES IN
VOLUMES 5 AND 6

Section Title Question

12.1 Staffing, training and experience -
shift and plant organization, respon-
sibilities of facility personnel,
training program for facility
personnel, resumes for facility
personnel 12.1

Security meaaures to guard against
and to detect unauthorized access to
the Reactor Site, the control building
and other principal buildings of the
facility, the containment building
and the fuel storage building. 12.6

Extent of access .,, the facility for
members of the general nublic, off-site
Con Edison employees, off-site non-
Con Edison technicians and engineers,
and procedures for admitting the above
groups. 12.7

Resumes for Superintendent performance,
supervisor Engineering (health physics)
Assistant Superintendent (maintenance),
Assistant Supervisor Engineering (nuclear
plant instrumentation), Health, Physics
and Conventional Plant instrumentation)
and the remaining General Watch Foreman. 12.8

Relative to Figure 1, Section 12,
Supplement No. 2 - The number of
individuals under the following job
titles; Maintenance Mechanics,
Technical Assistants (Chemist),
S'anior Production Technicians (Shift
chemist), Production Technicians (Chemist)
Senior Production Technicians, Prodfction
Technicians (Performance, Technic.ans
(Nuclear Plant instrumentation),
Technicians (Shift Health Physics) and
Technicians (Conventional Plant instru-
mentation. 12.9

Relative to Figures 1 & 2, Section 12,
Supplement No. 2, all positions for which
the intent is to license personnel on
Unit No. 2, whether the licenjes are
SRO or RO, ard whether these Dersons
will be "cold" or "hot' licensed. 12.10
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Section Title Question

Expansion of the staff or
Superintendent Performance and/or
staff of the Supervisor Engineering
(Health Physins) for Indian Point
Unit No. 2 3on, and training
received by new personnel.

Training received by Suoerintendence
Performance, Assistant Superintendent
(Maintenance) and the Supervisor
Engineering (Health Physics). 12.11

12.3 Written procedures - safety-related
operations for which written procedures
are required, review and approval
procedure for written procedures
including the means for assuring
these procedures have been distri-
buted, read and underatood by the
appropriate operating personnel. 12.2

Contingency Plans - Earthquake,
Fire, T7ornado and Radiation 12 .5

12.4 Records - abnormal occurrences,
principal mainten~nce activities,
fuel inventories and transfers 12.4

12.5 Nuclear Facilities Safety Commdttee -
Quorum, Criteria for membership,
minimum meeting frequency, specific
functions and responsibilities,
recording and reporting requirements 12.3
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12. CONDUCT OF OPERATION•S

12.1 ORGANITATION' AND RESPONSIBILITY

At the tis.e of Consolidated Edison's application for a facility operating

license for its Unit No. 1 at Indian Point, a description of Its proposed

operating organization for that facility was submitted as Exhibit O-IA,

Docket 50-3. The basic or&;nization and lines of responsibility as described

therein are substantially in efftct at present. It is planned that the

existing organization will be expanded to provide the administrative and

technical needs of both Unit No. 1 and the proposed Unit No. 2. Since

the Unit No. 2 Radiation Area, Central Control Room, and conventional plant

buildings will be physically contiguous to those of Unit No. 1, an expansion

of the existing organization, wietb appropriate personnel addiitons, is

expected to serve fully the needs of both units.

Specifically, and as stated in Consolidated Edi'on's application to the

Coomission for a Construction Permit to build its proposed Unit No. 2,

the General Superintendent responsible for the overall operation of its

Unit No. I will also be responsible for Unit No. 2. Reporting to him is

the level of Superintendent, which is presently divided into the areas

of operation, maintenance, and performance. No increase is contemplated

in the numbers of persons at this level in the areas of maintenance and

performance, where the existing Superintendent level of supet-vision is

considered adeq.,ate to accept the additional responsibilities of a second

unit and will therefore not be increased in number. However, there will

be additions in maintenance, the number of additions to be established

as the needs develop, with the actual additions accozplished as =aintenance

needs and consequent manpower requirements dictate.

In the area of operations, Exhibit O-lA describes the function and quali-

fications of the Reactor Engineer, for the facility. At the time of that

submittal, that position included reapont.-bility for not only reactor

surveillance in the somewhat specialized matters of core physics, physics

12.1-1



testing. nuclear instrumentation response, calibration, etc., but also

the routine directing of nuclear plant activities. In ant clpation of

the added responsibilities associated with a second unit at Indian Point,

this function was recently divided so as to provide for the startup of

Unit No. 2, a Reactor Engineer, whose responsibilitites are basically staff

in nature and include all of the duties associated with reactor surveillance,

and also a Nuclear Plant Superintendent, where responsibilities deal prinarily

with the personnel and hardware aspects of nuclear plant activities. In

these two cases, and in the case of the Conventional Plant Superintendent,

it is intended to increase the scope of re-.ponsibility of these persons

to include Unit No. 2. Two nersons have beet, added at this level, to provide

support in the areas of specialized nuclear plant 4ctivities such as refueling

and electrical operations and training for both unit.s.

t.- Iow the level of Superintendent, the presently Senior Operator licensed

General Watch Forencan will broaden to asume responsibility at the working

shift level for both units. Mhereas he now has an additional supervisor,

a Watch Forewn, responsible to hin for Unit No. I., he will then have

responsible to hin a second Watch Foreman licensed as a Senior Reactor

Operator for Unit No. 2. BelGw this level, there vlil be a Control Operator

"A" licensed as a Peactor Operator solely responsible for the Operation

of Unit No. 2. He will be in addition to and will share the co n Central

Control Roon with the existing Control Operator "A" responsible for Unit

lo. I operation%. Supporting them both will be a Control Operator "V"
who will function generally as an assistant to both routinely, and to either

in the event of specific need. The operating posts outside the Central

Control Room will be arnned by persons in the title oC Operating Mechanic

"A", and are anticipated to be two per shift in n=-ber, one in the nuclear

plant portion of the facility and one in the "conventional" portion.
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12.2 TRAINIC

Training of operating personnel fre Unit N•o. 2 is sitplified senevwhat by

the availability of Unit No. 1 as a reactor plant training facility. As

a prerequisite for Unit No. 2 startup Watch Forecan candidacy, Consolidotted

"dison has established that the person oust hold a Unit No. I Senior Reactor

Operator license. Similarly, as a prerequisite for startup Control Operator

"A" responsibilities or Unit No. 2, the person nist hold a Reactor Operator's

license on Unit No. I. In this =nnner, personnel with the best possible

background qualifications will be provided for Unit No. 2 operating respon-

oibilities. Further, it is anticipated tha. the other olierating posts,

i.e., those outst.'- the Central Control Room, vill be filled by persona

presently holding counterpart resp.n.-qbillIteo on Unit No. 1, vith their

places being filled by persons presently in lesser titles whN will be trained

over the coming nonths.

In Spring of 1968, the first phase of training specifically for Unit No. 2

was co--enced whes. certain key staff personnel and those who will assum4

Unit No. 2 Watch Foreman responsibilities attended a six-week orientation

course presented by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation at their Atonic

Power Department headquarters near Pittsburgh. The purpose of the course

was to provide for=a classroon indoctrination on the specific design,

operating, and safety feature aspects of Unit No. 2. Staff personnel who

attended the course, aid all of thote assigned to Watch Forenan responsibilities

on Unit No. 2 riill participate in the writing of startup operating and

test procedures. As construction progresses, this group will also participate

in the various pre-operational testing efforts necessary for systen acceptance.

Upon the return of this group fron the Westinghouse course, the naterial

presented to the group is in turn being presented to the Unit No. 2 Control

Operator "A" group by one of those who attended the course originally.
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Additional on-the-Job training efforts are also planned, not only for those

who wil have Reactor Operator and Senior Reactor Operator responsibilities

for Unit No. 2, but fcr those with plant area responsibilities as well.

This training will be provided by Consolidated Edison personnel, We3tinghouse

personnel, and by representatives of certain manufacturers vhost. equipmouat

is of such a specialized nature as to cake on the job orientation sessions

beneficial.

The Job of replacemont training will be handled in the sa=e --aner as is

currently being followee on Unit No. 1. Training in the forn of extended

classroom sessions on the various disciplines requireA for Reactor and

Senior Reactor Operator licensing are given on an alcost continuous basis

to those for whom licenses are to be sought. In the cases of those seeking

Reactor Operator licences, this is coupled with extensive training tailored

to the "internal" qualification stage, i.e., the displaying, under a forval

examination procedure of those areas of knowledge and techniqL..* associated

with the synchronizing of the turbine - generator, cor-bustion control for

the house service bo'lers and other "conventional" responsibili ties. In

the cases c- those seeking Senior Reactor licenss-s, this includes that

field training necessary to demonstrate the plant-wide knowledge needed

for overall unit responsibilities.

Consolidated Edison employees assigned to Indian Poiat Station are thorougLly

trained In the areas of fire prevention and protection.

General rules and reralations pertain-ng to the prevention of fires at any

of it ,-'lctric generatzv:g faciiities are enumerated in a handbook that each

%,plo..tv rcuivv: upo'n his as%•gn=Ant to a N.tatLnQ. SupurvL;oary personnel

are responsible for assuring that all personnel ,inder their jurisdiction

co=ply with thco geideral rules as well as any others that are applitable

to a particular Jub locatton. The Safety Services Bureau of the Conpany

naintains a "fire-school" wIere qualifi(d instructors are available to

train and periodically retrain station employees in fire protection tech-

niques and matters. Invaluable experience is pained at thl. school in as

=uch as actual fires of the type encountered in generating xtations are

controlled and extinguished by the trainees.
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The detail fire-emergency procedure presently in effect at Indian Point

Station mill be revis.ad to broaden its scope to include Unit No. 2. It

is not anticipated that the procedural actions will be substantially changed,

however, As the sa~w general plan of fire control will be applicable to

both units.

Adequate familiarization with the fire-emergency procedures by all members

of the operating staff is demonstrated periodically through the use of

"fire drills." To prov.de a true ceasure of the degree of readiness, these

"fire drills" are Stnerally initiated without prior announcement.
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IA. 6

12.3 WRITTy PROCFDURES

As is the case with Unit No. 1, operatin8 procedures will be developed

in advance of startup of the facility. Also as with Unit No. 1, those

procedures will be maintained in the pussession of all licensed Reactor

and Senior Reactor Operators, and at the various key operating locations

within the facility.

From time to time, it is expected that specific operating instructions

will be needed to accomplish certain operating needs. Such instructions,

as with Unit No. I, will be considered as supplemental to the basic operating

procedures, and will be issued to the operating personnel after review

and Lapproval by the General Superintendent and appropriate members af his

operating staff. Deviations from or modifications to the basic operating

procedures, however, will only be made following review and approval by

the Station General Superintendent ard Consolidated Edison's Nuclear Facility

Safety Committee.

Procedures to Le followed in the event of an unscheduled radioactive release

to the environment in excess of regulation limits will closely parallel

those procedures presently in effeot for Unit No. 1, and will involve off-

site surveys by Consolidated Edison personnel, as well as a close cooperative

effort with outside agencies such as the Atomic Energy Cocmission Division

of Compliance, the A.E.C. New York Operations Office Radiological Emergency

Arsistance Team, the New York State Department of Health, the New York

State Department of Police, and the United States Coast Guard. The extent

of involvement with these agencies will, as with Unit No. 1, depend on

the magnitude of the release, how that release relates to the requirements

of the facility Technical Specif cations, and the consequent degree of

need for cooperative efforts of such agencies.

0
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12.4 RECOR.DS

Records concerning facility ope.rations will be maintatned in the form of

log books, charts, and such other internal reports as may be needed to

document pertinent operating conditions. The principal logs to be maintained

will be those in the Central Control Roma, the General Watch Foreman's

Office, the shift chemist, and tne shift health physics technician. These

logs will include descriptions of the operating conditions which exist

at the time, descriptions of significant operational efforts accomplished

during the shift, and such operating events or circumstnnces as are deemed

pertinent to maintain proper continuity of knowledge and und-rstanding

of such matters as responsibility in those areas is passed on from shift

to shift.

A record of radiation safety conditions, internal and environmental, is

maintained in the form of appropriate log entries, and conuinuous recording

chart information in those functionai systems and areas provided with radiation

survey instruments. In addition, Radiation Work Permit survey information

provides the necessary record of radiation exposure conditions prior to

job commencement, and actual personnel radiation exposure information is

maintained in tht; form of film badge ana dosimeter records. Records of

controlled radiation releases to the environment will be maintained by

the station chemical and health physics groups, and all necessary information

describing specific rad. ,.ctivity concentrations, total volumes to be released,

along with any dilution requirements, will be entered on the Rddioactive

Waste Release Permit prepared for each release.
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12.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT CP OPERATIONS

In matters such as design changes to the facility involving unreviewed

safety questions, changes to operating procedures, or changes to the

technical specifications, a review of the question by the Nuclear Facility

Safety Committee will be requested by the station General Sup :intendent.

If the Committee concludes that such a change is acceptable from the

standpoint of safety, the change will be approved by the Committee, or,

if approval by the Atomic Energy Commission is required, a change request

for permission to make the change will be initiated by the Committee.

A continuing review of operations is performed by the station operating

staff, the Production Department administrative staff, and the executive

level for those departments with operating, design and safety responsi-

bility for the facility. In addition, there is periodic review of facility

operations by the Nuclear Facility Safety Committee. Frequent communi-

rcations, both written and oral, between the station General SuperinLendent

and the Chairman of the Nuclear Facility Safety Committee assure the degree

of awareness by that Committee of facility operations necessary for it to

meet its audit responsibilities. There are frequent meetings of the

Co~dittee, at which time it reviews shutdowns of the facility and the

rejsons therefore, unusual operating conditions, releases to the environ-

ment, and proposed changes to the facility and its operating procedures.

Periodically, the meetings of the Committee are held at Indian Poi-t so

as to allow the entir,. Committee an opportunity to tour the facilit) and

scrutinize its operations. Approximately once a month, a different member

visits 'he statior for a personcl audit of facility activities.

Nuclear Facilities Cafety Committee

A Nuclear Facilities Safety Committee was establis.',ed on April 21, 1962

for Indian Point Station, Unit No. 1. This Committee will also perform

9the same function for Unit No. 2.
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The purpose of the Nuclear Facilties Safety Committee will be to review W
the operation of the facility, the oper..ting organization, the procedures

for operation, Lhanges in the fat " and the conduct of tests or experi-

ments therein:

a. Memberahip

The Committee shall have a membership of at least 12 persons of which

a majority tre independent of the Nuclear Power Generation Department

and shall include technically competent persons from all departments

of Consolidated Edison having a direct interest in nuclear plant

design, operation or in nuclear safety. The Chairman and Vice

Chairman will be Senior Officials of the Company experienced in

the field of nuclear energy.

The Committee shall consist of:

The Chairman who shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Board

or the President of the Company.

The Vice Chairman who shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Board

or the President of the Company.

The Secretary who shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Committee.

The following Committee Hember shall be designated by the Vice

President of the Company who is responsible for the functioning of

the department or position stated below with the approval of the

Chairman:

The Radiation Safety Officer of the Company.

A medical doctor from the Medical Department haviag experience in

nuclear medicine.
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A representative from the Mechanical Engineering Department having

experience in nuclear engineering with special emphasis on reactor

physics.

A representative from the Nuclear Power Generation Department having

experiencre in nuclear chemistry.

An engineer from the Fuel Department having experience with nuclear

fuel.

An engineer from the Electrical Eugineering Department having experi-

ence in electrical engineering related to nuclear power plants with

special eophasis on instrumentation ani control.

An enginee- from the tmechanical Engineering Department having experi-

ence in mechanical engineering re.lated to nuecear power plants with
special emphasis on heat transfer.

A representative from the Civil Engineering DepartmenE having experi-

ence in environmental engineering.

A lawyer from the Law Department who shall be famili&r with legal

matters affecting nuclear power plants.

The Manager of the Nuclear Power Generation Department.

The Manager of the System Operation Department.

The Reactor Engineer at the Indian Point St~tion.

Outside consultants, as required, appointed by the Chairman without

the right to vote.
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Each member will designate a permanent alternate to serve in his

absence. The name of the alternates will be filed with the Chairman.

Only the perminent member, however- will have the right to vcte.

b. Minimum Feeting Frequency

The Committee shall meet not less frequently zhan quarterly, and at

core frequent intervals at the call of the Chairman or in his absence

the Vice Chairman, as required.

C. gou

A majority of the full committee members which shall include the

Chairman or tho Vice Chairman and of which a minority are frov. the

Nuclear Power Generation Department shall constitute a quorum for

meetings of the full committee.

d. Responsibilities

The Committee will:

Not less than once each year audit and report the adequacy of all

procedures used in the operation, maintenance and environmental

monitoring of each nuclear power plant. The audits will include

on-site inspections and verifications that procedures are adhering

to the Operating Licenses and Technical Specifications.

Review and report upon each emergency or infrequent condition

relating to nuclear safety including as a mini-mum chose abnormal

occurrence defined in the facilities Technical Specifications.

Review and report upon the adequacy of all proposed changes in

plant facilities or procedures pertaining to the operation,

maintenance and environmental monitoring having safety significance,

or which may constitute an "unreviewed safety question" as defined

in Part 50, T.Ltle 10, Code of Federal Regulations.
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Conduct not less than quarterly unannounced spot inspections of plant

and monitoring operations and report the results thereof.

Review and report upon any activity, the occurrence or lack of which

may affect the safe operation of the nuclear plants.

Review and report upon all proposed changes to the Technical

Specifications of licenses.

At the request of the Nuclear Power Generation Manager or a Nuclear

Plant General Superintendent the Committee will be promptly convened

to review and act upon those nuclear safety matters deemed essential

to the safe operation of the facility.

e. Authority

A Nuclear Facilities Safety Committee is constituted to advise the

Executive Vice President, Central Operations, concerning the safety

aspects of the operation of the nuclear power facilities. The

Committee shall report to the Executive Vice President, Central

Operations.

The Executive Vice President, Central Operations is responsible for

the design, construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear power

generation plants. The Vice President, ?ower Supply and, under him,

the Assistant Vice President in charge of Power Generation, the

Nuclear Power Generation Manager and Nuclear Plant General Super-

intendent are responsible for the day-by-day operation and raintenance

of the plant. The Nuclear Facilities Safety Committee herein established

will advise the Executive Vi.e President and through him the President

and the Chairman of the Boa-d coticerning the safety aspects of the

nuclear plant operation. The Safety Committee is to be kept fully

and currently informed by the Nuclear Power Generation Manager and

Nuclear Plant General Superintendent of all matters bearing on the

safe operation of the plant. The Chairman may establish subcommittees

and de*%igvate members of the full committee for assignment to the

subcommittees.
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The Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary of the Nuclear recilitLes

Safety Committee are ex-officio members of all subcommittees.

! Records

Draft minutes of all meetings will be distributed promptly to each

committee member for comment and any corrections. Amended and
corrected minutes will be circulated to committee members for final

approval. Copies of approved minutes will be promptly distributed
to each comnattee member and to the Assistant Vice President, Power

Generation, the Vice President, Power Supply, the Executive Vice
President, Central Operations, the President, the Chairman of the

Board, and the Corporation Secretary.

Special reports shall be in writing and will be distributed to all

members of the Committee, the Assistant Vice President, Power

Generation, the Vice President, Power Supply, the Executive Vice
President, Central Operations, the President, the Chairman of the
Board, the Corporation Secretary.

g. Charter

A written charter delineating the estiblishment, composition, mission,

and the dissemination of minutes and reports snail be maintained

which may be amended as required.

0
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13. INITIAL TESTS AND OPERATION

The initial testing and start-up operation of the unit systems prior to

full power operation of the unit includes tests prior to reactor fueling,

core loading, precritical tests, zero power tests and power level

escalation.

The purpose of this program is to test and operate the reactor and

its various systems (1) to make certain that the equipment has been installed

and will operate in accordance with the design requirements (2) to provide

safe procedures for initial fuel loading and to determine zero power values

of core parameters significant to the design and operation and (3) to

bring the unit to its rated capacity in a safe and orderly fashion.

Procedures stating the test purpose, conditions, precautions, and limitations

will be prepared foa each test. The procedures will include a delineation of

administrative procedures and test responsibility, equipment clearance

procedures, and an overall sequence of startup opevacions.

The test program described in the following sections is based upon the

reference plant design and experience gained durLng startup of other units.

Detailed procedures specify the sequence of tests to be conducted and the

conditions imder which each is to be performed to ensure the relevance and

consistency of the results obtained. This includes expected values and

acceptance criteria which demonstrate the degree to which the facility

does meet design criteria.

13.1 TESTS PRIOR TO REACTOR FUELTNG

The following tabulation is the sequence of major start-up tests and operations

performed to place all equipment in the specified system in service. The

systems and items to be tested are Aisted in approximately chronological order.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. in cooperation with Westinghouse

Electric Corporation will prepare detailed test procedures prior to scheduled

initial testing of systems and determination of reactor physics parameters.
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The tests conducted on the engineered safety systems are included under the

Containment System, Safety Injection System, the Containment Spray System,

and the Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System.

The test objectives incorporate testing of redundant equipment where it is

involved.

A'bnormal plant conditions may be simulated during testing when such conditions

do not endanger personnel, equipment or contaminate clean systems. Where

predicted emergency or abnormal conditions are involved in the testing

program the detailed operation will be provided in the test procedure.

Acceptance Criterion for all components and systems .s that the test results

are acceptable when the test objectives are met within the design specification

limits and within the applic~able Technical Specification.

1. Switchgear System

2. Voice Communications Systems

3. Service Water System~

4. Fire Protection System

5. In~strument and Service Air Systems

6. Nitrogen Storage System

7. Reactor Coolant System Cleaning

8. Reactor Containment Air Recirculation and Filtration System

9. Feedwater and Condensate Circulation Systems

10. Auxiliary Coolant System

11. Chemical Feed System

12. Chemical & Volume Control System

13. Safety Injection System

14. Fuel Handling System

15. Containment Isolation and Isolation Valve Seal Water Systems

16. Containmnent Penetration and Weld Channel Pressurization System

17. Reactor Containment High Pressure Test

18. Cold Hydrostatic Tests
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Radiation Monitoring System

!:uclear Instrumentation System

Radioactive Waste Disposal System

Campling System

Instrumentation Calibration

Hot Functional Test

Reactor Coolant System
Chemical & Volume Control System
Sampling System
Safety Injection System
Waste Disposal System

Primary and Secondary Systems Safety Valves Tests

Turbine Steam Seal & Blowdown Systems

Emergency Dies•el-Electric System

General procedures and responsibilities for the initial tests and operations

of Unit No. 2 are discussed in Appendix 13A. 1 15
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TABB S 13.1-1

OBJECTIVES OF TESTS PRIOR TO .REACTOR FUELING

SYSTEM OR TEST TEST OBJECTIVE

1. Switchgear System

(Electrical Teuts)

To ensure continuity, circuit integ:ity,

and the correct and reliable functioning of

electrical apparatus. Electrical tests will

be performed n- .'tnsfermers, switchgear,

turbine-genere..o-" motors, cables, control

circuits, excit.,tion switchgear, D-C System,

annuncitttor system, lighting distribution

sw'itchboard, communication system and

miscellaneous equipment. Special attention

will be directed to the following tests:

Sa.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

480 v. switchgear breaker interlock test.

Station loss of voltage auto-transfer test.

Critical power transfer test.

Tests of protective devices.

Equipment automatic start tests.

Check exciter for proper voltage build up.

2. Voice Communication

Systems

3. Service Water System

To verify proper communication between all

intra plant stations, for interconnection

to commercial phone service and to balance

and adjust amplifiers and speakers.

To verify, prior to critical operations,

the design head-capacity characteristics of

the service water pumps, that the system

will supply design flow rate through a]'

heat exchangers, and will meet the spec. ,,d

requirements when operated in Lhe safeguards

mode.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR TEST TEST OBJECTIVE

4. Fire Protection System

5. Instrument and Service

Air Systems

6. Nitrogen Storage System

7. Reactor Coolant System

Cleaning

To verify proper operation of the system

by ensuring the design specifications are

met for the fire service booster pump and

fire service pumps, checking Lhat auto-

matic start functions operate as designed,

and that level and pressure controls

meet specifications.

To verify the operation of all compressors

to design specifications, the ianual and

automatic operation of controls at design

setpoints, design air-dryer cycle time and

moisture contern of discharge air, and

proper air pressure to each instrument

served by the system.

To verify system integrity, valve oper-

ability, regulating and reducing station

performance and the ability to supply

nitrogen to interconnecting systems as

required.

To flush and clean the reactor coolant

and related primary systems to obtain

the degree of cleanliness :equired for

the intended service. Provisions to

maintain cleanliness integrity and protection

from contamination sources will be made

after system cleaning and acceptance.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR TEST TEST OBJECTIVE

The system, component, or section of

a system shall ':e considered clean when the

flush cloth shows no grindings, filings or

insoluble particulate matter larger than

40 microns (lower limit of naked eye

visibility). After systems have been

flushed cle:bn of particulate matter within

the limit s,•-.Zied, the cleanliness integrity

of the system will be maintained filled

with water which meets the system cold chemistry

requirement. After fill and pressurization

and prior to hot operation, cold chemistry

requirements will be maintained. Oxygen

will be analyzed prior to exceeding 200*F

and brought into specification prior to

exceeding 200 0 F.

To verify, prior to critical operation, the

fan capacities; and the remote and automatic

operation of system louvers and valves in

accordance with the design spec:ifications.

To verify proper operation of feedwater

and circulating water pumps according to

specifications, valve and conirol operability

and set points, flushing and hydro as

aý-921nole, inspection for completeness

and integrity. Functional testing will

be performed when a steam supply i. available.
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8. Reactor Containment

Air Recirculation and

Filtration System

9. Feedwater and Condensate

Circulation Systems
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I. TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR TEST

10. Auxiliary Coolant System

TEST OBJECTIVE

To verify component cooling flow to all

components, and to verify proper operation

of instrumentation, controllers ana alarms.

Specifically each of the three loops, i.e.

component cooling loop,residual heat removal

loop and spent fuel pit cooling loop will

be tested to ensure:

a. All manual and remotely operated valves

are operable m.nually and/or remotely.

b. All pumps perform according to manufacturers

speci fications-

r. All temperature, flow, level and pressure

controllers funcLion to control at tne

required setpoint when supplied with

appropriate signals.

d. All temperature, flow, level and pressure

alarm-; p. )vide alarms at the required

locations wlen the alarm setpoinr is

reached and clear when the reset point is

reached.

e. D)esign flow rates established through hteat

exchangers.

0
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continuer)

SYSTEX OR TEST

11.. Chemical Feed Sys" tm

12. Che,,,ical and Volu,
Control System (CVcS)

TEST OBJECTIVE

To verify valve and control opezability

and setpoi.ats, flushing and hIJdro

as applicaole, inspectiop for corplete-

ness and in-egrity. Functional testing will be

performed whe, a stean supply is available.

To verify, prior to critical operation, t.ha

the CVCS functions as apecified in tbh- system

description and appropri: tt technical manuals.

sore specifically that:

a. Ail manutl and renotely operated valves

are operable sanu.lly andlor rer-otey

b. All pimps perform to esnufacturers

Spec iticat ions

c. All temperature, flow, level and pressure

controllers function to coctrol at the

required setpoint when supplied vith

ropropriate sign4l(s)

d. •ll temperaturv, flow, levvl, •-d pressure

alarms provide alarms .t the required

locations wlen tht, alarm setpoint is
reached and clear when the reset point

is reached.

t. The reactor make-up control controls

blending, diluticn, a-nd boration as

designed.

f. The design ;e-l water flow rates are

attainable to each reactor coolant pmp
g. The boric acid evaporator package funztions

as specified in the manufacturers technical

oanual.
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12a Cimitainment Spray

i1. Safetv ln•o•-trion 5ystec

(S IS)

0

To %%,rify perforcmance of the containwnt

Spray pumps.

To merify prior to critical operation, response

to control signals and sequencing of .te
pu.--%, valves, and controllers of ,.ait systen

i.s spepcified In the systtar description and the

ma.oufacturLets technical manuals; and cne4k

tire tim req-'red to actuate the system after

a safety InJect.,n signal is received. M.ore
specifically that:

a. All =anual and remotely operated valves are
operable vinually andlor re-otely.

b. Ull pu--p., perforn taeir design ftwctiona

sat isfactorily.

c. For eacs pair of valsvs to redundant

flow pat-is, disabling one of thv valves
dos not i•pair rertxte operation of tiue
ot.wer.

d. The prop.r s,:quvncing of valh-vs and pumps

oc.:ur- on initi-iiion of a -.•ifctv injection

V, The fail p..-:ition on 1o-- of power for e-'c

r.e*ott1ly op.erxtod valve, i% a% specified.

f. Valve. rtquirinj- coincidence -qignals of
sai'ety ieetion and hiih contain-vint

pressure operate whtn v'ipplivd wita

these siignals.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR TEST

13. Continued

TEST Of.JECTIVE TEST

14. tiucl Handling System

g. All lcvel and pressure units are set at

the specified points and provide 'laris

at the required location(s); and re- t

at the specified point.

h. The time required to actuate the system

is vithin the deisgn specifications.

To sht - that the system design is capable of

provtding a safe and effective means of trans-

porting and handling fuel from the tUme it reaches

the plant tmtil it leaves the plant. In

particular the tests will be designed to

verify that t

a. The major structures required for refueling

such as the reactor cavity, refueling canal,

spent fuel storage and iecontanination

facilities are I- tecordance with the

design specificd-, as.

b. Tht-. -.Jor equip=ent required for refueling

such as the mvanipulator crane, spent

fuel pit bridge and fuuel tranmifer

system, operate in accordance with

the design specifications.

c. All auxiliary equipment and instr,~entatic,

function properly.

To verify the capability for reliable operation

and de-i'nstrate rhe canual and autcaatic

operation of the system. Dezronstrate the

opzration and proper sequence of isolation

15. Containment Isolation and

Isolatlon Valve Seal Water
Systv-ms
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTL', O. TEST

15. Continued

TEST OBJECTIVE

16. Containment Penetration

and Weld Channel

Prvssurizac ion Systtvm

17. PRactor t'ontain.-ent High

Pressure Test

18. Cold Hivdrostatic Tests

19. Rzdiation Monitoring

Systvr.

valve closure and seal wacer addition.

Demonstrate function of Isolation Valve Seal

Water System independent of other systems.

Demonstrate the operation and system

response tirne induced by as isolation

signal. Hanual valves will be manipulated

t'- assure proper operation of the seal

g i injection portion of the system.

To verify air system and nitrogen backup

systen integrity, operate valves, check

flowmeters ant pressure gauges as required

to ensure pressure differential mezts

design specifications.

To verify prior to critical operation, the

structural integrity and leak tightness of

the containment.

To verify the integrity and leak tightness

of the Reactor Coolant System and related

prir-ary systens with the performance of a

hydrostatic test at the specified test

pressure with no visiblv leakage, nor distor-

tion.

To verify the calibration, operability, and

alarm setpoints of all rcdiation level monitors,

air particulate monitors, gas nonitors and

liquid monitors which are included in the Opera-

tional Radiation Xonitorin- System and the

Area Pidlaz.ion Monitoring System.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEH OR-TEST TEST OBJECTIVE

20. Nuclear Instrumentation 7o ensure that the instrumentation system is

System capable of monitoring the reactor leakage

neutron flux from source range through 120Z

of full power and that protective functions

are operating properly. In particular the

tests will be designed to verify that:

a. All system equipment, cabling, and inter-

connections have been properly installed.

b. The source range detector and associated

instrumentation respond to neutron level

changes and that the source range protection

(high flux level reactor trip) as well as

alarn features and audible count rate

operate properly. 0
c. The intermediate range instruinentation

reactor protective and control features

high level reactor trip and high level

rod stop signals operate properly and

that permissive signals for blocking source

range trip and source range high voltage

off operate properly.

d. The power range instrumentation operates

properly and that the protective features

such as the overpower trips, permissive

and dropped-rod functions operate with

the required redundancy -.nd separation

through the associated logic matrices,

and nuclear power signals to other systems

are available and operating properly.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR TEST TEST OBJECTIVE

21. Radioactive Waste

Disposal System

e. All Auxiliary Equipment such as the

comparator and startup rate channel,

recorders, and indicators operate as

specified.

E. All instruments are properly calibrated

Leod all set points and alar are properly

set.

To verify satisfactory ilow characteristics

through the equipment; to demonstrate

satisfactory performance of pumps and

instruments; to check for leak-tightness

of piping and equipment, and to verify

proper operation of alarms, instrumentation

and controls. More specifically that:

a. All piping and components properly

installed as per design specifications

b. All manual and automatic valves are

operable

c. All i.,struim-nt controllers operate to

control process at requried values

d. All process alarms operable at required

locatiois

e. All pumps perform to manufacturers

specificat ions
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTF-4 OR TES TEST OBJECTIVE

22. Sampling System

E. All pu=ps Indiration & Controls are

operable at designated stations

g. The Waste Gas Co=pressors packages

operate as specified in manufacturers

technical manual

h. The Gas Analyzer operates as specified

in manufacturerm technical manual

I. The Waste Boiler operates as specified

in manufacturers technical manunl

J. The Hydrogen & Nitrogen supply packages

sufficient for all modes of operation

To verify tbkL a specified quantity of

reprercntative fluid can be obtained safely

and at design conditions from each sampling

point. In particular the tests will be

designed to verify that:

a. All system piping and cou•onents are

properly installed

b. All rewotely and manually operated

valving operates in accordance vith the

design specifications

c. All sample containers and quick-disconnect

couplings function properly, and as

specified
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0 TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM, OR tEST

"3. Instru=ent Calibration

TEST OEJECrIVE

Instru=entacion and control devices viii

be checked to assure their accuracy. Prbwary

sensing elements, transducers, transmitters,

receivers, recorders and indicators will

be thoroughly inspected and adjusted

for accuracy of their set point characteristics.

Interconnecting piping and virinr wlll

be checked for continuity and functional

requirements. Each device will then

be tested In accordance uith established

t3t procedures. Linit switches used

for initiating i-dicating lights, alarms

and inter-lock functions will be checked

under actual or siculated operating conditions.

Control devices will be exercised to assure

proper operation with the required accuracy

and response characteristics. Set points for

devices will be checked and adjusted to their

specified val%es.

Each individual circuit of the reactor and

turbine protection systems will be tested

to verlfy that a•ppropriate signals initiate

reactor and turbine trips. As a signal level

corresponding to the particular condition

is reache4, trip or cutback functions will

annunciate as provided for the particular

channel uxtder test.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTMI OR TEST TEST OBJECTIVE

24. Hot Functional Tests The Reactor Coolant Syscem will be tested to check

heatup (using pump heat) and cooldown procedures;

to de=onstrate satisfactory performance of

conponenes prior to installation of the core;

to verify propur operation of instrumentation,

controllers and alarm; and to provide operating

conditions for checkout of auxiliary systens.

The Chemical and Volume Control Systen will be

tested to determine that water can oe charged

at rated flow against normal Reactor Coolant

System pressure; to check letdown flow against

design rate for each pressure reduction station;

to determine the response of the system to

changes in pressuriter level; to check

procedures and co=ponents used in boric acid

batching and transfer operations; to check

operation of the reactor makeup control; to

check operation of the excess letdown and seal

water flowpath; and to %erify proper operation

of instrumentation, controllers and alarms.

The Sa=pling Systen will be tested to determice

that a specified quantity of representative

fluid can be obtained safely and at design

conditions from each sampling point.
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR TEST TEST OBJECT1ME

The Auxiliary Coolant System wiln be tested to

evaluate its ability to remove heat from reactor

coolant; to verify conconent cooling flow

to all components; and to verify proper

op,.cation of Instrumentatica, controllers

and alarms.

The Safety Injection System will be tested to

check the time required to actuate the system

after a safety injection signal is received;

to check that pumps and motor operated valves

are properly sequenced; and to verify proper

operation of instruientation, controllers and

alarms.

The Radioactive Waste Disposal System will

be tested to verify satisfactory flow

characteristics through the equipment; to
demonstrate satisfactory performance of

pumps and instruments; to check for leak-

tightness of piping and equipment; dnd to
verify proper operation of alarms.

The Ventilation System will be tested to

adjust proper flow characteristics of ducts

and equipment; to demonstrate satisifactory

performance of fans, filters, and coolers;

and to verify proper opera:ion of instruments

and alarms.

0
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TABLE 13.1-1 (Continued)

SYSTNH OR TEST

25. Primary and Secondary

Systems Safety Valves

Tests

26. Turbine Steam Seal and

Bloirdown Systems

27. Emergency Diesel

Electric System

TEST OBJECTIVE

To test preasurizer and boiler safety

and relief valves to enaure each valve

is operable.

To verify valve and control operability and

setpoints, flushing and hydro as applicable,

inspection for completeness and integrity.

Functional testing will be performed when a

steam supply it; available.

To demonstrate that the system is capable of
proariding poier for operation of vital

equipment under power failure conditions.

In particular the tests will be designed

to verify that:

a. All system components have been properly

installed.

b. The emergency diesels function according

to ti.e design specification under

emergency conditions.

c. The emergency units are capable of supplying.

the required power to vital equipment

under emergency conditisons.

d. All redundant features of the system

function according to the desigL

specifications.

0
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13.2 FINAL PLANT PREPARATION

13.2.1 CORE LOADING

The as-loa1 ed core configuration is specified as part ef the f'4el core

design studies conducted well in advance of plant startup and as such is not

normally subject to change at plant startup. In the relatively unlikely event

that mechanical damage is sustained during core loading operations by a fuel

assembly of a type for which no spic-t is available on-site, a previously

examined alternate core loading scheme whose characteristics closely

approximate those oi the initially prescribed pattern may be invoked.

The core is assembled in the reactor vessel in water containing enough

dissolved boric acid (usually at least 2000 ppm) to maintain the core

multiplication constant at 0.90 or lower and is not subsequently distributed

or changed until the end of the core cycle. Core moderator chemistry conditions

(particularl) boron concentration) are prescrihed in the core loadiog pro-

cedure document and are verified by chemical analysis of moderator samples

every eight hours during core loading operations.

The Reactor Coolant System will be isolated and applicable tagging and

administrative procedures will be used to prevent unauthorized change in the

boron concentration. The boric acid tank will be filled with concentrated

boric acid solution and the residual heat removal system will be in service

and available to provide moderator mixing and temperature control, if required.

A detailed preloading checkoff list will be followed to insure that all

systems, equipment and conditions affecting the loading operation are met.

Periodically, the checkoff list will be reviewed to insure that systems

and equipment continue to meet requirements of the core loading operation.

The core loading sequence will follow a step procedure to insure at each

loading step that:

0) Fuel assemblies of the corrct enrichments are installed in thc proper

locations.
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b) Rod cluster control assemblies are inserted into the proper fuel

assew'lien prior to loading the assemblies into the core.

c) Neutron sources and neutron detectors are properly located in the core

during fueling. Continuous radiation monitoring will be provided at

the core loading stations during fuel handling and core loading operations.

Core loading instrumentation will consist of two permanently installed plant

source range (pulse-tlpe) nuclear channels arnd two temporary incore source

range channels plus a third temporary channel to be used as a spare. The

penmanent channels are monitored in the control room by licensed plant

operators; the temporary channels are installed in the vapor container and

are monitored by technical specialists of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation

and by licensed Senior Reactor Operators of Con3olidated Edison Co. of New York,

Inc. At least one plant channel and one temporary channel are equipped with

audible count range indicators. Both plant channels and both regular temporary

channels display neutron count rate on count rate meters and strip chart

recorders. Minimum count rates of two c.unts per second, attributable to

core neutrons, are required on aL least two of the four available nuclear

channels at all times during core loading operations. Two artificial

neutron sources, each rated at iproximately 200 curies of Po210 - alpha activity,

are introduced into the core at appropriate specified points in the core

loading program to ensuza a neutron population le.rge enough for adequat.

monitoring of the core.

Fuel assemblies together with inserted control components (RCC units or burnable

poison inserts) are added to thL core one at a time according -o a previously

established and approved sequence which has been developed to privide reliable

core monitoring with minimum possibility of core mechanical damage. The

core loading procedure docur nts include a detailed tabular check sheet which

prescribes and verifies the successive movements of each fuel assembly and

its speclifed inserts from its initial position in the storage racks to

its final positions in the core. Multiple checks are made of component serial

numbers and types at successive transfer points to guard against possible

inadvertent exchanges or substitutions of components.
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An initial nucleus of eight forcl assemblies, the first of which bears an

activated neutron source, has been determined to be the minimum source-fuel

nucleus which will permit subsequent meaningful Inverse count rate monitoring.

This initial nculeus is known by calculation and previous experience to be

markedly subcritical (keff cO.90) under the required conditions of loading.

Subsequent fuel additions are made, one assembly at a time with detailed

inverse count rate ratio monitoring after each addition. The results of each

loading step must be evaluatad by both Westinghojse Electric Corporation

technical specialists and licensed Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc.

operations personnel and concurrent approval to proceed must be granted

before the next prescribed step can be started.

Criteria for safe loading require that loading operations stop iaediately
it:

a) The neutron count rates on all responding nuclear channels dzuble during

any single loading step.

b) The neutron count rate on any individual nuclear channel increases

by a factor of five during any single loading step.

A sphere evacuation alatm is coupled to the plant source range channels with

a set point at five times the current count rate to provide automatic

indication of high counter rate during fuel addition.

In the event that an unacceptable increase in count rate is observed on any

or all responding nuclear channels, special procedures involving fuel with-

drawal from the core, detector relocation and charging of additional boric acid

into the moderator are invoked by Westinghouse Electric Corporation technical

specialists with the approval of licensed operational personnel of the

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
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Core loading procedures ,z~cify alignment of fluid systems to prevent inadver-

tent uilution of the reactor coolant, restrict the movement of fuel to

minimize the possibility of mechanical damage, prescribe the conditions

under which loading may proceed, identify chains of responsibility and

authority and provide for continuous and complete fuel and core component

accountability.

13.2.2 PRECRITICAL TESTS

Upon completion of core loading and installation of the reactor upper internals

and the reactor vessel head, certain mechanical and electrical tests are

performed prior to initial criticality. The electrical wiring for the rod

drive circuits, the rod position indicators, primary and secondary trip

circuits, and the in-core thermocouples are tested. Final operational tests

are repeated on these electrical items.

Mechanical and electrical tests are performed on the RCC unit drive mechanisms.

Tests include a complete operational checkout of the mechanisms. Checks are

made to ensure that the rod positon indicator coil stacks are connected to

their proper position indicators. Similar checks are made on the RCC unit

drive coils.

After filling and venting is completed, the final hydro tests are conducted.

Tests are performed on the reactot trip circuits to test manual trip operation.

Actual RCC unit drop times are measured for each rod control cluster at

operating temperature, pressure and flow. By use of dummy signals, t)

various plant abnormalities that require tripping are simulated and

accuiate trip delay times are measured for the control and protection system

circuitry.

A complete electrical and mechanical check is made on the in-core nuclear flux

mapping system at the operating temperature and pressure.
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The in-core thermocouple tests check .ircuit continuity and compare the

thermoouple. ý,adings for their relative errors (offsets) in the isothermal

cond i3ion.
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13.3 INITIAL TESTING IN THE OPERATING REACTOR

Tests which will be performed from the initial core loading to rated power

are aumnarized in Table 13.3-1.

13.3.1 INITIAL CRITICALITY

Initial criticality is established by withdrawing the shutdown and control

banks of RCC units from the core, leaving the last-withdrawn control bank
inserted far enough to provide effective control when criticality is achieved,

end then slowly and continuously diluting the heavily borated reactor

coolant until the chain reaction is self-sustaining.

Successive stages of RCC bank withdrawal and c_ boron concentration reduction

are monitored by observing change in neutron count rate as indicated by the

regular plant source range nuclear instrumentation as functions of RCC bank

position and, subsequently, of primary water addition to the reactor zoolant

system during dilution.

Primary safety reliance is based on inverse count rate ratio monitoring as

an indication of the nearness and rate of approach of cirticality of the core

during RCC bank withdrawal and during reactor coolant boron dilution. The

rate of approach toward criticality is reduced as the reactor approaches

extrapo ated criticality to ensure that effectiwv control is maintained at

all times.

Relevant procedures specify alignment of fluid systems to allow controlled

start and stop and edJustment of the rate of which the approach to criticality

may proceed, indicate values of core conditions under which criticality is

expected and identify chains 3f responsibility and authority during reactor

operations.

9
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13.3.2 ZERO POWER TESTING

Upon establishment of criticality a prescribed program of reactor physics

measurements is undertaken to verify that the basic statics and kinetic

characteristics of the core are as expected and that the values of kinetics

coefficients assumed in the safeguards analysis are indeed conservative.

Measurements made at zero power and primarily at or near operating temperature

and pressure include verification of calculated values af RCC group and

unit worths, of isothermal temperature coefficient trder various core con-

ditions, of differential boron concentration worth an$ of critical boron

concentrations as function of RCC control group configuration. Preliminary

checks on relative power distribution are made in normal and abnormal RCC

unit configurations.

Concurrent tests are conducted on the plant instrumentation including the

source and intermediate range nuclea& chann-ls. RCC unit operation and the

behavior of the associated control and inc cating circuits are demonstrated*

Detailed procedures specify the sequence of tests and measurements to be

conducted and the conditions under which each is to be performed to ensure

the relevancy and consistency of the results obtained. These tests will

cover a series of prescribed control rod configurations with intervening

measurements of differential control rod worths and boron worth during

boron dilution or boron injection. As the successive configurations are

established, the measurement technique.. to be used will be:

1) Dynamic Temperature Coefficient Measurement - Differential moderator

coefficient measurement will be made by continuously increasing or

decreasir.g the moderator average temperature and observing the

resultant change in core reactivity.

S
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I
; 0 2) Dynamic Control Rod Worth Measurements - Control rod differential

worth measurements will be made by monotonically withdrawing or

inserting selected control rods or groups of rods and part length rods

and observing the resultant change in core reactivity.

3) Dynamic Boron Worth Measurements - Differential-boron worth measure-

ments will be made by monotonically increasing or decreasing main

coolant boron concentration and observing the resultant change in core

reactivity.

Supplement 8
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13.3.3 POWER LEVEL ESCALATION

In order to ensure that operation of the core is as expected in all respect&,

and that achievement of rated power is under carefully controlled conditions,

a Power Escalation Test Program will be established to carry the plant from

completion of zero power physics testing through full power operation. Thc-

Power Escalation Test Program provides for stepwise achievement of full power,

with careful review of significant core parameters at each step, to ensure

that fuel and control rod mechanical performance, flux distribution, temperature

distribution hot channel factors and reactivity control worths are acceptable,

before additional escalation is undertaken.

The Power Escalation TesL Program provides for measurements to be made at

convenient powe~r levels in the vicinity of minimum self sustaining power,

discrete levels approaching 100%, and at rated power. In each case, progress

to higher levels is contingent upon acceptable core performance.

Preparation for Power Escalation

In order to monitor performance, the following analytical results must be

on hand before power escalation is underta~ken:

1. Expected values for local power ratios in each of the in-core flux

detector thimbles.

2. Expected values for relative power in each fuel assembly and in

individual fuel rods of interest in various control group configurations.

3. Expected values of nuclear peaking factors.

4. Combined power and prograxmmed temperature reactivity defect as a function

of primary power level at expected boron concentrations.

5. Equilibrium xenon reactivity defect as a function of primary power

level.
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6. Identification and integral reactivity worth of the most significant

single RCC assemblies in the control group, when fully withdrawn, with

various operating control rod configurations, for both full and part

length rods.

7. Identification and integral reactivity worth of the most significant

single RCC assemblies among all groups, for both full and part-length

rods.

Other conditioxis that musb be met before comencement of the Power Escalation

Test Program are as follows:

1. The following plant conditions are established:

a. The Zero Power Reactor Physics Test Program has been successfully

completed as prescribed. Experimental values of zero power

reactivity parameters have been reduced and are available for

9guidance in the elevated power program.

b. Discrepancies between analytically predicted and experimentally

measured values of reactivity parameters have been identifiec! and

appropr-.ate revisions have been made in the values of expected

primary coolant boron concentrations and RCC group positions

listed in the Power Escalation Test Sequence.

c. The Reactor Coolant System and all required components of the

Secondary Coolant System are fully assembled, mechanically tested

and ready for service as required.

d. All control, protection and safety systems are fully installed; all

required pre-operational tests are satisfactorily completed and

all components are ready for service as required.

e. The reactor coolant is at required temperature, pressure, lithium

Sand boron concentration.
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f. Demineralized water is available in adequate quantity for

extensive boron diiution.

g. Conce.atrated boric acid solution is available in sufficient

quantity to permit increases in main coolant boron concentration

as required.

h. All special equipment and instrumentation required for the

Power Escalation Test Program is instatl-d and calibrated

and is available for service as specified.

i. Thermocouple correction constants derived from the hot, isothermal

calibrations.

J. Reactor coolant flow coastdown measured and found acceptable.

2. A pre-test check-off list indicating the required status of all
systems and auxiliary equipment affecting the power Escalation
Test Program is available. The pre-test check-off list shall include,

but shall not be limited to, provisions for verification and certification
of all items specified in Condition 1, above.

3. Experimental procedures suitable for executing the Power Escalation
Test Sequence, are available for distribution to all personnel

concerned with the Power Escalation Test Program.

4. The procedure, schedule and personnel assignments and responsibilities

are thoroughly discussed with and are understood by the operational

and experimental personnel.
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The following tests are to be conducted during the power escalation test

program.

Electrical Trip Testing

Electrical tripping relays that are initiated by plant on-power malfunctions

will be retested and the consequent trip sequence rechecked under operating

conditions for correct operation and sequence.

Turbine Trip Testing

The turbine protection system will be checked to confirm that the appropriate

initiation will either trip the turbine -through the main trip solenoid or will

mechanically trip the turbine. As the various set-points or status conditions

are reached, the trip or runback functions will be verified.

Elevated Power Reactivity Coefficient Evaluation

During the approach to full power and during initial operation at power a

sequence -f reactor physics measurements will be carried out to experimentally

determine power and temperature coefficients and power defects at various

power levels, differential (full and part length) control rod worth and boron

worths during boron dilutions, and xenon worth during initial operation.

Measurements techniques are:

1) Dynamic Differential Power Coefficient - Differential power coefficient

measurements are to be made at elevated power over a limited range in

power level by initiating a small power level chrange. The change in

core reactivity associated with the compensating control rod motion,

is to be related to the net change in power level.
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2) Dynamic Power Defect Measurements - The change in reactivity defect

associated with a relatively large change in power level is to be

measured by adjusting control rod positions during a ramp change in

power level to maintain moderator average temperature at the proscribed

value and by observing the compensating change in core reactivity due

to control rod movement as indicated by the reactivity computer.

3) Dynamic Control Rod Worth Measurements - Control rod differential worth

measurements are to be made at elevated power and by initiating a transient

change in boron concentration in the coolant by adjusting control rod

position during the transient to maintain moderator average temperature

and power level essentially constant, and by obec..ving the compensating

change in core reactivity due to control rod movement as indicated by

the reactivity computer.

4) Dynamic Boron Worth Measurements - Differential boron worth measurements

are to be made at elevated power by monotonically increasing or decreasing

main coolant boron concentration. Compensation for the reactivity effect

or the boron concentration change will be made by withdrawing or inserting,

respectively, control rods to maintain moderat-.. average temperature

and power level constant and observing the resultant ac~cumulated change

in core reactivity corresponding to successive rot! motion steps.

5) Dynamic Xenon Transient Worth Measurements - Integral xenon worth

transient measurements are to be made at elevated power, after a change

in power level, by adjusting control rod position to maintain moderator

average temperature and power level const3nt during the reactivity

transient associated with the transient change in effective xenon

concentration and observing the resultant accumulated change in

core reactivity corresponding to successive compensating rod motion steps.
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6) Elevated Power Transient Response Evaluation - As the power level is

increased during the initial power escalation, a series of transient

response measurements will be made to determine plant response to load

changes. The test technaique in each case will consist of establishing

the transient change in plant conditions and closely monitoring

system response during and after the transient period. The responses

of system components are measured for 10% loss of load and recovery,

loss of load with steam dump, turbine trip, loss of reactor coolant flow

and trip of single RCC units, reactor coolant coastdcwn is also

measured.

7) Elevated Power Determination of Power Distribution - At successive power

levels and in prescribed control rod configurations (full and part-length),

measurements of flux and power distributions within the core will be

made and nuclear hot channel factors will be evaluated. Use will be

made of the miniature in-core flux detector system, and of the in-core

temperature sensors, to determine the nuclear power and thermal and
hydraulic conditions within the core. Ex-core nuclear instrumentation

will be calibrated to indicate actual in-core axial power distribution.

8) Determination of Primary Coolant Flow Rate - Primary coolant flow
rate will be evaluated by measuring primary coolant pump power and

elbow tap pressure differential.

9) Verification of Remote Control Stations - After the plant has been

certified to operate at elevated power levels the capability for

manually taking the plant to hot shutdown from stations remote from

the control room will be verified. This test will demonstrate that

controls and information available in the local control stations are

functioning properly ind are sufficient to permit the operators
to trip the plant, control heat removal, and borate in an orderly

manner to reach and maintain the reactor in a hot shutdown status

should the control room ever become uninhabitable.
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Tes_ _t Conditions

RCC Unit Drop Tests

Thermocouple/RTD
Intercalibration

Nuclear Design
Check Tests

RCC Control Group
Calibration

Power Coefficient
Measurement

Automatic Control
System Checkout

Power Range
Instrumentation
Calibration

a) Cold, Shutdown
b) Hot, Shutdown

Various temperatures
during system heatup
at zero power

All two dimensional
RCC control group
configurations at
hot, zero power

All RCC control
groups at hot,
zero power

0% to 100% of
full power

Approximately 20%

During static and/or
transient conditions at:

30%
70%
90%

100%

.O
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TABLE 13.3-1 (Page 1 of 4)

INITIAL TESTING SUMMARY

Obj ectives Acceptance Criteria

To measure the scram tine of RCC units
under full flow and no flow conditions

To determine in-place isothermal cor-
rection constants for all core exit
thermocouples and reactor cooilant RTD's

To verify that nuclear design pre-
dictions for endpoint boron concrn-
trations, isothermal temperature
coefficient & power distributions are
valid

To verify that nuclear design pre-
dictions for control group differ-
ential worths with and without par-
tial length RCC units are valid

To verify that nuclear design pre-
dictions for differential power
coefficient are valid

To verify that control system response
characteristics for the:
a) Steam generator level control system
b) RCC automatic control system
c) turbine control system

To verify that all power rang- instru-
mentation consisting of:

power range nuclear channels
in-core flux marping system
core exit thermocouple system
reactor coolant RTD's are responsive
to changes in reactor power level
and power distribution and to
intercalibrate the several systems

Droptime less than value assumed in
Safety Analysis

RTD's verify that RTD system meets
setpoint requirements of technical
specifications

FFD and SAR limiting values for
6P/6T, FAH

FFD and SAD limiting values
for 60/6h, -. h

FFD and SAR limiting
6o16q

values for

No safet'y criteria applicable

Verify that setpoints cited
in Technical Specifications are met

N
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Tes t Conditions

Load Swing Test

Plant Trip

+ 10% steps at:
-40% to 50%
-U100%

Full load rejection
from:

'.50%

TAE

Obi

To
sys

To

Pressurizer
Effectiveness Test

Hinimum shutdown
Veritifcat ion

Psuedo Ejection
Test

Pseudo Election
Tes t

hot, shutdown To
can
by

To
dic
bor
RCC

Hot, zero power

Hot, zero power

" 30% of rated power

To
of
pow
RCC
gro

To
of
dis
in i

Loss (f Flow Test

Power FPedistrih'ution
Foll ow

lHot shutdciwn

70'1 of raited Power

'lea
fol

To '

men!
in,
t rat

e

m-2
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13.3-1 (Pape 2 f 4,)

tive. Acceptante Criteria

rify that reactor control
m performance

rify reactor control perfor-anct.

•Ify that pressurizer presqure
ý reduced at the requirLvd rate
ýssurizer spray actuation

'ify the nucl-ar desijn pro.-
)n of the rminirun shutdon
conctntratton with one ".'.ut'

'ify nuclear d'si,-n prediction-,
reets on core roactivitv arnd
distribution of ejection rt- ,n,

lit fron a fully in,,erted contr.-,

rify nuclear deIgn pr'dictt.iný
9dcts on core reactivitv tnft !,-.r
[bution of election ol on. t'II
Iroti tvpicil optvrating conf izr.eation.

,,o rva.c t ur -"-.. Iinnr f I÷ tvt o --. t iit~

inp trip ot rtactor %ot 1-ft pur1'r-.

-if'." thir extort nurlar initr-i-
:on ad at,-lv -ditribuionitr- un-der
,e pow.er distribution under
.ont xt,'ion condit io,'n.

'n safety criteria 4pFlicable

Proper op.,rataion of steam du=p
and feedwater overrides. I
'., ..Ofetv .-rtreria applicable

Verify stuck rod shutucr-n criteria

FFT "9'r l'itnk vasue-1 for
F.H r . -ici-tt- In-erticn

Fri and ZAR lir-itinp valst-A for
T.ý1 r-ict t'.v in-ertrion

'I- ,r -t ' n.- I -t r than rv

F"• on'', ,,":'r.ff'-vt
•. -,,rrel ati •n

I
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1%.

Test

Static FCC Drop Test

RMt Insertion Test

tirilc FCC Drop Test

L.ad Veductio-n Test

Conditions

-50% of rated pcrOr

TABLE 13.31

eb Ieccives

To verify
serted ful
control ihx
nuclear In:
thermocoup:
conditions
adjustment
points

-. 50% of rated po-ier To deter-bi
fully Inset.
reactivlty
under typi
bases for i
I imits

7T0 of ratea pter

-SO reduction f ron

%#11 reduetion fro
1Not

To verify A
dropped roc
vatic rod i

To verify i

PIL Group ,3iwratiTtal
.Mankeuwring

Lo•ad fycle Tent

To verify ý
narv ..vrino
containingi
xi-n-rn g r.:

To verify t
capable of 1
ations vitF
operat iona]
weekly cyce

rurb• -k&entrat or
Stcartup rests

Pro- and ?.%st-
Svnchr.-TS zat Iton

To verify i
unit and ai
trips are I
ready for s

I

S.P.

H-I
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I (?qe 3 of 4)

Acceotance Criteria

hat a sirgle RCC unit In-
y or part uay belcw the
k can be detected by excore
.tr-mentation and core exit
es under typical operazing

nad to provide bases for
of protection systea let

e rle vi fect of a stnglv

Led RrC unit an core
nd core ptwer distribution

*I oreratinX conditions as
etiln3 turbine runhack

jtccatlc detection tf
, and subsequent atta-
top and turbine cutback

tactor contr-l syso-t-

at the rart-length F,."
schr-W $s effectivV in

tmd suppressin~g -r-italll

ents

art all plant svcte--" .are
,asgainingr -,-p!fl,• er-

.u0 unounterilnt unacfptaI•.l
11irlts thr,-ugl .t typilcal

hat the turt-c-1tn*rator
"tated contro-ls and
,gtp4 worklna: order and
rv' ice.

Inserted rod detectable with
Inst rumentat ion

See next step

PeimtreJ power reduction aid
:t-1 witdhdraal block accomplished

.o safety criteria applicable

FPD and SAX liniting values for
Fq F. 11

VT, ind $AR lil~t-itir valuer f•or

Fq, F . hutd!un -argin.

Suc:essful coopletion of all
"echanical ind electrical and control
functional checks

Sur-:, 1cnt 8
4/70
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Test Condi tions

Turbo-Generator

Control Valve Tests

Acceptance Run

Power level sufficient
for turbine atndliaries
to be operating

--70Z of rated power

100 hours at rated
full power

/
I
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ILE 13.3-1 (Page 4 of 4)

verify normal trouble free perfor-
Snce of the turbo-generator at low

der

verify capability of exercising
ntrol valves at significant load
d evaluate function of valves and
3ntrols

verify reliable steady state full
er capability

Acceptance Criteria

Performance within mnnufacturers
limttations

Normal trouble free operation

100 hours reliable equilibrium
plant operdtion at full nower
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9. J3.4~ OPRLINGLM 2W-31LLoLLUaZ

13.4.1 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Measurements and test operations during zero power and power escalation phase

are always performed under several active trip functions. Any verification

program will be concluded by several trip functions if the program attempts

to violate any of the criteria of the protective circuitry. Furthermore,

to insure that transients are concluded early in the life of the transient,

several of the setpoints of the trip functions are reduced, as referenced

in Section 7.

Heasureoents are made at various points it, the power escalation program

as power level is increased. Considerations are made of the instrument

accuracy and extrapolations are made for these parameters before proceeding

in the program, including both instrument inaccuracies and uncertainties.

A continuing verification is then made that the reactor parameters are

no more limiting then those assumed in the accident analysis, which are

the most limiting values.

Each power stcp is relatively small, so that a high degree of certainty is

associated with the prediction of ?lant parameters. The accuracy of the

prediction obtained for each power level is a major factor in determining

further power escalation.

The reactor protection system ensures that the public safety is further

protected, as stated above.

13.4.2 INITIAL OPERATION RESPONSIBILITIES

Ultimate responsibility of the facility rests with the holder of the Operating

U.icense. During the transition from a construction oriented job to A commercial

power producin plant, equipment and systems are tested to prove their cap-

ability in accordance with design criteria.
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Test procedures are written and approved by both Westinghouse Electric

Corporation and The Consolidated Edison Cnpany of New York, Inc., prior to

plant testing. Post core load test procedures are prepared by Westinghouse

and are reviewed prior to performance by Consolidated Edison through the

Nuclear Facility Safety Comuaittee. Pertinent safety coc~ents from the

comaittee will be factored into the procedures prior to performance.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation will provide technical direction for these

tests; however, all tests and test procedures shall be under the control

of the General Superintendent nf the plant to ensure that proper emphasis

is placed on safety by all during these acceptance tests.

tie shall ensure that each test has been reviewed by all responsible parties,

that initial plant conditions and prerequisites the test have been net,

and that proper personnel are available and underitand the test procedures

and precautions.

As pavt of the precautions, all licensed Senior Reactor Operators and

manufacturer's representatives whose equipment is being tested will be

instructed to stop a test or a portion of a test if the test is not

being perforved safely or in accordance with the written test procedures.

The Zest shall be promptly continued if only minor modification to the test

procedure is required anu is approved by the General Superintendent or his

ceprestntative and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation representative. If

substantial revision is required, however, the General Superintendent shall

review the change with the s.e approach as that taken w'th a new test

procedure before the test can be continued.

Detailed discussion of the startup organizr'-.on and responsibilities are given

in the response to Question 13.4. i- volume 5 of the FSAR.
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APPENDIX M3A

GEVEEAL PROCEDURES AILD RESPONSIBILTTIES

FOR INITrAL TESTS AND OPERATION

Prior to ful3l power operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2, the plant 'ili

undergo a thorough, systematric testing program which successively! dmonstrateo

the capability and safety of the plant to proceed to each following stasge

of testing until full power is achieved and maintained. WEDCQ, a wholly

owned subsidiary of Weetinghouse, has the overall responsibility for

engineering, construction manZeaent, and Initial startup testing. The initial

stattup tests are subdivided into several stages, each to be completed

before the next stage is undertaken. Following the Initial startup and

testing program, periodic system and plant performance tests will be performed

as described in the Technical Specifications.

A. Tests prior to initial reactor fueling

The first stage of the initial tests is a comprehe-sive testing program

which ensures that equipoent and systema perform in accordance with design

criteria prior to fuel loading. As the installation of individual corponents

and systems is co.,pleted, they are tested and evaluated according to pre-

determined and approved vrittzn testing techniques, procedures, or check-off

lists. Field and engineering analyses of test results are made to

verify that systens and cooponents are performing satisfactorily and to

recocend corrective action, if necessary.

The progran Includes tests, adjus tw.nts, calibrations, and bystem

operations necessary to assure that initial fuel loading and subsequent

power operation can be safely undertaken. In general, the types of tests

are classified as inst•alation, flushing, hydrostatic, hot functional,

and preoperational tests. These tests are aimed at verifying that the systea

or equipment is capable of performing the fun,.tion for which it is designed.
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Vhere practical, preoperational tests involve actual operation of the system

and equipment under design or simulated design conditions. In addition, the

reactor protection and safeguards instrtuientation system vill be performance

tested prior to core loading.

The reactor coolant system vibration testing pro••am Vil overlap the plant

testimg program. Data for this particular progrm will be taken during

cold hydro and hot functional testing prior to fuel loading and also during

the Ic pover physics tests which follow fuel loading.

B. Core loading

Puel loading does not begin until the prerequisite system tests and operations

as defined in the detailed core loading procedures are satisfactorily completed

and the facility operating license is obtained. Upon completion of fuel

loading, the reactor upper internals and press-re vessel head are installed

and additional mech3nical and electrical tests are performed. The purpose

of these activities is to prepare the systen for nuclear operation and to

establish that all design requirements necessary for operation are achieved.

The overall responsibility and direction for initial core loading is exercised

by the General Superintendent assisted by the Unit No. 2 Acting Superintendent.

During the initial core loading operation the WEDC0 Refueling Manager is in

charge of the Westinghouse activities. The process of initial core loading

is, in general, directed from the operating floor of the containment structure.

Standard procedures for the control of personnel and the maintenance of

contairment security are catablished prior to fuel loading. The core

configuration is specified as part of the core design studies conducted well

in advance of station startup and as such is not subject to change at

startup. The core is assembled in the reactor vessel, submerged in water

containing sufficient quantities of boric acid to maintain the fully loaded

core substantially subcritical.
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0
The core loading procedure documents include a detailed tubular check sheet
which prescribe and verify the successive movements of each fuel assembly
and its specified inserts from its initial position in the storage racks to its
final position in the core. Multiple diecks are made of component serial
numbers and types at successive transfer points to guard against possible
inadvertent exchanges or substitutions of components. The results of each
loading step are evaluated by the applicant's licensed senior reactor
operator and the WEDOO Refueling Hanager before the next prescribed step
is started.

Core loading procedures prevent inadvertent dilition of the boron in the
reactor coolant, restrict the movement of fuel to preclude the possibility
of mechanical damage, prescribe the conditions under which loading can
proceed, identify chains of responsibility and authority and provide for
continuous and complete fuel and core component accountability.

C. Post core loadinE tests

Upon completion of core loading, the reactor upper internals and the pressure
head are installed. An operational leak test is conducted after filling of the
reactor coolant system and final reactor vessel head stud tensioning is
completed.

Mechanical and electrical tests are performed on the control rod drive
mechanisms. These tests include a complete operational checkout of the
mechanisms. In addition, tests are performed on the reactor trip circuits
to test manual trip operation and, by use of dummy signals, the reactor
control and protection system is made to produce trip signals for the various
unit abnormalities that require tripping. Finally, a complete functional
electrical and mechanical check is made of the movable nuclear detector
system (cold shutdown).
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D. Initi-l testing in the operatJng ,rea~ctor

After iatisfactory comlerlon of fuel loading and final precritical tests,

iuclear operation of the reactor is initiate4. This final stage of

rtartup and test'Ig includes initial criticality, low power testing and

power level e -tion. The purpose of these tasts is to establish the

operational eaaracteristics of the unit and core, to verify design

prediction, to demonstrate that license requirements are being met, and

to ensure that the next prescribed step in the test sequence can be

safely undertaken. Reactor Contrcl set point verification will also be

performed during this stage of startup testing.

(1) Initial criticality

Initial criticality is established by sequentially withdrawing the shutdown

and control groups of control rod asseublies from the core and then slowly

diluting the heavily borated reactor coolant until the chain reaction is

self-s 'staining.

Written procedures specify alignment cf fluid systems to allow controlled

start and stop and adjustment of the rate at which the approach to criticality

can proceed, indicate values of core conditions under which criticality

is expected, specify allowed deviations in expected values, and identify

reactor operation responsibilities.

(2) Low power testina

A prescribed program of reactor physics measurements is undertaken to verify that

the basic static and kinetic characteristics of the core are as expected and

that the values of the kinetic coefficients assumed in the safeguards

analysis are conservative.

The measurements are made at low power and p,--=aaily at or near operating

temperature and pressure. Measurements include verificatir of control rod
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assembly group reactivity worths, of isothermal temperature coefficient under

various core conditions, of differential boron concentration reactivity

worth an-? of critical boron concentrations as functions of control rod

assembly group configuration are made. In addition measurements of the

relative power distributions are made. Concurrent tests Are conducted on

the instrumentntion including the soince and intermediate range nuclear

channels.

Detailed procedures cre prepared to specify the sequence of tests and

measurements to be conducted and conditions under which each is to be

conducted and conditions which each is to be performed to ensure both safety

of operation and the relevancy and consistency of the results obtained. If

significant deviations from design predictions exist, unacceptable behav.or

is revealed, or apparent anomalies develop, the testing is suspended and

the situation reviewed bv the ApplIcant and the WEDCO/Westinghouse

technical advisors to determine whether a question of safety is involved,

and what corrective action must be taken, prior to resumption of testing.

The ultima.e responsibility for these determinations rests with Con Edison.

(3) Power level escalation

When the operating characteristics of the reactor and unit are verified by the

preliminary zero power tests, a program of power level escalation in successive

stages brings the unit to its full-rated power level. Both reactor and

unit operational characteristics are closely examined at each stage and the

safeguards analysis assumptions verified before escalation to the next

programmed level is effected.

Additional reactor physics mtasurements are made and the ability of the

reactor control and protection system to respond effectively to signals from

primary and secondbry instrumentdtion under a variety of conditions encountered

in normal operations is verified. At prescribLd power levels the dynamic

response characteristics of the reactor coolant and the steam systems are

evaluated.
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The sequence of testa, measurements and intervening operations is

prescribed in the power escalation procedures together with specific

details relating to the conduct of the several tests and measurements.

The measurement and test operations during power escalation are similar

to those during non.al operation.

E. Initial operation responsibilities

A Joint Test Group consisting of responsible WEDCO and Con Edison personnel

review and concur in release of test procedures for implementation. Technical

responsibility for each individual phase of actual startup resides with the

functional group most directly concerned with the results of the test.

WEDCO and Westinghouse have on-site representatives of supporting functional

groups to provide technical advice, recoixmendations and assistance in

planning and executing the respective stages of unit startup. Specific

responsibilities during each stage of testing are discussed in prec'_iding

respective sections.

All system oper&tions in the testing program are performed by station

operators in accordance with the approved written procedures. These

procedures include such items as delineation of administrative procedures

and test responsibilities, equipment clearance procedures, test purpose,

conditions, precautions, limitations, and sequence of operations. Procedural

changes are made only in accordance with an approved standard operating

procedure that requires review and approval of the changes by experienced

supervisory personnel.

Test procedures stating the test purpose, conditions, precautions, limitations

and criteria for acceptance are preapred for each test by 1EDWO and/or

Westinghouse cechnical advisors. All such procedures are reviewed and con-

curred In by t. e Joint Test Group in accordance with approved standard operating

procedures pricr to implementation.
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All test results will receive a preliminary review and evaluation by Con

Edison site personnel. Cognizant WEDCO/Westinghouse startup engineers and

technical advisors will determine the adequacy uf test data for verification

of design objectives. Detailed analyses of test results and issuance of

final test reports will be performed by WEDCO site startup and/or

Westinghouse engineering and design personnel with input from Con Edison

where appropriate. Con Edison will review all final test results to

determine that design objectives and criteria have been met and will

give final approval as to the acceptability of plant components, systems

and operating characteristics of the facility.
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14 SAFETY ANALYSIS

This section evaluates the safety aspects of the plant and demoastrates

that the plant can be operated safely and that exposures from credible

accidents do not exceed the guide lines of 10 CFR 100.

This section is divided into three subsections, each dealing with a different

behavior category:

Core and Coolant Boundary Protection Analysis, Section 14.1

The incidents presented in Section 14.1 have no off-site radiation

consequences.

Standby Safe'guards Analysis, Section 14.2

The accidents presented in Section 14.2 are more severe and may cause release

of radioactive material to the environment.

Rupture of a Reactor Coolant Pipe, Section 14.3

The accident presented in Section 14.3, the rupture of a reactor coolant

pipe, is the worst case accident and is the primary basis for the design

of engineered safety features. It is shown that even this accident meets

by a wide maigin the guide lines of 10 CFR 100.

Parameters and assumptions that are coamon to various accident analysis

are described below to avoid repetition in subsequent sections.

Steady State Errors

For accident evaluation, the initial conditions are obtained by addirng

maximum steady state errors to rated values. The following steady state

errors are considered:0P
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2U of full power (2758 HWt) which is 55.2
Power for calorimetric error

Core Inlet Temperature 4VF for deadband and measurement error

Primary Pressure 30 psi for steady state fluctuations and

measurement error

Initial values for power, primary pressure, and core inlet temperature are

selected to uininiz. the initial W-3 DNB ratlo. A maximium design inlet

tetperature of 543"F is assumed for all accidents initiated fro= full

power. This adequately covers operation at lower inlet teaperatures

dependent upon steam generator heat transfer performance with a lower

limit set by maintaining a non-positive moderator coefficient of reactivity.

Hot Channel Factors

Unless otherwise stated in the sections describing specific accidents, the

hot channel factors used are:

F (heat flux hot channel factor) - 3.23q

F H (enthalpy rise hot channel factor) - 1.77

The in-care instrtumentation system will be employed to verify that actual

hot channel factors are, in fact, no higher than those used in the accident

analyses.

Reactor Trip

A reactor trip signal acts to open the two series trip breakers feeding

power to the control rod drive mechanisms. The loss of power to the

mechanism coils causes the mechanisms to release rb.- control rods, which

then fall by gravity into the core. There are various instru=entation

delays associated vith each tripping function, including delays in

signal actuation, in opening the trip breakers, and in the release of the

rode by the mechanisms. The total delay to trip is defined as the tine

delay from the time that trip eonditions are reached to the tizae the

rods are free and begin to fall. The time delay assuzed for eath tripping

function is as follows:

Supplement 8
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Tripping Function Time Delay (Seconds)

Overpower (nuclear)

Overtemperarure 4T

Overpower Temperature AT

High pressurizer pressure

Low pressurizer pressure

High pressurizer pressure

Low reactor Coolant flow (from loop flow
(detectors)

Ttvubine Trip

Low-Low Feedwater Flow (SG Level)

0.5

2.30

2.30

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.6

1.0

1.0

The nerative reactivity insertion following a reactor trip is a function

of the acceleration of the control -ods and the variation in rod worth

as a function of rod position. Control rod positions after trip have

been determined experimentally as a function of time using an actual pro-

totype asse.hly under simulated flow conditions. The resulting rod posi-

tLions were combined with rod worths to define the negative reactivity in-

sertion as a function of time, according to Figure 14-1.

The trip levels used in the following analysis are maximum values including

the trip setpoint and the error allowance. The trip setpoints are estab-

lished in Section 15, Technical Specifications.

The -aximum nuclear overpower trip point assumed for the ana.'ysis is ll8%.

The tr2,,; will be calibrated at power such that the calibration error is

the calorimetric error of 2Z. The cesign allowance for non-repeatable

errors is 6Z. Non-repeatable errors include both instrument drift and

errors due to process changes such as control rod mot ion since both are

observable as an error between the indicated signal and the known power

fron calorimetric measurements. In suir-ary the trip setpoints are less

than the trip value assumed in the analysis to ensure that trip occurs

within the assumed value when including the design error allowance.

V
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REACTIVITY INSERTrIO• VERSUS TIHE FOR REACTOR TRIP, HOT

ZERO POWER CONDITIONS, 105 PERCENT REACTOR COOLANT FLOW
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14.1 CORE AND COOLANT BOUNDARY PROTECTION ANALYSIS

For the following plant abnormalities and transients, the reactor control

and protection system is relied upon to protect the core aud reactor coolant

boundary from damage:

a) Une.ntrolled RCCA withdrawal from a Subcritical Condition

b) Uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal, at power

c) Halpositioning of the Parth Length Rods

d) Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA) Drop

e) Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) Malfunction

f) Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow

8) Startup of an Inactive Reactur Coolant Loop

h) Loss of External Electrical Load

i) Loss of Normal Feedwater

J) Excess Feedwater Incident

k) Excessive Load Increase Incident

i,• Loss of All Normal A-C Power to the Station Auxiliaries

m) Likelihood and Consequences of Turbine Generator Overspeed

reactor protection criteria are met presupposing the most reactiva

RCC assembly is in its fully withdrawn position with the part length rods

in their lowest permissible worth position. Trip is defined for analytical

purposes as the insertion of all full length RCC assemblies except the most

reactive assembly which is assumed to remain in the fully withdrawn position.

This is to provide margin in shutdown capability against the remote pos-

sibility of a stuck RCC assembly condition existing at a time when shutdown

is required.

Instrumentation is provided for continuously monitoring all individual

RCC assemblies together with their respective group position. This is

in the form of a deviation alarm system. If the rod should deviate from

its intended position, the reactor would then be shut down in an orderly

manner &nd the condition corrected. Such occurrences are expected to

be extremel3- rare based on operation and test experience to date.
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In sumiary, reactor protection is designed to prevent cladding damage in all

transieLts and abnormalities listed above. Th3 most probable modes of

failure in each protection channel result in a signal calling for the protective

trip. Coincidence of two our of three (or two out of four) signals is

required whire single channel malfunction could cause spurious trips while

at power. A single component or channel feilure it. the protection system

itself coincident with one stuck RCCA is aluays permissible as a contingent

failure and does not cause violation of the protection criteria. The reactor

protection systems are designed in accordarie vith the IEEE "Standard for

Nuclear Plant Protection Systems."
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14.1.1 UNCONTROLLED RCCA WITHDRAWAL FROM A SUBCRITICAL CONDITION

An RCCA withdrawal incident is defined as an uncontrolled addition of reactivity

to the reactor core by withdrawal of rod cluster control assemblies resulting

in a power excursion. While the probability of a transient of this type is

extremely low, such a transient could be caused by a malfunction of the reactor

control or control rod erive systems. This could occur with the reactor either

subcritical or at power, as discussed in Section 14.1.2.

Reactivity is added at a prescribed and controlled rate in bringing the reactor

from a shutdown condition to a low power level durinA startup by RCCA withdrawal.

Although the initial startup procedure uses the method of boron ailution, the

normal startup is with RCC,\ withdrawal. RCCA motion can cause much faster

changes in reactivity than can he made by changing boron concentration.

The rod cluster drive mechanisms are wired into preselected groups, and these

group configurations are not altered during core life. The rods are therefure

physically prevented from withdrawing in other than their respective groups.

Power supplied to the rod groups is controlled sucai that no more titan two

groups c.v- '%e withdrawn at any time. The rod drive mechanism is of the

magnetic latch .ype and the coil actuation is sequenced to rovide variable

speed rod travel. The maximum reactivity insertion rate is analyzed in the

detailed plant analysis assuming the simultaneous withdrawal of the combination

of the two rod groups with the maximum combined worth at maxiwum speed, which

is well within the capability of the protection system to prevent core dr.mage,

Should a continuous RCCA withdrawal be initiated and assuming the source and

intermediate range alarms and indications are ignored, the transient will be

terminated by the following automatic Safetcy Features.

a. Source range flux 1n'vel rrlp - actuated when either of two independent

source range channels indicates a flux level above a preselected, manually

adjustable value. This trip function may be manually bypassed when either

ibtermediate range flux channel indicates a flux level above the source

14.1.1-1



C.

range cutoff power level. It is automatically reinstat.ed when both

intermediate range channels indicate a flux level below the source range

cutoff power level.

b. IntermediL e range rod stop - actuated when either of two independent

Intermediate range channels indicates a flux level above a preselected,

manually adjustable value. Mhis rod stop may be manually bypassed when

two ou. of the four power range channels indicate a power level above

approximately ten per cent power. It is automatically reinstated when

three of the four power range channels are below this value.

c. Intermediate range fldx level trip - actuated when either of two independent

intermediate range channels indicates a flux level above a preselected,

manually adjustable value. This trip function is manually bypassed when

two of the f;-ur power range channels are reading above approximately ten

per cent power and is automatically reinstated when three of the four

channels indicate a power level below this value.

d. Power range flux level trip (low setting) - actuated when two out of the

four power range channels indicate a power level above approximately 25

per cent. This trip function may be manually bypassed when two of the four

power range channels indicate a power level above approximately ten per

cent power and is automatically reinstated whert three of the foxr channels

indicate a power level below this value.

e. Power range flux level trip (high setting) - actuated when two out of the

four power range channels indicate a power level above a preset setpoint.

This trip fun-tion is always active.

The nuclear power response to a continuous reactivity insertion is characterized

by a very fast rise terminated by the reactivity feedback effect of the negative

fuel temperature coefficient. This self-limitation of the initial power burst

results from a sizable prompt negative fuel temperature coefficient (Doppler

effect) and is of prine importenc. during a startup accident since it limits the

14..ý. 1-2



power to a tolerable level prior to external control action. After

the initial power burst, the nuclear power is momentarily reduced and

then if the accident Is not terminated by a reactor trip, the nuclear power

increases again, but at a much slower rate.

Termination of the startup accident by the above protection channels prevents

core damage. In addition, the high pressure reactor trip serves as a

backup to terminate the accident before an overpressure condition could

occur.

Method of Analysis

Analysis of this transient is performed by digital computation incorporating

the neutron kinetics, including six delayed groups, and the core thermal

and hydraulic equations. In addition to the nuclear flux response, the

average fuel, clad and water temperature, and all- the heat flux response,

are computed.

In order to give conservative results for a startup accident, the following

additional assumptions are made concerning the initial reactor conditions;

a. Since the magnitude of the nuclear power peak reached during the initial

part of the transient, for any given rate of reactivity insertion, is

strongly dependent on the fuel temperature reactivity coefficient, the

least negative design value is used for the startup accident.

b. The contribution of the moderator reactivity coefficient is negligible

during the initial part of the transient because the heat transfer

time constant between the fuel and the moderator is much longer

than the nuclear flux peak, the succeeding rate of power Increase

is affected by the moderator reactivity coefficient. Accordingly,

a conservatively large positive value is used, since this yeilds

the maximum rate of power increase.



c) The reactor is assumed to be at hot zero power. This is more con-

seivative than cold zero power since the higher initial temperature

causes a higher overall heat transfer coefficient; a smaller (less

negative) Doppler coefficient; and an increased thermal capacity of

the fuel. Initial multiplication (k ) is assumed to be 1.0 since

this results in the maximum nuclear power peak. The values of the

temperature reactivity coefficients are shown on Figure 14.1.1.2.

The fuel heat capacity was 0.07 btu/lb-OF. The total fuel to water

heat transfer coefficient was the full power value, 2020 btu/sec-*F.

Rated crolant flow was assumed.

d. The most adverse combination of instrument and setpoint errors, as well

as delays for trip signal actuation and rod release, are taken into

account. Also, the rate of negative reactivity insertion corresponding

to the trip action is based on the assumption that the highest worth

rod is stuck in its fully withdrawn position.

Results 0

Figure 14.1.1-1 shows the sensitivity of peak heat flux to initial power

level for variouw reactivity insertion rates. It shoi ; that peak heat flux

initially decreases with increasing initial power level and then, depending

on the rate, it increases again being asymptotic to 25 per cent (react..r

trip is assumed to be initiated at the value). However, for the faster

insertion rates, which result in the greatest energy addition, the flux

peak is greatest for the lowest initial power level.

Figures 14.1.1-2 through 14.1.1-1 show the transient behavior for a reactivity

insertion rate of 8 x 10-4 6k/sec with the accident terminated by reactor

trip at 25 per cent power. This insertion rate is greater than that for

the two highest worth banks both assumed to be in their highest incremental

worth region. Figure 14.1.1-2 shows the nuclear power increase. The power

is seen to increase to the trip point in 7.6 seconds.
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The nuclear power ovL..'.oots to approximately 970 per cent, but this occurs

for only a very short time period. Hence, the energy release and the

fuel temperature increases are small. The thermal flux response, of interest

for DNB considerations, is shown on Figure 14.1.1-3. The beneficial effect

of the inherent thermal lag of the fuel is evidenced by a peak heat flux

of only 44.8 per cent of the nominal value. There is a large margin to

DNB during the transient since the rod surface heat flux remains below

the design value, and there is a high degree of subzooling at all times

in the core. Figure 14.1,1-4 shows the response of the average fuel,

cladding and coolant temperatures. The fuel temperature increases to 9810 F.

The average coolant temperature Lncreases only to 559*F.

14.1.1-5
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14.1.2 UNCONTROLLED RCCA WITIIDRAVAL AT POWER

An uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal at power results in an increase in core heat

ilux. Since the heat extraction from the steam generator remains constant,

there is a net increase In reactor coolant temperature. Unless terminated by

manual or automatic action, this power misma-ch and resultant coolant temperature

rise would eventually result in DNB. Therefore, to prevent the possibility of

damage to the cladding, the reactor Protection System is designed to terminate

any such transient with an adequate iargin to DNB.

The automatic features of the Reactor Protection System which prevent core damage

in a rod withdrawal accident at power include the following:

a. Nuclear power range instrumentation actuates a reactor trip if two out of

t'te fo-ir channels exceed an overpower setnuint.

b. Reactor trip is actuated if any two out of four AT channels exceed an

overtemperature 6f setpoint. This setpoint is automatically varied with

power dist: ibution, temperature and pressure to protect against DNB.

c. Reactor trip is actuated if any two out of four AT channels exceed an

overpower AT setpoint. This setpoint is automatically varied with power

distribution to ensure that the allowable fuel power rating is not

exceeded.

d. A high pressure reactor trip, actuated from any two out of .'iree pressure

channels, is set at a fi. 'd point. This set nressure will be less than

the set pressure for the pi. sur'zer safety valves.

e. A high pressurizer water level reactor trip, actuated from any two out

of three level channels, is actuated at a fixed setpoint. This affords

additional protection for RCCA withdrawal accidents.

14.1.2-1



The manner in which the combination of overpower and overtemperature ,T trips

provide protection over the full range of reactivity insertion rates is illustrated

in Section 7. Figure 7.2-11 represents the possible conditions of reactor

vessel average temperature and AT with the design power distribution in a two-

clmensional plot. The boundaries of operation defined by the overpower AT

and the overtemnerature AT trip are represented as -protection lines" on this

diagram - the over AT trip as a horizontal line at the maximum value for an

overpower 5T trip and the overtemperature AT trip as a family of sloping lines

whose temperature intercepts increase with increasing pressure. The protection

lines are drawn to include all adverse instrumentation and setpoint errors,

so that tinder nominal conditions trip would occur well within the area bounded

b) these lines. The nominal full power operating condition for the reactor

is shown as point + on the figure.

The utility of the diagram just described is in the fact that the operating

limit imposed by . . given DNB ratio can be represented as a line on this

coordinate system. The DW11 lines represent the locus of conditions for which

the DNBR equals 1.3. All points below and to the left of this line have a DNB

ratio greater than this value. The diagram shows that DNB is prevented for all

cases if the area enclosed within the maximum protection lines is not traversed

by the applicable DNB ratio line at any point.

Method of Analysis

The region of permissible operation (power, pressure and temperature) is

completely bounded by the combination of reactor trips: nuclear overpower

(fixed setpoint); high pressure (fixed setpoint); low pressure (fixed setpoint);

overpower and overtemperature AT (variable setpoints). These trips are designed

to preclude a DNB ratio of less than 1.30.

The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the manner in which these protective

systems function for various reactivity insertion rates from different initial

conditions. Reactivity coeffic'ents, initial conditions and effects of control

functions govern which protective function occurs first.
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Analysis is performed using several digital computer techniques. First,

the actual core limits are determined employing the W-3 DNB correlation

described in Section 3. These limits are shown on Figure 7.2-3. Protection

lines, illustrated in Figure 7.2-11, dre then selected and incorporated

in a transient analysis by a detailed digital simulation of the unit. The

detailed digital simulation consists of neutron kinetics, core thermal and

hydraulic equations, primary loop hydraulic equations, including pressurizer,

and a detailed representation of the steam generator, both primary and

secondary, including the effect of heat transfer between the two regions.

In the analysis, the effect of the RCCA movement on core power distribution

is ...,a:;ered in its effect of causing a decrease in overtemperature AT

and overpower AT trip setpoints proportionate to the decrease in margin

to DNB. This has the effect of causing a reactor trip sooner in the transient.

Results

Figures 14.1.2-1 and 14.1.2-2 show the response of nuclear power, average

coolant temperature, pressure, and DNB ratio to a rapid rod withdrawal

accident starting from full load. Initial conditions assumed maximum power

and temperature errors. Nominal reactivity coefficients for beginning

of core life were assumed because there is lesE moderator feedback for this

coefficient. Reactor trip on high nuclear power conservatively assumed

to be actuated at 118% of nominal occurs in approximately 3 seconds. Since

this is rapid with respect to the thermal time constants of the plant,

small changes in T and pressure result. A large margin to DNB is maintained,avg
the minimum DNB ratio being approximately 1.72.

The response of nuclear power, average coolant temperature, pressure, and

DNB ratio for a slow rod withdrawal from full power is shown in Figures

14.1.2-3 and 14.1.2-4. Reactor trip or overtemperature AT trip occurs at

approximately 150 seconds. The rise in temperature is quite large. Pressure

rises to the relief valve setpoint, but relief valva capacity is r:t exceeded,

even if only one of the two valves open. The minim% i DNB ratio is 1.34.
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Starting from full power, there is no reactivity irnsertion Late whi:h will

exceed the capacity of the two power-operated relief valves. Hence, peak

pressure is limited by the relief valve set pressure. Figure 14.1.2-5.

shows the minimum DNB ratio as a function of reactivity insertion rate

from initial full power operation. Figure 7.2-11 implied a DNB ratio of

1.30 at all points at which the overtemperature AT trip setpoint is reached.

However, the transient calculation shows that the minimum DNB ratio is

asymptotic to a value of 1.30 and will reach that value only for very small

reactivity insertion rates. This is due to the thermal lag between nuclear

power and heat flux out of the fuel rod. Note that for reactivity insertion

rates smaller than approximately 4.5 x 10-6 6k/sec., the high pressurizer

water level trip will be actuated before the overtemperature AT trip causing

an inciease in the minimum DNB ratio.

Figure 14.1.2-6 shows the minimum DNB ratio as a function of reactivity

insertion rate for rod withdrawal accidents starting from 80 per cent

power. it is interesting to note that the overtemperature AT trip will

be actuated only for a small range of reactivity insertion rates. Fa t

rates will actuate the overpower trip first. While the high pressurizer

water level reactor trip will be the first one actuated for slow rates

of reactivity insertion.

Figure 14.1.2-7 shows the minimum DNB ratio as a fu.action of reactivity

insertion rate for rod withdrawal accidents starting from 60 per cent power.

Note that the high pressurizer level trip encompasses a larger range than

at 80 per cent power. The net result .s that for rod withdrawal accidents

occurring below 60 per cent power, tle range of reactivity insertion rates

encompassed by the high pressurizer level trip will increase until the

overtemperature LT trip will not be actuated and the minimum design DNB

ratio of 1.3 will not be reached.

Conclusions

In the unlikely event of a control rod withdrawal incident, whether it

be from subcritical condition, from full power operation, or at any other

rower level between these two extremes, the core and reactor coolant system

14.i. 2-4



are not adversely affected. Protection is provided by the nuclear overpower

reactor trips, and the overtemperature AT trip, as well as by the overpower

AT trip, the fixed high and low pressure trips and high pressurizer level

trips. The preceding subsections have described the effectiveness of this

protection.

14.1.2-5
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14.1.3 MALPOSITIONING OF THE PART LEMTH RO')S

As discussed in the previous sections, part length rods are employed to improve

the axial power distributions as well as to control notential axial xenon

oscillation.

When the plant is operating at steady state, motion of the part length rods

is only necessary at intervals of several hours. When mJnir changes in load

are m•ade Lome administrative control is performed to maintain the part length

rods within a prescribed alliwable region of travel.

The instrumentatian system provides adequate information for the manual control

of the part length rods. Certain administrative procedures are established,

inc luding-

a. The part length rods are not woved into the upoer part of the core above

an adninistrativeiy imnosed unper travel limit. This upoer limit is a

function of the control bank location.

b. The part length rods are moved periodically (every 3-5 vours) to damo

out xenon oscillations. A tine period of the order of 24 hours without

control would be required for axial oscillations to becone serious.

The axial distribution iq continuously monitored by the upper and lower sections

of out-of-core ion chambers. Olut-of-linit signals are generated should the

relative rendings differ by a preset amount. A reduction in power canability

might be neces-.mry until the normal Dower distribution is restnred. The reactor

protection svstem autor.aticallv resets the overnower and overtemn.er.ature trip

at a- lower level consistent with the existine pouvr distribution. At the same

time, if warranted, the control tvstem automatically initiates a turbine load

cutback to prevent unnecessary trips.



14.1.4 ROD CLUSTER CON-TROL ASSEHBLY (RCCA) DROP

Full Length RCCA

Dropping of an RCCA could occur from de-energizing a drive mechanism. It would

result in a power reduction and a possible increase in the hot channel factor.

If no protective action occurred, the Reactor Control System would restore the

power to the level which existed before the incident occurre,:. This would

lead to a reduced safety margin or possibly D.NB, depending upon the magnitude

of the hot channel factor.

if a RCCA should drop into the core during power operation, this would be

detected by the rod bottom signal device, which provides an individual position

indication signal for each RCCA. Initiation of this signal is independent of

lattice location, reactivity worth or power dis~ribution changes inherent with

the dropped RCCA. Further indication of an RCCA drop woula be obtained by an

independent means, using the out of core power range channel signals. This

power range rod drop detection circuit I- actuated upon sensing, a rapid decrease

in local flux such as could occur from depression of flux in one region by a

dropped RCCA. This detection circuit is designed such that norcal load variation

does not cause it to be actuated.

A rod drop signal from any rod position indication channel, or from one or

more of the four power range channels, initiates protective action by reducing

turbine load by a presct adjustable amount and blocking of further &uto•mtic

rod withdrawal. Either action individually prevents core damage. The turbine

runback is redundantly obtained by acting upon the turbine load linit and on the

turbine governor control system. The rod stop is also redundantly actuated.

Rod drop protection is discussed in Section 7.2

Method of Analysis

The transient lollowing a dropped RCCA accident is determined by a detailed

digital simulation of the plant. The dropped rod is assumed to cause a ster.

decrease in reactivity and the core power generation is determined using a

point neutron kinetics model. The overall plant response is calculated by

14.1.4-1



siulating the Lurbine load runback and blocking of auto=atic rod withdrawal.

The analysis is performed for the case in which the load cutback nearly eatches

the power decrease from the negative reactivity !or a dro-ped rod (-2.3 x 10-3

6k), and also for the case in which the load cutback is greater than thit required

to match the worth of the dropped rod (-1.2 x 10-3 k). In both cases the load

is assumed to be cut back from 100 to 75 per cent of full load at a conservatively

slow rate 44 one per cent per second. The actual 4-rount of load cutback to be

used vwil be determined during Initial startup experiments and will be set to

match the power reduction caused by the highest uorth dropped rod.

The most negative values of moderator and Doppler temps-rature coefficients of

reactivity are used in this analysis resulting in the highest heat flux during

the transient. These are a moderator teuperature coefficient of -3.5 x 10-4

,Sk/F and a Doppler coefficient of -1.65 . 10-5 Sk/OF. A control group worth

of 6 x 10-5 WkIn is assumed as equilibri,,l conditions are restored.

Results

Figures 14.1.4-1 and 14.1.4-2 illustrate the transiert response following a

dropped red of -2.3 x 10-3 Sk. The coolant average teoperature decreases initially.

then increases u.,der the influence of the negative reactivity effect of the

moderator and Doppler tem.perature Loefficlents coupled with the load cutback.

Liter the equilibriun temperature is restored under autumatic control rod insertion.

Equilibrium temperature is achieved in about six minutes. The peak heat flux

following the inaial response to the dropped rod is 92.5 per cent of nominal.

At the same ttrne the core inlet tenperature has dropj-xd to 545.7*F and tLMe

pressure to 2138 ps!a.

Figures 14.1.4-3 and 14.1.4-4 illustrat. the transinnt respons.e fol.lowing a

dropped rod of -1.2 - 1O-3 %. Agair the cocia.t vzcrage temperature decreases

initially, and thex: increases because of t'.- ne•.•ive reactivity feedback and

the load cutback. :nt -tili-it tenperatjtre will asain be achieved in about

six •inutes. For th!s care the piik .,at flux fnllnwing th. Initial response to

the dropped rod is 96.6 per cent . % nominal. At the same t1.re the core inlet

temperature has increased to 546.7'F and t..e pressure has Jecreased to 2207 psia.



An analysis has been made of the aount of flux tilt that can be tolerated

without core damage for the maximum full power operating conditions (102

per cent power; core w&ter inlet temperature of 547*F; primary pressure

of 2220 psia), a more conservative condition than those mentioned above.

The effect of the flux tilt was represented by an increase in the radial

heat flux hot channel factor. It was found that this factor could be increased

by 23 per cent before reaching a DNB ratio of 1.30. Durin3 initial startup

experinents, it will be verified that the flux tilt caused by the worst

dropped rod, coupled with the thermal flux, coolant temperature, and primary

system pressure responses, will not result in a condition of DNB.

Conclusion

Protection for a dropped MLCCA is provided by automatic turbine power cutback

and blocking of automatic rod withdraval. The magnitude of the power

cutback is to be determined during the initial startup tests. As the

analyses presented show, the protection sys•zm, in conjunction with the

load cutback, protects the core froo DNB for a power tilt of 23 per cent

at -aximum full power con, itions, which is a greater tilt than expected

for the plant. Xt the reduced pouer condition following the rod drop,

this allowable tilt will be even greater.

The power tilt will be expeti.entally determined and the protection system

set to maintain a DNBR greater Lhan 1.30.

Part Length RCCA

The part length rod drive mechanisms are designed so that power is required

to move the rods. I _nce on loss of power to the mechanisms the rods remain

stationary and no reactivity transient would result. These nechanisms are

described in Section 3.2.3.
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14.1.5 CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM MALFUNCTION

Reactivity can be added to the core with the Chemical and Volume Control

System by feeding reactor makeup water into the Reactor Coolant System

via the reactor makeup control system. The normal dilution procedures

call for a limit on the rate and magnitude for any individual dilution,

under strict administrative controls. Boron dilution is a manual operation.

A boric acid blend system is provided to permit the operator to match the

concentration of reactor coolant makeup water to that existing in the coolant

at the time. The Chemical and Volume Control System ir designed to limit,

even under various postulated failure modes, the potential rate of dilution

-o a value which, after indication through alarms and Instrumentation,

provides the operator sufficient time to correct the situation in a safe

and orderly manner.

There is only a single, co-mon source of reactor makeup water to the Reactor

Coolant System from the reactor makeup water systcm, and inadvertent dilution

can be readily terminated by isolating thtis single source. The operation

of the reactor makeup water pumps which take suction from this tank provides

the only supply of makeup water to the Reactor Coolant System. In order for

makeup water to be added to the Reactor coolant System the charging pumps

must be running in addition to the reactor makeup water pumps.

The rate of addition of unborated water makeup to the Reactor Coolant

System is limited to the capacity of the charging pumps. This limiting

addition rate is 300 gpm for all three charging pumps. This is the maximum

delivery rate based on a pressure drop calculation comparing the -eump curve

with the system resistance curve. Normally only one charging pump is operating

while the others are on standby.

The boric acid from the boric acid tank is blended with the reactor makeup

water in the blender and the composition is determined by the preset flow

rates of boric acid and reactor makeup water on the Reactor Makeup Control.

Two separate operations are required. First, the operator must switch

from the automacic makeup mode to the dilute mode. Second, the start

button must be depressed. Omitting either step would p7event dilution.

This makes the possibility of inadvertent dilution very small.
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Informition on the status of the reactor coolant makeup is continuously avai1hble

to the operator. Lights ire provided on the control board to indicate the

operating condition of pumps in the Chemical and Volume Control System. Alarms

are actuated to warn the operator if boric acid or demineralized water flow

rates deviate from preset values as a result of system malfunction.

To cover all phases of plant operation, boron dilution during refueling, startup,

and power operation are considered in this analysis.

Method of Analvsis and Results

Dilution During Refueling

During refueling the following conditions exist:

a. One residual heat removal pump is running to ensure continuous mixing

in the reactor vessel,

b. The valve in the seal water header to the re.ctor coolant pumps is closed,

c. The valves on the suction side of the charging pumps are adjusted for

addition of concentrated boric acid solution,

d. The boron concentratl" of the refueling water is 2500 ppm, corresponding

to a shutdown of 18 per cent Ak with all control rods in: periodic

sampling ensures th.'t this concentration is maintained, and

e. Neutron sources are installed in the core and BF3 detectcrs connected to

instrumentLtion giving audible count rates are installed within the reactor

vessel to provide direct monitoring of the core.

A minimum water volume in the Reactor Coolant System of 5509

This corresponds to the volume necessary to fill the reactor

nozzles to ensure mixing via the residual heat removal loop.

flow of 300 gpm and uniform mixing are also considered. The

residual heat removal loop is 3000 gpm.

3ft is considered.

vessel above the

The maximum dilution

flow rate of the
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W The operator has prompt and definite indication of any boron dilution from

the audible count rate instrumentation. High count rate is alarmed in the

reactor containment and the main control room. The count rate increase is

proportional to the inverse multiolication factor. At 1560 ppm, for example,

the core is 4.5 per cent shutdown and the count rate is increased by a factor

of four over the count rate at 2500 ppm.

The boron concentration must be reduced from 2500 ppm to approximately 1150

ppm before the reactor will go critical. This would take at least 1.6 hours.

This is ample time for the operator to recognize the audible high count rate

signal and isolate the reactor makeup water source by closing valves and

stopping the reactor makeup water pumps.

Dilution During Startup

Prior to refueling, the Reactor Coolant System is filled with borated (2500 ppm)

* water from the refueling water storage tank by the charging pumos. Core monitoring

is by external BF3 detectors. Mixing of reactor coolant is maintained by

operation of the reactor coolant pumos. Again the maximum dilution flow (300 gpm)

is considered. The volume of reactor coolant is approximately 10,390 ft 3

which is the volume of the Reactor Coolant System excluding the pressurizer.

High source level and all reactor trip alarms are effective.

The minimum time required to reduce the reactor coolant boron concentration to

1150 ppm, where the reactor could go critical with all rods in, is about 3 hours.

Once again, this should be more than adequate time for operator action to the

high count rate signal, and termination of dilution flow.

In any case, if continued dilutiou occurs, the reactivity insertion rate and

consequences thereof are considerably less severe than those associated with

the uncontrolled rod withdrawal analyzed in Section 14.1.1, Uncontrolled

RCCA Withdrawal from a Subcritical Condition.
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Dilution at Power

The effective reactivity addition rate for a boron dilution flow of 300 gpm at

569.50F is shown as a function of reactcr coolant boron concentration on

Figure 14.1.5-1. This figure includes the effect of increasing boron worth

with dilution. The reactivity addition rate used in this evaluation is 1.2 x 10-5

6k/sec, a conservatively high value for the expected at power boron concentration.

With the reactor in automatic control, at full power, the power and temperature

increase from the boron dilution results in control grc-p insertion and a

decrease in shutdown margin. A continuation of the dilution and rod insertion

would c4use the rods to reach the minimum rod insertion limit in approximately

six minutes. Before reaching this point, however, two alarms would be actuated

to warn the operator of the accident condition. The first of these, the LO

(rod position) alarm, alerts the operator to initiate normal boration. The

other, LO-LO alarm, alerts the operator to follow emergency boration procedures.

The LO alarm is set well above the LO-LO alarm to provide for sufficient normal

boration without the need for emergency procedures.

With no horation, it takes 14 minutes befure the total shutdown margin (one

per cent) is lost due to dilution. Therefore, plenty of time is available

following the alarms for the operator to determine the cause, isolate the

reactor water makeup source, and initiate reboration.

If the reactor is in manual control, and the operator takes no action, power

and temperature rise to the overtemperature -T trip setpoint in approximately

two minutes. Prior to this the high temperature alarm would be actuated.

In any case, there are approximately 14 minutes available for the operator to

terminate dilution before tOe reactor can return to criticality following

the trip.

Conclusions

Because of the procedures involved in the dilution process, an erroneous dilution

is considered incredible. Nevertheless, if an unint, ational dilution of boron
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in the reactor coolant does occur, numerous alarms and indications are available

to alert the operator to the condition. The maximum reactivity addition due to

the dilutio;n is slow enough to allow the operator to determine the cause of the

addition and take corrective action before excessive shutdown margin is lost.

0
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14.1.6 LOSS OF REACTOR COOLANT FLOW

A loss of coolant flow incident may result from a mechanical or electrical

failure in one or more reactor coolant pumps, or from a fault in the power

supply to these pumps. If the reactor is at power at the time of the incident,

the immediate effect of lo-s of coolant flow is a rapid increase in coolant

te,.,perature. This increase could result in departure from nucleate boiling

(DNB) with subsequent fuel damage if the reactor is not tripped promptly.

The following trip cirLuits provide the necessary protection against a

loss of coolant flow incident and are actuated by:

1) Low voltage or low frequency on pump power supply bus

2) Pump circuit breaker opening

3) Low reactor coolant flow

These trip circuits and their redundancy are further described in Section 7.2,

Reactor Control and Protection System.

Simultaneous loss of electrical power to all reactor coolant pumps when the

reactor is operating at full power represents the most severe credible

loss-of-coolant flow condition. For this condition reactor trip together

with flow sustained by the inertia of the coclan. and rotating pump parts

will be sufficient to prevent DNB. Therefore, the fuel will not be damaged as

a result of the most severe credible loss of coolant flow accident.

Method of Analysis

The following loss of flow cases are analyzed:

1) Loss of four pumps from 2,758 MWt during four loop operation.

2) Loss of one pump from 2,758 MWt during four loop operation.

3) Loss of three pumps from 2,068 MWt during three loop operation.

4) Loss of one pump from 2,068 MWt during three loop operation.
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The normal power supplies for the pumps are the four buses connected to

the generator, each of which supplies power to one of the four pumps. When

a turbine trip occurs, the pumps are automatically transferred to the buses

supplied from an external power line, and the pumps will continue to supply

coolant flow to the core. The simultaneous loss of power to the four reactor

coolant pumps is a highly unlikely event. Since the pumps are on separate

buses, a single bus fault would also result in the loss of only one pump.

A full plant simulation is used in the incident analysis to compute the

core average and hot spot heat flux transient responses. The model includes

flow coastdown, temperature, reactivity, and control rod insertion effects.

Results of the plant simulation are then used in a detailed thermal-hydraulic

computation to obtain the DNB margin. This computation solves the continuity,

momentum, and energy equations of fluid flow together with the W-3 DNB

correlation discussed in Section 3.2.2. The following assumptions are

made in the calculations:

Initial Operhting Conditions

0

The initial operating conditions,

with respect to the margin to DNB,

minimum steady state pressure, and

2,758 M}t - 4 loop operation:

Power

Pressure

Inlet Temperature

2,068 MWt - 3 loop operation:

Power

Pressure

Inlet Temperature

which are assumed to be most adverse

are maximum steady state power level,

maximum steady state inlet temperature:

(1.02) (2,758 MWt) = 2813 MWt

2250 - 30 = 2220 psia

543 + 4 = 5470F

(1.02) (2,068 MWt) - 2,]10 MWt

2250 - 30 -' 2220 psia

544 + 4 = 548°F

0
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Reactivity Coefficients

A conservatively high absolute value of the Doppler (-1.6 x 10-5 F-1 ) and

a sero moderator (0.0 x 10- 4 F-1) temperature coefficients were assumed

since these result in the maximum hot spot heat flux and therefore the

minimum DNB ratio during the transient.

Reactor Trip

For the one pump loss of flow incidents, the reactor trip is assumed to be

actuated by the redundant flow monitoring channel (213) since this results

in the largest delay to reactor trip. For the four and three pup loss of

flow Incidents, the reactor trip was assumed to be actuated by re andant

bus undervoltage or breaker trip (1/4 or 1/3).

The low flow trip setting is 90 per cent of full flow; the trip signal is

assumed to be initiated at 87 per cent of full flow, allowing 3 per cer.t

for flow instrumentation errors. Upon reactor trip it is assumed that

the most reactive RCCA is stuck in its fully withdrawn position, hence

resulting in a minimum insertion of negative reactivity. The negative

reactivity insertion upon trip is conservatively based on a 1 per cent

shutdown oargin at no load conditions.

Heat Transfer Coefficient

The tverall heat conductance between the fuel and water regions varies

considerably during the transient mostly as a result of the change of fuel

gap conductance. The overall heat conductance was conservatively evaluated

during the transient by a detailed calculation of fui! rod heat transfer.

The hot spot heat transfer coefficient was increased 10% above the design

value to obtain a conr..vatively high heat flux response.
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Rksidual Heat

A conservative residual heat rate equal to 8 per cent of full power is

assumed. That is, due to the very short time to reach the minimum DNB

ratio, no credit was taken fro the reduction of residual heat after trip.

Flow Coastdown

Reactor coolant flow coastdown curves are shown on Figures 14.1.6-1 to

14.1.6-4. These curves are based on high estimates of loop pressure losses

and include the effect of inertia from the pump flywheels.

Results

Figure 14.1.6-5 shows the neutron flux, the average heat flux, and the

hot spot heat flux response for the four pump loss from 2,758 MWt during

-four loop operation. Figure 14.1.6-6 shows the DNB ratio as a function

of time for this case. A minimum W-3 DNB ratio value of 1.42 is reached

about 2.0 seconds after initiation of the incident.

Figure 14.1.6-7 shows the transients for loss of one pump from 2,758 MWt

during four loop operation. Figure 14.1.6-8 shows the DNB -atio as a

function of time for this case. A minimum W-3 DNB ratio value of 1.52

is reached about 3.0 seconds after initiation of the incident.

The transient for loss of three pumps from 2,068 MWt during three loop

operation is shown on Figure 14.1.6-9. The minimum DNB ratio of 1.57

occurs about 2.0 seconds after Initiation of the transient, as shown on

Figure 14.1.6-10.

The transient for loss of one pump from 2,068 MWt during three loop operation

is show• on Figure 14.1.6-11. The minimum DNB ratio of 1.81 occurs about

3.0 seconds after in :iation of the transient, as shown on Figure 14.1.6-12.
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Conclusions

Since DNB does not occur in any loss of coolant flow incident, there is

no cladding damage and no release of fission products into the reactor

coolant. Therefore, once the fault is corrected, the plant can be returned

to service in the normal manner. The absence of fuel failures would,

of course, be verified by analysis of reactor coolant samples as the plant

is brought to power.

Locked Rotor Accident

A transient analysis is per'ormed for the postulated instantaneous seizure

of a reactor coolant pump rotor. Flow thr-ugh the reactor coolant system

is rapidly reduced, leading to a reactor trip on a low-tlow signal. Following

the trip, heat stored in the fuel rods continues to pass into the core

coolant, causing the coolant to expand. The rapid expansion of the coolant

in the reactor core, combined with the reduced heat transfer to the secondary

system causes an insurge into the pressurizer and a pressure increase throughout

the Reactor Coolant System. The insurge into the pressurizer compresses

the steam volume, actuates the automatic spray system, openr the power-

operated relief valves, and eventually opens the pressurizer safety valves,

in that sequence. The two power-operated relief valves are designed for

reliable operation and would be expected to function properly during the

accident. However, for conservatism, their pressure-reducing effect is

not included in the analysis.

The locked rotor analysis.was performed for both four loop and three loop

operation.

Method of Analysis

Initial Conditions

At the beginning of the postulated locked r. -r accident, i.e., at the

time the shaft in one of the reactor coolant pumps is assumed to seize,
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the plant is assumed to be in operation under the most severe steady

state operating conditions. These initial conditions are the samt as the

one described for the Loss of Coolant Flow Accident on page 14.1.6-2.

Evaluation of the Pressure Transient

A detailed digital code was used to determine the peak pressure in the

Reactor Coolant System under the po i ated accident conditions and to

obtain the nuclear power as a functx,,n of cime which is used elsewhere

in the analysis. For four pump oper.t.c.i,, the coolant flow through the

core is cunservatively assumed to be reduced from full power to 70% of

its initial value at the time of ae pump seizure. For three pump operation,

it is reduced to 60% of its initial value (which is 71% of nominal flow).

After pump seizure, nuclpe-r power is rapidly reduced because of the control

rod insertion upon plant tnip and void shutdown de to bulk boiling.

No credit was taken for the iressure-reducing effect of the pressurizer

relief valves, steam dump and controlled feedwater flow after plant trip.

Although these operations are expected to occur and would result in a

lower peak pressure, an additional degree of conservatism is provided by

ignoring their effect.

The safety valves start operating at 2500 psia and their combined capacity

for steam and water relief is, respectively, 42 and 14 ft 3/sec.

Evaluation of DNB in the Core During the Accident

A calculation of the extent of DNB in the core during the accident was

performed using a multichannel THINC-III model. Heat flux distribution

in the core is an input to the THINC-III code and was evaluated with a

detailed digital model for the heat transfer in the fuel. The model is

similar to the model inrorporated in the LOCTA code but features a larger

number of lumps in the fuel in order to obtain a detailed temperature distri-

bution.
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The THINC-III model consisted of 9 concentric channels. The axial power

distribution was a chopped cosine w:.th an axial hot channel factor of

1.79. The radial rod power distribution is shown in Figure t4.1.6-13.

In order to estimate the severity ol the accident in the core as far as

the integrity of the fuel rods are c-oncerned, the thermal behavior of the

fuel located at the hot spot was investigated after DNB. This study was

made for four pump operation which is the most pessimistic case since the

higl _nitial flux at full power produces a high stored heat in the fuel

at the hot spot. Results obtained from an analysis of this "hot spot"

condition represent the upper limit with respect to clad temperature, clad

melting and zirconium-steam reaction.

Film Boiling Coefficient

The following empirical equation is included in the digital program to

calculated the film boiling coefficient:

0. 80(C. 1 
2  0.68 0.068"0.0193 f _DG• . ' fP g

where pb P 0g + 0t (1-a)

and the steam properties are evaluated at film temperature (avg, between

wall and bulk temperatures). The units and reference for this correlation are

given in Section 3.2.2.

The program calculates the film coefficients at every time step based

upon the actual clad temperature at this time.

The system pressure, bulk density and mass flow rate were an input of the

program as a function of time. For conservatism, DNB was assumed to start

at the beginning of the accident and the heat transfe-, coefficient between

clad and water was reduced suddenly from its steady-state value to the film

boiling value at time - 0, without any period of transition boiling.
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Gap Coefficient

The magnitude and time dependence of the heat transfer coefficient between

fuel and clad has a pronounced influence on the thermal results. The larger

the value of this coefficient, the more heat is transferred between pellet

and clad. For initial times after .he accident, a high gap coefficient

produces higher clad temperatures as the heat stored and generated in the

fuel pellet tries to redistribute itself in the cooler clad. This effect

of the gap coefficient, however, is reversed when the clad temperature

exceeds the pellet temperature in cases when zirconium-steam reaction is

present. A conservatively high value of 3000 Btu/hr-ft 2-F was ared in

ti-,e present study.

In order to estimate the effect of the film boiling heat transfer coef-

ficient, runs were made with h film 1 100, 150 and 200 Btu/hr-ft 2-F (cases

1, 2 and 3) and the mae imum clad temperatures were found to be 21250F,

1912*F, and 17610 F.

Since It was found that in the worst cases examined, the clad temperature

exceeded 1800 0 F, it. was necessarv' to consider the possibility of & zirconium-

steam reaction which can become significant above this temperature. In crder

to take this phenomen into accotnt, the following correlation which defines

the rate of the zirconium-steam reaction has been introduced into the model:

-45,500
d (w2 33.3 x 106 e 17.86T
dt

w = amount reacted, mg/cm2

t - time, sec

T - temperature, 0K

The reaction heat is about 1510 cal/gm.
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The three runs with constant hfilm , 100, 150, 200 were repeated with

Zr-steam reaction and the maximum clad temperature was 2185 0 F, 1917F, and

1762*F, respectively (cases 4, 5 .d 5). It can be seen that although

the zirconium-steam reaction can be detected at 18000, it produces only

a moderate increase in the maximum (60*F) for clad temperature ab high

as 2100*F.

Two more cases were run with a variable film boiling coefficient calculaZ-d

from the correlation mentioned above; they include also the zirconium-ste-m

reaction.

Case 7 assumes the pessimistic gap coefficient of 3'!')O and in case 8, a

more realistic calculation of the gap coefficient was used based on an

elastic clad. Cases 7 and 8 gave 1899*F and 1802*F respectively.

For Case 7, tne extent of zirconium-steam reaction is less than 1% of the

clad at the hot spot, and less than 0.001% for the total core.

Results

The primary coolant pressure versus time is shown in Figury 14.1.6-14. The

peak pressure is 2416 psia, reacted at 1.6 sect.-d for 4 pump operation and

2508 psia, reached at 2.3 second for 3 pump operation. The minimum DNB

ratio in the hot channel is shown in Figure 14.1.6-15. The DNB ratio in

the other channels remains at all times above 1.3.

Table 14.1.6-1 and Figure 14.1.6-16 summarizes the maximum clad temperature

at the hot spot during the accident.

Conclusinns

a) The peak pressure of 2508 psia for the worst case ensures that the

integrity of the primary coolant system is not endangered and can

be considered as an upper limit, considering the consr-rvative

assumptions used in the study:
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1) Credit was not taken for the negative moderator coefficient

2) It was assumed that the pressurizer relief valves were

inoperative

3) The coolant flow in the core was assumed to drop suddenly

(0.1 sec or less) from its initial valve to its final valve.

4) No DRB was assumed in the core which gives th- highest iverage

heat flux during the accident.

b) Only the hot channel exhibited a DNB ratio of less than 1.3 which

represents only very small fraction of the rods (less than 0.12).

Hence, any fuel damage would be limited to less than 0.1Z of the

rods.

c) The peal. lad surface temperature of 1899*F, calculated for the hot

spot inclades the effect of the zirconium-stean reaction (which is

still quite small at that temperature). It can be considered an

upper limit since:

1) The hot spot was assumed to be in DNB from time zero

2) A high gap coefficient (,O00 Btu/hr-ft -2F was used

3) No credit was taken for transition boiling. 'the heat transfer

coefficient for fully developed film boiling was used from time

zero

4) The nuclear heat released in the fuel at the hot spot was based

on a zero moderator coefficient.

A more realistic value for the maxicnum cladding temperature would be 1802F,

which was based on an elasti. cladding resulting in a variable gap coefficient.
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TABLE 14.1.6-1

Case n h f il hgap Including Zr-Steams
Reaction Calculat~on

Maxirun Clad
Surface Temp.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

100ISO
150

200

100

ISO500

Variable

Variable

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

Var iab le

YkLs

2125

1912

1761

2185

1917

1762

1R99

1802Yes

0
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14.1.7 START-UP OF AN INACTIVE REACTOR COOLANT LOOP

Operation of the plant with an Inactive loop causes reversed flow through the

ir *ive loop becausp tzaere are no isolation valves or check valves in the reactor

coolant loopp.

If the reactor is operated at power in this condition, there is a decrease in

the coolant temperature in that loop in comparison with the other loops. The

subsequent re-start of the idle reactor coolant pump, without bringing the loop

temperature loser to the average temperature -would result in the injection of

cold water into the core. This cooler water causes a rapid reactivity increase.

Assumptions and Method of Analysis

The following assumptions are made:

1. The idle pump on starting accelerates to full flow instantaneously, i.e.,

no slip and the tima to accelerate the pump and coolant are zero.

2. A conservative maximum negative moderator coefficient of -3.5 x 10-4

6k/*F is assumed.

3. A low Doppler coefficient of -1.0 x 10-5 6k/F is taken.

4. A high heat transfer coefficient between the primary and secondary system

is assumed for the inactive loop. This implies that the temperature of

the water in that part of the inactive loop from the steam generator

plenum to the reactor exit plenum is at a temperature equal to the saturation

temperature on the secondary side.

5. The core pwver to flow ratio is taken to be constant at the normal loop

operational value.

6. The secondary pressure is taken to be the value corresponding to the above

core power.
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Account is taken of the delay in the cold water reaching the core from the time

the pump is started.

An analog simulation of the complete plant was used to study the ensuing plant

transients.

Results

The analog study of the transient behavior of the plant was made at 75% load

(2069 HWt). A conservatively high value of the temperature difference of -30*F

is taken as the input disturbance. The cold water entering the reactor

plenum chamber is assumed to mix with the water coming from the active loops.

The cold water slug is taken to last for 15 seconds. The temperature coming

fro. all steam generators is assumed to be the same. The delay before the

cold slug reaches the inlet to the reactor core is taken to be 4.0 seconds.

The results are shown in Figures 14.1.7-1 through 14.1.7-4. The thermal power

build up is slow and this leads to the cooling of the primary circuits by the

temperature slug. This accounts for the drop in pressurizer pressure and the

average temperature.

Conclusions

The results show that for the -30*F change in core inlet

power rises to 104%, this does not cause a reactor trip.

both the primary pressure and the core inlet temperature

no significant decrease in DNBR from these effects.

tempcrature, the nuclear

During the transient,

fall so that there is

It is expected that the actual

alleviating factors which have

constant of the pump is likely

in temperature will occur more

transients effects will be i..s severe, because of

not been taken into account, e.g., the time

to be about 10 seconds. This means that the change

gradually and that the transient will be less severe.

The conclusion is that the minimum DNBR reached is well in excess of the 1.3 limit

value and therefore DNB will not occur during this transient.
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14.1.8 LOSS OF EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL LOAD

The loss of external electrical load may result from an abnormal increase in

network frequency, or an accidental opening of the main breaker from the

generator which fails to cause a turbine trip but causes a rapid iarge load reduction

by the turbine governor control.

The plant is designed to accept a 50 percent step loss of load without actuating

a reactor trip. The automatic steam bypass system with 40 percent dump capacity

is able to accommodate this abnormal lcad rejection by reducing tt. transient

imposed upon the reactor coolant system. The reactor power is reduced to the

new equilibrium power level at a rate consistent with the capability of the rod

control system. The pressurizer relief valves may be actuated, but the pressurizer

safety valves and the steam generator safety valves are not actuated in this case.

.In the event the steam bypass valves fail to open following a large load loss,

the steam g-nerator safety valves are actuated and the reactor may be tripped

by the high pressurizer pressure signal or the high pressurizer level signal.

The steam generator shell side pressure and reactor coolant temperatures

increase rapidly. The pressurizer safety valve3s are sized to protect the reactor

coolant system against overpressure without taking credit for the steam bypass

system.

The most likely source of a complete loss of load on the Nuclear Steam Supply

System is a trip of the turbine-generator. In this case there is a direct

reactor trip signal de. ived from turbine autostop oil pressure (a two out of

three signal). Reactor coolant temperatures and pressure do not increase

if the steam bypass system and pressurizer pressure control system are functioning

properly. However, the plant behavior is also evaluated for a complete loss

of load from full power without a direct reactor trip, primarily to show the

adequacy of the pressure relieving devices as well as to show that no core
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damage occurs. The Reactor Coolant System and Steam System presuure relieving

capacities are designed to ensure the safety of the plant without requiring the

automatic rod control, pressurizer pressure control, and/or steam b:-pass control

systems.

Method of AnaL1_2s,2

The total loss of load transients are ar.alyzed by employing a detailed digital

computer program. This code describes the neutron kinetics, decay heat, Reactor

Cuolant System with p-etsurizer, stea.. generators, and the associated steam bypass

system and rod control system.

The obj.ectives of tiis ai~alysis are to determine margins to core protection

limits and to c.stablish pressure relieving requirements for the Reactor Coolant

and Steam Systems.

Initial Operating Conditions

rhe InItiti reactor power, coolant temperatures and pressure are all assumed at

extreme ,al.,es consisting with steady state, full power operation, including

allowanies for calibration and instrument errors. This results in the maximum

power Jiff~.rence for the load loss, and the minimum margin to core protection

limJ'd at the initiation of the total ioss of load accident.

Moderator and Doppler Coefficients of Reactivity

The total loss of load is analyzed for both beginning-of-life and end-of-lif,

cond itions.

At beginning-of-life the least negative value of mo.erator coefficient is used

with the least negaLive value of Doppler coefficient. This results in a maximum

nuclear power increase following rhe loss of load. At end-of-life the most

negative value of moderator coeffi, tent is used wl~h the most negative value

of Doppler coefficient. This results in a least shutdown margin following

reactor trip. See Section 3.2.2.
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I.-

Reactor Con.rol

Two cases are analyzed:

1. The reactor is assumed to be in normal automatic control with the control

rods in the minimum incremental worth region.

2. The reactor is assumed to be in manual control. There is no control rod

insertion following tbe accident.

Steam Release

Also analyzed for two cases:

1. The steam dump system is assumed to be in normal auLomr-tic control.

2. No credit is taken for steam dump. The steam generator press-res rise

toward the safety valve . at point where steam release through safety

valves limits secondar3 steAmn pressure at the set point.

Pressurizer Spray and Power Operated Rf.lir.f Valves

Full credit is taken in evaluating mirgins to DNB for the effect of pressurizer

spray and relief valves in reducing or limiting coolant pressure aince this may

prolong the high pressure reactor trip. A second case is analyzed where no

credit is taken for pressure control, and pressureizer safety valves may be

actuated during the transient.

Results

The transient responses for a total loss of load from full power cp.ration are

shown for four cases, two cases for beginning of core life and tw, ses for

end of core life. The sensitivity of the minimum DNB ratio to hea .ransfer

between fuel and core water is also demonstrated.
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Figures 14.1.8-1 and 14.1.8-2 show the transient responses fo: the loss of load

accident at beginning of life with zero moderator coefficient. In this transient

401 percent steam bypass capacity was assumed. Full credit is taken for the

effect of pressurizer spray and relief valves in reducing or liniting coolant

pressure. Credit is also taken for the effect of control rods insertion in

reducing the nuclear power to prolong the time to a high pressure trip. :t can

be seen from tht tranrients that the power operateu relief valve capacity is

large enough to limit the pressurizer pressure at 2350 psia and prevent a high

pressure trip. The peak increase in coolant average temperature is about 33*F.

The high level trip will be actuated at about 35 seconds followin).. the accident.

The high '.T trip will be activated at about 51) s,.ccnds with a nninim fl.3 ratio

of 1.69 which is well above the 1.3 design value.

Figures L4.1.3-1 and 14.1.8-4 show the responses for total loss of load at end

of life ,.th the r%'st negative moderator coefficient (-..5 x W0- Ski°F).

11,, ren,.t of the plant nrperating conditions are the sar., as the case shown before.

The pressurizer pressure increase-t to 2331 psia initially. The spray valves

a fully open to lUnit the pressurv at this value. The pressure decreoses

rapidly after about 3) seconds resulting from the large reduction in nuclear

pow,-. Mes. incre.sae in coolant averap.e temperature is about 16°F. No reactor

Wr~p will be -utuatc. for thi4 caste. However, the MS ratio I- higher than at

the heginnine-,-li fe ,'ondition becaune of the lI.rge nuclear powex reduction

which results frt, the large igciative moderator coef,'icent and the control rod

In-.P.rt ion.

Fisvire l4...-, dt-wonstr.atv', the sen.itivitv of D!R ratio to heat transfer

.,tfticie.nt betw*een fuel .and core water. Beginning of life conditic..- are used

1.-r thi- %tudv whith give-; the most con-ervatlve .'*% ratio. The heat transfer

cOOLfflci..nt i-. .irbitraril " Increa-;ei and decreased by a factor of 2. It can

bsve. rli it chanstý% In rinIu•u 11Y: rntio i s in the order of 0.1.

Il, ",.,1 1,, 4.Of LIZad actident w.is alo.' studied assuning the nlant is operating

at full power with sianual control. Thete Is no control rod insertion following

the accident. Pre.qurizer str,%v, rell f valves and stean bypass valves are all
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Ignored. The reactor Is tripped on the ,igh pressure sigral which is set at

2400 psla. Figure 14.1.8-6 shows the beginning-of-life transients with zero

-oderator coefficient. The nuclear power remains at constant full power bcfore

t so reactor I. tripped. The peak pressure is 24,50 psia and tne nmiximun surge

i.te is aboat 23 ft 3 /sec. This is cornpared to a pressurizer safety valve capa-
3city of approximately 42 ft /sec. Note, ho-ever, that the crip prevents any safety

-alhve actuation. Figure 14.1.8-7 is the transient at end of liMe. The nuclear

pso ._ decreases before the reactor trips a.o a result of the large negative

-vderator coefticient. The peak pressurizer pre:-ure is 21440 psia and the
3naxrtium surge rate is about ZVI ft /sec.

Conc lu.• ins

ihe .analysis i:.Jlic.r.- " .t a total loss of load without a direct or i-.ediate

reactor trip sernts t.- hazard to the integrity of the Reactor Coolant System
mnd the Ste.-n Synten. Pressure relieving de ices incorporate in the two systems

are mre, th.in adequate to limit the n.ixinxu pressures. The integrity of the core

is r-aintained by the hi!h prepsurizer prcs.%ure reactor trip. The rdnicu-, D*B

ratio is l.h54 for the beginning-of-life case which is well above the 1.3 design
valui.. At ,nd-of-life the VN3 ratio during the total less of I.xad transient

L% %.%.en b,;tter than that for the -teady stale, full power operating condition.
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14.1.9 LOSS OF NORMAL FEEDWATER

A lose of normal feedvater (from a pilpe break, pump failures, or valve

malfunctions) results in a reduction in capability of thV secondary system

to remove the beat generated in the reactor core. If the reactor were not

tripped during this accident primary plant damage could possibly occur

from a sudden loss of heat &ink. If an alternate supply of feedwater

were not supplied, residual heat following reactor trip would heat the

primary system water to the point where water relief from the pressurizer

occurs. Loss of significant water fro% the Reactor Coolant System could

conceivably lead to core damage. Since the plant is tripped well before the

steam generator heat transfer capacity would be reduced, the primary system

variables never approach a DHB condition.

The follt Ing provides the necessary protection against a loss of normal

feedwater.

1. Reactor trip on very low water level in any steam generator

2. Reactor trip on steam flow-feedwater flow mismatch in coincidence with

low water level in any steam generator

3. To motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (400 gpm each) which are started on

a. Low-low level in any steam generator

b. Trip of any main feed pump turbine

c. Any Safety Injection signal

d. Manually

e. Loss of outside power

4. One turbine driven pump (800 gpo) which is started on

a. Low-low level in any two steam generators

b. Loss of outside power

c. Manually
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The motor driven auxiliary feed.-ater pumps are supplied by the diesels if a

loss of outside power occura and the turbine-d-iven pump utilixes steam from

the secondary system. Both type pumps start within one minute. The turbine

exhausts the secondar-y the secondary steam to the atmosphere. The auxl~iar3 nurfs

take suction from the condensate storage tank for delivery to the steam generators.

The above units provide considerable backup in equip-ent and control logic

to ensure that reactor trip and autoMatic auxiliary feedwater flow w!•'1 occur

following any loss of normal feedwater including that followed by loss of

outside power.

,Method of Analysis

The analysis has been performed to show that following a loss of normal feedwater,

the auxlii.ry feedwater system is adequate to remove sZored and residual heat

to prevent water relief through the pressurizer relief valves.

The following nssumptions were cade:

I. The initial steam generator water level (in all steam generators) at

the timt eactor trip occurs is at the lowest -.,vel which will result in

reactor trip and automatic initiation of auxiliary feed-,iater flow.

2. The plant Is i 'lly oper:;ting at 1022 of 3216.5 W~t (the maximum

calculate.J turbine rating)

3. A conservative core residual hea,. generation based upon long term

operation nt the initial power level preceding the trip

4. Only one motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump is available at. one

minute after the accident

5. A conservatively lew heat transfer coefiicient in tbhe steam generator

assuming reactor coolant system natural circularion
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6. Secondary system steam relief through the self actuateJ safety valves

(steer relief) will, in fact, be through the power operated relief valves

or condenser dump valves for most cases of loss of normal feedwater.

However, these were not assumed available in the analysis.

Results

Figure 14.1.9-1 tshns the plant parameters from 1500 seconds to 3500 seconds

follwing a loss of norm-3al feedwater accident with the assumptions listed above.

Following the reactor and turbine trip from full load, the water level in the

steam generatora will fall due to the reduction of steam generator void fraction

and because steam flow continues to dissipate the stored and generated heat.

One minute foil )ing the beginning of the accident the auxiliary feedwater pump

is amtomatically started reducing the rate of water level decrease. The capacity

of tt.e auxiliary feedwater pump is such that the water level in the steam generators

being led does not recede below the lowest level at which sufficient heat transfer

area is available to dissipate core residual beat without water relief from the

isprimary system relief or sacety valves.

From Figure 14.1.9-1 it can be seen that at no time is there water relief from

the prtsaurizer. The assumption of more auxiliary feed capacity than that of

or-. motor driven pump, i lower reactor power (2758 ?Wt) or one steam generator

water level initially above the low-low level trip will of course result in

increased martin to the point at which reactoc coolant water relief occurs.

0
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14.1.10 REDUCTION IN FEEDWATER ENTHALPY INCIDENT

The reduction in feedwater eathalpy is another means of increasing core power

above full power. Such ivn:reases aA'e attenuated by the thermal capacity

in the secondary plant and in the Reactor Coolant System. The overpower-

overtemperature protection (nuclear overpower and AT trips) prevents any

power increase which could lead to a DNBR less than 1.30.

An extre=e exauple of excess heat removal by the fcedwater system is the

transient associated with the accidental opening of the feedwater bypass

valve which diverts flow around the low pressure feedwater heaters. The

function of this valve is to mainL. In net positive suction head on the

main feedwater pump in the event that the heater draLn pump flow is lost,

e.g., during a large load decrease.

In the event of accidental opening there is a iudden reduction in inlet

feeauwater temperature to the steam generators. The increased s-bcooling

will create a greater load demand on the primary system vhich can lead to

a reactor trip. The 3-element feedwatef control system operates to regulate

the feedwater flow and maintain a water level approximately constant in the

steam generator.

Method of Analybis

Two cases have been analyzed to demonbt-ate the plant behavior in the event of

a sudden feedwater temperature reduction resulting from accidental opening of

the bypass valve. The first case was fcr an uncontrolled reactor with a zero

moderator coefficient, since this represents a condition, where the plant has

the least inherent transient capability. The second case war for a controlled

reactor with a large negative coefficient. These results were obtained by means

of a detailed digital simulation of the plazt including core kinetics, Reactor

Coolc nt System and the Steam System. Both transients were assumed to occur from

full power.

Results

Figure 14.1.10-1 shows the transient without automatic control. As expected the

reactor coolant average temperature and pressurizer pressure shov a fairly rapid
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decrease 9s the secondary heat extraction exceeds the cors power generation.

The core power level remains essentially constant at full load. The fixed low

pressure trip would occur at about 160 .eeonds. There is a considerable margin

to DRB because of the accompanying large reduction in average temperature.

The DNBR at the time of trip is epproximately 1.8, There is a small Increa-e in

AT as the heat trana'fer increases through the atcam generator.

Figures 14.1 10-2 and 14.1.10-3 illustrate the transinnt assuming automatic

reactor control is functioning. A large negative moderator coefficient is assumed,

which acts to increose power. The core power is increasing thus reducing the

rate of decrease in coolant average temperature and pressurizer pressure. The

results are shown with no trip actuatLion and steady state conditions are reached

with a minimum DNDR grtster than 1.5. The plant would actually be tripped from

the overptwer protection. A greater increase In T would lead to an over-avg

temperature trip as well.

Conceus ionv:

Rrpresentative transient results f.,. exLessive load ,ncreases due to cold feedwazer

addition ha.ie beep shown which indicate the general behavior, i.e., that a core

power inLrease Is accoLmpanied by an average temperature decrease and without a

power 1nLrea,%e there is a larger reduction in coolant average temperature. Thib

ha11 the CffMt-t of naintaining consider.eble margin to a limiting DNBR of 1.30.

C'ore protection for slow Incre•.ses in plant output in excess of full power is

ptovided by the ,tonbination of the overpower-overtemperattire pret-ection described

in conj.nmottion with the rod withdrawal aLciJent. There it no rxdioactive release

and thus no public hazard in the event s.f -in excessive .ad increse. %n

evaluation of an accidental full opening of both feedwater control valves has

been perfc.rmed. The consequer.es of thic incident have been found less

severe thin thoso resulting from the opening of thie feedwater bypass valve.

described above.
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14.-.11 EXCESSIVE LOAD INCREASE INCIDENT

An excessive load increase inzident is defined as a rapid increase in steam

generator steam flow causing a power mismatch between the reactor core power and

the steam generator load demand. The reactor control system is designed to

accommodate a 10 per cent step load increase and a 5 ner cent per minute ramp

load increase without a reactor trip in the range of 15 to 100 per cent full

power. Any loading rate in excess of these values may cause a reactor trip

actuated by the reactor protection system. If the load increase exceeds the

capabiLity of the reactor control system, the transient is terminated in

sufficient time to prevent the DNBR from going below 1.3 since the core is

protected by the combination of the nuclear overpower trip and the overpower-

overtemperature trips as discussed in Section 7. An excessive load increase

incident could result from either an administrative violation such as excessive

loading by the operator or an equipment malfunction such as steam bypass

control or turbine speed control.

In case of excessive loading by the operator or by system demand, the turbine

load limiter limits maximum turbine load to 100% rated load. The turbine

controls are dis-ussed in Section 10.2.3.

During power operation, steam bypass to the condenser is controlled by signals

of reactor coolant conditions, i.e., abnormally high reactor coolint temperature

indicates a need for steam bypass. A single controller malfunction does not

cause steam bypass because an interlock is provided which blocks the control

signal to the valves unless a large turbine load decrease has occurred.

Increases in steam load to more than rated load are analyzed as steam line

ruptures In Section 14.2.5. However, the Reactor Protection System will trip

the reactor in time to prevent DNBR less than 1.30, regardless of the magnitude

or rite of load increase.

Method of Analysis

Two case,. have been analyzed to demonstrate the plant behavior in thbt event of

excessive I"- ir-.ceases. These results were obtained by means of i detailed
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0 14.1.12 LOSS OF ALL A.C. POWER TO THE STATION AUXILIARIES

0

In the unlikely event of a complete loss of all off-site a-c power and

turbine trip while the reactor plant is at power, the reactor is cripped.

The first few seconds of the tiansient would be almost identical to the

four pump loss of flow case presented in Section 14.1.6, that is, the pump

coastdown inertia and reactor trip would result in a DNBR > 1.3. After the

trip, decay heat will be accommodated by the emergency feedwater system.

This portion of the transient would be similar to that presented in Section

14.1.9 loss of normal feedwater.

a. Plant vital instruments are supplied by the emergency power sources.

(See Sectiou 8)

b. As the steam system pressure subsequently increases, the steam system

power relief valves are automatically opened to the atmosphere. Steam

bypass to the condenser is not available because of loss of the circulating

water pumps.

c. As the steam flow rate through the power relief valves may not be

sufficient, the steam generator self-actuated safet) ilves may temporarily

lift to augment the steam flow until the rate of heat dissipation

is sufficient to carry away the sensible heat of the fuel and coolant

above no-load temperature plus the residual heat produced in the reactor.

d. As the no-load temperature is reached, the steam system power relief

valves are used to dissipate the residual heat and to maintain the

plant at the hot shutdown condition.

The loss of normal feedwater supply signals the start o: the auxiliary feedwater

pumps. The turbine driven pump utilizes steam from the secondary system

to drive the feedwater pump to deliver makeup water to the steam generators.

The turbine driver exhausts the secondary steam to the atmosphere. The

electric motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are supplied power by the

diesel generators. The pumps take suction from the condensate storage tank

for delivery to the steam generators.

14.1.12-1



Following the turbine trip, there is a rapid reduction of steam generetor water

level. This is due to the reduction of steam generator void fraction on the

secondary side and because 3team flow continues after normal feedwater stops.

By one minute, flow is established irom at least one auxiliary feedwater pump

and further reduction of water level is slow. The capacity of the auxiliary

feedwater pump is selected to prevent the water level in the steam generators

being fed from receding below the lowest level within the indicator range during

the transient. This prevents the tube sheet from becoming uncovered at any time

during the transient. The reactor operator in the control room monitors the

stean generator water level and controls the feedwater ad•-ition with remote

operated auxiliary feedwater control valves.

The steam driven feedwater pump can be tested at any time by admitting steam

to the Lsirbine (:river. The electrically driven auxiliar7 feedwater pumps

also can be tested at any time. The au.iliary feedwater control valves and power

relief valves can be operationally tested whenever the plant is at hot shutdown

and the remaining valves in Ohe system are operationally tested when the turbine

driver and pump are tested.

Upon the loss of power to the reactor coolant pumps, coolant flow necessary

for core cooling and the removal of residual heat is maintained by natural

circulation In the reactor coolant loops. The natural circulation capability

for the unit has been calculated for the conditions of equilibrium flow and

maximum loop flow impedence. The analytical model used to calculate the natural

circulation flow has given results within 15% of the measured flow values

obtained during natural circulation tests conducted at th.t Yankee-Rowe plant

and has also been contirmed at San Onofre and Connecticut Yankee. fhe natural

circulation flow ratio as a function of reactor power is given in Table 14.1.12-1.

The average temperature, pressurizer water volume, steam generator water volume,

and steam generator level assuming the most conservative initial plant conditions

and equipment availability are shown in Figure 14.1.9-1 of "Loss of Normal

Feedwater Accident." It is shown in that discussion that a loss of all off-site

a-c power to the station auxilia. les and a loss of normal feedwater does not

result in water relief from the pressurizer relief or safety valves.
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TABLE 14.1.12-1

NATURAL CIRCULATION REACTOR COOLANT
FLOW VS REACTOR POWER

Redctor Power

0.5

Reactor Coolant Flow
% Nominal

2.3

1.0

1.5

2.0

5.0

10.0

2.9

3.3

3.7

5.0

6.2
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14.1.13 LIKEL CHOOD AND CONSEQUENCES OF TURBINE-GENERATOR UNIT OVERSPEED

General

The likelihood of a turbine-generator unit overspeeding is very remote

because of the reliability and redundancy of the turbine control and pro-

tection system.

Should all the main steam admission valves fail to close on a full load

rejection, a unit runaway would take place, causing some damage of the

rotating parts. However, no missiles are anticipated to leave the unit,

for analysis of the potential mode of failure shows that all parts would

be contained within the unit casings.

This system is completely hydraulic. There are two low pressure oil control

systems, i.e., auxiliary governor system and emergency trip system.

These two systems and the 300 psi system are interconnected through orifices.

The control and protection system is fail-safe: any loss of oil pressure

causes closure of the steam valves.

The main governor normally controls the unit. Should an overspeed take

place, the auxiliary governor system will be actuated first, the auxiliary

governor dome valve will open, the 300 psi pressure oil will drain, and

the control valve will close.

Should the unit overspeed reach the mechanical overspeed trip set point,

the overspeed trip valve will open, the 300 psi pressure oil will drain,

and the throttle valves will close. At the same time, a second drain path

will be provided for the 300 psi oil system that controls the first set of

valves, so that the control valves will trip too, in case they did not

trip.
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Assuming, for the purpose of analysis, that all the above mentioned

valves fail to close, a turbine runaway occurs. The first disks to fail

are the low-pressure turbine disks closest to the steam admission As

these disks burst, the unit will be decelerated because the steam flow

between blades of the remaining disks will decrease significantly. The

analysis of the eneryy required to violate the integrity of the low pres-

sure turbine casings shows that there is a large margin betw. en the

kinetic energy of the broken parts of the burst disks at their bursting

speed and the energy required to penetrate the low pressure turbine

cylinders.

The stress analysis of the remaining disks shows that their burstina speed

is at most 15% higher than the bursting speed of the firs, disks. The

assumption is made that even these disks might fail at the bursting speed

of the first disks. A plastic analysis of the energy required to peat.&~ate

the low pressire turbine casings shows that even the broken parts of these

disks will not have enough energy to b? ejected outside the casing.

The stress analysis of the high pressure turbine spindle shows that its

bursting speed is at least 50% higher than the maximum speed at which the

turbine can rotate. This large margin keeps the probabilit:y of a high

pressure turbine spindle bursting to practical:- 7ero.

It is worthwhile to point out that due rt. conservative design, very careful

rotor forging procurement and rigid inspection, Westinghouse turbine-

generator units have never exp'erienctd such a massive failure.

A survey of the available literature on turbine-generator unit failure

shows that the last massive failure of a turbine-generator unit occurred

about eight years ago. The cuases of failure were identified at that

time, and provisions were adopted to prevent the recurrence of massive

failures. The record since that time demonstrates the soundness of these

provisions and correct design.
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The no-failure record of Westinghouse turbine generator units, plus the

experienLe gained from the referenced incidents, together with the improve-

went in the design and inspection techniques in the past eight years in-

dicates that the likelihood of massive turbine-generator failure is extremely

remote.

With regard to design and inspection techniques, it is worthwhile to mention

that a technical committee of forging suppliers and equipment manufacturers

was formed about ten years ago under ASTH to study turbine and generatot

rotor failures. This group developed the high-toughness NiCrMoV material,

now used in all turbine rotors and disks. This Task Force(1) has been

very aLtive in making additional improvements in quality and soundness of

large forgtngs and is still in force.

The survey of the literature on massive turbine failures in the last 20

years indicates that all of them occurred between 1953 and 1958.

This survey has pointed out that the rare events of a catastrophic failure

of turbines fell into one of two categories:

1) Failure by ovcrstressing arising frcm accidental and excessive

overspeed, and

2) Failure, due to defects in the material, occurrinG at about normal

speed

No failure falling in the fUrst category occurred in the USA. The only

two documented examples occurred in the United Kingdom. Botlh ncidents

yere caused by the main steam admission valves r.ticking in the open posi-

tion after full load rejection, because of impurities in the tu-biive control

and lubrication oil. The probability of this occurrence in this plant is

very r.•mote as pzreviously pointcd out.

Besides the provisiotns in the design of the turbine control and protection

system during plant operation, valves will be exercised on a periodic basis,

to further preclude the possil ility of a valve stem sticking. Analysis of

oil samplos will be periormed as required.
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The turbin* in periodically overspeeded to check thtý tripping speed.

The remaining tripplng devices are periodically chocked.

The causes of the failures that fall in the second category, i.e., faitures

duo tc defect in the material occurring about normal speed, were c=pletely

identified and, if the ultrazonic test were used as one of the bases for

rejection or acceptance of forging, many of then would not have occurred.

Further, the rtress concentration points that initiated failure in some

units are strictly correlated to the peculiar design characteristics of

those units. Inese discontinuities are not present in Westinghouse units.

Westinghouse specifies the quality and method of manufacturing of the

purchased forcings. Written specifications cover the manufacturing pr

cess, the chemical and mechanical properties, the test to be performed,

etc. Specifically, the rests performed are both destructive and non-

destrug tive in nature. The destructive tests include tension tests,

impact tests, and transition temperature measurement tests. The tension

specimens are taken in a radial and/or longitudinal direction. The tensile

properties are determined in accordance with ASTH A-370 on a Standard

Round 1/2 inch Diameter 2 Inch Gage Length Test specimen. The yield

strength is taken as the load per unit of original cross section at which

the material exhibits an offset of 0.2 pe. cent of the original length.

The Charpy impact specimens are taken in a radial direction, and the Utini-

mum impact strength at room temperature meas-zed. The transition temper-

ature is determined from 6 specimens ate taken in a radial direction and

machined in s-Ach a =anner that the V-notch is parallel to the forging

axis. Two specimens are machined from each test bar. All specimens

are taken following all heat treatment. Curves of impact strength and

per cent brittle failure versus test temperature are drawn.

The non-destructive tests include bore inspection, sulfur printing, ragnetic

particle test, therahal stability test, and ultrasonic test.

The bores are visually inspected and the walls of the finished bores shall

be free from cracks, pipe shrinkage, gas cavities, non-metallic inclusions,

injurious scratches, tool marks and similar defects.
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A magnetic particle test is made on each forging to demonstrate the freeJom

from surface discontinuities. The end faces of the main body and down

over and beyond the fillets joining the main body to the shaft portions

are magnetic particle tested. The bore is also magnetic particle tested

at a high sensitivity level in accordance with ASTH A-275. These inspect-

tions are done by Westinghouse inspectors prior to Westinghouse accepting

thete forgirags. After final machining by Westinghouse, rotors are again

magnetic particle inspected on the external surfaces by Westinghouse.

The face of the test prolongations at each end of the rotor body or an

area on the end faces of the rotor body equivalent to the test prolongations

in sulfur printed to determine the freedom from undue into corners segraga-

tion and excessive sulfide inclusions.

N ther=al stability test is performed on the forging at the place of manu-

facture after all heat treatment has been completed.

The forgings are ultrasonically inspected at the place of =anufacture by

Westinghouse inspectors.

Based on conservative design, reliable turbine Lontrol system, careful rotor

forging procurement and rigid inspection, the probability of a combination

of excessive overspeed, new-born large forging defects, and operating

temperature below the transition temperature is considered praLtLcally

zero, as confirmed by years of major-failure-frec operation of the many

Westinghouse units.

Analysis and Results

As stated above, the possibility of a turbine overspeed is exr.remely remote

and that if an overspeed condition is postulated and a failure of the tur-

bine is also postulated, the associated missiles uould be contained within

the casing. Following is a detailed analysis of this situation.
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The present status of the manufacturing technology of rotor forging and

Inspection techniques gua.antee practically defect-free turbine rotors.

Further, the Westinghouse design is crnservative and elininates any harm-

ful stress-concentration points. This has been confirmed historically,

since no failures of Westinghoise turbine-generators rotors have occurred.

The orly envisag2d operating condition that might lea,: to turbine-generator

failure is an excessive ovcrspeed of the rotating parts. Due to the re-

dundancy and raliability of the turbine control and protection systems,

and of the steam system, the possible occurrence of a unit sig.aificantly

overspeeding above the design value, i.e., 1152 is very remote.

The connequencos of the turblne-generator runaway. caused by all the steam

admission v~lies stuck fully open upon a full load rejection, have been

evaluated, for purpose of analysis. As it will be shown later, missiles

%,ill be generated only from the rotating parts of the low-pressure '-urbine,

but they will nuti tuave sufficient energy to penetrate through the turbine

casingfi.

As stated above, no c'<.;ical itrettire or component will be put in Jeopardy

by a turblnt,-genvratj, ,ailt fai;'.1re and thus no special provision has to

be taken to e.asure the -no loss % function" of the above mentioned critical

stru=tures and components.

General Description of the Turbine Units

High Pressure Turbine

The high pressure turbine element, shown in Figure 14.1.13-1 is of a double

flow design; therefore, it is inherently thrust balanced. Steam from the

four control valves enters at the center of the turbine element through

four inlet pipes, two in the base and two in the cover. These pipes feed

four double flow nozzle chambers Zlexibly connected to the turbine casing.

Each nozzle chamber is free to e.pand and contract relative the adjacent

chambers.
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Steam leaving the nozzle chambers passes, through the rateau contLol stages

and then flows through the reaction olading. The reaction blading is mounted

in b.ade rings shown in Figure 14.1.13-2, which in turn are mounted in the

turbine casing. The blade rings are centerline suppo: ted to insure center

alignment while allowing for differential expansion between the blade ring

and the casing The design reduces casing thermal distortion and thus,

seal clearances are oore readily maintained.

Steam exhausts from thu high pressure turbine base, through cross-under

rlpLng, to the two conined noisutre separator live steam reheater assemblies.

The high-pressure rotor is made of NiCrMoV alloy steel. The specified mini-

mum mechanical properties are given in Table 14.1.13-1.
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TABLE 14.1.13-I

HINIMUH HECHANICAL PROPERTIES - HIGH PRESSURE ROTOR

Tensile Strength, psi, min. 100,000

Yield Strength, psi, min. (0.2% offset) 80,000

Elongation in 2 inches, per cent, min. 18

Reduction of Area, per cent, min. 45

Impact Strength, Charpy V-Notch, ft-lb (min. at room temperature) 60

502 Fracture Appearance Transition Temperature, OF, Hax. 50

The main body of the rotor weight is approximately 100,000 lb. The

approximate values of the transverse centerline diameter, the maximum

diameter, and the main body length are 36", 66" and 138" respectively.

The blade rings and the casing cover and base are made of carbon steel

casings. The specJfied minimum mechanical properties are given in Table

14.1.13-2.

TABLE 14.1.13-2

MINIMUM HECIIANICAL PROPERTIES - CASINGS

Tensile Strength, psi, min. 70.000

Yield Strength, psi, min. 36,000

Elongation in 2", per cent, min. 22

Reduction of Area, per cent, min. 35

The bend test specimen shall be capable of being bent cold through an angle

of 90 degrees and around a pin one inch in diameter without cracking on the

outside of the bent portion.

The approdimate weight of the four blade rings, the casing cover, and the

casing base is 80,000 lb., 115,000 lb., and 115,000 lb., respectively.

The casing cover and base are tied together by means of more than 100 studs.

The stud material is an alloy steel having the mechanical properties given

in Table 14.1.1.3-3.
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TABLE 14.1.13-3

MECUJANICAL PROPERTIES - STUD MATERIAL

Size, Inches

2-1/2 and Over 2-1/2 Over 4
less to 4 inch to 7 inch

Tensile Strength. psi, nin. 125,000 115,000 110,000

Yield Strength, psi, min(O.2Z offset) 105,000 95,000 85,000

Elongation in 2 inches, per cent, min. 16 16 16

Reduction of Area, per cent, min. 50 5K 50

The studs have length ranging from 17 to 66 inches and diameter r;g,ning

from 2.75" to 4.5". About 902 of them have diameter ranging between 2.5 and

4 inches. The total stud cross-sectional area is about 900 in2 and the

total stud free-length volume is obout 36,000 in 3 .

Low Pressure Turbine

The double flow low pressure turbine, shown In Figure 14.1.13-3, incorporates

high efficiency blading diffuser type exhauat and liberal exhaust hood

design. The low pressure turbine cylinders are fabricated from steel plate

to provide uniform wall thickness, thus reducing ther.mal distortion to a

minimum. The entire outer casing is subjected to low temperature exhaust

steam.

The temperature drop from the cross-under steam temperature to the exhaust

steam temperature is taken across three walls; an inner cylinder number 1,

a thermal shield, and an inner cylinder number 2. This precludes a large

temperature drop across any one wall except the thermal shield which is not

a structural element, thereby virtually eliminating thermal distortion.

The fabricated inner cylinder number 2 is supported by the outer casing

at the horizontal centerline and is fixed transversely at the top and

bottom and axially at the centerline of the steam inlet, thus allowing

fr-zedom of expansion independent of the outer casing. Inner cylinder number

I is, in turn, supported by inner cylinder number 2 at the horizcatal
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centerlIne and fixed tranverely at the top and bottom and axially at the

centerline of thi steam inlets, tIL allowing freedom of expansion independent

of inner cylinder number 2. Inner cylinder number I is furrounded by

the thermal shield.

The steam leaving the last row of blades flows into the difftLuer where the

velocity energy is converted to pressure energy, thus Improving efficienty

and reducing tho excitation forces on the last rotating row of blades.

The low pressure rotors are made %f NICrMoV alloy steel. The specified

mininm-u nechanical properties are given in Table 14.1.13-5.

0
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TABLE 14.1.13-4

HINIMUM HECHANICAL PROPERTIES - LOW PRESSURE ROTORS

Tensile Strength, psi, min. 115.000

Yield Strength, psi, min. (0.22 offset) 100,000

Elongation In 2 inches, per cent, min. 16

Reduction of Area, per cent, min. 40

ImpaCt Strength, Charpy V-Notch, ft-lb. nziu. at roon temp. 40

50% Fracture Appearance Transition Temperature, OF, max. 80

The shrunk-on disks are node of NiCHoV alloy steel. There are twelve

disks shrank on the shaft with siA per flov. These disks experience

different degrees of stress when in operation. The present design shows

that disk No. 3, starting from the transverse centerline, experiences the

highest stress, while disk No. 6 experiences the lowest. The mininum

specified mechanical properties for the disks are given io, Table 14.1.13-5.

TABLE 14.1.13-5

MINIMUM MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - DISKS

Disk No. 1,2,4,5
Disk No. 3 and 6

Tensile Strength 130,000 120,000
psi, ml.n.

Yield Strength 120,000-135,000 110,000-125,000

psi, (0.22 offset)

Elongation in 2" (Disk Hub), 14 15
per cent, min.

Flongation in 2" (Disk Ric), 16 17
per cent, min.
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TABLE 14.1.13-5

HINIMU MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - DISKS (CONTINUED)

Disk No. 3

35

Disk No. 1,2,4,5
and 6

38Reduction of Area (?isk Hub),
per cent, min.

Reduction of Area (D• '- Rim),
per cant, min.

Impact Strength, (Hlub and Rim),
Charpy V-notch, ft-lb, zmn, at
room temp.

50Z Fracture Appearance Transition
Temperature (Disk Huh and Rim)
* F, r~.=

40

50

43

50

0 0

The outer cylinder and the two inner cylinders are mainly made of ASTH

A-285 Grade C material. The minimum specified properties are given in

Table 14.1.13-6.

TABLE 14.1.13-6

MINIHUM HECHANICAL PROPERTIES - CYLINDERS

Tensile Strength, psi, emin.

Yield Strength, psi, min

Elongation in 8", per cent, min.

Elongation in 2", per cent, min.

55,000

30,OCO

24

28

Whenever plates of thickness >2" are employed, they are made of ASTH

A-212 Grade A.

0
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Consequences of Turbine-Generator Unit Overspeeding

Low Pressure Turbine

Experlence and test have shown that the code of failure of a disk, should

It occur, is mainly rupture in two or four parts. The broken parts would

then be ejected norzally to the rotation axis. Hence, the potential missiles

considered for putposes of analysis are:

a) )ialf disk

b) A quarter of disk

There are twelve disks shrunk on each low-pressure turbine rotor, with

six disks per flow. Numbering the disks from the steam admission, disks

No. 1, 2 and 3 are contained vithin the inner cylinder No. 1, the inner

cylinder No. 2, and the outer cylinder (reference is made to Figure 3 and 4).

Therefore, if one of these disks breaks, it L•s t.; go through the corresponding

stationary blade ring, the inner cylinder No. 1, the inner cylinder No. 2,

and the outer cylinder. Disks No. 4 and 5 are contained within the inner

cylinder No. 2 at.! the outer cylinder. Hence, if one of these fails, it

has to pass through the directly opposite blade ring, the inner cylinder

No. 2 and partially within the diffuser and within the outer cylinder. If

parts of this disk come loose, they have to go through the directly opposite

blade ring and the out-. cylinder.

The thickness of the back plate of the three cylinders is given in Table

14.1.13-7.

TABLE 14.1.13-7

THICKNESS - BACK PLATE OF CYLINDERS

Tnner cylinder No. 1 2 inches

Inner cylinder No. 2 1.25 inches

Outer cylinder 1.25 inches
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The bursting speed of each disk has been calculated with a stress analysis

based on a tensile strength 20 percent higher than the ninimum specified

tensile strength. The 20 percent Increaso conservatively account for the

actual value of the tensile strength, usually observed to be higher than the

minimum specified. The values of the minitzm and maximum bursting speeds

of each disk are listed in the Table 1.4.1.13-8.

TABLE 14.1.13-8

DISK WURSTING SrEED

Bursting Speed
(per ---nt of

Typa .-f Disk nominal

Haximum Hinimum

Disk No. 1 179 163

Disk No. 2 181 165

Disk No. 3 175 153

Disk No. 4 179 163

Disk No. 5 178 162

Disk No. 6 187 171

As the above table shows, the maximum speed at which the unit might run with

no disk failure is 175% of nominal. At this speed, disk No. 3 will burst.

As one of the first disks ruptures, the steam flow between the blades of

the remaining disks is significantly reduced, the turbine-gei...rator is slowed

down, and further disk failures are not anticipated. Since the actual -alue

of the buraing speed ef each disk will be between the maximum and minimum

previously mentioned, the potentiality of bursting each one of the first

five disks exists. The probability of disk No. 6 bursting is more remote.

The consequencen- of rupture of any one of these disks at the maximum speed

that the unit might approach in case of turbine runaway have been evaluated

and the results are summarized in the following pages.
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Table 14.1.13-9 lists the values of the rim radius, the weight, the ejection

velocity and ejection translational energy of each disk quarter, at 175' ai

nominal speed. Table 14.1.13-10 lists the same parameters for half lisks.

TABLE 14.1.13-9

RUPTURE IN FOUR QUARTERS AT 175% S7 NOMINAL SPEED

Type of Disk

Quarter of
Disk No. 1

Quarter of
Disk No. 2

Quarter of
Disk No. 3

Quarter of
Disk No. 4

Quarter of
Disk No. 5

Quarter of
Disk No. 6

Rim Radius
(inches)

51.875

51.875

51.875

51.234

49.162

43.800

Weight
(lb)

2050

1912.5

2455

2575

2900

3100

Ejection
Velucity
(ft/sec)

855

855

855

845

810

722

Ejection
Translation Kinetic

Energy (ft ib)

23.3

21.7

25.0

28.6

29.6

25.1

x 10 6

x 106

x 106

x 10 6

x 10 6

x 10 6

TABLE

RUPTURE IN TWO HALVES

14.1.13-10

AT 175% OF NOMINAL SPEED

Ty. of Disk

Half of
Disk No. 1

Half of
Disk No. 2

Half of
Disk No. 3

Half of
Disk No. 4

Half of
Disk No. 5

Half of
Disk No. 6

Rim Radius
(inches)

51.875

51.875

51.875

51.234

49.162

43.800

Weight
(lb)

410C

3825

4910

5150

5800

6200

Ejection
Velocity
(f t/sec)

605

605

605

598

573

510

Ejection
Translational Kinetic

Energy (ft l-)

23.3

21.7

25 .0

28.6

29.6

25.1

x 106

x 10 6

x 106

x 106

x 10 6

x 106
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Disk No. 1. No. 2, and No. 3

Rupture of disk No. 3 has been asasumd for purpose of analysis because

the four quarters of this disk have more translational kinetic ener8y

than disk No. 1 and No. 2. As the four quarters come loose, they strike

and deeply deform the inner cylindar No. I and cause some deformation

of the inner cylinder No. 2 and of the outer cylinder of less extent.

The rupture is expected to be contained within the unit and no outside

missilo is anticipated to be generated.

The deformation energy per unit volume of the cylinder material has been

evaluated under "static" and "dynamic" loading, based on both minimum

specifed and acr,,nl averaged mechanical properties. Table 14.1,13-11

summarizes the values Of the deformation energy per unit volume up to

100%, 75% and 502 of the total elongation, respectively.

TABLE 14.1.13-11

DEFORMATION ENERGY PER UNIT VOLUME

A. BASED ON TUE HINIMUH SPECIFIED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Under "static" loading

Under "dynamic" loading

up to 50%cU up to 75%c u

4,400 in lb 7,000 ir- lb

- - in 3

7,900 in lb 11,900 in lb

in 3 in 3

up to lOOZt U

10,200 in lb

in
3

15,800 in lb
in 3

B. BASED ON THE ACTUAL AVERAGED MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Under "static" loading

Under "dynamic" loading

up to 50%MU

6,000 in lb

in
3

9,000 in lb

in
3

14.1.13-16

up to 75%c

9,900 in lb

in
3

13,500 in lb

in
3

up to l0Oc u

14,300 in lb

in
3

18,000 in lb

in
3
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W It is expected that in urder to penetrace throught the inner cylinde~r No. 1,
the ruptured disk quarters shall have the kinetic energy necessary to deform

about 1/3 of the inner cylindar No. I volume to between 502 and 75% of the

actual total elongation. i.e., between 100 x 106 ft lb and 150 x 106 ft lb.

The anticipated kinetic energy of 4 quarters of diak no. 3 is at the lower

limit of the above range, I.e., 100 x 10 6ft lb.

Fur disk fragments to become missiles, they do not have to v-iolate only

the integrity of the inner cylinder No. 1, but also that of the inner

cylinder No. 2 and of the outer cylinder. As mentioned earlier, quarters of

disk No. 3 are not expected to violate the integrity of inner cylinder

No. 1. Should violation occur for some unknowr reasons, the kinetic energy

of the quarters would be small. Therefore, for these fragments to leave

the unit, they shall have enough kinetic energy to deform a signifUcant

amount of inner cylinder No. 2 and outer cylinder, rather than just the

energy necessary to perforate the back plates of these cylinder.

For these reasons, we do not expect external missiles to be generated

because of failure of one of the first taree disks.

Disk No. 4 and No. 5

Rupture of disk No. 5 has been copservatively assumed for purpose of

analysis because the four quarters of this disk havu more translational

kinetic energy than disk No. 4. As the four quarters come !•ose, they

strike and deeply deform the inner cylinder No. 2, and cau. some deformation

of the outer cylinder.

The rupture is expected to be contained within the unit and no outside

missile is anticipated to be generated.

It is expected that, in order to penetrate through the inner cylinder No. 2,

the ruptured disk quarters shall have the kinetic energy necessa.y to deform

about 25% of the inner cylinder No. 2 volume to between 50% and 75% of the

actual total elongation, i.e., between 136 x 106 and 200 x 106 ft lb.

The a~iticipated kinetic energy of 4 quarters of disk No. 5 is less than

120 x 106 ft lb.
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For disk fragments to become !aissiles, they d9 not have to violate only

the integrity of the inner cylinder no. 2, but also that of the outer

cylinder. Therefore, ejection of quarters of disk No. 4 and 5 outside

the unit is not expected,

Disk No. 6

This disk is the least stressed disk, and the disk that has the highest

bursting speed range, i.e., 171%-187Z of nomina . T•he probability of

reaching this speed range is quite remote, because one of the other disks

is anticipated to fail at lower speed, preventing the unit from reaching

the bursting speed range of disk No. 6. For purl )se of analysis it has

been postulated the occurrence of bursting this disk at the maximum

running speed of 175% of nominal.

The damage cause by this failure is expected to t. contained within the

unit.

Upon bursting, the ejected quarters will strike the coupl.ng flanges of

the outer cylinder center and the outer cylinder side. It is expected

that, in order to penetrate through the outer cylinder, the ejected quarters

shall have the kinetic energy required to deform the directly opposite

blade ring, the above mentioned flanges and a two-disk-hub wide portions

of the outer cylinder, for a total of 150,000 in 3 , to between 50% and

75% of the actual total elongation, i.e., between 112 x 106 and 168 x 106

ft lb. Since the anticipated kinetic energy of 4 disk No. 6 quarters,

i.e., 100 x 106 ft lb, is below the lower limit of the required energy

range, no external missile is anticipated.

14. 1. 13-18



0igh Pressure Turbine

Due to the very large margin between the high pressure spindle bursting

speed and the maximum speed at which the steam can drive the unit with all

the admission valves fully open, the probability of spindle failure is

practically zero. Therefore, no harmful missile is anticipated in case

of turbine runaway.

Based on the admission steam thermodynamic properties and blade geometry,

the maximum theoretical speed at which the unit may run is 208% of nominal.

Based on the stress analysis of the low-pressure disks, the maximum actual

speed at which the unit may run is 175% of nominal.

The minimum bursting speed of the spindle, based on the minimum specified

mechanical properties of the spindle material, is 270% of nominal. The

actual bursting speed is closer to 300% of nominal than 270%.

Hence, the actual margin between the bursting speed and the maximum running

speed is of the order of 125% of nominal, i.e., 3002-175%.

No failure of the II. P. turbine is anticipated as a consequence of a

unit runaway; and therefore, no missi:es are expected to be generated.

0
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MAlN PRESSURE CYLINIER
IMO RPM DOUBLE-FLOW DESIGN

FEATURES

I. Four separate nozzle chambers permit freedom of expansion and contraction
durinq starting and load changes.

2. Double flow design insures thrust balance.

3. Rotor checked in heater box for dynamic balance prior to shipment.
4. Ultrasonic test of rotor performed at steel mill and at the Westinghouse

factory.

FIGURE 14.1.13-1



BLASE RinNS

ft ______________._____ - Wr -msaA C
311"a rinse of large hlgh-proaure. high temperature turbine. with stationary Madam tn Vim*e.

FEATURES

1. Centerline supporting block insures center align-
ment while allowing differential expansion be-
tween blade ring and cylinder.

2. Blades are inserted in blade ring halves.

3. Tongue and groove holds blade ring in positon.

4. Metallic seals between blade rings and cylinder
prevent leakage of steam in support grooves.

5. Upper plate, in cylinder cover, prevents any
"riding-up" of the blade .-ng. View of turbine c7Under and blade ring. ahowing rneth"d of guppeft-

Ing and Socking itaf uiajole ring in pcwdtbm.
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APPENDIX 14A

The following report en.itled "Likelihood and Consequences of Turbine

Overspeed at the Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2" was prepared

to amend the previous analyses submitted as section 14.1.13 of the FSAR.

The amended study presents the results of recent analytic and experimental

work performed following the submitted of the FSAR In 1968.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND CONCLbSIONS

The analysis on the consequences of turbine overapeed in the past

showed there was reasonable assurance that missiles would not be

generated external to the low pressure turbine casing even in the

event of a turbine runaway. The basic assumptions used in the

analysis that led to this conclusion were deemed reasonable, at the

time, by all parties involved. However, because of the potential

serious consequences of external missiles, Westinghouse initiated

a series of model tests to substantiate these assumptions.

The tests involved bursting of simulated low pressure turbine discs

within various stationary stu.l cylinders modeled to approximate

blade rings, inner cylinders and the outer casing. The most significant

test findings were: (1) penetraLion occurs mostly by local punching

with little bending or stretching of stationary steel; (2) a disc

fragment can wedge a path between two blade rings if a blade ring is

not directly opposite the rim of the disc. In either case, the

stationary steel has less energy absorbing capability than originally

expected, and as such, the energy required to penetrate is minimized.

As a result of these test series, new criteria were evolved for

predicting the missile containing ability of the low pressure turbine

structures. The previous calculations have been redone using these

new criteria and the results show the original position on containment

of disc fragments within the turbine casing can no longer be maintained

Because of this, Consolidated Edison of New York and Westinghouse have

adopted new objectives;

1. Further reduce the likelihood of a turbine-generator unit

overspeeding above the design speed.

2. Give reasonable assurance of public protection following turbine

disc rupture at or below design speed.

14A-I
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The first objective is met by providing a completely independent

turbine speed detection and value trip initiation system. Th,. addition

of this new independent system redsuces the likelihood of a runaway to

practically zero, and as such, no design consideration will be given

to the consequences of a runaway.

For design purposes, rupture of a low pressure turhine disc at or

below decign speed is postulated, even though this failure is not

anticipated because of design conservatism and original quality control.

The zero failure record of Westinghouse turbine discs confirm the design

adequacy.

Reasonable assuranta of public protection following disc rupture at or

below depign speed is met by demorstrating that:

1. No direct loss of reactor coolant takes place.

2. Reasonable assurance exists that the plant can be maii :ained in

a safe shutdown condition.

3. Off-site exposures are within IOCFR1O0 guidelines for missile

damage resulting in activity release.

,he analyses contained herein show4 that the second objective can and

will be met with a limited number of modifications coupled with defined

manual actions and timely damage repair.

14A-2
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2.0 ADDITIONAL OVERSPEED PROTECTION

2.1 Description

The additional overs~eed protection utilizes the output of -agnetic

pickups counted around the turning gear to detect and measure turbine

shaft speed. The system generates tripping logic signals on overspeed

in three redundart speed cannels. These signals are used in a 2/3

logic matrix to de-energize redundant control relays that enArgize

redundant solenoid-operated dump valves attached to the actuator of

each turbine stop and control valve (two dump valves per actuator).

Opening either dump valve drains the oil under the piston of the

actuator (see Figure 2-1), thiss closing the corresponding turbine

stop and/or control valve. Since the turbine stop and control valve

in each line are in series, closure of either one ill stop steam

flow in that line (see Figure 2-2).

The system is protected against loss of input signal by three redundant

fa - re channels which also operate 2/3 logic to trip the unit. The

system will also trip the unit on loss of AC power. In addition, this

system does not impair operation of the normal turbine control system.

2.2 Operation

The additional overspeed protection system can be separated for

descriptive purposes into three sections. These are detection, signal

conditioning and logic, and actuation. Refer to Figures 2-3 and 2-4

to follov the description. Figure 2-5 is a logic diagram describing

the functional operation of the system. Figure 2-6 is a block diagram

of one of the speed and failure channels.

The detection section consists of three magnetic pickups which generate

a high frequency AC voltage, the frequency of which is proportional to

the rotational speed of the turbine. This voltage is sent to the signal

conditioning and logic equipment.

14A-3 Supplement 12
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The inpat signal is fed to a frequency/analog converter in the signal

conaitioning section. The frequency/analog converter is a solid-state

module which develops a DC voltage proportional to the frequency of

the input signal. This DC voltage is applied to solid state comparing

amplifiers which compare the signal to an internal setpoint ari provide

switching output when the signal is below the setpoint (speed 1062).

This output is fed to coils of hermetically sealed relays, T1A and TIB,

keeping them energized during normal turbine operation. The analog

speed signal from the F/A converters ks also fed to a solid state

integrator with a long tire constant to nmke up a reference signal

for the failure channel. This reference signal permits starting the

unit and prevides for positive switching on loss of input signal.

The failure channel is provided to trir the anit on loss of signal from

the detector. A signal proportional to the output of the F/A converter

is fed to a comparing amplifier with the reference signal. The output

voltage of the comparing amplifier (positive for normal operation and

negative for turbine speed changes over a set value) switches a

transistor to keep relays AIA and ALB .nergized during normal turbine

operation.

The actuation section is a pair of solenoid-operated dump valves (one

pair for each throttle stop and control valve actuator) which are de-

energized (closed) during normal turbine operation. The contacts

of T MB and A A&B are in 2/3 matrices dnd for overspeed or loss of

detector output sensed by 2/3 of the boxes will open the circuit to

the control relays. The control relays de-energized, closing the

circuit to the solenoids, openinR the valves, and dumping the fluid

from the cylinders of the valve actuators, thus closing the associated

turbine valve. Each solenoid valve is actuated by an independent

logic train and is powered by an independent DC power source.

2.3 Testing Provisions

The system will be capable of testing at power. The valves will be

tested individually at least at =nthly interýals during periods of

14A-4 SU lement 12



Vreduced power operation. The detection and logic sections of the
Bystem will be provided with test switches and indicating lights to

permit testing of a single channel and a 2/3 matrix at power. The

method of testing will be to switch to a fixed test set point on the

speed channel and observe the channel response to the simulated overspeed.

Sixilarly a test sutich will be used to interrupt the F/A output signal

and observe the failure channel response to -imulAted input failure.

Indicating lights and test switches will be mounted in the same cabinets

with the analog and logic equipment.

2.4 Reliability Analysis

The additional overspeed protection system is designed to meet nuclear

protection system criteria of redundancy, separation, and re:lability.
" single active component failure cannot cause failure to trip the

unit on "-erspeed. Loss of power will also trip the tunit. Fault

trees are presented (Fig. 2.7 thru 2.10) to show the possible combinations
of component failures which can lead to loss of function. The overall

probability of failure to shut off steam to the turbine considering

only the additional overspeed detection and tripping system is computed
to be 4.8 x 10-8/Memand. This is based on a figure of 7.5 x 10-7/demand

for the probability of failure to dump oil from a single steam valve

actuator bascd on monthly test intervals and generic failure rates
for components extracted from various government and industry sources.

The redundant overspeed t-ri.p system meets .he intent of IEEE-279 operationally
and schematically.
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FICURE 2-1
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FIGURE 2-2

TURBINE TRIP ACTUATION
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3.0 BURSTING SPEED MARGIN

3.1 Overspeed Analysis

For determination of the maximum design overspeed, the following

conservative sequence is assumed:

a. The unit is operating at full load with all turbine valves

wide open.

b. The entire turbine load is dropped instantaneously (no

credit taker. for plant auxiliary load).

c. The auxiliary governor is assumed to operate improperly

(i.e., does not respond to turbine load mismatch).

d. Trip is initiated at thu emergency overspeed set point

(106% overspeed).

e. From this point on, the turbine valves operate in the

prescribed manner.

At the instant the load is dropped, the unit is assumed to accelerate

at a constant maximum rate corresponding to the initial steam flow and

rocational inertia of the unit until the unit reaches the emergency

overspeed trip set point plus a pure time delay of 0.1 second. Flow

into the turbine is then calculated during valve closure and is nodified

for flow versus lAft characteristics. It takes approximately 0.15

second to fully close all of the turbine valves following the initial

0.1 second delay. Once the valves close completely, additional

overspeeding is calculated using the energy stored in the turbine, the

moisture separators and the related piping.

14A-16
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The resulting maximum overspeed calculated in this manner for Units

No. 2 and 3 is nominally 131%. Considering the uncertainties in valve

characteristics and variations in closing times, it is estimated that

the calculated overspeed is within 2%. Thus. for the determination of

the maximum energy of a postulated disc failure, an overspeed of 133%

is conservatively assumed.

3.2 Margin Between Bursting and Haximum Speed

In Section 2.0, it was shown that between test it.tervals, the probability

of failing to stop steam flow to the turbine upon reaching the emergency

overspeed signal is less than 5 x O -8/demand. Thus, for all practical

purposes, the maximum attainable speed of the turbine-generator unit is

the maximum design overspeed of 133%. Hence, the minimuir bursting speed

nargin is the difference between bursting s-)eed of a disc and 133%.

Bursting speeds of the discs are calculated using the experimentally-

0demonstrated cirteria that bursting will occur when the average tangetial

stress reaches the yield strength of the material. The low pressure

turbine' discs of both Unit No. 2 and 3 are made of Ni Cr Ho V alloy

steel with the following yield strength specification:

Yield Strength,

psi (0.2% offset)

Minimum Maximum

Disc No. 1. 2, 4 and 5 120,000 135,000

Disc No. 3 140,000 155,000

Disc No. 6 110,000 125,000

Apply the above bursting speed criteria and specified minimum and

maximum yield strengths results in the disc bursting speeds shown in

rable 3-1. Since the margin between the minimum bursting speed and

the maximum design overspeed is of the order of 51% of nominal (i.e.,

184% - 133%), no failures are anticipated in the low pressure turbines

for speeds at or below the maximum design speed of either unit.

14A-17 Supplement 12
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3.3 Non-Destructive Testing of Low Pressure Turbine Discs

In addition to an extensive destructive testing program to ensure

the specified uechani,.al properties (such as tensile strength, yield

strength, ductility, and impact strength), each low pressure disc of

Unit No. 2 and 3 undergoes a complete ultrasonic test after completion

of major heat treatment and smooth turning. This testing is performid

at the supplier's shop and is followed by a magnaflux after rough

machining and stress relief.

The above non-destructive testing ensures the integrity of each low

pressure turbine disc for adequacy of the bursting speed margins discussed

previously.

3.4 Performance of Westinghouse Turbine Discs

The adequancy of the bursting speed margin is further confirmed by the

zero failure record of Westinghouse turbine discs. The following applies

to Westinghouse turbines ia operation from 1938 to 1969:

No. of units with discs: 792

No. of units with shrunk-on discs: 453

Total number of discs: 1429

Total number of disc-yc&rs: 15,430

Average number of years per disc: 10.8

Maximum number of years per disc: 10.8

Maximum number of years per disc: 31

Disc failures: none

14A-18 Supplement 12
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0

TA--.LE 3-1

DISC BURSTING SPEEDS

Disc No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

Bursting Speed (Z of Nominal)

Minimum Maximum

190 202

189 201

18, 194

189 201

189 201

215 229
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4.0 TURBINE MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS FOR RUPTURE AT nR BELOW DESIGN

SPEED

4.1 Missile Energies External to Turbine Casing

4.1.1 General Approach

The method of determining the residual energy of any disc fragment

consists of a step-by-step examination of the various stationary

parts that a disc fragment can impact. In the analysis, it is assumed

that the disc fragments are of equal size, and in particular for

the missiles considered in this report, they are assumed to be 1/4

segments of a low pressure disc. Once the maximum overspeed is

determined, the translational kinetic energy of a 1/4 disc segment

is calculated using the mass of the segment and the velocity of the

center of gravity of the segment (i.e., KEinitial= M V ). The

rotational kinetic eneL,', is assumed to dissipate in the form of

heat caused by a circumferential scraping action in the impacting

process. i

Test results indicate that containment of a missile involves a two

phase process. In phase one an inelastic collision occurs between

the missile and some effective mass of the containment. Linear and

angular momentum are conserved. If the available strain energy of

local plastic deformation is less than the energy change as a result

of the inelastic collision, local perforation usually occurs. If

not, local perforation does not occur but the remaining kinetic

energy of the system must be absorbed in phase two, a gross stretching

of the contaiument.

4.1.2 Calculational Precedure

With the initial translational kinetic energy and the mass of the

fragment at hand, impact of the first (in an outward radial sense)

14A-20
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stationary part is examined. Assuming non-perforation and applying

conservation of momentum requires the change in kinetic energy (AKE) in

the first stage of the impacting process to be:

1 2 -1 M V 2 (1 1
2KE-•1M 1 V 1 H + M2

Where M2 equals the effective mass of the stuck region of the stationary

part. Thus, the criterion for non-perforation of the stationary part by

the fragment is:

AKE <W +W
c a

Where W is the work of the local compression and W is the shear workC S

required to shear oat the plug. The work of compression and of shear

are calculated by the following formulae which have been sustantiated

experimentally:

Wc -0.085 t adyn AF

9 where:

t - thickness of stationary part

O dyn dynamic ultimate strength of the stationary part

(odyn - 1.4 times the static ultimate strength)

A F - contact area between disc and the stationary part

and

a 3 dyn

where

P perimeter of the shuar region

t -thickness of rhe stationary part

14A-21 Supplement 12
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Tdyn - dynamic shear strength of the stationary part

(-dyn - static ultimate)

If in fact AKE < WD + Wa (i.e., non-perforatioin), then the stationary

part must be examined to see if it is .apable of absorbing the residual

kinetic energy in stretching. The resiiual kinetic energy is given by

the expression:

1 2 Ml1
KE -H (residual 2 1 V1 (MI + H2

The material used in the stationary steel parts has been shown to

withstand a dynamic elongation of 11% before breaking. Applying this

elongation, the maximum energy absorption capability in stretching

is given by the expression:

Wsrretch - 0.11 L A Odyn

where

L = effective circumferential length of stationary part

A - effective cross-sectional area of stationary part

adyn = dynamic ultimate strer.,th of stationary part.

If KE r-3dual< W ,stretch then the disc fr&'gment will be contained. If

on the other hand KEresidual > Wstretch' then the disc fragment will

break that particular stationary part in stretching the disc fragment

Pnd the related portion of the stationary will continue out radially

and will impact the next stationary part. The new residual kinetic

energy before the next Impact is taken to be the initial kinetic

energy minus the stretching energy.

Referring back to the condition of initial impact with the first

stationary part, if the non-perforation criterion is not met (i.e.,

1411-22 Stoplement 12
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AKE > WD + W ) local perforation is assumed and the residual kinetic
energy is taken to be the initial k.netic energy of the fragment minus

the sum of the work of local compression and shear. Similar calculations

are then performed on the remaining stationary parts.

Referring to Figure 4-1, a longitudinal section of the low pressure

turbine, it is noted that the hub is greater in width than the rim.

This second impact of the disc segment is also considered in the loss

of energy. Also note that the blade ring adjacent to some of the discs

are not directly opposite the center of the disc. In these cases, the

energy required to stretch and/or bend the blade ring out of the path

of a radially ejected disc segment is calculated and compared to the

sum of the compression and shear work. The smaller of the two is used

in subsequent calculations. Figure 4-2 shows the remaining structural

parts of the low pressure turbine.

4.2 Summary of Missile ,Tnaracteristics to be Considered

Although bursting of a turbine disc is extremely remote, for design

purposes it is postulated that any one turbine disc ruptures between

rated speed and the maximum design speed of 132%. Applying the

calculational method described in Section 4.1, it was determined that

all of the low pressure disc will be contained within the casing at

rated speed except for discs No. 4 and 6; at 133% of rated all discs

will he contained except for discs No. 4, 5, and 6. The initial

translational kinetic energies for these one-quarter segments at

rated speed would be 11.5 x 106 ft-±b, 12.4 x 106 ft-lb and 8.8 x

106 ft-lb for discs No. 4, 5 and 6 respectively. At the 133% speed

the corresponding initial translational kinetic energies would bc

20.3 x 106 ft-lb, 21.9 x 106 ft-lb and 15.6 x 106 ft-lb. The trans-

lational kinetic energies upon leaving the turbine casing are tabulated

in Table 4-1. Weights, areas, maximum dimensions and exit translational

velocities are also tabulated in Table 4-1. TranslationL' velocities

on impact have been estimateo for low trajectory missiles (LTH) and

high trajectory missiles (HTm) by neglecting air drag in the case of

the LTh and taking credit for air drag for the IITM.
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Also included in Table 4-1 are the expected range of trajectory angles.

The range of values of the angle measured with respect to the original

plane of disc rotation are based on the maximum deviationb that could be

imparted by the adjacent stationary parts.
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4.3 Concrete and Soil Penetrating Capab_•ities of Misailes

4.3.1 General Equations

For this analysis, the work of Amirikian(1) appear most applicable where

the missile penetration into an infinite slab is predicted by the empirical

relation:

D - k Ap V-

where

D = penetration depth, ft.

0

k - penetration coefficient (experimaentally determined),

ft 3 lb-I

Ap - sectional pressure of the misstle, obtained by dividing

missile weight by appropriate frontal area, lb/ft 2

V2

V * - iog l0  [I + 2ii"V

V = missile velocity, ft/sec.

For finite slabs, as would be the case for concrete walls, Amirikian

reports Navy experiments which resulted in a correction factor for finite

slabs:

T
D' - D + 1 + 6 (- 2)

where

0
M'A. i Amrikian, "Design of Protective Structures," NAVDOCKS P-51,

August 1950 (Presented at annual meeting of the ASCE, Chicago,
Illinois, October 11-14, 1950).
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D - penetration depth in an infinite slab, ft.

D' - penetration deprh in a finite thickness slab, ft.

T - slab thickness, ft.

Rearrangement of the above equation shows that D - T/2 gives complete

penetration. Substituting this result in the first equation gives

T - 2k ApV

where T can be interpreted as the thickest slab that will be perforated

by a missile.

4.3.2 Soil Penetration Depth

For estimating the depth of missile penetration into soil, the equation

for penetration into an infinite slab applies (i.e. D = k A V'). The

penetration coefficient is taken as 0.0482 ft lb corresponding to

soil with vegetation which would approximate the soil conditions above

a buried component or structure. In general the penetration in soil is

sufficiently deep so that missile rotation (rotation in the plane of the

disc) during penetration will tend to expose the rim, edge and hub

regions. Hence, a reasonable estimate of the sectional pressure tor

penetration into the soil is the weight of the missile divided by the

average of the minimum and maximum projected area of the disc segment.

Considering the impact angle of the missile with the generally horizontal

ground surface, the HMT yields the deepest penetration measured normal

to the ground surface. The LTM has a greater absolute penetration capa-

bility but because of the angle of impact results in a much reduced

effective penetration. Thus, local missile protection by soil is dictated

by the HTM. The i/4-segment m.ssile of disc no. 4 results in the deepest

penetration which is 4.0 ft at rated speed and 10.7 ft at 133% of rated.

These penetration depths are included in Table 4-2.
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4.3.3 Concrete Thickness to Prevent Perforarion

For determination of the concrete thickness required to prevent local

perforation, the latter equation applies (i.e., T = 2k AP V'). The

sectional pressure to be used in this case is conservatively taken to

be the weight of the missile divided by the projPcced irea of the rim

that is engaged. If the depth of penetration is equal to or greater

than the maximum distance from the edge of the rim to the rim chord,

h (illustrated in Figure 4-3), then the projected rim area is equal

to the maximum projected rim area, A1 . For penetration dzt:'.= 1-ss

than h, the projected area of the rim is reduced accordingly.

The penetration coefficients, k, for reinforced concrete are shown in

Figure 4-4. The specified compressive strength for nearly all of the

concrete structures, including containment concrete, is 3000 psi

minimum. This corresponds to a penetration coefficient of 0.0Q35
ft 3 -1b-.

The missile resulting from disc no. 4 has the greatest penetrating

capability. Applying the above equation and this penetration coeff-

icient to the characteristics of the disc no. 4 missile at rated speed

result in concrete thickness of 1.21 ft and 1.30 for the HTM and LTM,

respectively; at 133% of rated, the corresponding values are 3.24 ft

and 4.01 ft. These values are also included in Table 4-2. It should

be noted that these thicknesse- could be substantially reduced for

the containment if credit is taken for anti-scabbing afforded by thz

steel liner.

4.3.4 Concrete Thickness to Stop Missile

Since leaktightness is not required, it is sufficient that a concrete

structure be idequate to simply stop the missile, i.e., local perfora-

tion can occur but the missile does not c mpletely pass through. In

this case, there may be some low energy concrete missiles ejected g'ror

the side of the structure opposite the initially impacted surface.
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To determine the minimum concrete thickness sufficient to stop the

missile requires a "double impact" calculation. For design considera-

tions, the missile is assumed to first impact on the rim followed by

a second impact involving the hub. The steps used in this analysis are

(refer to Figure 4-3 to follow the discussion):

1) Using the initial impact velocity, and impact area A,, determine

w

D -k V'
A Al1

2) If 2D1 > T, determine the residual kinetic energy, KE2, by the

ey-ression KE KEI [1 - T1, where KE is the translational
2 1 2D 1

kinetic energy of the missile just prior to first impact.

3) Determine the residual velocity

V -V1 [1 T 1/2

V2 V1  l 2D 1 j0
4) Using V2 and the impact area A' (equal to the "net" hub area),

determine

I=kW vý
2

5) If 2D2 < T, the thickness is adequate to stop the missile.

Applying the above procedure to the disc no. 4 missile at rated speed

for 3000 psi concrete results in a minimum concrete thickness to stop

the missile of 0.51 ft and 0.55 ft for the HTM and LTh, respectively;

at 133% of rated, the corresponding values are 1.5 ft and 1.83 ft.

These values are also listed in Table 4-2.

0
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TABLE 4-1

SUMMARY OF MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS

egments Disc #4Characteristics for 1/4 S a4• • Tnai 5$K
Disc #5 D4s- 06

I-

'.0

Weight, Lbs.

Areas, Ft. 2

- Impact on rim (A')*

- Impact on hub (A2

- Net hub with initial rim impact (A')*

- Average Projected inplane of
initial rotation

Largest Dimension, Ft.

Exit Translational Kinetic Energy, 106 Ft-Lb.

Rated Speed

133% of Rated

Exit Translational Velocity, Ft/Sec.

Rated Speed

133% of Rated

luipact Translational Velocity, Ft/Sec.

- Low Trajectory Missile

Rated Speed

133% of Rated

2865

1.66

3.14

2.36

3.45

6.03

2.7

11.0

246

497

2.42

3.24

2.13

3.26

5.80

Contained

2.3

Contained

212

3330 3711

3.01

3.96

2.50

3.93
5.16

1.5

7.7

161

365

161

365

246

497

Conrsin-d

212

* Refer to Figure 4-3



TABLE 4-1 (Cont'd)

SUMMARY OF MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics for 1/4 Segments Disc #4 Disc #5 Disc #6

Impact Translational Velocity, Ft/Sec. k.unt'd)

- High trajectory Missile

Rated Speed

13:3% of Rated

Exit Trajec':ory Angle, Degrees

- -,glh Measured with Respect to
Original Plane of Disc Rotation

- Angle Measured with Respect to
Origir.al Horizontal Axis of Disc

(One missile per quadrant, 900
between ad.lacent missiles)

236

429

-5 to +5

0 to 360

Contained

206

158

339

0 to 25

0 to 360

I-.

U>
0

-5 to +5

0 to 360

I

0

e 0



0

TABLE 4-2

CONCRETE THICKNESSES AND SOIL

PENETRATION DEPTHS FOR MOST

ENERGETIC MISSILE

It

Type of Missile

HTM

Rated Speed

133% of Rated

LTM

Rated Speed

133% of Rated

Minimum Concrete Thickness Required

(3000 Psi Concrete)

(feet)

For No Perforation For Stopping Missile

1.21 0.51

3.24 1.50

1.30 0.55

4.01 1.83

I

Penetration Depth in

Soi: (feet)

4.0

10.7
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5.0 ASSESSHMENT OF PLANT CAPABILITY TO WITHSTAND

POSTULATED TURBINE MISSILE

As indicated in Section 1, rupture of a low pressure turbine disc at

or below design speed is postulated for design purposes, even though

this failure is deemed unlikely becciuse of design conservatism and

original quality control.

In the subsequent. study, it Jr postulated rhat a disc ruptures in

four quarters, thus &,tnerating four missiles.

For the purpose of evaluating du-.age to vital equipment or structures,

only one missile need be considered because:

a) The four juarters are ejected 90' apart;

b) The two quarters exiting near or )elow the horizontal axis of

the turbine will be stopped by the :urbine pedestal or the

structures below t.e level of the turbine operating deck;

c) The remaining ewo quarters would be ejected above the turbine

operating deck;

d) All of the vital equipment but a portion of the service water

system is located on the east side of the turbine axis (as

s •own in Figures 5-1 and 5-2). Therefcre, one missile could

impact a vital structure on the east side rnd the othe-,

ejected 90' apart, could hit the portion of the se-vice water

nystem located on Ehe west side. However. aa it vw'i- be described

later, loss of service water can ar.d will be recommodated by

making use of the existing city water or hydrant connections,

&hown in Figure 5-3. This provision will be such that all the

vital equipment required for safe shutdown are located on the

east side -f -he turbine axis. Hence, the missile ejected

westward will be irrelevent from the safe shutdown standpoint.
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5.1 CousaLderation of Direct Loss of Reactor Coolant

The reactor coolant sysaeA .s contained inside the reactor contain•ment str.,cture,

Thiml is a reinforced concrete vertical right cylinder with a flat base and
hemispherical dome. A welded steel liner with a minlmum thicknes. of 1/4 inch

is attached to the inside face of the concrete shell to ensure a high degree

of leak-tightness. As shown in Figure 5-4, the wall of the vertical cylinder

is 4.5 fe-t thick and the dome is 3.5 feet thick. The 28-day standard

compressive strength of the concrete is 3000 psi.

For =asesziog the adequacy of these concrete thicknesses, it (s Lonservatively

aaztmed that the turbine missile impacts normal to the containment surfaces.
Hence the effect, of .HTH is considered for :.he dome and the IL'M, for the side-

wali•a. Referring to Table 4-2, at 133% of rated, the minimum concrete thick-

ness required to prevent local perforation of 3000 psi concrete (with no

credit for anti-scabbing provided by a steel liaer) for the HTM is 3.24 feet

and 4.01 feet for tbh_ LTh. Since the corresponding thicknesses of the con-

tainment concrete are greater than these values, the contairrient structure

will not Ne locally perforated even for rie3iles generated ar the -a=ximu

design speed. This is more than suffiLcent to prevent direct loss of reactor

coonlnt since turbine migsiie stoppage rather than no perforation is adequate.

5.. Considcratv•ns to Maintain Plant in a Safe Shutdown Condition

Rupture of a low pressLre turbine disc at speeds below the e=ergency overspeed

set point (106t) will, trip the turbine due to loss of condenser vacuum

resulting from the damage produced by the ruptured disc. Rupture at or aboce

this set point requires that turbine Erip has occurred. Since the reactor

trips automatically following a turbine trip, both turbine and reactor triý

are assured in the event of the turbine missile incident. Hence, maintaining

the planL in a safe shutdown condition requires only minimal performance of

xhe decay heat remov-l, reactor coolant makeup and borasion functions.

Before procceding with the evaluation of the capability of maintaining the

plant in a safe shutdown condition, the components related to the normal
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performance of these functions following a turbine trip and reactor trip will

be identified.

De(.-M! Heat Removal

With sufficient fluid in the reactor coolant system, adequate decay

heat removal depends on the performance of the steam generator

secondary side since the core decay heat removal is assured by the

circulating reactor coolant. In the first few minutes the reactor

coolant is circulated by mechanical coostdown of the reactor coolant

pumps and subsequently by natural circulation. Decay heat removal

from the secondary side depends on the steam relief system and the

auxiliary feezlwater system.

The steam relief system removes thermal energy by releasing steam

to the atmosphere via the stem rell-.f valves or the condenser

via the turbine bypass. For the turbine missile incident, credit

cannot be taken for the turbine bypass since the bypass valves

will net open with loss of condenser vacuum.

The steam dump to the atmosphere consists of five safety valves

licatcd on each of the four main steam lines outside the reactor

rontainment and upstream of the non-return valves as illustrated

in Figure 5-5. The five safety valves in each main steam line

are set to relieve at 1065, 1080, 1095, 1110, and 1120 psig,

respectively. These twenty valves have a total capacity in

excess of the equiialent nominal rated steam flow. In addition,

there are four power operated relief valves which are capable of

releasinL 10Z of the equivalent nominal rated steam flow. These

valves are automatically controlled by pressure or may be

manually operated from the main control board. Provisions are

presently being made to manually control these valves from the

auxiliary feed pump room.
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The auxiliaqy feeeater system supplies high pressure feedwater

to the steam generators in order to maintain a water inventory

for heat removal from the reactor coolant system upon inoper-

ability of the =-in feedwater system. titon loss of condenser vacuum the

valves in the lines supplying steam to the turbine drive of

main feed pups close automatically. Hence, The auxiliary

feedwater system must come into operatxon followv-ag the t-rbine

missile incident.

The auxiliary feedwater aystem Is basically composed of:

1) Two motor uriven feedwater pmpps

2) One turbine drivent feedwater pimp

3) Auxiliary stea:a admission tc the drive of the turbine

driven feedwater pump.

4) Auxiliary feodwarer discharge piping

5) Main feed-dater lines

6) Auxiliary feedwater suction piping

7) Auxiliar- feedwater source

This system is si-ed so that any of the auxiliary feed•r•.tr

pumps can supply the required aLlliary feed. These components,

except for the au.:illary steam admissio-n ro the drive of the

turblnk. driven feedwater pump, are iliustrated in Figures 5- 7
through 5-11. Steam to drive the turbine Is supplied fruL tLwo

of the train steam lines upstream of the stop valves Just

outside of the ccntaimvent. The turbine is started by opening

a pressure reducing valve located in the auwiliary feed pump

room. This valve opems automatically upon loss cf power.

Reanttor Cool~ant Makqeup

Raactoz coolant makeup is required to maintain sufficient fluid

in the reactor coolant system so as to guarantee that decay heat
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is removed continuously fi om the core. At the same time, however,

the boration concentration of the reactor coolant system shoald

not be reduced substanttially in order to maintain a sufficient

shutdown, margin. Hence, for the incident under consideration,

the makeup source would normally be from the refueling water

storage tank. Nakeup from the refueling water storage tank

involves the following components:

1) Refueling water storage tank

2) Discharge piping from the refueling water storage tank to

the suction of the charging pumps

3) Three pumps (one is sufficient)

4) DL-charge piping from the charging pumps

5) Component cooling system to provide cooling to the

charging pump fluid drive

6) Service water system to cool the component cooling water

Iloration

Boration is required to compensate for the long term xenon decay

transient. The normal boration system Includes the following

components:

I) Two boric acid tanks and boric acid batching tank and heaters

2) Two boril acid transfer pumps (one is sufficient)

3) One boric acid filter

4) Piping and heat tracing from the tanks to the suction

of the charging pumps

5) Three charging pumps (one is sufficient)

6) Discharge piping from the charging pumps to the RCS.

7) Component coolit-* system to provide cooling to the

charging pump fluid drive coupling

8) Service watt. system to cool the component cooling water
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The areas of the plant related to the normal performance of decay hout rcmov,11,

reictor coolant makeup and boraeion functions were reviewed to possible damage

by the turbine missiles. Those areas, illustrated in Figure 5-12, identified

as requiring consideration of missile impact one:

1. Service water system

2. Condensate storage tank and piping

3. Refueling water storage tank and piping

4. Shield wall =rea

5. dest end of auxiliary building

6. Flectrical penetration area

7. Diesel generators

8. Control room

Areas not included in the above are either afforded enough concrete protection

to stop the missile or house equipment not related to the normal performance

of these functions.

Impact by the missile is postulated on one of the eight regions at a time and

an evaluation made with respect to performing the required functions. In some

of these areas the evaluation consists of identifying the available bick up and

the appropriate plant personnel actions. In other areas plant changes are

identified as required to maintain the necessary functions.

In the foregoing evaluations credit is taken for restoration of outside power

within one hour.

..... l Service Water System

The service water pumps located on top of the intake structure and the discharge

riping up to the diutributLion header are sufficiently redundant and separated

to preclude the loss of service water. The redundant service water piping

from the header to the primary auxiliary building (Fixure 5-2) could conceivably

be damaged by the turbine missile since they are not sufficiently separated.
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These pipes rise out of the ground adjacent to the west end of the auxiliary

building and could both be damaged by a missile generated at 100Z and 133%

speed. The remainder of these pipes are buried nearly six feet underground

and this Is sufficient to prevent damage by the 100% speed missile. The

1332 speed missile may be capable of penetrating this soil and damaging both

pipes.

The function- affected by loss of service water are reactor coolant makeup

and boration. Service water is required for cooling the diesel generators

and remove heat from the component cooling system which cools the fluid

drive coupling of the charging pump-.

As far as the diesel generators are concerned, they are not considered vital

for safe shutdown since there is sufficient amount of time (about 24 hours:

reference is made to section 5.2.8) to restore outside power in case it is

lost following turbine disc rupture.

Cooling to the charging pumps will be accomodated by miaking permanent

connections to the charging pump cooling water header that will allow direct

cooling via the city water supply. On the inlet side of the header, new

isolation valves will be installed in parallel with the existing isolation

valve. A flanged connection upstream of the new isolation valves will permit

the operators to make the~ connection to the city water supply. New isolation

and drain valves will be installed parallel to the existing isolation valve on

the outlet side of the header. Initial drainage flow would go to the floor

'train and would be eventually piped outside the building. The operator will

hav-- sufficient time (reference is made to section 5.2.8) tc' open and close

the manual valves as required and to make the necessary piping .onnections.

5.2.2 Condensate Storage Tank and Piping

The condensate storage tank is not shielded and could be damaged by a missile

generated at either 100% speed on 133% speed. Piping from the tank to the
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almiliary feed pump room is buried sufficiently deep so that it would not be

damaged by a 100% speed missile but could possibly be damaged by the 133%

speed missile.

ThE function related to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition that

would be affected by loss of this tank (or piping) is decay heat removal since

this is the normal auxiliary feedwater source. However, the back up supply

(i.e. the city water supply) and its related piping are on the opposite side

of the auxiliary feed pump room as shown in Figure 5-11.

Hence, a missile damaging the condensate storage tank or piping would leave

the city water supply intact and available. Opening of an air-operated valve

which can be accomplished from tOe control room is the only action required

to take suction from the city water supply.

5.2.3 Refueling Water Storage Tank and Piping

As in the case of the condensate storage tank, the refueling water storage

tank is not shielded and could be damaged by the 100% and 133% speed missiles.

The shutdown function related to the use of this tank is that of reactor

coolant makeup.

In the event the missile makes this makeup source unavailable, initial makeur

is available from the boric acid tanks and the volume control tank which have

a sufficient capacity to allow the operators to provide an alternate source

of makeup if necessary. This alternate source of makeup can be provided from

processed water into the batching tank. No action is required for makeup

from the normally aligned volume ccntrol tank. To take suction from the boric

acid tanks, one boric acid transfer pump must be started and one remote

operated valve opened.

5.2.4 Shield Wall krea

The shield w:all area houses equipment and components associated with the decay

heat removal function. As discussed previously, performance of this function

involves the steam relief system and auxiliary feedwater system. The effect

of the missile on these functions is discussed separately.
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St.am Rellef System

The portion of the steam system outside the containment is shown

in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. As indicated, there is a 4 foot thick

shield wall that is adequate to stop the most energetic missile,

urnd as auch, protects moat of the steam system from a LTii.

The steam lines and their stop and check valves extend beyond

this wall and are vulnerable to a LTM. Because of adequate

separation between steam lines, a LTM missile could damage only

one of these lines and/or their corresponding valve. This has

been sh1own to be a tolerable situation in Section 14.2.5 of the

tSAR.

The HTh on the other hanO could conceivably damage two steam

lines and possibly the corresponding main feedwater lines.

Htowever, recent analysis shows that this situation is not

more severe than the rupture of the single steam line. The

basic reason for this is that although the primary side cools

down more rapidly giving rise to more rapid reactivity increase

(via the temperature decrease), the premscure is also reduced

more rapidly thius allowing more prompt actuation of the safety

injection system. The beneficial effect of the latter overrides

the deleterious effect of the former.

The following two conclusions can 1Le drawn:

a) Potential steam line ruptures do not expose the core to

untolerable transients; and

b) Steam relief capability required to remove decay heat

during shutdown is not jeopardized.

Auxiliary Feedwater System

As illustrated in Figure,- 5-6 through 5-8, the auxiliary feed-

water pumps, located in the nuxiliary feed pump room, have the

4 foot thick shield wall to stop a LTM and two floors of 2 foot

thick concrete to stop the 11TH. Since these pumps are protected
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and the motor driven pumps .re powered by the emergency diesels,

missile impact in this area does not impair feedwater pimp operation

(one of the three is sufficient). In addition, since the motor

driven pumps will be operable, reliance on the turbine driven

auxiliary feedwater pump is not required.

The auxiliary feedwater discharge piping is illustrated in Figure

5-9 and 5-10. It is conceivable even though very unlikely, that

the HTm could fail between the steam lines and possibly .amage

all four auxiliary feedwater pipes. The area of concern is the

piping run from the point they come up through the se=ond

concrete roof to the second main feedwater connection. Local

protection will be provided to prevent rupture of all four

auxiliary feedwater lines, should a 11TM land in this area.

If a missile lands on the remaining auxiliary feedwater pipe

runs, the ruptured lines can be isolated by closing valves

located in the protected auxiliary feedpump room. Auxiliary

feedwater to two steam generators provides adequate cooling.

A portion of main feedwater lines is required for the introduction

of feedwater since the auxiliary feedwater lines are coni.ected

individually to these lines near the containment wall. Only

two of these main feedwater lines need be intact for the

reasons discussed before, and this will be insured by their

separation.

The redundant and separated auxiliary feedwater sources were

discussed previously.

Thus, with the addition of local protection un the critical region of

the auxiliary feedwater lines, impact of the postulated missile in shield

wall area will permit the requiced decay heat removal function.
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5.2.5 East End 3f Auxiliary Building

The east end of the auxiliary building has a sheet metal roof and

the equipment located there is exposed to damage by both the 100%

and 133% speed missiles. It is conceivable that a single missile

could damage the boric acid tank ptping and component cooling water

system located there. Impact in this area could affect both the

reactor coolant makeup and boration functions.

The permanent connection from city water to the component wate7

headers discussed previously allows operation of the charging

pumps without reliance on the component cooling water system.

The charging pumps themselves are located in a protected area of

the auxiliary building. Hence, makeup and boration can be

accommodated via a charging pump with suction from the refueling

water storage tank. Borating by this method may require operation

of the sir operated pressurizer relief valves. It is estimated

that it would require 8 to 10 hours to change the reactor coolant

boron concentration by 200 ppm to compensate for the xenon decay.

This time is acceptable since the positive reactivity associated with

xenon decay need not be compensated for within a period in excess of 24

hours (Reference is made to Section 5.2.8). To take suction from the

refueling water storage tank requires opening one remote operated valve.

5.2.6 Electrical Penetration Area

This area is shown in Figures 5-13 and 5-14. The vertical wall here

is 2 feet thick which is adequate to stop the LTH at 133% of rated

speed. The roof of the electrical penetration area is light weight

concrete with no reinforcement and has a maximum thickness of 8 inches.

Thus, the electrical penetration area might be damaged by an HMh generated

at rated or the maximum design speed. The roof area has a probability

of less than 1/1000 of being hit. Damage is anticipated but due

to physical separation at the penetration (reference is made to Figure

S
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5-15), loss of all pressurizer pressure and level channels and loss

of all steam generator level channels is incredible. Therefore,

sufficient information on reactor and steam systems will be available,

if the missile hits the electrical penetration area.

5.2.7 Diesel Generators

The diesel gener&tor annex could possibly be damaged by the turbine

missile to the extent that emergency power from this facility is

unavailable. Hfowever, since electrical power is not needed for

approximately 24 hours (r-ference is made to section 5.2.8)

reliance on outside power is justified.

5.2.8 Control Room

Due to the relative location between the Unit 2 control room and

turbine-generators of Unit 2 and 3 (see Figure 5-1) the control room

can only be hit by a HTM. The probability of having a HTM hit

somewhere on top of the control room is less than 4 x 10-3.

To stop the most energetic HTh generated at rated speed requires

sl.b: -ly more than 6 inches of concrete. Since the floors in the

control building are A inches thick, such a missile may pass

through the upper floor but would easily be stopped by the second

floor. In this case, damage could be caused to equipment located

on the upper two floors: control room pannels and board on the

upper floor and distribution and cu-ntrol panels on the second floor.

The A80V switchgear located on the bottom floor would not be d.amaged.

At the maximum design overspeed, a HTH could possibly damage equipment

located at all three floors. Hence, in this case, some of the 480V

switchgear may also be damaged.

The results of missile damage to the control room are of course

difficult to predict in precise terms. Depending on where the missile
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lands, direct control and power to some vital equipment could be lost. I
On the other hand, some or all control signals may persist and keep

the controlled components in the state at the time of the accident.

Still another condition could be loss of an electrical and/or air

signal causing the component to change to the loss of signal mode.

In order to provide r- basis for evaluation, the following conservative

assumptions have been made regarding the status of the control room

just following impact by the missile:

1. Electrical cabling supplying power to vital equipment are severed.

2. Components (e.g., valves) remain in their state at the time

of the accident.

3. All normal instrumentation is lost.

In applying the second assumption, the most severe state of all the~

components (with respect to safe shutdown) is employed. However,
those possible states that do not normally persist for extended

periods are not included as a possible state at the time of the

accident. For example, the steam generator blowdawn valves are

assumed to be open since they can be open during periods wh,-e

the plant Is changing power. Alter-.ately, the power operated

pressurizer relief valves are nor ..a' .y not exercised during normal

operation and as such they are assumed to be closed. The valve

statun shown In Table 5-1 is assumed for this evaluation.

5.2.8.1 Time Requirements

Within~ the framework of these three assumptions and the corresponding
valve status, analysis was performed to establish the times required
for manual actions and damage repair. This is summarized in the .n~xt few
paragraphs.



Sa) Decay Heat Removal

To ensure the decay heat removal function, fe-adwater must be

provided to the steam generators within 30 minutes of reactor

scram if steam gene rator boil-off is to be avoided.

As indicated in Table 5-1, the steam generdtor blowdown valves

and sample, isolation valves are assumed to be open initially.

Thiq mass outFlow rate is small compared to the outflow from

the safety valves and becomes even less important when the

turbine driven auxiliary feed pump is started. Thus, the

open status of these valves is not critical but should be

closed in about one hour to limit unwanted secondary side

losses.

While adequate steam generator level is assured by operation of the

turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump within 1/2 hour, there

0could be carryover from the steam generator turbine drive of this

pump. It is estimated that full feedwater flow from this pump

would not produce water carryover within the first two hours

of operation. Hence, within about two hours it would

be desirable to have indication of steam generator level.

h) Reactor Coolant Makeup

In estimating the minimum time required to provide reactor

coolant makeup, two cases were considered without charging or

safety injection: the first corresponding tu reactor coolant

discharge from the normal letdown line, the excess letdown

line and through the seals of the four reactor coolant pun~ps;and

the second case with leakage only through the seals of the reactor

coolant pumps. The total initial leakage rate for the fir.-t

case is approximately 260 gpm and 40 gpm for the second.
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The SLAP code (described in Section 16.3.2 of the FSAR) employed

in this analysis resulted in core 'ncoverage in approximately

7 hours in the first case and 40 hours in the latter.

The rate of decrease of reactor coolant volume in both Instances

were found to be nearly linear in time. Hence, assuming it

took the operators as long as two hours to clase the required

valves, it would require additional 28 hours to uncover the

core with the seal pump leakage. This means that reactor

coolant makeup would not be required for over 30 hours.

c) Boration

To estimate the minimum time required to compensate for the

xenon transient it was assumed that at the time of the turbine

incident, the xenon decay is aL its maximum rate of approximately

0.13%/hour. This would correspond to operating the plant for

a long period of time (xenon at its equilibrium value), going

to a hot shutdown condition for 10 to 14 hour period and then

returning to full power.

For the end of life conditions, there would be a design minimum

of 2% shutdown margin (assuming a stuck rod). In addition to

this, there is an additional 0.6% corresponding to the nuclear

design criteria of 10% control rod control margin above the

design value of 6%. Nuclear calculations on the depressurization

transient result in a negative reactivity of 0.6%. Thus, for

the end of life core with a stuck rod, a total of 3.2% negative
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reactivity would exist during the period of time without makeup

or boration capat .lity. With the maximun positive reactiviLy

addition rate of 0.13%/hour associated xenon decay, it would

take 24 hours to return to critical. Before this time it would

require an increase of 200 ppm boron to ccmpensate for the

positive xenon reactivity. Borating from the boric acid tanks

would take approximately 30 minutes to change the boration

concentration by 200 ppm.

Without the stuck rod assumption, there would be an additional

1% negative reactivity available or a total of 4.2%. Taking

into account the decreasing r-te of positive reactivity addition

at the time of the xenon decay, it would require more than 40

hours for the renctor to return to critical. Prior to this

point in time it would require an increase in boron concentration

of about 100 ppm. This change in concentration could be made in

about 15 minutes by borating from the boric acid tanks.

While boration capability itself is not required for more than

24 hours, the ability to borate from the boric acid tanks depends

on the solubility of the borated water in the boric acid tanks

and the piping from these tanks to the suction of the charging

pumps. The tanks themselves would not freeze up before four

or five days without power to the heaters. The borated water in

the piping, on the other hand, could freeze within about an hour

without power to the heat tracing. Hence, to assure borating

capability at the required time, these lines must be flushed with

clean water within this hour period. To accomplish this flushing

action, use will be made of the existing primary water flushing

provisions. These provisions will be futher augmented by installing

a cross connection (at the discharge of the boric acid tanks) to the

city water supply.
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Summarizing, the minimum time requirements are:

P -inction Requirement Time

Dec&y Heat Removal

Makeup

Feedwater to steam

generators

Closure of steam

generator blowdown

valves and sample

isolation valves

Steam generator

level indication

Closure of normal

and excess letdown

isolation valves

Charging Capability

Flushing of piping

between boric acid

tanks and charging

pumps

Boration from

boric acid tanks

14A-52

I hour

2 hours

2 hours

30 hours

1 hour

1/2 hour

Boration

>24 hours
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5.2.8.2 Short Term Operator Actions

These actions pertain to those required in the first few hours following

the postulated impcct of the missile on the control room.

1. The operators have approximately 30 minutes to make sure there

io sufficient auxiliary feedwater available (%800 gpm). To be

assured of this, the following steps are necessary:

a) Check that the pressure reducing valve on the steam admissions

line to th-t turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump is open

(located in the auxiliary feed pump room). This valve should

automatically open upon loss of power. If this valve is

closed it can be opened manually.

b) Check th-at the auxiliary feedwater control valves are open.

These are a'r operated valves and fail open upon loss

of air. These valves, located in the auxiliary feed pump

rooh., cap i. opened manually.

2. To make sure that the inventory of water in the steam generators

remains sufficieit, within about one hour the operators must:

a) Check that the steam generator blowdown valves are closed

(these valves may or may not be open depending on the mode

of plant operation). These valves located in the piping

tunnel are air operated and fail closed. They can be

closed rianually.

b) Close the normally open steam gefnerator sample isolation

valves (these valves are also air operated and fail closed).

These valves located in the piping tunnel can be closed

manually.
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3. To assure that boration from the boric acid tanks can be accomplished

when required (>24 hours), the operators have approximately one

hour to flush the piping between the boric acid tanks and the

auction of the charging pumps. This can be accomplished by

connecting the city water supply to the new flushing valve at

the discharge of the boric acid tanks and opening the existing drain

valve at the suction of the charging pump. Once the flushing

operation is complete, these valves can be closed and the

lines will be available for the boration operation.

4. Within about two hours, the reactor coolant boundary must be

assured. The operators must check that the normal and excess

letdown line Itol-ition valves are closed. These valves are

air operated and close upon loss of air pressure or electrical

power. The most direct means of shuttlug these valves is to

interrupt the electrical power.

5. To prevent water carryover from the steam generators Lo the

drive of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump, within

about two hours, the operators should check that the steam

generators are functIonitng. If nlot, emergency -iteam generator

level instrumentation consisting of a portable emergency

instrumentation pack (battery powered) and charts identify-

ing penetration wire numbers and channel conversion factors

will be employed. The instrumentation pack will be connected

to tagged wires at the containment penetration or Lhe control

end of the tunnel. Level indication of one steam generator

would be ndeqtate. Flow control can be accomplished by

manually adj.',sting the auxiliary fepdwnter control valves

located in lioe auxiliary feedpuinp room.
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5.2.8.3 Long Term Operator Action and Damage Repairs

With the completion of the shorz term operator actions, the plant

can be maintained in a safe shutdown condition without electrical

power or any other hydraulic system for about 24 hours. Thus,

these actions and damage repair deal with the 24 hour period

following the accident.

I. The. condevsate storage tanks contain a 24 hour supply (minimum)

of au.;-t I Lary feedwater. Within this time period the city

water supply should be aligned to the suction of the

turbine driver auxiliary feedwater pump. The valve in the

city water line can be opened from the control room or in the

auxiliary feed pump room with the nitrogep bottles located there.

2. The electrical equipment required for makeup is one charging

pump and for boration one charging puiip and one boric acid

transfer pump. Charging capability is required in about 30

hours and boration from 24 to 40 hours depending on the

initial shutdown margin, Thý. required electrical cable

splicing and switchgear repair depends on the extent of

control room damage and the location of missile impact.

For missile impact in the control room (Figure 5-16) areas

of concern would include the 480V switchgear and the entrance

to the cable tunnel. Computer studies show that the

probability tf hitting the tunnel entrance is less than 2 x 10-5

and the switchgear is less than 3 x 10- 5. Thus either event

is very unlikely, even asstwning a missile is generated.

If the missile damages 480V switchgear, it is not possible

to damage all the redundant switchgear associated with the

required equipment, and power can be supplied to the necessary

equipment once the damaged area has been isolated. In the
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extremely unlikely event that missile impact is in the small

area where power and control wiring enters the electrical tunnel,

it is possible to sever all redundant paths of supplying power

to charging pumps, etc. However, in this case, switchgear will

be left intact, and repair crews can make emergency power

connections to the few pieces of vital equipment b. bridging

damaged cables. The necessary lines will be tagged in locations

which will permit identification following such an accident, and

in view of the time available, the repairs above described can

be performed to provide emergency power for makeup and boration.

5.2.8.4 Summary

As discussed previously, the operator actions depend on the damage

caused by the missile, the objective is, however, clearly to satisfy

the three essential functions: decay heat removal, reactor coolant

makeup and boration. With these functions assured by the actions and

repairs presented in the preceeding sections, the operators may now

consider whether or not sufficient equipment is available for plant

cooldown. The hot shutdown condition may, however, be held almost

indefinitely.

5.3 Consequences of Radioactivity Releases

The possibility of a turbine missile causing release of 'ission

product activity has been considered. The reactor coolant system

is protected by Ohe coti tiament. The gas decay tanks, the volume

control tank, and demineralizers are protected by the auxiliary

building structure. Toe liould holdup tanks are protected by the

iAldup tank vault struct'ce.

Should an 11Th land in the spent fuel pit pool from above (LTK will

not perforate the 6'-3" vertical walls above ground level) , damage to

some spent fuil assemblies would oceur. The impact area of a

quarter disc would affect four storage cells. Allowance for secondary
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effects by consideration of damage to one row around the four cells

gives a maximum of 18 cells damaged. Damage to fuel in these cells

would not result in criticality. For purpose of ac'ermining the

limitJng site boundary dose, it is assumed that all 18 cells contain

fuel assemblies and that these asaemolies are all freshly removed

from the core having decayed only 100 hours since plant shutdown.

Two cases are considered: an expected case, in which the expected

characteristics of the 18 highest rated assemblies normally to be

discharged at end-of-life are assumed, along with best-pstimate behavior

of fission products determined by tests; and a design case, in which

factors are introduced to allow for uncertainities.

The expected case is summarized in Table 5-2.The resultant maximum

site boundary doses are calculated to be 53.5 rem thyroid and 6.5

rem whole body.

The design case is summarized in Table 5-3.The resultant maximum site

boundary doses are calculated to be 198 rem thyroid and 15.5 rem

whold body.

Assuming a turbine missile is ejected, the probability of its hitting

the fuel pit pool is estimated to be less than 1/1000. Secondly,

assuming the turbine missile hit the pool, it is probable the dose

would be much less than the maximum doses given above. For example,

with one refueling per year the probability of a turbine rupture within

the first 16 days (two 1-131 half lives) after transfer of fuel to the

storage pool is 16/365 the probability of its rupture. Further, the

three turbines of Unit #2 would not be in operation for these first

16 days. Since Units I and 3 have a total of 5 tuibi-nes, the probability

of missile generation is reduced by 5/8 during thesE 16 day3. Since

16 days is equivalent to two 1-131 half lives and thr_.e Xe-133 half lives,

assuming a turbine missile-fuel pool a -•dpn., rntere is 97% [1 - 16 5

probability that the site boundary dose would be leas than 1/4 the maximum

0 doses given above.
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Should the turbine missile hit the vicinity of the steam lines, no

mote than two steam lines could be damaged. 'tRlysis for blowdown

of thc two steam generators 1', we that no core damage would result.

Activity release would be dependent on RCS activity from operation

with fuel defects and steam venerator tube leakage, if any, during

the period to cool and depressurize the RCS afte- the accident.

With RCS activity concentration corresponding to operation with 1%

clad defects and a 25 gpm tube leak (the tech. spec. limit) for 8

hours, the released activity from the RCS leakage for the duration

of the accident is 13,800 Ci equivalent to Xe-133 and 120 Ci

equivalent to 1-131. In addition, the iodine activity in the two

steon generators which blowdown is 88.4 Ci equivalent 1-131 (based

on the 0.48 tic/cc tech, spec. limit). The site boundary dose

would be 80.5 rem thyroid and 0.6 rem whole body.

The refueling ,qate rage tank and the monitor tanks are vulnerable

to a turbine missit Tho, maximum tritium concentration in the

refueling water storage t!!nk thould not exceed 2.5 Wc/cc corresponding

to a total of 3000 Ci Eritium in the tank. The maximum concentration

of tritium in the river !t Chelsea from a burst release of this

tritium would be 7.5 x 10-7 tc/cc which is 2.5 x 10-4 m.p.c. (See

answer to question 11.9 supplied in Supplement 3 to the FSAR for

discussion of the river water dilution fnctors.) The release of

,.he activity contained in the monitor tanks to the river has been

examined in the answe' 3 question 11.8 of Supplement 4 to FSAR

where it is shown that the resultant river concentrations at Chelsea

are less than 10-7 m.p.c.

It is concluded that the probability of a turbine missile

a large -elease of fission product activity is very low.

with worst case assumptions the turbine missile would not

offsi'.e exposure in excess of the IOCFRIOO guideline.

causing

Further,

cause
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TABLE 5-1

VALVE STATUS JUST AFTER

IMPACT OF CONTROL ROOX

Valve Status

Pressurizer Power Operared Relief Valves Closed

Letdown Line Valves (Normal and Excessi Open

Steam Generator Blowdown and Sample Isolation Open
Valves

Power Operated Steam Relief Valves

(Atmospheric Dump) Closed

Turbine Bypass Valves Closed

Reactor Isol._-on Valves Open

Pressure Reducing Valve (in admission

line to drive of turbine driven auxiliary

feed pump) Closed

Auxiliary Feedwater Control Valves Closed
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Fuel Pa

TABLE 5-2

TURBINA MISSILE ACCIDENT - EXPECTERD CASE

0

rtamet rs

Reactor Power (102%)

No. of Assemblies

Fuel Rods per Assembly

Normalized Power, 18 Highest Rated Discharged Assemblies

Normalized Power, Highest Rated Discharged Assembly

Axial Peak/Avg., Highest Rated Discharged Assembly

3280 MWt.

193

204

1.16

1.29

1.37

Activity Release Data

Isotope Release Fraction Bubble Decontamination

Factor

Total Curie Release

To Environment

138

156,500

31,100

1-131

Xe-133

Kr-85

0.0165

0.0135

0.242

740
1

1
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TABLE 5-3

TURBINE MISSILE ACCIDENT - DESIGN CASE

Fuel Parameters

Reactor Power (102Z)

No. of Assemblies

Fuel Rods per Assembly

Normalized Power, 18 Highest Rated Discharged Assemblies

Normalized Power, Highest Rated Discharged Assembly

Axial Peak/Avg., Highest Rated Discharged Assembly

3280 MWt

193

204

1.27

1.63

1.72

Ativity Release Data

Isotope Release Fraction Bubble Decontamination

Factor

Total Curie Release

To Environment

508

362,000

48,700

1-131

Xc- 133

Kr-85

0.0368

0.0296

0.345

500
1

1

0
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APPENDIX 14BS
INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 CORE COOLING ANALYSIS SUPPLEMENT

Introduction

Additional analyses have been performed for the Indian Point Unit No. 2
postulated loss-of-coolant accident. The analr,. es utilize improved calcu-

lational techniques and are reported in WCAP-7422-L (Westinghouse proprietary
report). Subsequent to the preparation of the report, sensitivity studies
were performed which resulted in some modified input parameters and

revisions to the model. The results of these additional studies are
reported below and supplement the basic report, a sta-mary of which
follows:

This report is intended to provide a complete description

of the behavior of a Westinghouse PWR core during a loss of

coolant accident. Detailed discu .'3ns of the codes and

assumptions used in the analysis are discussed as well as
.he experimental verification of the codes or correlations
used in the code.

The report introduces the improvea analytical techniques

that have been developed to analyze the loss of coolant

accident. These techniques represent the culmination of

extensive research and development programs carried out
by W and augmented by AEC funded research and development.

These are the BLODWN-2 code which replaces the BLODWN-l

code for the core internals analysis, and the SATAN V code
which replaces the FLASH-R code for evaluating the pertinent

parameters for the core cooling analysis such as core flow
and pressure. A transition boiling heat transfer correla-

tion for evaluating the heat removal from the fuel rod after

DNB has also been incorporated.

0
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A parameter study is presented that shows the sensitivity

to the various important core cooling phenomenon.

Previously issued WCP-1 topical reports describing some

codes and experimental work are only summarized in this

report.

The results of this report are generally applicable to

all "Uesting',o" -e PWR plants. The specific calculations

are based on t.le Indian Point No. 2 plant parameters.

For completeness this report presents the principal

results of the design evaluation of the ECCS, core, and

internals published in the Indian Point No. " FSAR.

These conservative evaluations demonstrated that the

above criteria were met with a substantial margin.

The improved analytical techniques and experimentally

verified correlations discussed ir. this report demonstrate

that additional margin exists in meeting the core cooling

design criteria beyond that described in the Indian Point

No. 2 FSAR.

Supplementary Analysis

A multi-control volume analysis (SATAN-V) was used to analyze a loss of

coolant in the Indian Point No. 2 Plant. The analysis was divided into

two stages:

A. A parametric survey to determine the most conservative combination

of assumptions as input to the SATAN code. These surveys were run

at 102% of the maximum calculated thermal power (3216 MWt, 18.9 Kw/ft).

B. A design basis analysis for a full range of breaks sizes. These

cases were run for the most conservative design tase established in

(A) above at 102% of the application rating (2759 Mwti 18.8 Kw/ft).

14B-2 Supplement 12
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A. Parametric Survey

In the SATAN-V analysis the Reactor Coolant System was divided

into 70 control volumes. The control volunes in the loop viere

divided into broken and unbroken loops and two control volumes

were used to describe the coolant in the core region. This analyzis

supersedes the analysis presented in the FSAR where FLASH code

with a total of three control volumes was used. The current multi

control volume analysis. particu arly with two control volumes

in the core, provides the opportunity to perform a detailed parametric

survey of the Important phenomena affecting the blowdown process.

The parametric analyses were:

1. Heat transfer from core to coolant during blowdown

2. Reactor Coolant Pump Characteristics

3. Steam Generator Heat Transfer Characteristics

4. Loop Resistances and Break Location

5. Accumulator Performance

In the parametric survey several break locations were analyzed

to establish that the double ended cold leg break was the worst

break location. All the remaining cases were for the double ended

cold leg break.

1. Heat Transfer from Core to Coolant During Blowdown

a. SATAN/LOCTA Heat Transfer

Detailed fuel and clad thermal transients were analyzed with

the LOCTA-R2 code using the blowdown results from the SATAN
code. It is important, however, that th,'. feedback effect

on blowdown from core heat transfer be preperly determined.

This study indicated the need for core nontro"l volumes to

14B-3 Supplement 12
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properly treat the problem. This ^':sbility was not avail-

able previously when the FLASH code %as used. A series of

SATAN/LOCTA iterations were run for the double ended cold

leg break until the total heat transferred from the core to

the coolant converged as a function of time were essentially

identical in both cases. The peak clad temperature calculated

was 2120°F.This case is presented as Case 1 in Table 1.

It served as the starting point for additional parametric

analyses.

In this transient, a first peak clad temperature of 20O1F

was reached at 6 seconds. This resulted from the cinbination

o2 low flow and high quality in the core region. The limited

number of core control volumes (two) results .n a conservative

treatment of this region of the transient. it is expected

that a more detailed representation of the core region will

result :n lowe- first peak clad temperatures. Additional

v)lumes in tite core provides a more realistic coolant temp-

..rature distribution uhich will allow each control volume

to saturate at a different time and result in an improved

flow distribution and heat transfer early in the transient.

b. Flow Stagnition Analysis Assuming Zero Pressure Drop Across

Core

During the blowdown phase of the LOCA, the core pressure drop

may be reduced to values of approximately 1 psi. It has been

postulated that because of the near zero values for tne core

pressure drop, a period of flow stagnation or negligible core

cooling would result. To resolve this question, a core

heat transfer analysis was performed employing the most

pessimistic assumption of zero pressure differeitial across

0
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the core. The results of the analysis indicate that for

small time periods of zero core pressure drop, sufficient

heat transfer is available tP cool the core.

The study was performed with the computer code CHARM which calculates the

time varying coolant temperatures, enthalpies, velocities, pressures, and

densities in the core by solving the two dimensional continuity, momentum,

and energy equations with the method of characteristics.

In this analysis, the geometry of the reactor core, lower plenum, and

upper plenum -iere simulated as shown in Figure 1; the boundary conditions

consisted of the pressure transient at the bottom antl top of the system

(Figure 2). The first porticn of the transient •0-0.065 sec) represents

a simplified pressure transient typical of a double end-d cold leg break

accident and wa. imposed to obtain the core flow conditions representative

of the flow sti.piation period. In the second portion of the transient, the

pressure at the upper boundary was arbitrarily set equal to the pressure

at the lower boundary less the elevation head based on the average core

density. This condition corresp-nds to the worst case since all external

driving forces are set equa? to zero and only the local internal effects

ar left to cause the mov nent of the fluid.

The res'..ting flow patte inside the core were illustrated by the

plots of the velocity vtctors at different times (Figure 3 shows a typical

result). The analysis cf -hese diagrams indicates that the stagnation

point does not remain fixed at one location, but moves in the core and

that, owing to the heating effect, the fluid velocities can be quite

large even though no core pressure difference Is cr nsidered. The local

stable film boiling heat transfer coefficient calculated ,ith the Rohsenow

& Dougal eorrelation is generally above 100 btu/hr-ft 2-F and the uime

during which the heat trAnsfer at the hot spot is below 100 is less

than 100 msec. It should be noted that, due to tht high system pressure,

a coolant velocity of only 2 rt/sec is required to generate a value

of heat transfer of 100 btu/hr-ft -F.

14B-5 Supplement 12
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Therefore, we can conclude that, if water is present in the core, the

condition of no pressure difference across the core does not yield to

core flow stagnation. On the contrary, due to non-uniform heat flux

and enthalpy distribution, considerable coolant motion and heat transfer

exist in the core. This analysis, carried on for long periods of time

(more than 2.5 sec), will result in a completely voided core if no water

can be supplied. In this case the coolant motion and the heat transfer

will be considerably reduced. However, it should be pointed out that

under the conditions of steam cooling and zero core pressure difference

(after completion of blowrdown), the fuel rod temperature transient in

LOCA analyses is calculated by asst..;in, adiabatic conditions at the

clad surface.

2. Reactor Coolant Pump Characteristics

In the he•- transfer survey above it was apparent (for example

see Figure 4) that following the first peak, a significant

clad temperature reduction occurred due to reverse flow through

the core. The water still remaining in the unbroken loops

provides the source of coolant flow through the core. Parametric

studies were then run to determine if any combination of

Reactor Coolant pump assumptions could reduce this effect

and degrade core cooling further. Since the normal pump

action p-ovides flow in the normal forwL:d direction, these

studies were to detennine if the pumps could impede the reverse

flow cooling. The results are summarized In Table 1. The

modaling z--ailable allowed for separate treatment of the

RC pumns in the broken and unbroken loops. The principal

assumptions examined were RC pump trip, impeller rotor condition

at cavitation, and pump head developed after cavitation.

The most conservative case, Case 4 (clad temperature 2336bF),

assumed the pumps tripped at the time of reactor trip, coasted

down until cavitation conditions were reached, and then the

rotor did not lock but continued to dev,,:1op a head according

to the local density at the pump suction.
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TABLE 1

INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 SENSITIVITY STUDY

3216 KWt

Cold LeR Break

Reactor Coolant Pump Characteristics

Pump Head

Cast- Pump Trip Locked Rotor After Cavitation Tclad *F

Broken Unbroken Broken Unbroken Broken Unbroken
Loop Loop Loop Loop Loop Loop

1
2

3

4

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Ye3

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

None

Yes

None

Yes

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

2120

2233

2244

2336

3. Steam Generator HNat Transfer Assumptions

Using Case 4 as a base the heat trsnqfer during blowdown to and

frou the steam generator was eam. The results are presented

in Table 1. The results indicatv. a small variation in clad

temqprature with large variations in heat transfer assumptions.

Case 5 was established as the most conservative case.

Supplement 12
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TABLE 2

INDIAN POINT NO. 2 SENSITIVITY STUDY

3216 MWt

Cold Leg Break

Szeam Generator Heat Trinsfer Characteristics

Cue Heat Transfer Assimption Tclad °F

4 One Control Volume for Secondary Side 2356
Nominal Correlations

5 Two Control Volumeto for Secondary Side 2427
Nominal Correlations

6 Two Control Volumes for Secondary Side 2366
1.2 x Nominal Correlations

7 Two Control Volume for Secondary Side 2402
Nomtial for Cooling - 0.5 x NOMiLj411 for P.acing

4. Loop Resistance and Break Location

Using Case 5 as a tasis, changes were made to the loop resis-

tances during blowdown by modifying the steam generator pressure

drop and the two phase multiplier. In one case, the steam

generator pressure drop was modified to increase during two

phase flow periods. In addition, large variations were mace

to the Armand Coefficient(1) which is used to determitie the two

phase pre.tsure drop. During the saturated blowdown regime flow

through thn core is dependent upon the distribution of flow through

the broken and t roken loon. Three cases were run to determine

the sensitivity to pressure drop assumptions. Table 3 presents

the results. Smatl variations in clad temperature resulted.

The reason for this is the parameters were vari-!d consistently

Ah /.. Artnd, "The Resistance During the Movenent of a ?zwo-Phnqhu Qystem in
Horizontal PipeJi", Rcport No AERE, Trans 828, (1959) United Kingdon, Atomic
Energy Authority Research Group Translation.
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in the broken and unbroken loops and a balancing effect results,

together with the fact that during this period heat transfcr from

the core vaj alraady quite low. Because Case 9 resulted in it very

slight increase in peak temperature (increase+30*F), case 5 was

used as the base case for further studies.

Two other break locations were studied, hot leg and pump suction,

and the clad temperatures calculated for these cases were less

than the corresp(.tding case for the cold leg.

TABLE 3

INDIAN POINT NO. 2 SENSITIVITY STUDY

3216 HWt

Cold Leg Break

Loop Resistances

Case Pressure Drop Assumptions

5 Nominal Correlations (High Armand Coefficient) 2427
Steady State Pressure Prop Distribution

8 Nominal Correlations 2373
Steam Generator AP adjusted to increase during two phase

9 Nominal Correlation (Low Armand Coefficient) 2457
Steady State Pressure Drop Distribution

5. Accumulator Performance

Two additional cases were run to determiz,e the sensitivity to

accumulator injection performance, and results are presented

in Table 4. The standar. assumption is to assume that three

accumulators deliver to the intact loop while the ,ccumulator

delivering to the broken loop is lost to the containment floor.

In case 10 the e:'.cr of the fourth accuaulator delivering

Supplement 12
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upstream of the break was examined. Although the subcooling

introduced by the accumulator at the break location did increase

break flow near the end of blowdown, there was an ins1nificant

increase in core flow and reflood time so a LOCTA calculation

was not m=de to deternine the reduction in peak clad temperature

from Case 5.

For the final parametric analysis, use was made of the accumulator

line resistances verified hy in plant performance tests of

the Rochester Gas and Electric - Ginr' accumulator system.

These tests demonstrated that the accumulator piping resistance

is about two thirds of the value used ir the FSAR analysis

providing a flow margin about 15% over the flow used in the

above analysis. This resistance was used in Case 11 and

although the more rapid accumulator delivery causes a little

more water to be lost during blowdown the net effect is faster

core reflooding and a peak clad temperature of 2278°F.

TABLE 4

INDIAN POINT NO. 2 SENSITIVITY STUDY

3216 MWt

Cold LeR Biuak

Accumulator Performance

Case Accumulator Assumption Tclad *F

5 3 Delivering 1 Spilling to Containment 2427
Conservative Line Resistances

iO 3 Delivering 1 Injecting Upstream of Br-ak <2427
Conservative Line Resistance

11 3 Delivering I Spilling to Containment 2278
R. Ginna Verified Resistances

I
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It was concluded from the above parametric studies that with a conserva-
tive combination of assumptions, and particularly conservative treatment
of the heat transfer during the early stages of blowdown the peak clad
temperatures are limited to 2457*F. If credit is taken for the known
acz.'aulator performance the peak clad temperature is below 2300PF.

*To assure effective cooling of the core, limits on peak clad temperature

and local metal water reaction, have been establisixed. It has beern

demonstrated in the single rod burst test nhase of Westinghouse Rod
Burst Program (2) that for conditions witht.n the area of aafe operation
as shown in Figure 5, fuel rod integrity is maintained. Additional

experimental data could further increase thi, area of safe operation.
Results of the multi-rod burst test phase of the Westinghouse Rod Burst
Program (3) show that peak clad temperatures calculated during a LOCA
increase less that 100I F due to geometry d!stortion. Thus peak clad
temperatures determined on the bases of no gecmetry distortion should
be limited to 100*F below the limits presented in Figure 5.

B. Design Basis Analysis

A design basis analysis was performed for the application rating
(2758 MWt) using the conservative assumptions established in Case
5 above. A full range of breaks sizes was analyzed. The results
are contained in Table 5. The clad temperature as a function

of time is presented in Figure 4 for the double ended cold leg
break.

(2) "Topical Report - Performance of Zircaloy Clad Fuel Rods During
a Simulqted Loss-of-Coolant Accident - Single Rod ,ests," WCAP-
7379-L, Volume I (.roprietary) and Volume II (Non-proprietary),
September 15, 1969.

(3) "Topical Report - Performance of Zircaloy Clad Fuel Rods During
a Simulatzed Loss-of-Coolant Accident - eulti-Bod Tests," WCAP-
7495-L, Proprietery, Volume I - Test setup and Results; Volume II -
Analyses of Results.
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TABLE 5 0
Break Size (Cold Leg)

Double Ended

4.5 ft 5

3.0 ft 2

0.5 ft2

0.196 ft 2 (6 in)

Peak Clad Temperature. *F

2015

1840

1490

1350

870

Conclusion:

The maximum clad temperature calculated (2015*F) at 102% of the applic..tion

rating of 2738 MWt (18.8 Kw/ft) is well below the Westinghou3e 2700*F

maximum temperaLure criterion and the local hot spot metal water reaction

(0.6%) is well below the 16.OZ metal-water reaction criterion indicating

considerable margir. for flow blockage effects and calculational unceitainties.
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14.2 STANDBY SAFETY FEATURES ANALYSLS

Adequate provisions have been included in the design of the plant and its

standby engineered safety features to limit potential exposure of the public

to well below the limits of 10 CFR 100 for situations which could conceivably

involve uncontrolled releases of radioactive materials to the environment.

The situations which have been considered are:

a) Fuel Handling Accidents

b) Accidental Release of Waste Liquid

c) Accidental Release of Waste Gases

d) Rupture of a Steam Generator Tube

e) Rupture of a Steam Pipe

f) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing - Rod Cluster

Control ALsembly (RCCA) Ejection

14.2.1 FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENTS

rhe following fuel handling accidents are evaluated to ensure that no hazards

xre created:

a) A fuel assembly becomes stuck inside reactor vessel.

b) A fuel assembly or control rod cluster is dropped onto

the floor of the reactor cavity or spent fuel pit.

c) A fuel assembly becomes stuck in che penetration valve.

d) A fuel ass-rmblv bec,,wis stuck in the t cansfer earriage or

the carriage bpcomes stuck.



Causes and Assumptions

The possibility of a fuel handling incident is very remote because of the

many administrative controls and physiLal limitations imposed on fuel

handling operations. Anl refueling operations are conducted in accordance

with prescribed procedures under direct surveillance of a supervisor techni-

cally trained in nuclear safety. Also, before any refueling operations begin,

verification of complete rod cluster control assembly insertion is obtained

by tripping each rod individually to obtain indicatian of rod drop and disengagement

from the control rod drive mechanisms. Boron concentration in the coolant

is raised to the refueling concentration and verified by sampling. Refueling

boron concentration is sufficient to maintain the clean, cold, fully loaded

core subcritical with all rod cluster assemblies withdrawn. The refueling

cavity is filled with water meeting the same boric acid specifications.

After the vessel head is removed, the rod cluster conteol drive shafts are

disconnected from their respective assemblies using the manipulator crane and

the shaft unlatching cool. A spring scale is used to indicate that the drive

shaft is free of tte control cluster as the lifting force is applied.

The fuel handling manipulat ,rs and hoists are designed so that fuel cannot

be raised above a position which provides adequate shield water depth tor

the safety of operating personnel. This safety feature applies to handling

facilities in both the containment and in the spent fuel pit area. In the

spent fuel pit, the design of storage racks and manipulation facilities is

such that:

Fuel at rest is posiLioned by positive restraints in an eversafe, always

su-eritical, geometrical array, with no credit for boric acid in the

water.

Fuel can be nanipul&ted only one assembly at a tiv,-

!1
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Violation of procedures by placing one fuel assembly in juxtaposition

with any group of assemblies in racks will not result in criticality.

Crane facilities do not permit the handling of heavy objects, such as

a spent fuel shipping container, above the fuel racks.

Adequate cooling of fuel durinn ,,n-',rwater handling is provided by convective

heat transfer to the surroundinb water. The fuel assembly is immersed

continuously while in the refueling cavity or spent fuel pit.

Even if a spent fuel assembly becomes stuck in the transfer tube, the fuel assembly

is completely imiursed and natural convwction will maintain adequate coolingr

to remove the decay heat. The fuel handling equipment is described in

detail in Section 9.5.

Two Nuclear Instrumentation System source range channels are continuously

in operation and provide warning of any approach to critical during refueling

operations. This instrumentation provides a continuous audible signal

in the containment, and would annunciate a local horn and a horn and light

in the plant control room if the count rate increased above a preset low

level.

Refueling boron concentration is sufficient to maintain the clean, cold,

fully loaded core subcritical by at least 10 per cent with all rod cluster

control assemblies inserted. At this boron concentration the core would

also be more than 2 per cent subcritical with all 53 control rods withdrawn.

The refueling cavity is filled with water reeting the same boric acid specifications.

All the-e safety features make the probability of a fuel handling incident

very low. Nevertheless, it is possible that a fuel assembly could be dropped

dt.:ing the handling operatione. Therefore, this incident is analyzed both

froe the standpoint of radiation exposure and accidental criticality.
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Special precaution3 are taken in all fuel handling operations to minimize

the possibility of damage to fuel assemblies during transport to and from

the spent fuel pit and during installation in the reactor. All handling

operations on irradated fuel are conducted under water. The handling tools

used in the fuel handling operations are conservatively designed and the

associated devices are of a fail-safe design.

In the fuel storage area, the fuel assemblies are spaced in a pattern which

prevents any possibility of a criticality accident. The design of the

facility is such that it is not possible to carry heavy objects, such

as a spent fuel transfer case, over the fuel assemblies in the storage

racks. The design is such that only one fuel assembly can te handled at

a given time.

The motions of the cranes which move the fuel assemblies are limited to

a low maximwjm speed. Caution is exercised during fuel handling tf- prevent

the fuel assembly from striking another fuel assembly or structures in

the containment or fuel storage builting.

The fuel handling equipment suspendt the fuel assembly in the vertical

position during fuel. movements, except when the iuel is moved through the

transport tube.

The design of the fuel assembly is such that the fuel rods are re~.trained

by grid clips which prcvide . total restraining force of approximately

60 pounds on each fue" r-d. If the fuel rods are in contac.. ith the bottom

plate of the fuel assenmly, any force trap- itted to the fuel rods is l.mited

due to the restraining force of the grid :lLAs. The force transmitted

to the fuel rods during fuel handling is not sufficient -o breech the

fuel rod claddiog. If the fuel rods are not in contact utth the bottom

plate of the assembly, the rods would have to slide against the 60 pound

friccion force. This would absorb the shock zn" thus limit the force

on the individual fuel rods.
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F:

After the reactor is shut down, the fuel rods contract during the subse-

0quent cooldown and would not be in contact with the bottom plate of the

assembly.

Considerable deformation would have- to occur before the rod would make contact

with the top plate and apply any appreciable load on the fuel rod.

Based on the above, it is felt that it is unlikely that any damage would

occur to the .-Wividual fuel rndt ti :ring handlLng. If one assembly is lowered

on top of another, no damage to the fuel rods would occur that would breech

r the intt grity of the cladding.

If during iandllng the fuel assembly strikes agal.st a flat surface, the

loads would be distributed across !he fuel assemblies and grid clips and

essentia.'ly no damage. would be expecLed in any fuel rods.

If Ehe feel assembly were to str-'e a sharp object, it is possible that

the sharp object might damage the fuel rods with which it comes in cortact

but breeching of the cladding, Is not expected, It is on this basis that theI assumption of the failure of an efttire -ow of fuel rods (15) is a very

eIcnservative upper limit.

Analyses have been mad- cssuming the cxtra•ly remote sittat ion where a

fuel assembly is dropped and strikes a flat surface, where one assembly

is dropped on another, ard whore one assermbly strikes a sharp object. The

an.-lysis ef a fuel aasembly assumed to be dropped and strikes a flat surface

cnsidered the stressts the fuel cladding was subjected to and any

Fessible buckling of the fuel rods beLweCn thC grip "lip supports. The

results rhowed that the buckling load at the bottom section of the fual rod,

whif" would r-.ceive the highest leading, was below the .-rttical buckl ig load

and the r-tresses were relativeiy low and below the yield stress. For rhe ,;ase

Anere ,hne assembly to be dropped on Eop of another fuel assembly. the Zoads w.lL

be transmitted through the end .!iates and the RCC gulde tubes of the stock

assembly before ny of the loads reach the fil rods.
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The cad plates and guide thimbles absorb a large portion of the kinetic

energy as a result of bending in the lower plate of the falling assembly.

Also, energy is absorbed in the struck assembly top end plate before any

load can be transmitted to the fuel rods. The results of this analysis
indicated that the buckling load on the fuel rods was below the critical

buckling loads and the stresses in the cladding were relatively low and

below yield.

The refueling operation experience that has been obtained with 1estinghouse

reacturs haa verified the fact that no fuel cladding integrity failures

are expected to occur during any fuel handling operations.

Rupture of one comp) te outer row of fuel elements in a wýthdrawn assembly

is assumed as a conser-ative limit for evalua-ing the enviLonmental conse-

quences of L fuel handling incident, The remaining fuel assemblies are

so protected by the storage rack structure that no lateral bending loads

would be protected. No damage resulted from an axially applied load of

2200 lb. to a fuel assembly. The maximum column load exp-cted to be experienced

in service Is approximately 1000 lb. This information wai used in the

fuel handling equipment design to establish th,. Amits for inadvertent

* aiial loads.

Activity Release Characteristics

Fnr the assumed accident there would be a suddr-n release of the gaseous

fission products held in the voids between the pellets and cladding of

fifteen fuel rods. The low temperature of the fuel during handling operations

precludes further significant release of gases from the pellets themselves

* after the claddipg is breached. Halogen release is also greatly minimized

due to their low volatili-y at these temperatures. The strong tendency

* for iodine in vapor and p•-rticulate form to be scrubbed out of gas bubbles

during Lheif ascent to the wa.er nurface fu-uher reduces the quantity rai'eased

fiom the water surfacet
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Dlcontami-nation factors of 10"3(1) have been measured with much shallower

water depr- -.- d much higher gas-to-water ratios. In a Westinghouse laboratory

a:-aratus, elemen%. 1 iodine (12) was passed in an air stream through a

solution of 2000 ppm boroee as boric acid. This solution is chemically

similar to that in the spent fuel storage pit. The contact time in this

apparatus corresponded to a bubble rise of 1.6 cm. Initially, the iodine

decontamination factor (D.P.) in this apparatus was about 90Z. The value

decreased with time as the concentration of iodine in solution approa-hed

saturation, as expected. The D.F. at zero aqueous iodine concentration

nereed with that obtained with an iodine fixing regent (sodium thiosulfate)

in aolution, indicating that gas phase diffusion to the bubble wall was

controlling when the iodine laden bubbles contacted fresh solution. This

condition can be assumed to represent the scrubbing of gas bubbles released

from an accidental cladding failure as they rise through a vast reservoir

of iodine frce solution in the spent fuel pit. The calculated contact

time in the accident can be related to the experiment by the ratio of

the submergence, which is 24 feet, in the case of the plant, compared with

1.6 cm in the experiment. Assuming the same mass transfer rate in the

bubble -" D.P. of 10-3 wculd be obtained L., a rise of only 9:9 cm. While

this extzapo.a..ion is undoubtedly optimistic, it indicates that a large

margin is available in the height of bubble rise in the pool to cospensate

for differences in bubble size and the decay of eddy motion inside the

bubble with time. Conservatively assuming all of the iodine in the gap

of the 15 rods (500 curies 1-131) is present in the gaseous phase and taking

credit f or the 103 decontamination factor, the estimated 1-131 release

from the water surface iL- 0.5 curie.

An evaluation of the diffusion of the various iodine isotopes Lo the pellet-

clad gap over a full core cycle indicates that whten fuel. is to be

removed from the core to the spent fuel pit only about 0.6% of the gap

iodine inventory is 1-131 the remainder being principally 1-127, 1-129

and 1-31. Further, from iodine vapor pressure considerations at the low
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temperarurt associated with refueling and the volume present for the iodine 4
vapor to oiccupy, only about 2.6% of the total iodine present in the gap

can be present in the form of 12 vapor the remainder plating out during

the cooldown. Inclusion of this effect would reduce the above assumed

release by a factor of about 40.

The nQble gas activity calculated present in the gas gap of the 15 rods

is given in Table 14.2.1-I. These activities are based on a 90 hour decay

period following operation at 3216 MWt for a full core cycle. This is

the minimum delay befure the reactor vessel head can be remo',ed and a fuel

assembl- zitn be moved following shutdown.

The model for determining gap activity during operation is discussed in

Sectit• 14.3.5.

Method cf Analysis

The activity could be released either Ln the containment or in the auxiliary

(fuel storage) building. Both areas ventilation systems are in operation

under administratlve control during refueling hence in calculating dose

inside the structures uniform dilution is assumed within the structure.

Radioactivity monitors would immediately indicate and alarm the increased

activity level, directing cvacuation of the respective area. Activity

in the containment would automatically close the purge ducts. In evaluating

dose to refuelin-g personnel inside the containmevt 15 minutes is assumed

a reasonable time for evacuation. N the spent fuel storage area the integrated

dose is evaluated based on the 3 3 ,OO cfm ventilation rate and the 180,000

ft3 free 'olure.

6
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In calculating offsite exposure it is assumed that the incident occurs

in the spent fuel pit and that the activi -y is discharged to the at -3sphere
at the ground level through doors ir. the fuel storage building. This results

In maximum ground level doses. This assumption is very conservative for

two reasons: the ventilat-ion syst.-m normally draws air a,.-oss the fuel

pit and exhausts to the vent stack, and during fuel transfers, the containment

and fuel storage building doors are lcsed.

Dispersion of this activit-? is computed using the Gaussian plume dispersion

formula and taking credit for building wake dilution as included :Ln the

two hour dispersion factor devalnved in Section 14.3.5.

Summary of Calculated Doses

The calculated doses are summarized in Table 14.2.1-2 and are seen well

less than 10 CFR 100 limits. The permissible containment re-entry time

after reduction to Xe-133 occupation~al MPC is nine hours.

It is concluded that a dropped fue± assembly would present no criticality

hazard and would not result in signi.icant radiation exposure at the site

boundary (530 meters).

1Diffey, H. R., et. al., "Iodine Cleanup in a Steam Suppression System,"

AERE-R4882, 1965.
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NOBLE GAS ACT•I

TABLE 14.2.1-I

JITY RELEASE FROM FUEL HANDLING INCIDENT 0
Isotope

IKr-85

Xe-133 (m)

Xu.-133

Activity (Curies)

77

73

1220

6



TABLE 14.2.1-2

SUMMARY OF FUEL HANDLING INCIDENT DOSES

Whole 3ody Dose (rem) Thyroid Dose (rem)

Dose for 15 min. exposure
inside Containment 1 4

Dose in Spent Fuel Building
for Duration 4 16

Dose at Site Boundary <0.1 0.2



F . ...

14.2.2 ACCIDENTAL RELEASE-RECYCLE OR WASTE LIQUID

Accidents which would result in the release of radioactive liquids are those

which may involve the rupture or eaking of system pipe lines or storage

tanks. The largest vessels are L.ie three liquid holdup tanks (CVCS), each

sized to hold two-thirds (2/3) of the reactor coolant liquid volume, which

are used to process the normal rEcycle ir waste fluids produced. The contents

of one tank will be passed through the liquid processing train while anocher

tank is being filled.

All liquid waste components (WDS) except the reactor coolant drain tank ani

the waste holdup tank are located in the auxiliary building and any leakage

from the tank or piping will be collected in the building sump to be pumped

back into the liquid waste system. The waste holdup and the liquid holdup

tanks are located in a thick concrete underground vault. The vault volt, ne

is sufficient to hold the full volume of any tank without ovxrflowing to

areas outside the vault. The reactor coolant drain tank is located in the

containment building. holdup tanks are equipped with safety pressure relief

and designed to accept the established seismic forces at the site. Liquids

in the Chemical and Volume Control System flowing into and out -f these tanks

are controlled by m-inual valve operation and governed by prescribed admini-

strative procedures.

The volume control tank design philosophy is similar in many respects to

that applxd for the holdup tanks. Level alarms, pressure relief valves

and automatic tank isolation ana valve control assure that a safe c.idition

is maintained duLing system operation. Excess letdown flow is dirftcted to

the holdup Lanks vi-. the reactor coolant drain tank.

Piping external to the containment running between the containment and the

auxiliar' building an,4 between the auxiliary building and liquid holdup taink

vault is run below grade in concrete trenches. Any liquid spillagt from

pipe rupture or leaks in the'e trenches would drain to sump and be pumped

to the sump tank and to the waste holdup tank.
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The incipient hazard from these process or waste liquid releases is derived

only from the volatilized components. The releases are describd and their

effects - "-anarized in Section 14.2.3.

No credible mechanism exists for acc.dental release of waste liquids to

the river. A river diffusion analysis was performed, however, to determine

the concentrations which would result at the Chelsea reservoir if a release

was assumed. The results of the analysis show that even the instantaneous

release of the entire primary coolant system maximum activity corresponding

to operation with 1% defects would not result in peak concentrations at

Chelsea in excess of 10 CFR 20 MPC limits. Drought c.-"iditions ý.ere assumed

to exist at the time of and for a period following the spill limiting the

total run off flow to 4000 cfs. The mean longitudinal diffusion coefficie-It

correspo.nding to this flow was 8.74 square miles per da?; These data represent

a drought similae to conditions existing in late summer of 1964, which

ran be verified by data in Section 2.5.

The unlikely event of a loss of water fr4.m a spent resin storage tank

actuates a low level alarni to warn the operator. Resin contained in the

tank can then be cooled by periodically flushing water from th,W primary

storage water tank through the resin. Tw: pathways are available for the

iater; (a) through the primary storage water injection pipeline used whun

resin is removed ¢:om the Zank or (b) through the primary storage pipeline

used when resir is sluiced from the demIneralizers into the tank.

Conservative assumptions made to determine the frecuency of flushing to ;ool

the resin are as follows:

1) The tank contains only tne mixed bed resin from one mixed bed de-

mineralizer di-charged to the spent resin storage tank follcwing

operation of the plant for one cycle with 1% fuel defects. This

assumption yields the maximum heat generation per unit volume of

resin in the tank and the maximum level of radioactivity in the tank.
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2) -here are no heat losses threugh the tank walls.r
3) "Eater is lost immediately following discharge of a mixed b-.c' resin

in:-, Hie spent resin storage tank. This yields a maximum heat

generation rate due to fission product decay.

These assumptions rev=ult in the following relationships:

1) the heat generation rate , q (BTIJ/hr), due to fission prcduct decay

is approximated clc.aly as a function of time, t (hours), by

L

q - 178e-0.0116t + 50e-0"003.27t + 37.5

where the first term is a short lived, the second an intermediate

lived, and the last term is a long lived isotope contribution.

2) The mean heat capacity of resin is 0.31 BTU/lb-*F.

3) Resin volume is 25 consistent with assumption number (1) and with
the coefficietits of the heat generation formula given in item (1).

4) Resin specific gravity is 1.14 with a void fraction of 0.4 giving

a re-,in density of 43 lb/ft 3 .

5) The amount of radioactivity in the tank is 21,250 curies.

On this basis, the resin bed temperature, T (*F), as a function of time,

t (hours), is

T = 47 (1 - e -0.016t)+ 141 (1 - e-0" 0 0 12 7 t)+ O.llt + To,

where T is the in.tial resin temperature. If T is assumed to be 90*F,
0 o

it will take four days for the bed temperature to rise to 140 0 F, t-e normal

resin qarating limit. At or below a temperature of 140 0 F, the radio-

activity will not be re) -ed from the resin. The actual time to heat to

140*F will be greater than four days because of the conservative assumptions

mad- in the calculation. The heat accumulated in the resin through the
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initial four days will be 18750 BTU. The bed can be maintained at 140*F

or less by back flushing the resin with primary water at four day intervals.

Flush water will be collected by the floor drain system and be pumped to

the waste holdup tank. If z 10F rise is taken in the ilush water, the

total quantity of water required u,.Il be about 250 gallons per back flush

operation to remove the 18750 BTU accumulated in the resin.

Hence the loss of water from the spent resin storage tank presen..s no

hazard off-site or on-site because means are available both to detect the

situation occurring and to keep the resin temperature under control until

the res.in can be removed to burial facilities.
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14.2.1 ACJDLXTAL RELEASE - WASE T S

The leakrge of fission products through cladding defecta can result in a

buildup of radioactive gases in the reactor coolant. Ba.;ed on experience 'ith

other operational, closed cycle, pressurized water reactors, the number of

defective fuel elements and the gaseius coolant activity is expected to be

low. The shielding and sizinL of ccaponents such as demineralizers and the

waste handling systen are based on activity corresponding to 1Z defective fuel

%hich La at least an ordzr of magnitude greater than expected. Tanks accu-u-

latinZ significant quantities of radioactive rases during operation are ass-

gas decay tanks, the volume control tank, and the liquid holdup tanks.

The volume cumtrol tank accumulates gases over a core cycle by stripping action

of the entering srray. Equilibrium gaseous activity for the tank based on

operation with 11 defective fuel is tabulated in Table 14.2.3-1. During a

refueling shutdown this activity is vented to the waste - a system and stored

for decay. Rupture of this tank is assumed to release all of the contaired

noble gases plus that small =uot contained in the 75 gpn flow fron the

denineralizers which wovld continue for up to five ninutes before isolation

would otcur. The released activity wvuld be 15,000 curies equivalent Xe-133.

The liquid holdup tanks receive reactor cool.--t. after passing through de--

nineralizers, during the process of coolant purification. The liquid is

stored and then processed through the boric acid evaporators fot recycle.

The contents of one t -k are passed through the liquid processing train

while another tank is being filled. In analyzing the consequence of rupture

of a holdup tunk it is assumed that all of the contained noble gas activity

is released. A =aJor tank failure would be required to cause relrssc of all

the contained noble gas. Since the tank3 operate at low pressure, approximately

2 psig, a gas phase leak would rsult in expulsion of approximately 122 of

the contained gases and then the pressure would be in equilibrium with

atcosphert.. The tank pits are vented to the ventilatLon system so that

any gaseous leakage would be discharged to atwaosphere by this route. Any

liquid leaks from the tanke or piping will be collected in the tank sump

pit to be pumped back into the liquid waste system.
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The waste gas decay tanks receive the radioactive gases from the radioactive 9
liquids from the various laboratories and dra..ns processed by the waste disposal

system. The naximum storage of waste gases occurs after a refueling shutdown at

which tine the gas decay tanks store the radioactive gases stripped from the

reactor coolant. As discussed in Section 11.1, six shutdown gas decay tanks

are provided in addition to the four gas decay tanks used during poqer operation

to reduce the gaseous activity releasL as a result of an assumed rupture of

one of the tanks during the decay period following a refueling shutdown.

Dose Evaluation

The provisions a-d operating procedures for this plant will preclude an offsite

whole body iose in excess of 0.5 ran as a result of accidental release of the

gases stored in any of the above tanks. This is accomplished by lUniting the

noble gna activity stored in any one tank to less than the amount cooputed

to result in a 0.5 rem whole body doee at the site boundary as calculated below:

1. The dispersion factor described in Section 14.3 including the effect

of dilution in the wake of the containment building and a one n/sec

wind velocity ib used in calculating maxinun activicy concentration

at the site boundary, i.e. X/Q - 7.5 x 1073 sec/n3.

2. The cloud shapt is approximated by an infinitely long serd-cylinder of

semi-area, As, defined by the assu=ption that the cloud is of uniform

concentration X mx. site boundary' throughout and the continuity relation,

Sa (x. site boundary) (As) (u), which results in a cylinder radius,

RS 2

3. The dose for a given y emitter is computed fron

D K j S a- B(7r) dv€-2

f4v r
semi-cy 1.

volume -

where the buildup factor, B(7), is anproximated by 1.5o • - a r
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S W 3.7 x 1010 dis/sec C (curies) X CeC f E (1)

and K 1 - 6.8 x 1010 (He 3)

4. The beta dose is e.aluaed assuming 2r exposure at the xkin surface,

i e.

OB -½K Sv..B

Mnere SVB is the volumetric beta source at the site boundary, ( Mv)
sec-"

The muaximum reactor coolant nob 1% gas activity corresponding to operation

with 12 fuel defects as listed on an isotopic basiat in Table 9.2-5 is
110,000 curies equivalent Xe-133. The total reactor coolant system noble
gas gamma and beta sources corresponding to operation with 1% fuel defects

are 1.91 x 10l4 Hovlsec and 5.17 x 1O14 •ev/sec respectivety. Based on
the above, cocplete release of the reactor coolant system nobl- gas inventory

would result in an offsite gana dose of 0.32 ren and an of fsite beta dose
of 2.95 rem 4r a total dose of 3.27 rem. Restricting the maximum inventory
of noble gascs in any gas or liquid tank to 15Z of the total maximum reactor
coolant .ystem inventory or to 16,500 curies equivalent Xe-l w, will result

in a total offsite e:posure of le&z than 0.5 rem for com.-'e.e release of

the noble gas activity stored in the Ltink.

The 16s5nO curie equivalent Xe-133 limit exceeds the quantity calculated

present in the volume control tank during operation with 12 defective fuel
and also exceeds the quantity tant would be placed in one of the six shutdown
gas decay tanks during a refueling shutdown when decay of the shorLer hialf-

lived xenon and krypton isotopes is considered during the processing tim.
A radiation minItor counts activity in a gas decay tank sarple to the gas

analyzer, and sounds an alarm if activity approaches the above limit.

In the process of filling a holdup tank during recycle operation approximately

50% of the -oclart activity could be put in a single holdup tank if decay
is neglected during the filling Zine and it if were assumed none of the holdup
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tank liquid vas processed during the filling tim. Hence if coolant activity
should approach that corresponding to 1Z infects, sampling and inventory
balances will be utilized to ensure that the 16,500 curies equivalent Xe-

133 LUit iL not exceeded.

The iodine present in the vapors of the above tanks would be =ninial based

on past operattng experience. With an iodine removal factor of 10 in the

mixed bed denineralizers the miximun iodine concentration in the liquid of

the volmno control tank or the liquid holdup tank would be less than 0.2 uc/c

1-131 when operating with 1Z defective fuel. An iodine partition factor

on the order of 10-4 is expected between the liquid and vapor. The corresponding

gaseous iodine release froh. a holdup tank, which is the largest of the above

tanzs, wculd bc less thinu 10 nillicuries 1-131. In comparison, the evaluation

of the fuel handling incident resulted in an offsite thyroid dose of 0.2

ren for release of 500 nillicuries to the atmosphere.

C
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TABLE 14.2.3-1

VOLM.E CON.TROL TANK NOBLE GAS ACTIVITY

isotope

Kr-85

Kr-85m

Kr-87

Kr-88

Xe-133

Xe-135m

Xe-135

Specific activity cur/ 3 vapor) Kx-a5

6.4

17.5

5.8

27.7

3880

41

128

The above activities are cor.Tuted for the vapor space (3.7 3) when

operating vith .Z fuel defects. The activity present in the liquid is

negliglble by comparison.



14.2.4 12STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

The event exmrined is a complete tube break adjacent to the tube sheet,

since a ninor leak nay not necessitate inmdiate action depending on the

particular circistances. If a tube breaks, reactor coolant would discharge

into the secondary systen. Since the reactor coolant is radioactive, * ethods

of operation to linit uncontrolled condensate release have to be ccnsldered.

Once the reactor coolant systce pressure is bolou the steam generator design

pressure the faulty steam generator will be isolated by redundant valves and

the possibility of =ncontrolled leakage remved.

The following sequence of events is Initiated by a tube rupture:

1. Rapidly falling pressure and level in the pressurizer will Initiate

a safety injection signal, trip-ring the unit. The sa.fety injection

signal automatically terminates norml feedwater and initiates auxilia.ry

feedvater.

2. The steam generator liquid monitor ani the air ejector radiar.on monitor

will alarm, indicating the passage of primary fluid into the secondary

weysten. The air ejector discharge is autocatically diverted back to

the containment and the setan generator bl,-down and siapling systems

are isolated auto-atically.

3. The unit tirp will autonatically shut off steaa flow through the turbine

and will open stean bypass valves =d bypass stem to the condenser.

4. In the unlikely eavnt of concurrent blackout, the loss of circulating

water through the condenser would eventually result in loss of condenser

vacuun and valves in the condenser bypass lines would auto=taically

close to protect the condenser, thereby causing stean relief to be to

atmsphere.
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5. Cooldown procedures are followed which entail:

a) boration

b) regulating pressurizer level with spray or relief valves

c) rvducing safety Injection flow In or&,r to reduce reactor coolant

pressure to several hundred psi subcooling.

d) condenser relief (if available) or atuospheric relief in order

to reduce the reactor coolant temperature.

6. Isolation of the faulty steam generator is achieved byz

a) further reducing safety injectiomo flow so as to drop the RCS

pressure belov 1100 psi (steam generator design pressure)

b) close the steamline isolation valve connected to the affected

steam Cenerator (determined by steam generator liquid sacple

activity zonitor) and block the atwospheric relief

c) turn off the auxiliary feedwater flow to that stean generator

7. Ordinarily this would end the leakage during the Interval while cooldown

is continuing by steam bypass from the intact steam generators. Should

the faulty steam generator's outlet valve not close, then the main stcam--

line bypass valve would be closed and atmospheric relief from the intact

steam generators would be used for plant cooldown.

8. After thi residual heat. removal systen is in operation, the condensate

acciwlattd in the secundary system can be examined at the operators

leisure. If the radioactivity lev*l is in excess of that alloved, the

condensate can be processed through the waste disposal sydtem.

The faulty unit will be Isolated by a steam line isolation valve once the

reactor coolant pressure is reduced belnw 1100 psia. This can be accowli-,%d

in approxinately 30 minutes and will terminate the nass flow into the

secondary system and steam relief from the faulty steam generator.
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With power available to the circulating water pumps the steam is bypassed

to the condenser. The air ejector discharge is diverted to the containment

within a few sec:-Is after the air ejector monitor high activity signal

and the activity release to atmosphere is not significant.

Wfith concuzrent blackout a portion of the reactor coolant system activity

is released to atoasphere in stean relief during the 30 minutes to isolate

the faulty steam generator.

All of the noble gas activity con~ained in the portion of reactor cooln.

discharged into the stern generator during the 30 minutes to isolatc are

assumed released to amtosphere.

The iodine transferred into the stean generator is assu.d to partition

between the liaild and vapor phases of the steam generator and the portion

contalned in the steam relief is assumed zeleased to atcosphere. A

distribution factor of 4 x 10-3 has been selected from the data of Reference

(2) as being representative of the pH and pressure conditions within the

steav g, aerator.

Ditringh the 30 miaute period to isolate the faulty steam generator 70,000

lbs of reactor coolant are discharged into the steam generator and 60,000

lbs of steam ore relieved to atmosphere. Based on a reactor coolant system

activity concentration corresponding to 12 defective fuel the noble gs

activity release to atmosphere is 14,000 equivalent curies Xe-133. The

corresponding iodine activity discharge into the stem generator iz 114

curies equivalent 1-131 of which 5.7 curies are released to stwsphere.

The resultant site boundary dose is 0.5 rem whole body and 2.2 rem

to the thyroid using the two hour mteorological dispersion factor discussed

In Section 14.3.5.
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With the circulating water pumps available, the air ejector discharge

is diverted to the containment and the only activity released to atmosphere

is that contained in the steam flow to the turbin& gland seal (5000 lb
hr

For this case the activity release to atmosphere during the 30 ninute period

would be L1IZ of the values given above. It is concluded that a tube
rupture accident would not result in significant radiation exposure.
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14.2.5 RUPTURR 0 A STEM PIPK

A rupture of a stea= pipe is assumed to include any accident which results

in an uncontzolled steaa release from a ntem generator. The relesse can

occur due to a break in a pipe line or due to a valve malfunction. The

steam release results in an initial Increase in steam flow which decreases

during the accident as the stem pressure falls. The eiergy removal from

the Reactor Coolant Systm causas a reduction of coolant temperature and

pressure. Vith a negative moderator temperature coefficient, the cooldawn

results in a reduction of core shutdown margin. If the acat reactive control

rod is aassued stuck In its fully withdrawn position, there is a possibility

that the core will become critical and return to poavr even with the re-

maining control rods inserted. A return to pover following a stena pipe

rupture is a potential problem only because of the high hot channel factors

which may exist when the most reactive rod is assumed stuck in its fully

wLthdrawn position. Assuming the =oat pessinistic coot [nation of circum-

stances which could lead to power generation following a steam line break,

the core is ultimately shut domn by the boric acid in the Safety Injection

Sy. te.

The analysis of a stea pipe rupture is performed to denon*trate that:

1) With a stuck rod and nin=um engineered aafety features, there is

no consequential da.a•e to the primary system and the core cemains

In pla:e and ittact.

2) With no stuck rod asd all equipment operating at design capacity,

insignificant (or no) cladding rupture occurs.

Although iT21 and possible clad perforation (no clad celting or zirconiu-

- water reaction) following a steam pipe rupture are aot necessarily

uaacceptaole, the following analysis, in fact, shows that no DN• occurs for

any rupture assuming the most reactive rod stuck In its fully vithdrawn

position.
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The folloving syptem provide tOva necessary proteLtion against a ateam

pipe ruptur-:

1) Sr.fety Injection System Actuation from rn- one of tho following:

'. One out of three pressurizor coincident low pressure and lor

level signals

b. Six seta of two out of three high differential pcz---sre signals

betwven stram lines

V-, High £•tvam flow in two out of four lines (one out of twu per

line) in coi2neidence with either low reactor coolant system
average temperature (three out of four) or low steam line

pressure (three out of four)

d. Two out of thre% high containment prcsture signals

2) The overpower reactor trips (nucleLr flux and AT) and the reactor

trip occurring upon actuation of the Safety Injection System.

3) Redundant Isolation of the nain feedwater lines. Suscained high

fecrnater flow would cause additional cooldown, thus, in addition to

the normal control action which will close the main feedvater valves.

any safety injection signal will rapidly clooe all feedwAter control
valves. trip the "ain feedwater pumps, and close the feedvater pump

discharge valves.

4) Closing of the fast acting steam line stop valves (designed to close

In less than 5 seconds vith no flow) on:

a. High steam flow in two out of four lines (one out of two per

line) in coincidence with either low reactor coolant system

average temperature (three out of four) or low 3tem line

pressure (thrwe out of four).

b. Two out of three "Lgh containment pressure signals.

AThe details of the logic used to actuate Safety Injection .are discussed in
Section 7.2.
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Rach stem line has a fast closing stop valve and a check valve. These

eight valves prevent blowdown of more than onc steam generator foL any

break location even if one valve fails to close. For example, for a

break upstrema of the stop valve in one line, closure of either the check

valve in that line or the stor valves in the other lines will prevent

blowdown of the other stem generators.

Stem flow is measured by monitoring dynamic head in nozzles inside the

steam pipes. The nozxles (16" I.D. va a pipe diameter of 28" I.D.j are

located inside the contaii=ent near the steam generators and also serve

to lmWit the oaximum steam flow for any break further downstream. In

particular, the nouzles 1.mit the flow for all breaks outside the containment

and those inside the containenat which are de-mastream of the flow measuring

nozzles. A schematic shoving the location of the stop valves, check valves,

and nozzles is shown in Figure 14.2.5-10.

Method of Analysis

The analysis of the steam pipe rupture has been performed to deternine:

1) The core heat flux and reactor coolant system temperature and

pressure resulting from the cooldown following the steam line

break. A full plant digital computer situlation has been used.

2) The thercal and hydraulic behavior of the core following a steau

line break. A detailed thermal and hydraulic digital computer

calculation has been used to determine If D4B occurs for the core

conditions computed in (1) above. Vhis calculation solves the

coitgou'lty, somentmx-, and energy equations of fluid flow in the

core and with the Hacbeth critical heat flux correlation (see

reference in paragraph 7 below) deternines the margin to DNBU.
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The following assumptions were made:

I) The rods give 0.0195 shutdown reactivity at no load. This is the end of

lift design value including design margins with the most reactive rod

stuck in its fully withdrawn position. The actual shutdown capability

is expected to be significantly greater.

2) The negative moderator coe$ficient corresponding to the end of life
core with all but the mo.t reactive rod insertad. The variation of the

coefficient with temperature and pressure has been included. The k

versus temperature at 800 paia correseonding to the negative moderator

coefficient used is shown in Figure 14.2.5-1. In computing the power

generation following a steam line break, the local reactivity feedback

from the high neutron flux in the region of the core near the stuck

control rod has been included in the overall reactivity balance. The

1-cal reactivity feedback is composed of dcppler reactivity from the

gh fuel temperatures near the stuck control rod and noderatar feedback

from the high water enthalpy near the Stu.k rod. For the cases

analyzed where steam generation occurs in the high flux regions of the

core, the effect of void formation en the reactivity has been included.

The effect of power generation in the core on overall reactivity is

shohm in Figure 14.2.5-2. The curve assumes end of lfe core

conditions with all rods in except the most reactive rod which is

assumed stuck in its fully withdrawn position (completely removed from

the core).

3) Hinimum safety injection capability corresponding to two ont of three

safety injection putr in operation and three out of four safety

injection lines available for flow to the reactor coolant system.

20,000 ppm boron in assumed in the boric acid tank at the suction of the

Safety Injection pumps. The time delays required to sweep the lIV

concentration boric acid from the safety injection piping prior to

the delivery of the 20,000 ppm boron bave been included in the

analysis.
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W * •) A steam generator he,.t transfer parameter of 13800 BTU/sec F.

This is considered conservative since no allowance for reduction of

the heat transfer UA as the water level falls into the tube region

has been made. Furthermore, higher steam generator UA values will

result in lower reactor ':oolant temperatures at full power which

in turn will restlt in an increase in the available shutdown margin at

zero load. This heat transfer coefficient with the reactor coolant

system temperatures is used in determining the Phutdown margin of

0.095.

5) t~ot channel farters corresponding to one stuck rod - the rod giving

the highest factor at end of life. The hot channel factors account

for the fact that at the reactor coolrnt preseures existing during

the return to power following a steam pipe rupture void exists in the

region of the core neat the stuck rod. This void in c*njunction with

the large negative modertcor coefficient offsets the effect of the

stuck rod. The hot channel :actors depend upon the core

temperature, pzessure, and flow and, thus, are different for each

case studied. The values used for each case are given in Table 14.2.5-1.

The calctations used to obtain the hot channel factors again assume

end of life core conditions with all rods in ex':ept the most reactive

rod.

6) Five steam pipe ruptures at end of core life, . tarting from the hot

standby condition of the plant) have been considered in determining

the core power and Reactor Coolant System trapsient.

a) Comiplte severance of a pipe outside the containment, dcwnstream

of the steam flow measuring nozzle starting at no load conditioms

with outside power available.

b) Ccmplete severance of a pipe inside the containment at the outlet
of the steam generator atarteng at no load conditions with

outside power evailable.
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c) Case (a) above with loss of outside power simultaneous with

the ate= break.

d) Case (b) above with loss of outside power simultaneous with the

steam break.

e) A break equivalent to steam release through one steam generator

aafet7 valve w..-'h outside power available.

The -.ases above all assume the accident srarts from hot shutdown

conditions with the rods inserted (except for one stuck rod) at time

zero. Should the reactor be just critical or operating at power at

the time of a stean line break the reactor will be tripped by the

uormal overpower protection system when the power level reaches a

trip point. These cases have been analyzed and are discussed along

with the results of the five cases above. Follcwing a trip at power

the reactor coolant system contains more stored energy than at no

load, the average coolant temperature is higher than at no load and

there is appreciable energy stored in the fuel. Thus, the additional

stored energy is removed via the cooldown caused by the steam line break

before the no load conditions of reactor coolant system temperature

and shutdown margin assumed in the analyses are reached. After the

additional stored energy has been removed, the cooldovn and

reactivity insertions proceed in the same manner as in the analyses

which assume no load conditions at time zero.

7) In determining the critical heat flux the Macbeth correlation based on

local coolant conditions has been used. This correlation is discussed

in the report AEEW-R-267 dated August, 1963, "Burnout Analyses Part 4:

Application of a Local Conditions Hypothesis to World Data for

Uniformily Heated Round Tubes and Rectangular Channels", by R. V.

Kacbeth. This correlation was used since plant parameters are outside

the range of validity of the W-3 correlation.
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8) The Moody Curve for f L/D = 0 contained in Figure 3 of the article

by F. J. Moody in Transactions of the ASHE, Journal of Heat Transfer,

February 1965, page 134 was used to calculate the steam flow through

a steam line break.

Results

The results prenented are a conservative indi--Ption of the events which

vculd occur assuming a steam line rupture. The worst case assumes that

all of the following occur simultaneously.

1) Hiriinam shutdown reactivity margin equal to 1.952.

2) The most negative moderator temperature coefficient for the roiled

core Pt end of life.

3) The rod having the most reactivity stuck in its fully withdrawn

position.

4) One safety injection pump and one safety injection valve fails to

function as designed.

Core Power and Repd:tor Coolant System Transient

Figure 14.1.5-3 shows the Reactor Coolant System transient and core heat

flux following a steam pipe rupture (complete severence of a pipe) outside

the containment, downstream of the flow measuring nozzle at initial no load

conditions. The break assumed is the largest break which can occur anywhere

outside the containment either upstream or downstream of the st, p valves.

Outside power is assumed available such that full reactor coolant flow

exists. lTe transient shown assumes toe rods inserted at time 0 (with
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one rod stuck in its fully withdrawn positi:-_ and steam release from only

one steam generator. Should the core be critical at near zero power when

the rupture occurs the initiation of safety injectic.-n by high differential

pressure between steam lines or by high steam flow signals in coincidence

with either low reactor ciuolant system temperature or low steam line

pressure will trip the reactor. Steam release from at least three steam

generatars will be prevented by either the check valve or by automatic closiL,6

of the fast acting stop valves in the steam lines by the high steam flow

signals in coincidence with either low reactor coolant system temperature or

low steam line pressure. Zvtn with the failure of one valve, release is

limited to no more than 5 seconds fer three steam generators while the

fourth generator blows down. (The steam line stop valves dre designed to be

fully closed in less than 5 seconds with no flow through them. With the

high flow existing Juring a steam line rupture, the valves will close

considerably faster).

As shown in Figure 14.2.5-3, the core becomes critical with the rods in-

serted (with the design shutdown assuming one stuck rod) at 45 seconds.

Boron solution at 20,000 ppm enters the Reactor Coolant System from the

Safety Injection System at 131 seconds with a delay of 80 seconds :equired

to clear the Safety Injection System linas of low concentration boric acid.

The 80 seconda delay is taken from the time at which the system pressure

has fallen to 1250 psia and !n the delay for sweeping the Safety Injection

System of low concenrr.tion boric acid if the system pressure were constant

at 1000 pain. Since the pressure is less than 1000 psia during most of the

80 seconds and since the shutoff head of the safety injection pumps is

1300 psia, the 80 seconds is somewhat conservative.

The computer calculation used assumes the bor.c acid is mixed with and

dxluted by the water flowing in the reactor coolant system prior to entering

the reactor core. The concentration after uixing depends upon the relative

flow rates in the Reactor Coolant System and in the Safety Injection

System. The variation o( mass flow rate in the Reactox Coolant System

due to water density changes is included in the calculation as is the

variation of flow rate in the Safety Injection System due to changes in the

Reactor Coolant System pressure. The Safety Injection System flow

calculation includes the line losses in the system as well as the pump
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0 head curve. No credit has been taken for the 2,000 ppm boron which

enters the Reactor Coolant System prior to the 20,000 ppm boric acid.

It should be noted that the core power transient would be terminated

ever. without the addition of boric acid when the affected steam

generator bolls dry. For the transient shown in Figure 14.2.5-3 this occurs

at 145 seconds. The peak core average heat flux for this case is 14% of the

value at 2758 MWt.

Figure 14.2.5-4 shows the case of a steam line rupture at the exit of c

steam generator (inside the containment) at no load. The sequence of

events is similar t0 that described above for the rupture outside the

contai•ment. The peak core average heat flux is 27% of 2758 MWt.

Figures 14.2.5-5 and 14.2.5-6 show the responses for the c&ses assuming

a loss of outside power at time 0 which then results in a Reactor Coolant

System flow coastdown. The Safety Injection System delay time includes

the time required to start safety injection pumps on the diesels. It should

be noted that the safety injection pumps cannot supply flow until the

Reactor Coolant System press..re has fallen to 1500 psia. Thus, at least

35 seconds (see Figure 14.2.5-6) is available for starting the safety

injection pumps on the diesels before the Reactor Coolant System pressure

has fallen to 1500 psia. Credit is taken for only the safety injection

flow entering one cold leg line since the second cold leg safety injection

line can be the line assumed blocked by a valve failure. The flow to the

hot legs will be delayed in reaching the core as a result of the low

r--:.or coolant flow. The peak powers are 8% and 13%.

Figure 14.2.5-7 shows the transient following a break equivalent to steam

release thr--izgh one steam generator safety valve (credible break) with

steam release from one steam generator. In this casi=, safety injection is

initiated automatically by low pressurizer pressure and level at 212 seconds

(the low pressure setpoint is assumed to be 1700 psia and is reached after

the pressurizer is empty). Boron solution at 20,000 ppm enters the

Reactor Coolant System at 343 seconds. For the transient, there is no
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return to criticality. The 20,000 ppm boron provides sufficient negative

reactivity to keep the reactor shut down and well below criticality while

the steam generator empties and causes further cooldown. The cooldown for

the case shown in Figure 14.2.5-7 is more rapid than the case of steam

release from all steam generators through one safety valve. The transient

is quite conservative with respect to cooldown, since no credit is taken

for the energy stored in the system metal or the eneigy ntor.-d in the

other steam generators. Since the transient occurs over a period of

six minutes, the neglected stored emergy is likely to have a significant

effect in slowing the cooldown. Figure 14.2.5-7 was computed assuming the

design shutdown with all rods except one stuck rod inserted at time zero.

The transient is assumed to start from ,.- hot shutdown conditloti.

Figure 14.2.5-8 shows the initial portion of the transient following the

maximum outside containment break assuming an initial power level of 100%.

The transient was computed assuming the reactor is tripped by the high

flux trip. In actuality, the reactor will be tripped before an appreciable

power increase occurs by the high steam flow signal in coincidence with

low steam line pressure. In the figure the high flux trip is assumed to occur

conservatively at 118%. The steam flow is assumed limited by only the four

steam line flow measuring nozzles and the steam line stop valves are

assumed fully open. For a Sreak inside the containment with the assumption

that the check valve in the affected line fails to open, calculations have

shown that the peak heat flux preceding and immediately following reactor

trip does not differ significantly from that shown in Figure 14.2.5-8.

The peak heat flux in Figure 14.2.5-8 is such that the DNBR does not

approach 1. 3.

Using the reactivity insertion rate which occurs with the steam flow

limited by only the four steam line nozzles, assuming an initial power

level of 10-13, and a bigh flux trip at 25%, the peak average heat flux

was computed to be 351. (This transient is similar to that occurring

during a startup accident -- see Section 14.1.1.) The same peak heat flux

was computed using the steam flow existinF following an inside containment

break with the assumption that the check valve in the affected line falls

open. The heat flux will not result in a DNBR of 1.3.
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Figure 14.2.5-9 shows t}.e reactivity insertion for a steam line break

downstream of the steam line stop valves assuming the steam flow is

initially that occurring through the four steam line nozzles. The steam

flow is assumed to fall 4o zero in a step at 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 seconds.

The steam line stop valves are designed to be fully closed in less than

five seconds with no flow through them. With the high flows assumed in

Figure 14.2.5-9 the valves will close considerably faster. Criticality

does not occur during any of the transients shown in 14.2.5-9.

It should be noted that following a steam line break only one steam

generator blows down completely. Thus, three steam generators are available

for dissipation of decay heat at times after the steam break transient is

over.

Margin to Critical Heat Flux

Using the transients of Fi,,.res 14.2.5-4 and 14.2.5-6 with breaks assumed

inside the containment for reference plant parameters, the Macbeth critical

heat flux correlation was used to determine the margin to buru-out. The

power and flow conditions were used with various core pressures and core

inlet temperatures bracketing the values shown in Figures 14.2.5-4 and

14.2.5-6. The hot channel factors for each case are listed in Table 14.2.5-1.

The analyses showed that the heat flux remains below the criticnl value in

all cases. The minimum DNBR was greater than 2 in all the analyses. The

lowest value occurred for the break inside the containment with outside

power available assuming an inlet temperature of 4250 F end a reactor coolant

pressure of 700 psla. The breaks outside the containment result in lower

core heat fluxes than those inside the containment and, thus, also do not

cause DNB anywhere in the core. Therefore, even for the worst double-ended

pipe rupture (that occurring inside the containment at the exit of a steam

generator) the analysis has shown that no DNB occurs.

For the break inside the containment at the e"it of a steam generator, the

to~al mass and energy release to the containment have been conservatively

computed as 2000000 lbs, and 182 x 106 Btu, respectively. Assuming an

instantaneous release to the containment and no credit for -ontainment

safeguards, the containment pressure has been calculated to be 27 psig

compared to the containment design value of 47 psig.
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Dose Considerations

Assuming a steam line break occurred when operating with a leak in the

sttam generator, the portion of reactor coolant activity discharged through

the leak will be released to the steam generatr. For the case of the

break outside the containment and the leak oc- ,"ng in the steam generator

with the ruptured steam line, th*.s activity is released to atmosphere.

In addition the activity initially present in the steam generator will

be released. Following the accident the reactor system would be cooled

,'own and depressurized. Assuming a coolaown rate of 50*F per hour, the

system would be depressurized to 350 psig in about 4 hours. At this time

the resýdual heat removal loop would be put into operation and in an aeditional

four hours, the system would be cooled to saturation pressure less than atmo-

spheric. The system would be depressurized and the leakage would terminate.

The dose evaluation is based on the following:

I. The product of the operating tube leak rate, Lo0, and reactor coolant

1-131 concentration, C1 - 131, is assumed to be the maximum consistent

with steady 10 CFR 20 1-131 HPC in the circulating water canal.

i.e.,

Lo x C1-131 ' Fc x -PC1-31

Where F is the circulating water flow rate and MPC _-31 is the

unrestricted area water maximum permissible 1-131 concentration.

2. Due to flow choking with the hot fluid the leak rate does not increase
significantly when the uecondary side of the steam generator is

depressurized. Although the pressure is decreasing during the

cooldown period, the leak rate is conservatively assumed constant at

Lo0 during the 8 hour leakage period.
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0The previous analysis has shown that fuel damage is not expected

as a result of a steam line break outside the containment, hence

the concentration of th- 1-131 11. the leak remains at C 1 1 3 1 .

The initial quantity of 1-131 in the steam generator liquid is

assumed in equilibrium with the tube leak and steam generator

blowdown rate, i.e.,

Lo 1 CI-11

I-131, SG - B - iq.

Where B is the blowdown rate and VSG liq is the steam

generator liquid volhme

Based on the above the total 1-131 release is:

VSG +i SV i

Where T is the 8 hour leakage period in the appropriate units.

With a circulating water rate of 840,000 gpm and a 10 gpm blowdown rate,

the total iodine activity release is 2 curies equivalent 1-131. Based

on a short term site boundary dispersion factor of 7.5 x 10-4 sec/m3n

the thyroid dose is 0.8 rem.

As a measure of margin to dose guide lines suggested in 10 CRF 100 an
additional analysis was made using the calculated fuel-clad gap activities,

site dispersion factors, and breathing rates presented in Section 14.3.5.

and assuming operation with a 1 gpm leak prior to the accidpnt. The

results indicate that in excess of 20% of the calculated total core

fuel-clad gap activity would have to be released to the reactor

coolant to cause. thyroid dose levels of the magnitude of 10 CRF 100

when operating with a 1 gpm tube leak prior to an uutside containment

steam break.
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TABLE 14.2.5-1

Nuclear Hot Channel Factors Used in Steam Break Analyses. Values assume the
End of Life Rodded Core with One Stuck Rod

Case
N1uclear
F A

Nuclear
F
z

Figure
Break,

Figure
Break,

Figure
Break,

Figure
Break,

14.2.5-3, Outside Containment
Outside Power Available

14.2.5-4, Inside Containment
Outside Power Available

14.2.5-5, Outside Containment
Loss of Outside Power

14.2.5-6, Inside Containment
Loss of Outside Power

10.8 2.0

1.87.7

Not computed since average power is
considerably less than the case of
Figure 14.2.5-6.

7.0 1.8
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14.2.6 RUPTURE OF A CONTROL ROD HECHANISH HOUSING-RCCA EJECTION

In order for this occidcnt to occur, a rupture of the control rod mechanism

housing must be postulated creating a full system pressure differential

acting on the drive shaft. The resultant core thermal power excursion is

limited by the Doppler reacrivity effect of the increased fuel temperature

ond terminated by reactor trip actuated by high nuclear power signals.

A failure of a control rod mechanism housing sufficient to allow a control

rod to be rapidly ejected from the core is not considered credible for the

following reasons:

4) Each control rod drive mechanism housing is coapletely assembled and

shop-tested at 4100 psi.

b) The nechanism housing will be individually hydrotested to 3105 psig

as they are installed on the reactor vessel head to the head adapters,

and checked during the hydrotest of the completed Reactor Coolant

System.

c) Stress levels in the mechanism are not affected by system transients at

power, or by thermal oovement of the coolant loops. Moments induced

by the design earthquake can be accepted within the allowable primary

working stress range specified by the ASME code, Section III, for

Class A components.

d) The latch mechanism housing and rod travel housing are each a single

length of forged type-304 stainless steel. Ihis material exhibits

excellent notch tou.ghness at all temperatures that will be encountered.

The joint between latch mechanism and head adapter is a threaded joint,

reinforced using a canopy type seal weld. The joint between th- latch

mecatinism and rod travel housings is a Conoseal mechanical joint.

14.2.6-l1
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The operation of a chemical shin plant is such that the soverfty of an

ejection accident is inherently limited. Since control rod clusters are

used to cu'nttol load variations only and core depletion is followed with

boron dilution, there are only a few rods in the core at full power.

Propaz positioning of these rods Is monitored by a control room alarn

system. There are low and low low insertion monitors, Section 7.3, with

visual and audio signdls. Operating instructions require boration at the

loy level alare and emergency toration at the low low alarm. The control

rod position monitoring alarm systems are described in detail in

Section 7.3 and in reference 6. By utilizing the flexibility in the selec-

tion of control rod cluster groupings, radi..l locations and position as a

function of load, the design mininized the peak fuel and clad temperatures

for the highest worth ejected rod. It is shown that no fuel or clad melting

occurs. Overinsertion of the control rods constituten a violation of the

operatIvA instructions. However, for completeness sensitivity to overin-

sertion v'as considered. For the worst case, which Is at full power at the

end of life, it Is shown that considerable margin exists. In fact, the C4

control bank may be fully inserted without causing clad melting on ejection.

This section describes the models used and the results obtained. The worst

cases are presented in deLaii.

Only the initial fe-a seconds of the power transient are discusaqd, since the

long tern considerations are the same as for a loss of coolant accident.

Method of Analysis

The calculation of the transient is performed in two stages, first an average

core -alculation and then a hot region calctelatton. The average core is

analyzed to deteramne tme average power generation with time including the

various total core feedback effects, i.e., Doppler reactivity and moderator

density reactivity. The largeas temperature rises, (and hence the largest

Joint Doppler feedbacks) occur in channels where the power is higher than

average. Since the weight of a region is dependent on flux, these regions

@1
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also have high weights. This ceans thnt the reactor Doppler feedback is

larger than that predicted by a simple single channel analysis. Physics

calculations have been crried out for temperature changes with a flat

tep.erature cistribution, anti with a large number of axial and radial teop-

erature distributions. Reactiv-±y changes were compared and effective

weighting factors determined. These weighting factors take the forn of

multipliers which, when applied to s!ngle channel Doppler feedbacks, correct

then to effective whole core feedbacks for the appropriate flux shape. The

values used in the analysis are listed in Table 14.3.6-2. Enthalpy and

temperature transients in the hot spot are determined by adding a vultiple

of the average core energy generation to the hotter rods and performing a

transient heat-transfer calculation. The azyaptotic power distribution

calculated without feedback is pessiniati-vally assumed to persist through-

out the transient.

Average Co•re

The nucloar pourer transients are calculated using the OIIC-KIN code developed

by the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory for sinilar analyses. This code

solves the point kinetics equations, with feudback from an axially and

radially segmented fuel element. CHIC-KIN results have been compared with

SPERT results for two dissimilar cores over a vide range of periods with

good agreement.

For this study, six delayed neutron groups were used and the furl cod w.is
divided into eight radial itcrements, with a ninth Increment for the clad.

Five axial segments were employed. Th- calculation is essentially a single

channel analysis representing the core average conditions.

Prompt heat aeneration directly in the coelunrt has been calculated to be

2.6 pf-rcent of the nuclear power generattcn u.ing the LEOPARD code. Heat

generation Ir. the fuel pellct is assumed to occur non-unilormly radially

with a sl-_.3ht reddctinn in the center due tr self-shielding effects.

14.2.6-3
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Htot Roiion

The average core energy addition calculated as described above is nultiplied

by the appropriate hot channel factors and the worst cases analyzed using

a detailed heat transfer code. The code contains a representation of gap

conductance as a function of fuel temperature, clad tem-perature and differ-

ential pressure. The zirconium water react'.on is explicitly represented

and all naterial properties are represented as functions of te=perature.

The T•gn, Sandberg and Blahop correlation (as described in section 3.2.2)

is tied to deteraine the film boiling heat transfer coefficient. The results

indic• te that no clad melting occurs. The energy levels assumed for fuel

melting are given in Table 14.2.6-1.

Selection of Input Parameters

Pessinisitit values for all the input parameters were selected un the basis

of calculated values and a parameter study. The parazeter study indicates

that the parameters LO uw4ich the transient is cost sensitive are the ejected

rod worth, the Doppler veighting, the delayed neutron fraction and transient

hot channel factors. A uargin of 10% has been added to the ejected rod

worth. The Doppler weighting has been reduced by 10Z to allow for errors

in the weighting calculation and a further 10% for errors in the basic

Doppler coelficient. The valve of B, the delayed neutron fraction, was not

reduced since the method of calculation introduced conservatisn, and in any

case, a 10% conservatisn had already been added to the ejected rod worth.

Transient hot channel factors were conservatively calculated without tAking

any credit for the flattening effects of feedback. The values used in the

final analyses are listed in Table 14.2.6-2.

The values of the ejected rod worth and transient hot channel facto=s, are

dependent on the positioning of the part length rods. The overall ejected

rod worth is arrived at by carrying out tvo separate calculations, one for

the reactor slab containing the part length rods and one for the non-part

length slab, and then deternining a weighted total. the cje:-ed rod wor.h

14 . 2.6-4



W and radial hot channel facts for the part length region are always higher
than those for the non-part length region. Since the regional weighting

increases with incresming regional flux, the worst overall ejected rod worth

is obtained with the part length rods In the axial power peak. However, in

general this conditio• does not result in the maximum value of Fq. If the

part length rods are located in the axial flux peak, as they will be under

normal conditions, the radial and axial peaks will be coincident. If the

part length rods are moved out of the axial peak, the *xLtl hot channel

factor will increase. However, the axial peak is nou in the non-part length

region where the radial peaking factor !s lower. This effect tends to reduce

the dependance of Fq on the part length position, but the net result is often

to increase Fq when the part length rods are eoved -Way from the axial peak.

It can be seen that the worst part length rod position from the point of

view of ejected rod worth probably does not correspund to the worst condition

for Fq. Analyses indicate that the worst hot spot tra.asient occures when

the part length rods are located in the axial peak. The ejected rod worth

is the dominant effect. AUl analyses have been conducted with the worst

part length rod position with respect to the hot spot transient.

Pessinisms Included in the Analyses

Apart from the conservatism resulting fron the pessinistic parameter selec-

tion, considerable conservatism exists in the nodel for the reasons noted

below.

It is assumed that the transient and steady-state hot spots are coincident.

This means that the largest tceperature rise is co-bined with the highest

steady-state temperature. In practice, the transient peak occvrs in the

imediate area of the ejected control rod, where under steady-stare con-

ditions the power is well below normal.

The Doppler feedback calculation is based on the asymptotic power distribution

with feedback (i.e., flattened power distribution), but the hot spot transient

14.2.6-5



power is computed on the basis of the asymptotic power distribution without

feedback

Detailed phyqics calculations indicate that the total core moderator feedback

will be considerably luger than that predicted on the basis of the average

channel. However, the moderator feedback is pessinistically assumed equal

to the average core value. Physics calculations were carried out to deter-

nine whether it is possible for local pockets oi positive temperature coef-

ficients to occur. An infinite medium moderator temperature coefficient

was obtained by performing two 2-dicensinal unit cell calculations with no

transverse buckling. The calculations were carried out at two different

temperature coefficients.

For the conditions which give the least negative temperature coefficient for

the core as a whole, the above method yielded a local infinite noderatcr

coefficicat of zero. For positions In the core which have a higher than

average local power density, there will be a net leakage out of the region,

and so the local temperature coefficient will be more t.egative than this

calculation indicates.

Reactivity insertion as a result of lattice deformation was considered. In

the region of the hot spot there will be a large power gradienr. Since the

fuel rods are free to move in a vertical direction, differential expAnsion

between separate rods cannot produce distortion. However, taie temperature

gradient across individual rods may produce e force cending to bow the

midpoint of the rods toward the hot spot. Physics calculations indi:ate

that the net result of this would be a negative reactivity insertiou. In

practice, no significant bewing is anticipated, since the structural rigidity

of the core is more than sufficient to vithstand the forces produced.

Boiling in the hot spot region will produce a net fluid flow away from that

retion. However, the fuel heat . released to the water relatively slowly,
and it is considered inconceivable that cross flow will be sufficiert to

14.2.6-6



produce significant lattice forces. Even if massive and rapid boiling,

sufficient to distort the lattice, !s hypothetically poutulated, the large

void fraction in the hot spot region would produce a reduction in the total

cove moderator to fuel ratio, and a large reduction in this ratio at the hot

spot. The net effect would therefore be a negattve feedback. It is con-

cluded thet no conceivable mechanism exists for a net positive feedback

resulting from lattice deforsation. In fact, a small negative feedback may

result. The effect is ignored in the following analyses.

Cases Considered

In general the end of life cases are worse than the beginning of life cases.

This is because the delayed neutron fraction is smaller at the end of life,

and also because ejected rod worths and hot channel factors tend to be worse

at the end of life. However, for completeness, the full (27Md MWt) and zero

power cases for beginning of life are presented. The reactivity contributions

and fuel rod temperatures for the cases which follow are presented in Figure

14.2.2-1 through 14.2.6-10. The power transients for the power Eises and

for the zero powe- cases are shown in Figures 14.2.6-11 anA 14.2.6-12

respectively.

At the end of life, ejection of the worst control bank rods at full and

zero power were studied as end point cases. At the end of life, both the

worst ejected rod worth and worst hot channel factor occur when two banks

are fully inserted with the third bank at the bottom limit of its solo

movement (i.e., itmediately before the fourth control bank begins to move

in). The rod program is such that the maximum power at which this situation

ray occur Is 4% of full power. An analysis has been carried out for this

condition. The ejection of a part length rod was also considered.

Supplemnt 6
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Beginning of Life Full Power

T'he rod program limits the control bank ho.Ldlng to 0.5% AK for this condition.

'he reactor is sub-prompt critical with the worst ejected rod worth of 0.156%.

The peak power reached is 1.27 times normal full power, and the peak hot spot

clad and center fuel temperatures are respectively 1700OF and 4410*F. The

results are shown in Figure 14.2.6-1 and 14.2.6-A.

Beginning of Life Zero Power

For this conditiop there viii be one co. .rol bank fully inserted, and a

second bank partially inserted. For conservatism the worst ejected rod from

two fully inserted banks was used. The value of 0.75% AK results in the core

becoming teakly prompt critical. At the peak hot spot heat flux. film boil-

ing would not occur. (Evan through only two of the four main coolant pumps

are asaumed to be running). The peak hot spot center fuel teaperature is

L880"F. The results are shown. in Figures 14.2.6-2 and 14.2.6-7.

End of Life Full Power, Ejection of the Worst Control Bank Rod

Results for this case are shown in Figures 14.2.6-3 and 14.2.6-8. Again the

rod program limits the control bank reactivity holding to 0.5% AK. The

worst ejected rod worth is then 0.2% AK. This results in a pedk power of

1.55 times thQ normal full power and the peak hot spot heat flux of 684,000

Btu/ft 2hr (1.2 times design maximum). This heat flux will not result in

film boiling. However, two hot spot cases were considered, one with DnB

and one without D.IB. For the case with D.B the peak clad and center fuel

temperatures were respectively 1690*F and 4300*F.

Based on a steady-state hot channel factor of 3.23 (design), and a coinci-

dent transient hot channel factor of 3.8, the model indicates that an ejected

rod of worth 0.3% AK would be required to initiate center melting. For this

condition the peak cladding temperature would be less than 2100°F. In

practice, the transient and steady-state hot spots cannot be coincident. It

Supplement 6
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is therefor* concluded that a n.3% AK ejected rod can be tolerated with

c-e considerable margin. The ejected rod worth for full powe- operation

with the C4 control bank fully inserted in 0.28X 6K. This condition con-

stitutes a large deviation from the operating tnstructidns. A further in-

sertion of the control rod-, beyond this condition, would of course increase

the reactivity of khe accident, and would result in a limited anount of fuel

melting ou the pellet center line at the leak spot. This would not produce

fuel dispersal in the coolant. A considerable margin to clad melting would

still exist.

Part Power End of Life

The worst part power ejected rod worth and hot channel factors occur when

the first two control banks are fully inserted, and the third bank almost

fully inserted. Physics calculations indicate that the maximum possible

po,-r at which this condition can occur is 42 of full power. For an elected

rod worth of 0.8% and assuming that only tu.o main coolant pumps are running,

this results in a peak cladding temperature cf 21 5 0 *F and a peak center fuel

temperature of 3320*F. These results ar- included in Figures 14.2.6-4 and

14.2.6-9.

Zero Power End of Life

The worst ejected rod worth at zero power is less than the value of 0.8%

used in the pzrt power case above. For conservatism, the value of 0.8% has

been usud. The peak claddivg temperature is 1830*F, and the peak center

ruel temperature is 2780*F, The result of this case are included in Figures

14.2.6-5 and 14.2.6-10.

0
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Fission Product Release

It is assumed that f ssion products are released from the gaps of all rods

entering DNB. In all caseb considered only a small fraction of the core

(less than 2%) enters DNB. The position with regard to fission product

release is therefore much better than for the double ended coolant pipe

break (the maximum hypothetical accident) for which the majority of the

core enters DNB.

Pressure Surge

Because there is no fuel or clad malting, even in the worst case with the

most pessimistic assumptions, there is no d.nger of a sudden pressure rise

due to heat transfer from dispersed molten fuel or from massive sudden metal-

water reaction. Thus, the pressure conditions can be judged on the basis of

relatively conventional heat transfer rates. The most severe excess addition

of energy to the coolant occurs for the full power end of life case, and so

thi.s case tesults in the worst pressure transient. In order to estimate the

=gnitude of this pressure transient, average channel and hot spot heat

tranofer calculations were periormed using a high gap conductance and with-

out assuming DNB. The power curves used for these calculations represented

a limiting case which almost initiated center melting at the hot spot. Using

the heat flux data obtained above, a THINC 3 run was conducted to determine

the volume surgi (without the benefit of pressure feedback). This volume

surge was subsequently uZed as the basis for a pressure calculation. The

results indicated that starting at 2250 psi a peak pressure of about 2340

psi occurs some 1.5 seconds after rod ejpction.

Conclusions

Even on the -ost pessimistic bases, the analyses indicate no fuel or clad

melting. The amount of fission p.oducts released as a result of clad

rupture during DNB is considerable less than in the case of the double ended

main coolant pipe break (the Maximum hypothetical accident). Furthermore,

the resulting pressure surge is insufficient to produce consequential damage

to the primary circuit.

14.2,6-10
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TABLE 14.2.6-1

UO PROPERTIES

Beginning End of
of Life Life
Enthalpy Enthalpy
Btu/lb Br.-.rlb

Solid at Room Temperature 0 0

Solid at Melting Temperature 414 391

Liquid at Melting Temperature 533 510

0



TABLE 14.2.6-2

Time of life Beginning Beginning End End End

Power Level 0 Full 0 Full 4%

Parameter & Units

Ejected worth ZAK 0.75 0.156 0.80 0.20 0.80

Delayed neutron fraction 0.0069 0.0069 0.0052 0.0052 0.0352

Inlet temperature 0 F 543 539 543 539 543

Pressure psia 2275 2275 2275 2275 2275
Doppler temperature weiphing 4.45 1.45 4.6 1.54 3.18

Scram time sec. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Scram shutdown ZUK 1.0 3.0 0.9 3.0 0.9

Gap heat transfer coefficient for 150 150 150 150 150
average c2re calculation
Btu/hr ft 'F

Fuel thermal conductivity for 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
average core calculation
Btu/hr ft OF

Neutron lifetime 1* micro sec. 15 15 15 15 15

Initial moderator density coefficient 0,0219 0.0152 0.200 0.201 0,200-3
AK/gr cm

Transient F 20 4.22 21.6 3.8 17.6
qNumber of pumps running 2 4 2 4 2
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14.3 I3RIMA•RY SYSTEM PIPE RUPTURE

14.3.1 GENERAL

A loss-of-coolant accident nay result from a rupture of the Reactor Coolant

System or of any line connected to that system up to .he first closed valve.

Ruptures of very small cross section will cause expulsion of coolant at

a rate which can be accocodated by the charging pumps. Should such a small

rupture occur, these piraps would maintain an operational level of water

in the pressurizer, permitting the operator to execute an orderly shutdown.

A moderate quantity of coolant containing such radioactive impurities as

would normally be present in the coolant, would be released to the containment.

Should a larger break occur, resr tant loss of pressure and pressurizer liquid

level will cause reactor trip and initiation of safety injection. These

countermeasures will limit the consequences of the accident in two ways:

a) Reactor trip and borated water injection will supplecent void forma-

tion in causing rapid reduction of the nuclear power to a residual

level corresponding to delayed fissions and fission product, decay.

b) Injection of borated v.ater ensures sufficient flooding of the core

to prevent excessive zemperatures.

The safety injection system, even whcn operating on emergency pewer, limits

the cladding temperature to below the melting temperature of Zircaloy-4

and below the temperature at which gross core geometry distortion, including

clad fragmentation, may be expected. In addition the total core metal-water

reactior is limited to less than 1%. This is vslid for reactor coolant piping

ruptures up to and including the double ended rupture of a reactor coolant

loop. Consequences of there ruptures are well within those described later

in this section for the hypothetical accident and are therefore well within

the limit of 10 CFR 100.

14.3.1-1
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The folloving paragraphs will describe the method of analysis used and

results ef the calculations to demonstrate that the Safety Injection System

meets the core cooling requirements for the full range of break sizes.

14.3.2 CORE THERMAL TRANSIENT

Method of Analysis

The analysis of the loss-of-coolant accident is divided into three major

phases:

1) Blowdown. This calculation provides a description of the thermal

and hydraulic resporse of the Reactor Coolant System to a rupture,

through depressurization and the operation of the emergency cooling

systems. The basic information concerning the dynanic environment

of the reactor core is thus provided for use in reactor kinatics and

core cooling analysis.

2) Reactor Kinetics. The nuclear transient is forced by the blowdown

dynamics and in turn affects the blowdown. The kinetics calculation

determines the energy added co the core, an essential input to the

core cooling analysis.

3) Core cooling. Based on the above information, a detailed analysis

of reactor core cooling is performed to determine the core clad

temperature.

The division of the study into these three phases permits a careful evaluation

of the importance of various assumptions on each significant aspect of the

overall problem. These three phases are described in detail in the following

paragraphs.
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Blowdown Analysis - FLASH Code

The blowdow•' analysis is performed using FLASH-R(I), a digital computer

code developed at Bettis and slightly codified at WAPD to better conform

with commercial VIR systems. This code uses three regions, each at a different

pressure, to simulate the Reactor Coolant System. Two regions are the

upper and lower volumes, corresponding to the hot and cold volumes in the

coolant loop, and these are connected by flow paths through the reactor

core and through the intact loop piping and steam generators. The third

region Is the pressurizer, connected to the upper region by the surge line.

Inertia and pressure losses are calculated in each connecting line, including

the cain coolant pump coastdown and cavitation.

The above simulation of the Reactor Coolant System permits a lumping Into

coatrol volumes of relatively uniform pressure and temperature regions.

In normal system operation, all of the pressure rise occurs across the

reactor coolant pumps and most of the pressure drop occurs across the core.

Similarly the tecperature rise occurs across the core, while the temperature

drop occurs across the steam generators. During blowdawn, the core and

the reactor coolant pumps offer most of the resistance to flow.

Heat is removed from the main coolant system by the steam generators until

the coolant temperature drops below the steam-side tempeLature. Heat addi-

tion in the core for the :urrent study was input in the form of heat flux

as function of time, based 3n more detailed core studies, described in

the next section.

Flov through a leak is calculated, in subcooled conditions, using Fauske's(2)

model for metastable flow for short pipes, or Moody's(3) model for homogeneous

equilibrium flow for lorg pipes. Once the leaking region reaches saturation,

Noose's correlation is used for both cases. A double-ended break is repre-

sented as a "short-pipe" leak from the near region and a "long-pipe" leak
from the farther region, while smaller breaks are treated as "short-pipe"

leaks from the near region only.
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The code contains a bubble-separation model assuming an upward velocity

of two feet/second of bubbles through water. This deternines the quality

of flow through breaks and through the core and piping during blowdown.

The actual times of nicovering of the core, however, are calculated using
flASH code results, with the assu=ption of complete separation of steam

from water. This is a conservative neasure to avoid taking credit for

froth height ira deternining core water level. The use of the above flow

correlations and bubble separation model conservatively overpredicts

the mass loss through the break.

Modifications were made to the ori.ginal FLASH program to account for

the specific system configurations of the system: these Included the

singlepass rod-type core, and the location of the reactor coolant pump,

tde accumulator and injection pumps characteristicr. A calculation was

added to the FLASH progran which determines the flow rate into the lower

volume of the Reactor Coolant System for the accumulator. The flow rate

calculation is based on the pressure difference between the Reactor Coolant

System and accumulator gas pressure and the resistance of the accumulator

lines. The accumulator tank gas pressure is assumed to expand isentropically
to replace the injected accumulator water. The accumulator pressure,

and liquid amld ;- inventories are continually calculated. Accumulator

injection continues until the tanks are emptied. In addition, applicability

of the FLASH Code was extended by the incorporation ot a detailed core

flooding calculation. This calculation considers the steam bubble in

the core formed by steam generation when the core is reflooded. The

water in the downcomer rises at a faster rate than the core water level.

Thus, a static driving head is developed to drive the generated steam
through the resistance of the loop piping and Reactor Coolant System

components.

In summary, this phase of the analysis requires as input the reactor

coolant system description and initial conditions, break size and location,

energy addition in the core, and emergency core cooling system characteristics.

Th. analysis produces as output the blowdown pressure, enthalpy, uncovery

and recovery tines, core flow, core pressure drop, and the conditions

required to determine reactor trip. FLASH also provides the transient

steam flow and steam quality in the hot channel, for use in determining

the extent of DXB.
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The FLASH-R Code has been used to predict the blowdown and refill transient

presented for this plant. Several investigators have compared this

analysis to experiments and found the code conservative in two principal

areas: rate of depressurization and mass of water left after blowdown.

This conservatism is generally attributed to the critical flow boundary

condition. The correlation, as used Lu this analysis, overpredicts the

mass flow through the break and thus the analysis overstates the severity

of the transient. A better comparison between analysis and experiment is

obtained when the break area used in the analysis is rtduced to about 80%

of the experimental value.

Thus the transient which is ascribed to the double ended ruptuce would,

in fact, occur for a larger break and conversely the analysis done for a

smaller rupture represents the true double-ended break.

Since the whole spectrum of break sizes less than or equal to the double-

ended rupture has been analyzed, adequate protection has therefore been

demonstrated even when the break flow takes on the smaller, more realistic,

values.

Core Power Transient CHIC-KIN

The basic tool used for the reactor kinetics cal=ulation is the CHIC-

KIN(4) code, whi, h has a point kinetics model and a single channel fuel

and coolant des-ription. In this study the channel was divided axially

into five sections, with density in each section a function of pressure and

enthalpy, plus nucleate boiling void. A nucleate boiling model for highly

subcooled conditions was used, even though a large part of the coolant

is saturated throughout the transient. That is, when the clad surface

is hotter than saturation temperature, 10% of the heat flux goes into

local boiling void, which has a mean lifetime of 0.1 second. This was done

to minimize apparent void :ormation in order to retard reactor stutdown

and yield a conservatively high energy input. Since hot channels of

the core have greater than average void fraction, use of an average channel

model and neglecting hot channel effects also reduces the apparent void,

yielding a conservatively high energy input. In addition, coolant bypass

around the core was neglected, reducing the calculated void.
14. 3.1-5
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Each axial fuel rod tiection was divided into nine radial regions for

the heat transfer calculation. A high conductivity of 2.65 Btu/hr- t -*F
for the 002, and a high fuel-to-gap heat transfer coefficient cf 2000

Btu/hr-ft2 -P, were chosen for the kinetics calculation. These nAbers

give a minimum reasonable initial average fuel temperature, thus reducing

heat transfer rate during shutdown. This minimizes void formation and

decreases the rate of power decay.

For noderator density reactivity feedback the calculated density coefficient

as a function of density for beginning of life with no control rods,

which corresponds to a temperature coefficient of -0.3 x 10-4 6k/*F at
nominal temperature, was uniforrly reduced to correspond to zero caefficient
at the initial average density. The curve yields a 1% negative reactivity
with a density reduction of 25%; whereas the calculated curve would show
twice this feedback for the sane density change.

Doppler reactivity feedback was simulated as a function of the average
fuel temperature. with a weightinS factor of 1.6 used as an upper limit

for the initially unrodded core to reduce the rate of power decrease

during shitdown.

Six groups of delayed neutrons were used. For the total effective fraction,
a conservative naxinm= of 0.0072 was used to slow down power decay. Average

core pressure was input as a function of time from the SLASH output.

For the 1/2 ft2 breaks and the 3 ft2 hot leg breaks, the core inlet flow

as shown by the FLASH code calculations was used ab input to CHIC-KIN.

For all other breaks, with violent flow reversal and then near-stagnation,

the core pressure drop as indicated by FLASH was assumed to be a reasonable

representation of the forcing action between the two large liquid regions
of the system. This pressure drop was used ds input to CHIC-KIN, which
calculated flow response taking into account inertia and losses at inlet

and outlet and due to grids and friction in the fuel. The resulting
flow transients were very close to those obtained by FLASH.
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Trip would be activated in all cases by low pressurizer pressure. For

the 1/2 ft 2 break zmse and the 3 ft 2 hot leg break, this vould occur

in approxinately 1.25 seconds. Significant rod reactivity insertion

was calctt;ated to start in 1.95 seconds after the break, with -0.026

& being inserted over the following one second.

For the larger breaks, trip would be sinilarly actuated, but because

void formation is adequate for shutdown, trip was not sinulated in these

studies.

Core Cooling AnalyaLs - LOCTA Code

The LOCTA-R2 transient digital computer program was developed for evaluating

fuel pellet and cladding temperatures during a loss-of-coolant accident.

It determines the extent of the Zircaloy-steam reaction and the magnitude

of the resulting energy release in Zircaloy clad cores.

The transic.nt heat condition equation is solved by means of finite differ-

ences, considering only heat flow in the radial direction. A lumped

parameter method is used; the fuel containing three radial nodes au4

the cladding one radial node.

Internal heat generation can be specified as a function of time. The

decay heat from any initial power level can be calculated by the code.

The decay heat is based on the heat generated from

a) fission products,

W) capture products, and

c) delayed neutrons

It is assumed that the core has been irradiated for an infinite period of

time.
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In addition to decay heat, the code calculates the heat generated due

to the Zircaloy-stea= reaction. The Zr-H20 reaction is governed by the

"trabolic rate equation unless there is qn insufficient supply of steaz

available, then a "steam limited" evaluation is nade. However, for the

cases considered, the parabolic rate equation was used. The buildup

of the Zircaloy-oxide film is calculated as a function of time, and its

effect on heat transfer is considered. An isotherml clad melt is considered

based on the heat of fusion of Zircaloy. Once the Zircaloy netal melts,

it is retained by Zirc-oxide, and slumps against the fuel. The Zircaloy-

steam reaction may continue until the oxide melts. If the oxide melts

the remaining Zircaloy is assumed to fall, and 1OZ of this metal is assumed

to react with additional water which is available in the vessel.

The code has been developed to stack axial sections and thereby describe

the behavior of a full length region as a function of time. A mass and

energy balance is used in evaluating the temperature rise in the steam

as it flows through the core.

The initial conditions of the fuel rod are specified as a function of

power. The following core conditions are also introduced as a function

of time, as determined by tht FLASH-R Code:

I. Hass flow rate throug.h the core

2. Coolant quality

3. Pressure

Heat transfer coefficients during the various phases of the accident

are evaluated in the following manner:

1. Nucleate boiling film coefficients on the order of 20,000 Btu/hr-

ft 2 -_F are used until DNB. The correlation applied during this

period is:(5)

"Tsa t 1.9e-P/ 9 0 0 (q1)1/4
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2. When DINB occurs, it is assumed that the fuel rods can Iz=mediately

develop a condition of stable film b3iling. No credit is taken

for higher transition boiling coefficients that exist prior to

the establishing of a stable film on the fuel rods. The correlation

used during this period is: (6)

k I-pvD -iq 'aCu].
h w 0.023 ( VV ( Ac

3. During the time the core is uncovered (period of stean flow through

the core), laminar or turbulent forced convective coefficients
and radiative coefficients are evaluated.

(7,8)
For laminar forced convection to steam:

1(hi.D - 3.66
k-iso

h/h [Tb r, 25
iso T

( 

1 
)

For turbulent forced convection to steam:(9,10)

hD ~ ~ •. 0.02[R4" r]04 [Tb-O.5
kD b

Where:

h - Heat transfer coeffitient on outer surface of fuel rod (Btu/hr-ft 2-F)

D - Equivalent diameter of flow channel - (ft)
9 - Density (lbs/f t 3 )

U - Viscosity (lbs!ft-hr)

Q - Volumetric flow rate (ft 3/hr)

A - Area of flow channel (ft2 )C
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C

k
T

P

q11

- Specific heat (Btu/Ib-*F)

- Thernal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-*F)

- Temperature *F

- System pressure, psia
2

- Heat: flux (Btulhr-ft)

Subscripts:

V

1

b

w

- Evaluation of the property at

- Evaluation of the property at

- Evaluation of the property at

- Evaluation of the property at

the saturated vapor condition

the saturated liquid condition

the saturated bulk fluid condition

the clad surface temperature

4. The rising clad temperature transient is turned around after the

lower portion of the core has been reflooded. Conservative heat
transfer coefficients of th~e order of 25 Btu/hr-ft 2 are calculated

for this initial reflooding period using the dispersed flow theory

heat transfer correlation(7) and result from the two-phase flow which

is present due to entrainment. This entrainment pricess is initiated

when a steam velocity of approximately 7 ft/sec based on work of

R.F. Dav~s (11) is evaluated leaving the flooded region of the core.

The analytical model used during the core reflooding phase of the

accident has been compa:ed to experimental data obtained from the

FIHST(12) experimental tests in conjunction with the LOFT program.

WIth the same geometr configuration, flow conditions, etc. as that

used in the experimental studies, the Westinghouse design model predicts

clad temperature turn around times to be greater than those obtained

from the FHUST data, indicating the Westinghouse model is conservative.

Information generated by LOCTA R-2 as a function of time inclLdes:

1. Fuel temperature,

2. Clad temperature,

3. Steam temperature,

4. Amount of metal-waLer reaction,

5. Volume of core metal, and

6. rotal heat released to coolant
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Small Break Analysis - SLAP Code

For small breaks up to about a 6 inch diameter hole the digital computer

cod6, SLAP, is employed to calculate the transient depressurization of

the reactor coolant system as well as to describe the mass ard enthalpy

flow through the break. The code considers three volumes.

1. The reactor coolant system

2. The pressurizer, and

3. The steam generators (shell side).

Fluid can flow between the pressurizer and the reactor coolant system,
while heat can be transferred between the reactor coolant system and the

secondaty. The code uses the equations of state, continuity and energy

conservation to define the condition in each volume as a function of time.

Fluid flow between the pressurizer and the reactor coolant system is defined
by the momentum equaticn. Heat is transferred betweeit the steam generators

and the reactor coolant system unless the liquid level falls below the
level of the tubes. The heat transfer rate is assumed to be zero for that
portion of the tubes not covered by shell-side water. Heat transfer to
the steam genterator decreases as the temperature difference between the
primary and secondary is reduced. Hea" transfer in the reverse direction

is also accounted for in the code, when the reactor coolant temperature
is below the steam generator temperuture.

Thermodynamic conditions are initialized by designating the size of each
volume as well as

I. the reactor coolant system pressure and temperature

2. the pressurizer level, and

3. the secondary pressure and level.

The initial fluid flow between the pressurizer and the reactor coolant system

is zero since the pressure in these volumes is essentially equal. The

initial heat transfer rate to the steam generator is equal to the operating

power.
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When a break occurs in the reactor coolant system, subcooled water is assumed

to initially flow out the opening. The flow is defined by the correlation

of Fauske (2). He concluded that for sharp-edged .rifices test data can be

acc, rately evaluated using the incompressible Clow equations for a nozzle.

Once the reactor coolant system fluid becomes a two phase mixture, a different

break flow correlation is used. The new flow scheme is defined by the correlatiov

of Moody,(3) which specifies the two phase critical discharge out the break.

The pressure decrease in the reactor coolant system causes fluid to flow
from the pressurizer, resulting in a pressure decrease in the pressurizer.

Reactor trip oc-.urs when the pressurizer low pressure set po 4nt is reached.

Safety injection is actuated when the pressurizer low pressure and low level

set point are reached.

Injection water flow into the reactor coolant system is defined by an input

table of injection flow rate as a function of system pressure. A start up

delay time is also included. InJection water is allowed to flow once the

safety injection signal is generated and the delay time is exceeded. The

accumulators autocatically discharge their fluid when the reactor coolant

system pressure drops below the accumulator set point.

Before the reactor trip signal occurs, it is assumed that the heat being

generated in the core is removed via the secondary. The mass and energy

entering and leaving the secondary are assumed to be equal. $hen reactor

trip occurs, isolation valves are assumed to close, preventing secondary

flow to or from the steam generator. Heat from decay, hot internals, and

the vessel enters the reactor coolant system fluid. The pressure in the

secondary increases and heat enters from the hotter reactor coolant system.

Secondary steam discharges from the steam generators when safety valve set

pressure is reached. Emergency feedwater flow as a function of ti.e is

specified by input tables. Steam flow as a function of dump valve flow area

is specified to simulate the operation of the power operated dump valves.

SThe code follows the pressure and mass in each volume as a function of time.
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Results

The capability of the Emergency Core Cooling System to meet the design

criterion -'a analyzed for the following range of ')reak sizes:

1. Large breaks, both hot and cold leg (FLASH)

a) Double ended severance of tire Reactor Coolant Pipe

b) 6 ft 2

c) 3 ft and

d) .5 f t"

2. Small breaks, cold leg (SLAP)

a) 6 inch

b) 4 inch

c) 3 inch

d) 2 inch

e) 1 inch

For all of the ab vye cold leg bre&ks the clad temperature cransient is

presented for the case where the contents of one accumulator tank we* assumed

spilled through the break. For the hot I'M breaks all of the accumulaLors
empty into the reactor vessel. In addition the temperature trwnsient for

the double ended cold leg break with only 2 or 4 accumulators operating is

also presented. Full flow from the safety injection pumps was assumed at

25 seconds after the SIS actuation signal.

Results - Large Ares Ruptures

Blowdown and Refill

Figures 14.3.2-1 to 14.3.2-9 are plots of the water volume iu the reactor

vessel for the large area ruptares. During bl.•down the volumes plotted

represent an equivalent liquid volume which would result if the liquid and

gas phases were completely separated. No credit is taken for an irncreased
froth height due to voids created by boiling in the core. The volume of

Supplement 1

10/69
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liquid remaining in the vessel after blowdown is used as a starting point
to predict the liquid level during the refilling phase. It should be noted
here that the FLASH code conservatively underpredicts this quantity of water
remaining in the vessel at the end of blowdown, when compared to experimental
data (LOFT semiscale tests, etc.), so that this conservatism is carried
throughout the refill phase of the predicted water levels.

Several factore have been considered in the analysis that could adversely
affect the flow of emergency cooling water to the core. These are:

a. Accumulator water carried out of the break, or to other parts of
the system during blowdown.

b. Steam bubble formation when accumulator water refloods the core.

c. The affect of the nitrogen gas entering the vessel.

The method of determining the affect of these factors is discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Accumulator Bk Pass

The flow from each accumulator enters the cold leg pipe between the outlet
of the reactor coolant pumps and the cold leg nozzles. The maximum
accumulator flow rate is 6600 lbs/sec. '[his occurs for the double ended
break shortly after the beginning of injection. This flow rate is approxi-
mately 17.5% of the steady state flow rate of 37,800 lbs/sec for normal
plant operation, and thereby there is no possibility of choking the downcomer
and backlrm the flo, to other parts of the system.

Flow into the inlet of the vessel is also enhanced by the reactor coolant
pump, which would be coasting down during the transient and would tend to
force coolant in the direction of the reactor. Further, a characteristic of

I1. 3.1-14
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0
the reactor coolant pumps prevent back-flow through the pumps under the

injection condition. Each pump has a diffuser which effectively serves

as a weir to impede back-flow through the pump. The weir effect of the

suction/diffuser section of the pump can be seen in the schematic

Figure 14.3.2-10a. The discharge pipe has to be full of water before the

weir can be over-topped. The water required to fill the discharge piping

between the reactor coolant pipe and the vessel is accounted for in the

calculations.

The possibility of accumulator water being carried out with the blowdown

was also considered.

The FLASH computer code is used to predict the rate of mass discharge
through the break in the loss-of-coolant accident analysis evaluation. A

very conservative bubble rise correlation is used to predict the bubble

entrainment and corresponding froth level in the annulus of the reactor
vessel. This results in an extension In tha duration of two phase blowdown.

Comparison with LOFT te.,ts has indicated that FLASH overpredicts the amount

of water lost through the break. No attempt has been made to modify the

bubble rise correlation or to perform a momentum analysis to predict a

more realistic blowdown. Such a nod•.fication would predict more water

remaining in the vessel after biowdomn, aad a faster reflooding of the core.

In the FLASH analysis of the transient, the accumulators are injecting

during blowdown and loss of accumulator water because of the upward velocity

and resulting entrairnment in the annulus is considered. When the

accumulators begin to inject (600 psi) the quiet water level has dropped

below the bottom of the core. In the FLASH calculation a conservative

froth level remains at the level of the nozzles, more than 17 feet above

the quiet level, and a two phase entrained blowdown is continuing. Note

that no credit is taken for the froth level in the core cocling analysis.
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Only a portion of the accumulator injection takes place during blowdown.

For the double-ended break, accumulator injection begins at 7.0 seconds

and blowdown is completed at 12 seconds. The entire contents of the

accumulator are not injected until 35 seconds. During blowdown only

26,400 lbs. of the total accumulator mass of 126,000 lbs. is injected (3

of 4 accumulators considered). Therefore, only about 20Z of the accumulator

injection is subject to loss through the break during blowdown, and this

is accounted for In the analysis of the transient.

In summary the correlations used in the FLASH code to predict the mass
loss through the break, from both, the mass initially in the reactor coolant

system and the mass added to the system by the accumulators, conservatively
account for the water being carried to the break.

Steam Bubble

When the core is reflooded by the accumulators special consideration is

given to steam gentration in the core which could retard the reflooding

process. Steam will be generated around the hot fuel rods, causing a

pressure build-up in the core region. This steam must be vtnted from

the system through the break. The flow paths are illustrated in Figures

14.3.2-10a, 10b. The worst break location for this is a cold leg break,

where the steam must flow through the reactor coolant pipes, steam

generator, and reactor coolant pump to escape. The sketches in Figures

14.3.2-10b and 1Oc show the path the steam must follow for the cold leg

break. (Note that 14.3.2-10c shows one intact and one broken loop for the

purpose of illustration, while actually there are three intact loops.)

There are two paths available for the steam to flow to the break. The

first path is directly to the break through the broken loop. The other

path is through the three intact loops, back into the inlet annulus, and

finally to the break through the inlet nozzle in the broken leg. Because

of the prtbssure drop due to steam flow between the core and inlet annulus,
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the liquid level in the downcomer annulus will rise at a faster rate than

the core level. This will continue until the water head between the

downcomer and core level equals the pcessure drop of steam flowing through

the loops to the break.

The relationship between this downcomer head and correspondirg steam flow

rate through the loops is shown in Figure 14.3.2-10. The resistance to steam

flow used for this curve is based on the resistance of the loop piping, steam

generators and pumps (assuming the expected condition of empty loop seals)

and a saturation pressure of 62 psia at the completion of blowdown, which

corresponds to the containment pressure.

The model used for the refill calculation allows for this resistance to

the steam flbw, and the core liquid level predicted by the revised FLASH

code is consistent with the necessary pressure differential between downcomer

and core.

The height of downcomer above the calculated liquid level is available

as an additional head of water to cause steam flow through the core. This

available head would permit steam flow in excess of the calculated flow,

or an additional back-pressure build-up due to water filled loop seals

(as discussed below) without any loss of safety injection water.

The available downcomer head during the refillin6 of the core for the

double-ended cold leg break is shown in Fig. 14.3.2-11. Comparison of

this available head to the heed needed for a steam flow sufficient to

cool the core shows the considerable margin in potential steam driving

head. Only 0.7 feet of head is required to drive the steam to the cold leg

break location, while 16.4 feet is available. This allows considerable

margins for variations in the pressure drop calculation such as the effect

of entrainment and decreases in the system saturation pressure during

containment cooldown.
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In the unlikely event that all recirculation loop seals (pipe between steam

generator and reactor coolant pimp) were filled at the end of blowdown,

the escape paths for the steam from the core would be temporarily blocked

causing a rapid pressure buildup in the core. However, the available

downcomer head far exceeds t ,! head needed to blow the liquid out of the

loop seals (8.5 ft) as shown in Figure 14.3.2-11. rilled loop seals would,

therefore, result in the rapid filling of the downacomer until the head

in the downcomer has reachcd 8.5 feet. This would be followed by a back

f:ow of the water from the downcomer into the core until downcomer head

and steam pressure are equalized. No accumulator water would be lost

and the delay in covering the first 2 feet of the core would be insignificant.

It is concluded, therefore, that the downcomer head accounted for in the

calculation of liquid level in the core is sufficient to drive the calculated

steam flow to the cold leg break. In the event of a steam flow lower

t'inn that calculated, the liquid level in the core would rise at a faster

rate, thereby recovering the core with liquid sooner than predicted, while

a steam flow higher than the calculated flow is possible with the available

head in the downcomer. In this event the liquid level in the core would

rise at a slower rate than that predicted, however, the higher steam flow

would increase the margin in the core cooling capacity.

For the hot leg breaks analyzed, when the core is reflooded by accumulator

water, steam generation in the core does not retard the refill transient

because the steam does not have to travel through the loops to reach the

break.

Nitrogen Interference

Nitrogen gas enters the system after the accumulator injection is complete

and the core maximum temperatures have already been greatly reduced. For

a cold leg break the accumulator gas actually helps prevent the steam

binding situatioa, i.e., the gas pressure at the reactor vessel inlet nozzle

would tend to retard the rise of injection water in the downcomer annulus.

No credit is taken for this in the steam bubble calculations.
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The gas entering the system will, in part, escape through the break by

venting around the downcomer annulus to the break location and, in part,

occupy the high dead spaces in the reactor coolant system. The latter gas

volumes, however, cannot impede the flow of core cooling water.

For the hot leg break some of the gas could bubble into the coolant around

the bottom of the core I:rrel, but the majority of the gas would vent in

the reverse flow direction to the break. The nitrogen thus dissolved in

the coolant has little effect on the cooi.zig in the core.

Core Power Transient During Blowdown

The core power transients calculated are shown in Figures 14.3.2-12 and

14.3.2-13. For the 0.5 ft2 breaks, and tte 3 ft2 hot leg break the initial
subcooled decompression does not form enough void to shutdown the core.
As pressure continues to drop, however, the power drops until it is under

80% when trip becomes effective for the 0.5 ft2 cold leg break and the

3 ft2 hot leg break. For the 0.5 ft2 hot leg break, to significant power
decrease occurs before trip becomes effective.

For the larger breaks, the faster subcooled blowdown and subsequent rapid
continued depressurization inLroduce voids much more rapidly and extensively
than in the case of a small break. Backflow through the core also forces

a saturated bteam-water mixture from the reactor outlet plenum down into
the core, adding to the voiding. The rcsult is that for the 3 ft2 cold
leg break, 6 ft2 and double-ended breaks studied, the reactor shuts down

immediately.

For these cases, a "standardized" decay heat plus delayed neutron curve

was used as a minimum power level in the thermal analysis, eyen though

this power is significantly higher than the power actually calculated
with the conservative assumptions listed.

Core Thermal Analysis Results

The core thermal analysis was determined using the blowdon- and recovery

data and the core power transients which were described in the previous
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Figures 14.3.2-14 through 14.3.2-22 present a plot of core pressure and 0
core flow and the calculated heat transfer coefficient used for all breaks.

Figures 14.3.2-23 through 14.3.2-26 present the maximum clad temperature

transient for the design and adiabatic after blowdown cases associated

with the large cold leg breakrn. Figures 14.3.2-27 and 14.3.2-28 present

the design peak clad temperature transient for the large hot leg breaks.

The zirconium-metal water reaction was computed to be less than 1% in

all cases and is an insignificant factor in the containment transient.

The following table summarizes the important results of the transient.

Break Size, Cold Leg Maximum Clad Temperature, OF Total % Clad Burst

Double-ended 2120 54

6 ft 2  1910 42

3 ft 2 1660 28

0.5 ft 2  1940 56

Only the double-eTnded cold leg break was analyzed for the case where

one accumulator is isolated from the system, and the resulting injection

of two of the four accumulators to the reactor vessel. No credit was

taken for the accumulator line isolation valve opening on the safety injection

signal. The maximum clad temperature calculated was 2550 0 F. (Figure

14.3.2-23).

The double-ended cold leg break is the worst break size for this injection

case. This is apparent from the above table, and the adiabatic heat-

up curves presented in Figures 14.3.2-23 to 14.3.2-26. For the three

accumulator cases a peak clad temperature was calculated for the double-

ended break of about 180*F greater than the smaller breaks analyzed. In

addition the adiabatic heat-up rate following blowdown is faster for the

double-ended break. This is because blowdown ends sooner for the double-

ended break, and therefore the decay heat generation during the period

the core is uncovered is greater.
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Therefore, clad tempuratures considerably below 2550*F are expected for

smaller break sizes.

It is concluued that the safety injection system with one accumulator

isolated thus limits the peak clad temperature to well below the melting

point of Zircaloy-4.

Fragmentation of Clad as a Result of Quenching

Westinghouse has partially completed experimental quenching tests of pro-

duction type Zircaloy-4 tubing. This experimental work was initiated to

investigate the possibility of clad fragmentation during the core reflooding

phase of the loss-of-coolant accident.

Tests to date include the heating of proiuction type Zircaloy-4 tubing

to initial temperatures as high as 2800 0 F with approximately 2.5% Zr-oxide

formation. No rod shattering or any observable change in the geometric

appearance of the rod occurred. It should be noted that the temperatures

(up to 2800 0 F) and Zr-H20 reaction (2.5%) obtained prior to quenching provide

ample margin to the design conditions (3 accumulators injecting for cold

leg breaks and 4 accumulators injecting for hot leg breaks) during a loss-

of-coolant accident which exist for this plant.

Eutectic Formations

Westinghouse has also performed experimental studies to investigate the

metallurgical reaction between the Zircaloy fuel rod and the Inconel grid

under loss of coolant conditions. These tests were run under more severe

conditions than those expected in this reactor during a loss of coolant

accident. Tests results indicate that operation at peak fuel cladding

temperatures for a period of several minutes is required before you need

to consider this phenomena in the evaluation of this accident. For all

the design loss of coolant accidents (3 of 4 accumulators for cold leg

breaks and 4 accumulators for hot leg breaks) this reactor is operating

in the temperature range of concern for eutectic formations for less than

one minute.

0
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Clad Perforation and Deformation

During a loss-of-coolant accident, the clad temperature may g2t sufficiently

high (1200-2200F) so that bursting or swelling of the clad would occur

by v'&rtue of the internal gas pressure and the significant reduction of

clad strength. Clad bursting or swelling is of concern due to the possibility

of releasing large quantities oZ fuel and/or blocking the flow channel

sufficiently so that core cooling would be insufficient to prevent fuel

rod melting.

Clad burst failures are predicted to occur at clad temperatures of approxi-

mately 1200 to 1300 0 F. The fuel rods which do not burst due to insufficient

internal pressure exhibit maximum clad temperatures of approximately 1350*F.

At these temperatures, annealing of the Zircaloy-4 is not expected to occur.

Thus, only a minor amount of clad swelling is expected for these rods which

do not burst; the flow area blocked by swelling for these rods which do

not burst; the flow area blocked by swelling being less than that caused

by fuel rod perforation. Thus, it is concluded that the limiting mode

of failure which is to be expected under loss of cooLant accident conditions

is that of clad perforations rather than that due to clad swelling or ballooning.

Clad Perforation Model

Calculations are performed to determine the number of fuel rods that might

fail during the th~ermal transient following a rupture in the primary cooling

systems. In this analysis, fuel rods are considered to fail when the

differences between the internal and external pressure exceeds the rod

burst pressure.

The calculations are performed in the following manner:

A. The maximum clad temperature vs time transients on the rods in the

core are calculated assi-ning no change in the core geometry.
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B. For each radial region of the core, a burst pressure vs time curve

is obtained by combining the temperature transient curve and the

burst pressure vs temperature curve.

C. The hot fuel vo3umes and the hot clad volumes obtained in the fuel

rod transient study art. used to determine the hot void volume in

the fuel rod as a function of time. The internal gas pressure distri-

bution as a function of time is calculated considering the actual

fuel rod power histories at the end of the equilibrium cycle when

the maximum internal pressures are expected to exist.

D. All rods are assumed to fail if at any time during the transient

the difference between internal gas pressure and external system

pr:ssure exceeds the burst pressure of the clad.

E. An evaluation is then performed to determine the rod with the lowest

power rating (kw/ft) which fails. All rods above this power level

then are considered as exhibiting rod bursting.

ResulLs of tie rod Lurst evaluation is presented in the preceding table.

Prelii•inary results from experimental rod burst tests indicate that the

burst pressure versus clad temperature data is as much as 100 to 200% higher

than the design curve used in the analytical analysis.

Flow Blockage Analysis

Westinghouse has already completed experimental burst tests on unirradiated,

unhydrided, Zircaloy-4 cladding.

Results of this program reveal that the geometry of the tupture (which

has been found to be quite consistent) exhibits a small longitudinal split

in the cladding with the length of approximately 1/2 inch maximum, and

a width approximately 1/32 to 3/16 inch. This would result in a flow area

blockage of 10-15% for a single rod. Even if all four rods would burst

so as to block flow in the hot channpj., 50% of the channel would remain

open.
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Present Westinghouse reactor safety injection istems supply a cold flooding

rate of approximately 10 in/sec to the bottom of the core. Using a con-

servative flooding rate of only 6 in/sec an evaluation was performed for

typical accident conditions which considered a local flow blockage at the

core hot spot of 50%. This evaluation utilized a three dimensional analysis

for predicting the flow redistribution in the open lattice core. The local

mass flow at the location of the blockage was evaluated to be 40% cf the

nominal value. The effect of this mass flow reduction was to decrease

the heat transfer coefficient obtained for entrained liquid immediately

downstream of the blockage, the location where the minimum coefficient

occurs, and thus, just -xtend the time at which the clad temperature transient

begins to decrease at a continuous rate. The heat transfer coefficients

for no flow blockage and for 50% flow blockage from the time of initiation

of entrainment is given in the fol -ig table.

Time After Initiation h, Btu/br-ft 2-_,F h,Btu/hr-ft 2 -,F

of Entrainment (sec) (No Blockage) 11% Blockage)

1 25 15

2 28 16

3 30 17

4 32 18

5 36 20

6 40 22

7 43 23

8 47 25

The clad temperature transient for the aboie two cases of no blockage and

50% blockage is presented in Figure 14.3.2-28a. From this figure it can

be seen that the peak clad temperature is only increased approximately

500 F and the time to reach this peak temperature is delayed approximately

5 seconds.

Thus, it is concluded that fuel rod failure due to clad bursting or swelling

during a loss of coolant accident has a negligible effect on the ability

of the emergency core cooling system to effectively coul the core.
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0
Results - Small Breaks

The analysis carried out and presented in the previous se,.tion demonstrated

the adequacy of the accumulators to terminate core exposure and limit the

temperature rise of the core for large azea ruptures. For smaller breaks

the discharge of fluid through the hole is less severe and for small enough

breaks the high head safety injection pump is capable of maintaining flooding

of the core hot spot for the entire blowdown. Where the hot spot remains

covered no clad damage is expected.

Ruptures of very small cross sections (up to about the equivalent of a
3/4" connecting pipe) will cause expulsion of coolant at a rate which can

be accomodated by two of the three charging pumps well before the core

is uncovered. Since instrument taps and sample connections are less than
3/4" diameter, protection from rupture of this line is afforded by the

charging pumps.

For smaller leaks, (up to about 1/2 inch) these pumps would maintain an

operational level of water in the pressurizer, permitting the operator

to execute an orderly shutdown.

Should a larger break occur, resultant loss of pressure and pressurizer

liquid level will cause reactor trip and initiation of safety injection

supplementing the charging flow.

Using the SLAP code, break sizes of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 inch equivalent diameters

were analyzed. Three combinations of safety injection pump availability

were considered. These were:

I. Full system; three pumps delivering through the fodr injection lines.

2. Single Failure; two pumps delivering through three lines, one injection

line isolation valve failed to open (One injection line is assumed

to spill to simulate a break near the injection location.)
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3. Single f-:lure and broken safety injection line; one pump delivering

to intact header and second pump delivaring to second header with

rne line broken.

(This is a special cast where the loss of coolant is caused by a break

in Lhe safety injection line between the reactor coolant pipe and the check

valve in the injection line. In thir case not only is the flow lost through

the one line, but the effective cut-in pressure for delivery is reduced

until the pressure loss due to flow :n the spilling line equals the Reactor

Coolant back pressure. Since the injLttion lines are only 2 inches in

di3meter, this case applies tor break sizes 2 inches and smaller.)

The delivery curves for these cases are presented :n Figure 14.3.2-29.

For cases 2 and 3 the pumps are oper.ted on diesel power. For the third

case it should be noted that effective delivery is provided by only the

pump aligned to the header without the broken line. r•e other pump delivers

its contents through the broken line until the reactor coolant pressure

has reduced to less than 450 psi. Thus, for the case, protection is afforded

by one pump.

The Reactor Coclant System pressure and volume for those cases are presented

in Figure 14.3.2-30 through 14.3.2-34 and 14.3.2-35 through 14.3.2-39,

rc.6?ectively.

As indicated on the curves the hot spot recair.s flot.dod for all breaks

up to and including a 4" diameter hole. It should be noted that the volumes

presented are the quiet levels. No credit is taken for the actual froth

level that would occur due to void formations in the core.

The existence of a water filled loop seal was onsidered in the transient.

That is, the plot of the water level in the core takes into account the

depression of the core water level necessary to maintain a full downconer
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and loop seal. This depicts a break for the worst break location, i.e.,

a cold leg break between the pump outlet and tie reactor vessel inlet.

Therefore, from the results of analyses it is concluded that a braak size

of about 4 inches defines the upper linit of protection afforded by two

high head safety injection p=ps.

For a 6 inch break the hot spot is uncovered for a short period of time

fzr the minfimu injection case, but re=ains covered for the full injection

case.

A core thermal analysis vas performed for the 6 inch break with peak clad

tempefatutes being evaluated for the following cases:

1. DN.B occurring at 0.5 seconds after the br.!ak.

2. No DN.B occurs.

The analysis utilized the benefit of the froth level core volate transient

shao.r in Figure 14.3.2-39A for the mininum safety injection case. Assiming

DNB occurs (Case 1) the peak clad tcnperature of 1550*F occurs at th- hot

spot (core aid-plane). For Case 2, since no WNB occurs and the hot spot

of the core never beccmes uncovered, the hot spoE clad temperature gradually

decreases from its initial steady state value of aporoximately 715*F.

However, the upper portion of the hot rod obtains % slightly higher =om =n

clad temperature ot approximately 1010*F due to the portion of the rod

being uncoviered for approxizately 90 seconds. During this uncovery period,

th-. upper part of the hot rod is cooled by the stean generated in the

covered portion of that core.

In the previous cases no czedit was taken for operator 2ction. Since time

is available in a small break accident, it is expected that the operator

will take control of the accident. By dumping stea through the stean

is generator relief valves the Reactor Coolant System can be depaessurized.
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This depressu:Lzation of the Reactor Coolant System wc Ad result in less

discharge through the break and rreater addition from the Safety

Injection System. The net result is a great capability to maintain

core flooding.

The action the operator would perforn for this accident would be very

similar to a normal cooldown. In a blackout situation the atmospheric

dump valves are used, and when powier is available the condenser dump would

be used.

Figure 14.3.2-60 presents the volu transient for the several breaks

considering only atmospheric stean dump and the nininum safety injection

pump case. The pressure transients for these cases is presented in

Figure 14.3.2-41. Thus hot spot flooding is maintained up to a six inch

break.

Safe'y Injection Signal Actuation Capability

The time to initiate the safety injection signal from either high contain-

=ent pressure or a coincidence of low pressurizer level and pressure is

presented in Figure 14.3.2-42 as a function of break size. For reference,

the time the core mid plane would become uncovered with no safety injection

is also included in the figure. This curve illustrates the substantial

margin which exists between the ti~e at which initiation occurs and the

tine at which a signal is required. Note that the passive accumulutor

system provides the initial core protection with tio dependence on an

acxuating signal for all breaks of greater than 6 inch equivalent diameter.

Conclusion

For breaks up to and including the double-ended severance of a reactor

coolant pipe, the Safety Injection System with partial effectiveness Vill

prevent clad melting and assure that the core will remain in place and

substantially intact with its essential heat transfer geometry preserved.

The final core. .ooling systems design meets the core cooling criteria with

substantial margin for all cases. It was also conicluded from this study

that the high head pumps are capable of maintaining core flooding for

all break sizes up to approximately the 4 inch connecting pipe. For larger

breaks the needed protection is supplied by the accumulators.

Supplement I
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14.3.3 CORF AND INTERNALS INTEGRITY ANALYSIS

Internals Evaluation

The forces exerted on reactor internals and core, following a loss-of-coolant

accident, are computed by employirng the BLODWN-l digital computer program

developed for the space-time-dependent analysis of multi-loop PWR plants.

DesiRn Criteria

The basic requirement of any loss-of-coolant accident, including the double-

ended severance of a reactor coolant pipe, is that sufficient integrity be

maintained to permit the safe and orderly shutdown of the reactor. This
P:.ivs that the core must remain essentially intack and deformation of

internals must be sufficiently small so that primary loop flow, and

particularly, adequate safety injection flow is not impeded.

The ability to insert control rods to the extent i.ecessary to provide shutdown

following the accident must be maintained. Maximum allowable deflection

limitations are established for those regions of the internals that are

critical for plant chutdown.

The allowable and no loss of function deflection limits under dead loads

plus the maximum potential earthquake and/or blowdown excitation loads are

presented in Table 14.3.3-1. These limits have been established by

correlating experimental and analytical results.

Blowdown and Force Analysis

BLODWN-l is a digital computer program for calculation of pressure, velocity,

and force transients in reactor primary coolant systems during the subcoolcd

portion of blowdown caused by a loss-of-coolant accident.
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During this phase of the accident, large amplitude rarefaction waves are

propagated through the system with the velocity of sound causing large

differences in local pressures. As local pressures drop below saturation,

causing formation of steam, the amplitudes and velocities of these waves

drastically decrease. Therefore, the largest forces across the reactor

internals due to wave propagation occur during the subcooled portion of

blowdown.

Blowdown Model

The analytical model used in BLODIIN-l is the same as that of the WHAM

computer program developed by Kaiser Engineers f c the LOFr program.

The progran. utilizes the exact solutions to the time dependent, one

dimensional, compressible fluid flow equations in which the velocity of

propagation of acoustic waves greatly exceeds the fluid velocity. Aralytic

solutions for the interior points of conduits of uniform flow-passage area

are well known. (1,2) They predizt the existence of compression and rarefaction

waves which travel through the fluid with the velocity of sound. Fluid 0
pressures and velocities at any given point in space are proportion-- to the

local sums and differences, respectively, of the magnitude of the waves

which travel in op.posite directions.

Solutions at the boandarles of these uniform flow area conduits (which for

convenience will be referred to as "legs") are obtained through application

of the mass and energy conservation laws. The latter, in the case of

orifices, bends, and sudden changes of flow area, accounts for hydraulic

losses. Hydraulic lop'ses due to friction are represented by equivalent

orifices.

The boundary condition at the location of the system's rupture is in the

form of a discharge flow equation. The discharge flow equation incorporates

the bost available fit to known data(3,4) on matastable flow of that fluid

through short pipes and/or orifices, depending on the postulated rupture

type.
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A time-dependent rupture flow area is specified and approximated by a

sequence of stepwise changes. Each step increase in the exit flow

area generates a rarefaction wave as the compressed fluid escapes

through the rupture. A train of waves is thus sequent.ially generated and

sent upstream. When the waves encounter abrupt changes of flow passage area

or branches to other "legs", they are both transmitted through and reflected

from, such Junctions with modified amplitudes. When reflected compression

waves reach -he rupture location 'hey affect the discharge flow and generate

new waves becruse of the change in the local pressure just upstream of the

rupture.

Apart f-om calculations involving boundary conditions, BLOIYAN-l assigns

exact solutions to local fluid pressures and velocities throughout the

system. Therefore, it does not suffer from the propagation of truncation

errors and from numerical instabilities associated with the methods of

analysis in which the time dependent differential equations representing

the conservation laws are solved simultaneously by finite Jifference

approximations.

BLODWN-l utilizes the technique of braching on a one-dimensional flow system

to approximate the actual three-dimensional conditions. This is accomplished

by using ficticious tees at all Junctions of the one-dimensional network of

legs. For example, if local histories of fluid pressure on both sides of the

thermal shield and the core barrel, as functions of distance from the inlet

nozzle in both the axial and the circumferential direction are desired, a

hydraulic network of circumferential and vertical legs is used to represent

this annular flow region.

Comparison With Experimental Data

BLOINN-1 is an evolution of the program WHAM. (5) The only changes made were

to provide graphical output and storage of results and incorporate a detailed

treatment of a double-ended pipe rupture. The comparison of WHAM results

with tests obtained by Phillips Petroleum Company during their semi-scale

blowdown experiments is shown in Figure 14.3.3-1 and 14.3.3-2 which are

reproduced from Reference 6. Since no changes have been made in the analysis,

this comparison is equally valid for BLODWN-L.
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Force Model 0
BLODWN-i evaluates the pressure and velocity transients for a maximum of

4000 locations throughout the system. These pressure md velocity transients

are stored as a permanent tape file and are made available to the program

FORCE which utilizes a detailed geometric description in evaluating the

loadings on the reactor internals.

Each reactor component for which force calculations are required is

designated as an element and assigned an element number. Forces acting

upon each of the elements are calculated summing the effects of:

1. The pressure differential across the element

2. Flow stagnation on, and unrecovered orifice losses across the element

3. Friction losses along the element

Input to the code, in addition to the BLODWN-l pressure and velocity transients,

includes the effective area of each element on which acts the force due to the

pressure differential acioss the element, a coefficient to account for flow

stagnation and unrecovered orifice losses, and the total area of the element

along whtch the shear forces act.

RESPONSES OF REACTOR INTERNALS TO BLOWDOWN FORCES

Vertical Excitation

Structural Model and Method of Analysis

The response of reactor internals components due to an exr.itation produced

by complete severance of a primary loop pipe is analyzed. Assund.ng

a double-end pipe break occurs in a very short period of ime, the

rapid drop of pressure at the break produces a disturbance which propagates

along the primary loop and excites the internal structure. The characteristics

of the hydraulic excitation, combined with those of the structures affected,

presents a unique dynamic problem.
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The internal structure is simulated by a multi-mass s:-qtem connected with

,rings and dashpots representing the viscous damping due to structural and

impact losses. The gaps between various components, as well as Coulomb type

of friction, is also incorporated into the overall model. Since the fuel

elements in the fuel assemblies are kept in position by friction forces

originating from the preloaded fuel assembly grid fingers, any sliding that

occurs between the fuel rods and assembly is considered as Coulbomb type of

friction. A series of mechanical modes of local structures were developed

and analyzed so that certain basic nonlinear phenomena previously mentioned

could be understood. Using the results of these models, a final eleven-mass

model is adopted to represent the internals stru, ture under vertical excitation.

Figure 14.3.3-3 is a schematic representation of the internals structures.

The eleven-mass model is shown in Figure 14.3.3-4. A comparison between

Figure 14.3.3-3 and 14.3.3-4 shows the parallel between the plant and the

mode. The modeling is ronducted in such a way that uniform m#.sses are

lumped into easily identifiable discrete masses while elastic elements are

represented by springs. A legend for the different masses is given in

Table 14.3.3-2. The masses are readily recognized as Items Wl through Wi1.

The core barrel and the lower package are easily discernable. The luel

assemblies have been segregated into two groups. The majority of the fuel

mass, W4, is indirectly connected to the deep beeA structure reprecei ted by

mass W8. There is also a portion of the fuel mass, W6, which connects through

the long columns to the top plate. The stiffness of the top plate panels

is represented by K10 and the stiffness of the upper core plate panels is

represented by K8. The hold down spring, K1, is bolted-up between the flange

of the deep beam structure and the core barrel flange with the preload, PI.

After preloading the hold down spring, a clearanc-e, Gl, exists between the

core barrel flange and the solid height of the hold down spring. Within the

fuel assemblies, the fuel elements W4 and W6 are held in place by frictional

conts-5t with the 3rid spring fingers. Coulomb damping is provided in the

analysis t-o represent this frictional restraint.

C
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The analytical model is also provided with viscous terms to represent the

structural damping of the elastic elements. The viscous dampers are represen.ed

by Cl through Cl.

Restrictions are placed on the displacement amplitudes by specifying the free

travel available to the dynamic masses. Available displacements are designated

by symbols Cl through G8.

The displacements are tested during the solution of the problem to see if the

available ts-avel has been achieved. When the livit of travel has been attained,

stops art engaged to arrest further motion of the dynamic masses. The stops

oc snubbers are designated by the symbols Sl through 511.

Contact with the snubbers resalts in some damping of the motion of the model.

The impact damping of the snubbers is represente- by the devices Dl through

Dli.

Puring the assembly of the reactor, bolt-up of the closure head presets the

spring loading of the core bar-.' ' the spring loading on the fuel assemblies.

Since the fuel assemblif-s in tOe - •I have been segregated into two groups,

two preloads values are provided in the analysis. Preload values P1. P3, and

P5 represent the hold down spring preload on the core barrel end th. top

nozzle ipring- preload values on the fuel assemblies.

"he. formulation of the transient motion response problem and digital computer

programming were performed. The effects of &-- earthquake vertical excitation

.re also incorporated into the program.

In order to program the rulti-mass system, the appropriatp spring rates,

weights, atud forcing function for the -ari.suss masses were determined.

The spring rates and weights of the reactor components are calculated

separately for each plant. The forcing functions for the masses are obtained

from the FnRCE program described in the 1 r~vious section. It calculates

the transient forces on reactor internals during blowdown using transient

pressures and fluid velocities.
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For the blowdown analysis the forcing functions are applied directly to the

various internal masses.

For the earthquake analysis of the reactor internals, the forcing function,

which is sir-,lated earti.quake response, is applied to the r-ulti-=a.'s system

at the ground connections (the reactor vessel). Therefore, the external

excitation is transcdtted to the internals through the springs a. the ground

connections.

Results

Analysis Is being pet..-rmed for 1 usec, 5 nsec, and 20 esec hot leg and

cold leg breaks. The response of the structure to this type of excitation

indicaLes that the vertical notion is Irregular with peaks of very 3hort

duration. The deflections and notion of soce of the reactor components are

limited by the solid height cf springs as is the case of the hold down

spring located above the barrel flange.

The internals behave as a highly nonlinear system during the vertical

oscillations produced by the blowdown forces. The nonlinearities are due to

the Coulomb frictional forces between grids and rods, and to gaps between

components causing dicontinuities in . .rce transmission. The frequency

respo•se is consequertly a functi.n not only of the exciting frequencies

!n the system, but also to the c=plItude. Different break conditions excite

different frequencies in the syste=. This situation can be seen clearly when

the response under tlowdon forzes i- ecoparAd with the one due to vertical

seismic acceleration. Under seismic excitation, the systen behaves

practically linearly because the component's notion is not sufficient to

cause closing of the various gaps in the stru,:ture or slippage In the fuel

rods.

Under certain blowdown excitation conditions, the core nove upward, toU%.3es

the core plate, and falls down on the lower structure causing oscillations

i.n &ll the components. During the time that the oscillations occur and

depending on its Initial position, the fuel rods slide on the fuel

assembl;. The response shows that the case cou'.d be represented as two

large vibrating masses (the core an,! the barrel) and the rest of the system
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oscillating at anx average frequency of 114 cps with respect to the barrel

anid the core. The lower structure Isi oscillating at an average frequency

of UA cps with respect to the barrel anid the core. Thle upper f lange,

with ruspect to, the barrel, viscill.ites at a f requency of 69 cps. Tile

save~ structure under seismice excitation show!. i 'natural" frequency

of approxlimately 25 cps; in this case, thle difference can be explained

because after a hot leg break the upper plenum of tile reactor compressies

the flange d.Rznwai9ý Increasing t..c stiffness of the qtructure. Tile

lowecr tstructurr shocws "natural" frequencivs of approximaxtely 105 cps

when the corv is in contact and approxi-nately 120 cps when thle core

is liftedI. Froma the scvvral cases anailyzed, a I r%?quency of 300 cps has

been st-ci ptvscnt very frequently in the upper package after the fuel asseeabiy

toiuches the rupper corr plate. The saimv structure showvs a "natural", frequency

of 25 t-p' whe*n Ott- %trut turr Pla %:Xl test by the seismic accelerat ions.

* The ef fec.t of dameping, ha-, al%n been considered and It can be seen thaxz tile

higher I requc'i-lete- d~i-ippear rapidly aft4er each im~pact or slippag~e.

r hea rm*,;ultsa -f tht. c&L-puter priga piv%- not only tile [requency response

of the wtompnctts., but aotile ixiclu-j Impact force and dt-flect ions. From

* the'se re-.ult-., %ht- itrew-e-t' are. computed uilng tile stinancrd "Strength of
XMitel,W'r Is"sgr-,ias. rheim'hpasct ste i. rt- cwbtatned in an .analogots w. &inner

usaing thet' nxkmu'i f.'res.'. %etn hV Elie varltiu' %tri.ctures during irnpact.

typrer Pae'kage %nd tmaidi- Tube'-.

P iat- m-iit -%iert- ca',ztpreseanted by a by"- 1-y, break, sfi,,w the core lifting

ard. ciinta,-ting thaa. upper cilrt' plate aftL-r di~placing 0.3 lbInchl. Tile local

def.rmut hi o'f tile upper vore plate betw*t'en Elie support colueaiiu isi of the
sirder vol II.1szft Inch mid I&i caaL%,'d bv a 0).1302 set. contaict between fuel iisi.eeblies

a .nd uprer rort' pl.,tte %t ruct urv. Tht-4 dteformtit ln is Insufficient tocas

the plate tr- e.nt.ivt thm.* gutdt' Cuabv, rince tile clvirance betvcimn plate'

-ind fmI,! tubet 1- 0.1,M) inch.
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Fuel Assembly Thimbles

When the core moves vertically touching the upper and lower structures, the

thimbles are subjected to impact stresses. These stresses are obtained from

the maximun dynamic impact forces on the fuel assemblies. The results

are compared with the buckling loads to assure that the cross section

distortion coesn't excee_ the allowable limits. Preliminary results show

that control rod insertion is not jeopardized. Final results, will be

subritted when available.

Transverse Excitation

Core Barrel

The hydraulic pressure transients caused by a loss of coolant accident with

the break occurring in the hot leg are calculated for 1, 5, and 20

milisecond break times. The resulting loading on the upper core barrel is

represented by a dynamic uniformly distributed compressive pressure wave.

The dynamic stability of the upper core barrel is analyzed. The maximum

compressive pressure wave is well below the critical value to produce buckling

of the apper core barrel. This is shown by the comparison between Po max and

Pcrit in Table 14.3.3-3

In addition, the quantitative dynamic response of the upper core barrel is

studied for the worst blowdown break time and found to be neglibible.

The maxim, un deflections, stresses, and pressure pulses for the break times

are also shown in Table 14.3.3-3.

The response to the initial pressure wave was obtained by taking the

pressure as a periodic function of time from the hydraulic analysis with a

period equal to twice the impulse time and using one half cycle. The initial

response thus is an upper bound since the actual pressure oscillations occur

at essentially the same frequency with decaying amplitude.
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Under the transient pressure conditions reaulting from a loss of coolant

accident in a cold leg initially the reactor core barrel is subjected to

non-axisynmetric internal pressure waves. The initial loading condition is

followed by oscillating pressure waves on the core barrel which are both

time and space dependent.

In general, there are two possible modes of dynamic response of the core

barrel. One mode is the beam response mode of the core barrel resulting from

the non-belf-equilibridting circumferential co=ponent oi the pressure forcing

L action. This response mode is analyzed .ttilizing shear beam theory since

the core barrel is a statically determinate elastic system in the beam t de.

The beam mode of core barrel response is conservatively analyzed by comparing

thr excitation frequencies to the natural frequet.cies of the core barrel

to establish the dynamic response amplification. The dynamic response analysis

of the beam mode of the core barrel is conservative since the inertia and

stiffness of the surrounding fluid media are neglected. In fact, in addition

to decreasing the natural frequencies of the elastic system, the fluid

environment acts as a Jamper and prohibits the formation of standing wave

vibration nodes of the elastic system. In the absence of standing wave

vibration modes, the response of the core barrel at resonant conditions is

finite as opposed to theoretically infinite as predicted by the it.-vacuo

equations without damping.

The second possible response rode of the core barrel is as a shell, pre-

dominantly in the ring modes with the formation of onl-y one exial wave. The
"ring" modes of shell vibration involve both the membrane and bending

components of loads on the shell, with bending becoming predominant as the

number of circumferential %aves increases. Thus, the ring vibration modes

are analyzed including both bending and membrane terms. The dynamic response

is then determined by comparing thz pressure loading oscillation frequencies

to the natural frequencies as a snell.

As for the beam mode, the shell analysis of the core barrel is conservative

by virtue of neglectitg the effect of the water in limiting th( response of the

core barrel. The analysis is still in progress and the results will be

submitted when available. ___
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Guide Tubes

O The guide tubes are studied applying the blowdown forces to the structures

and calculating the resulting deflections. The guide tubes are considered

as being the elastically supported at the upper plate and simply supported

at the lower end with variable cross section. Consideration is given

to the frequencies and anplitudes of the forcing function and tht response

is computed to assure that the deflections do not prevent shutdown of the

reactor.

The results of the analysis will be submitted when available.

Analysis of Effects of Loss of Coolant and Safety Injection on the Reactor Vessel

The analysis of the effects or injecting safa.7 injection water into the

reactor coolant system following a postulated loss of coolant accident are

being incorporated into a WCAP repo•c to be submitted to the AE,:.

For the reactor vessel, three modes of failure are con.idered including the

ductile mode, brittle moce and fatigue mode.

a) Ductile Hode - the failure criterion used for this evaluation is that

there shall be no gross yielding across the vessel wall using the

material yield stress specified in Section III of the AS'ME Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code. The combined pressure and thermal stresses

during injection through the vessel thickness as a function of tire

have been calculatei and compared to the material yield stress at

the times during the safety in'ection transient.

The results of the analyses showed that local yielding may occur in

approximately the inner 12 per cent of the base metal and in the

cladding.

0
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b) Brittle &ode - the possibilLty of a brittle fracture of the irradiated

core region has been considered from both a transition temperature

anproach and a fracture mechanics approach.

The failure criteria used for the transition temperature evaluation

is that a local flaw cannot propagate beyond any given point where

the applied stress will remain below the critical propagation stress

at the applicable terperature at that point.

The results of the transition temperature analysis showed that the

stress-temperature condition in the outer 65 per cent of the base

metal wall thickness remains in the crack arrest region at all times

during the safety injection transient. Therefore, if ai defect were

present in the most detrimental location and orientation (i.e., a

crack on the inside surface and circumferentially directed), it could

not propagate any further than approximately 35 per cent of the wall

thickness, even considering the worst zase asstumptions used in this

analysis.

The results of the fracture mecnanic% analysis, considerinS the effects

of water terperatLre, heat transfer coefficients and fracture toughness

of the material as a function of time, temperature and irradiation

will be included in the report. Boch a local crack effect and a

continuous crack effect have been considered with the latter requiring

the mie of a rigorous finite element axisYmetric code.

c) Fatibue Mode - the failure criterion used for the failure analysis

was the one presented in Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code. In this method the piece is assumed to fail once the

combined usage factor at the most critical location for all transients

applied to the vessel exceeds the code allowable usage factor of one.

14.3.3-12
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The results of this analysis showrcd that the combined usage factor

never exceeded 0.2, even after assuming that the safey injection

transient occurred at the end of plant life.

In order to promote a fatigue failure durink, the safety injection transient

at the end of plant life, it has been estimated that a wall temperature of

approximately 1100*F is needed at the most critical area of the vessel

(Instrumentation tube welds In the bottom head).

The design basis of the Safety Injection Syutem ensures that the mnxinum

Zircaloy clsdding temperature does not exceed the Zircaloy-4 melt temperature.

This is achieved by prompt recove.-y of the core through flooding, with the

passive accumulator and the injection systems. Under these conditions

a vessel temperature of 1100*F is not considered a credible possibility and

the evaluation of the vessel under such elevated temperatures is fur a

hypothetical case.

For the ductile failure mode, such hypothetical rise in the wall temperature

would increase rhe depth of local yielding in the vessel wall.

The results of these analyses show that the integrity of the reactor vessel

Is never violated.

The safety injection nozzles have been designed to withstand ten postulated

safety injection transients without failure. fhis design and associated

analytical evaluation was made in accordance with the requirements of Sectiaa

IIl of the ASHE Boiler and Pressire Vessel Code.

The maximw e•c]cuLcte4 prest,.:r. r h.. thermal stress In the safety injection

nozzle 4;-ring the 'e-Ity :ý)cee.!on transient was calculated to be approximately

50,900 psi. rii5 valve cn,-pares favorably with the code allowable stress of

,80,000 psi.
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These ten safety injection transients are considered along with all the other

design transients for the vessel in the fatigue analysis of the nozzles.

This analysis showed the usage factor for the safety injection nozzles was

0.0 which is well below the code allowable value of 1.0.

The safery injection nozzles are not in the highly irradiated region of

thh vessel and thus they are considered ductile during the safety injection

transient.

The effect of the safety injection water on the fuel assembly grid springs

hal' been evaluated and due to the fact that the springs have a large

surface area to volume ratio, being In the forn of thin strips, and are

expected to follow the coolant temperature trans.ent with very little lag

hence, no thermal shock is expected and the core cooling is not compromised.

Evaluations of the core barrel and thermal shield have also shown that core

coolipg "s not jeopardized under the postulated acci. 4ent conditions.
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TABLE 14.3.3-1

ITERALS DEnLECTIrONS MDER ABNORMAL OPERATION
(Inches)

Allowable
Limit

No Loss-of-
Function
Limit

0

U poer Barrel, expansion/compression 3 6
(to assure sufficient inlet flow
area/and to prevent the barrel from
touching any guide tube to avoid
disturbing the RCC guide structure).

Upper Package, axial deflection (to 1 2
maintaln the control rod guide
structure geo-catry).

RCC Guide Tube, cross section dis- 0.035 0.072
tortion (to avoid interference
between the RCC elenents and the
guides).

RCC Guide Tube, deflection as a beam 1.0 1.5
(to be consistent with conditions
under which ability to trip has
been tested).

Fuel Assemiblv Thimbles, cross 0.035 0.072
section distortion (to avoid
interference between the control
rods and the guides).

The allowable limit deflection values given above correspond to stress levels

for the internals structure well below the limiting criteria given by the

collapse curves in 'WICAP-5890, Rev. 1. Consequently, for the internals the

geometric limitations established to assure safe shutdown capability

are more restrictive than those givern by the failure stress criteria.
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TABLE 14.3.3-2

WI - Core Barrel
U2 - Lower Package
U3 - Fuel Assemblies Major
WA - Fuel Rods Major
W5 - Fuel Asse=blies Minor
A - Fuel Rods Minor
W7 - Core Plate .• Short Colutzn
W8 - Deep Bean
W9 - Core Plate 6 Long Columns
WlO - Top Plate (Ctr.)
W11 - Core Barrel

KI - Hold Down Spring
K2 - Lover Package Majcr
K3 - Top Nozzle Springs Major
K5 - Top Nozzle Springs Minor
K7 - Short Coluns
KS - Upper Core Plate
K9 - Long Cola=ns
KLO - Top Plate
KI - Coze Barrel

Snubbers Impact Dacpers

SI -; Core Barrel Flange
S2 - Hold Down Spring
S3- Top Nozzles Bars, Major
S4 - Pedestal Bars, Major
S5 - Top Nozzles Bars, Minor
S6 - Pedestal Bars, Minor
S7 - Tup Nozzle Bumpers, Major
S8 - Top Nozzle Btupers, Hinor
$9- Pedestals, Major
SIO - Pedestals, Minor
Sll - Deep Beam Flange

Structural Dampers

Cl - Hold Down Springs
C2 - Lowor Package
C3 - Top ::ozzle, Major
C5 - Top Nozzle, %Unor
V7 - Short Columns
C9- Upper Core Plate
C9 - Long Columns
C1O - Top Plate
Cli - Core Barrel

DI - Barrel Flange
D2 - Hold Down Spring
D3 - Top N:ozzle Bars, Major
D4 - Pedestal Bars, Major
DS - Top Nozzle Bars, Minor
D6 - Pedestal Bars, Minor
D7 - Top Nozzles, Major
DS - Top Nozzles, M.inor
D9 - Pedestal, Major
DIO - Pedestal, Minor
Dll - Deep Been Flange

Clearances

G1
C3

G5

G6
G7
Ga

Hold
Fuel
Fuel
Fue I
Fuel
Fue l
Fuel

Down Spring
Rod Top, Major
Pod 3ottort, Major
Rod Top, Minor
Rod Bottom, Minor
Asse-bly Major
Assembly Minor

Preloads

Pl
P3
PS

- Hold Down Spring
- Top 'N.ozzle Springs Major
- Top Nozzle Springs Minor
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0
TABLE 14.3.3-3

CRITICAL BUCKLING PRESSURES AND DYHAMLIC RESPONSE OP
UPPER CORE BARREL FOR HOT LEG SUBCOOLED BLOWDOWN

Break
Time

Hax. Uniform
Pressure Wave*

Pulse Criticn"++
Time** Buckling Press.

Steximus
Stress

tMax. Radial
Deflection

Hs PSI MS PSI PSI MiLS

1 360 25 2290 11,844 + 35.6

360 26 2990 il,844 + 35.6

20 354 25 2990 11,646 + 35.0

* Pressure wave L3 uniformly dist•ibuted over upper core barrel both axially and
circumferentially.

** Rise plus decay time of initial pressure wave.

+ Membrane hoop stress - compressive

++ The critical buckling pressure is calculated based on two conservative
assumjtions:

1. The stiffening effect of the fluid environment is neglected.

2. The upper core barrel is assumed simply supported.
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14.3.4 CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY EVALUATION

Method of Analysis

Calculation of containment pressure and temperature transients is accomplished

by use of the digital cohputer code, COCO. The analytical r-del is restricted

tc the containment volume and structure. Transient phenomena within the

Reactor Coolant System affect containment conditions by means of convective

mas .nd energy transport through the pipe break.

For analytical rigor and convenience, the containment air-steam-water mixture

is separated into two systems. The first system consists of the air-steam

phase, while the second is the water phase. Sufficient relationships to

describe the transient are provided by the equations of conservation of

mass and energy as applied to each system, together with appropriate

boundary conditions. As thermodynamic equations of state and conditions

may vary during the transient, the equations have been derived for all possible

cases of superheated or saturated steam, and subcooled or saturated water.

Switching between states is handled automatically by the code. The following

are the major assumptions made in the analysis:

a) Discharge mass and energy flow rates through the Reactor Coolant

System break are established from the coolant blowdown and core

thermal transient analysis (described in the preceding paragraphs).

b) At the break point, the discharge flow separates into steam and

water phases. The saturated water phase is at the total containment

pressure, while rhe steam phase is at the partial pressure of the

steam in the containment.

r) Homogeneous mixing is asnumed. The steam-air mixture and the

water phase have uniform properties. More specifically, thermal

equilibrium between the air and steam is assumed. This does not

imply thermal equilibrium between the steam-air mixture and the

water phase.
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d3 Air is taken as an ideal gas, while compressed water and steam

tables are employed for water and steam thermodynamic properties.

During the transient, there is energy transfer from the steam-air and

water systems to the internal structures and equipment within the shell.

Provision is made in the cc-ýputer analyzis for the effects of several

engineered safeguards, including internal spray, fan coolers, and re-

circulation of sump water. The heat removal from containment steam-air

phase by internal spray is determined by allowing the spray water temperature

to rise to the steam-air temperature.

Energy Sources

The amount of mass and energy carried into the containment during blowiown is

calculated by the FLASH computer code. The following is a summary of all

the energy sources potentially available for transfer to the containment

for a loss-of-coolant accident.

a) Reactor Coolant Energy

b) Accumulator Energy (Mixes with Reactor Coolant System)

c) Initial Core Stored Energy

d) Core Internals Metal Energy

e) Reactor Vessel Metal (below vessel nozzles)

f) Core Power Generation (Shut down energy and decay heat)

g) Zr - H2 0 reaction

All the power generated by the core during blowdown is transferred to

the coolant, and reaches the containment. The initial core stored and

metal sensible energy is transferred to the coolant by a time dependent

temperature difference calculation. It should be emphasized that the energy

transferred from the core to the coolant for the contairment evaluation

far exceeds that transferred from the core thermal evaluation. That is

to say a conservatively high core heat transfer coefficient is used for
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Wthe containment evaluation, while a conservatively low coefficient is used

during the core thermal evaluation. Between the end of blowdown and the

beginning of core reflooding there is no energy entering the containment.

While the core is being reflooded the remaining stored energy in the core

and internals causes a portion of the accumulator water to be boiled, and

this energy is transferred to the containment.

Any energy addition resulting from a Zr-H 20 reaction is also considered.

The reaction energy reaches the containment by transfer to coolant, while

the recombination energy of the H2 generated in the reaction is added

directly to the steam-air mixture in the containment. The hydrogen is

assumed to burn as it is produced.

Finally, hot metal surfaces not cooled by safety injection water (reactor

vessel above nozzles and steam generator tubes) are simulated as hot walls

In contact with the containment steam-air mixture. A small heat transfer

coefficient is employed to reflect actual conditions since these surfaces

are covered by stagnant steam inside the reactor coolant system.

The following are some additional conservative assumptions used in the

analysis:

a) The reactor power is based on operation at the maximum calculated

power of 3216 IWt which is 16.6% greater than the application at
2758 mwt.

b) The decay heat Is based on power operation for an infinite time.

c) Coolant temperatures aie the maximum levels attained in steady

state operation, including allowance .'or instrument error and

deadband.

d) Gross system volumes are calculated from component dimensions, to

which is added a 3% margin.
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e) Pressurizer liquid inventory at the nominal full power level plus an

appropriate margin for instrument error and deadband.

Containment Struc lures

Provision is made in the c. ntainment pressure transient analysis for hieat

transfer though, and heat storage in, both interior and exterior waill.

Every wall is divided into a large number of nodes. For each node, a

conservation of energy equation exprenscd In finite differente form accounts

for transient tonduction Into and out of the node ond temperature rise of

the node. Table 14.3.4-I is a summary of the containment structurail heat sinks

used in the analvsis.

The heat transfer coefficient to the containment st.rface Is calculated by the
(1)code based primarily on the work of Tagaml . From thib work it was determined

that the value of the beat transfer Loefficient increases parabolically to

peak value at the end of blowdown and then decreased exponent tally to a

stagnant heat transfer coefficient which is a f ,nction of steam to air

weight ratio.

It should be noted that this method is different than that presented in

the Preliminary Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report. In that
(2)report the heat transfer coefficients were based on the work of Koflat

Tile revised method of calculation results in decreased heat transfer to

the containment structure during blowdown.

Tagami presents a plot of the maximum value of h as a function of "coolant

energy transfer speed," defined as:

total coolant enery t "ansferred into containment
(containment vessel volume) (time Interval to peak pressure)
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From this the maximum of h for steel is calculated:

h =75 E 0.60max t'--
P

h = maximum value of h (Btu/hr f t 2 ° F)

= time from start of occident to end of blowdownP

V =containment volume (Ft3 )

E Initial coolant energy (Btu)

The parabolic increase to the peak value is given by:

h = h t 0*."t < t (2)
s maxf- - -- 2p

h s heat teansf'r coefficient for steel (Btu/hr ft 2 
OF)s

t = time from start of accident (sec)

The exponential decrease of the heat transfer coefficent is given by:

-. O5(t-t )e p 3
s stag + ( hmax stag e p p

where

hstag = 2 + 50x 0 x '.4 (4)

hstag = h for stagnant conditions (Btu/hr ft2 orx

X = steam to air weight ratio in containment

For concrete the heat transfer coefficient is taken ar 40% of the value
calculated for steel.
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Air-Recirculation Fan-Coolers

The ability of the containment air recirculation coolers to function properly

in the accident environment is demonstrated by the Westinghouse computer

code "HECO". The code determines the plate-fin cooling coil heat removal

rate when operating in a saturated steam-air mixture.

In the code a mass flow rate of cooling water is first established. This

determines the tube inside film coefficient. Next the resistance to heat

transfer between the cooling water and the outside of the fin collars is

computed, including inside film coefficient, fouling factor*, tube radial

conduction, fin-collar interface resistance, and conduction across the

fin collars. The analysis now becomes iterative. One assumes an overall

heat transfer rate Qtot and the temperature at the outside of the fin collars

is determined from Qtot and the sum of the resistances cited above.

A second iterative procedure is now established. The variable whose value

is assumed is the effective film coefficient between the fins and the

gas stream, which involves the effect of convective heat transfer and mass

transfer. With this valueo of heffective' one can determine fin efficiency

and the fin temperature distribution. It is assumed that a condensate film

exists on the vertical fins. An analysis is performed which relates this

film thickness to the rate of removal due to gravity and shear, and the

rate of addition of condensate oy mass transfer from the bulk gas. In

the process, from an energy balance, one determines the temperature of

the interface between the bulk gas and the condensate;

* A fouling factor of .001 hr-ft 2-F/Btu, under both normal and design
basis accident conditions, has been assumed for cooling coil design
purposes. This value is conventionally used in sizing hcat exchangers
cooled by river water at 125*F or less and with tube water velocity greater
than 3 ft/sec (.eference 5), and is considered sufficiently conservative
for this application. Computer analysis of the coils selected shows that
the required post-accident heat removal rate can be achieved even with a
slight increase in fouling.
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this is necessary for determining the mass transfer rate from the gas.

Now that the thickness of the condensate film is known, the value of the

assumed h effectve is checked from the relation herf = K water/ 6 film.

If the assumed and computed values are not the same, a new guess is made

and calculations cepeated until the assumed and computed values Pre equal.

When this occurs, the heat transfer rate from the fins and fin collar ic

computed, using the stan.dard equations for fin and fin collar heat transfer

and the values of heffective and film-bulk gas interface temperature. If

this value is not the same as Q tot' initially assumed in order to determine

fin collar temperature, the whole analysis is repeated with a new estimate

of Q tot* When, finally, the heat transfer rate to the cooling water from

the fin collar equals the resulting computed rate to the fin collar and

fins from the gas, the effect of this heat transfer rate on the cooling

water is computed. The water exit temperature is established and this

value is used as the inlet temperature for the next heat exchanger pass.

Also, the effect of convective heat transfer and condensate mass transfer

are determined relative to the gas composition and thermodynamic state.

The updated gas state is used as inlet conditions for the next pass. The

process is repeated for the second, third, etc. passes until the gas

exits the heat exchanger.

The mass transfer coefficients used in the "HECO" code were derived from

analyses and reports of experimental data contained in references 3, 4,

and 5. From reference 3 the mass flow rate of condensate is defined by

ShD (Psg - sw) (1)
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From ref. (3), pp. 471-473, experimental data for mass and heat transfer

correlate will by the expression

hD /3
- (Sc)- St (Pr) 2 /3

S

as shown in Figure 16-10 of ref. (3). Thus

hD

hD

== U •s

PC US

St.scj 
2/3

( s 2/3

(2)

As reference (3) points out, for large partial pressures of the condensing

components, equation (2) must be corrected by a factor P t/P am. Thus hD

is defined by

1 Pt Sc 2/3

D PC P Pram

(3)

This is essentially the same result as reported by ref. (4) pg. 343 and

reference (6).

Reference 3 states that experiments show equation (1) to be valid when

the Schmidt number does not differ greatly from 1.0. Equations (1) and

(3) are combined to give the mass transfer rate, which is

11 P t
M C Pam

2/3

Pr
(0sg sw)

.c 2/3 ^.
An approximation was made in assuming that P= 1.0 thus the local

mass transfer rate was computed from

Ph tMC F
am

(Psg - Osw)
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The heat transfer rate due to condensaeron is computed from

fi AhP )
ql CPE t sg sw

am

where P is evaluated at the local bulk gas temperature
sg

s is evaluated at the local gas-condersate interface temp.
A is evaluated at the local gas-condensate interface temp.
P and C are evaluated at the local, bulk gas temperature

The heat trasnfer coefficient, h, was determined from experiments on W

plate-fin coils which are the same geometry as would be used in this

application.

"he heat transfer rate, locally, is computed from

q2 = h (Tg - Tj)

The basis for selecting these values is that the authorities cited as

references have shown, through analyses and thcough cited experiments,

that the methods used are accurate.

The air side pressure drop across the cooling coils under design basis

accident condition is estimated to be approximately 2.1 in. H2 0, or

.076 psi. This will have negligible effect on the heat removal capa-

bility of the cooling coils.

The pressure of non-condensible gases are taken into consideration

by virtue of the fact that the theory behind the analysis assumed that

the condensable vapor must diffuse through a non-candensible gas.

Application of this method results in the fan-cooler heat removal rate

per fan as presented in Figure 14.3.4-1.
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A testing program is in progress to confirm the validity of the above

design procedures and the performance of the cooling coils under post-

accident conditions. Details of the testing program are proprietary to

Westinghouse, and therefor.,, will be presented to the Atomic Energy

Commission by separate cor,-espondence.

I-

Nomenclature

I • mass flow rate of cordensate, ibm/hr-ft 2

ho mass transfer coefficient, ft/hr.

Psg density of saturated steam at local bulk gas temp., lbm/ft 3

osw density of saturated steam at local condensate-gas interface temp., lbm/f 3

u free steam gas velocity, ft/min.s
Sc Schmidt number, H/pD, dimensionless

p viscosity of bulk gas, Ibm/ft-hr.

0 bulk gas denaity, Ibm/ft 3  2

D Gas-air diffusion coefficient, hr

St Stanton number, h/pcu , dimensionless

h convective heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft 2 -°F

C Specific heat of bulk gas, Btu/lbm-°F

Pr Prandtl number, uc/k, dimensionless

k thermal conductivity of bulk gas, Btu/hr-ft-*F

Pt total gas prePsure,plbf/ft2

P am air Log-mean -aw , lbf/ft2

ln aw
ag

P partial pressure of air at the local gas-condensate lnterf•.e, lbf/ft2aw

P Partial pressure of air at the local bulk gas temperature, lbf/ft 2

ag
A Latent heat of vaporization (or condensation) at the local gas condensate

interface temperature, Btu/]bm

q, local heat transfer rate due to condensation, Btu/hr-ft 2

q2 local heat transfer rate due to convection, Btu/hr-ft 2

T local bulk gas temperature, °Fg
T local gas.-condensa:e interface temperature, *F.
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Containment Spray

When a spray drop enters hot saturated steam-air environment, the vapor

pressure of the water at its surface is much less than the partial pressure

of the steam in the atmosphere. Hence, there will be diffusion of steam

to the drop surface and condensation on the drop. This mass flow will

carry energy to the drop. Simultaneously the temperature difference

between the atmosphere and the drop will cause a heat flow to the drop.

Both of these mechanismb. will cause the drop temperature and vapor pressure

to rise. The vapor pressure of the drop will eventually become equal

to the partial pressure of the steam and the condensation will cease. The

temperature of the drop will be essentially -qual to the temperature of

the steam-air mixture.

The terminal velocity of the drop can be calculated using the formula given

by Weinberg where the drag coefficient CD is a function of the Reynolds

number : *

v2 = 0 o-'m)()

For the 700 micron drop size expected from the nozzles, the terminal

velocity is less than 7 ' /see. For a 1000 micron drop, the velocity

would be less than 10 ft/sec. The Nu:s,--lt nn:ber for heat transfer,

Nu, and the Nusselt number for muss transfer, Nu' (Sherwood Number),

can be calculated from the empirical relations given by Ranz and

Marshall. (8)

Nu - 2 + 0.6 (Re)1/2 (P r) 1/ (2)

Nu' = 2 + 0.6 (Re)1/2 (Sc)1/3 (3)

* Nomenclature used is given at the end of this discussion.
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The Prandtl number and the Schmidt number for the conditio.*s assued are

approximately M.7and 0.6 respectively. Both of these are sufficiently

independent of pressure, temperature and composition to be assumed

constant under containment conditions.( 9 '1 0) Thf- coefficients of heat

transfer (h ) and mass transfer (k G) are calculated from Nu and Nu'

respectively. The equations describing the temperature rise of a falling

drop are:

d (Hu) - mh q (4)
dt g

d ,M) -m (5)
dt

where

q h hcA (T - ") (6)

n- kCA (P - Pv) (7)

These equttions can be integrated numerically to find the internal energy

and mass if the drop asb a function of time as it falls throuah the atmosphere.

Analysis shows that the liquid drop temperat,.e rises to the steam-air

mixture temperature in less than 0.5 seconds, which occurs before the drop

has fallen 5 feet. These results demonstrate that the spray will be

100% effective in removrlv heat from the atmosphere.
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N-omexsclar-%:,

A area

CD drag coefficient

D droplet diameter

g acceleration of glavity

h coefficient of heat transfer
c

h steam enthalpy

kG coefficient of mass transfer

M droplet mass

0 diffusion rate

SU Nusselt number for heat transfer

.•;u' Nusselt number for mass transfer

P steam partial pressure

P droplet vapor pressureV

Pr Feandtl nu=.ber

q heat flow rate

Re Reynolds number

SC Schmidt number

T droplet temperature

T steam- temperature

t t ice

u dronlet enternal energy

V velocity-

droplet density

stet t rci.ture density
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Containment Pressure Transients

The contaiinent pressure was calculated for a range of large area ruptures

of the Reactor Coolant System. The. - tvire sizes considered were:

a. Double Ended Rupture
b. 6 ft2 break
C. 3 ft2 break

2

d. .5 ft break

Figure A4.3.4-2 presents the results of the transients. Fo- all cases a

pressure pvuk of less than 40 psig was calculated. SI ae design pressure

for the IPP 02 plant is 47 psig, a margin nore than" .e the conservative

value of the blcw down peaks, is available.

In the transients, one spra, purnp and three fans starting at 60 seconds were

assumed. These acted to quickly reduce the pressure after the peak pressures

were reached.

The fol lowing paragraphs are a s-.-ary of the energy sources and sinks used

in the ralculation.

E Source%

The energy sources presented in Table 14.3.4-2 are potentially available to be

transferred to the contairtmnt during the blowdown tir-e.

in the above energy str-nation all sensible energy sources are referenced to

the datun of saturated water at contain.-ent design pressure, .nich is the

maxl-u= a.-ount of energi that can bt transferreo from the metal to the coolant.

The integrated energy balance at the end of blowdown is presented in the

Table 14.3.4-3 The values were determined by the FLASH Code.

0
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I.

In Lhis calculation all energy generated by the core during blowdown is

transferred to the coolant as it is generated. The sensible energy sources

are transferred to the coolant as a function of time, and for longer blowdow-

times more sensible energy Is absorbed. F'or the very large breaks very

little energy is transferred to the steam generators, because of the rapid

uncovering of the tubes, while for smaller breaks the tubes do not uncover

as rapidly and significant heat transfer results.

A negligible amount of energy is trinsferred from the react, .ssel during

the relatively fast blowdown.

Ene rSX Sink

Figure 14.3.4-3 presents the energy absorption capability within the

2.6 x 106 ft 3 free volume of the IPP containment. Thus the internal

energy of the steam-air mixture must be increascd to 306 x 106 Btu for

the containment orcsure to reach the design pressure of 47 psig.

The integrated containment energy balance at the end of bloudown is given by:

Uf - Ui + 1 (mh)in + - Qin - - Qout

Where

If Final internal energy in the containment
Ui Initial external -nergy in the contain~nent

7 (Mh) ' E~ithalpy added by blowdown sources
In

I Qln = Energy added directly to containment atmosphere
by hydrogen-oxygen recombinat ion

Qout Heat removal by containment structure and

cooling systema.

0
14.3.4-1.



The internal energy is made up of three sources: air, steam, and sump

water. Only the air-steam mixture with their respective partial pressures

contribute to the containment total pressure. The internal energy for the

Initial assumed containment conditions, 120*F and 15 paia, is as follows:

Steam tu,) (u) - (2260) (1077) a 2.43 x 106 Btu

Air (a) (C v) (T) - (178,205) (0.172) (120) - 3.67 x 106 Btu

Sump (m) (u) - (12,343) (87.9) - 1.08 x 106 Btu

7.18 x I16 Btu

The Internal energy balance at the end of blowdown is given in the Table

14.1.4-4. All entries are in millions of Btu's.

The difference between the internal energies given by the energy balance

equation and by the coco program represent.- an error of less than + 1% In

Itl calculation.

Fizure 14.3.4-4 shows the heat transfer coefficient calculated for the various

break sizes.

Contaittent Margin Evaluation

Evaluation of thu capability of the reactor containment and containment

cooling systems to absorb energy additions without exceeding the containment

design pressure requires consideration of two periods of time following a

,ostulated large area rupture of the. rcactor c.3olant systen.

The first period is the bluwdown phase. Since blohdoi'n occurs too rapidly

for the containment cooling system% to be activated, there must be sufficient

energy absorption capzhillty in tie free volume of tihe containment (with

due credit for energy absorption in the containutent structures) to limit the

resulting pres4sure below design.

The second peziod is the post-blowdown period where the containment cooling

systems must be able to absorb any postulated post-bloWdown energy additions

and continue to limit the containment pressure below design.

14.3.4-16



HargLn - Blowdown Peak to Design Pressure

Point A in Figure 14.3.4-5 corresponds to the int.rnal energy at the end

of a 3 ft2 break blowdown, 258 x 106 Btu. In order for the pressure to

increase to design pressure (47 psig) the internal energy must be increased

to 306 x 106 Btu (Point B). The allowed energy addition is therefore 48 x 106

Btu. Since energy transferred to the containment from the core is in the form

of steam the total transferred core energy corresponding to allowea energy

addition is as follows:

h 6 914.7 6Q -a 48 X 106 .1 37.2x71 Bt

Qcore h Allowed 1177.9 372x10 Btu

This allowable value of energy which could be transferred from the core

to the containment wit:iout increasing the transient containment pressure

to design pressure can be compared to the energy stored in the reactor

vessel and transferred to the steam generator during blovzdown for the

double ended break. The thick metal of the reactor vessel waN not considered

since a negligible amount of this energy can be transferred in the short

blowdown tire.

Stored in the core 17.3 x 106 Btu

Core internals Metal 3.7 : 106 Btu

Transferred to Steam Generators 8.4 k 106 Btu

29.4 x 106 Btu

Thus, the containment has the capability to limit contai.7ent pressure

belou design even if all of the available energy sources were transferred

to the containment at the end of blowdown. This would also include no credit

for energy adsorption in the steam generator. For this to occur an extremely

high core to coolant heat trap ar coefficient is necessary. This would

result in the co-e and internals being completely subcooled and limit the

7otential for reicase of fission products.S
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Addictional Energy Added As Superheat

Line A to C on Figure 14.3. 4-5 represent3 a constant mass line extended

into the superheated region. Comparison of the energy addition allowable

for the superheatea case relative to the saturated case shows a lesser

ability of the containment to absorb an equivalent amount of energy as super-

heat. An addition of 13 x 106 Btu of energy after blow down would cause

the containment pressure to increase to design. The recombination of

hydrogen and oxygen from a 14.6% Zr-H 20 reaction completed before the end

of blow down would be required to generate 13 x 106 Btu s of energy. For

the case analyzed, the core was assumed to be in a subcooled state, and no

Zr-H 2 0 reaction would be possible. In order for Zr-H 20 reaction to occur

before the end of blowdown all of the stored Initial energy must remain ia

the core. If this 'ccurred a blow doun peak containment pressure of only 34.2

psig would be reached instead of 39.5 psig in the case analyzed. Lines

D and E on Figure 14.3.4-5 represent the superheat energy addition required

to increase the pressure L.o the design pressure and this corresponds to

the hydrogen oxygen rect-_--ination energy from a 24.6Z Zr-H 2 0 reaction.

It is, therefore, concluded that the containment hds the capability to

absorb the maxinum energy addition from any loss-of-coolant accidezt without

reliance on thv containmont cooling system. In addition, a substantial

rargin exist!, for energy additions from arbitrary energy sources much greater

than aay possible.

Largin - Post B lowdcr. n Energy Add I t I ons

The Safety Injection Systev is designed to rapidly subcool the core and

stap the addition of mass and energy to the containment. Thus it is expected
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that there will not be any significant energy addition to the containment

following blowdon. l!owev.r, the following cases are presented to de.onstrate

the capability of the contaIn-ent to uithstand post accident energy additions

without credit :;r core cooling.

Case 1. Bilow6do'm froee a large area rupture with continued

addition of the core residual energy and hot cetal

energi-, to the containm-ent as steam.

Case 2. Saie aq Cane I but with the energy addition from

a maxi-'un Zirconium - water reaction.

Figure 14.3.4-6 presents the contain-ent pressure trans'ient for Case I.

For thi% case •h. decay heat generated for a 3216 MT;t core operated for

an infinite time is coneervativelv ,s-tued. Thi. decay heat is added to

the .ontaln-ent in th&, forn of %team bv the boiling off of water in the

reactor vesel. For this case injection water nerely serves as a r.echani".

to transfer the re-.idual energv to the containr.ent as it is produced. Injectioc

water i%. in effect throttled at the required rate.

In addition, all thte stored energy in the cor-. and internals which

is calculated tu remain at the end of bly., dow-n is added in the sane way

during the tire interval between 2b and 49 seconJs (corresponds to

Lccu.ulator injection time). Also all the sensible heat of the reactor

ve-;,+l is added a% stea.n exponentiaLly over 200 seconds. tine interval.

The contain-ent cooling .vstem capabilit as!:=ed in the analy.-sis was

one of two available containm.ent spray pu=ps and three of five available

cntain-ent fan coolers. This is the -inimeun equipnent available considering

the single failure criterion in the energencv power systen, the spray system

and the fan cooler svstec.
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For comparlson the containment pressure transients for Cases 1, 2 and the

double ended blovdovn are replotted in Figure 14.3.4-8. It is toncl•ed

that operation of the minimum containment cooling sybtem equipment provides

the capability of limiting the contairrwnt press'.re belowi its design pressure

with the addition of all available energy sources and without credit for the

cooling effect (-on the safety injection system.

Discussion of Ener•ySjources Used in Cses I and 2

The following is a su-mary of the energy sources and ti- containnnent heat

renoval capacities used in the containment capability study. Figure 14.3.4-9

presents the rate of energy addition froes core decay heat, Zr-112 0 reaction

..nergy, and the hivdrogen-oxygen rec.ebination ener;,y. The heat removail

,apability for the partial containment cooling (one %pray pump and three

fan coolers) is also presented. These heat removal values are for oneration

with the containment .at design pressure.

The integrated heat additions and heat rernovals for Cases 1 and 2 are

plotted ;n Figures 14.3.4-10 and l4.3.4-11, r,.-pectively. These curves

are presented in a manner that demonstrates the apabilitv of the containment

and the cooling systens to absorb energv. The integrated hliat removal capacity

is started at the Internal energy corresponding to design pre-sure, while the

integrated heat additions begin from the internal enery.y calculated at the

end of blowiown [or each ,a-ze. The upper line sin each curve is the containment

structures and cont.iInmerst ct'ling Kst r.-, cap.ability to abs.'orb energy

additions without exceeding design pressure. Tht lo•er turve for evach

are the energy addition curve%, md since these energy addItions art. the

maximum possible witth no eredit fo'r core cooling. thfire i.• t nr. than .adequatet

capability to aborb arbitrary addititons.

The curves in Figures 14.1.4-12 and 14.3.4,-13 present the Individual con-

tribution of the heat ret, sval and he.at addition source, rQrp,.ctivelv.
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Evaluatio7 of Contain=ent Internal StrucLures

The containment internal structures such as the reactor coolant loop compartments

and the reactor shield vall are designed for the pressure buildup that could

occur following a loss-of-coolant. If a loss-of-coolant accident were to

occur in these relatively sIl volumes, the pressure would build up at a

rate faster than the overall compartments.

A digital computer Lode, COWCO, was developed to analyze the pressure build-up

in the reactor coolant loop compartments. The COMCO code is largely an extension

of the COCO Code in that a separation of the two phase blowdown into steam

and water is calculated and the pressure build-up of the steam-air mixture in

the compartment is determined. Each compartment has a vent opening to the

free volume of the contai•ment.

The main calculation i.,..armed is a mass energy balance within the control

volume of a compartment. Th.- pressure builds up In the compartment until

a mass and energy relief through the vent exceeds the mass and energy entering

the compartment from the break. The reactor coolant loop compartments are

designed for the maximum calculated differential pressure resulting from an

instnntaneous double ended rupture of the reactor coolant pipe.

There are two reactor co.lant loop compartments with two loops in each compart-

ment. The Lotal free volume of each compartment is 113,500 ft with a vent

area of 1000 ft . The calculated differential pressure across the wall of the

compartnent is 6.4 psi.

The primary shield around the reactor vesseil is designed for a pressure of

1000 psi to provide missile protection against the highly unlikely failure
of the reactor vessel by longitudinal splitting or by variots codes of

circumferential cracking.
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Evaluation of Long Term Fan Cooler Capability

The ability of the fan coolers to limit containment pressure following loss

of the component cooling system has been examined. If the component cooling

loop were lost for any reason during long term recirculation, core subcooling

could be lost and boiling In the core would begin. Since the fans cooling

units are cooled by service water, the energy from the core vould be removed

from the containment via the fans. The following table su=arizes the maxi-

mum pressure the containment could reach for assumed times of component cooling

system failure.

3 Fans 2 Farn

C.C. Failure at 12 hours 12 28

C.C. Failure at I day 9 22

C.C. Failure at . week 4 8

Radiolytic Hydrogen Formation

In order to asses$ the potential magnitude of gas accumulation in the con-

tai•ment due to radiolytic decomposition of emergency core cooling water,

A conservative analysis uas made of the decompositinn catuscd by two sources

of radiation: the intact core and the released fission products apt to be

*ssociated with the water phase in the containment.

Core radiation was estimated assuming:

1) Prior to the accident the reactor has operated at full rated power

for 10,000 hr.

2) Absorption of gamma radiation occurs in an infinite medium composed

of a homogeneous mixture of the fuel, support structure, cladding, and

the water within the core baffle.
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3) Beta radiation is absirbed by the fuel and cladding (not by water).

4) H1ydrogen yield is 0.44 molecules per 100 electron volts of energy

absorbed by water. (11) No thermal recombination occurs in solution;

i.e., H12 produced is quantitatively transported to the containment

atmosphere.

The conservatism of assumption (4) should be noted. Zurrent investigations

by HAPD and others show thot after cessation of boiling in the core region,

significant recombination occurs, apparently governed by mass transport

parameters. By neglecting this effect an upper limit result is obtained.

The contribution of dissolved fission products is assess by calculating

the yield from 50Z of the core halogen fission products when all of the

beta and gana emis.•ion is absorbed by water. The value of hydrogen yield

assumed for this .ource is 0.30 m•ecules per 100 ev, based on irradiaticn

tests reported in WCAP-7153 where the gas/liquid volume ratio was selected

to siaulate the containment/sump volumes of the full sized plant.

The quantities of radiolytic hydrogen and the associated radiolytic oxygen

aenerated with time after the accident, as calculated by this model, are

presented in Figure 14.3.4-14. The pressure effect of these gases is

given in Figure 14.3.4-15, where the containment atmosphere is assumed to

be cooled to its pre-accident temperature. Figure 14.3.4-16 shows the

concentration of radiolytic hydrogen on a steam-free basis.

The results show that thE pressure of radiolytic gas is of little concern

during the post-accident recovery, being less than 1.5 psi at the end of

one month. The cencentration of 112, averaged in the containment volume,

reaches Aa volum- Z (the lover limit for flasability) in 18 days.
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NIn view of the potential for receiving a flammable limit, the pessimism

of the calculational model is being evaluated, with a view to incorporating

the thermal recombination effects which may diminish the net yield of

hydrogen by radiolysis in the core region. When results of current

tests are analyzed, the decision will be made regarding incorporation

of a hydromgen recombiner system. The objectives to be met will be to

show that the contents of the containment can be safely vented before

reaching a flammable concentration to provide a recombiner system capable

of sustaining a concentration well below a flammable limit indefinitely.

0
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TABLE 14.3.4-1

ST1JUCTURAL HEAT SINKS

Aria
Ft

Thickness
inHeat Sink Material

Density Heat Capacity
lb/ft BTU/lb°F

Conductivity
BTU/HR ft OF

Containment Cylinder

Ccnrainment Dome

Containment Floor

Refueling Canal

Misc. Concrete Structure

Misc. Steel Structure
a. Thin
b. Thick

Steel lined concrete

Steel lined :oncrete

Unlined concrete

Lined concrete

Unlined Concrete

Steel

50,000

61,000

15,000

16,000

61,000

±6,000
18,000

3/8

1/2

12

3/8

12

1/8
1/2

511

511

150

511

150

511
511

0.11

0.11

0.186

0.11

0.186

0.11
0.11

26

26

0.08

26

0.08

26
26



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

TABLE 14.3.4-2

ENERGY SOURCES

Reactor Coolant System Internal Energy308.9

Accumulator Internal Energy (Three)

Initial Core Stored Energy

Core Internals Metal Energy

Reactor Vessel Meil (below vessel nozzle)

Sub Total

Core Power Generation During Blowdown

a. Double ended (12 secs)

b. 6 ft2  (16.4 secs)

c. 3 ft 3  (27 secs)

d. .5 ft 2 (125 secs)

305.9 x 106 Btu

11.4 x 106

37.2 x 106

12.5 x 106

13.6 x 10 6

379.7 x 106

6.

7. Zr-H 20 reaction

6.0 x

7.5x

10.1 x

24.1 x

"%0.0

385.7

387.2

389.8

403.8

10
6

10
6

106

106

TOTALS

a.

b.

c°

d.

Double ended

6 ft
6

3 ft
2

.5 ft
2

x 106

x 106

x 106

x 106



TABLE 14.3.4-3

INTEGRATED ENERGY BALANCE

Outside Reactor Coolant System DE 6 ft2 3 ft2 .5 ft2

Control Volume

1. Blowdown Enthalpy 327.3 329.0 327.6 322.4

2. Transferred to Steam Generator 2.3 3.5 8.4 32.7

329.6 332.5 336.0 355.1

Inside Reactor Coolant System
Control Volume

1. Reactor Coolant Internal Energy 9.2 11.4 11.3 24.4
(water remaining in vessel
plus accumulator addition)

2. Stored in Core 19.8 15.9 17.3 0.2

3. Core Internal Metal 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.9
4. Reactor Vessel Metal 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6

5. Internal Energy of Water
Remaining in Accumulator
(Injection not complete) 8.7 8.6 8.1 6.0

54.9 53.2 52.0 48.1

384.5 385.7 390.0 403.2



TABLE 14.3.4-4

INTERNAL ENERGY BALANCE

Double
Ended

6 ft
2

3 ft
2

U i

E (mh) in

E Qin

E Q ou a/structure

b/fans

c/sprays

7.2

327.3
"'0

-11.9

0

0

7.2

329.0

-12.6

0

0

7.2

327.6

%0

-14.4

0

0

.5 ft
2

7.2

323.0

"%0

-21.2

- 3.8

- 3.1

322.6 323.6 320.4 302.1Total Uf

From Coco the final
conditions are:

Steam

Air

Sump

251.0

8.0

64.5

255.0

8.0

64.0

250.0

8.0

63.8

229.0

7.9

69.0

323.5 327.0 321.8 305.9
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CONTAINKENT CAPABILITY STUDY

COZNTJIIENT PRESSURE VS STEAH-Am INTERNAL ENERGY
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14.3.5 ENVIR0MNMTAL LONSEQUENCES OF A LOSS OF COOL~•M ACCIDENT

General

Chapters 5 and 6 describe the protective systems and features which are

specifically designed to limit the consequences of a major loss of coolant

accident. The capability of the safety injection system for preventing

malting of the fuel clad and the ability of the contairent and containent

cooling systems to absorb the blowdown resulting from a maJor loss of

coolant have been discussed in Section 14.3.4. The capability of the safe-

guards in meeting dose limits set in 10 CFR 100 is demonstrated in this

s ection.

Because of the design conservatism and care taken during fabrication and

installation of the Reactor Coolant System a break of the system integrity

of any size is considered highly unlikely. For break diameters up to

four inches clad damage is not expected and hence activity release to the

containment would be limited to that contained in the coolant, that is the

corrosion product activity and fission product activity diffused to the

coolant through assumed fuel defects. For larger break sizes up to and

including the hypothetical double ended rupture of a coolant loop clad rupture

occurs and a portion of the activity contained in the fuel pellet-clad gap

would be released to the contairiment and would be available for leakabe.

For the purpose of evaluating radiation exposure, a double ended rupture of

a reactor coolant lcop is considered with partial safeguards operating from the

diesel-generator power system. As shown in Section 14.3.2 the safety injection

system, with diesel-generator power from two of the three units, will maintain

c lad temperature well below the melting point of Zircaloy-4 and will limit

zirconium-water reaction to an insignificant amount. As a result of the

c ladding temperature increase and t1. .apid system depressurization, however,

cladding failure may result in the h,. er regions of the core. Release of

the inventory ot the volatile fission products in the pellet-cladding gap

u ight follow.
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I t is assumed that all of the gaseous activity present in the pellet-cladding

gap of all the fuel rods is released. The ability of the safeguards to limit

environ=ental activity release and hence whole body and thyroid dose Is

a nalyzed.

Effectiveness of Safeguards !or Liriting Activity Uelease

In the following sections the expected iodine removal performance of the spray

and fan-.ooler systems is described and the containment and isolation features

are discussed.

Effectiveness of Containment and Isolation Features in Terainating
Activity Release

The reactor containment serves as an activity leakage limiting boundary.

The containment is steel lined and designed to itLhstand inteual pressure in

excess of that resulting from t'•., design basis loss of t.olant accident

(Section 5). All void seans and penetrations are designed with a double

barrier to inhibit leakage. In addition the weld channel and penetration

pressurization wystem supplies a pressurized nitrogen seal,at a pressure

above the containment design pressure, between the double barriers a- that if

leakage occurred it would be into the containment _Iection 6.5). The

Containment Isolation System, Section 5.2, provides a minimum of two barriers

In piping penetrating the crntainment. The Isolation Valve Seal Water System,

Section 6.6, provides a water seal at a pressure above containment design in

the piping lines that could be a source of leakage. The contairnent is designed

to leak at a rate of less than 0.1 percent per day at desagn pressure without

including the benefit of either the Isolation Valve Seal Water System or the

Penetration Presxurization System. The weld seans and penetrations are

pressurized continuously during reactor operation causing zero outleakage

through these paths. The Isolation Valve Seal Water Systen is actuated on

the containment isolation signal and prevents leakage through the pipelines

which could be a leak source. This system would be actuated within one .inute

to terminAte containment leakage.
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Effectiveness of Spray System for Iodine Removal

The effectiveness of the spray system for removal of inorganic iodine from

the containuent atmosphere is evaluated in detail in Appendix 6A, "Iodine

Removal Effectiveness Evaluation of the Containment Spray System".

If there is a large excess of chemical reagent to react with the iodine and

convert it to a non-volatila form with little or no tendency to return to

the gas phase, the elee.ntal iodine removal rate of spray can be expressed by:

dA X A (1)
dt 7

where:

A - inventory of elemenital iodine which is available for leakage at

any time, t

A - elemental Iodine removal coefficient.
S

Integration of equation (1) givcs:

A- As (2)0

As discussed in Appendix 6A, an elemental iodine removal coefficient of

64 hr"1 is expected for the case of both spray pumps operating and 32 hr-1

for one spray pump operating. Further analytic work has been performed by

Westinghouse and is reproted In WCAP 7499-L, Westinghouse Proprietary. Thia

report verifies the conservatism Inherent in the Griffeth single drop model

by an assessment of each of the uncertainties associated with the model used

to determine the iodine removal coefficient.

Effectiveness of Fan-Cooler Filter System for Iodine Removal

The removal of iodine by the filters installed in the fan-cooler units is

exponential as is the removal of any soluble component undcr conditions of a

constant mass transfer rate:

A - A e- ft

14.3.5-3
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The foraula has the same form as formula (2) developed in the previous section

for the spray system.

Since the filters installed In the fao-cooler units have different efficiencIQ6

for removal of elmental and organic iodine, two values of Af have to bo

s pac if tid.

" F (4)
fi IV t.

" F -(5)

where:

Afi - elemental Iodine removal coefficient due to filters

% organic iodluv renoval coefficient due to filters

r - el"oental iodine filter efficiency

-o - orFsI-'r iodine filter efficiency

F - air flow rate through the Iilters

V - containnon., free volume-

tlemental Jodin- ae•oval etficlcn~y bv filters lan been studied in a nwmber of
(1e t .(,2,3.41)

t stficianciea of 99.9 percent were measured for Impregnated

charcoal filters in humid air. (4 ) EffilLncius were 99.5 percent even when

tho charcoal was water logged. In this Analysis a conservwvive r--oval efficiency

of 90 percent for inorpanic iodine has been assumed.

Organic Iotine Inventory and Remova Eff ectivvner

It is not expected tM.it signific•nt organic iodine would be liberated from the

fuel as a result of a lons-of-coolant acL idont This conclassion is based on

th* absence of indications of suc:h release in In-pile fuel ct-ltdo-n experiments

conducted by Oak Ridge Natlonal Laborstory. The fraction expected would be

1.43.5-4



on the order of 0.2 percent or less on the basis that in the region of the

f uel rod where conditions would bF' most favorable for the existence of

organic iodine, the rates of therMal radiolytic deccomposition would exceed

the rate of repleniziaent.

The more plausible mechanism for organic iodine formation is by reaction of

e lmental iodi -e in an absorbed state on organic-contaminated surfaces.

Whether linited by diffusion to the surface or by the reaction rate of

a bsorbed iodine, the resulting fractional conversion of airborne iodine per

unit time is proportional to the surface to vclume ratio of the enclosure.

Therefore, observed yields of organic iodine function of aging tilse in various

teat encloazres were extrapolated to the indian Pcint Unit #2 containment

iv proportion to the surface/volume ratio. These results, in no case exceeded
a Lalculated conversion rate of 0.0035 percent of the atmospheric iodine per

hour.

At this race, the formation of cprganic iodine has a negligible effect on the
conscoquencea of contaittment leakage. In short, the mechanisms which are

believed to have produced significant amou•ta of organic iodine in test

facillties would be so ditminished in effect by the vastly reduced relative
surface to volume in the plant containment, that the organic iodine component

will be of minor importance.

Recent experiments have shown that the formation of organic forms of iodines

Is largelf dependent on specific conditions of the test such as activity

concentration, pressure, temperature, humidity, radiation field level

presence of impurities, etc. Since a full scale test has not yet been

performed for this purpose, it has been co=only agreed among experirenters

on the basis of the data available at the present time, that the amount of

iodine which could possibly exist in the reactor contaifrent after the MCA
in organic form will not exceed five percent ot the total airborne fraction.

Removal of the organic fraction has been the subject )f many research
programs in the past few years and the results show at appreciable success

both with the use of izpregnated filters and surfactan .'s added to the

spray solution.
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Experiments have been conducted at ORNT,. and reported in ORNL-3864, in

vhAch methyl iodine (CH 3') was exchanaed with com ercially impregnated

charcoals. The test data, obtained at 168°F and 100 percent relative htnidity

predict an effici.ency of :,98 percent for a filter bed of the reference

dimensiono and gas velocity at these condizions.

A test to avaluate the efficiency of activated impregnated charcoal filters

for Connecticut Yankee resulted in filter efficiencies of 90 percen'. for

methyl iodine with 100 percent humidity. V% 4ithough reccnt tests at ORNL

(reported in ORNL-4040 and ORNL-4140) indicated significantly lower efftaiencles

with high humidity, the results are not representative because the charcoal

was partially water logged for these tests. The Indian Poiut Unit No. 2
moisture separators are designed to remove a minimum of 99.9 percent of the

entriined water in the air-steam entering the air handling units following

a loss-of-coolant and the moisture separator effluent has essentially zero

noirture content.

The data available indicates that a methyl iodine removal efficiency of
70 percent or greater can be expected for the activated and impregnated

charcoal filter uni.ts. A value of 70 percent has been assumed for the

f ilters in the analysis. No credit has been taken for methyl iodine removal

by the sodium hydroxide spray.

ActiviLy in the Fuel Rod Gap

The gap activity is computed based on buildup in the fuel from the fission

proceas and diffusion to the fuel rod gap at rates dependent on the operating

temperature. For analysis, the fuel pellets are considered divided into

r egiont, each with a release rate dependent on the mean fuel temperature
within that region.

The diffusion coefficient, D', for Xe and Kr in UO2, varies with temperature

through the following expression:
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D' (T) -D' (1673) (e( (6)
R T 1673~ 6

where:

E - activation energy

D'(1673)- diffusion coefficient at 1.673 0 K - I x 10711 sec-1

T - temperature in °K

R - gas contant

The above expression is valid for t.-peratures above 1100°C. Below 11000 C

f ission gas release occurs mainly by two temperature independent phenomena,

recoil and knock-out, and is predicted by using D' at 1100°C. The value

used for D' (1673 0 K), based on data at burnups greater than 1019 fissiors/cc,

accounts for possible fission gar release by .:ther mechasidms and pallet

c racking during irradiatirci.

The diffusion coefficient for iodine isotopes is assuned to be the same ast orXe n= r. TnerandSco~tt(6)
I or Xe a Kr. Toner and Sco )observed that iodine diffuses in UO2 at about

the same rate as Xe and Kr and has about the same activation energy. Data

surveyed and reported by Belle(7F indicates that iodine diffues at slight1v

slower rites than do Xe and Kr.

For a full co% cycle at 3216 MWt, the above analysis results in a halogen

pellot-clad gap activity of about three percent of the equilibrium core

1-131 inventory. The noble gas activity present in the pellet-clad gap and

assuzed release to the containment is about 2.5 percent of the core Xe-133

inventory.

The percentage of the total core activity present in the gap for each

isotope is &Ise listed in Table 14.3.5-1. The core temperature distribution

used in this analysis, based on the design hot channel factors is presented in

Table 14.3.5-1 also.
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Atmosphere Dispersion

The meteorological disperaion of the leakage from the containment has been

calculated using the Sutton dispersion model and dispersion parameters

measurie at the Indian Point site. The Sutton model ha3 been modified to

account ft-r additionhl dispersion of the leakage due to t-rbulence in tht_

wake of the -ontainment building. Conservative dispersion characteristics

applicable to three time periods were selected and the doses calculated for

each period (Section 2.6).

The Sutton equation for the dispersion of a point source at ground level

g ives the ground level plume concentration as a funCLIon of distance.

-(V 2 /C x 2-n)

U C- - - e ( 7

where~~~ ~ ~ ~ C _adnaetedseso aamtrUI h idsedyi

the lateral distance fron the plwume center line, x is the downwind distance

and Q is the point source release term.

In order to take- into accolt building dilution, the Sutton cquation is applied

to a virtual point source upwind from the containment. The distance of

this source from the building is obtained by the requirement that the dispersion

factors : and i of the Saussian dif Lribution obey the relatiunships:

y

z

where A Is the cross sectional area of the ccntalnment building. Thus a
and ' yield each a value for the distance; the geometric averagi. of those

values is the distance x upwind of the virtual source.
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A 1/(2-n)

y z

The modified Sutton equation becomes:

-(y 21C2 ) (x + Xn-2

x2n e 0 (8)
1 u CyCz(x + x

The first and second periods of the dose calculation utilized this modified

d ispersion formula, a building area of 2000 square meters, and the inversion

parametcrs assumed in TID 14844 which are conservative for the Indian Point

S ite.

C- xCatogory ._ _z f u 0
Inversion-I 0.4 m/2 0.07 m n/2 0.5 1 r/sec 430 m

The first period comprises the first two hours after the accidunt. The direction

of the I meter per second wind is assumed to be constant throughout the period.

The second period is the next 22 hours after the accident during which the

same inversion condition is assumed to exist, but the average vlnd speed

from the same direction is assumed to be 2 meters per second.

The third period is from 24 hours after the accident to 31 days after the

accident. During this period, the meteorological conditions are assumed to

be randomly distribuced among the categories listed below:

Category Fraction IFi Cz Cy n

Lapse - 0.137 0.575 0.48 0.6 0.2
Lapse - L2  0.061 0.191 0.43 0.53 0.3
Neutral -H 0.378 0.358 0.39 0.47 0.4
InversIon - I 0.424 0.493 0.07 0.40 0.5
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The parameters, u, CI Cz, n for LI, L2 and N are those measured at the site
(Section 2.6) and those for I are the TID 14844 assumptions. Because the winds
are not expected to be from the same direction throughout the 30-day peri-d,

the dispersion formula was modified to account for long term variability of the
mean wind direction. The most adverse distribution was assumed to result in

a maximum of 35 percent of the winds blowing in one 200 section. The

dispersion formula used is:

F2f Fi(X/Q)30 2f E• [ ' i x(2-ni/2) (9)

This expression is obtained by integratirgthe Sutton equation from -- to

in the y direction and then averaging the concentration over the desired sector,

8, for the appropriate fraction of the time, f. The other parameters have been
defined with Fi being the fraction of the time any particular weather category

exists. As stated, 3 - 0.353 (2 tan 100) and f + 0.35.

Based on the above data, the dispersion factors listed in Table 14.3.5-2 are
obtained. These are also plotted in Figure 14.3.5-1.

Method of Analysis

To evaluate the ability to meet the suggested 10 CFR 100 guideline, the thyroid
dose and the whole body dose are calculated as a function of distance from the

reactor. Results are presented for off-site exposure at the site boundary and
low population zone distance while on site exposure is evaluated in the

control room.

Off-Site Inhalation Dose

The thyroid dose resulting from iodine activity leaking from the reactor

containment following an accident is computed from:

14 3.5-10



t-

D(X,T) - J B(t) Q (xt) L(t) S(t) dt (10)

t-o

where J-5 isotopes * +Af; +) )t - (kso+A£o+A )t

S(t) - (c {CDCF (i1 - O)e"+ 8e

D(X,T) ie the thyroid dose accumulated to time T at X meters from

the containment, rem

B(t) is the breathing rate, m 3hr

x/Q(X,t) is the dispersion factor ats distance X and time t, sec/m3

L(t) is the fractional containment leak rate, sec-1

C is the total curies of iodine isotope j released to the

containment, curies

DCF is the dose conversion factor for isotope J, rem/curie-inhaled

B is the fraction of the initial airborne iodine inventory

which is in the organic form

X si is the rate removal coefficient of the containment spray for

inorganic iodine, hr-1

A fi is the rate removal coefficient of the charcoal filters for

tnorganic iodine, hr-1

A is the natural decay constant for isotope J, hr-l

A is the rate removal coefficient of the containment spray for

organic iodine, hr 1

AO is the rate removal coefficient of the charcoal filters for

organic iodine, hr-1

The above expression accounts for spray and filter removal of the inorganic

and organic forms and for isotopic decay.

Figure 14.3.5-2 is a general plot that can easily be used to obtain dose for

various combinations of initial fraction of Lodine released and fractiot -f
this in the organic form, and removal coefficients for organic and inorganic

14.3.5-11



iodLno. The figure presents the resultant 2 hr thyroid dose at the site

boundary and the 30-day thyroid dose at the low population zone as a function

of a variable single Iodine removal coefficient. The two curves are based

on 25 percent 1, fine release to the containment and Include: 1) the effect

of Iodine natural decay, 2) the variable containment leak rate given in

Table 14.3.5-3, 3) the breathing rate changes given in Table 14.3.5-3, and

4) the variation In atmospheric dispersion as given in Table 14.3.5-3. The

thyroid doses for any given combination of halogen release fraction, f, X

(total inorganic iodine removal coefficient - I+ A fi), Ao (total organic

iodine removal coefficient - %so + %f0) and V.o0(fraction of the initial airborne,

iodine inventory in the organic form) are given by:

(~ f3j fDsite
D site (f'oLof 00 ) a o t (ko + 0.- (l ao DV'a to (0) U

2 hr 20.25 2 0.25 ( 2  (

DLPZ 0 LPZ 0.t _LPZ (A (12)
lod 0' o' o 0 . 25 o 30 -- ( -05) D3 0

wherv f in the fr.actiojn available for leakage and the values of D (M) are

taken from the appropriate curve of Figure 14.3.5-2.

A~q developled in Appendix bA, the sprav renoval coefficient for inorganic

iodine t- Q2 hr-I for one Rpray pump and 614 hr"1 for both spray pumps

operat aI. r- .. rt-moval 'apabilitv of the charcoal filter ran units is

evaluat.'d based on the 2.6 x 10 ft contninmei.t free volume, a recirculation

rate tot ,1610011 CFM per unit, and cfficlencies of ')O9 and 707 for the

inorgannt. and organit- i•dini, forms respectivelv.
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Off-site Whole Body Dose

The gamma dose from the radioactive cloud is calculated using the method

of the semi-infinite cylinder. The expression, derived from the Reactor

Shielding Design Manual, by T. Rockwell, 1956, has been modified to account

for the specific site meteorology as follows:

Dy M 327 Q Pk E k "k rem (13)

where the subscript I refers to each released isotope; the subscript k

refers to the energy levels.

E - energy per photon, Mev/y

= energy relative abundance,
•y dis -1

us = total ettenuation coefficient in air, cm

Q - curies released, curies

u wind velocity, cm/sec

- atmospheric dispersion factor, secQ m 3

Dose from . emitters is calculated as follows:

D - 0.27 (GQ) i Qi E i rein (14)

E Beta energy per disintegration, Hev

Cases Analyzed

1) One tinute Isolation of Containment - Gap Release

With the isolation valve seal water system and the penetration pres-

surization system provided to block potential leak paths the leakage

would terminate within one minute, the approximate actuation time for
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the above systems. For thin cane it Is assumed that fuel-clad

gap activity (equivalent to 3% of the core 1-131, 2.5Z core X -133)C

i released to the containment and that the containment leaks at

ite design rate for one minute at which time leakage terminates.

The rasultant dose beyond the site boundary would ve less than 0.7

rem to the thyroid.

The wholn body dose from the fraction that would leak out of the

containment in the one minute required for the Isolation valve

seal water system and the penetrating pressurization system to

terminate leakage would be 1.2 mr beyond the site boundary. The

sources for the gap inventory are listed on table 14.3.5-1.

The oxposuro of the occupanto of the control room has been evaluated

using the dispersion factor, I, of 2.3 x 10. 3 evaluated at

!0 meters distance from the containment. Immediately after the

accident, the control room ventilation ducts will close under high

radiation level alarm. Allowing for 1 mlinute Intake before internal

recirculation through filters is started, the thyroid exposure ts

1.2 rem inside the control room during the iodine clean up period.

inhalation dooe to a person on the ground outside the building for

I minute during which the cloud to passing by is 2 rem. Whole

body exposure it caused by the amount of noble gases trapped in

the control room during the one minute interval.

The initial H. and X dose rate from these activities would be less

than 0.4 mrem/hour.

The total whole body dose depends on the durazion prior to purging

the control room.

2) Containment Leaks at Design Rate - Gap Release

The capability of the safeguards systems has also been evaluated

without taking credit for the leakage reduction afforded by the
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by the seal water and penetration pressurization systems. For

these cases the integration has beezn performed over three time

intervals with B(t), -1, (xt) and L(t) constant over each

interval. The intervals are:

0 to 2 hours

2 hrs to 24 hrs

1 day to 30 days

The activity available for leakage is the same as in case (1), i.e.,

the fuel-clad gap activity.

It is assumed that iodine release terminates after 30 days because

of pressure suppression and removal of airborne iodine activity

inside the containment by the engineered safeguards. The values

of 6, x/Q and L used for the three time intervals are given in

Table 14.3.5-3. The values of A and DCFJ are also given in

TAble 14.3.5-3. The iodine available for release was assumed to

be 2.5% of the total core inventory of each iodine isotope even

though the tabulation in Table 14.3.5-1 shows that the gap fraction

of the shorter half lived iodine isotopes is lesc.

Figures 14.3.5-3 and -4 show the effect of four different combinations

of fan-filter and spray units operating on: the inhalation dose

when the organic iodine inventory varies from zero to 5% of the total

initial fraction available for leakage. The dose for the assumption

of 25% of the iodine available for leakage (per TID-14844) is also

shown for comparison on the same Figures. These cases are:

Case 1 5 fans and 2 sprays

x = 70.5 hr-I, No - 5.25 hr-1

Case II 3 fans and I spray

0, W 36 hr , Ao - 3.1 hr
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Case III 5 fans, no spray

Xi = 6.75 hr-I, Xo - 5.25 hr-1

Case IV no fans, I spray

-, = 32 hr-1, Ao - 0.0 hr-1

Figures 14.3.5-5 and -6 show the two hour and 30 day whole body

dose from the leakage cloud taking no credit for leakage termination

at one minute.

During the initial minute prior to isolating the control room ven-

tilation system some iodine gets sucked into the control room and

is cleaned up with filters as in case 1). Inhalation dose and whole

body dose rate from trapped activity are the same as for case 1),

i.e., 2.2 rem to the thyroid and 0.4 mrem/hr respectively.

In addition the gamma dose from the cloud around the building is

listed below for three time intervals:

X/Q to C ntrol Room

Time Wind Speed Assumed sec/mr Gamma Dose

0-2 hrs. I m/sec 2.3 x 10-4 6 mrem

2-24 hrs. 2 na/sec 1.15 x 10-4 25 mrem

1-30 days 4t m/sec 5.5 x 10-4 41 mrem

The total 0-30 day gamma exposure in the control room from the cloud

is less than 100 torero.

3) TID-14844 Release Fraction

For purpose of comparison only, the TID-14844 assumptions are con-

sidered taking no credit for the capability of the safety injection

system in preventing core meltdown sources from being present in

the containmente arnd available for leakage. The release of activity

to the containment results in 25% of the halogens, 100% of the noble

gases, and 1% of the solids being airborne.
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Even with the assumption of core meltdown release sources, in the

one minute required for the-containment to isolate (s'al water

injection), the activity leakage source could be only that in the

fuel-clad gap of the fNjel rods and off-site and control room doses

from the leakage cloud would be the same as for Case 1).

If It is further assumed that the isolption provisions do not completely

terminate leakage and that the containment leaks at its design rate,

the off-site thyroid dose is as given in Figures 14,3.5-3 and -4 using

the left hand ordinate. Off-site whole body doses for this case are

preuented in Figure 14.3.5-7 and -8.

Isolation of the control room ventilation system in one minute would

maintain thyroid dose levels in the control room to the values given

in Case 2). With the same assumptions for dispersion to the control

room as given in Case 2), the whole body dose from the cloud of

gamma emitters surrounding the control room would be 4.4 rem for

30 days.

Figure 14.3.5-9 shows the dose from the activity confined in the

containment as a function of distance. It can be seen that the

thick concrete containment walls effectively limit dose from

this source.

External Recirculation

Indian Point Unit No. 2 has an internal spilled coolant and injection water

recirculation system Incorporating two pumps for returning water to the

reactor core for decay heat removal after a loss of coolant accident. The

residual heat removal pumps serve as backup to these pumps. The residual

host removal (RHR) compartment and piping is surrounded by 2 foot th~ck

concrete shield walls. In addition, each RHR compartment is shielded from

its adjacent RHR compartment and piping by 2 feet of concrete. Figure

14.3.5-10 shows the results of an evaluation of direct

radiation levels surrounding a 14 inch RHR pine. The evaluation is ",ased
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on gap activity except noble gases being diluted in the reactor coolant
and refueling water tolume which is being recirculated through the pipes.

With the 24 inches of concrete provided the dose levels would be an

order of magnitude less than sihown for 12 inches of concrete.

As discussed in Section 6.2, design leakage for the external recirculation

system is less than 1000 cc/hr. Westinghouse has performed experiments

in which solutions of iodine in sodium hydroxide solutions of pH that would

exist in the containment after a loss of coolant were evaporated to dryness.

The result was that less than 10-3 of the iodine was released. For purpose
of conservatism it has been assumed that for a period of one hour 10%

of the iodine in the leakage is released to atmosphere. Assuming gap
iodine activity immediately after the loss of coolant is present in the

sump water being recirculated, the off-site thyroid dose for the period
is less than 2 mroem. Protection from inhalation dose in the auxiliary

building following an accident can be attained by use of self contained

breathing apparatus during those periods when access is required.

Summary and Conclusions

Off-site exposure is summarized in Table 14.3.5-4. It is concluded that

even with very pessimistic assumptions that do not take full credit for the

safeguards systems provided, both the whole body and thyroid dose after

a loss of coolant would be within the 10 CFR 100 s'Agpested guidelines.

Further, with the provided leakage prevention systems functioning as

designed the off-site dose would be within the 10 CFR 20 allowable yearly

dose levels.
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TABLE 14.3.5-1

CORE AND GAP ACTIVITY

Assumptions: Operation at 3216 MWt for 500 days

Curies
in the
Core 7
(X 10t)

Percent
of Core
Activity
in the Gap

Curies
in the Gap
(x 105)Isotope

1-131
1-132
1-133
.- 134
1-135

7.9
12.2
18.1
21.8
16.15

2.3
0.26
0.79
0.16
0.43

17

1.9
1.25
0.088

18
3.13

14.2
3.6
7.1
1.99

34
6.15

44

Kr-85

Xe-133
Xe-133m
Xe-135

.1163
18.03

4.9
6.85

CORE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

% of Core Fuel Volume
Above the Given Temperature Local Temperature, OF

0.0
0.2
1.8
7.0

l.*).j

4100
3700
3300
2900
2500



TABLE 14.3.5-2

SITE DISPERSIOA FACTORS

Distance

(meters

400

700

1,000

2,000

4,000

7,000

10,000

20,000

(,/Q) 2 hours

(sec/m3 )

9.51 x 10-4

5.98 x tO-4

4.20 x 10-4

1.90 x 1O-4

7.68 x 10-5

3.55 x 10-5

2.14 x 10-S

7.78 x 10-6

(X/Q 22 hours

(sec/m3 )

4.75 x 10-4

2.99 x 10-4

2.10 x 10-4

9.50 x 1-

1.84 x 10-5

1.77 x 0-05

1.07 x 10-5

').9 x 10-6

1.03

3.87

2.07

6.13

1.82

6.79

3.63

l.O7

(xOQ) 30 days

(sec/n 3)

x 10-4

x 10-5

x 10-5
* 10-6

* 10-6

x 10-7

x 10- 7

These are plot ted vs distance on Figure 14.3.5-1



TABLE 14.3.5-3

DATA USED IN EVAMATING OFF-SITE LfltALATION4 DOSE

Isotope Dependent Data

Total Core Iodine
Iodine Isotope- .C curie/,Wt)* DCF, (rem/curie inhaled)

1-131 2.47 x 104 1.48 x 106

1-132 3.47 x 104 5.29 x 104

1-133 5.63 x 104 3.95 x 105

1-1V 6.47 x 104 2.51 x 104

1-135 5.03 x 104 1.23 x 105

* 3216 HWt used in analysis

Time Dependent Data

B(m 3hr)

(site boundary - 520m)!-3."
m

• (low polulation zone =
Q sec1ilEOm), -T

m

L (sec- 1)

O-2hr

1.25

7.5 x 10-4

3.8 x 10-4

1.16 x 10-8

Tire Period

2-24 hr

0.8

3.9 x 10-4

1.9 x 10-4

1.16 x 10-8

I to 30 day

0.8

6.5 x 10-5

1.7 x 10-5

5.2 x 10-9



TABLE 14.3.5-4

Sumury of Offsite Exposure Calculations for Loss of Colant A:cident

2 hour Exposure at
520 Meters (Hin. exclusion
Radius)

Total Exposure
at 1100 Meters (min.
Lov Population Zone
Radius)

I. Thyroid Dose (Based on Zero tO 52
of Airborn as C113)

Containment lefikage terminated in one
minute by Isolation Valve Seal
Water Sygtem

Gap release* - Continuous leakage
with 2 Spray Pumps and 5 fan Filters
operating

Gap release* - Continuous leakage
with one Spray pump and 3 fan
filters op rating

Gap release* - continuous leakage with
5 fan filters operating

Gap release* - continuous leakage with
2 spray pumps

IOCFR 100 Suggested Limit

I1. Whole Budy Dose
Containment leakage terminated in one

ninute by Isolation Valve Seal
Water System

Gap release - continuous leakage
TID - 14844 release - continuous

leakage
10CFR 100 Suggested Limit

0.7 rem 0.36

0.8 - 1.45 rem

1.7 - 2.7 rem

8.8 rem

0.95 - 6.7 rem
300 rem

0.42-0.68 rem

0.85 - 1.4 ren

4.8 rem

0.55 - 13.9 rem
300 rem

I 8mr
18mr

,lmr
68mr

3.8
25 rem

4.9
25 rem

* TOD - 14844 initial iodine leakage inventory of 25Z of core equilibrium quantity will result iL
thyroid dose 10 times value shown.
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